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Art. I. The History of Scotland, from the Accession of the House
of Stuart to that of Mary. With Appendixes of Original Papei-s.

By John Pinkerton. 4to. 2 Vols. pp. 520 in each. 2I. 23.

Boards. Dilly. 1 797-

jy /I R. Pinkerton is known in the literary world on account of
-* * several former publications : but he now professes to feel

a considerable degree of anxiety, in delivering to the world the
greatest labour of his life. It must, however, be primarily

conceded to him, that the space of time included in this history

is judiciously chosen ; since the minute accuracy of Sir David
Dalrymple had investigated the preceding period, and the ele-

gant pen of Dr. Robertson had adorned the last (and incom-
parably the most important) age of Scottish history, which im-
mediately follows Mr. Pinkerton's narrative. It is true that, long
before those writers existed, the excellent talents ofBuchanan had
given form and beauty to the crude annals of his country : but
Buchanan was too much of a party-man, as well as of a poet,

to adhere rigidly to truth.—To weigh the authenticity of facts,

to estimate the preponderancy of evidence, to ascertain the ac-

curacy of dates, were parts of the duty of an historian that did
not lie within his province.

The plan of the present work is in some respects different from
that pursued by Mr. Pinkerton's predecessors. He delineates the
respective characters of the Kings, at the commencement, not
at the close, of the narrative of their reigns ; and his reason for

this alteration is that, in the most eminent historical produc-
tions, when other personages enter the scene, they are thus in-

troduced ; and that the reader is more interested in the events,

in consequence of his previous acquaintance with the actors.

Besides this, the private and personal character of a monarch is

not always to be discerned in the public transactions of his go-
vernment-, and, modern history not permitting such variety of
rhetoric and digression as classical models afford, it becomes the
more important to preserve its legitimate opulence unviolated, and

Vol. xxui. B to
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to diversify the chronicle of Wars and treaties by Ethic portrait

ure, and by delineations of men and manners.—Another no-

velty in the plan of this writer is the retrospect interposed at

different epochs, and containing the state of the country in crvirf

lization, government, laws, tactics, agriculture, commerce, li-

teraturcj and the arts, during a preceding period. On this sub-

ject, the author makes the following remarks

:

* The classical pa^i^t' of history, from the age of Herodotus to the

latest voice of expiring Rome, is illuminated with such researches,

though commonly presented in the form of digressions ; but they are

certainly deserving of a separate and peculiar nich in the temple of

memory. At the same time it Avould he rash too far to depart from

the models venerated by the wisdom of ages ; or to forget that the

preservation of national events is the allotted province of history.

These sketches must therefore be kept in due subservience to the main

design, least by an injudicious exuberance of extraneous matter the

very nature and name of history perish ; and the grandest records of

human Instructii)n, the most pleasing pages of general entertainment,

become cumbrous volumes of reference, chained to the groaning

shelves of libraries. Sufficiently difficult, if performed with a due

sense of its iniportance, is the task of the historian ;. and he needs

little tt) encroach on other departments of science, upon which

for him to dilate would be as absurd as if he were to give the natural

history of the animals, and plants, of a kingdom. But when re-

stricted within proper bounds, and in some imitation of classical prac-

tice, these sketches may be regarded as not only among the most in-

structive and Interesting parts of history, but as an agreeable variety

and relief from the less diversified series of modem events. The
authorwas h«ppy to find that his ideas on this topic completely

corresponded with those of the late Mr. Gibbon, who was pleased

\yarmly to express his approbation of this part of the plan, of its ar-

rangement, and of the space allotted to it, as calculated, not to en-

cumber and oppress the genuine province of history, but to variegate,

enliven, and adorn.'

Mr. P. has evidently employed much pains in the collection

of his materials. I^Iany new documents are used in the history

of tlie. preceding monarchs ; and the reign of James V., which

the author seems to have laboured with a considerable degree

of predilection, is almost wholly composed from the original

letters of the chief actors. His diligence in examining antient

records has made him often dissent from former historians, de-

scribe events with different circumstances, and paint character^;

with different colours. Of this fact we have a remarkable in-

stance in his cliivucter of the Duke of Roihsay, the eldest son

ofK. Robert Hi.
''*' The Duke of Rotlisay had now attained his twenty-second year

4

sind •hie- mental features nearly resemble those of the prince of Wales

his contemporary:- That warm effervescence of vigorous yoirth, whi<;hv

- ,-
'

-" tamed



Plnketton's.Histery c/Scoilatid, 3

tamed by reason, experience, and time, affords jnature materials of

a firm and spirited character, had led him into some excesses, es-

pecially of the amorous kind, whicli afforded pretexts of constramt

from his uncle the governor, and of reproof from his royal parents.

A fondness for riotous pastime and arch roguery were also laid to the

prince's charge ; who, to candid eyes, sufficiently compensated these

youthful and trivial defects by his good qualities. Endued Avith a

comely person, an honest heart, an able head, a most sweet and

aifable temper, and even deeply tinctured v/ith le.nrning for that

century, his virtues, and not his vices, attracted the regent's en-

mity *.'

This picture is scarcely rcconcileable with the following

passage of Buchanan :
*' Rothsay's vices were restrained through

the authority of his mother : but, when that Princess died, his

character displayed itself in all its native deformity. He set fear

and shame at defiance : matrons and noble virgins were the pro-

miscuous victims of his lust : force was applied whan seduction

could not prevail ; and those who endeavoured to restrain his

outrages felt the weight of his vengeance f." uorrhnu')
Buchanan Histor. L, x. c. lo.

To exemplify the author's style and talent for narration, we
shall insert ihis account of the tragical death of James I. because

it is entirely di^awn from a contemporary manuscript, hitherto

unknown to our historians :
' •).;.;

* Sir Robert Graham uncle of the earl of Strathern, aftenvaras ojf

Menteith, had been imprisoned in 1425, as is above mentioned, but
the cause is unknown. Two years afterwards James had resumed
the earldom of Strathern, upon pretext, as it seems, th^t it was con-

iined to heirs male ; and had given it to his uncle Walter earl of
Athole for his life : assigning, in recompence, that of Menteith to

Malis Graham, the former earl of Strathern. Robert Graham may
have been discontented at this exchange of his nephew's dignity ; but
it is not easy to conceive that his wrath upon this account could have
excited him to the murder of his sovereign, and far less that he could
have wished to serve the ambition ofAthole, to whom his nephew's for-

* Bowar, 431. The character of Rothsay is chiefly from
Winton, 886.

* Our lord the kingis eldest sone,

Sueite and vertuose, young and fair,

i And his nerrest lauchful air ;

Honest, abill, and awenand.
Our lord, our prince, in all plesand,

Connand Into literature,

A semely persoun in stature.'

f " Ea (scilicet, matre) defuncta, libidofrenh libera ad vproi moret
redijt : ac metu et pudore seposito, alienas uxoru et honest loco natas virgi-
nes, quibusJlagjUum persitadere non potefat, per vim rapiehat ad itubruYn i
ii quit ejus inhibere libidinem vellet, male mulcteUut disccdciat."

B 2 jner
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mcr earldom had passed. The art of this man seems to have equalled

his audacitv ; and he must liave instigated Athole, now approaching,

if not exceeding, his seventietli year, to this conspiracrby ambitious

views, only fit to captivate the dotage of age, or inexperience of youth,

and inspired by Graham solely to promote his own desperate revenge.

This idea is favoured by the following narration, which also explains

the violent causes which inilamed this assassin: but it would be r-^t-

thcr a matter of paradox, nor blame, to infer that Athole, a:"; his

family, were really innocent ; and that they were accused by Graham
to gratify his animosity, because Athole held his nephew's estates

and dignity. It sliall oidy be further prenH':;ed that Sir Robert Stuart^

grandson of Athole, on whom the conspirators pretended to bestow

the crown, was tlie son of David, eldest son of that earl, left an hos-

tage in England for James, ever since his arrival in his kingdom ;

and who apparently died there either before this period, or soon

after.

* According to this ancient relation, JameSshad discontented his

nobles by his vigorous procedure against them ; and they asserted that

his avarice of confiscated estates, and not his justice, induced him to

such actions. Tlit people were also displeased because of the sub-

sidies imposed, to whicli they hud long been strangers ; and were even

inclined to pronounce liis government tyrannic. In this posture of

affairs, and probably in tlie year 1434, after March had been confined,

and his estates sci/.eti, Sir Robert Graham, now delivered from his

fust imprisonment, and irritated by that disgrace, proposed, in a

meeting of the lords and chief men, that he would represent their

o-rievances to the king, if they would support him. As he was elo-

quent, and versed in the lav%-s, they willingly assented. Accordingly,

'\\\ the nciit parliament, or that held for the forfeiture of March in

Tanuai-v I4^5> Graham's violence led him to exceed his commission

;

for lie rose with an enraged countenance, and aoproaching the royal

seat, laid his hand on tlie king, saying, " I artrest you in the name

of all the three estates of your realm, here assembled in parliament ;

for, as your people have sworn to obey you, so are you constrained

by a4i equal oath to govern by lav/, and not to wrong your subjects,

but in justice to maintain and defend them." Then turning around,

lie exclaimed, " Is It not thus as I say ?" But the members, struck

with consternation at Graliam's rashness, remained in profound

silence : and the king Instantly ordered the audacious censor to prison,

to v/hii;h he was conveyed, after a severe sarcasm on the meanness of

spirit, shewn by those v.lio had promised to support him. Soon after

Graham was ordered into banishment ; and all his possessions for-

feited to the king.

' The bold and gloomy exile retired into the furthest highlands,

meditatinT revenge : and he had even the audacity formally to re-

novmce his allegiance, and to send a deiTance to the king in writing,

asserting that James h'ad ruined him, his wife, and children, and .pos-

sessions, by his cruel tyranny ; and that he'shonld kill his sovereign

with liis own hand, if occasion' offered. Upt>n this a proclamation

was mad6,"proiTfishig tliree thousand demies -of gold, each worth

half an English noble, to any person who should bring in Graham
1

3
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dead or alive. Meantime that ardent spirit wa3.employe4 in digesting

his scheme, and h:; sent messages to several of the members of par-

h'ament, during its session in October 1436, offering to assassinate the

king, and bestow the crown on Sir Robert Stuart, Athole's grandson,

nephew and favorite of James.
' The court held the festival of Cliristmas at Perth ; and the con-

temporary narrative details some popular stories concerriing omens,

which happened to James. The worst omen v.-as his vigorous ad-

ministration, which had created many enemies ; among whom the

conspiracy spread, like a hre among combustible materials, and had
even reached the most intimate attendants of the palace, without ex<

citing any suspicion. Tlirice did Christopher Chambers, one of the

traitoi's, and who had been a squire of tlie duke of Albany, approach,

the royal presence, to disclose the plot ; and as often did he fail,

from accident, or from a mistaken sense of honour, or pity to his

associates.

' At length the conspiracy being fully ripened, a night was fixed

for its execution ; being that of the second Wednesday in lent, ac-

cording to Monstrelet, or the twenty-seventh day of February in the

year one thousand four hundred and thirty-seven ; but that of the

first Wednesday in lent, between the twentieth and twenty-first

day of that month, by the account of Bowar, which deserves the

prefeience. The earl of Athole, and Sir Robert Stuart, were at the

court that evening, which was passed before supper, and after to a

late hour, in the amusements of the time, in playing at chess and
tables, reading romances, singing and music. An Irish or highland

woman, pretending to magic, Vvho had long before given the king a

hint of the plot, and had only met with laughter, again came to un*

fold it ; but was referred till the morrow, as the king was busy at

play. An hour after, James called for the parting cup ; and he and

the company drank, and withdrew. Sir Robert Stuart, private cham-
berlain to the king, and his chief favourite, is a.ccused ot spoiling the

locks of the royal chambers, to prevent their being shut, and even

of laying boards across a deep ditch, that environed the garden of
the Dominican monastery at Perth, \\ here James was now lodged, in

order to enable the conspirators to pass : but these offices seem to be-

long to meaner associates, and the guilt of Athole and his grandson

is doubtful. After midnight, Graham with about three hundred per-

sons, mostly raised in tfie highlands as may be inferred, entered the

garden. The king was nou- in his bed-chamber, standing before the

fire, only dressed in his night-gown, and conversing gayly with the

queen and her ladies, when, just as lie threw off his night-gown to

go to bed, he heard a great noise, as of men in annour, crouding

and clashing together, and perceived a blaze of torches. Suspicions

of treason instantly arising, the queen and ladies ran to the chamber-
door, but coidd not fasten it, the locks being spoiled : and the king
requesting them, if possible, to keep the door shut, attempted to

escape by the windows, but found them closely barred with iron.

Perceiving no other refuge, he with the fire-tongs and an exertion of
strength, tore up a board of the chamber-floor, and letting himself
down dropped the board above him. He was now in one of these in-

commodious necessaries, usual in old edifices ; but still could not

13 3 escape
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escape outward, for, by a sad fatality, a square aperture in the place

had been filled with stone, only three days before, by the king's com-
mand, because the balls were apt to enter it, when he played at ten-

nis. Nevertheless he might here have remained safe, had not his own
impatience betrayed him.

* Meanwhile the traitors burst open the chamber-door, and several

of the ladies were hurt ; particularly, as our historians say, Cathe-

rine Douglas, who, with a spirit worthy of her name, had her arm
broken, by thrusting it into the staple instead of a bar. The ladies

skrieking with horror, fled to the furthest corner of the room : but
the queen was so extremely agitated that she stood without power
of speech, or motion, and a villain basely wounded, and would have

slain, her, had not a son of Graham interfered, saying, " What
will you do, for shame of yourself, to the queen ? She is but a

woman. Let us go and seek the king." The queen was then per-

mitted to withdraw ; while the ladies remained lost in tears and con-

sternation.

' The traitors sought the king in every part of the chamber, and
another adjoining, without success. Most of them had gone to ex-

tend their search, and a temporary quiet succeeded, when the king
most unhappily, after having heard no noise for some time, and think-

ing that the conspirators were gone, called to the ladies to bring sheets,

and drav/ him up frcHU his uncomfortable concealment. In the at-

Jlfempt Elizabeth Douglas fell down into the place, and Chambers^
^one of the assassins, entering with a torch, perceived the king and
the lady, and called to his fellows, with savage merriment ;

" Sirs,

the bride is found, for whom we have sought, and caroled all night."

Upon this, another traitor. Sir John Hall, leaped down with a dag-

ger in his hand ; but the king seized him behind, and threw him
under his feet. Hall's brother met with the s^me chance : yet the

king in vain tried to wrest a dagger from either, and only wounded
his hands, and rendered himselfincapable of furtlier defence. Graham
himself now entered the king's retreat, who requested his mercy ; but

Graham exclaimed, *' Thou cruel tyrant, thou never hadst mercy
iipon tl>y noble kindred, nor others, so expect none." Jam.es said,

** I beseech thee that, for my soul's salvation, thou wilt let me have

a confessor." But Graham retorted, ** Thou shalt have no confessor

but this sword ;" and stabbed the king, who in vain cried for mercy,

and offered half his kingdom for his life. The assassin, somewhat re-

lenting, was about to withdraw, when his comrades above desired him
to complete their intention, else he should himself encounter death at

their hands. Graham, and the two Halls, then accomplished the hor-

rid deed by multiplied wounds.
* Thus perished James I. in the forty-fourth year of his age, and

the thirty-first of his nominal reign, but only the thirteenth of his

active authority.'

The foregoing extract will enable our readers to form some

notion of the entertainment to be found in this estimable work.

The author seems to have exerted his utmost diligence in mak-

ing himself fully acquainted with his subject : but he occasion-

ally
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ally Forgets that his readers are not historians lilce himself; and
he too often interrupts the progress of his polished n^rratirc

with the thorny obstacles of controversy. In an historical vi-ork,

every thing ought to be told that is essential to the clear com-
prehension of the facts related. The observance of this rule is

neglected by our author in p. 78, vol. i. where he says, * the

spirited actions of Douglas in behalf of Percy belong to English

history.' In the preceding part of his work, we never hear of
the Douglas and Percy to whom he here allude?, otherwise

than as names animated by natural and inveterate hostility ; and
in the preceding page, Percy inva-des Scotland in order to as-

sert his claim to the Earldom of Douglas. In estimating a

work replete with so much new information, liowever, such
popular objections ought not to be allov.'ed much weight ; and
that writer will escape blame for slight omissions, whose atten-

tion is deeply engaged by the hnportant task of rescuing the

history of his country from fable and from error.

We caimot follow Mr. P. in liis narrative of the turbulent

and tragical reigns of the iJtuarts; a family which has been emi-
nently characterised by the sacred epithet of ittifortumite. I'hc
reign of James V., as we have already intimated, appears to have
been delineated by the author with peculiar attention. James,
the great promoter of justice and civilization in Scotland, made
various progresses through his dominions, with; the view of
effecting those salutary purposes. The following: paragraph,
containing an account of one of those journies, wUl amuse the

teader

:

^ .- , ,..

* James, accompanied by the qiieen-tftother' and the •papal- embas-
sador, journitd through different regions of his realm." His progress
desers'es some attention, as illustrative of the manners of the times.

Hunting was his favourite amusement ^ and great was the slaughter

of deer, roes, foxes, and of wolves, an animal then, and long after,

not unfrequent in the Scotish forests. In Athole he was entettained,

with singular magnificence, by the ear} of that designation- In the
midst ot a fair meadow a place was constriicttd of green wood, en-

twined with the verdant boughs of birth : it was of a quadrangular
form, and each corner was str^ngthend by a mass:j' and lofty

tower. The turretted gate was not w'anting ; nor the security of the
ditch, drawbridge, and portcullis. The floors were strewn with
odorifei-ous herbs and blossom* ; the Ualls were enlightened by nu-
merous windows of fiine glass, and adorned with silken tapestry.

Nor did the enchantment of the genii of the forest fail to supply all

that could appease or pamper the appetite of the royal hunter, and
his woodland train. Meat and game of every der'Cription abounded

;

and the ditches were filled with the most delicate fish. Wines, white,
claret, muscadel, and malmsey, hyppocras, brandy, and the wholesome
beverages from malt, gratified thirst, or excited hilarity. The des-

sert was crowned with the choicest fruits and confections : and the

B 4 vessels
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vessels and linen were worthy of a palace : nor were the luxuries of
nocturnal repose, half of the life of man, unknown to the fairy man-
sion. The officers of the household, and of the kitchen, were nu-

merous, and selected with care. Here Athole treated his royal guest

for three days, and nights ; and the expence of the entertainment,

enormous for the time, was computed at three thousand pounds. The
wonder of the papal embassador was yet further increased, when,
upon the departure of James, the whole edifice presented one con-

flagration ; and the monarch only observed, with a smile, *' It is the

custom of our highlanders to burn tlieir lodgings."

We cannot quit this work without adding another extract,

containing indisputably the best account that we have seen of

one of the most meritorious transactions in the reign of James :

* The Scotish monarch had long revolved an important design,

highly honoiirable to his abilities and intentions, and to his desire of

promoting the union, tranquillity, and happiness of the realm. His
vigorous and prude.it government had reduced the borderers, and
other marauders, to subordination. The isles, and northern extre-

mities of his kingdom, alone remained in ignorance of the lavv's, and
of his power to enforce them. He determined to visit them in per-

son, attended by a force sufficient to chastise the insolent chiefs, and

to inspire respect to the guardian of the public order. The voyage
was worthy of the intrepidity, and wisdom, of the monarch, being

almost as dangerous as one of distant discovery, the people and the

very shores being imknown ; and the patriotic prince oidered, for

the general benefit, a skilful pilot, Alexander Lindsay, to attend

him, and report the nautical observations.

* Arrangements were accordingly made for this interesting expe-

dition. The services of Maxwell, though admiral of Scotland, were

declined on this occasion, by the interference of cardinal Beton,

whom he had offended in refusing to admit him in escorting the queen

from France. Twelve ships, with ample artilleiy, were ordered to

be ready by the fourteenth day of May. Of these six were allotted to

Jamts, and his own immediate dependants, and soldiers. Three were

appointed solely for victualling the fleet. The remaining three were

separately ass'gned to the cardinal, Huntley, and Arran : Betou
being to conduct five hundred men of Fife and Angus ; Huntley,

besides gentleir.e.i and thirty of the royal household, was to lead five

hundred of the north ; to Arran was given the similar command of

five hundred of the west, exclusive of the gentlemen, and twenty-

four servants, in liis train.

* The queen's pregnancy v/as so far advanced that her deliver}' was
daily expected : as James could not decently be absent at the time, a

delay of more than a fortnigiit was the consequer.ce. Meanwhile
England became suspicious of the intentions of this armament : some
asserting that James designed a voyage to France, or Flanders, to

meet Francis, or the emperor : others reported Ireland as the pro-

bable destination, as in lent eight Irish gentlemen had arrived at the

f>coti.sh court, with letters from most of the great chiefs of Ireland,

offering homage to James, if he would suppprt their religion against

Henry^s
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Htnry's innovations. But as James himself was not to lead above

two thousand men, suspicion was embarrassed ; though, to prevent

any attack in his absence, Murray was ordered to command a. body of

troops on the frontiers. A.t length Mary of Guise presented a prince

and apparent successor to the exulting monarch, and nation ; and
her health permitted James to proceed a fevv- days after that fortunate

event.

* When the cause of delay was thus removed, the royal standard

01reamed from the admiral's ship ; the sails were hoisted, and the

squadron advanced down the majestic course of the Forth, amid the

acclamations of numerous spectators on the adjacent hills and shores.

They knew not their king's design ; but a patriot and a philosopher

would have joined their general voice, had he beheld this youthful
monarch, after having with the wisdom of years, amid innumerable

difficulties, with repeated imminent hazard to his person, established

the internal tranquillity of his realm, now proceeding on a voyage,
not of war and destruction, but of public benefit ; and committing
his safety to the tempest, rocks, and shoals, of unknown and pe-

rilous seas, in order to spread law and civilization through his do-
minions.

Circumnavigating the variegated coasts of Fife, the bold a:stuary

of the Tay, the populous shores of Angus, JSIearns, and Buchan,
studded with commercial towns and romantic villages, the royal fleet

doubled the promontory of Kinnaird, passed the rocky heights of
Ord, the heathy wilds of Caithness, and displayed the royal banner
to the intrepid and industrious natives of the Orkneys, who had now
begun to exchange their ancient Gothic ferocity for the mild arts of

peace. Little or no exertion of authority was here required : and
after charts and nautical remarks, concerning the Orcadian seas and
inlets, had been arranged by Alexander Lindsay, the pilot, the squa-
dron passing the marshy wastes of Strathnavern, doubled the desert

and perilous cape of Hvarf or ^Vrath, which exposes its stern front
to the hurricanes from Greenland, and to the mountainous waves of
the Atlantic ocean. The distant and lawless inhabitants of Leuis,
Harris, the Vists, rushed from their muddy hovels to gaze on the lion

of Scotland, and trembled when they beheld the artillery of the pub-
lic guardian levelled against their crimes. The power of the Mac-
donalds the allies cf England, the foes of th.:ir cour.try, had been
long extinguished ; ])ut the Macleods obeyed the royal maixlate with
conscious fear, and were detained in captivity. Nor did the chieftains

of Skey, and the barbarous western shores, escape a similar fate.

Again bending his course to the ocean, James visited the isles of Co],
Tirey, and Mull ; and perhaps sighed over the tombs of his ancestors

at Hyona. The indented shores of Argyle, the islands of Jura, Hay,
and Colonsay, the rugged piomontory of Cantire, the verdant hills

of Arran, Bute the residence of his fathers, did not elude the mo-
narch's presence, or attention, his applause of peaceful Industry, his

chastisement of depredatory insolence. Many of the chieftains
were led a^^'ay in bonds ; and James ordering some ships to return
with th«m by their former course to Leith, lauded at Dunbarton^

after
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after one pf the mast laudable, expeditions ever undertaken bv any

soverei|fn.' , .
-. - r

From the extracts wIiicH we have now given, it will appear,

to those who are acquainted with Mr. Pinkerton's preceding

works, that experience and study have added very considerable

improvements to Jiis skill in composition. In the present his-

tory, he displays a greater command of language : his style has

more copiousness and more fluency : but some advances still

remain to be made in respect of purity, perspicuity, elegance,

and energy. His use of the prepositions is sometimes faulty.

Thus, in speaking of tl)e Duke of Albany, vol. i. p. 59, < The
consistency of wicked ambition must force us to infer that, /j

such a mind, base motives must be the most effectual.' BJfec^

/««//'!> is ungrammatical. A few sentences below, he says,

* Albany, apparently a coward, certainly unknown in war.*

The word apparently has here the sense of tlic French npparcm-

wenti
probably ; a sense in which it is frequently uocd by Mr.

P. but in which, perhaps, it is never employed by any Eng-
lish writer of anthority. He also makes use of some com-
pounds which are net yet received into the language :—The
word ' unsuccess' occurs more than once. The following ex-

pression wants precision, * The scepter of Scotland passed to

the family of Stuart at an unfortunate period for the acceding

progeny.' Vol. i. p. 3.

"VVe avoid the hividious task of pointing out other small de-

fects in a performance of so much real merit. Sliould tlie

present volumes be favourably received, it is, we are in-

formed, t!ic author's design to compoije, on the same plan,

the History of Scotland from the earliest accounts to the acces-

sion of the House of Stuart, He has already provided the

materials for this undertaking ; which would be comprised in

two volumes of nearly the same size v/ith tliose now offered to

tlie public. We hope, that Mr. P. will be encouraged to pro-

ceed in his historical labours ; and that his performance may
meet with that degree of popular as vvell as of learned appro-

bation, to %vhich his industry, abilities, and im|)artiality justly

entitle it. .^^ ,
. ._,.

.'
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Art. U. Illusfraticns of Mr. Kume*s Essay concerning Liberty and
Necessity ; in Answer to Dr. Gregor)- of Ediiibyrgh, By a Ne-
cessitarian. 8vo. pp. 44. is; Johnson. >;:."r'o

TK physics, it is an universal law, establislieci by the experience
-* of all ages, that like objects placed in like circumstances will

produce like effects j or, to express the same Idea symboli-

10 cally.
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cally, that the same X and M, In the same circumstances, will

always produce the same A. This law Mr. Hume expressed

by saying, that the same causes and effects are constantly csn-

joined : and he applied this doctrine of constant conjunction to

mind ; maintaining that, in the same state of mind, the same
evidence has always the same influence to regulate belief, and
the same motives in determining volition. Dr. Gregory, in

his Philosophical Essays *, combated this notion. In order to

confute Mr. Hume's doctrine of necessity, he assumed it as

true, and traced the necessary consequences of it to conclu-

sions either false or absurd ; hence inferring the falsehood and
absurdity of the principle.

The ingenious author of this pamphlet undertakes the ex-
amination of Dr. Gregory's argument. He finds no ground
of objection against the Doctor's method of reasoning : but he
asserts that the principle which he has assumed is not the same
with that maintained by Mr. Hume. His doctrine, expressed
symbolically, is that X and M will in the same circumstances
always produce the same effect A ; and that Y and M, in the
same circumstances, will always produce the same effect B

:

but he admits that if X and M, or Y and M, be in any respect
altered, the effect, A or B, becomes uncertain, and can only
be known by experience. These essential particulars in Mr.
Hume's doctrine of causation. Dr. G. is here charged with
having omitted in his account of it, and overlooked in all his

reasoning against it. He has represented Mr. Hume as having
maintained that M continuing always the same, the same X
will always and inevitably produce the same A, and the same
Y the same B : consequently, the effects A and B being sup-
posed effects of the same kind, the simultaneous application of
X and Y to M must be followed by an exact concurrence of
A and B, when X and Y directly concur ; by a direct cpposi-,
tion of A and B, when X and Y directly oppose each other,

and by a certain combination of A and B neither exactly con-
curring nor opposing, when X and Y neither exactly concur,
nor are directly opposite. All these consequences are found
true in physics, but false in the voluntary determinations of
the mind ; whence Dr. G. argues that the principle, from
which they are deduced, is equally false when applied to the
will. The conclusion is admitted : but it Is denied that Mr.
Hume's doctrine is affected by the admission : for though,
according to that doctrine, the same X and M will always in
the same circumstances produce the same A ; and the same Y
and M the same B, yet, change the circumstances by Intro-

* See Rev, voj. is. December 1792, p. 361.

ducing
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ducing X with Y, and, instead of B, the effect may be C or

D, or there may be no effect whatever referable to Y ; for

the principle of constant conjunction ceases to be applicable

when a new agent or circumstance is introduced. Dr Gre-

gory's demonstration is therefore inappHcablc to his purpose,

inasmuch as it depends on the suppression of part of Mr.
Hume's doctrine, and on the consequent misrepresentation of

the whole.

Such is the leading argument of this refutation of Dr.

Gregory, which is unfolded at large, and very ingeniously

supported and illustrated. We must add that the writer

appears to us to have discovered the exact point on which the

falsehood of Dr. Gregory's conclusion turns. That this may
be the more easily perceived by our readers, we shall ven-

ture to apply the symbols given above to one of Dr, Gregory's

illustrations.—If one person offers a Porter a shilling to go a

mile to the south, and another person at the same time sliould

offer him a shilling to go a mile to the east ; the first offer

being called X, and the second Y j the south direction A, and

the east B ; Dr. G. would assert that, according to the doc-

lifine of constant conjunction, the simultaneous action of X
and Y on the mind of the Porter ought to oblige him to go

neither to the south nor to the east, but in a certain direction

between them ; which would not happen ; whence he infers

that the doctrine is false :—but, according to the argument of

this pamphlet, though X would have produced A, and Y would

have produced B separately, it cannot be inferred that X and

Y acting together would produce an effect between A and B,

nor that the Porter would go to the south east : for new cir-

cumstances require a new experiment ; and, in the simulta-

neous action of X and Y, no effect whatever may be referable

to Y. This would, certainly, in fact be the case ; for the

Porter, knowing very well that going to the south-east would

not answer the purpose of either of his employers, perceives

that he must either go to the south or to the east, or must

remain at rest The idea of the shilling determines him to

motion rather than rest ; and he chooses the south direction

rather than the east, because the path is easier, or for some

other collateral reason.—We hazard the above merely as an

illustration of the argument of this ingenious pamphlet, which

we recommend to the attention of our philosophical readers as

a successful vindication of Mr. Hume and the Necessitarians,

at least, from the disgraceful imputation of vmlafides.

Art.
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Art. III. /Indent and Modern History of Lewes and Bngbrhelmston :

jn which are compressed the most interesting Events of the County

at large, under the Regnian, Roman, Saxon, and Norman Settle-

ments. 8vo. pp. 555. I2S. 6d. Boards. Rivingtons.

TOURING the times of the Britons nnd the R.omans, tiie inhabit-

*-^ ants of Sussex and of the adjacent parts appear to have

bovne the appellation of Regni and Retici ; and it is not wholly

improbable that under the former, as well as the latter, Lewes
might be a settlement of some note. When the impolicy and

folly of Vortigern called the Saxons to his aid against the

Pictish invaders, this part of the island was subjugated by

them, and known at length by the name of South-Saxon,

South-Sex, or Sussex-, and from this time the history of Lewes
begins to be, gradually, a little more clear and satisfactory.

' In the vear seven hundred and seventy-four, (our author tells us,)

Lewes and the other parts of Sussex are said to be infested by ser-

pents of an enormous size. For this I can cite but one authority *,

and that not the least apocryphal among tlie quaint volumes of

monkish histoiy.—But, in the course of the folloAving centuiy,

Sussex, as well as the other counties of the kingdom, was infested by
an enemy whose ravages were more bloody and extensive than she

could have experienced from the united hostility of the reptile and
bestial kinds : For the perverted reason of man stamps his violence

with a versatility and aLrociousness unknown to the tyger, scoi'pion,

or crocodile of Africa; and such are the^/o/vVj of eveiy tmir,'ial prince

down from Nimrod to the sanguinary despots of the present day f.*

The author here alludes to the invasions of the Danes, justly

styled free -boottrsi z term which too often applies to invaders

and warriors.

In the fourth chapter of this work, which commences wttn
the time of the Norman Conquest, the author gains more light,

and writes with greater confidence. Here we have a detail,

considered as authentic, from that period to the present, of
the Lords of Leaves. It begins with William de Warren,
nephew of the Duchess Gunnora, great grandmother of Wil-
liam the Conqueror, and passes with some regularity to Thomas
Fitz-Alan, E^-rl of Arundel and Surrey. On his death, in

1439, a partition of his possessions took place between his

three surviving sisters. We can easily admit the justice of

what is here added : * To trace this tripartite possession has
been considerably more toilsome to the historian than it can
be entertaining to the reader.' This narration is, however,
pursued to the present Dukes of Norfolk and Dorset, who,
with the Earl of Abergavenny, appear as proprietors of the
borough and barony of Lewes. 1 he latter part of the list is

*• Chronic, of Mailros. f P. 30.

littk
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little more than a dry enumeration of names, but the former
is somewhat diversified by biographic anecdotes j from among
which we may mention the spirited behaviour, known indeed

to many readers, of John de Warren, seventh Earl of Surrey.

Irt the year 1280, Edward I. issued writs of quo ivarratitoy in-

quiring by what right the nobility and others held their lands»^,

The' design was insidious, and many were glad to compound
by advancing considerable sums : but when this Earl of Surrey

was questioned, he drew a rusty sword, declaring that this was
his warrantry for all that he possessed ;

" by that old servant,

(says he,) my ancestors won their lands, as wtli as the conquercr

himself, and with the same, their undegenerate descendant is

resolved to maintain them." Such a declaration, from so re-

solute a baron, it is observed, might have been the signal for

civil war, had not the king prudently given up the scheme,

though exceedingly productive. This no doubt was brave j

yet still more noble was the conduct of one of the Earl's suc-

cessors. Earl of Surrey and Lord of Lewes, beheaded in the

reign of Richard IL; others, who were engaged with him in an
opposition to that unworthy prince, saved themselves by mean-
ness and falsehood ; this nobleman, however, preserved his

integrity while he lost his life.—The present writer's reflec-

tion on this event appears to us rather partial and defective

;

he says,—' The martyr who bleeds for the truth of Christianity

betrays a laudable firmness of opinion : but he, who, at the

peril or forfeit of his life, has laboured to extend or secure the

happiness of his native land, or of mankind in general, ap-

proaches nearest to the active beneficence of Heaven.* Surely

It must be allowed that the martyrsy of whom he speaks rather

lightly, were actuated by principles of the most estimable kind,

—a love of truth, united with piety towards God, and a warm
and active benevolence towards man 1

The historian appears throughout this work adverse alike to

slavery and to war, and a warm advocate for liberty, equity, and

peace. The account of villetiagey in its rise, degrees, and
abolition, is worthy of perusaU The battle of Lewes in the

reign of Henry III., in its connections and consequences, forms

several pages of the volume : the relation is pursued to the event

of the contest at Evesham : the whole is interesting, though,

perhaps, rather too much is said of the carnage so desperately

prosecuted by prince Edward, who was notwithstanding made
prisoner -, and of the mean and cowardly manner with wl)ich

the dead body of Simon Montfort Earl of Leicester, to the

eternal disgrace of his adversaries, was treated by them. Tliis

carl, however, with * his, patriot-liost^ obtains..laucK Aps.

plause in the narrative,- •
'- r':?^ '^»i^' fSJmbbus sir! vJ b'H&l- ,.:

In
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In 'the general chronology of Lewes, from the year 1542
to 1794,' we find such articles as these :

—
* 1542. Two couple

of rabbits given the Duke or Norfolk's officers, 6d. A pottle of

sack ditto, 6A.— 1544- This year tlie wages of John Payne,

one of the burgesses in parliament for this borough, were sixt^-

three shillings.—
1
548. A pair of sheets and a pair of blankets

for a pauper, 3s. 4d.— 1551. A banquet made and given

Lord Abergavenny this year by the town, cost 4s. iid.— 1564.
A month's board for Lord Abergavenny's huntsmen, 20s,

Wine for a present to the Lord Bishop of Chichester, 4s.'

Etymology, which has been carried to ridiculous absurdity by
some writers of local history, but which has its use, is not here

improperly regarded : Mailings the name of a parish near Lewes,
seemed with some probability to be derived from Med or
Mealeivey corn, and hig^ a low place : but, a few pages farther,

we are told of * veins of marl, grey and red, a circumstance

which might occasion the name- of Marl-Ing^ softened in time
into Mailing^ Of Clifft another neighbouring parish, it is

observed, * its name is generally written Cliffc^ in the antiquated

extravagance of Norman corruption,— tacking a duplicate to

the final consonant of words, and an e after it; as in the in-

stance before us, to the Snxon noun Clif were added the un-
necessary letters fc.^ The corruption is in great measure
rectified, except in the names of places, and in surnames;
' there it seems to be cherished as a mark of antiquity, with
the same absurd pride that a man whose distant ancestor had
been a menial servant, may tack an old-fashioned livery collar

to his coat, as a proof of his ancient descent.'

Several biographical anecdotes are interspersed in the volume,
respecting the famous Thomas Becket, * whose pride, turbu-
lence, and violent death are well known ;*— it is here added
that * his father Gilbert Becket, on his pilgrimage to the holy
land, was made prisoner by a Saracen or 5jrz^?«, whose daughter
Matildis fell in love with the English captive, and accompanied
him t^ his native land :—With the hereditary zeal of a pil-

grim, and the impetuosity of a Syrianf their son Thomas h^czme
conspicuous, though not estimable, as a lawyer, a divine, a war-
rior, and a saint.' Thomas Saville, created, by Queen Eliza-

beth, Lord Buckhurst, was also lord of the manor of Southover^

bjr which means he obtains a place in this volume.

."This nobleman was at first addicted to dissipation and extravagance*

but afterwards repaired both fame and fortune by a more frugal and
regular mode of living. His reformation is sometimes attributed to
a mortifying rhoney transaction with a certain alderman of London :

Ldrd Buckhurst called one day on the purse-proud citizen, who was

.

so elated by his accidental superiority as a creditor, that he deigned
Tj?

'

no*'
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not to attend for a considerable time after his lordship had b«fcn

anntmnced. During that interval of humiliating expectance, his spirit

and good sense dictated the laudable resolution of rendering himself

ipdepcndent of money-lenders in future. He accordingly formed a

plan of economy, and wisely adhered to it for the remainder of his

life,'

We find a short and handsome tribute to the memory of

Cromwell, Earl of Essex *.—
' Nature, (it Is said,) whose libeif-

ality is not to be directed by the herald s ofEce, gifted him
with talents which raided him above the difficulties of his sta-

tion, and finally conducted him to the first honours of his

country.'

—

Anne of Cloves^ to whom the manor of Southover

was granted, receives also a particular testimony of respect;

while Henry VIII., her husband for a time, is mentioned, as

he ought to be, with high Indignation and disgust.

It may not be Improper here to observe, concerning Southover^

that * the whole manor. In the rime of Harold the Second, was

worth Jifty pounds yearly, a sum nearly equal to three thousand

pounds at this day ;' again we are told,— < the shilling of those

times was more than equal to three of the present in weight.*

in another place, it Is remarked,

' From tite year 1555 (Q^Mary) we hear no more of wages paid

to the burgesses of Lewes. The smallness of that allowance, and

the liberal distribution of Spanish gold at St. Stephens', seem to have

rendered the former too inconsiderable for their acceptance. At the

institution of those wages, in the reign of Edward the First, the sum
of tvi'o shillings a day settled for burgesses was at least equivalent to

twelve shillings in the reign of Mary, and to forty at this day. For

the pound standard of sterling silver in Edward's time was coined

into twenty shillings, in Mary''« into sixty, so that a shilling of the

former .reign was intrinsically worth three shillings of the latter.

Furthermore, the great importation of silver into Europe since the

discovery of America had now reduced the commercial value of that

metal considerably more than one half.'

To this we may add a farther remark under the year 15(^0,

when there was a /?/// of money^ * principally effected in England

by the adulteration of the coin in three preceding reigns, and

by. the vast treasures Imported by Philip from .Spain. In the

year 1554 alone, he had brought over twenty- seven chests,

Cjjch three feet four Inches long, and ninety-nine horse-loa4^

and two cart-loads, of gold and silver coin.'

We are truly sorry when we read of the persecuting hand of

Archbishop Crannier: but tlie charge cannot be denied. Joan

of Kent, and (ieorge Van Pare the Unitarian, are melancholy

and powerful witnesses again^st him j at the same titnc* „we

* Son of a blacksmith at Putney.
.^ y
canhot
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cannot yield a full assent to this writer's assertion, that * they

will, among other horrid instances; prov€ that the zeal of tlie

reformed sects also could blaze In the faggots of Smithfield,

and rival the intoleratit cruelties of the Inquisition.' Policy and

tyranny, we acknowlege, may form the most \\z\.ch\\ inquisitors :

but the principles of Christianity, the better they are understood,

and the more faithfully they are regarded, will always oppose

every species of cruelty, injustice, and oppression. To these, In all

their forms, whether in state or church, or In more private tran-

sactions, our historian appears a determined adversary : in one

place, when speaking of the sacrifice which some writers have

made of truth In their accounts of Montfort Earl of Leicester,

he thus proceeds: * the enemies of a good government, It is true,

are traitorous foes to society. But when a diadem binds the

brow of lilferty, it must soon cease to be an amulet against the

just indignation of mankind. And a most contemptible adula-

tion would it be to the virtuous prince who now wears the

British crown, to veil or gild the deeds of despots who stained

-it with their enormities.'

The reader v/ill now be able to form some idea of the cha-
racter of this publication. It is, according to the title, rather

historical than topographical ; articles of the latter kind being

rather slightly regarded :—but it forms altogether an entertain-

ing and instructive work. The author appears to have a just

notion of the sources wlience our antient history must be

drawn : he is greatly, and (we think) properly, offended, par-

ticularly in the account of 13righthelmstone, with the Norman
writers, whose object it Is to cast all possible obloquy on the

Anglo-Saxons ; in consequence of which, Godwin and Harold
11. are loaded with infamy. He vindicates their memory, and
speaks of Harold with high and merited applause; to many
other observations, he adds,— ' Among his royal predecessors,

Alfred alone was his superior ; and we may, perhaps, be
puzzled to -find his equal in the long line of his succes-

sors.*

The style of this volume, though unequal, we do not censure

as remarkably defective ; on the whole, it is suitable to the sub-

ject, and not unpleasant ; a few inacCursM^es may be attributed

to the press, as, perhaps, when it is said (p. 542) * he wouW
often discourse (probably, discover) the attic treasures of a capa-

cious nrind' :—but we cannot form this excuse for the writer

when we read (p. 535) ' the last batch of his pupils,'—which
is certainly a mean and vulgar expression.

From the Dedicatign, we learn that the diffidence of the real

author induces him to remain concealed: but the editor readily

Rt.v. May, i-j^^. C pubUshw
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Dr, Smith'/ Essays on Philosophical Subjects.

publishes his name (William Lee), and informs us that the

production owes its appearance, in a great measure, to liis early

suggestions, and to the materials which he procured.

Art. IV. Essays on Philosophical Subjects. By the late Adam Smith,

LL.D. F. R.S. &c. &c.

\_jiriicle continuedfrom the Reviewfor January, p. 68.3

XJAViNG in a former Number glanced at the general scope
"** and execution of this publication, exhibited a concise view
of the life and writings of its illustrious author, and presumed
to suggest some remarks on certain of his political theories, we
now proceed to the agreeable task of analysing the contents of
these posthumous fragments. They consist of select Disserta-

tions more or less complete, detached from a great plan which
was designed to illustrate the natural history of the human
mind, by tracing the successive steps of its progress in science

and in the polite arts. Though offered to the world in a dis-

jointed form, they are yet calculated to please and to interest

:

replete with ingenious remark, and adorned with original

painting, the mass of information is animated by that expanded
didactic eloquence which Dr. Smith had sedulously cultivated,

and which the early habit of delivering instruction to a public

audience had so effectually conspired to improve. Three of

these essays are intended to unfold ' the principles which lead

and direct Philosophical Enquiries,* as elucidated by * the

History of Astronomy,'—by * the History of Ancient Physics*—
and *by the History of Ancient Logics and Metaphysics.' The
remaining tracts are intitled— * Of the Nature of that Imitation

•which takes place in ivhat are called the Imitative Arts.*-^* Of the

Affinity between Music, Dancing, and Poetry.*.—'* Ofthe Affinity ie-

tioeen certain English and Italian Verses ;'—and ' Of the External

Senses,'

Reserving for future consideration the smaller pieces, we
shall devote the present article to the review of the first in

order, which is likewise the most ample and most important

:

The History of Astronomy.
This sublime science affords a noble field for the specula-

tions of thfr philosophic historian. Astronomy is incontestibly

tlie loftiest "monument of human genius— the brightest con-

quest atchieved 'beyoi]d the circle of geometric truths. The
spectacle of the heavens has attracted the curiosity and occu^

,pied the leisure of men in every period of society : the efforts,

the advances, the aberrations of the mind, during a long course

of ages, in the pursuit of that study, are recorded with tolerable

precision i
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precisicm ; and what an imnaense chain of progressive ideas

is ^here between the rude observations of the heliacal risings

of t^tars in anticnt Greece, and the astonishing discoveries of tlitf -

planetary laws by Kepler, their demonstration by Nev.ton, and
thence to the protouud disquisitions of La Place and La Grange ;

who, guided by the most refined calculus, have anticipated the

researches of future centuries, and have disclosed those beautiful

cycles which bind and perpetuate the revolutions oi Nature !

Dr. Smith has not embraced so wide a range, but the excellence

of the sample before us excites our regret that he did not pro-

-secute the subject. Without the help of figures, his descrip-

tions are uncommonly perspicuous, and furnish no mean proof

of his acquaintance with the mathematical sciences. Imper-
fect as this History of Astronomy is acknowleged to be, v,'e

cannot for a moment hesitate to give it a decided preference

before all the similar performances which are extant in our lan-

guage. The small tract by Costard, indeed, contains only a
bare recital of the more noted facts.—From a perusal of Dr.
Smith's fragment, however, the learned may reap elegant en-

tertainment, and the student may derive profit and instruction:

it will prepare him with advantage to feast on those admirable

works, the Hisloire des Mathemat'iques by the accurate Montu--
cla *, and the Histoire de I'Astronomie, Aticiemie et Modertiey by
the acute and eloquen: Bailiy. Various circumstances concur

to shew that it was written several years prior to 1758, and cer-

tainly long before either of those capital productions was at

all known in England. We presume it not unlikely to have
been suggested by the appearance of Maclaurin*s *' Account o£
Nev/ton's Discoveries," an unfinished essay published about

the year 1748, after the writer's death, and forming part of a

larger composition designed by that able mathematician as a

History of Philosophy. If such was the case, pur ingeniousi.

author has soared beyond his original. Not satisfied with a
dry narration of event.s, he has endeavoured, and with success,

to seize the spirit which unceasingly prompted to invention.

He has interwoven his favourite speculations with the deduc-

tion of scientific facts, and given one of the earliest specimens

in England of that diincultkind of writing, Theoretical History,

denominated by the French, Histoiif Raisonnre, and which Mr.
Hume translates Natural History. His mitid was full of the

fine ideas which alterv/ard so happily explained the origin of

our moral sentim.ents; and those ideas he transferred in some

* Many of our readers will rejoice to learn that a new and enlarged

edition of that masterly work, continued down to the present times by
tJlc iauthory may be soon expected from Paris.

C 2 measure
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measure to the physical world. The principle which pervades

the theories that at different times have gratified human curio-

sity, he resolved into a sort of extended sympathy—into a de-

sire of conciliating the movements of the imagination with the .

concatenated evolutions of the universe.

Dr. Smith begins with discriminating the kindred ternra

wonder, surprise, and admiration. Wonder, according to

him, is exctted by whnt is extraordinary and uncommon, sur-

prise by what is familiar yet unexpected, admiration by what
is beautiful or grand. Surprise is not to be regarded as a pe-

culiar emotion of the mind, but consists wholly in the violent

and sudden change produced on the current of our thoughts.

The poignancy of the feeling bears a proportion to the rapidity

of the transition ; and it is not a little remarkable that the pas-

sage from extreme grief to. extreme joy causes a more fatal

shock to the mental frame, than the opposite alrernation. In

viewing the phenomena of the universe, the repeated sequences

are imprinted on our minds, the ordinary succession of events

becomes firmly associated in our conceptions, and all seems to -

harmonize together : but if any thing occurs apparently out of

the usual course of nacura» the imagination is suddenly arrested

in its career; is perplexed, confounded, tortured; and during

this violent agitation, tliis temporary derangement, it anxiously

inquires for some invisible principle to connect the broken

chain, to fill up the breach, to smooth the current of its con-

ceptions. A stone was seen to fall, smoke to ascend, fir? to

consume, and such events, being familiar, were regarded with

indifference :—but, when the sky raged in tempest, and was
rent by coruscations ; when the ocean heaved and laboured in

his pathless bed ; when the luminaries of heaven struggled in

eclipse ; and when the globe itself was convulsed with internal

5uccussioris:T—then was the season of alarm, then was the imagi*

nation astounded and appalled. Such is the violent birth of specu-

lation among men. In rude ages, those grand and extraordinary

events were ascribed to the agency of certain divinities clothed

witb. the attributes of human p.is-*ions and human weakness.

As society advanced, the futile expedient of prosopopoeia was
gradually deserted ; and mankind diligently sought for some
refin'jd mechanism, to harmonize the seemingly irregular events

which pass in review. '1 he feeling of wonder was therefore

the primary motive that prompted the study of philosophy, or
• the science of the coiniecting principles of Nature ;' and, as

true happhitss," according to Mr. Hume, consists in that deli-

eious. repose which succeeds to the proper exercise of our fa-

:Cahie3v philosophy Is eminently qualified to promote the ea-

ly joymcnt of its ardent cultivators. Our readers will be glad t«
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ffear. the ingenious remarks of Dr. S. on this subject in the
^

diffusive language of their author:

* When two objects, however unlike, have often been .observed t<> ,

follow each other, and have constantly presented themselves to the

sense in that order, they come to be so connected together m the

fancy, that the idea of the one seems, of its own accord, to call up

and introduce that of the other. If the objects are still observed to

succeed each other as before, this connection, or, as it has been called,

this association of their ideas, becomes stricter and stncter, and the

habit of the imagination to pass from the conception of the one to

that of the other, grows more and more rivetted ard confirmed. As
its ideas move more rapidly than external objects, it is continually

running before them, and therefore anticipates, before it happens*

every event which falls out according to this ordinary course of

things. When objects succeed each other in the same train in which

the ideas of the imagination have thus been accustomed to move, and

in which, though not conducted by that chain of events presented to

the senses, they have acquired a tendency to go on of their own ac-

cord, such objects appear all closely connected with one another, and

the thought glides easily along them, without effort and without in-

terruption. They fall in with the natural career of the imagination ;

and as the ideas which represented such a train of things would
seem all mutually to introduce each other, every last thought to

be called up by the foregoing, and to call up the succeeding ; so

when the objects themselves occur, every last event seems, in th,e

«ame manner, to be introduced by the foregoing, and to introduce

the succeeding. There is no break, no stop, no gap, no interval.

The ideas excited by so coherent a chain of things seem, as it were,

to float through the mind of their own accord, without obliging it

to exert itself, or to make any eifort in order to pass from one of
them to anotluT. • •'.i.-'riiini.

* But if this customaiy connection be interrupted, If -one or'more
objects appear in an order quite different from tliat to which the ima-
gination has been accustomed, and for which it is prepared, the cojf-

.trary of all this happens. We are at first surprised by the unexpect-
edness of the new appearance, and when that momentary' emotion,

is over, we still v^-onder how it came to occur in that place. The
imagination no longer feels the usual facility of passing from the event.

which goes before to that which comes after. Ir is an order or law
of succession to which it has not been accustomed, and v.'hich it

tlierefore finds some difficulty in followmg, or in attending to. The
fancy is stopped and interrupted in that natural movement or career,

according to which it was proceeding. Those two events seem to
* stand at a distance fuom each other ; it endeavours to bring them to-

T.:gether, but they refuse to unite,; and it feels, or imagines it feels,

something hke a gap or interval betwixt them. It naturally hesi-

tates, anjd, as it Avere, pauses upon the brink of this interval ; it

an<i
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and natural, and easy. The supposition of a chain of intermediat^j,

though invisible, events, which succeed each other in a train simi-

Jar to that in which the imagination has been accustomed to move,

and which link together those two disjointed appearances, is the only

means by which the imagination can fill up this interval, is the only

bridge which, i: one may say so, can smooth its passage from the 6nc

object to the other.'

It is hence the proper business of philosophy to tranquillize

the imagination, by tracing that hidden chain which binds to-

gether the seemingly disjointed events of Nature. Waiving the

history of science among the Indians, the Chaldeans, and the

Egyptians, (of which our accounts were at best imperfect,) Dr.

Smith directs his attention to the Greek colonies planted in the

islands in Italy, and in Lesser Asia ; which, enjoying many
advantages both physical and political, early attained a flou-

. rishing condition and lettered elegance. The Ionian school,

founded by Thaies, made small advances in the study of Na-
ture :—but the Italic school of Pythagoras was a nursery of

brilliant discoveries ; it produced the divine Secrates, who re-

formed and humanized those atstruse speculations in which his

predecessors indulged j and the pursuit of natural knowlege

"was continued v.ith ardour by the two rival sects instituted by

his disciples, Plato and Aristotle.

The most obvious opinion, derived immediately from the

information of the senses, pictured the habitable world as a

vast irregular plane, vaulted by the solid canopy of the sky, and

encircled by an ocean of fathomless depth and unbounded ex-

panse, out of which the luminaries of heaven ascended, climbed

the empyreal arch, and then sunk to their repose. It v/as

a very considerable step in the progress of the mind to

discover the globular form of our earth. The transitions hence

was easy to the theory of ccelestial spheres. The stars vrere

supposed to be fixed like gems to the concave surface of a crystal-

line shell, which rolled on its axis with perfect uniformity.

A distinct sphere was appropriated to the sun and to the moon,
and the former had a gentle oblique motion. Other spheres

"Vvere assigned to carry the planets.—This hypothesis, however

rude, was not devoid of beauty, was simple, and was calculated

to sooth and ^to charm the imagination :—but, as observations

grew moreprecise, the insufficiency of the system was felt. It

was then improved at the expence of its simplicity. Eudoxus be-

stowed four spheres on each of the planets, and to one of those

he ascribed an oscillatory motion. As new anomalies were

perceived, the number of ccelestial spheres was continually aug-

rnented; till, by the successive additions of Callippus, Aristpile,

gnd others, it amounted in the hands pf Fracastorio, Mts last

' 9 '* ' adherent
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adherent in the sixteenth century, to seventy-four. The hypo-

thesis had become as intricate as the appearances themselveis,

and no longer afforded relief to the embarrassed imagination.

Another system was, for that reason, invented by Apollonius,

was afterward improved by Hipparchus, and wa§. transmitted

to us with the authority of PtoJemy— it was the more artificial

system of Epicycles and Eccentric Circle*. The idea of circular

and equable motion was not abandoned : but, while each of

the heavenly bodies revolved in its own orb, the centre of that

orb was supposed to be carried at the same time round the cir-

cumference of another circle. The more obvious inequalities

were thus explained with a geometrical precision. With all its

nice combination of circles, however, it was soon found to

have defects ; to remove which, the fine contrivance of the
Equant or Equalizing Circle was introduced. Though the an-
gular motion of a planet viewed from the earth was confessed
to be unequal, a point could be assigned from which it would
be seen to move with perfect uniformity. That point was
made the centre of the Equant, and lay at the same distance

from the centre of the Eccentricity on the one side as the earth
was removed on the other. * Nothing (says Dr. Smith) can
more evidently shew, how much the repose and tranquillity of
the Imagination is the ultimate end of philosophy, than the in-

vention of this Equalizing Circle.'
. ,,^

y,^-^^'''

Besides these two systems of Concentric and E^ccen trie,.none
ever acquired any durable nor extensive reputation. The
Stoics, indeed, appear to have adopted an hypothesis distinct

from either: but, though justly renowned for their skill in dia-
lectic, and for the purity and sublimity of their moral doctrines,

those sages made feeble efforts In the cultivation of natural

science. The system of Eccentric corresponded most exactly
with the phjenomena, and was therefore very generally re-

ceived by astronomers and mathematicians; and,. from the ac-
cumulated observations of centuries, it gained stability and
perfection. It seems not, however, to have obtained much cre-

dit with the philosophers ; who, from the height of their tower-
ing speculations, were too apt to regard the geometers with
ignorant and supercilious contempt. It is worthy of remark
that the name of Hipparchus, the great founder of astrono-
mical science, and one of the brightest geniuses of all anti-
quity, is only casually mentioned by Cicero, without any note
of approbation, and is wholly omitted by Seneca and Plutarch.
It was the destiny of Rome never to excel in the abstruser
studies. Plluy, Indeed, a man of universal learning, frequently
bears testimony to the merit of Hipparchus, in terms of the
higliest admiration.

C 4 On
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On the qxtinctlon of the Western Empire, the sun of sci-
ence again rose in those regions of the East, which, under '

Mohammed, had felt the glow of revolutionary impulse. The
reign of his successors the Califfs was mild, equitable, liheral,

and beneficent. Unfortunately, that period on which huma-
nity dwells without a sigh was of short duration. The Araf-'!.

bians were occupied in studying the writings of their Grecian
masters ; and though they enriched the stock of astronomical
observatipns, they made few original improvements on the

theory.,
When learning again began to dawn in Europe, the Ptole-

maic system was adopted. Alphonso, king of Castile, employed
some Jewish astronomers in the xiiith century to rectify and
enlarge the tables of the coclestial motions. Its perplexed
complication of Epicycles and Eccentric Circles, which their

corrections required, now fatigued the imagination ; and they
drew from that philosophic prince the famous exclamation which
the bigotry of the age represented as impious. The revival of

astronomical science, however, is chiefly due to the ardour of

Purbach and his continuator Muller of Konin^sberg, who both

lived in the fifteenth century. Their career of genius was la-

mentably terminated by premature death. To them succeeded

Copernictts, a name familiar to every person who is in any de-

gree imbued with literature. We shall gratify ourselves and
our readers by extracting the passage which explains the mo-
tives and procedure of that eminent theorist

:

* The confusion, in which the old hypothesis represented the mo-
tions of the heavenly bodies, was, he tells us, what first suggested

to him the design of forming a new system, that these, the noblest

works of nature, might no longer appear devoid of that harmony
and proportion which discover themselves in her meanest productions.

What most of all dissatisfied him, was, the notion of the Equalizing-

Circle, which, by representing the revolutions of the Celestial Spheres,

as equable only, when surveyed from a point that was different from
their centers, introduced a real inequality into their motions ; con-

trary to that most natural, and indeed fundamental idea, with which
all the authors of astronomical systems, Plato, Eudoxus, Aristotle,

even Hipparchus and Ptolemy themselves, had hitherto set out,

that the real motions of such beautiful and divine objects must neces-

sarily be perfectly regular, and go on, in a manner as agreeable to

the imagination, as the objects themselves are to the senses. He
began to consider, therefore, whether, by supposing the heavenly

bodies to be arranged in a differesit order from that in which Aris-

totle and Hipparchus had placed tliem, this so much sought for

uniformity might not be bcstov\ed upon their motions. To discover

this arrangement, \\t examined all the obscure traditions delivered

down, to u^ cojicerning every other hypothesfs -which the ancients

had inveotcd, for. the same purpose. He found, in Plutarch, that

sorae
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some.: old Pythagoreans had represented^ the 'Eartfc as revolving it^

the center of the universe, like a wheel round" its own axis ; and

that others, of the sar.ie sect, had removed it from the center, and
represented it ar. revolving in the Ecliptic like a star round the cen-

tral fire. By this central fire, he supposed they meant the Sun ; and
though in this he was veiy wideiy mistaken, it Avas, it seems, upon

this intei-pretation, that he began to consider how such an hypo-,

thesis might be made to correspond to the appearances. The sup-

posed authority of those old philosophers, if it did not originally

suggest to him his system, seems, at least, to have confirmed him in

an opinion, v/hich, it is not improbable, he had before-hand other

reasons for embracing, notwithstanding what he himself would affirm

to the contiary.

• It then occurred to him, that, if the Earth was supposed to re-

volve every day round its axis, from west to east, all the heavenly

bodies would appear to revolve, in a contrary direction, from east t9

west. The diurnal revolution of the heavens, upon this hypothesis,

might be only apparent ; the firmament, which has no other sensible-

motion, might be perfectly at rest ; while the Sun, the Moon, and .

the Eive Planets, might have no other movement beside that east- ,

ward revolution, which is peculiar to themselves. That, by suppos- ^

ing the Earth to revolve with the Planets, round the Sun, in an or-
^

bit, which comprehended within it the orbits of Venus and Mercury,'"-

but was comprehended within tliosc of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, he''^

could, without the embarrassment of Epicycles, connect together the -?

apparent annual revolutions of the Sun, and the direct, retrograde, '.j

and stationary appearances of the Planets : that while the Earth really ;: >

revolved round the Sun on one side of the heavens, the Sun v»'ould
,

.

appear to revolve round the Earth on the other ; that while she really

advanced in her annual course, he would appear to advance eastward

in that movem.ent which is peculiar to himself. That, by supposing

the axis of the Earth to be always parallel to itself, not to be quits

perpendicular, but somewhat inclined to the plane of her otbit, and

consequently to present to the Sun, the one pole when on the one

side of him, and the other when on the other, he would account for

the obliquity of the Ecliptic ; the Sun's seemingly alternate progres-

sion from north to south, and from south to north, the consequent

change of the seasons, and different lengths of days and nights in

the different seasons.
•

' If this new hypothesis thus connected together all these" appear-

ances as happily as that of Ptolemy, there were others which it con-

nected together much better. The three superior Planets,' when
nearly in. conjunction with the Sun, appear always at the greatest

distance from the Earth, are snxallest, and lettst sensible to the eye.

and seem to revolve forward in their direct motion with the greatest

rapidity. On the contrary, when in opposition to the Sun, that i',

when in tlieri- meridian about midnight, they appear nearest the

Earth, arc largest, and'most sensible to the eye, and seem to revolve

backwards in their retrograde motion. To explain these appear-

ances-, the system of Ptolemy supposed each of these Planets to be at

the upper part of tlieir several Epicycles, in the one case ; and at the

lower.
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lower, in the other. But it afforded no satisfactory prindple of con-

nection, which could lead the mind easily to conceive how the Epi-

cycles of those Planets, whose spheres were so distant from the

sphere of the Sun, should thus, if one may say so, keep time to

feis motion. The system of Copernicus afforded this easily, and like

a more simple machine, without the assistance of Epicycles, con-

nected together, by fewer movements, the complex appearances of

the heavens- When the superior Planets appear nearly in conjunction

witli the Sun, they are then in the side of their orbits, which is al-

most opposite to, and most distant from the Earth, and therefore ap-

pear sm^est, and least sensible to the eye. But, as they then re-

volve in a direction which is almost contraiy to that of tlie Earth,

they appear to advance forward with double velocity ; as a ship, that

sails in a contrary direction to another, appears from that other, to

sail both with its own velocity, and the velocity of that from which

It is seen- On the contrary, when those Planets are in opposition to

the Sun, they are en the same side of the Sun with the Earth, are

iiearest it, most sensible to the eye, and revolve in the same direction

with it ; but, as their revolutions round the Sun are slower than that

of the Earth, they are necessarily left behind by it, and therefore

^em to revolve backwards ; as a ship wliich sails slower than another,

though it sails in the same direction, appears from that other to sail

backwards. After the same manner, by the same annual revolution

of tlie Earth, he connected together the direct and retrograde mo-
tions of the two inferior Planets, as well as the stationary appearances

of all the Five.'

—

* Tlius far did this new account of things render the appearances

©f the heavens more, completely coherent than had been done by any

of the former systems. It did this, too, by a more simple and intelli-

gible, as well as more beautiful machinery. It represeuted the Sun,

the great enlightener of the universe, whose body was alone larger

than all the Planets taken together, as ecstablished immoveable in the

center, shedding light and heat on all the worlds that circulated

around him in one uniform direction, but in longer or shorter pe-

riods, according to their different distances. It took ax^^ay the diur-

Bcd revolution of the finr.ament, whose rapidity, upon the old hy-

pothesis, was beyond wliat even thought could conceive. It not

pnly delivered the imagination from the embarrassment of Epicycles,

but from the diiSculty of conceiving these two opposite motions going

on at the same time, whicii the system of Ptolemy and Aristotle

bestowed upon all the Planets ; I mean, their diurnal westward, and

periodical eastv>.-ard revolutions. The Eartli's revolution round its

own axis took away the necessity for supposing the first, and the se-

cond was easily conceived when by itself. The Five Planets, which

seem, upon all other systems, to be objects of a species by them-

Eclves, unlike to every thing to which tlie imagination has been ac-

customed, when supposed to revolve along with the Earth round

tl:»e Sun, were naturally apprehended to be objects of the same

kind with the Earth, habitable, opaque, and' enlightened only

by the rays of the Sun. And thus this hypothesis, by classing

them in the s^me species of things, with in object that is of) a!}

ethers
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otkers- the most familkir to us, took off tliat wonder and uncer-

tainty wKIch the strangeness and singularity of their appearance had
excited ; and thus fV.r, too, better ansv/ered the great end of Phi-

losophy,
' Neither did the beauty and simplicity of this system alone re-

commend it to the imagination ; the noveliy and unexpectedness of

that view of nature, which it opened to the fa.icy, excited more

wonder and surprise than the strangest of those appearances, which

it had been invented to render natural and fan'iiliar, and these senti-

ments still more endeared it. For, though it is the cud of Philoso-

phy to allay that wonder, which either the unusual or -seemingly

disjointed appearances cf nature excite, yet she never triumphs so

much, as when, in order to connect together a few, "in themselves,

perhaps, inconsiderable objects, r.he has, if I may say so, created

another constitution of things, m.ore natural indeed, and such as tlie

imagination can more easily attc- id to, but more new, more contrai-y to

common opinion and expectation, than any of those appearances

themselves. As, in the instance before us, in order to connect together

some seeming irregularities in the motions of the Planets, the most

inconsiderable -objects in the heavens, and of which the greater part

of mankind have no occasion to take any notice during the whole

course of their lives, she has, to talk in the hyperbolical language of

Tycho-Brache, moved the Earth from its foundations, stopt the revo-

lution of the Firmament, made the Sun stand still, and subverted the

whole order of the Universe.

* Sush were the advantages of this new hypothesis, as they ap-

peared to its author, when he first invented it. But, though that

love of paradox, so natural to the learned, and that pleasure, which

they are so apt to take in exciting, by the novelty cf their supposed

discoveries, the am.azement of mankind, mav, notwithstanding what

one of his disciples tells us to the contrary, have had its Aveight in

prompting Coperaicus to adopt this system ; yet, when he had com-
pleted his Treatise of Revolutions, and began cooUy to consider what

a strange doctrine he was about to offer to the world, he so much
dreaded the prejudice of mankind against it, that, by a species of

continence, of all others the most difficult to a philosopher, he de^*

tained it in his closet for thirty years together. iSx last, in the extre-

mity of old age, he allowed it to be extorted from him, but died as

soon as it was printed, and before it vras published.'

This noble theory, however, being repugnant to the preju-

dices of habit and education, was at first coldly received, or

utterly rejected, by every class of men. The astronomers alone

favoured it with their notice, though rather as a convenient hy-

pothesis than an important trutli. By the vulgar it was con-

sidered as a chimjcra, belied by the clearest evidence of our

senses; while tiie learned beheld it with disdnn, because it

militated against the fanciful distinctions, and the vague erro-

neous tenets, of the Peripatetic Philosophy, which no one had

ventured to call in question j ^nd it is amusing to observe with

>yh§t
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uliat dexterity tlieCbpeirtiicang, still using the same weapons,

endeavoured to parry the blows of their antagonists. Its real

merits and blemishes appear to have been overlooked by both

pities. Brahe framed a sort of intermediate system : but this

Danish astronomer was more remaricable for his patience and

skill in observing the heavens, than for his talents of philoso-

phical investigation. Towards the commencement of the

sixteenth century, a new order of things emerged. The system

of Copernicus became generally known, and daily made con-

verts. Its reception alarmed the ever-watchful authority of

the church, roused her jealousy, and at length provoked her

vindictive artillery. The ultima ratio iheologoritm was pointed

at the head of the illustrious Galileo, whose elegant genius

discovered the laws of motion, extended the science of me-

chanics, aiid added lustre and solidity to the true system of the

universe. From the storms of persecution, Copernicus him-

self had been exempted only by a timely death.

Germany gave birth to Kepler, a man of extraordinary g6^

nius, ardour, and application. His laborious computations

from the register of Brahe dissolved that spell which, for

many asjes, had enchanted the world ; and the notion of cir-

cular and equable motions now received a fatal blow. He de-

monstrated tliat the planets revolve in elliptical orbits, which

no combination of Epicycles can describe; and he pursued, with

incredible perseverance, every figurate analogy that his exube-

rant fancy could suggest, hi length he obtained the full mea-

sure of success, and laid open those immortal laws which con-

nect the motions, the distances, and the periods of the hea-

venly bodies.

The importance of Kepler's discoveries was not yet fully per-

ceived. Gassendi, Ward, and Bonillaud attempted to corii-

biue his corrections with the antient doctrines :—but it requir-

ed a lofty genius to demolish the structure of Aristotelian phi-

losophy. To Des Cartes is mankind indebted for that ineoti-

inable service ; and the magnitude of the atchievement may
well excuse the temerity of attempting to rear a new and un-

stable edifice. The French philosopher accurately understood

tlie science of mechanics, and was the first to transfer its prin-

ciples to the explication of the appearances of the heavens. As

\\\t system of vortices is nov/ exploded, it has been the fashion

of late to undervalue the original author: — but, if the system

of Des Cartes, for ne:irly a cenrury, maintained its reputation

over a large portion of enlightened Europe, it had surely much
intrinsic merit. We make, therefore, no apology for quotiijg

tiiC ioilowing very clear and copious exposition of it

:

* AccoriKhg
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* According to that Ingenious and fanciful philoscjpher, the whole
of infinite space was full of matter, for with him matter and exten-

sion were the same, and consequently there could be no void. This
-Immensity of matter, he supposed to be divided into an jniinite num-
ber of very- small cubes ; all of which, being whirled about upon their

own centers, necessarily gave occasion to the production of two ditfer-

ent elements. The first consisted of tho!«e angular parts, which, hav-

ing been necessarily rubbed off, and grinded yet smaller by tlicir mu-
tual friction, constituted the most subtile and moveable part of matter.

The second consisted of those little globules that were formed by the

vubbing oft of the first. The interstices betwixt these globuies of the

second element were filled up by the particles of the first. But in the

infinite collisions, v.'hich must occur in an infinite space fiUe-d with

matter, and all in motion, it must necessarily happen, that manv of
the globules of the second clement should be broken and grinded

down into the first. The quantity of the first element Laving tlius-

been encreased beyond what was sufficient to fill up the interstices of
the second, It must. In many places, have been heaped up together,,

without any mixture of the second along with it. Such, according
to Des Cartes, was the original division of matter. Upon thl5 Infi-

nitude of matter thus divided, a certain quantity of motion was ori-

ginally Impressed by the Creator of all things, and the laws of motion
were so adjusted as always to preserve the same quantity in It,

without increase, and without diminution. Whatever motion was lost

by one part of matter, was communicated to some other ; and what-
ever was acquired by one part of matter, was derived from some other;
and thus, through an eternal revolution, from rest to motion, and
from motion to rest. In every part of the universe, the quantity of
motion In the whole was always the same.

* But, as there was no void, no one part of matter could be
moved without thrusting some other out of Its place, nor that with ^

out thrusting some other, and so on. To avoid, therefore, an In-
finite progress, he supposed, that the matter which any body pushed
before it, rolled Immediately btlckv>-ards, to supply the place of that
matter v.'hich flowed In behind it ; as we may observe in the swi'm-
ming of a fish, that the water, which it pushes before it. Immediately
rolls backwards, to supply the place of what flows in behind It and
thus forms a small circle or vortex round the body of the fish. It
was in the same manner, that the motion originally Impressed br
the Creator upon the infinitude of matter, necessarily produced in it

an Infinity of greater and smaller vortices, or circular streams : and
the law of motion being so adjusted as always to preserve the same
quantity of motion in the universe, those vortices either continued
for ever, or by their dissolution give birth to others of tlie same kind.
There was, thus, at all times, an Infinite number of greater and
smaller vortices, or circular streams, revolving in the universe.

* But, whatever moves in a circle, is constantly endeavouring to Rv
off from the center of Its revolution. For the natural motion of

, Ml bodies Is In a straight line. All the particles of matter, therefore
in each of those greater vortices, were continually pressing from the

- ceater to the circumfe-rence, with more or less force, accojdiug to the

different
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different' degrees of their bulk and solidity. The larger and more solid

globules of the second element forced themselves upwards to the cir- -

cumference, while the smaller, more yielding, and niorc active par-

ticles of the first, which could flow, even through the interstices of

the second, were forced downwards to the center. They were forced

downwards to the center, notwithstanding their natural tendency was

upwards to the circumference; for the same reason that a piece of

wood, when plunged in water, is forced upwards to the surface, not-

•withstanding its natural tendency is down^^•ards to the bottom ; be-

cause its tendency downwards is less strong thanthat of the particles

of water, which, therefore, if one may say so, press in before it,

and thus force it upwards. But there being a greater quantity of

the first element than what was necessary to fill up the interstices of

the second, it was necessarily accumulated in the center of each of

these great circular streams, and formed there the firey and active

substance of the Sun. For, according to that philosopher, the Solar

Systems were infinite in number, each Fixed Star being the center

of one : and he is among the first of the moderns, who thus took

avvav the boundaries of the Universe ; even Copernicus and Kepler,

themselves, having confined it within, what they supposed, the vault

qf the Firmament
* The center of each vortex being thus occupied by the most ac-

tive .and moveable parts of matter, there v\as necessarily among them,

a more violent agitation tiian in any other part of the vortex, and this

violent agitation of the center cherished and supported the Inovement

^f the whole. But, among the particles of the first element, which

fill up the interstices of the second, there are many, which, from

the pressure of the globules on all sides of them, necessarily receive

an angular form, and thus constitute a third element of particles less

fit for motion than those of the otl*er two. As the particles, however,

of this third element were formed in the interstices of the second, they

are necessarily smaller than those of the second, and are, therefore^

along with those of the first, urged down towards the center, where,

when a number of them happen to take hold of one another, they forrti

such spots upon the surface of the accumulated particles of the first

element, as arc often discoveretl by telescopes upon the face of that

Sun, which enlightens and animates our particular system. Those

spots are often broken and dispelled, by the violent agitation of the

particles of the first element, as has hitherto happily been the case

•with those which have successively been formed upon the face of our

^un. Sometimes, however, they encrust the wliole surface of that

fire which is accumulated in the center ; and the communication be«

twixt the most active and the most inert parts of the vortex being

thus interrupted, the rapidity of its motion immediately begins to

languish, and can no longer defend it from being swallowed up and

carried away by the superior violence of some cth^ir like circular

stream ; and in this manner, what was once a Sun, becomes a

Planet. Thus, the time was, according to the syi,tem, when the

Moon was a body of the same kind with the Sun, the firey center of

B circular stream of ether, which flowed continually round her; but

ber face having been crusted over by a congeries of angular particles,

the
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the motion of this circular stream began to languish, and couid-no
'

longer defend itself from being absorbed by the more violent %"crter''

of the Eavchj which was then, too, a Sun, and which chanced to be"

placed in its neighbouihood. The Moon, therefore, became a Planet,
'

and revolved round the Earth. In process of time, the same fortune,-

which had thus befallen the Moon, befell also the Earth ; its face was
encrusted by a gross and inactive substance; the motion of its voftcs

"began to languish, and it was absorbed by the greater vortex of th»

Sun : but though the vortex of the Earth had thus become languid,

iit still had force enough to occasion both the diurnal revolution of the

Earth, and the monthly motion of the Moon. For a sinaU circular

stream may easily be conceived as ilowing round the bodv of the
Earth, at the same tim.e that it is carried along by that great oceaa of
ether which is contljiually revolving round tlie Sun ; in the sam?
manner, as in a great whirlpool of water, one may often see several

'

smjdl whirlpools, wlilch revolve round centers of their own, and
at the same time are carried round the center of the great onf.

Such was the cause of the original fonnation and consequent motions
of tlie Planetar}' System. Vv'hen a solid body is turned round Its'

center, those parts of it, which are nearest, and those v.'hich are re-

motest from the center, complete their revolutions in one and the
same time. But it is otherwise with the revolutions of a fiuIJ: the
parts of it which are nearest the center complete their revolutions is

a shorter time, than those v»hlch are remoter. The Planets, there-

fore, all floating In that iKimense tide of ether which is continually

setting In from west to east round the body of the Sun, complete
their j-evolutlons in a longer or a shorter time, according, to thtyr

ueamess or distance from him.*

This bold system was emlnetjtly fitted to capdvate the ima-
gination: It even retarded for a time the triumph of sober and
genuine philosophy :—but the spirit of inquiry having now been
set ailoat, men dared to penetrate the sanctuary of Nature.
Fqcts rapidly accumulated ; and as the number of cultivators

daily increased, the basis of astronomical theory was improved
and defined by the acquisition of correct observations. The
Study of geometry was prosecuted with the happiest success,

and that wonderful science was advanced to a very high pitch,

of perfection. If Des Cartes introdticed centrifugal forces, it

was Huygens who perceived the importance of the subject, and
investigated the properties with depth and elegance. It would
be needless to mention the scientific constellation which graced
that active period. Every thing proclaimed an approaching
revolution. At length, a genius of the first magnitude arose,

the honour of his species, and tlie peculiar boast of our island^

whose comprehensive mind at onct grasped th.i preceding dis-

coveries, gathered the scattered facts into a focus, and finally

developed with luminous evidence the sublime system of Na-
tive. ^ -Some points in the Newtonian philosophy are explained
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by Dr. Smith with his usual perspicuity ; of others he contents

himself with a succinct enumeration ; and, conscious of the

imperfection of this part of his essay, he hastens to a close.

The two fioncluding sentences are striking :

* And even we, ^vh^lc v.-e have Ken endeavouring to represent all

philosophical systems as mere inventions of the imagination, to con-

uect together the otherwise disjointed and discordant phsenoraena of

nature, have insensihJy been drawn in, to make use of language ex-

pressing the connecting principles of this one, as if they wtrc the

real chains with Nature n^akcs use of to bind together her several

operations. Can we w-on'der then, that it rliould Iiave gained the ge-

neral and complete approbation of mankind, and that it should now
be considered, not as an attempt to connect in the imagination the

phaenomcna of the Heavens, but as the greatest discover)' that ever

•ci'as made by man, the discovery of an immense chain of the most
important and sublime truths, all closely connected together, by
one capital fact, of the reality of which we have daily expe-

rience.'

We cannot dismiss this valuable fragment without adding a

few cursory remarks. The proposition, which Dr. Smith so

beautifully illustrates, does not differ, in the main, from the sen-

timent commonly entertained ; for that which appears specious

or plausible is such only because it is accommodated to the

tisual train of our thoughts. The philosopher judges of the

solidity of a scientific theory, in nearly the same way .in which

the critic estimates the merit of a composition addressed to the

fancy. Both of tb.em appeal to the principles of the human
<nind^ and Truth and Beauty, inseparable companions, are

<Ierived from kindred sources. The quotation at the begin-

ning of this article very satisfactorily explains the origin o£

t)ur idea of causation, which consists wholly in the firm convic-

tion that is derived from the experience ol the uniform sequence

of events. '^ffie first statement of a doctrine equally cu-

rious and important we owe to the penetration of Mr. Hume,
•whose admirable essay on Necessary Coiwexion, an exquisite

morsel of reasoning, has produced one of the greatest improve-

ments in metaphysical science, by dispelling that air of mystery

and abstruseness v.-hich enveloped a subject of such peculiar

•delicacy. The difficulties arose from misconception alone, and

it was a very shallow device to fill up the -distance between

cause and effect by the help of other intermedia. The province

of philosophy is to class related objects, and to trace connected

events. Whether the observed concatenation proceeds from

the 'appointment of the Deity, or result-s from the essence of

things, is a question not very intelligible, and of which the so-

lutipn may be freely resigned to tiie theologian.

II Our
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Our Intercourse witli the East has lately vevealc^T much va-

hiable information, which sets In a new and enciaging light

the history of science in the antient world. Long before

the ?era of authentic record, Asia -was the cradle of astro-

nomy, whether it was cultivated in the genial plains of Hin«
do?tan, or in the bleak tracts of Upper Tartary. Its ramifi-

cations thence extended to Babylon, to Pbcenicia, and to

Egypt. During his travels into the East, Pythagoras might

obtain some knowlege of the true system of the universe :—but

it was necessary to observe a guarded silence, and not to shock

the prejudices of the age by a premature disclosure of truths sa

repugnant to the ordinary apprehensions of men. The opinion

of the motion of the earth seems to have been included among
the esoteric doctrines of Iiis school, v/hich wci-e imparted only

to liis chosen auditors, and under the seal of impenetrable

secresy. His famous theory concerning the harmony of the

spheres (according to the happy conjecture of Condorcet)

concealed, under an agreeable iiction, the proportions which
regulate the periods and distances of the coelestial bodies. The
successors of Pythagoras, were not equally cautious ; their li*

beral sentiments exposed them to persecution ; the sect was
cruelly expelled from Italy ; and its tenets degenerated into

disrepute and partial oblivion. From the wrecks of astrono-

mical doctrine, the Greeks, a most inventive people, reared ati

original system, due principally to the capacious genius of
Hipparchus.

In describing the judgments of the fancy, and in stating the

grounds of its acquiescence with the successive theories, we
apprehend that Dr. Smith has sometimes pronounced too de-
cisively. Is it possible to determine a priori what shall appear
simple, or consistent, or natural ? The train in which our
imagination moves is formed by education, habit, and example.
The first inquirers would most easily attain the belief of circular

and equable motion j this opinion became inveterate through
the -concurrence of succeeding ages •, and it v.-as not relin-

quished till after the discoveries of Kepler. All the apparatus
of Equants, Eccentrics, and Epicycles, was introduced to con-
ciliate the seeming irregularities detected by more precise ob-
servations, with a notion so deeply rooted in the imagination.

The circle was deemed the image of Divinity, and uniform
motion its distinctive attribute. The coelestial bodies, sublimed
from ** zethereal mould," could partake nothing of the gross
matter of this nether v;orld. It was the system of Des Cartes
that boldly overturned those prejudices of the schools, and assi^

milated the heavens and the earth by an extension of the same
machinery.

Rnv. May, 1797. D The
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The superlative merit of Kepler appears not to be sufiiclcntly

appreciated by L'r. Smith. If that profound mathemuticiaa in-

dulged a fondnvps for pursuing analogies, he acted conformably

(we are per "«,.aed) to the rue spirit of inductive jjiiilosophy.

Feeling that the phxnomf.na of Nature were not insal.itcd facts,

he searched with obdurate application for those numerical rela-

tions which mtist pcvvade the order of things. He tried his

various &i>ppositioris by the standard of experiment,—by the

€ollectioi> of Tycho Brahe's astronomical observations. The
importance of the result justly places him in the rank of the

greatest of discoverers; and his talents as a philosopher will not

suffer on the comparison with those of Lord Bacon, his con-

temporary ; who delineated the method of advancing the

sciences ; while Kepler, instinctively tracing the same plan,

pushed his investigations with judgment and skill, crowned by

the most brilliant success.

[ To he concliuicd in miother Article. J

Art. V. The Chase, ivul IVilliani and Helen : two Ballads from the

German of Gottfried Augustus Burger. .4to. pp. 41. 3s. 6d.

Boards. Edinburgh printed. Sold by Cadell jun. and Davies,

London. 179^-

\\] E have already given our opinion of the style best adapted
^^ to these popular narrations properly termed ballads

\

which, either being really or imitating the first efforts of poetry

in a rude age, when chieily distinguished by its simple force

of expression, and by the natural vividness of its imagery, can ill

associate with refinement of phrase, or the polished harmony

of exact versification. The abrupt dramatic language of Bur-

ger, filled with intcrj'ictiou and onomatopaeia, has been found

by its effects wonderfully to suit the wildness of his stories ;

and those of his translators, who, in their own tongue, have

imitated his manner, have, in our judgment, best succeeded.

Of the several versions of the ballad of William and Helen

which have lately come nndtr our inspection, we were, on

this account, most phased with the first written, but last pub-

lished, intitled Ellemrty and composed in the form of the

old English ballad *\ though we were in doubt whether it

gained any thing l>y an imitation of the antient mode of spell-

ing. We have now before us another translation on the same

plan, but more modern in its appearance \ and we think that,

even after so many respectable attempts, it may claim a very

considerable share of comparative applause. So generally re-

^.x^J 5^: ••* soc the Rev. for February last, .p. l$6.
''''"' ^'"
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Sembling, Indeed, is it to the last- mentioned version, that the

author's positive assurances of Its composition before ^Z1^^came
farther to his knowlege than by the repetition, from memory,
of a single couplet^ were necessary to efface the 'Wfa of imi-

tation ; and surely, besides tha# often repeated couplet, there

are several lines almost exactly the same v/ith corl'esponding

lines in the other, only 3ome\v'haL different in the spelling.

Yet we do not mean to represent it as not an entirely new
composition ; and it has poetical beauties of its own, which
siufficiently display the writer's superiority to any idea of servile

or mechanical imitation.

As our readers are probably satiated with that transcription of

parallel passages, which we thought useful to enable them to

compare the former translations with each other ; and as, in the

publication before us, this is only one of two pieces which are

to be noticed ; we shall content ourselves with copying a few
stanzas in which there appears to us some novelty of imagery,

as well as of diction. The first arrival of William.'s spectre is

thus described :

* Then crash ! the heavy draw-bridge fell,

That o'er the moat was hung
;

And clatter ! clatter ! on its boards

The hoof of courser rung.

* The clank of echoing steel was heard ''

/
As off the rider bounded

;

And slowly on the winding stair

A heavy footstep sounded.

* And hark ! and hark ! a knock—Tap ! tap !

A rustling stifled noise ;
—

Door latch and tinkling staples ring ;

—

At length a whisp'ring voice.'
. > n "j;^'

The description in the following lines is horridly^diarYitr

feristic

:

:.>ji;?c!iii*^ ^.^-ij ouk
** See there, see there ! What yonder swings

And creaks 'mid whistling rain ?"

" Gibbet and steel, th' accursed vrkttX ^

A murd'rer in his chain. -t

*' Hollo ! thou felon, follow hwe

:

To bridal bed we ride ;

And thou shalt prance a fetter dance

Before me and my bride."

' And hurry, hurry, clash, clash, clash !

The wasted form descends
;

And fleet as wind through hazel bush
The wild career attends.'

We now proceed to the other ballad, intitled the Chase -j

which is the first in order, though we were naturally led to

D 2 a prior
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a prior mention of the second. Its story is that of an Earl:

Walter, a true Nimrod in his feudal domain, who, setting out

for the chase on a Sunday, is joined by two persons from

opposite quarters, a uhite and a black angel; the first of whom
pleads with him to snare and the second urges him to violate all

that comes in his way, the field of ripened corn, the widow's

flock, the hermit'.^ chapel, &c. He follows the instigation of

the spirit of evil ; till, at length, hounds, horses, and attendants,

all vanish, a pack of h^il-hounds ascend from the earth, with

an infernal huntsman, and Earl Walter is doomed for ever to

be the object of a visionary nocturnal chase through the forest!

The tale is truly impressive, and equally applicable to the fancy

and the moral fcelir.i^s. The translation, as far as we can

judge without, couip-irison with the original, is a very good

one ; at least, it makes a fine English poem. Its style and

mode of versification are in a more polished strain than those

of William and Helen, yet generally free from affectation or

incongruous finery. Our readers may judge from the following

specimen :

* Fa3t, fast Earl Walter onv.'ard rides.

O'er moss and moor, o'er holt and hill.

And onward fast on either side

The stranger horsemen follow'd still.

* Ud springs, from yonder tangled thorn,

A staiJ- more white than mountain snow j

.•ind louder rung Earl Walter's horn,

" tiark foi-ward, forward, holla, ho !"

' A heedless vTetch has cross'd the way,

—

Kv: gappi^. the thundering hoofs below

;

But, live who can, or die who may,

"Still forward, forward! On they go.

' See. vvhere yon simple fences meet,

A iicld with Autumn's blessings crown'd |

See prostrate at Earl Walter's feet

A husbandman with toil embrowned.

•" O mercy ! nicrcy ! noble Lord
;

Spare the hard pittance of the poor,

Earn'dby the sweat these brows have pour'd-

In scorching July's sultry hour."

* If.2vne&t the right-hajid stranger pleads,

The left still cheering to the prey ;

I'll' impetuous Earl no warning heeds,

But furious holds the onward way.

• Away, thou hound so basel)^ born,

Or drend the scourge's echoing blow I"

Theri loudly rung his bugle horn,

'' Hclrk fanvaid, forward, hoUa, ho !"

<
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* So said, so done—a sirvgle bound
Clears the poor labourer's huninle pale :

Wild follows man, and horse, and hound,

Like dark December's stormy gale.

' And man, and horse, and houud, and horn,

Destructive sweep the field along,

While joying o'er the wasted orn
Fell Famine marks the madd'ning throng.'

It may be worthy of remark that the two writers, whose
translations of Burger have perhaps most merit, have chosen

to conceal their names.

A-RT. VI. Philosophical 'Transactions of the Royal Society of London

y

for 1796. Parts L and II.

\_Article concludedfrom the lajt Rev. p. 411.]

ASTR0N0M1C.^L PAPERS,
Account of the Discovery of a New Comet. By Miss Caroline

Herschel I'o which the Observations of Dr. Herschel, ex-

tracted from his Journal, are subjoined.

'T'His comet was first discovered with a five feet reflector,
-* 7th NovenbvT 1795. ^^ ^'•'^s then situated near the star

7 Cygni, and its diameter was about 5'* It had no nucleus,

and had the appearance of an ill-defined hasiness; and its

density was so inconsiderable, that it might be called merely a

collection of vapours. On the pth of November, it was cen-
trally on a S!^iall (^oub!- star of the nth or 12th magnitude,
north, following 15 Cygni ; and so rare v/as the vapour of
which it seemed to consist, that the smallest of these two stars

could be seen perfectly well with a power of 287. When it

was first observed, it was just visible to the naked eye; the
direction of its motion was retrograde; and, in its descent to-

wards the sun, it will probably pass between the head of the

Swan and the constellation of the Lyre. Dr. H. has given
an account of its situation and progress for four days.

On the Method of observing the Changes that happeti to the fixed

Stars s with some Remarks on theStabi!it\ofthe Light of our
Sun. To which is added, a Catalogue of comparative Bright-
ness, for ascertaining the Permanency of the Lustre of the Stars

By Dr. Herschel.

Astronomers have been led to arrange the stars in classes
of different magnitudes by their various degrees of brilliancy
or lustre. Brightness and size have been ccnsidtred as syno-
nymous terms ; so that the brightest stars have been referred
to the class comprehending those of the first magnitude • and

D3 '
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as the subsequent orders of stars have been supposed to de-

crease in lustre, their m ignitude has been determined in the

same decreasing progression :—but the want of some fixed

and satisfactory standard of lustre has been the source of con-

siderable confusion and uncertainty, in settling the relative

magnitudes of the stars. A star, marked i, 2m. is supposed to

be between the first and second magnitude : but 2. im. inti-

mates that the star is nearly of the second magnitude, and

that it partakes somewhat of the lustre of a star of the first

order. Such subdivisions may be of some use in ascertaining

Stars of the first, second, and third classes : but the expres-

sions 5m, 5.6m, 6.5m, 6m, must be very vague and indefinite.

Dr. Herschel observes that he has found them so in fact ; and

he therefore considers this method of pointing out the different

lustre of stars, as a reference to an imaginary standard. If

any dependence could be placed on this rnethod of magnitudes,
* it would follow, that no less than eleven stars in the consl;e!-

ilation of; the Lion, namely, ,'3(r7r| Abed 54, 48, 72, had all

undergone a change in their lustre since Tlamsteed's time.

For if the idea of magnitudes had been a clear one, our au-

thor, who marked (3 1. 2m. and y 2m. ought to be understood

to rnean tl^^t j3 is larger than y ; but v.'e now find that actually

vjs larger than |3. Every one of the eleven stars I have pointed

j^ inay be reduced to the same contradiction.'

;.,,fp!'he,author has pointed out the instances of the insufiiciency

of this, method, and of the uncertain conclusions that are de-

duced froin it, in determining tiie comparative brightness of

stars found not only in Mr. Flamsteed's catalogue, but also in

.the catalogues of other astronomers. It is sufficiently apparent

that the present method of cj* pressing the brightness of the

stars is very defective. Dr. H. therefore proposes a different

znode, that is more precise and satisfactory.

' .i I place each star, (he says,) instead of giving its magnitude, into a

fthort series, constructed upon the order of brightness of the nearest

proper stars. For instance ; to express the lustre of D, I say C D E.

By this short notation, instead of referring the star D to an ima-
" ginary uncertain standard, I refer it to a precise and determined ex-

isting one. C is a star that has a greater lustre than D ; and E is

another of less brightness than D. Both C and E are neighbouring

stars, chosen in such a manner that I may see them at the same time

with D, and therefore may be able to compare them properly. The
lustre of C is in the same manvier asceitaiiicd by B C D j t|rat of B
by A B C ; apd iilso the brightness of E by D E F ; and that of F
byEFG.

* That this is the most natural, as well as the most effectual way
to, express the brightness of a star, and hy that means to detect any

' change that may happen in its lustre, will appear, when we considen-

V'hati
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*rliat is ffequisite to ascertain such a change. We can, certainly not

"nvish for a more decisive evidence, than to be assured by actual in-

^jepection that a certain star is now no longer more or less bright

than such other stars to which it has been formerly compared
; pro-

vided we are at thi; same time assured that those other stars remain
Etill in their former unaltered lustre. But if the star D will no
longer stand in its former order C D E,, it must have undergone a

change ; and if that order is now to "be expressed by C E 1), t^ie

star has lost some part of its lustre ; if, on the contrary, it ought
now to be denoted by D C E, its brightness must have had some
addition. Then, if we should doubt the stability of C and E, we
have recourse to the orders BCD and D E F, which express their

lustre-; or even to A B C and E F G, which continue the series

both ways. Now having before us the series B C D E F, or if ne-

cessary even the more extended one A B C D E F G, it will be impos-
sible to mistake a change of brightness in D, when every member
of the series is found in its proper order except D.'

In the author's journal or catalogue, in which the order

of the lustre of the stars is fixed, each star bears its own
proper name or number, e. g. * the brightness of the star ^

Leonis may be expressed by [i £ Leonis, or better by p4

—

08— 17 Leonis; these btiug ths numbers which th^ three

above stars bear in the British catalogue of fixed stars.'

Dr. H. adopted the method of arrangement which he has
stated in this paper about fourteen years ago : but he was

, diverted from the regular pursuit of it by a variety of othei-

astronomical eagagements. After many trials, the plan which
appeared to him the most eligible was as follows '.— Instead of
denoting particular stars by letters, he makes use of numbers;
and in his choice of the stars which are to express the lustre

of any particular one, he directs hiii first view to perfect equa-
lity. When two stars seem to be similar both in brightness

and magnitude, he puts down their numbers together, sepa-

rated merely by a point, as 30.-24 Leonis:— but if two stars,

which at first seemed rJike in their lustre, appealed on a
longer inspection to be difFerent, and the preference should be
always decidedly in favour of the same star, he separates these

stars by a com.ma, thus, 4.1,94. Leonis. This order must not
be varied; nor can three sucli stars as 20, 40, 39, Librje,

admit of a difFerent arrangement. If the state of the heavens
' should be such as to require a diflerent order in these num-
.'bers, we may Certainly infer that a change has taken place in

the lustre of one or more of them. When two stars differ

very little in brightness, but so that the preference of the one
to the other is indisputable, the numbers that express them arc

separated by a short line, as 17—70 Leonis, or 68—17— 70
,
JLi&onis- When two stars differ -so much in brightness, that

D 4 oije
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one or two other stars might be interposed between them and
still leave sufEcient room for distinction, they are distinguished

by a line and comma, thus — , or by two lines, as 32 41
Leonis. A greater difference than this is denoted by a broken
line, thus 16 29 Booti». On the whole, the author

observes, the marks and distinctions which he has adopted

cannot possibly be mistaken ;
< a point denoting equality of

lustre ; a comma indicating the least perceptible difference ;

a short line to mark a decided but small superiority ; a line

and comma, or double line, to express a considerable and strik-

ing excess of brightness ; and a broken line to mark any other

superiority which is to be looked upon as of no use iu

estimations that are intended for the purpose of directing

changes/

The difficulties that attend this arrangement are not dis-

guised : but the importance and utility of it more than com-
pensate for the labor which it must necessarily require. By
a method of this kind, many discoveries of changeable and
periodical stars might probably have been made, which have

escaped the most diligent and accurate observers. We might

then, as the author fuggests, be enabled to resolve a problem

in which we are ail immediately concerned,

* Who, for instance, would not v\'ish to know what degree of

permanency we ought to ascribe to the lustre of our sun ? Not only

the stability of our climates, but the very existence of the whole

animal and vegetable creation itself, is iavolved in tlie question.

Where can we hope to receive information upon this subject but

from astronomical observations ? If it be allowed to admit the simi-

larity of stars v/ith our sun as a point established, how necessary will

it be to take notice of the fate of our neighbouring suns in order to

guess at that of our own ! Thptj-Z^zr, which among the multitude we
have dignified by the name of sun, to-morrow may slowly begin to

undergo a gradual decay of brightness, like ,9 Leonis, a Ceti, «
Draconis, ^ Ursae majoris, and many other diminisliing stars that will

be mentioned in my catalogues. It may suddenly increase, like the

wonderful star in the back of Cassiopea's chair, and the no leus re-

markable one in the foot of Serpentarius ; or gradually come on like

$ Geminorum, jg Ceti, ^ Sagittarii, and many other increasing stars,

for which I also refer to my catalogues ; and lastly, it may turn into

a periodical one of twenty-five days duration, as Algol is one of three

days, 4' Cephei of five, |3 Lyrse of six, y, Antinoi of seven days, and as

many others as are of various periods.'

As many phcenomena in natural history seem to point out

some past changes in our climates, the easiest way of ac-

counting for them may probably be * to surmise~^ that our sun

has been formerly sometimes more and sometimes less bright

than it is at prese.it ; at all events, it w ill be highly presump-
tuous
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tuous to lay any great stress upon the stability of the present

order of things ; and many liitherto unaccountable varieties

that happen in our seasons, such as a general severity or mild-

ness of uncommon winters or burning summers, may pos-

sibly meet v/ith an easy solution ia the real inequality of the

sun s rays.

The catalogue subjoined to this paper comprehends nine
constellations, v/hich are arranged in alphabetical order, viz.

Aquarius, Aqtfila, Capricornus, Cygnus, Delphinus, Equuleus,
Hercules, Pegasus, Sagitta.

Having explained the general principle on which this cata-

logue is formed, we must refer the reader to the author's own
account for its particular arrangement, and for the explanatory

notes annexed to it. "We are informed that the rest of the
constellations will be given in successive small catalogues, as

soon as time wiil permit the completion of them.

Ofi the Periodical Star a H^-ra/Jis ; ivlth Remarks tending to

establish the rotatory Motion of the ^tars on their Axs. To
ivhich is added a second Cc'talogiie of ihe comparative Brightness

of the Stars. By Dr. Herschel.

The utility of Dr. H.'s method of estimiiting the comparative

brightness of the stars is now verified by experience. In the

notes to his catalogue, In the preceding paper, he mentioned «
Herculis as a periodical star. By a series of observations on
this star, compared with « OphiuchI, which was most conve*
niently situated for his purpose, he has been able not only to

confirm this opinion, but to ascevtr.in its period. His observa-

tions are arranged in a table, by means of which he determines
that this star has gone through four successive changes in an
interval of 24.1 days; and therefore the duration of its period

must be about 60 days and a quarter. This fact concurs with,

other circumstances in evincing the rotatory motion of the

stars on their axes. * Dark spots, or large portions of the
'

surface, less luminous than the rest, turned alternately in cer-?

tain directions, either towards or from us, will account for all

the phasnomena of periodicai changes in the lustre of the stars,:.

so satisfactorily, that we certainly need not look out for any-

other cause.' If it be alkgcd that the periods in the change of
lustre of some stars, such as Algol, /3 Lyr^e, 3' Cephei, and n

Antinoi, are short, being only 3, 5, 6, and 7 days respectively;

while those of Ceti, of the changeable star in Hydra, and
that in the neck of the Swan, are long, amounting to 33 r,

394, and 497 days ; and that we cannot ascribe phenomena
so different in their duration to the same cause ; it may be an-
swered to this objection, that the force of it is founded on our

limited:\.
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Jimited acquaintance with the state of the heavens. To the

7 stars, the periodical changes of which were before known,
we may now add a Herculis, which performs a revolution of
.its changes in 60 days.

' * The step from the rotation of a. Herculis to that of n Ceti' Is

far less considerable than that from the period of Algol to the rota-

tion of u. Hcrcuils ; and thus a link in the chain is now supplied,

which removes the objection that arose from the vacanc}\ '—^Thc ro-

tation of the fifth satellite of Saturn is proved by the change obsei-v-

able In its light ; and ' t4\is variation of light, owing to the alternate

exposition of a more or less bright hemisphere of this periodical sa-

tellite, plainly indicates that the similar phenomenon of a changeable

star arises from the various lustre of the different parts of its surface,

successively turned to us by Its rotatory motion.'

Besides, we perceive a greater similarity between the sun

and the stars, by means of the spots that must be admitted

to exist on their surfaces, as well as on that of the siui.

Dr. H. farther observes that the stars, besides a rotatory

moticn on their axes, may have other movements ; * such as

nutations or changes in the inclination of their axes ; which,

added to^ bodies much flattened by quick rotatory motions, or

-surrounded by rings like Saturn, will easily account for many
riew phenomena that may then offer themselves to our extended

views.'

The catalogue annexed to this paper comprehends the con-

'stellations Aries, Canis major, Canis minor, Cassiopea, Cetus,

Corvus, Eridanus, Gemini, and Leo. To the catalogue are

subjoined several notes, which are the result of constant and

indefatigable- attention, and which will serve to assist future

ii&tronomers in extending their acquaintance with the coelcstial

bodies.

Philosophical ^ff^ Mathematical Papers.

B^^pirhijents and Ohse^rvhtrSUr th the Jtiflectlon^ Ri^ectit^n, and
'" Cahtirs of Light. "By Henry Brougham jun. Esq.

'*Ifwe advert to the analogy of Nature, and avail ourselves

of ppnciples alreatly established by experiment and universally

allowed, tt is not unreasonable to imagine that there may be a

dispo^sition in the parts of light, with respect to inflection and

refle'Ction, sirhllar to their different refrangiWlIty. Whether
this be the case, or hot, is a cdrious subject of inquiry ; and it

j^ that which the ingenious author of this paper proposes to in-

vestigate ;ind ascertain. Having hid down some ;j,c;neral prin-

ciples' that pertain to th.e flexion of light, lie proceeds to recite

the'experiments which led him to conclude that all the parts of

which light consists, have not the same' disposition to be influ-

enced by bodies which inflect' and deflect them. In the lirst

experiment.
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experiment, he darkened his chamber in the usual way, and

let a beam of the sun's light into it through the hole of a metal

plate fixed in the shutter of the window, ^j'^th of an inch in

diameter. At the hole within the I'oom, he placed a prism

of glass, of which the refracting angle was 4.5 degrees, and
which was every where covered with black paper, except

a small part on each side j and through tliis part the light

was refracted so as to form a distinct spectrum on a chart

at 6 feet distance from the window. In the rays, at 2 feet

from the prism, he placed a black unpolished piii, of which
the diameter was T'cth of an inch, parallel to the chart, and
in a vertical position. The shadow of the pin was found in

the spectrum ; and this shadow had a considerable penumbra,
which was broadest and most distinct in the violet part, nar-

rowest and most confused in the led, and of an intermediate

thickness and distinctness in the intermediate colours. The
penumbra was bounded by curvilinear sides, convex towards

the axis to which they approached as to an asymptote, so as to

be nearest to it in the place of the least refrangible rays. By
moving the prism on its axis, and causing the colours to ascend

and descend on any bodies that were used instead of the pin,

the red, wherever they fell, made the least and the violet the

greatest shadow.

In the next experiment, a screen was substituted in the place

of the pin ; and this screen had a large hole on which was a

brass pIaLe,'pieTced with a small hole ,'. d of an inch in diameter.

While an assistant moved the prism slowly on its axis, the au-
thor observed the round image made by the different rays pass-

ing through the hole to the chart ; that made by the red was
greatest, that of the violet least, and that of each intermediate rays

was of an intermediate size. When the sharp blade of a knife

was held at the back of the hole, ' so as to produce the fringes

mentioned by Grimaldo and Newton, these fringts in the red
were broadest and most moved inwards to the shadow, and
most dilated when the knife was moved over the hole ; and the
hole itself on the chart was more dilated during the motion when
illuminated by the red than when illuminated by any ether of
the rays, and least of all when illuminated by the violet.'

From these uvo experiments, the author infers ' that the rays
of the sun's light differ in degree of flexibility, a)id that those
which are least refrangible are most injlexlhle' From other ex-
,periments, he concludes that the most ivjliwible rays are also vicst

ueflexible. In the sequel of his paper, he ascertains the pro-
portion which the angle oi ififiection bears to that oi aif.ection at

equal incidences, and the proportion which the differentj^f*/^/-

lit'ie^ of the different rays bear to one another.

10 The
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Tlie nest object to which our author directs his attention is

the effect of that force by which rays are reflected on the dif-

ferent parts of light ; and this force he apprehends to be ex-

erted in a diiTerent degree in this case as well as in refraction,

inflexion, and deflexion. In determining this point, he pur-

sues a series of experiments, of which no abstract nor abridg-

ment, tliat would not far exceed our limits, would either do
justice to the author or give satisfaction to our readers. They
are, however, ingeniously devised ; and admitting the accuracy

with wliicli they were conducted, and that of the results de-

duced from them, (of which there seems no sufficient reason

to doubt,) they warrant the conclusion that the sun's light

consists of parts different in rellexibility, and that ' those which
are least refrangible are most reilcxiblc/ or most disposed to

be reflected nearer to the perpendicular than others.-~He next

proceeds to inquire, what are the different degrees of reflexi-

bility belonging to each ray, and what are the sines of reflec-

tion of the different rays, when all of them have the same sine

ef incidence. From the experiment subservient to this investi-

gation, he infers * that the spectrum by reflection is divided

exactly as the spectrum by refraction, only that the former is

inverted, and the different rays have reflexibilities that are in-

versely as their refrangibilities.'—The next object of the au-

thor's inquiry is the absolute reflexibility of the extreme colours,

from which b.e would be able to deduce the angle of reflection

of all the different rays at a given angle of incidence. The re-

sult of his experiment for this purpose is, tliat, if the sine of

incidence be 50" 48', the angles of reflection will be as follow
;

viz. of the extreme red 50*^ 21'; of the orange 50^ 27'i of

the yellow 50*^ 32'; of the green 50^ 39"; of the blue 50° 48'!

of the indigo 50° 57'; of the violet 51° 3'; and of the extreme

violet 51^ 15'.'

Havmg, by a train of argument and calculation, founded on

these results, investigated the physical cause of reflexibility,

Mr. B. does not hesitate to ascribe it to the difi^^i-ent sizes of

the various parts of light ; so that the force exerted for pro-

ducing this effect on the red being to that exerted on the

violet as the size of the red to the size of the violet, the red

particles will be to the violet as 1275 ^° ^^53- '^y similar

calculations, this deduction may be extended to all the otlier

colours, their sizes being between 1275 '^"'' '^SS' '^'^'bich are

the extreme red and extreme violet ; thus the red will be from

^'^75 ^^ 12721-, the oranjre from 1272^ to 1270; the yellow

fr^m^V?7o.to i 267 j the green from i aj^j^ to 1 264 i t)ie blue

ftoiu 1264 to 1260; the iudigo from 1260 tp ^"i^Sj^ aiid (the

violet from 1258101253.
lie
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t-Ie closes this discussion with replying to two cbjections,

which he conceives may be urged against that reasoning which
ascribes the intensity of the particles of light to their size.

Having endeavoured to unfold the property of flexibility, as

varied in inflexion, deflexion, and reflection, and also the phy-

sical cause of this property, Mr. B. proceeds to explain several

ph3enomena of vision by means of the principles which he has

advanced ; and he applies his idea of reflexibility to the doctrine

of colours, which he supposes to depend, not on the size^ but

on the position of the particles that compose them ; or at least

on the size merely so far as it influences their position. As we
cannot pursue his reasoning on this subject, v/e shall close this

article with observing tliat the experiments, and many of the

reflections, contained in this paper, are original end interest-

ing ; and that they claim the attention of persons conversant

with disquisitions of this nature. Some errors, which had
escaped the author in this paper, are corrected m the second

part of the Transactions.

The Construction and Analysis of Geometrical Propositions^ deter~

mining the Positions assumed by Homogeneal Bodies which jiout

freely^ and at rest^ en a Fluid's Surface j also determining the

Stability of Ships, and of' other floating Bodies. Ijy George
Atwood, Esq. F.R.S.

In order to determine the positions of floating bodies in the

circumstances here supposed, it is necessary to state the prin-

ciples on which they depend. A floating body is pressed down-
wards by its own v/eight in a vertical line that passes through

its centre of gravity ; and it is sustained by the upward press-

ure of a fluid, acting in a vertical line that passes through the

centre of gravity of the immersed part ; and unless these two
lines be coincident, so that the two centres of gravity may be in

the same vertical line, the solid will revolve on an axis, till it

gains a position in which the equilibrium of floating will be
permanent. Hence it appears that it is necessary, in the first

place; to ascertain the proportion of the part immersed to the

whole J for which purpose, the specific gravity of the floating

body must be known ; and then it must be determined by
geometrical or analytical methods, in what positions the solid

can be placed on the surface of the fluid, so that the two
centres of gravity already mentioned may be in the same ver-

tical line, when a given part of the solid is immersed under the

surface of the fluid. "When these preliminaries are settled,

something still remains to be done. Positions may be assumed.
In which the circumstances just recited concur, and yet the

solid will assume some other position in which it will perma-
nently
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nently float. If a cylinder, [e. g.) having its specific gravity

to that of the fluid on which it floats as 3 to 4, and its axis to

the diameter of the base as 2 to I, be placed on the fluid with
its axis vertical, it will sink to a depth equal to a diameter and

a half of the base ; and while its axis is preserved in a vertical

position by external force, the centres of gravity of the whole
solid and of the immersed j)art will remain in the same vertical

line :—but, when the external force that sustained it is removed,

it will decline from its upright position, and will permanently

float with its axis horizontal. If the axis be supposed to be

half of the diameter of the base, and be placed vertically, "Cat.

solid will sink to the depth of |ths of its diameter; and in

that position it will float permanently. If the axis be made
to incline to the vertical line, the solid will change its position

until it settles permanently with the axis perpendicular to the

horizon.

• Whether, therefore, a solid floats permanently, or oversets

when placed on the surface of a fluid, so that the centre of

gravity of the solid and that of the part immersed shall be in

the same vertical line, it is said to be in a position of equili-

brium •, and of this equilibrium there are three species, viz. the

equilibrium of stability, in which the solid floats permanently

in a given position,—the equilibrium of instability, in which

the solid, though the two centres of gravity already mentioned

aVe in the same vertical line, spontaneously oversets, unless sup-

ported by external force,—and the equilibrium of indiff^erence,

or the insensible equilibrium, in which the solid rests on the

fluid indiff'erent to motion, . without tendency to right itself

when inclined, or to incline itself farther.

If a solid body floats permanently on the surface of a fluid,

and external force be applied to incline it from its position, the

resistance opposed to this inclination is termed the stability of

floating. Among various floating bodies, some lose their qui-

escent position, and some gain it, after it has been inter-

rupted, with greater facility a\\<\ force than others.

Some ships at sea {e. g.) yield to a given impulse of the

wind, and suffer a greater inclination from the perpendicular

than others. As this resistance to keeling or pitching, duly

regulated, has been deemed of importance in the construction

of vessels, several eminent mathematicians have investigated

rules for detekmining the stability of shipsfrom their known di-

mensions and weight, without recurring to actual trial. To
this class we may refer Bouguer, Euler, Fred. Chapman, and

ethers ; wlio have laid down theorems for this purpose, found-

ed on a suppot>ition that the inclinations of ships from their
•''.*; '•''•quiescent
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quiescent positions are evanescent, oj-^^i^^ a ^rac;ticai §ei]se, very

* But ships at sea (says our ingeniotis autKor) are Tcnown to heel

through angles of 10°,- 20'''', or even 30'', and therefore a doiibt may
arise how far the rules, demonstrated on tlie express /conlSition that

the angles of inclination are of evanescent magnitude',^ should be ad-

mitted as practically applicable in cases where the inclin?.tion3 are so

great.'— ' If we admit that the theory of statics can be.applied with
any effect to the practice of naval architecture, it seems to be neces-

sary that the rules, investigated for detetmir.ing the stability of vessels,

sliould be extended to those cases in which the angles of inclinatioa

are of any magnitude likely to occur in the practice of navigatioi-».'

A solid body placed on the surface of a lighter fluid, at the

depth corresponding to the relative gravities, cannot change its

position by the combined actions of its weight and the pressure

of the fluid, except by revolving on some horizontal axis vi'hich

passes through the centre of giaviry : but, as many axes may be
drawn through this point of the floating body in a direction pa-
rallel to the horizon, and the motion of the solid respects one
axis only, this axis must be determined by the figure of the body
and the particular nature of the case. When this axis of mo-
tion, as it is called, is determined, and the specific gravity of
the solid is known, ' the positions of permanent floating will be
obtained, first by finding the several positions of equilibrium

through which the solid may be conceived to pass, w^hiie it re-

volves round the axis of motion j and secondly, by determining
in which of those positions the equilibrium is permanent, and in

which of tiiem it is momentary and unstable.'

Such as we have now briefly stated are the general prin-

ciples on which the author's investigations are founded. We
cannot farther accompany him in his elucidation of them, in

the problems to the solution of which they lead, and in the im-
portant practical purposes of naval architecture to which they
are referred. The whole paper, comprehending no less than

85 pages, is curious and valuable ; it abounds v/ith analytical

and geometrical disquisitions of the most elaborate ki.nd; and it

serves to enlarge our acquaintance with a subject that is not
only highly interesting to the speculative mathematician, but
extremely useful in its practical application.

With this latter view, the author seems to have directed his

attention to tlie various objects of inquiry which this article

comprehends. They are such as intimately relate to the theory
of naval architecture, so far as it <iepends on the pure laws of
Jtnechanics, and they contribute to extend and improve this
theory. The union of those principles that are deduced
from the. laws of motion, wath the knowlege which is derive<i

from observation and experience, cannot fail to establish

the
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the art of constructing vessels on its true basis, and gradually

to lead to farther improvements of the greatest importance aucf

atihty. To this purpose, the author observes that

* If the proportions an.d dimensions adopted in the construction of*

individual vessels are obtained by exact geometrical mensurations, and
calculations founded on them, and observations are made on the per-

formance of these vessels at sea ; experiments of this kind, sufficiently

diversiiied and extended, seem to be the proper grounds on which
theory may be effectually applied in developing and reducing to sys-

tem those intricate, subtile, and hitherto unperceived causes, which
conti'ibute to impart the greatest degree of excellence to vessels of

every species and description. Since naval architecture is reckoned

amongst the practical brauehts of science, every voyage may be con*»

sidered as an experiment, or rather as a series of experiments, from

which useful truths are to be inferred towards perfecting the art of

constructing vessels : but inferences of this kind, consistently with the

preceding remark j cannot well be obtained, except by acquiring a per-

fect knowledge of all tjie proportions and dimensions of each part of
the ship ; and secondly, by making ar.d recording sufficiently nume-
rous observations on the qualities of the vessel, in all the varieties of

fiituation to which a ship is usually liable in the practice of naviga-

tion.'

Of the remaining articles belonging to the class of Mathe-
matics, Sac. we can only subjoin the titles, viz. Mr. JonesV
Computation of the Hyperbolic Logarithm of I o improved : being a

Transformation of the Series KvLicb he used in that Comptttaticn to

others which converge by the powers of 80. To luhich is added a
Postscript, containing an L'lprovenient (fMr. Emerson'x Compu'
iation of the same Logarithm. By the Rev. John Hellins.—
Maniere elementaire d'ohtenir les suites par Icsquelles s'expritnent

les quantizes exponentielles, et lesfonctions trigonometriques des arcs

circulaires. Far M. Simon L'Huilier, F. R. S. ^n Algebrai-

cal Demonstration of Ncivtons Binomial Theorem. By the Rev.
W. Sewell, A.M.

Tiie Meteorolopjcn! Journal, as usual, cloiges Part I. ; and
Mr. Barker's Annual Register of the Weather, &c. makes its

customary appearance in the second Part.

Art. VII. Mr. Wakefield's Edition of Virgil.

\^Jrlkle crjiicludcdfrom the Rev. for March.']

iEneid i.

V. I. \ ,"^ 7 E think Ilcync's punctuation better than that which
Mr. V/akefield lias adopted : yet perhaps we should

rot, witli either, place a comma after cano. V. 2. Mr. W. has
iasericd Lavinia for Lavinaquc : wc deem the latter preferable.

1 1 Virgil
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Virgll is uncommcniy partial to the conjunction que. V. 35.

Mr. W.'s punctuation, Vela dabant latiy is evidently just.

V. 229. He adopts the reading of Heinsius and Bentley ; Deo"

rumqucy for Deumque : without necessity, in our opinion.

V. 317. He prefers the old reading Hebrum to Eurum. The
words are, without doubt, easily convertible : but which of

the two was the original is another question ; w'C prefer the

former, but would have it written Ebriim.

&Xi. II.

V. 1 20. Mr. W. is pleased with obstupuere animi. We are

better pleased with animis-y agreeably to ^n. ix. v. 123. 03-
stupuere atiimis Rutuli. V. 139. We cannot admire Mr. W.'s
adoption of forsaii iox fors ad. Were we to change the com-
mon reading, it would be for that of the Venetian edition:

^milli ad posnaSyforsati^ &c. V. 301. Mr.W. reads with the

Cambridge MS. of Jesus Coll. : clarescit sonitus. Virgil uses

both the singular and plural of sonitus \ and it is our opinion

that the plural is here more proper and poetical than the sin-

gular. If we wished to make any change, it would be that of

crebrescunt for clarescunt. V. 546. He reads Ex summoy &c.
Heyne had conjectured E. which he afterward found to be the

reading of the Warsaw MS. V. 683. Mr. Wakefield had
formerly contended for the reading moUi : but he now is of a

different opinion, and prefers tfiol/is, i.e. molles. Second thoughts^

are sometimes best. V. 697. We dislike not Mr.W.'s changing

turn into dum : it certainly is more expressive.

JEn. III.

V. 70. Mr.W. reads " Datit maria^ et lene crepitans^'' &c. on
the faith of Macrobius and Manilius. He might have added
the authority of Euphony. V. 348. He reads thus : * Et vui-

tum lacrimis verba inter singula fundit,'—This is ingeni-

ous : but as Virgil never, elsewhere, uses fundo with this

meaning, we prefer the common reading, and consider multum
as a Graecism. V. 516. Mr.W, prefers the reading P/^Vi^.

asque to pluviasque : For, says he, * Nihil obstat diphtkongus,

quam sequente vocali passim corripiunt Grasorum probatissit)ii-—fa-

citus igitur habendus est cum sua crisi Heynius.*

^n.IV.
V. 91. ^ Lectionem conjecturalem (Clara iox Cara) fidenter

tnserui ; minus videtur convenire epithctum cara pari perpetuus

i'ixas agitami. ^^id, quod Virgilius patrem ejus [suum
J subse •

quatUTy ad II. o-. 184 ?

Hpn [MS '^TfOzr.KZ, Aiof Kv^f^ TracaHoiri^'

Rev. May, 1797, E We
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We are fncllnec! to be of Mr. W.'s opinion. V. 47 1. He adoptJ

Markland's conjecture, paenis for sce/iis.

lEn.Y.

V. 163. He reads l^^va ior lavas. We see no good reason

for the alteration. V. 275. He justly prefers the reading

saxi to saxoj but proposes another, which he thinks still more
Virgilian : namely,

* j4ut gravis acto

Sem'tnecem liquh saxo, laceruinque, viator.*

V. 487. He reads mantis for matiUy and has this note on it

:

* ^lis diibitetf ms locmn ambiguum salteuiy ct nobis ineptuniy re-

ducta liternldi sanitnti restitiiisse. Manus J¥A^t7e. pro ipso ^nea,
Jigurd solemni poetis.'—Notwithstanding all this, u'^ doubt, and

doubt very much, the propriety of this change. The present

reading is neither ambiguous nor inept ; and although tnanus

^nee might poetically denote ipsum ^neanty yet we believe

that mantis alone, without the addition of the person to whom
it belongs, is never equivalent to that person : no more than

vis would denote Hercules, without the addition of Herculea,

V. 706. Hac responsa dabat. *' Salebrosa oratio, (saysHeyne,)

sequente imprimis isque his^ Sec Malim Hie (Nautes) re-

sponsa dabat ; i. e. dare solebat super iis qux •\>el portenderety^

&c. Mr. W. deems this emendation as clear as lights and ad-

mits it into the text.—We confess that we are of a very dif-

ferent opinion, and can see nothing hobbling nor difficult in the

present reading. On the contrary, what sort of construction

is this ? NatiteSf quetn uniim Pallas dociiit et miilta arte reddidit

insigncm—Hic responsa dabat, &c. V. 768. Here Mr.W. con-

trary to his usual custom, defends the common reading numen,

and pities those editors who would substitute nomen.—Yet,

were we to give an edition of Virgil, we would replace nomen.

Nothing is more natural. Not only the sights but the very

namey of the sea was odious to those good matrons.

^n. VI.

V. 361. He reads with the MS. of Jesus Coll. ignava for

ignara : the former is certainly more elegant, and the change
of letters was easily made.

V. 657. ' Pro kctione longt incptissima, vescentis, non dulitavi sub-

stiluere undequaque inculpahilftn ex conjeclura, vertantis. Sic JEn. vii.

• Ipse inter primos prastunti corpore Turnus
Vertltur, anna ttnem—

'

ad Homert exemplum II. a. 541. M. 49. Jam vera diciionem vcrterc sibt

eundem usum vindicare in activa voce, turn noster Maro, Georg. ii. 33.
r/i.365. Mn. i, 103. satisprobat cum muftis aliis scriptoribusy turn res ipsa.*

10 We
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We have given tliis note entire, in the author's words that
our readers may see with what attention and acumen Mr. W.
reads the classics, and comments on them.
We shall now select a few of his most remarkable feadin-s

irom the other six books, without any remark or reflection.
*^

^n. VII.
V. 808. He reads hifracta for hUacU, and calls it a most

certain emendation.

^n. VIII.
V. 206. He restores the common reading intejitatum for in.

tractatum. V. 211. For raptos he reads raptor, and calls the
present readmg a poor tautology—The next verse he thinks
spurious. V 46 1

.
For ab alto he reads ah arto ; which he had con-

jectured without knowing that Markland had gone before him.
V. 474. For circumsotmt he reads circumtomt, from conjecture ;
vrhich IS supported by a second-hand reading of the MediceanMb. V. 542. He thinks it a crime not to admit into the text
the conjectural emendation of Heyne, Herais for Herculeis.

I* VK u''^"f ^" °'^" conjecture tegebat for tefiebat, and
thinks that the whole learned corps will applaud him for it

•

^tantitm non inclamante Firgilw.'

^n. IX.

XT J^^ ^^^ y^^"^.' ^'°"' conjecture ut armh for et armis,
V. 563. He reads with the MS. Of Jesus Coll. ca?,dentem for can-
cfc/i//. V. 579. He reads «f /^^. iox et Uvo, and thinks that
this slight change of a single letter restores the text to sense
and regular construction. V. 671. For cc^lo he reads /./.,which he afterward found to be the reading of i MS —V 786He inserts with approbation the reading of the MS. of 'jesus
Coll. panntum for Deorum,

JEn.X.

V^8«'
^^^^.^P^^Schrader's conjecture detcs for metus.

MQ T r u'^n""
^^ 'f''' ^'"'"''''' ^' 4^2. He reads withMS Jesus Coll. Cer;^a^t for Cerr:at. V. 620. For oneravit he

reads ornavit.

Mn. XI.

, Jl^^' ^-^
^^'""Y

*^^ ^"""^ '^^"^'"8 ^^ ^^» Vulneribus fusum •

yet he retains pulsum. V. 218. For armis he reads arnmis'-which was Bryant's conjecture. V. ^69. He reads at soils iotet solzs V. 7 2 1
.
He inserts aut before sacer ales. ' Sacer alessays he, haud dubieest^^,n\,, Jo.i sacer minister fulnunis\

^^^o,o^n,P^ndar^:
J.%^^, He embraces, with bofh armsthe readmg of the Medicean MS. Utautem anhnls for fJInZ'crrms: but he thmks that Virgil may have written e/sulCtel
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JEn. XII.

V 206. For gerehaty he reads with one MS. rcgel-ai. V. 273.

Tor alvo, he reads, with the Medicean MS. dura. V. 366. He

reads, from conjecture, ifitomt for i>iso>iat.

Innumerable are the places in which Mr. W. has changed

the common punctuation ; and nearly always for the better.

One defect is observable in these elegant volumes: the

number of verses is only marked at the top of each page; which

eauses inconvenience in collating them with other editions.

Art VIII. The Posthumous IVoris of Charles Fearne, Esq. Barris-

ter at La'w. Constising of a Reading on the Statute of Inroll-

nients Arguments in the Singular Case of General Stan%vix, and

a Collection of Cases and Opinions, selected from the Author s

MSS. .By Thomas Mitchell Shadwell, of Gray's Inn, Esq. bvo.

pp. 500^ 123. Boards. Butterworth. 1797.

AS every thing which proceeds from the pen of so eminent a

^ character as Mr. Fearne must be interestmg to the pro-

fession to which he belonged, and of which he was so distm-

Jguished an ornament, we shall lay before our readers a some-

what detailed account of the contents of the present pubhca-

'°Th- fi-st tract in the volume before us is a Reading on the

Statute oflnroUments, 27 Hen. 8. c. 16. which enaas

« That no manors, lands, tenements, or other'hereditaments, shall

pass, alter, or change from one to another, ^^Jereby any estate ot

freehold or Inheritance shall be made or take effect m any person or

persons, or any uses thereof to be made by reason only of any bar-

gain and sale'thereof, except the said bargam and sale be made

%Y ^vriti'ng Indented, sealed, and inrolled m one of the Kmg .

Courts of Record at JVestmnster, Sec. ; and the same nirollment to be

had and made within six months next after the date of the said writ-

ings Indented," &c.

As this statute makes certain ceremonies requisite to the

operation of a bargain and sale of manors, lands, tenements, or

other hereditaments, our author considers what is meant by a

bargain and sale, and what are the particular cases in which

anv sort of hereditaments can be said to pass by bargain and

sale alone ; which latter point, Mr. F. observes, leads to an-

other Inquiry, whether this predicament be applicable indiscn-

min;nely to all sorts of hereditaments ; and if not, to what sorts

its application is propevly confined.-Iu order to trace the dis-

tinctions wliich Mr.Fearne proposes to. oHer on the subject of

inroUment from their very first principles, he thinks it neces-

.ar- to consid.;r the definition and divisions of hereditaments;
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this part of the essay wc had proposed to have extracted, but

its length prevents us ; we however recommend it to the at-

tention of our professional readers, as containing nice and well-

founded distinctions.

Having discussed the nature of bargains, and sales before

the Statute of Inrolhnents, the doctrine of uses, and the sta-

tute of uses, which made a very material alteration in the ef-

fect as well of bargains and sales as of all other contracts and
conveyances, the operation of which depended on the doc-

trine of uses, the author proceeds to shew that the Statute of

Inrollments was passed to remedy the many and great inconve-

niencies introduced by the preceding statute of uses.—The in-

ferences drawn from his reasonings on this part of the subject

are,

* That any conveyances for money by deed only, of any estate of
freehold or inheritance, in any corporeal heieditaments, or in any of

those incorporeal heriiditaments v/hich fall under the first branch of

my division of them, are clearly v/ithin the Statute of Inrollments,

and tlierefore require to be made in the manner, and to be perfected

by the ceremonies instituted by that Statute *.

* But, on the contrary, that gr?.nts by deed, whatever he the con-

sideration of them, of any of the incorporeal hereditaments comprised

in the latter branch of niV division of them, -are not within the said

Statute, but will take effect by the execution of the deed itself, in the

same manner as before that Statute.

* I shall refer, for the doctrine offered In the first of the above in.

ferences, to the case of Lade v. Baker, reported 2 Ventris 145'. 266.,

where a grant and assignment of a subsisting rentcharge by 4eed from

the grantor to his son as well for a pecimiary consideration, as that of

natural love and affection ; the Court found themselves under a necer-

sity of giving it effect by way of covenant to stand seized to uses,

on account of its being pleaded without attornment or inrollment.

* And in support of the latter inference, I shall refer to the case

of a bargain and sale of a manor, to which an advowson was appen-

dant, by indenture not iuroUed. It was held the advowson did not

* * The Author, in his practice, adhered to the principle here laid

down. The following ob^er/atlons were subjoined by him, at a very

late period, to a draft of a deed of grant for conveying a reversion

in fee.

" I have perused the above draft, to which I have added a refe-

rence to a lease for a year, as that will be requisite If this be not in-

rolled. A reversion or remainder in fee is an hereditament within the

Statute 27th HtnryVYW. c. 16. of Inrolhnents. A grant of money
is in effect a bargain and sale, and therefore will not operate without
inrollment (at least without attornment, and that would be precarious

smce the Statute of y/««) ; therefore conveyances of any freehold es-

tate in remainder or reversion require the same forms of iiU'oUing, or

ol lease and release, as those of estates in possession."

E 3 pass,
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V ' '•"' '''''''^^' ^"^ appendant; and asappendant U couW not p.ss, because the manor did not, for wantof Inrollment - Jenk.ns 265. pL 68. Now, the appendancy of theadvowson, n; this case, being the only objection to its passing, it fol-

r^ss'
^"'""'"^"t was not necessary to pass it, had it been in

This ingenious and satisfactory essay, on a difficult and
abstruse point of legal learning, is concluded with an examina-
t.on of the statute 4 Anne, c. 16. s. 9. which dispenses with
the attornment of tenants, and which at the first view appears
to clash with the Statute of InroIIments, but which our author
dtclares does not affect it—These observations were delivered
by the author in a Reading at Lyon's Inn in the year J778,
and are probably, as Mr. Shadwell observes in his preface * as
complete as the author could make them. That he saw no
sufficient reason to alter his- opinion of the principles there
laid down, appears in some very late instances, wherein his
attention was called to the subject of that Reading jn the
course of professional practice.'

Wc are next presented with arguments in the case of the
Representatives of General Stanwix and his Daughter; which
were never delivered in Court, but were written for the mere
purpose of shewing what could be suggested in so extraordi,
nary a case.—General Stanwix and his daughter set sail in the
same ship from Ireland for England ; the veflel was cast away
in its passage •. and not a single person on hoard was saved.
JNow It happened that the representative of the father to his
personal estate was not the same person who would have been
entitled to it as representative to the daughter, in case she had
survived her father.-In favour of the daughter's survivorship,
Mr. Fearne contends that the rule of the Roman law, which
says, " AVhere no evidence is to the contrary, a child shall be
presumed to have outlived its parent," should be adopted under
the singular circumstances of the present case, as well as in all
ordinary mstances—In favour of the representative of the fa-
ther, he contends that \t\s certain that he died possessed of the
property in dispute, and that there is only ^presumption in favour
ot_ the daughter's having done so ; and tliat therefore the cer-
tainty should be preferred to the presumption.—These remarks
are rather ingenious than satisfactory, and are written with a
degree of quickness which almost amounts to petulance.
The remainder of the volume is occupied with cases and

opinions, from which we shall transcribe one of tlie shortest
thatour readers may be enabled to form for themselves some
opinion of this work

; which has been published for the benefit
Of the author's widow.—The opinion which we shall extract

goes
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goes to shew that a devise may take effect, notwithstanding a
partial error in the description of the devisees, if they be other-

wise ascertainable; and it agrees with a late decision in the Court

of King's Bench, reported in vol. vi. of Term Reports, p. 671.

* Though there were no persons to answer tlie tvhole of the de-

scription in the executory devise to yi. B. and C. N., because those

persons were not grandaughters oi the testator, yet, I think, no one
can doubt that they were tlie persons meant by the testator. They are

properly described hj Xhtiv respective names; and the testator could not

mean grand-daughters, when he had none, but must liave meant those

nieces whom he mentions by their names. If the description, upon
the whole, leaves no doubt as to the persons intended by the testator,

it seems sufficient to entitle them ; for, rilhll facit error nomin'is, cum
de corpore constat. It seems, by the Civil Law, a devise by a wrong
description, if the mistake appears so that the testator's intention can

be known, will be good ; and so a description of a devise, erroneous

In part, does not avoid the disposition, if such devisee is otheriuise asr

ccrtainable. A devise by a grandfather to his daughter''s son, by the

name of Ms son, was held good, per Newd/g. jf, 2 Sid. J49. And
so was a devise to WiUiara, eldest son ol Charles, though such

eldest son's name was not JVUliani, but Andrenju. Vide Finch Rep.

403. And a devise to the mayor, chamberlain, and governors of the

hospital of Saint Bartholomeiv^ was good, though tliat was not their

name of incorpora,tion. All tliese cases, (and some others that might
he cited,) s«em to depend on the person's being ascejtained by other

circumstances, or parts of the description, when that part of the de-

scription which does not apply was dearly a mistake, and not in-

tended to denote or annex to the person of the devisee any quality,

circumstancej or restriction, as an Intended requisite to his taking the
estate ; and then, as it can only be considered as an Intendedy?/r/>?'i!r

description of the person ascertainable without it, we may fairly deem
it surplusage. It would be strange to construe it as subverting or vi-

tiating the very description it was meant to aid, and render more ex-

plicit. Now, ip the present case, as the word grand-daughters cannot

be considered as Intended to d<:?crihe persons so related to the testator,

JOT as an intended quality, circumstance or i-estrictlon of description

requisite to entitle the devisees, when the testator had no grandfdaughter

at all ; and, as the rest of tlie description, abstracted from that, ap-

plies to and ascertains by name, persons who were the testator's

nieces; I conceive, that the description of grand-dai/ghters is clearly a
mistake for nieces ; and the persons intended are ascertained, indepen-

dent of it, by his naming the persons who were his nieces. I, there-

fore, apprehend, that the devise was good to liis nieces named there-

in, with the mistaken addition of grand-daughters instead of nieces, as

It would have been if the word grand-daughters had been omitted. It

i? clear the testator could not jtne&n grand-daughters, when he had none;
it seems equally clear, that he intended the two persons he has de-

scribed by their names.'

We hope that the charitable intent of this- publication wilt

be accomplished*

E 4 Art.
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Art. IX. Family Secrets^ Literary arid Domesiic. By Mr. Pratt,
,

5 Vols. i2Tfno. ll. 5s. Boards. Longman. 1797.

A READF.R, on Casting his eyes on the title-page of this work,
•** might be induced to think that he was about to indulge

an idle or a vicious curiosity ; and he might feel an unwilling-

ness to search into " Family Secrecs," Literary or Domestic. A
few pages farther will convince him that such apprehensions,

though delicate and liberal, were totally unfounded. Under
an inauspicious title, Mr. Pratt has introduced to a numerous
set of readers a novel that has the merit of being at once ten-

der, pathetic, and full of love; and, which m.ay be a more un-

common circumstance, of love mixed with the greatest discre-

tion :—a novel which, however, will oflcnd by its prolixity,

its violations of probability, and its unchastized style. We will

endeavour to develope the plot, in order to affoi-d the reader

some idea of the construction of these volumes.

In three neighbouring houses, named the Castle^ the Manor-
House, and the Abbev, the chief personages of the story reside.

The Castle belongs to Sir Armine Fitzorton, a clergyman of the

church of England, whose only fault was a strong tincture of bi-

gotry in religion. ' As a private gentleman, (adds the author,)

his conduct and character might very justly be summed up in

the words of the celebrated Lord Clarendon ;
" He maintained

the primitive integrity of the English nation, and supported

in his castle the good old manners, old good humour, and
old good nature, of old English hospitality." Lady Fitzorton

is delineated as elegant, sensible, mild, and benignant. Sir

Armine's three sons, John, Henry, and James, are described

with distinct and appropriate characters. John is a man of

cool abstract reasoning, intrepid in his pursuit of what he.

thinks right, and with as much consistency of conduct as can be

expected from a young man of an impetuous temper and ardent

passions. The second son, Henry, possesses all the irritability

of mind which is found in persons who indulge their imagi-

ration more than their rational faculties. His sensibility and its

attendant miseries frequently cast a cloud over his goodness of

heart and soundness ot" intellect : while his natural propensities

are increased by liis studies, wliich consist chiefly in romances

and poetry, and he becomes in course of time " most musical,

most melancholy." James, the tliird son, is represented as a

mail of calm passions and steady judgment. The difference of

characters in the brothers produces a variety of disputes on
literature and morals, in which their peculiarities of taste and ,

disposition unfold themselves.

T'he Manor-House is inhabited by Mr. Clare and a young

and lovely daughter. The close connection between,the house*
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oT Fitzorton and Clare leads to the mutual hope of a still

dearer one, by a future marriage between the fair Olivia Clare

and one of Sir Armine's sons.

The Abbey is inhabited by Sir Guise Stuart, his lady, a son,

and a daughter, the three laiter all adorned with every grace

of mind and person. The baronet is represented as a monster of

iniquity and cowardice, and a savage tyrant to his wife and to his

charming daughter ; the great and good qualities of the lattei-

of whom are exhibited by her tender care of her mother,

her spirited defence of her against the violence of Sir Guise,

her own filial submission to his stern commands, and

her patient sufferings under his barbarous conduct. The son,

though spirited and virtuous, appears to be the favourite of

Sir Guise.

A deadly breach is made between the families of the Fltzor-

tons and Stuarts, by the rude behaviour of Sir Guise, in con-

sequence of a political conversati-on which one day passed be-

tween Sir A. Fitzorton and him, in v/hich the brutal and harsh

behaviour of Sir Guise becomes flagrant in his treatment of

the venerable Sir Armine. At a former period of their ac-

quaintance, Henry Fitzorton had frequently seen Caroline

Stuart, and an early and immutable attachment to her was the

consequence; this is the first famj/y secret. The Clares and the

Eitzortons, desirous of allying their families, view with plea-

sure the growing passion that appears to exist between Henry
Fitzorton and Olivia Clare, though the former betrays a great

unwillingness to meet with equal ardour the open and unreserved

conduct of Olivia, and a repugnance to understand either the

hints of old Clare, or the more explicit advances of his father

Sir Armine. The secret of Henry FItzorton's attachment to

Caroline Stuart is confined to his own breast, and that of

Charles Stuart her brother ; who, in return, discovers his

attachment to Olivia. John Fitzorton, the elder brother, is

also deeply smitten with the charms of the fair Olivia : but,

ignorant of his brother's attachment at the Abbey, and consi-

dering him as betrothed to Olivia, he smothers the passion in

silent sorrows. As the friendship of the Clares and Fitzor-

tons is of that kind which adopts common foes and common
friends, Olivia Clare and Caroline Stuart, though acquainted

in thfeirchildish days, are now strangers, and the secrets of

their "peculiar attachments are unknown to each other.

.
These Family Secrets of the Castle and Abbey compose the

grand body of the story, henry Fitzorton neglects, or rather

shuns, the warm yet delicate overtures of Olivia, and passes

his time among the forests near the Abbey, indulging his un-
l?.appy passion for Caroline Stuart} which is rendered still more

hopeless
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hopeless by his utter exclusion from the Abbey, on account of

the family quarrels of Sir Armiiie and Sir Guise.

In the second volume, the author, afraid of objections to

his plot thus far carried, steps forwards with the following

defence of himself addressed to the reader:

* Nmv it may happen that before thou hast gained this stage of

our history, we have put thee a little out of humour by a seem-

ing violation of probability; it may have offended thy critical talents

that we should, as it may seem to tliee, have maliciously contrived

to lock this family secret in our Henry's breast, although such a num-
ber of keys are ready to open it. Perhaps thou hast long since ex-

claimed, "Go to ! can it be supposed an impetuous youth should pay

his court to a lady in the neighbourhood, to the daughter of his fa-

ther's bitterest enemy, for so long a period undiscovered ; that many
of the servants of her family and of his, that a brother of each

house, and now perhaps of both, notwithstanding all the pri-

vate and public tumults,—Can it be supposed that this matter

should be any secret to half the surrounding parishes ? And was there

not to be found one officious enemy, or " good-natured friend," or

idle gossip, who, on the swift wing of folly or curiosity, or tlie yet

more rapid one of malice, would have even panted to carry the tidings

to the only two persons most interested in its truth or falsehood,^

namely, Olivia and her father ? Or was the neighbourhood of Fitz-

orton-Castle the only spot in the world where no such friend, enemy,

©r gossip in petticoats or breeches, resided?"

Unrestrained by these objections, though obvious to him-

self, and unremoved, the author is determined to proceed

onwards with his story. Sir Armine and old Clare continue

desirous of a match between Henry Fitzorton and Olivia : but, on

the former's having fixed the day, Henry discloses to !ns father

the fatal 3ecret,~\i\% love of Caroline Stuart. Sir Armme still

presses the match. In this dilemma, Charles Stuart sends

Henry a letter deploring his fate, and proposing a deliverance

to be wrought by him from this impending evil. Sir Armine,

Mr. Clare, Olivia, and Henry Fitzorton, are on the way to a

jnansion belonging to Olivia, situated on an estate lately left to

her by a distant relation ;—when, in passing through a forest

3 few miles from it, a party of armed and masked horsemen

arrest Henry who was before on horseback j— and they prove

to be Charles Stuart, attended with some friends accoutred and

prepared to work the deliverance of Henry from the plans of

the old people. At tliis moment, another patty of armed men
attack the coach in which Sir Armine, his lady, &c. are

travelling in the rear •, when sudden shrieks bring Charles

Stuart's battalion to the assistance of the ladies, and a most

furious rencontre ensues. Henry performs wonders, and his

firiends prevail. The vanquished party arc discovered to be

Sir
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Sir Guise and his myrmidons, whose scheme it was to assasi-

nate the Fitzorton family. In the atFray, Sir Armine, a very

old man, receives a violent blow from his inveterate foe Sir

Guise ; whose party is secured, and carried prisoners to the

next inn. The illness of Sir Armine brings on the gout, and
detains him ac the inn some time : the marriage is therefore

deferred. Sir Armine, during his illness, swallows poison by-

mistake ; and feeling his death approaching, he presses his

Son to conclude the marriage with Olivia ; and he par-

ticularly enforces this command, as his friend Mr. Clare had
lately assisted him with a large sum of money, and rescued

the whole family from poverty. Henry despairingly consents

to the match, and promises to endeavour to forget his for-

mer attachment to the daughter of his father's infamous ad^

versary.

Previously to this event, John Fitzorton, the elder brother,

and Charles Stuart, seek to dissipate amid the din of arms the

thought of their unhappy attachment to Olivia; ?lfamily secret

which they kept locked in their own bosoms, though they

were in the constant h^bit of living together in the most un-
reserved manner. Henry Fitzorton, now the husband of
Olivia, vainly endeavours to forget his old attachment to Ca-
roline Stuart : h\xt ^^ hard lateri lethalis artindo^*^ and the con*"

flict of passions renders him the most miserable of mankind.
His melancholy is not even allayed by the fresh reasons of at-

tachment to his wife, which gained existence in the family

of children which Olivia had brought him. A change, how-
ever, soon takes place, and Olivia dies, in consequence of at=f

tending on one of hgr children who had caught a contagious

disorder.

During the cohabitation of Henry Fitzorton and Olivia,

affairs at the Abbey had suffered a complete revolution. The
infamous conduct of Sir Guise Stuart, who had been set free

after his defeat by the party of Charles Stu»yt in the engage-
ment in the forest, occasions the death of his lady, and the

secession of his son and daughter to a foreign country; where,
by the counsels of father Arthur, (a pious and confidential

priest,) Caroline Stuart enters into a religious house as a no-
vice, in despair of ever being the wife of Henry Fitzorton.

Before the time of her noviciate is expired, Henry Fitzorton,

now a widower, on receiving this account of Caroline's des-

tination, repairs with his brother John to the convent on the

very day in which her noviciate expires. Father Arthur, after

some pious scruples, relates to Caroline Stuart the death of
Olivia, and the visit of Henry Fitzorton. After some sus-

pense, Henry has determined to take a monk's habit, and to bid

9diet4
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adieu to his family and the world : but, on approaching the

altar at which he is about to renounce all his connections with

mankind, he perceives Caroline Stuart ; an edaircissement takes

place ; and Caroline, who, in consequence of the information

of Henry's widovv'd state, had altered her resolution of becom-

ing a nun, accepts the hand of Henry, and returns with him

to England.

The author's very long details of Sir Guise have been omit-

ted in this our summary, for obvious reasons ; and we confess

that the attempt to develope the story thus far has put our

diligence to its full proof. If the curious reader be not satis-

fied without some illustration, we will quote two or three

short passages.

When Henry Fitzorton, banished from the Abbey, in-

dulged his melancholy passion for Caroline Stuart, by walk-

ing day and night among the adjacent woods, a faithful servant

(wlio, unknown to Henry, had watched his frequent wander-

ings, and feared that his health might be injured by long fast-

ing,) adopted the following stratagem : ' He it was who placed

in the forest, which Henry so frequently haunted, those accom-

modations which the heated brain of his master sometimes

attributed to magic : and well he might ; for sometimes a peach

would ripen upon a barren thorn, a pine apple would enrich a

bramble, and bunches of the grape be twisted with the May

bush.' So much for nature and prcbability !

The following quotation describes the history which Mr.

Page, the keeper of a circulating library, gives of the various

tastes of his customers :
' I wish you could see the circulators

at my friend Page's shop, and hear Page describe his custom-

ers. " Five changes a day. Sir, (he has said to me—you know

his quaint humou^r and shrewd brevity,) aye and come for

the sixth at night- I say, read a book to the end -, indeed,

they begin with the end, return to the title, skip preface, jump

to middle, dash again to end, and away for another volume !

and as to my folio and quarto gentry, Mr.Dugdale and Domine

ChillingwoTth, and Gaffer Clarendon, and such old Grecians,

they don't come home for half a year.—Pray, dear Mr. Page,

says a pretty lisper, who had been looking over the catalogue,

is not that there Lady Dinjey, she who makes your books smell

so horribly of spirits, and is so generous of her snuff? I declare

my sister Bab and a whole party of us were the other evening

almost poisoned in the first volume of "Delicate Distresses,'*

and sweet Jane Hectic was quite overcome before she had half

got through " Excessive Sensibility."—So much for humour !

The following words and phrases are peculiarly the property

of the author of Family Secrets: « sensical ' and * sensate,'for

lensible ; veritable, for true j aiid ' ivipapbU obligations.'

rj Art.
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Art. X. Selections from the French Anas : containing Remarks of

eminent Scholars on Men and Books. Together with Anecdotes
and Apophthegms of illustrious Persons. Interspersed with

Pieces of Poetry. i2mo. 2 Vols. 7s. sewed. Cadeil jun. and
Davies. 1797-

'TPhe French Collections " in Ana" have been often pillaged
* by our compilers of anecdotes and jest-books, and they

have been retailed and detailed on a thousand other occasions^:

but no writer, that we recollect, has at once given to us so

large a portion of them as the gentleman who has favoured the

public with the two volumes now under notice.—He has not

only translated the poetical quotations, but he has added to

their number ;—and he has also prefixed some account of each
author to whom we are indebted for the originals,—the Afena-

giana, the Scaliger'tana, the Huetiana^ the Perrotuana^ &c. &c-
The account which he himself gives, In his Preface, of his plan

and conduct in the selection, is, that he has chosen * from the

various Anas those passages which seemed to him to possess

the most general tendency to amuse or instruct ; adding notes,

where the articles could be usefully expanded or illustrated

;

compressing some passages, without weakening their sense ;

and adding literary and biographical sketches of the authors,

whose names are affixed to each Ana, are the only attempts in

this work by w^hich he has presumed to exceed the laborious

and cautious province of a translator and compiler.'

The translator also refers ' the learned reader to the Preface

to Wolf's edition of the Casauhoniana^ for farther information

on the subject of the Anas ; as he will find the most ample
satisfaction in the care, labour, and judgment, with which M.
Wolf has compiled a very erudite history of these modern Me-
tnorabilia.^

We may farther observe that the present translator has been
careful to reject those bons mots and witticisms that appeared too

ludicrous, or worse than merely ludicrous, for a compilement in

which he did not chuse that wit should give offence to decency,

A few extracts will probably be expected, by way of specimen:

' Bells were first brought into use by St. Paulinus Bishop of Nola f,
in the Campania of Rome : hence a bell was called Nola, or Cam-
pagna. At first they were called saints : hence toe-saint, or toe-sin,

* Hence it must necessarily follow that a great deal of the table-

talk comprehended in those collections, whicli once afforded much en-

tertainment from Its novelty, and many a ban mot which in its day
served to set the table in a roar, will from their staleness now
afford less pleasure.

* f He was made Bishop of Nola anno 409. He was famous for

his piety and his professional labours.'

in
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in process of time. But Pliny reports, that many Siges before Mi
time bells were in use, and called Tintinnabula ; and Suetonius says^

that Augustus had one put at the gate of the temple of Jupiter, to

call the meeting of the people.'

—

' It has been said, in praise of the sculpture of ancient Greece, that

the gods would wish to resemble the statues of themselves. Michael
Angelo fell into an expression very similar to this, on seeing the

statue of St. Mark in the church of St. Michael at Florence. " If

that statue resembled St. Mark, one would give him credit for the

truth and authenticity of his writings, from the consideration of his

physiognomy."

—

' An ambassador lately arrived from Constantinople, in order to

reside at Rome, retained in his mind so high an idea of the grandeur

of the Ottoman empire, that having occasion to make an address to

Leo, he thus acquitted himself. Having used the titles of St. Bar-

nard by calling the Pope Abel, with respect to his eldership ; Noah
by his government, Melchisedech by his order, and Aaron by his dig-

nity—he added, as characters paramount to all the rest, Sultan of the

Catholic Church, and Grand 'Turk of the Christians.'—

-

' A very ignorant nobleman observing one day at dinner a person

eminent for his philosophical talents intent on choosing the delicacies

of the table, said to him " What ! do philosophers love dainties !"—

»

*' Why not V* returned the scholar, " Do you think, my Lord,
that the good things of this world were made only for block-

heads ?"—
' Fr. Accoltus d'Arezzo, a celebrated lawyer in the fifteenth cen-

tury, with the assistance of his servant, purloined several pieces of

meat from a neighbouring butcher's shop. Two of his scholars of
doubtful character were put in prison, as authors of this theft. Ac-
coltus in vain accused himself: it was thought he did so to rescue the

young men. When the affair was blown over, and the students set

at liberty by paying a certain sum, Accoltus brought plain proofs that

he had been the thief. On being asked why he had committed an ac-

tion so unlike himself, and of which no one would have suspected

him, he replied, he did it to set in a strong light the advantages ofa
well-established cliaracter.'

—

' The following epigram on honours granted by patent was written

hy Bouchet

:

* Tu dis que tu es gentilhomme.
Par la faveur du parchemin.

Si un rat le trouve en son chemin,

Que seras-tu ? Comme un autre hommc.

Great Sir, you boast your noble race,

And perk that parchment in my face :

Say, should a rat, in hungry hour.

This fam'd certificate devour.

Your titles and your pride are gone,

No more Lord ***, but plain John.'

—

* When Adrian VI. in his letters had confessed that a reformation

in the Romiih Chuich was expedient, but that it sliould be done step

by
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by Step, Luther, on reading this concession, had marked in the mar.
vm of his copy of the letters, " that his Hohness intended that an
interval of a century should take place between each step." \lVe vwy
apply this to the common objection started against all plans of Reform, in

Church and State : " This is not a proper season." Rev.~\

* M. L , the famous usurer, (in France, we suppose,) durinjr

his illness frequently fell into fainting-fits, which exhibited the ap-
pearance of immediate dissolution. His friends, by great attention

and by caUing in very able physicians, for some time protracted his
life, and procured to the patient symptoms of returning health. One
of these his confessor thought a good opportunity of reminding the
sick man of his approaching fate. To effect this pious intention, he
presented before the eyes of the expiring usurer a silver crucifix,

M. L surveyed the cross with minute attention, and suddenly ex-
claimed : " Sir, I can lend you but a very small sum on such a
pledge."

—

* Men of great loquacity and moderate intellects are sarcastically

represented by an Ai-abian proverb as mills, whose clatter only wc
hear, without ever carr)-ing away any flour.'

—

* BON MOT OF ARISTIPPUS.

* This philosopher was very fond of magnificent entertainments,

and loved a court life. Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse, asked him
in a sarcastic manner the reason why philosophers were seen often at

the gates of princes, but princes never at the doors of philosophers.
*' For the same reason," replied the philosopher, " that physicians
are found at the doors of sick men, and not sick men at the doors of
physicians."

As a specimen of the poetic translations, we shall give the
following imitation of the verses of Madame Deshouliers, ors.

the love of play ; selected for the sake of their morality :

* Amusement, which exceeds the measure
Of reason, ceases to be pleasure.

Play, merely for diversion's sake,

is fair, nor risks an heavy stake.

The vet'ran gamester, void of shame.
Is man no longer but in name.

His mind the slave of every vice

Spawn'd by that foul fiend Avarice.

Though with integrity and sense

The gamester may his trade commence*
The lust of gold will soon impart

Its subtle poison to his heart.

To each mean trick inur'd to stoop.

The knave soon supersedes the dupe.*

On the whole, notwithstanding the want of absolute novelty,

these volumes will furnish the reader with considerable amuse-
ment J and, in a moral view, they are certainly unexception-
able.

Art.
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Art. XT. Ohervalions on the Natui'e and Theory of Vision : witfi aif

Inquiiy Into the Cause of the single Appearance of Objects seen
^

by both Eyes. By John Crisp, F. R. S. 8vo. pp. 178. 5s. 6d.

Boards. Sewcll. 1796.

TT 7E have perused this ingenious and candid essay with singu-
'^ ' lar satisfaction j and we consider it as a very valuable ad-

dition to the knowlegc which we have lately acquired concern-

ing the function of sight. The opening sections coincide with

the curious and elegant tract of Dr. Berkeley, though the author

assures us that his conclusions were independently formed. The
part which will most interest the philosophical optician is that

in which are related the experiments on the cause of single

vision.

Ttvo sections are devoted to the theory of Dr. Wells *. In

the former of these, the author contends that, even admitting

Dr. Wells's facts, single vision is not necessarily the consequence

cf a certain law of direction. Direction in a line from the eye

is an acquired notion or conception : but the single appearance

is an actual matter of sight : whence the apparent union of the

points, at which the optic axes terminate, may be more reason-

ably considered as the primary law, and that of direction se-

condary.—In the next section, Mr. Crisp adduces experiments

to shew that the point of intersection of the optic axes has a

different.seeming direction, as seen by one or by the other eye,

OF by both at one time : whereas, if the single appearance were

caused by a law of visible direction, this law should affect each

eye when used singly, in the same manner as when used in

conjunction with the other ; and this Dr. Wells maintains

:

*,but, since an object, if it appear single to the two eyes, must>

at the time when it is so seen, appear to each eye to be in the

same place— i e. since one visible object can only have one

visible place at one time, and since this place is not that which

it has M'hen seen by either eye singly, we may safely conclude

that the apparent place of the object, when seen by both eyes, is

dependent on the circumstance of its being seen single.'

In the concluding section, Mr. Crisp endeavours to prove

that single vision is the eff^ect of an umted sensation. Among
other facts, he states that, with a pair of spectacles filled up
with differently coloured glasses, * if the eyes be alternately

closed so as to exhibit the two colours singly, one succeeding

the other, and immediately after, both eyes be kept open, an-

intermediate colour will be very perceptible.'—* How does this

arise ? It is an effect which can only be produced by the action

* See Rev. vol. xvl. N. S. p. 341.
of
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of the rays of liglit on the optic nerves. It must therefore' 1>e

the joint effect of the rays acting on the two retinas, or an

united sensation.^—On looking at an Argand's lamp for a minute
or two, and then closing the eyes, a single spectrum is perceived.

No forced distortion of either eye can afFect the unity of tlie

appearance :
* Here is no external object seen or imagined';

and consequently nothing respecting direction from the eye or

external place is concerned in the experiment. The whole re-

lates to sensation. But as each eye is equally affected, the sen-

sation must be united, otherwise the spectra would appear dis-

tinct. We have not even a consciousness of both eyes being

concerned."'

The author refers to our accoiiint of ^J. Aenae's work, (N. S.

vol. vii. 1792, p. 5395) in which some remarks occur respect-

ing the erect appearaiicc' of objects seen by inverted images,

.that nearly coincide with his own septlments.

^Vrt. XII. Captain Stedman'j Narrative of an Expeditionfrom Surif

nairiy &c.

fArticle concludedfrom our last Number, p. 437.]]

^T 7E have not sufficient room to particularize the different
* events which Capt. Stedman describes, as occurring

within the first four months after his arrival at Surinam ; and
during which period Col. Fourgeoud's regiment was permitted

to remain completely inactive, indulging in all kinds of gratifi-

cation, and in a little time suffering by those diseases which,
in tropical countries, usually follow similar excesses.

Duving that interyal, the revolted negroes had given so little

disturbance, that the regiment, after being left unemployed,
was at length actually dismissed, as useless to the colony:—but,

just as it was ready to sail for Holland, on the iqth of June,
information was brought to Paramaribo that Lieut. Lepper,
of the Society's troops, had been shot dead by the rebels, and
his whole party, consisting of about 30 men, cut to pieces.

* The period when this unhappy event took place, was that which,
in the language of the colony, is termed the short-day season. Dur-
ing this^ Mr. Lepper having been informed that between the rivers

Patamaca and Upper Cormooiibo, a village of negroes had been dis-

covered by the rangers some time before ; he determined with his

•mall party, which was only a detachment from the Patamaca post,
to sally through the woods and attack them. But the rebels heing
apprized of his intentions by their spies, which they constantl)- em-
ploy, immediately marched out to receive him ; in his way they
laid themselveg in ambush, near the borders of a deep marsli, througli
which the soldiers were to pass to the rebel settlement. No sooner
had the unfortunate men got into the swamp and up to their arm-pits,
than their black enemies rushed out from under cover, and shot them

Rty. M.1Y, 1797. F dr-ad
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dead at their leisure m the water, while they were unable to return
the fire more than once, their situation preventing them from re-load-

nig their musquets. Their gallant commander, being imprudently
distinguished by a gold-laced hat, was shot through the head in the
first onset. The few that scrambled out of the marsh upon the
banks were hnmediately put to death in the most barbarous manner,
except five or six, who were taken prisoners and carried alive to the
settlement of the rebels.'

The melancholy fate of these men was afterward ascertained

by Col. Fourgeoud ; who, having penetrated to a rebel village

in what was called the rice country, found their skulls stuck

on stakes; under which their mouldering bodies lay above
ground. He was also informed, by a rebel prisoner, that these

men had one by one been stripped naked by revolted negroes,

and for the amusement of their wiyes and children had been
flogged to death.

In consequence of this event, the regiment ta which our
author belonged was not only detained, but early in July em-
barked in sugar barges ; such, says he, * as are used by the

colliers on the Thames,' excepting only that they were * roofed

over with boards, which gave them the appearance of so many
coffins ; and how well they deserved this name I am afraid

will too soon appear by the number of men they buried.'

These barges were all armed with swivels, blunderbusses, &c.
and stationed on diiFerent rivers in the colony : two of the

barges, with four subalterns, two Serjeants, three corporals, and

32 soldiers, were put under our author's command, besides to

negroe rowers, and a pilot, for each barge. On this occasion,

the liberality of Capt. Stedman's friends at Paramaribo furnished

him v/ith a good supply of wine, beer, spirits, sugar, hams,
tongues, coffee, &c.
• On the 3d of July 1773:, Capt. S. and his detachment left

Paramaribo, with instructions * to cruise up and down Rio
Cottica, between the Society posts. La Rochel at Patamaca,
and Slans A¥elveren above the last plantation, to prevent the

rebels from crossing the river, to seize or kill them if possible,,

and protect the estates from their invasions.' The same even-

ing, the detachment came to anchor off the battery of the for-

tress New Amsterdam, of which Capt. S. gives an engravings

as well as a particular description. Of his farther progress, we
shall extract the following account in his own words

:

* On the fourth of July, in the morning, we weighed anchor | and
having doubled the Cape, rowed with the flood till we arrived before

Elizabeth's Hope, a beautiful coffee plantation, where the proprietor,

Mr. Klynhams, inviting us on shore, shewed us every civility in his

power, and loaded my barge with refreshing fruits, vegetables^ &c.

He told u » that he pitied our situation from his heart, and foretold

the
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the miseries we were going to encounter, the rainy season being just

at hand, or indeed having already commenced, by frequent showers,

accompanied with loud claps of thunder. " As for the enemy," said

he, *' you may depend on not seeing one single soul of them ; they

know better than to make their appearance openly, while they may
have a chance of seeing you from under cover : thus. Sir, take care

to be upon your guard—but the climate, the climate will murder you
all. However," continued he, *' this shews the zeal of your com-
mander, who will rather see you killed, than see you eat the bread of
idleness at Paramaribo."—This pleasant harangue he accompanied
with a squeeze by the hand. We then took our leave, while the

beautiful Mrs. Dutry, his daughter, shed tears at our departure.—
This evening we anchored before the Matapaca Creek.

* I here created my two barges men of war, and named them the

Charon and the Cerberus, by which names I shall distinguish them
during the rest of the voyage ; though the Sudden Death and Wilful

Murder were much more applicable, as will be seen. We now con-
tinued rowing up the river Cottica, having passed, since we entered

Rio Comewina, some most enchantingly beautiful estates of coffee

and sugar, which line the banks of both these rivers, at the distance

of one or two miles from each other.

* My crew having walked and drest their dinner ashore on the
plantation PAvanture, we anchored, on the evening of the 5th, before
Rio Pirica.

' On the following day we rov^red still further up the river Cottica,

and went on shore on the estate Alia. At all the above plantations

we were most hospitably received, but we met with fewer plantations

as the river grew narrower.

* On the 7th we continued our course, and having walked ashore
on the estate Bockkestyne, being the last plantation up the river

Cottica on the right, except one or two small estates in Patamaca, at

night we cast anchor at the mouth of Coopman's Creek. This day
the Charon was on fire, but happily it was soon extinguished.

* On the 8th, we again kept rowing upwards, and at eleven

o'clock A. M. cast anchor off the fort Slans Welveren, which was
guarded by the troops of the Society. Here I stepped on shore, with
my officers, to wait on Captain Orzinga, the commander, and deli-

vered three of my sick men into his hospital ; where I beheld such a
spectacle of misery and wretchedness as baffles all imagination : this

place having been formerly called Devil's Harwar, on account of its

intolerable unhealthiness— a name by which alone I shall again distin-

guish it, as much more suitable than that of Slans Welveren, which
signifies the welfare of the nation.'

' . On the following day, tlie two barges reached their stations,

. where the officers and men soon became very sickly:

*, Here all the elements now seemed to unite in opposing us ; the
water pouring down Hke a deluge, the heavy rains forced themselves
fore and aft into the vessel, where they set every thing afloat ; the
air was infested with myriads of musquitoes, which, from sun-set to
sun-rising, constantly kept us company, and prevented us from get-

F 2 ling^
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ting any skep, and left us in the morning besmeared all over witj^ij

blood, and full of blotches. The smoak of the fire and tobacco^

wluch we burnt to annoy them, was enough to choak us ; and not a-'

foot-step of land could we find, where we might cook our salt provi-

sions in safety. To all this misery may be added, that discord broltt^

out bet\«'een the n.arines and the negroes, with whom, as promised'

or threats had as yet no weight, I was obliged to have recourse to

otl\er means. I tied up the riiiglcaders of both parties ; and after or-

dering the first to be well flogged, and the latter to be horse\yhipped

for half an hour, after due suspence and expectation, I pardoned them

all without one lash. This had equally the effect of the punishment,

aiid peace was perfectly re-established ; but to prevent approaching

disease was totally out of my power. Not all tlie golden rules in

Doctor Armstrong's btautifyil poem upon health could avail in this

situation.*

J^ev^ji tiowevcr, tythe advice of an old negroe, Capt. S. began

the practice of repeatedly batiiitig in the river every day, and,

of going not only thinly dreosed, but barefooted ; to which, be-*

sides the agreeable coolness and cK^anllness of tlie practice, he

in.a great degree ascribes the preservation of his life.

^Ve cannot minutely notice the different events which oc-

cjarred to our autlior and his detaclmnent, while they remained

oi^i board, the Charon and Cerberus barges; where, in a':)outt

sevbn v/eeks, all th.e officers, and two-tliirds of the men, being,

either dead or sick, Capt. S. and his barges were ordered

to tlie Pevil's Harwa.r, i^till more remarkable for its unwhole-

soaie situation. He reached it on the 27th of August; and
00 "(he agtii he was.informed that the rebels had burnt three of

the. "nelghbouving plantations, and cut the throats of all the

white inhabitants : while the sickly and debilitated state of the

ffiw who'were alive of his own detachment made it probable

that theV \vere soon to experience a similar fate ; which they,

however, escaped, only because the revolted negroes did not'

attack thehv On tlie 4th of Df'cember, when not one man of

th? ajpthor'-soviginal detachment remained c;ipable of doing duty,

a^ reinforcement with provisions, medicines, arid a surgeon,

arrived from Paramaribo ; and he (Capt 8.) being himself^

ejctr^.m.eW ill was permitted to go thither, where he arrived oiij

tha 14th of that month, and continued until the 2;th of Octo*.

ber folio 's^^ng;. His health lieini); the>» re-t-stabiished^ he went

to join Col, Fourgeoud, who had sotiie monthis before entered

tiie woods near Cottica iii pursuit of th' negroes ; havihg uiV*'

(!er his command not only hiT; own regiment, but a considtff*'

ajbic body of the Society's, tropp§ and ofth^ !51ack Rangefi?

Thcw last appear to have been on every pcca'slon tVe roost aic-

tJve, zealous, and usefiil. of all the troops employed, by; ,ta<^

DntcU ag^n'!trfi€ revolted iiegt:oesibciweeu whotn snid the

... .; ^.
•;;: . •• .'..-.> , .•;., .. . ; .. ..•..•; Black
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Black Rangers an extraordinary degree of animosity subsisted,

notwithstanding their common descent from Africa. This
fact we consider as decisive evidence in favour of the mea-
sure lately adopted by the British government, of raising and
keeping up a number of black regiments in the West India

illands ; where, the climvite being congenial to them, they will

be infinitely more healthy and serviceable than European soU'

diers, without proving (as we believe) Jess faithful.

Various expeditions were now undertaken to discover and
destroy the ditferent s-^ttlemenrs winch the reb.;ls had made, in

the most intricate and inaccessible situations tliat could be

found within the wilus of Surinam •—expeditions which lasted

several years, and were attended with uncommon sufferings to

the officers as well as to the soldiers; who were often com-
jKlled to wade through deep swamps and morali'i^s, and fre-

quently exposed to the most violent rains, as well as to the se-

v-erest fatigues, hunger, and sickness •, sometimes also assailed

by the rebels, who, climbing unperceived to the tops of
palm trees, fired on their enemies, ' and then, sliding down with
surprising agility, disappearc;d.'—As an exemplification of the

warfarein which our author was so long enga;]:cd,we shall extract

his account of the destruction of Godo-Saby., one of the principal

of the rebel settlements. (Vol. ii. p. 105.)

•At ten o'clock, (says he,) we met a small party of the rebels',

with each a green hamper upon lus back ; they lired at us, dropped
their bundles, and taking to their heels ran back towards their village.

These we since learned were transporting rice to another settlement

for their subsistence, when they should be expelled from Gado-Saiy
'

(the name of this settlement) which they daily expected, ^ince they
had been discovered by the gallant Captain Meyland. The green
hampers, which they call ivarimbos, were very curiously plaited with
the manicole leaves. And when our men cut them open with their

sabres, there bust forth the most beautiful clean rice that I ever saw,~
which was scattered and trampled under foot, as we had no oppor-
tunity of carrying it along. A little after this we perceived an empty
shed, where a picquet had been stationed to ^ric notice of any dan-
ger, but they had precipitately deserted their post. We now vigo-
rously redoubled our pace till abcut noon ; when two more musket
shot were lircd at us by another advanced guard of the enemy, as a
signal to the chief. Bonny, of our approach. Major Medler and my-
self, with a few of the van-guard, and a small party of the rangers,

'

at this time rushing forward, soon came to a fine field of rice and In-
dian corn : we here made a halt for the other troops, particularly td
give time for our rear to close up, some of whom were at least two
miles behind us ; and during which period we might have been cut to
pieces, the enemy, unknown to us, having surrounded the field in :

which we were, as we were afteavards informed.

.-
• In about half an hour the whole body joined us, when we in^

efc^ntly proceeded by cutting through a small defile of tlie wood, into

F 3 which
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which we had no sooner entered, than a heav-y fire conarpenced from
every side, the rebels retiring, and we advancing, until we arrived in

the most beautiful field of ripe rice, in the form of an oblong square,

from which the rebel toivn appeared at a distance, in the fonn of an
amphitheatre, sheltered from the sun by the foliage of a few lofty

trees; the whole presented a coup-d'mtl romantic and enchanting be-

yond conception. In this field the firing was kept up, like one con-

tinued peal of thunder, for above forty minutes, during which time

our black warriors behaved with wonderful intrepidity and skill. The
white soldiers were too eager, and fired over one another at random,
yet I could perceive a few of them act with the utmost coolness, and
imitate the rangers with great effect ; amongst these was noiu the

once-daunted Fowler, who being roused from his tremor by the firing

at the begining of the onset, had rushed to the front, and fully re-

established his character, by fighting like a_brave fellow, by my side,

until the muzzle of his musket was split by a shot from the enemy,
which rendered it useless ; a ball passed through my shirt, and grazed

the skin of my shoulder ; Mr. Dccabanes, my lieutenant, had the

sling of his fusee shot away : several others were wounded, some .mor-
tally, but I did not, to my surprize, observe one instance of /wz-

viedlate death—for which seeming miracle, however, I shall presently

account. (The Negroes had not a sufficiency of leaden bullets.)

* This whole field of rice was surrounded and interspersed by the

enemy with the large trunks and roots of heavy trees, in order to

make our approach both difRcuk and dangerous ; behind these tem-

porary fortifications the rebels, lay lurking, and firing Upon us with

deliberate aim., whilst their bulwarks certainly protected them in some

measure from the effects of our fire, we having vast numbers of these

fallen trees to scramble over before we could reach the town : . but

we still advanced, in defiance of every obstacle, and while I admired

the masterly manoeuvres of their general, I could not help pitying

them for their superstition. One poor fellow, in particular, trusting

to his amulet or charm, fancied himself invulnerable ; he mounted fre-

quently upon one of the trees that lay near us, discharged his piece,

descended to re-load, and then with equal confidence and the greatest

deliberation returned to the charge in my full view ; till at last a

shot from one of my marines, named Valet, broke the bone- of his

thigh, and he fell crawling for shelter under the very same tree which

-

had supported him just before ; but the soldier instantly advancing^

and putting the muzzle of his musket to the rebel's ear, blew out

his brains, while several of his countrymen, in spite of their spells and

charms, shared the same fate.

* Being now about to enter the town, a rebel captain, wearing a

tarnished gold-laced hat, and bearing in his hand a torch of flaming

straw, seeing their ruin inevitable, had the resolution to stay and

set the tov.-n on fire in our presence, which, by the dryness of. the

houses, instantly produced a general conflagration, when the firing

from the woods began gradually to cease. . This bold and masterly

rrtanceuvre not only prevented that carnage to which the common sol- i

diers in the heat of victory are but too prone, but also afforded the

'

enemy aft opportunity of retreating with their wives and children, and

canning;
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•anyin^ off their most useful effects ; whilst our pursuit, and seizing

the spoil, were at once frustrated both by the ascending flames, and
the unfathomable marsh, which we soon discovered on all sides to

surround us, as in the Maccabees :

" Behold the battle is before us, and hehind us, and the <ivater

of Jordan on this side, and that side, and the marsh, and thefareft,

so that there is no place for us to turn aside."

* I must indeed confess that within this last hour the continued

noise of the firing, shouting, swearing, and hallooing of black and
white men mixed together ; the groans of the wounded and the dy-

ing, all weltering in blood and in dust ; the shrill sound of the negro

horns from every quarter, and the crackling of the burning village;

to which if we add the clouds of smoke that every where surrounded

us, the ascending flames, &c. &c. formed, on the whole, sucli an un-

common scene as I cannot describe, and would perhaps not have been
unworthy of the pencil of Hogarth j this scene I have, however,

faintly endeavoured to represent in the frontispec^^'^vvheYe I may he

seen, after the heat of the action, fatigued, and dejectedly looking on

the body of an unfortunate rebel negro, who, with his musket in his

hand, lies prostrate at my feet.

* In short, having washed off the dust, sweat, and blood, and
having refreshed ourselves with a dram and a bit of bread till the

flames subsided, we next went to inspect the smoking ruins ; and
found the above town to have consisted of about one hundred

houses or huts, some of which were two stories high. Among the

glowing ashes we picked up several trifles that had escaped the

flames, such as silver spoons and forks, which v/e supposed, by the

marks BW. to have been pillaged from the Bruns'w'ick estate in Rio
Cottica. We found also some knives, broken china and earthen pots

;

amongst the latter one filled with rice and palm-tree worms fell to my
share : as this wanted no fire to dress the contents, and as my appe*

lite was very keea, I emptied it -in a few minutes, and made a very

hearty meaL Some were afraid this mess had been left behind witli

a view to poison us ; but tliis suspicion proved hwvever, fortunately

for me, to be without foundation.

* The silver plate I also purchased ^om the men that picked it up,

determined to carry it off as a trophy, and I have used it ever since.

Here we likewise found three skulls fixed upon stakes, the mournful

rclicks of some of our own brave people, who had been formerly kill-

ed ; but what surprized us most, were the heads of two young ne-

groes, which seemed as if fresh cyt off; these we since learned had
f^een executed during the night of tlic 17th, when we heard the hal-

Jooing and the firing, for speaking in our favour.

* Having buried all these remams promiscuously in one pit, we re-

turned to sling our hammocks, un<ler th(jse beautiful and lofty trees

which 1 have already mentioned ; but here I am sorry to add, we
ftjund the rangers shockingly employed, in playing at bowls v>ith

those very heads they had just chopped off from their enemies ; who,
deaf to all remonstrance,

" Resistless drove the batter'd sJcuUs before,

A^t^d dash'd and mangled all the brains with gore,"

r 4 * Tije;



ig *,;They related that tipon reconnoitring the skirts of the surroiin^-

ing for«8t, thqy had found quantities of human blood in different

plaGe$, which had flowed frogi. the dead and wounded bodies the r6-

ielsihajd carried away during the action. ; ,

V* -To reprimand them for this inhuman diversion would, have been*'

useless, as they assured us it was " Condre fassee" the custom of

tlieir country ; and concluded the horrid sport by kicking and man-
gling the heads, cutting off the lips, cheeks, ears, and noses ; they

even took out the jaw-bones, which they smoke dried, together with

the right hands, to carry home, as trophies of flieir victory, to their

wives and relations. That this barbarous custom prevails amorigst

savages is a well-known fact, which originates from a motive of
insatiable revenge. And though Colonel Fourgeoud might have

prevented their inhumanity by his authority, in my opinion he

vyisely declined it ; observing, that as he could not do it by
persuasion, to do it by power I'niglit break their native spirit,

and pioduce no other effect than alienatinjj them from the service,

.80 necessary; wtyt; they to us, though so savagely revengeful, and w
4)loody.'

,
:t ..

"'^^Having teturned to Paramaribo from his second expedition,

iti^pt. S. gii'es the following descfiption of that settlement, be-

'^ides an engraved view and a plan of the town : (Vol. i. p. 285.)

f,,f Paramaribo is situated on tlie r'ght side of the beautiful river Su-

jinaiiA, at about sixteen or eighteen miles distance from its mouth.

^X IS built upon a kind of gravelly rock, whicii is level witli the rest

ofrthe country, in the form of an oblong square ; its length is about

^; rmiic And a half, and its breadth about half as much. All the

*^treets, which are perfectly straight, are lined with orange, shaddock,

„taniarind, and lemon-trees, v^'hich appear in everlasting bloom ; while

^t .^the .same time their branches are weighed down with the richest

.clusters of odoriferous fruit. Neither stone nor brick is made use of

fiere.for pavement, the whole being one continued gravel, not inferior

to tjie fmest garden walks in England, and strewed on the surface

„\vith .sea-shells. The houses, which are mostly of two, and some of

i^.ee stories high, are all built of fine timber, a ver)' few excepted ;

'most of the foundations are of brick, and they are roofed with thin

split .boarcis, called shingles, instead of slates or tiles. Windows are

tvery seldom seen in tins country, glass being inconvenient on account

Zt)f the Jieat, instead of which they use gauze frames ; some have only

.the shutters, which are kept open from six o'clock in the morning
until si:;c at night. As for chimnies I never saw one in the colony, no

. fires being lighted except in the kitchens, which are always built .at

some distance from the dwelling-house, where the victuals are dressed

.upon the. floor, and the smoke let out by a hole made in the roof:

these tjmb,er houses are however very dear in JSurinam, as may be

jevinccii by that lately built by Governor Nepven, which he declared

, KadcQSt hini above ^. 15,000 sterling* There is no spring water to

he. met witlrin Paramaribo, most houses have wells dug in the rock*

. wHich iifqrd but a brackish kind of beverage, only used for the ne-

.•grqCj}, .c^tt|^,.-&c, aiwl the r Europeans have reservoirs or cisteriis, j^'n

^.,:;;i n"
" '"• " which
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which they preserve rain-water for their own cotisumpticra ; those of

racer tkste let it first drop through a filtering-stone into large jar&«r

^^rtlien pots, made by the native Indians on purnose, which t?iey

barter at Paramaribo for (<ther commodities. The inhabitants of this

country, of every denominacion, sleep in hainm(H:ks, the negro slaves

excepted, who mostly lie on the grourid ; the hi-immocks used by
these in superior stations are made of cotton, ornamented witli rich

fringe ; these are alao made by the Indians, aid ;;omet!mes wortk

above twenty guineas ; neither bedding nor covering is necessary, ex-

cept an awning to keep off the musquitoes. Some people indeed ii<

on bedsteads ; in that case they aie surrounded, instead of curtains,

with gauze pavilions, which admit the air freely, and at the same time

keep (jfF the smallest insect. The houses in general at Paramaribo

are elegantly furnished with paintings, gilding, crystal chandclicri,

china jars, &:c. ; the rooms are never papered or plastered, but beaii-

tifullv wainscoted with cedar, ai^d Bi-azil, and mahogany wood.
• The number of buildings in Paramaribo is ccmpnted at abont

one thousand four hundred, of which the principal is the governor's

palace, whence there is a jinvate passage through tlie garden whicli

Communicates with Fort Zelandia,—«-This house, and that of the

commandant, which has lately been burnt, were tlie only brick builii-

ino^s in the colony. The town-hall is au elegant new building, and

covered with tiles ; here the difTtrent courts are held, and undcrneatli

are the prisons for Eurojiean dcunquents, the military excepted,

who are confined in the citadel of Fort Zelandia. The Pi-otestatit

church, where divine worship is performed both in French and Lotv
Dutch, has a small spire w ich a ckxk ; besides which there is a Lu-
theran chapel, and two elegarit Jewish synagogues, one Ocnnan, the

other Portuguese* Here is also a large hospital for the gatrison, and
this mansion is never emptyi The military stores are kept in the

fortress, where the Society soldiers are also lodged in barracks, with,

projier apartments for some officers. The town ot Paran^.aribo has a
noble road for shipping, the river before the town being above a mile

in breadth, and containing sometimes above one hundred vessels of

burthen, moored within a j)istol shot of the shore ; there are indeed

seldom fewer there than fourscore ships loading coffee, sugar, cacao^

cotton, and indigo, for Holland, including also the Guinea-men that

bring slaver, from Africa, and the North American and Leev/ard Is-;

land vessels, Avhich bring flour, beef, pork, spirits, herrings, and
mackarel salted, spermaceti-candles, horses, and lumber, for which

" they receive chiefly melasses to be distilled into rum. This town is

-not fortified, but is bounded by the river on the S. E. ; by a larg£

savannah on the W. ; by an impenetrable wood en tlie N. E ; and
is protected by Fort Zelandia on the east. This citadel is only se-

parated from the town by a large esplanade, where the troops parade
occasionally. The fort is a regular pentagon, with one gate fix>nt-

ng Paramaribo, and two bastions wiiich cunitnand the river ; it is

very small but strong, being made of rock or htwn stone, surrounded
by a broad fosse well supplied with water, bet-ides sotne out-works.
On the East side, fronting the river, is a batter)- of twent}'-one pieces

"»»f cannon. On one of the bastions is a clock, wliich is struck with
- - a-ham-
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a hammer by the sentmel, who is directed by an hour-glass. On the
other is planted a large ensjgn-stafF, upon which a flag is hoisted upon

the approach of ships of war, or on public rejoicing days. The
walls are six feet thick, with embrasures but no parapet. I have al-

^ready spoken of its antiquity.

* Paramaribo is a very lively place, the streets being generally

/crouded with planters, sailors, soldiers, Jews, Indians, and Negroes,

while the river is covered with canoes, barges, &c. constantly pas-

sing and repassing, like the wherries on the Thames, often accorn-

panied with bands of music ; the shipping also in the road adorned

with their different flags, guns firing, &c. ; not to mention the

many groupes of boys and girls playing in the water ; altogethei- form

a pleasing appearance ; and such gaiety and va^riety of objects serve,

in some measure, to compensate for the many inconveniencies of the

climate. Their carriages and dress are truly magnificent ; silk em-

broidery, Genoa velvets, diamonds, gold and silver lace, being daily

worn, and even the inasters of trading ships appear with buttons

and buckles of solid gold. They are equally expensive at their tables,

where every thing that can be called delicate is produced at any

price, and served up in plate and china of the newest fashion, and

most exquisite workmanship. But nothing displays the luxury' of

the inhabitants of Surinam, more than the number of slaves by

whom they are attended, often twenty or tliirty in one family. White

servants are seldom to be met with in this colony.

.* The current money, as I -have already stated, are stamped cards

of different value, from five shilings to fifty pounds : gold and silver

is so scarce, that the exchange premium for specie is often above tea

per cent. A base-Dantzic coin called a bity value something less than

sixpence, is also curent in Surinam. English and Portuguese coin

are sometimes met with, but mostly used as ornaments by the Mu-
latto, Samboe, Quaderoon, and Negro girls.. The Negro slaves

never receive any paper money, for as they cannot read they do not

tuiderstand its value ; besides in their hands it would be liable to

many accidents, from fire or children, and particularly from the rats,

when it .becomes a little greasy.

. * This town is well supplied with provisions, viz. butcher's meat,

fowls, fish, and venison. Vegetables in particular the country

abounds with ; besides the luxuries peculiar to this climate, they

import cwhatever Europe, Africa, and Asia can afford. Provisions,

however, are excessively dear in general, especially those imported,

which are, mostly sold by the Jews and masters of ships. The first

enjoy extraordinary privileges in this colony ; the latter erect tem-

porary warehouses for the purpose of trade, during tlie time their

ships are loading with the productions of the climate. Wheat flour

13 sold from four pence to one shilling per pound ; butter two shil-

h'ngs; butcher's .meat never, under one shilling, and often at one

shilling and six pence ; ducks and fowls from three to four bhilHn<<8

a coujile. A single turkey has cost me one guinea and a half ; egjjs

are sold at the rate of five, and European potatoes twelve for si5t

pence. Wine three shillings a bottle. Jamaica ram a crown a gal-

lon Fish and vegetables art ch,cap, and fruit almost for nothinsf.

My
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My black boy, Quaco, has often brought me lorty oranges for six

pence, and half a dozen pine-apples for the san^e price ; while limes

and tamarinds may be had for gathering.'

The author's narrative is constantly, and (we think) some-

times injudiciously, interrupted by descriptions of different ob-

jects of Natural History, both animal and vegetable, as they

occurred to him in Surinam : but which manifest a very praise-

worthy attention. Of many of these he has given engraved

.

representations from drawings usually well designed and exe-

cuted by himself, and which are highly useful as well as orna- •

mental to his work :— but, at the end of his second Volume,

he generally refers his readers to Dr. Bancroft's Essay on the

Natural History of Guiana for fuller botanical Descriptions

< than either his knowledge or his limits will allow.' .
' The

Doctor's merit in this particular,' he observes^ * is known by*

few:'—though, in some instances, we have found the Captain

disagreeing with Dr. B. These, however, are not points of great

importance; and on some of them, we think, he appears not to

have rightly understood what he has contradicted.

Capt. Stedman has not only related all the instances of cru-'

elty towards the negroe slaves which came within his own ob-

servation, but a great many of which he only heard, as having

been practised within the colony; and he generally describes

them with such circumstances as are best suited to excite the

reader's commiseration for the unhappy sufferers, and his

indignation against the authors of these cruelties.—We must
indeed allow and lament that too many such instances have

existed : but we think that, when they are all industriously

collected and made the mo6t striking objects of one picture,

contrasted by only a very few of those of an opposite nature

which certainly might have been found, erroneous ideas and
impressions will necessarily be produced ; especially when
the imagination of the reader is still farther excited by engraved

representations (of which the author has given several) of the

worst punishments ever inflicted on the African race, either by
public justice or private resentment. We have certainly knowa
masters and mistresses possessing great humanity, and exercis-

ing much kindness, towards their negroe slaves in Surinam ;

and we have seen some of these latter who had become the

prp^irietors of large Plantations of sBgar and coffee, solely by the

bounty of their former owners.

Col. Fourgeoud having, in his different expeditions, destroy-
ed twenty-one towns or villages belonging to the rebels, and
demolished two hundred of their fields, with vegetables of
every kind, on which they depended for subsistence, they ' to a
?nan fled over the river Marawina'into the coioney of Cayeur>e

;

where
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vthtxc the French * not only gave them shelter,but supplied thcgi

\cith every thing they wanted.' The colony of Surinam being

thus freed from its mobt troublesome and its only enemies at

that time, our autlior, and the lew who reu)aine(l of the regi-

ment to wliich he belonged, were permitted to return to Hol-

land *, wlwre, on his arrival, he was promoted to the rank of

maior in his former Scotclr regiment ; and afterward, on his

quittinj^ the Dutch Service, he was complimented by tbe Prince

of Orange with the rank of Lieut. Colonel. On leaving

Surinam, he had happily plated his beloved Joanna and her

son (by him) under the csre of a benevolent l.ndy, iMrs. Gode-

froy, with whom she lived until the jtii of November 1782 ;
when, as he informs us,

* This virtuous young- woman departed this life, as sortte suspected,

,

by poison *, administered by the hand of jealousy and envy, on ac-

count of her prosptrity, and the marks of distinction which her su-

perior merit had so justly attracted from the respectable part of the

ooVony. ,; u^>.. .

* Bijt she is_.no more!—Reader!—the virtuous Joanna, v.ho so^

often saved my life, is no more 1 ! !—Her adopted mother, Mrs.

Qodcfrov, who bcde\vi.d her beauteous body with tc^rs, ordered it

to be interrcii with every mark of respect, under the grove of orange-

,

ti-ets where she had lived. Her lovely boy was sent to me, with a

bill of near two hundred pounds, his private property, by inheritance

from his mother.—Soon after whieli exjsired both his very fiuthful

guardians.

*This CHARMING YOUTH, having made a m.ost commendable pro-

o^essin hit education in Devon, went two West India voyages, with

the highest character as a sailor ; and during the Spauish troubles •

served with honour as a midshipman on board his Majesty's ships

^outfiampton and Lizart/, c\xr ready to engage in any service that the

advaaitage of his king and countiy called for.—But, Oh !—he also is

no more, having since perhhcd at sea off the island oi 'Jama'tca.^

We iihall here conclude our account of this work, by only

observing that, from the gjreat variety of curious information

which it aftords, related in a pleasing style, and much enliven-.

ed and illustrated by the numirous plates, there can be but;

f»iw readers, of laudable curiosity, to whom it will not prove,

liighiy entertaining as well as instructive. Its author appears

to have been an enterprizing, ingenious, and well disposed

young man ; and we sincereJy regret his early departure from

the world, after his return to liis country and his friends.

* * iier emancipated brother Hairy underwent the same mclaa-

'

ch^fate:' ;^
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"E need not introduce to Qur readers, on the present occa-'

sion, the gentleman to whom we arc indebted for this

performance:—Mr. Edwards is already very advantageously

known as author of the History of the Uritish Colonies in the

West Indies, of which a copious account will be foun4 in our
Reviews, vols. xiv. xv. and xvii. in the years 1794 and 17^5.,

The work before us is well calculated to increase his reputa-

tion, by the hij*hly important facts and observations which it:

contains, by the ability displayed in their arrangement, and by
the strongly expressive, correct, and often beautiful language
ill which they are conveyt-d to the reader's understanding. ' '-";

Of the motives an.! circumstances wliich led Mr. Edwards t6r'

this undertaking, we cannot give a better account than that

which the following extract from his Preface affords;

< Soon after I had published the History- of the British Cofomes ''

jn the West Indies, I conceived the design of compiling a general

account of the settlements made by ivll the nations of Europe -in that

part of the New Hemisphere, but more particularly the Frenchj .

whose possessions were undoubtedly the most valuable and productive r

of the whole Archipelago. Tliis idea suggested itself to mv mindi-

.

on surveying the materials I had collected with regard to their orin*.

cipal colony in St. Domingo ; not doubting, as the fortune of war
had placed under the British dominion all or most of the other French
islands, that I should easily procure such particulars of the condition,

ptrpulation, and culture of each, as would enable me to complete my
design, with Credit to myself, and satisfaction to the Publick. I am
sorr}' to observe, that in this expectation I have hitherto found my-'
self disappointed. The present publication, therefore, is confined
wholly to St. Domingo ; concerrJng which, having personally visited '

that unhappy country soon after the revolt of the negroes in 1791^..
and formed connexions there, wliich have supplied me with regular,

t

communications ever since, I possess a mass of evidence, and m^..
portant dociunents. My motives for going thither, are of little conse"-

,

quence to the Publick ; but the circumstances which occasioned the
voyage, the reception I met with, and the situation in which I found
the wretched Inhabitants, cannot fail of being interesting to the rea-
der ; and I flatter myself that a short account of those particulars,

V/hile it confej-s some degree of authenticity on my labours, will not
be thought aa improper Jntroductipn to my book.

« In
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* In the month of September I79i» when I was at Spanish Town
in Jamaica, two French Gentlemen were introduced to me, who were

just arrived from St. Domingo, with information that the negro

slaves belonging to the French part of that island, to the number,

as was believed, of ioo,oco and upwards, had revolted, and were

spreading death and desolation over the whole of the northern pro-

vince. They reported that the governor-general, considering the

situation of the colony as a common cause among the white inhabit-

ants of all nations in the West Indies, had dispatched commissioners

to the neighbouring islands, as well as to the States of North Am.erica,

to request immediate assistance of troops, arms, ammunition, and

provisions ; and that themselves were deputed on the same eiTand to

the Government at Jamaica : I was accordingly desired to present

them to the Earl of Efiingham, the comm.ander in chief. Although
the dispatches with vvhich these geatlemen were furnished, were cer-

tainly a ver}'^ sufF^cient introduction to his lordship, I did not hesitate

»o cemply with their request ; and it is scarcely necessaiy to observe,

that the liberal and enlarged mind which animated eveiy part of Lord
Effingham's conduct, needed no solicitation, in a case of beneficence

and humanity. Superior to national prejudice, he felt, as a man
and a christian ought to feel, for the calamities oi fcllo'w men; and

he saw, in its full extent, the danger to which everj' island in the

West Indies would be exposed from such an example, if the triumph

of savage anarchy over all order and government should be complete.

He therefore, without hesitation, assured the commissioners that they

might depend on receiving from the government of Jamaica every

, assistance and succour which it was in his power to give. Troops he

could net oftcr, for he had them not ; but he said he would furnish

arms, ammvmition, and provisions, and he promised to consult with

the distinguished Oflicer commanding in tlie naval department, con-

cerning the propriety of sending up one or more of his Majesty's

ships ; the commissioners having suggested that the appearance in

th^ir harbours of a few vessels of v"ar might serve to intimidate the in-

surgents, and keep them at a distance, v.-hile the necessarj' defences

and intrenchments were making, to preserve the city of Cape Fran5oi5

Irom an attack.

.* Admiral Affleck (as from his known worth, and general cha-

racter might have been expected) very cheerfully co-operated on this

occasion with Lord Effingham ; and immediately issued orders to the

captains of the Blonde and Daphne frigates to proceed, in company
v.'ith a sloop of war, forthwith to Cape Francois. The Centurion

,\vas soon afterwards ordered to Port au Prince. The Blonde being

x:ommanded by my amiable and lamented friend Captain William Af-
-fieck, who kindly undertook to convey the French commissioners

back to St. Domingo, I was easily persuaded to accompany them
•thither ; and some other gentlemen of Jamaica joined the party.

* We arrived in the harbour of Cape Fran9ois in the evening of

the 26th of September, and the first object which arrested our at-

.tcntion as we approached, was a dreadful scene of devastation by fire.

.The noble plain adjoining the Cape was covered with ashes, and the

sunounding hills, as far as the eye could reach, every where presented

to
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\o us ixiins still smoking, and houses and plantations at that moment
in flames. It was a sight more terrible than the mind of any man,
unaccustomed to such a scene, can easily conceive.—^The inhabitants

of the town being assembled on the beach, directed all their attention

towards us, and we landed amidst a crowd of spectators who, with
uplifted hands and streaming eyes, gave v.-elcome to their deliverers

(ior such they considered us) and acclamations of viveut les j^nglols

resounded from every quarter.

' The governor of St. Domingo, at that time, was the unfortunate

General Blanchelande ; a marechal de camp in the French service, who
has since perished on the scaffold. He did us the honour to receive

us on the quay. A committee of the colonial assembly, accompanied
by the governor's only son, an amiable and accomplished youth *,

had before attended us on board the Blonde, and we were im-
mediately conducted to the place of their meeting. The scene was
striking and solemn. The hall was splendidly illuminated, and all

the members appeared in mourning. Chairs were placed for us
within the bar, and the Governor having taken his seat on the right

hand of the President, the latter addressed us in an eloquent and
affecting oration.'

Of this speech the author gives an excellent translation,

which v/e regret our not having room to insert.

* At this juncture, the French colonists in St. Domingo, however
they miglit have been divided in political sentiments on former oc-
caaions, seemed to be softened, by the sense of common suffering, into

perfect unanimity. All descriptions of persons joined in one "-eneral

outcry against the National Assembly, to whose proceedings were
imputed all their disasters. This opinion was indeed so vridely dis-

seminated, and so deeply rooted, as to create a very strong disposi-

tion in all classes of the whites, to renounce their allegiance to the
mother country. The black cockade was universally subsituted in

place of the tri-coloured one, and veiy earnest wishes were avowed
in all companies, without scruple or restraint, that the British ad-
ministration would send an armament to conquer the island, or
rather to receive its voluntary surrender from the inhabitants.

What they wished might happen, they persuaded themselves to be-
lieve v.-as actually in contemplation ; and this idea soon became so

prevalent, as to place the author of this work in an awkward situa-

tion. The sanguine disposition observable in the French character,

has been noticed by all who have visited them ; but in this case their

credulity grev/ to a height that vv\is extravagant and even ridiculous.

By the kindness of the Earl of Effingham, I was favoured with a
letter of introduction to the Governor-general ; and my reception,
both by M. Blanchelande and the colonial affembly, was such as rict

only to excite the pubiick attention, but also to induce a very p-eneral
belief that no common motive had brought me thither. The suggestions

* * This young geritleman,?.s well as his father, perished bythe guillo-

tine under the tyranny of Robespierre. He was massacred at Paris, cr*

Iheaoth July 1794, in the twentieth year of his age.'

6 of
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of individuals to this pui-pose, became perplexing and troublesoma.

Asr.urances on iny part, that I had no views beyond the gratification

of cnriositv', had no other effect than to call forth commendations on

my prudence.
' This circumstance is not recorded from the vain ambition of

shewing ray owi'. importance. Th.e reader of the following pages will

discover its application ; and, perhaps, it may induce him to make
some allowance for that conlident expectation of sure and speedy suc-

cess, Avhich afterwards led to attempts, by the British arms, against

this ill-fated country,, with means that must oth';rwise have been

thought at the time,—as in the sequel they have unhappily proved,

—

altogether inadequate to the object in view.

* The ravages of the rebellion, during the time that I repiaincd at

Cape Franyois, extended in all directions.

* Destruction every v.here marked the progressofthe Kebels,and resist-

ance seemed to be considered by the whites not only as unavailing in th^

present conjuncture, but as hopeless in future. To fill up the m.ea-

sure of their calamities, their Spnnjsh neighbours in the same island,

with a spirit of bigotry and hatred * Inch is, I believe, without an

example in the world, refused to lend any assistance towards suppress-

ino- a revolt, in the issue of which common reason should have in-

formed them, that their own preservation was implicated equally with

that of the French.

* Under these circumstp.nces, it very naturally occurred to me to

direct my enquiries towards the state of the colony previous to the

revolt, and collect authentick information on the spot, concerning

the primary cause, and subsequent progress, of the widely extended

ruia before me. Strongly impressed with the gloomy idea, that the

only memorial of this once flourishing colony would soon be found in

the records of history, I was desirous that my own couptry and fel-

low-colonists, in lamenting its catastrophe, might at th<; same profit

bv so terrible an example. My means of information were too valu-

able to be neglected, and I determined to avail myself of them. The
Governor-ger.erai furnished me with copies of all the papers and dcr

tails of ofEce that I solicited, with a politeness that augmented the

favour.'

—

* Such were the motives that induced me v. undcrtal^e this Histo-

rical Survey of the French part of St. Domingo, and sijch are the

authorities from, whence I iuive derived -ir^y inform,ation concerning

those calamitous events ^vhigh have brought it to ruin, Yet I will

frankly confess, that, if I hnve any credit w^ith the publick as an

author, I <un not sure this work -wiil add to my reputation. Every

writer must rise or sink, in some degree, with the nature of \\h sub-

ject ; and on tins occasion, tUe picture which I shall exhibit, has no-

thing in it to delight die fancy, or to gladden the heart. The pror

spccts before us ;ire all dark an<l dismal. Here is no room for tra-

cing the beauties of tuisuUied nature. Those groves of perennial

verdure ; those magnificent ap^d romantlck landscapes, which, in tro-

pical regions, every where invite the eye, and oftentimes detain it,

until wonder k exalted to devotion, must now give place to the mi^

yme« «f war, and the horror? of pestilence ; to scenes pf anarchy, dc,,

19 solution,
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Solation, and carnage. We have to contemplate the human mind iQ

its utmost deformity : to behold savage man, let loose fruni restraint^

exercising cruelties, of which the bare recital makes the heart recoil,

and committing crimes which are hitherto unheard of in history ;"

teeming
— all monstrous, all prodigious things,

Abominable, unutterable, and worse

Than fables yet have feign'd, or fear conceiv'd !

Milton..

* All therefore that I can liope and expect is, that my narrative, if

it cannot delight, m.ay at least insfrucf. On the sober and considerate,

on those who are open to conviction, this assemblage of horrors will

have its effect. It will expose the lamentable ignorance of some, and the

monstrous wickedness of others, among the reformers of the present

day, who, urging onvvards scKehies of perfection, and projects of
amendment in the condition of human life, faster than nature allows,

are lighting up a consuming fire between the different classes of man-
kind, which nothing but human blood can extinguish. To tell such
men that great and beneficial modifications in the established orders
of society, can only be effected by a progressive improvement in the
situation of the lower ranks of the people, is to preach to the winds.

In their hands reformation, with a scythe more destructive than that
of time, mows down every thing, and plants nothing. Moderation
and caution they consider as rank cowardice. Force and violence

are the ready, and, in their opinion, the only proper application for

the cure of early and habitual prejudice. Their practice, like that of
other mountebanks, is bold and compendious ; their motto k, cure

In the ist chapter, the author gives an account of the poli-

tical state of St. Domingo previous to the year 1789—In the
lid he continues this account to the meeting of the first general
Colonial Assembly, and in the iiid, he relates the proceedings
.of that assembly until its final dissolution in August 1790.

In the ivth chapter, Mr. Edwards gives an account of the
« Rebellion and defeat of Oge, a free man of colour/ Here,
after having noticed the different interests and intrigues which
concurred in exciting the mulattoes to a general revolt, he pro-
ceeds as follows

:

' Among such of these unfortunate people resident in France as
were thus inflamed into madness, was a young man under thirty years
of age, named Jivnes Oge : he was born in St. Domingo, of a mu-
latto woman who still possessed a coffee plantation in the Northern
province, about thirty miles from Cape Franfois, whereon she lived
very creditably, and found means out of its profits to educate her son
at Paris, and even to support him there in some degree of affluence,
after he had attained the age of n>anhood. His reputed father, a
white planter of some account, had been <lead several years.

' Oge had been introduced to the meetings of the Amis des Noirs,
under the patronage of Gregoire, Brissot, La Fayette,, and ELo-

Rev. May, 1797. G- 1??spierre,
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bespierre, the leading members of that society ; and was by them

initiated into the popular doctrine of equality, and the rights of man.

Here it was that he first learnt the miseries of his condition, the

crud wrongs and contumelies to which he and all his mulatto bre-

thren were exposed in the West Indies, and the monstrous injustice

and absurdity of that prejudice, "which, (said Gregoire,) estimating

a man's merit by the colour of his skin, has placed at an immense

distance from each other the children of the same parent ; a prejudice

which stifles the voice of nature, and breaks the bands of fraternity

asunder."
' That these are great evils must be frankly admitted, and it

would have been fortunate if such men as Brissot and Gregoire,

instead of bewaiHng their existence and magnifying their extent, had

applied their talents in considering of the best practicable means of

ledressing them.*

—

' Oge had been led to believe, that the whole body of coloured

people in the French islands were prepared to rise up as one man
against their oppressors ; that nothing but a discreet leader was want-

ing, to set them into action ; and, fondly conceiving that he possessed

in his own person all the qualities of an able general, he determined

to proceed to St. Domingo by the first opportunity. To cherish the

conceit of his own importance, and animate his exertions, the society

procured him the rank of lieutenant-colonel in the army of one of the

German electors.

' As it was found difficult to export a sufficient quantity of arms

and ammunition from France, without attracting the notice of the

government, and awakening suspicion among the planters resident

in the mother country, the society resolved to procure those articles

in N«rth America, and it was recommended to Oge to make a cir-

c^iitous voyage for that purpose. Accordingly, being furnished with

money and letters of credit, he embarked for New England in the

month of July 1790.
* But, notvi'ithstanding the caution that was observed in this in-

stance, the whole project was publickly known at Paris previous to

Ogc's embarkation, and notice of the scheme, and even a portrait of

Oge himself, were transmitted to St. Domingo, long before his ar-

rival in that island. He secretly landed there, from an Ame-
rican sloop, on the i2tK of October 1790, and found means to

convey undiscovered the arms and ammunition which he had pur-

chased, to the place which his brother had prepared for their re-

ception.
< The first notice which the white inhabitants received of Oge's

nrrival, was from himself. He dispatched a letter to the governor

(Peynier) wherein, after reproaching the governor and his pre-

decessors with the non-executioA of the Co({e Noir, he demands, in

very- imperious terms, that the provisions of that celebrated statute

should be enforced throughout the colony ; he requires that the

privileges enjoyed by one class of inhabitants (the wliites) should

be extended to all persons without distinction ; declares himself the

protector of the mulattoes, and announces his intention of taking

up arms iu their behalf, unless their wrongs should be redressed.

* Abput
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* About six weeks had intervened between the landing of Oge, and
the pubh'cation of this mandate ; in all which time he and his two
brothers had exerted themselves to the utmost in spreading disaffection,

and exciting revolt among the mulattoes. Assurances were held

forth, that all the inhabitants of the mother country were disposed

to assist them in the recovery of their rights, and it was added, that

the king himself was favourably inclined to their cause. Promises

were distributed to some, and money to others. But, notwithstand-

ing all these efforts, and that the temper of the times was favourable

to his views, Oge was not able to allure to his standard above 200
followers ; and of these, the major part were raw and ignorant youths,

unused to discipline, and averse to all manner of subordination and
order.

* He established his camp at a place called Grande Reviere, about
fifteen miles from Cape Francois, and appointed his two brothers, to-

gether with one Mark Chavane, his lieutenants. Chavane was fierce,

intrepid, active, and enterprizing
;
prone to mischief, and thirsty for

vengeance. Oge himself, with all his enthusiasm, was naturally

mild and humane : he cautioned his followers against the shedding

innocent blood ; but little regard was paid to his wishes in this re-

spect : the first white man that fell in their way they murdered 011

the spot : a second, of the name of Sicard, met the same fate ; and
it is related, that their cruelty towards such persons of their own com-
plexion as refused to join in the revolt was extreme. A mulatto man
of some property being urged to follow them, pointed to his wife and
six children, assigning the largeness of his family as a motive for

wishing to remain quiet. This conduct Vv'as considered as contuma-
cious, and it is asserted, that not only the man himself, but the whole
of his family, were massacred without mercy.

' Intelligence was no sooner received at the town of Cape Francois
of these enormities, than the inhabitants proceeded, with the utmost
vigour and unanimity, to adopt measures for suppressing the revolt.

A body of regular troops, and the Cape regiment of militia, were
forthwith dispatched for that purpose. They soon invested the camp
of the revolters, who made less resistance than might have been ex-

pected from men in their desperate circumstances. The rout became
general ; many of them were killed, and about sixty made prisoners ;

the rest dispersed themselves in the mountains. Oge himself, one of
his brothers, and Chavane his associate, took refuge in the Spanish

territories. Of Oge's other brother no intelligence was ever after-

wards obtained.

* After this unsuccessful attempt of Oge, and his escape from
justice, the dispositio.i of the white inhabitants in general tov/ards the

mulattoes, was sharpened into great anim.osity. The lower chisses in

particular, (those whom the coloured people call les petits blancs)

breathed nothing but vengeance against them ; and very serious ap-

prehensions were entertained, in all parts of the colony, of a pro-

scription and massacre of the whole body.
* Alarmed by reports of this kind, and the appearances which

threatened them from all quarters, the mulattoes flew to arms in

many places. They formed camps at Artibonite, Petit Goaves, Je-

G 2 remie^
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remie, and Aux Caves. But the largest and most formidable body
assembled near the little town of Verctte. The white inhabitants

collected thejnselves in considerable force in the neighbourhood, and
Colonel Mauduit, with a corps of two hundred men from the regi-

ment of Port au Prince, hastened to their assistance ; but neither

party proceeded to actual hostility. M. Mauduit even left his detach-

ment at the port of St. Marc, thirty-six miles fiom Verette, and pro-

ceeding singly and unattended to the camp of the mulattoes, had a
conference with their leaders. What passed on that occasion was
never publickly divulged. It is certain, that the mulattoes retired to

their habitations in consequence of it ; but the silence and secrecy of

M. Mauduit, and his influence over them, gave occasion to very un-

favoiu-able suspicions, by no means tending to conciliate the different

classes of the inhabitants to each other. He was charged with hav-

ing traiteroiisly persuaded them not to desist from their purpose, but

only to pobtpone their vengeance to a more favourable opportunity ;

assuring them, with the utmost solemnity and apparent sincerity, that

the king iiimself, and all the friends of the ancient government, were
secretly attached to their cause, and would avow and support it when-
ever they could do it with advantage ; and that the time was not far

distant, 5cc- He is said to have pursued the same line of conduct at

Jevemie, Aux Cayes, and all tiie places which he visited. Every
where he lield secret consultations with the chiefs of the mulattoes,

and those people every where immediately dispersed.

' In November 1790, M. Peynier resigned the government to the

lieutenant-general, and embarked for Europe ;—a circumstance which
proved highly pleasing to the major pait of the planters :—and the

lirst measure of M. Blanchelande *, the new commander in chief, was
considered as the earnest of a decisive and vigorous administration.

He made a peremptoiy demand of Oge and his associates from the

Spaniards ; and the manner in which it was enforced, induced an im-

mediate compliance therewith. The wretched Oge, and his com-
panions in misery, were delivered over, the latter end of December,
to a detachment of French troops, and safely lodged in the jail of

Gape Francois, with the prisoners formei-ly taken ; and a commission

was soon afterwards issued to bring them to trial.

' Their examinations were long and frequent ; and in the begi-nning

of March 179i> sentence was pronounced. Twenty of Ogc's de-

luded followers, among them his own brother, were condemned to

ht hanged. To Oge himself, and his lieutenant Chavane, a more
terrible punishment was all(»tted :—they were adjudged to be broken
alive, and left to perish in that dreadful situation, on the wheel :—

a

sentence, on which it is impossible to reflect but with mingled emo-
tions of shame, sympathy, indignation, and honor!'

Intiie vth chapter, Mr. E. n.irrates the circumstances of the

massacre of the Chev. du Mau-iuit, colonel of the regiment of

Port au Prince, by his own soldiers ; whose baseness was such,

(saysMr.E.) 'that no modern language can describe, but in terms

* ' Guillotined at Palis, 1793.'

V'hicb
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'vvhich would not be endured, the horrible enormities that were
practised on the dead body of their wretched commander,'
The author next states the means and arcifices by whicli tlie

national assembly in France was induced to pass the famous
decree of the 15th of May 1791, granting all the rights of

French citizens to the free mulattoes in the West Indies, and
^sweeping av/ay in a moment all the laws, usages, prejudices, and
opinions concerning these people, which had existed in the

French colonies from their earliest settlement/—The fatal con-

sequences of this, joined with preceding measures, are related

in the vith chapter; and here, to use our author's words,

* Such a picture of huma'o miser)-,—such a scene of woe, presents

itself, as no other country, no former age li?.s e::hibited. Upwards of

one hundred thousand savage people, habituated to the barbarities of

Africa, avail therascIvcG of the silence and obscurity of the night, and
fall on the peaceful and unsuspicious planters, like so many tarnished

tygers thirsting for human blood. Revolt, conflagration and mas-

sacre, every where mark their progress ; and death, in all its horrors,

or cruelties and outrages, compared to vrliich immediate death is mercy,

await alike the old and young, the matron, the virgin, and the help-

less infant. No condition, age, or se^ is spared. All the shocking

and shameful enormities, with which the fierce and unbridled passions

of savage man have ever conducted a war, prevail uncontrouled. The
rage of fire consumes what the sword Is unable to de,';troy, and, in

a few dismal hours, the most fertile and btautlful plains in the world

are converted into one vast field of carnage ;—a wilderness of desola-

^ion!'

This general conflagration of plantations, with the indiscri-

minate massacre of the wliite inhabitants, was begun in St.

Domingo on the 23d of August 1791,—about three months af-

ter the decree in favour of the mulattoes had passed the national

assembly,—by revolted negroes, ' whose standard was the body

of a white infant, which they had recently impaled on a stake.*

The horrors attendant on these events were as great and as

widely extended as the most glowing imagination can conceive,

and are described by Mr. Edwards in terms of appropriate

energy. Amid these horrible transactions, however, the au-

thor gives one instance of the most affecting attachment and

iidelity in a negroe, to his master and mistress and their fa-

mily :—but with this single exception, the insurrection under

our consideration offers a most 'disgusting and frightful picture/

the spectacle of * cruelties unexampled in the annals of man-
kind i' of ' human blood poured forth in torrents, the earth

blackened with ashes, and the air tainted with pestdence.'

These transactions chiefly happened in what is called the

northern province :—but the flames of rebellion soon afterward

began to break out in the western division.— Here, however,

G 3 the
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the insurgents, being chiefly men of colour, and finding a diffi-

culty in exciting the mass of negroes to join in the rebelHon,

were induced to stop their massacres and conflagrations, by a

truce or convention, called the Concordat; which was con-
cluded on the iith of September between the free people of

colour and the white inhabitants of Port au Prince ; and
which promised an oblivion of the past, with an engagement
by the whites to admit in full force the national decree of the

15th of May, before rhentioned.— In confirmation of this

engagement, the General Assembly on the 20th of September,

by a proclamation, declared that they would no longer oppose

the operation of the decree in question. Unfortunately, how-
ever, we find, in the viith chapter, that almost at the moment
at which tranquillity was restoring in St. Domingo by full ad-

mission of this decree, it was on the 24th of the same month
(Sept.) repealed in the French National Assembly by a great

majority.—All confidence and reconciliation being thus de-

stroyed,

* Open war, and war in all its horrors, was now renewed. All

the soft workings of humanity—what Shakespeare calls the compunctious

'v'lsitings of nature—were now absorbed in the raging and insatiable

thirst of revenge, which inflamed each class ahke. It was no longer

a contest for mere victory, but a diabolical emulation which party

could inflict the most abominable cruelties on the other. The en-

slaved negroes in the district called Cul de Sac having joined the mu-
lattoes, a bloody engagement took place, in which the negroes,

being ranged in front, and acting without any kind of discipline, left

two thousand of their number dead on the field. Of the mulattoes

about fifty were killed, and several taken prisoners. The whites

claimed the victoiy ; but for want of cavalry were imable to improve

it by a pursuit, and contented themselves with satiating their revenge

on their captives. Every i-efinement in cruelty that the most deprav-

ed imagination could suggest, was practised on the persons of those

wretched men. One of the mulatto leaders was unhappily among the

number : him the victors placed on an elevated seat in a cart, and se-

cured him in it by driving large spiked nails through his feet into

the boai-ds. In this condition he was drawn a miserable spectacle

through the city. His bones were afterwards bi"oken, and he was

then thrown alive into the flames !'

This chapter contains strong reflections * on the conduct of

the Uvitish association for the abolition of the slave trade, and

of the society in Paris cMcd Lcs ylmis dcs Noirs i
together

with a translation of the Abbe Gregoire's celebrated Letter to

tlic Citizens of Colour in the French West Indies ; which we
liavc not room particularly to notice.

In the vinth chapter, the author describes the events which

pn'ceded and led to tl)e quarrel between M. G.dbaud, Chief

Governov
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Governor of St. Domingo, and the Commissioners Santhonax

and Polverel ; who, having called the revolted mulattoes and
negroes to their assistance, enabled the rebel generals Jean
Fran9ois and Biassou, to massacre all the white inhabitants re-

maining in Cape Francois, and afterward to destroy the city

itself by fire:
—

' a city which, (says Mr. Edwards,) for trade,

opulence, and magnificence, was undoubtedly among the first

in the West Indies—perhaps in the New World.'

From such scenes of carnage and destruction, the ixth

chapter carries the reader back to the state in which St. Do-
mingo flourished before the Revolution, particularly the French
part of it.—Here we regret the want of room to follow Mr.
Edwards in his account of the origin and circumstances of the

different French settlements oti this island ; their population

and produce ; shipping and exports, &c.—settlements, in

which the liberality of nature was so laudably seconded by the

industry of the inhabitants, that, until the ravages and devasta-

tions which our author has recorded had there destroyed ' both

the Bounties of Nature and the Labours of Art,' they were
* considered as the Garden of the West Indies j and for beau-
tiful scenery, richness of soil, salubrity and variety of climate,

might justly be deemed the paradise of the world.'

[To be concluded in the next Review.

j

MONTHLY CATALOGUE,
For MAY, 1797.

EAST INDIA AFFAIRS.
Art. 14. The New Regulations for t/je Bengal Army ; according {o

Minutes of Council and General Orders, issued in Fort William,
during the Months of May and June 1796. 8vo. pp.82, is. 6d.
Stockdale. 1797.

1 N our Review for July 1 796, we announced the publication of tlie
-* new arrangements adopted for the militaiy establishmcr.t in India.

Those who may be desirous of knowing in what manner they were
reduced into practice, by the Bengal government, will find a detailed

account of their resolutions, on this important subject, in the ex«
tracts from their minutes here republished.

ARTS, &C.
Art. 15. The Brewer's Assistant, containing a Variety of Tables, cal-

culated to find, with Precision, the Value, Quantity, Weight, &c.
of the principal Articles purchased, expended, sold, or retained,
in a brewing Trade. Large 4to. 15s. Boards. Cadell jun. and
Davies. 1796.
This very scientific and curious work is calculated for the more

G 4 Iraintd
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learned class of brewers. The merely practical operator, who is hot
intimately conversant with figures and matters of calculation, will de*
rive no great emolument, nor satisfaction, from the present perform-
ance : but to him who is sufliciently versed in philosophy and mecha-
nics to avail himself of the numerous tables and calcul;itions her^
given, this elaborate production will be found very uicfal, and even
entertaining.

EDUCATION, SCHOOL BOOKS, i5c.

Art. 1 6. The Female Mentor : or Select Conversations* Vol. Ill*

i2mo. pp.232. 3s. Boards. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1796.
A former volume of this miscellany was noticed with deserved com-

mendation in our Rev. N. S. vol. x. p. 451. We remark in this

continuation the same correct turn of thinking, the same purity of
sentiment, the same amusing variety of quotation and anecdote, and
the same chaste and classical style, which distinguished the preceding

parts. The subjects are all such as are proper to be presented to the

minds of young persons for the purpose of informing their under-

standings, improving their taste^ or impressing their hearts with vir-

tuous sentiments. After the manner of our most judicious essayists,

the writer intersperses fictitious characters, stories founded on fact, or

poetical passages, to illustrate moral reflections, and to mingle amuse-
ment with instruction. The first piece, on the Annals of the poor,

the two Conversations on the Female Characters of Shakespeare,

and that on Funeral Rites, arc particularly pleasing.—These three

small volumes will form an useful and valuable part of the young lady's

libra rj'.

Without meaning to hazard any conjecture concerning the author

of these papers, we must remark that they bear a strong resemblance

to tlic volumes for the improvement of young persons, for which the

public has been indebted to the elegant pen of Dr. Perclval. The de-

dication of the present, indeed, bears the female subscription //oHor/a.

MILITARY and NAVAL AFFAIRS.
Art. 17. 7hc Conduct of the jfdtiiira/ty, in the late Expedition of the

Enemy to the Coast of Ireland, as stated bv Ministers in the

House of Commons, 3d March 1797. With an authentic Copy
of the Official Papers on that Subject, ordeied to be printed by
Parliament. 4to. 2s. 6d. Stockdale.

The remarks prefixed to the official papers contained In this publi-

cation are, principallv, a repetition of the arguments advanced by Mr.
Dundas in the debate on Mr. Wliitbread's motion for an inquiry into

the circumstances which prevented our attending to the defence of

Ireland, when lately threatened with an invasion. The facts are

clearly stated, and, according to the arguments and inferences drawn

by the editor, they furnish a full justification against any charge of

neglect : but it is necessary to observe that, though ' Mr. Dundas, at

the outset of his speech, thanked Mr. Whltbread for the opportu-

nity he had given him of laying before the House and the Public,

every circumstance relative to the expedition, necessary to establish a

complete justification ;'—yet, on a division, Mr. Whitbread's motion

for an inquiry was set aside by a large majority.

The official papers atford interesting information. ^ ^ .

,
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Ai"t. 18. Thoughts on F'tuance^ suggested by the Measures of the

present Session. By the Earl of Lauderdale. 410. pp. 5 j-. as*

Robinsons. 1797-

We cannot preface what we have to observe on .'his production,

tetter than in the words of its nqble autlior : ' There is no task

more di.<ouraging, from its repeated faihire, than any attempt to

attract ^ubhc attention to the Finances of the country. It is a

subject itinderstood by few, and amusing to none. Though interest-

ing to all, it exhibits views oi interest too remote for the majority of
•mankind.'

We are now, however, in such a situation tliat this subject is im-

mediately and universally interesting. We shall thci-cfore lay before

our readers the m.ost important statem.ents in this, work, with some
observations on those on which we do not exactly agree with the

author.
* Lamentations on the extent of the national debt have been so

often repeated, it is to be feared, that whatever bears the appearance

of complaint on this subject may be disregarded as common-place.

But let it be recollected, that the present situation of the country

affords no ordinary^ theme. The history of th.is year will long remain
conspicuous in the annals of finance. In the course of it there has

been raised, as a tribute to the obstinate perseverance of our Mini-
sters in the measin-es dictated by,their real or affected alarms, a sum
exceeding, as appears from the following statement, sixty millions:

Dec. 7. 1795. By Loan - - /'. i8,ooo,coo
April 18. 1796. By ditto ^ -

_
- * 7,500,000

.April 1796. By funding Navy Bills - 4,414,074
October I796. By funding Navy and Exchequer Bills 1 3,737,032
Dec. 7. 1796. By Loan - - i8,coo,ooo

;i^. 6 1 ,65 1 ,096'

We do not think that this sum can be fairly sain to have been
raised within the year. The last sum of i8,ooo,oool. was certaiiily

iiot raised in the year 1796, for it was to be paid by instalments at

different times in tire year 1797 ; nor was that sum destined for the
«ers'ice of the year 1796. The profusion of his Majesty's ministers,

Rot to give it an harsher name, seems to have b;:en so great and so
glaring, that their opponents need not have recource to any thing
that even borders on misrepresentation.

' In the military history of the British nation, perhaps there is

no period more conspicuous tlian the War before the last, commonly
known by the name of the Seven Years War. In this V/ar, the
enemies of England, vanquished in every quarter, were obliged to T>ur-
chase Peace, by the cession of some of their most valuable colonies.
Yet many of our ancestors doubted whether these benefits were not
dearly bought by the burdens it entailed on posterity. Can we then
observe with indifference, that in a year when the evacuation of
Corsica, the conquest of the Maroons, and the useless sacrifice of so
many of our countiymen in the West Indies, foimed the most im-

portant
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portant militar)'- anecdotes, we have seen the Minister propose to

Parliament, in the course of one day, permanent taxes on the people

of this country nearly equal to the total charge of that glorious

War!

Total charge of debt funded and unfunded, War 1755 * ;^'2)424>io4

Taxes Dec. 7. 1796 . - _ 2,132,000

Total excess > . . £, 292,104
* I cannot doubt but that these views of our recent thoughtless and

boundless profusion will awaken the attention of my countrymen.

—I must believe, that when they learn that within the short space

of four years, we have added to the annual charge of the debt, a sum
exceeding the total annual charge of the debt contracted from the

Revolution to the year 1782, they must wish to hear something of

the present management, and of the real situation of their affairs.

Total charge of debt created by the present War £. 6,701,000
Total annual change of the national debt to the cth 7 £ /too

T ,^Q^j- f 6,688,000
January 1702 f J

Excess during the present War £. 13,000'

In page 15. Lord L. shews that no less than 18I. 15s. per centum

was gained by the holders of the navy bills issued in September

His obser\'ation in p. 16. on foreign remittances is just; and we
believe that it is new.

* In a country where the circulation is carried on by specie, the

effects of a forced fofeign remittance are not so much to be dreaded

:

there, a demand from abroad for i,20o,oool. only deprives tliem of

circulating medium to that extent ; with us, a similar remittance

wthdraws from circulation, not i,20o,oool. but such a sum of paper

as 1,200,000 1. in cash, on the usual system of Banking, is capable

of circulating.'

—

* When, by Legislative power, we force contributions to a Loan
from the various capitals of individuals in equal proportions, without

relation to the manner in which they are employed, we obviously

abstract, from the produce of a future year, an interest on the sum bor-

rowed at the rate of the average produce of the whole Capital. If

the Loan is to be illled.by a call on the patriotism of the community;

as the patriotic feelings of those who reap the greatest benefits from

the subsisting situation of things are likely to be most aHve to the

demand, it is to be dreaded that we may displace a share of the most

productive part of our Capital. But a Loan to the same extent,

raised by voluntary' subscription, when the interest of the individual

dictates the offer ; can only draw off, from the produce of another

year, a sum equal to the extent of the profit made by a similar share

of the least productive part of our Capital.

* * Sinclair on the Revenue, p. 88.'

* t Report from the Committee of Finance 1782.'
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« This may appear obscure when stated in the abstract ; but there

is nothing more clearly founded in truth, or more distinctly suscep-

tible of demonstration.
* Let us for a moment suppose, that the Capital of any Nation

amounts to a Hundred Millions, and that it is employed so as to

render an annual produce as follows :

Capital employed. Re-pioduction. Total Re-production,

j^. 20,000,000 so as to return 13 percent, that is, j^. a,600,oco \ /^. g,-oc,ceo,

ao,000,000 ditto. II per cent, ditto. 2,200,000 j one-tenth of which) is

20,000,000 ditto, 9 per Cent, oitto. i,S&o,oco S ^.900,000.
20,oco,ooo ditto. 7 per cent, ditto. i,400,000 1

.20,000,000 ditto. 5 per cent, ditto. i,oco,ocoj

' If the necessities of such a country required an immediate supply

of ten millions, interest could alone induce the proprietors of that

part of the capital which produced 5 per cent, to subscribe to a loan

opened at 6v ; and this measure of finance could therefore only de-

range a re-production of 500,000!. But if two millions are taken by
force out of each of the twenty millions, the consequence will un-

doubtedly be the derangement of the re-production of 900,000. And
if patriotism should lead the proprietors of the most productive part

of our capital to subscribe ten millions of their property, it would
impede a re-production to the extent of 1,300,000!.

* To discover the accurate produce of the different branches of our
capital, or the proportions into which it is divided, with their

various rates of re-production, is impossible ; but there are some
things that follow from this view of tlie subject witli certainty,

* First, That money raised by assuming a proportion of the capi-

tal of all, must occasion a greater loss to every country than a sum
of a similar extent borrowed by voluntary subscription, except we
can find a nation where the whole capital is so employed as to pro-

duce equally.

' Secondly, That the measure of tliat loss must be a per centage on
the sum borrowed, equal to the difference betwixt the produce of
the least productive part of the capital, and the average produce of
the wliole.

' Thirdly, That the loss sustained by a subscription filled from
patriotic enthusiasm, may, and most probably will, be still more
considerable.

* In this country we may pronounce with confidence, that such

a measure, if resorted to, must be ruinous. In all opulent and com-
mercial nations there is u variety of uses of capital ; and perhaps

there is none whose spirit of enterprise has created more channels for

the employment of its wealth, and where of course its re-production

must be so infinitely varied.'

If a sum of money is to be raised for the public service at a certain

interest, we agree with the noble Lord that it is better to appeal to

interest than patriotism : but, if money cannot be procured by vo-

luntary subscription, unless for enormous profit to the subscribers, is

it not possible, and even probable in good times, that difference of
bonus given on a patriotic and an Interested loan will more than com-
pensate the country for what is lost by that derangement of produc-
tive capital which a patriotic loan might undoubtedly occasion ? We

4
" 4o
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do not a-voe witli his Lordslnp on the subject of forced loans. That
thev arc contrarv to the spirit of a free constitution we admit: but
we think that a forced loan might be so contrived as to be more ad-
"vantageous, merely on commercial principles, than any other speci(?3
of loan. If a sum of money vrerc raised at a small rate of interest,
by compeUing all persons possessed of considerable incomes to con-
tribute to It praportionably to these incomes, the public would gain
what was saved on interest ; and, the monc-y being taken from \he
portion allotted to expenditure, it is probable that productive capital
would suffer little or no derangement. In other words, It is probable
that a person, who was compelled to part with ' or ^ of his annual
income for the service of the state, -would rather diminish his annual
expenditure m_ that proportion^ than maintain it by drawing on his
productive capital.

^
F- 33- His Lord:,Iiip shews that 4^1. i8s. per cml. profit might

have been made m navy bills in the beginning of September, realized
in ca?h subsequent to the funding, and afterw ard subsciibed into the
nevv loan.

_

' Such is (T cannot call it the profit) the enormous pillage that
has been^ permitted out of the Public Trensnry. Impartialitv'cannot
review thi? short statement, and abstain from censure. Pensioned
gratitude,J"rom a penury of objects to praise, may be driven to ex-
claim, " That if the finances can be repaired, the present Minister
is the man to repair them * !" But Mr. Burke may rest assured,
that, except his own politics, there is nothing appears to a common
ttnderstandi:ig so likely to ruin the country, and ensure a Revolution,
as Mr. Pitt's operations in Financei.'

In page 45. he states that there is now a deficiency In cur annual
receipts of 2,2 1 8,6261. On which he observes,

* Large as this may appear, the statement from which it results
includes no provision for the neces;;ary er.pence attendant on winding
up a Warexpendltnre. The writers on this subject who are the most
moderate in their calculations, no where estimate this at less than half
a year's War expence ; and the experience of past times would sup-
port a much more extravagant allowance. Estimating it in tlils wav,
as it has been shown that the present annual expenditure of Amiy,
Navy, and Ordnance alone, amounts to upwards of 30,000,000!. ;
before the final account of the War therefore can be closed, we must
allow for the necessary charge that will attend an addition to our
Debt, to the extent of at least 15,000,000!. ; which, if it can be
obtained on the same terms with the Loan of tltis year, will create an
annual charge of 1,012,500!. Tlie National Receipt and Expen-
diture will then stand as follows :

' STATEMENT, No. VI

L

* Shewing the Total^ Produce of the Revenue, and tlie Total probable
Charge, on the Supposition that the Sums necessary for the Ex-
traordinarics of this. Year, and for winding up the War Expendi-
ture, are provided for.

* * See Letters on a Regicide Peace.'

Total
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Total Receipt of Re-

venue, as in State-

ment No. VI. £. 22,629,626

Total Expenditure as

in Statement No.

IV. . ;^. 24,213,482

Charge of Manage-
ment, Interest, &c.

on 9,401,624!. for

the Extras of this

year, as explained

in Statement No.
III. - 634,770

Charge of Manage-
ment, Interest, &c.

OP. 15,000,000!. ne-

cessary for winding

up the War Expen-
diture - 1,012,50c

Total Expenditure ;^. 25,860,752

Total Ex-
pendi-

ture^. 25,860,752
Total Re-

ceipt 22,629,626

Defici-

ency /. 3,231,126

* The rapid and unparalleled augnrentation of the War expendi-
ture, renders it difficult with accuracy to ascertain what additional
charge will be occasioned by our persevering in hostilities for another
year ; but when we know that within these two years we have added
upwards of 4,500,0001 in perpetuity to the annual charge, we- can-
not suppose it will be less tlian 2,ooo,oool. per ann,

* The increase of the number of our enemies, and of the interest of
money, would authorise our looking fonvard to a much greater sum.
Qn the supposition, however, th-it it may be carried on with the an-
nual addition of 2,ooo,oool. to tlie permanent charge, as it has been,
shewn, in Statement No. VII. tliat if Peace is restored at the end of
this year, the deficiency in the reeeipt to be supplied by new Taxes
must be 3,231,126!. and the total expenditure 25,860,752—It fol-

lows that, if this contest is_ persevered in. Taxes must be provided,
and the Peace expenditure increased to the following extent

:

New Taxes. Amount of Peace Expenditure.
* If to the end of 1798, £. 5,231,126 £. 27,860,752

1/99' 7^231,126 29,^60,752
1800, 9,231,126 31,860,752'

The statement of these deficiencies is founded on a supposition
which we hope will prove, and is certainly likely to prove, errone-
ous,—that the present taxes will not be more productive in peace
than they have been since the war.

' The effects of this extension of our Debt on that Constitution,
the War v/as undertaken to preserve, is perhaps still more alarming.
I hesitate not to say, that, even in our present situation, it becomes
a matter of indifference, whether it is a Monarchy, an Aristocracy,
a Republic, or a mixed Government—Were it the fairest form of
constituted authority the mind of man ever conceived, with a revenue
of 25,000,000, it inuot be a Despotism ; that is, the person possess-
ing the management and coutroul over so large a proportion of the

national
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national Incsme, must regulate with despotic authority the actions

and the. conduct of his countrymen.'

Here we totally differ from his Lordship. He must surely be a
miserable and stupid statesman, who could not devise regulations

with regard to the receipt and expenditure of any revenue, however
enormous, that would prevent the persons to whom it was intrusted

from acquiring despotic power.

The style of this pamphlet is clear and correct. His Lordship,
however, has one phrase, moderate in the extreme, p. 43. which would
perhaps be more suitable to an Hibernian than a Caledonian author.

Art. 19. ReJIections on Government in General, with their Applica-
tion to the British Constitution. By Charles Watkins Esq. 8vo.

pp. 72. 2S. Butterworth. 1796.

The object of this pamphlet is to establish the excellence of the

principles of the British constitution ; and the author makes abun-
dance of quotations, to prove a point which, we believe, has never

been doubted. We give him credit for his political principles, and
for his good intention in endeavouring to recommend them : but we
cannot say that his work is distinguished for any vigor, novelty,

ingenuity, or comprehension.

Art. 20. Thoughts on National Insanity. 8vo. pp.40, is. John-
son. 1797*

* As it is well known, (snys this writer,) that there are individuals

of the human species, vxho are occasionally deprived of the use of their

reasoning powers, and sometimes totally ; and who, in that situation,

are incapable of taking proper care of themselves, or of adopting

that mode of conduct which would be most conducive to their real

interest ; so it is also true, that, at certain periods, whole nations, or

at least the greater part of them, have been under the influence of a

kind cf temporaiy delirium. When the majority of a nation discover

a total ignorance of their own real advantage, when they manifest an

extreme mcapaclty of reasoning concerning it with any justness or

accuracy, when they plunge lieadlong into measures highly pernicious

or destructive, and when they listen to no rational remonstrances

upon the subject, they are then in a state so exactly similar to that

of individual lunatics, that such a people may properly be said to be

in a state of national lunacy.
* The Englisli have undoubtedly distinguished themselves, at par-

ticular periods, above most of the modern nations of Europe, by their

courage, industry, activity, talents, and love of liberty. But as it has

been said, that there is a certain degree of wit and genius, which is

sometimes strongly tinctured with insanity ; so it may be remarked,

tliat the people of England, however distlngished as a nation, have,

at certain times, exhibited marks of lunacy, scarcely to be equalled

by any other nation.'

We subscribe to this opinion, although we do not always agree

with the author in the instances which he adduces to prove the mad-
ness of our country. We do not tliink that the people of England
were mad in restoring Charles IL (vile as his character proved) to

the throne of liis ancestors. Wc conceive that they acted with wis-

dora
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dom and prudence, In changing the despotism of a band of fanatics

for the milder government of the antient constitution : even in its

then imperfect state.

This pamphlet possesses, however, some merit. It concludes with

the following observations :

' As individuals, who have been In a state of lunacy, are some-
times restored to their senses, so it also happens to nations. And,
whenever the people of England return again to their senses, they
will probably inform their ministers, or their representatives, that it

is not conformable to their wishes, nor to their interests, that enor-

mous subsidies should be paid to foreign princes, for rendering no
services to this country : that it is not beneficial to them to be en-
gaged In unnecessary wars ; that they have a just right to expect
to be more fully and more equally represented in parliament ; and that

no laws ought to be passed, or ought to exist, which deprive them
of the freedom of speech, or the freedom of the press, or of the li-

berty of meeting to consider whether they are aggrieved.
' Amidst all the distresses of the present period, the Inhabitants of

Great Britain have, however, yet some consolations. They have the
pleasure of reflecting, that they have enjoyed a great national credit

;

of which it Is a sufficient evidence, that they are now more than four

hundred millions In debt. They have likewise the advantage of a
great varitey, and great plenty, of new and Ingenious taxes ; the
prices of all kinds of provisions are at such a rate, that the poorer,

and even the middle class of the community, are very sufficiently se-

cured from luxury ; and the people have also the singular felicity of
having William Pitt, the younger, chancellor of the exchequer, and
first minister of this country.'

Art. 21. T/je Proposals for a General Peace subjnUted to the French
Republic through the Negotiation of Lord Malmesbury, examined and
exposed. In a Speecli delivered on his Lordship's official Correspond-
ence with M. de la Croix being presented to the House of Com-
mons, December 30th, 1796, by the Right Hon. Charles James
Fox. 8vo. pp. 40. i^ Ridgeway.
The character of Mr. Fox, as an orator, is so well known to the

public, and the merits of this particular speech have been so justly

appreciated, that we think it unnecessary to say any thing farther of
It than that It appears to be accurately reported In the present pub-
lication.

Art. 22. A Letter upon the State of Parties; being the first of a

Series of Letters on the State of Public Affairs. 8vo. pp. 44.
IS. Owen. 1797.
In this animated production, the writer attacks all parties In turn,

without giving himself the trouble of advising the public whom they
are to trust, or what measures they ought to pursue. In the follow-

ing passage, he laments that the number of the < political public' is

increased.

' It does not appear necessary, if it were possible, to compute, as

has lately been attempted, the numbers of this important class, so

well called the catural reprccentatives of the people. While some-

times
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times to have, and sometimes to think, is the qualification, who car?

count the tickets of admission, who can tell how many there are 6i

cither title, and how many are to be deducted from the joint num-

ber for unity of rights ? It appears to me that this public is conti-

nuafly varying, according to the nature cf events, and the pressure

of circumstances. An habitual public is an indolent public, a small

and idle sect of lounging politicians ; necessity and danger enlarge

the circle, till it takes in every condition of life, and spreads to Man

himself. The succession to a crown is the concern of great famiUes ;

but in a besieged city, every porter is a poUtician. In the " piping

times of peace," pohtics are a science and a profession ;
in the exi-

gencies of war and troubles, they are common thought, and care,

and nature. In peace they are speculation : but in war, instinct : m
prosperity the hope of a few, in danger the anxiety of all

;
in this

an^bition, in that sentiment ; here prudence, or perhaps pride
;
there

neceasitv, or interest at the least. To compute, therefore, these^

moving'sands, seems to me as difficult as to fix the seas that chsplace

or accumulate them. But without counting, wg may perceive their

eiicrcase ; we mav observe the mass, without separating the units j

and io-norant as we are of their number, we need not hesitate to pro-

noun?e, that it is greater to-day than it was yesterday, and that it

will exceed to-morrow the sum-total of to-day. The corruptions of

these times have filled the political tribe?, and whether they are to

vote by the head or by classes, is the (question that involves tl^fe^

safety of the state.
. , . , • r

* I need not recommend to your consideration the importance ot

this new occurrence : we have, in fact, z. new public, before and by

means of v/nich our parties contend and dispute for power. Now

though the cause were the same, it would be of some consequence to

have changed the judge and tbe tribunal. The Government of

Rome was overturned, when her factions called in tlie scumM dregs

of Italy to vole in the Comitia. It was a neiv public that gave away

her liberty, aud enthroned Marius, and Sylla, and C^sar, on the

ruins of the constitution. What Rome suftercd m her elections, we

are openly threatened with in ours ; and in our natural representative

our political puUic are actually suffering—we have suffered ppmion

to be corrupted and depraved a thousand ways, and we permit those

to vote, and their vote to sway and govern, who, in any other part

or period of the world, would have been deprived of the quahty of

citizen, for personal immorality, and private brands.'-r-

* When Mr. Burke invites me to his ci-usade, with that eloquence

which has no rival, and that zeal which outstrips even itself, I assent

oply while I listen to him ; I know not how it happens, but wnen

the charm of his voice ceases, mv concurrence stops with it. He

leaves no Impresoign, I think, and certainly no conviction, tor he

neither proves to me the probability of succecdnig, nor, shall I own

it to you, the interest ia success ! WheuMr. lox belies, or slander?

the country, I listen wi;h impatience, I scarce can listen ;
and when

he represents us as aggressors In the war, or as bankrupts in public

faith, eras defeated and Incapable of reducing oui; enemy to just and

ad^(juate conditions of peace, my heart and my undcrsj;anding repel
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die libel; and when he counsels to abandon to France all that she

may desire to occupy, I cannot perceive, in the circumstances of

«itheF country, that necessity which could alone render his advice any

thing but treachery or madness. From both of these, therefore, I

turn, equally dissatisfied and unconvuiced, though not with equat

disgust and aversion ;
yet I would ask of those, whose fastidious

«ars cannot hear the very whispers of peace, who encoiu-age their

country to persevere so nobly in an eternal internecine war with

France, till they shall replace the monarch on his throne, and the

host on the altars—I would ask, what hope they entertain of rous-

ing, by their eloquence, a sluggish people, deaf to all the cries of
honour, interest, and duty ? Let them throw their eyes at home, and
^ell me what high thoughts, what generous desires, what honourable

spirit they discover ? Let them shew me the funds that they rely upon,

of public virtue., of disinterestedness, of self-devotedness, amongst
our people, or our wealthy merchants, or our wealthy nobility if they

please, or, if they please our wealthy clergy ? Why was the Bank
besieged when a handful of felons landed in Pembrokeshire ? Why
was the specie of the realm pumped out of circulation, to be hidden

in cellars, or buried in the earth, when there was but a threat of in-

vasion ? What superfluous valour do they find amongst us ? What
virtues of supererogation, that we should spend them in a foreign

cause ? Are they sure that we possess more energy, and zeal, and
patriotism, than are necessary to the defence of our own throne, of
«ur own churches, of our own soil—they who woidd persuade Mr.
Pitt to assume a task,^ at which his father would have trembled when
we were Britons I

* Let us not deceive ourselves, the very name of country has dis-

^peared from the midst of us ; tliat iiame, so dear, so tender,

and so powerful, sleeps in our ears. Hypocrisy blushes to pronounce
it ; credulity listens to it no more ; it seems fraud, and sounds de-

clamation. Commerce has done its perfect work ; it has withdrawn
our eyes from every general public care, from every generous manly
thought, to our ledgers and our day-hooks—we are a nation of tills

and counters, not ofstates and provinces ! a cold, callous, calculating

race, whose plodding head looks down and mocks our heart, who
'season om-sdves out of honour, out of patriotism, out of every great
propensity of our soul. If our funds fall a sixteenth, this war of
religion, principle, necessity, becomes a ministerial trick, or a crusade

of kings ; for half a crown in an hundred pounds, we abandon our
laws, our altars, our independence, and our fields ; upon all this

^lobe of earth we discern no speck but the Stock-Exchange : we
trynhle for no generous nation : no. unhappy confederate ; we throw
our eyes not to the temple where we worship, or the place where
we were born, but to the Stock-Exchange.—Has Jourdan passed
the Rhine? thank heaven, stocks rise.—Does he approach the
Danube ? thank heaven still ; he will dicf.ate peace to the emperor
in Vienna, and stocks will rise still liigher. - What is it to us, if fape
and murder prowl through the provinces of Germany .^—What, if

ideselating fires and military massacres destroy the villages and the
j^asantry ?—What, if universal conquest subject s-U mankind to the

Rfv. Mav, 1797. H French
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French vandal, and set his obscene dominion on the neck of all uii

human race? the stocks rise.—But, if a naked band of miserable

wretches, disembarked by force in the Welch mountains, and prison-

ers of the peasantiy, bring the shade of danger to ourselves. Oh I

it is another thing; draw a line round the bank, overwhehn the

public credit, and steal the palladium of the country.'

This is the most eloquent piece of rant that we have seen for tl^is

long time pact.

Art. 23. j1 vindication of the Privilege of the People in respect to the

ConstitrUional Right of Free Discussion : With a Retrospect to va-

rious Proceedings relative to the Violations of that Right. 8vo»

pp. 80. 23. Stockdale. 1796.

We have found nothing in tin's pamphlet sufficiently striking t«

induce us to recommend it to the attention of our readers.^ It re-

lates prmciprJly to the subject of the libellous pamplaet of which Mr-

Reeves v\-as the reputed author.

Art. 24. Three Letters addressed to the People of Great Britain^ oiT

the late Neo-ociation. Including a few Hints on the Conduct

proper to be adopted in the present Situation of Aifairs. 8vo.

pp.51. IS. Jordan. 1797,

The chief question discussed in these Letters, namely, the cession.

of Belgium to the French Republic, has been already determined by

tlxat able political casuist, General Buonaparte.

Art. 2?i yJn Examination into the Particulars of the tnvo last Elections

''for the Borough of South-work, in May and November 1 796

;

wherein it is proved from the Spirit of the Act of King William,

commonly called, The Treating Aet, that the late Determination

upon it by a Committee of the House of Commons was, with the

best Intentions, founded in Error ; with Thoughts on the Privi- -

le^es of that House in general, and those in particular on Cases of

Elections. By M. Dawes, Esq. of the Inner Temple, Barrister

at Law, and one of the Assessors to the Returning Officer. 8vo»

pp. 69. IS. 6d. Johnson. 1797.

This is an ir.n-enious argument against the determination or the

Committee, appointed by the House of Commons to inquire into the

merits of Mr. Tiemey's petition. Mr. Dawes treats the subject witk

great candour.

Art. 26. yt Display of the Spirit and Designs of those 'who, under

pretext of a Reform, aim at the Subversion of the Constitution and

Government of this Kingdom. With a Defence of Ecclesiastical

Establishments. By the Rev. G. Bennet, Minuter of the Gospel

in Carlisle. 8vo. pp. 160. 3s. Boards. Richardson. 1796.

This is a feeble effort to bring the cause of liberty and its advo-

cates into disrepute, by representing them as Atheists, plunderers,

and assassins.

Art* 2.7. Jr, J^ppcal tojhc Moral Feelings of Samuel Thornton, RotU'

land Burdoiiy Ha'U'hins Broavn, Erqrs. and to every Member of the

House of Commons who conscientiously suppcwts the present Ad-

ministration. In a Letter 'to William Wilberforce, Esq. 8vo.

pp.51. IS. Johnson. 1797.
None
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Norte \vho_ are acquamted with the history of mankind, or with

the world, v/iU hesitate to admit that we sometimes act amiss with-
out being conscious of error:—but how it is possible for men, who
respect morality and reverence religion, to give their steady support
to a system which is founded on contempt of all the moral duties,
and to wars, m the prosecution of which, every principle and precept
ot rehgion are atrociously violated by all of the conflicting partieswe are, equally with the author of this tract, at a loss to ''conceive.-We hope that the following passage will have its effect on the
person to whom it is addressed :

. / The debauchee or the drunkard, pernicious as is his conduct,
injures himself or his family chiefly, and his example extends com-
paratively to a ver>- small distance in weakening the bonds of society,
but the mischief of political profligacy is still more wideH- d'ffu-^ed-l-
It involves m It the fate of miUions~it overwhelms whole' empires
with- woe and devastation. ^

' It may seem unnecessary to have dwelt so long upon the rrK-p-ni-
tude and reality of legislative duties. In an address to you, Sir, o^to
gentlemen of your character. Eut when I compare the measures of
the Administration which you support either with the precepts o£
Christ or the rules of morality, I feel myself forcibly urged to makean appeal to your conscience, and most solemnly to call upon vou at
this momentous period to explain, how you reconcile sul-h measures
with any one rdigious principle > If you cannot, then I conjure youn the name of God, and of your country, to return without delay totne execution of that trust, to the sacred and indispensible natureof which I have endeavoured to draw your most serious attention.'
Ut that seductwn which is commonly termed iniiuence, the authorspeaks thus

:

' How heinous then is that transgression which daringly breaksdou-n this sacred barrier which God himself has raised to^hleld the

recess"??
"^

'
^"'^ ^'"'''"''^^^ ''"^''^' '^' "'^'^ unguarded

* Such and so foul is the crime of tempting men under the j^ulle-
ful mask of influence,

_

to betray the dearest interests of then-country
;
to desert their most sacred principles; to abandon tha^

truely exalted virtue Patriotism; and sink that pali.dlum of ci-

tempt !

"'''°"'' '''' Integrity, to the lowest point of con-

.* Need I appeal to the numerous instances of its baneful annlicPtionamongthc highestranks of the community? No, Sir, these are too recenttoo notonous,ancl too humih-ating. It is impossible that factsso -^1^.^
can have escaped your observatio.i, although thefrequency ofthem mayhave familiarised dereliction of principle even to your mind, and lessen-

'itr.l?T."T'''°"
th\"^^&"'>uJe of that guilt, which is Invariably

attached to the man who sells the virtue, the happiness, and the

Guilty mdeed that man is-but how much more guilty is he whopresents the temptation? Can, you be innocent, who furnl.h themeans of seduction? You, Sir, ^^'ho have it always In your powerto dry up the source from whence corruption flows, Id have not^-
done
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done it ! I have brought tlie matter home to your own breast, thattlifi

crlmiiiah'ty of exercising this influence, which is now so hghtly esti-

mated, may appear before you in all its honor. Yes, Sir—Here i8

a sort of Treason, shall I call it ? which is truely terrific—This it is

which insensibly saps the foundations of civil society—This it it

which like a rank and subtle poison relaxes the sinews, and at length

totally dissolves the bonds of social union—Tliis it is which taints

the very fountain of national security, works upon the weakest
parts of human nature, and becomes every hour more dreadful in itt

consequences, in proportion to the number of its victims and the i/rt-

creasing facility of its triumphs.
* But the criminality of tempting men from the paths of rectitude

13 not confined to the rich and great. Corruption amoHg them as-

sumes greater degrees of refinement. Its hostility to the libertie*

of tlie subfect is more concealed, and its annihilation of principle less

suspected—but among the poorer classes seduction is practised in the

most undisguised manner, and here ft appears in all its native de-

formity.'

With one more extract, we shall take our leave of this sensible:

and sometimes nervous writer.

* The partition of French territory being frustrated by the

chances of war ; a most infernal plan, new and unequalled in the

annals of the universe, was next projected—a plan toe. atrocious-

for language to reprobate in terms sufficiently forcible—Human
nature herself sickerts at the bare idea of the scheme, which had for

its object the reduction of twenty-six millions of human beings by
famine. The British nation has ever been accustomed to wage war
with magnanimity as well as courage—but this was to have com-
mitted to a painful, lingering, and horrid death, millions of the inno-

cent, the helpless, the aged, and the Infirm. This was to have spread

wide wasting calamity in its most hideous forms over myriads of-

unoffending creatures, and to have introduced an incalculable mass of

misery chiefly and principally among those who have the strongest

claims to the protection and tenderness of their fellow creatures. It

is impossible to present to your imagination a more heart-rending'

picture than that of a whole nation sinking under the united horrors

of pestilence and famine, the inseparable coneomltants of each other,

and committed without the possibility of reUef to one of the most'

barbarous modes of dissolution which humanity can suffer. I blush

to ask you, Sir, whether you have had any share "m such an enter-

prise. Just and eternal Gad ! where is the boasted humanity of
Engllalimcn ! Where sleeps the pride, the honour of the nation ?

Where slumbers its justice ? tliat the inventor of a crime so enormous

should not instantly receive the reward of his guUt. The bloody re-

lentitss tyrant, who sacrificed "such numbers of his countrymen on

the groaning scaffolds of France, was an angel of mercy compared
with that wretch, whp conceived the idea of consigning twenty-six

millions of people to be gradiiaWj Jlimis/Mii to (/eat):. Could the bene-

yolent advocate for African emancipation suffer the execution of
,such a scheme to be attempted, without testifying his marked
Slid public abhorrence !—My pea refuses to rcply^-.-aiid every id«« E

hitd
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had formed of humanity, piety, and truth, is obscured and con*

founded.*

Art. 28. Provisionfor the Poor, by the Union of Houses of Indus-

try with Country Parishes : a Letter, addi'essed to a Member of

ParHamenU By Rowland Hunt, Esq. a Magistrate of tlie County
of Salop. 8vo. pp.37, is. Stockdale.

The creditable work of a respectable magistrate. One of his re-

flections appears to deserve particular attention. ' I liave seen the

names of many opulent and honorable men to petition against Mr.
Pitt's Bill, but is there the mark of one single pauper? Here we
may relax on the contemplation of tlxe painter and the lion.' Mr.
Hunt would by no means join the general outcry against Mr. Pitt's

Bill. He is a good friend to Houses of Industry ; he points out th?

defects in the management ofthe Poor, which call for amendment, and
the means for remedying them : he particularly mentions the Shrews-
bury-house, and very justly, as we really believe, commends that in-

stitQtion as an example worthy of the imitation of others.

Art. 29. Altenwtives compared: or, What shall the Rich do to be
safe ? By Thomas Beddoea, M. D. 8vo. i s. 6d. Debrett.

^797-
The political principles of Dr. B. are well known. He still conti-

nues extremely hostile to the present ministry ; :vvhose conduct he se-

verely aiTaigns, and condemns, from the commencement of the war
to the time when this publication issued fiom the press, viz. in May
1797. He seems persuaded that the ruin of France was intended \>y

this ill-star'd measure, instead of which that of Great Britain has
been effected.—Hear how he laments over the present situation of the
latter:

' The public condition is, in most cases, a sufficient test of the
ability of those who have long managed the public concerns. To
compare Great Britain as it is, with Great Britain as it was, requires

no labour of researcli. Tlie distinguishing circumstances are obvious

to sight : and they are within a narrow field of vision. We had a
commei-ce such as human industry had never before created ; we had
imbounded credit ; a revenue increasing ; a public debt decreasing,

and capable (under wiser management) of a rapid reduction; speci€

was driven in to us fr»m all parts of Europe. The repute of the pa-
per of the Bank of England was not only untarnished by suspicion,

but its notes were often preferred to cash. We had attained that
prosperity which, to politicians by profession, is the supreme good

;

and which the political philosopher may regret, when it is redeemed
by no diffused and popular blessings. In a rapid decline of five vears,
our great staple manufactories have been reduced almost to suspen-
sion ; the merchant is saddened by the blank prospect of full and un-
disturbed warehouses ; the new orders are insufficient for that half-

starved remnant of workmen, whom unwholesome climates and tht'

sword have not yet destroyed. The languid movement of commerce
IS principally forced by the pernicious stimulus of war ; specie is dis-

appearing ; credit expiring ; the circulating capital dwindling ; the
Jixed capital threatened with dilapidation ; the apprehension of that
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last of all evils to a commercial people, a forced paper currency^
gaining -ground ; the prolongation of the war next to impossible

'5

peace difficult to obtain ; and, at this critical moinent, our nearest"'
and most remote dependencies are in a state of progressive discontent^

"

threatening civil disturbances. The wish for an asylum has crossed
"'

the mind -of marry a father, anxious for his family; and corps of vo-'
'

luateers are forming at home, avowedly, among other purpo-<>es, to
protect property and persons against plunder and outrage. That"
precious inheritance which ever)- Englishman derived from the exalted '

reputation of his country. Is irretrievably gone. We shall rank no ^

pore as

" lords of human kind."

Nice observers of the emotions "must often have noticed in the first in-
deliberate animation of the most loyal emigrant, on the report of re-
publican successes, a svu-e indication of their effect on national cha-
racters. Henceforward, whenever they meet in a country foreign to
both, the Frenchman, instead of giving way as formerly, will think
himself entitled to elbow our countryman.

*. We have here no short catalogue of calamities ; and they come
too near to those, In whose description, when they afflicted France,
the minister and his favourers loved to riot. Added to this, we have
an advers,ary lynx-eyed to discern, and swift to seize her advantages

:

an adversary that had just converted her forced paper into specie, her
enemies into allies, her anarchy into order. We have a ministry with
whom nothing has been more familiar than declarations of satisfac-

tion, all tlie time the affairs of the two countries have been in full

straight forward speed to the points they have respectively attained.'

What is the author's deduction from this melancholy statement?—*
It is as fellows :

* These gross facts will satisfy every sincere inquirer. It is scarce
necessary he sliould be told how often the conductors of our affairs

have rejected the Invitations of opportunity to maintain or to restore
peace. What happened fifteen years ago must immediately happen
again. The people will become universally persuaded, //j.-z/ the present

men are not the men eitherfor a peace system or a ivar system. To this

persuasion win succeed just astonishment, how individuals, possessing
certain talents with means of Information, could conceive the ideas on
which the authors of this train of misfortunes have proceeded ; and
how miliioKS of rational beings could tamely behold their dearest in»

terests cntjusted to persons capable of such wild conceptions, and en-
terprizes so insane.'

For the question, * What shall the Rich (In such circumstances.)

do to be safe i' we refer to the Doctor's well-written performance
at large.

RELIGIOUS and polemical.
Art. 30. jiin Address to both Houses of Parliament, resitcctincr the

present State of Public Affairs : In which the true Cause of our
National Distresses is pointed out, and proper Means for the Re-
moval of them are recommended ; with a particular Address to the
Beach .of Bishops. Svo. is. 6d. R.Edwards. 1797.

Goodnc-ss
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Goodnegs of ln?att and genuine patriotism appear to have dictatei

this pious representation of the present state of a world to which the

worthy author scarcely seems, from his manner of writing about it,

to b«long ; indeed, according to his estimate of its character, it is

not probable that he has very much mingled with its sinful inhabitants.

He considers tlie prevailing depravities of the age (respecting espe-

cially this our wicked nation) as the true cause of our public dis-

tresses, and of our gloomy prospect of ivorsc to canc.—-\n his detail

of our enormous vices and crimes, on account of which, he concludes,

we have tvtxj reason to dread the vengeance of offended Heaven, he

points out ' the torrent of athdsm and infiMity which deluges the

nation,' and produces a general corruption of our morals. Among
the instances of cur national immorality, he enumer^.ter,, I .

' the

curse3. y'\Q^ Q'i gaming ;'* 2. our ' lewdness and debauchery y in which

he apprehends we rival the excesses of * Charles the Second's

days;' 3. ' the blood-thirsty crim.e and brutal passion ot duelling ;*

4. ' the spirit of luxury and dissipation, now grown to an alarming

^eight ;* while nothing, he adds, * can be more unfashionable, at

polite tables, than to acknowlege the Divine Havd that spreads

ihem with dainties,' &c. &c, &c.
In the black catalogue of our immoralities, however, we must own

that we did not expect to meet with so fearful a display of the sin of

heresy ! * The great prevalence of Aranism^ [so it is here spelled]

' in this land, and especially in the established church,* is, iu the

pious and orthodox writer's apprehension, so truly * alarming,' that

he calls loudly for the interposition of their ' lordships the bishops to

put a stop to it.' The clergy, in general, he tells us, * arc tincturcd

with this leaven ;' and some of them are grown so bold as openly to

avow the pernicious tenet ; which indicates the arrival of those " pe-

rilous times" foretold in the Scriptures, when " men should bring ia

damnable heresies," &c.—If it be asked in what manner the author

wishes the dignitaries of our church to ceme forwards and exert

themselves on this alarming occasion, we must refer the inquiring

reader to the pamphlet ; only remarking here, to prevent any mis-

conception of the author's zeal for orthodoxy, that, although he

would have ' the civil magistrate' to co-operate with th^ clergy m
the great work of reformation, it does not appear that he would pro-

ceed to re-kindk the fires of Smithfield and Birmingham ; nor that he

would, on any account, have recourse to such violent methods of con-

vincing men of their errors. On the contrary, we are glad to find

that, among other good Christian like proceedings, he decidedly pre-

fers, as a public step tov\-ards reformation, the milder and humbler
means q{ fastiv.g and prayer'*, m order ' to appease the wrath of

Heaven ; whicTi is already gone fbrtb, and will continue and increase,

unless we return unto Him from whom we have deeply r<=volt£d.'

We have probably said enough to induce v.'ell- disposed people to.

peruse this <l-ell-intendcd pamphlet ; though here we may, perhaps,

* He recommends appointed days of public fasting and prayer, as

the best step to begin the work of reformation ;
* and if repeated

every six months during tht present war,' he sayi, * I appreheitd it

w^uld facilitate it greatly.'

H4 be
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be reminded that " They that be whole need not a physiclAn,
but they that are sick."—Happy, indeed, wwild it be, if a dis-
covery coald be made of the art of inducing ^'a^/ people to read g6od
books!

Art. 31. ulh Attempt to account for the TrifdeTity of the late Ed<wari
"tribhon, Esq. founded on his own Memoirs, published by John
Lord Sheffield ; with Reflections on the best Means of checking
the present alarming Progress of Scepticism and Irreligion : in-

cluding an Account of the Conversion and Death of the Right
Hon. George Lord Lyttelton. By John Evans, A. M. 8vo^

pp. 76. IS. 6d. Longman. 1797.
It is asserted in Mr. Hume's Dialogues on Natural Reltgiony that

** to be a philosophic sceptic is, in a man of letters, the first and
most essential step towards being a sound and believing Christian.**

If srefticism, in this curious passage, be synonimous with a disposition
to fair and patient inquiry, the position will be admitt<;d by all the
lational friends of revelation : but, if by a s^ccptic we understand &
person who resists evidence, and seems more desirous of wavering
from doubt to doubt than of settling the mind into a state of calm
conviction, the assertion deviates far from truth, and has rarely, if

<ver, been confirmed by fact.

' Mr. Gibbon was a sceptical man of letters : but he was so far from
becoming a sound believing Christian, that his infidelity, as he ad-
vanced in life, seem.s to have grown more and more inveterate. The
author of the present pamphlet endeavours to account for this fact by
an examination of Mr. Gibbon's own memoirs ; and it must be con-
fessed that, as the circumstances and concatenations of events, in

every man's hfe, contribute to the formationof his sentiments as well
as of his manners, Mr. Evans had some reason for supposing that in

Mr. Gibbon's account of himself he could discover the causes which
excited arid fostered his unbehef. These he conjectures to have
been,—the neglect of his religious education,—the disgust which lie

received from the corruptions of Christianity,—and the love of EMir
NENCE by which his mind was heated and inflamed. It is probable
that these causes alone may not be thought sufficient to account com-
pletely for the effect

; yet, with other circumstances, they may have
contributed to produce it.

Presuming on the strength of his facts, Mr. Evans proceeds, iii

the sermonic way, to subjoin a few reflections on the best means of
checking the progress of scepticism and irreligion. Here he recom-
mends rehgious education—the cleansing of religion from its corrup-
tions—the preservation of the mind from an imdue attachment to the
world,—and an attention to the real design of Christianity. In proof
that the evidences of Christianity are capable of operating a complete
conviction in the mind of the serious inquirer, notwithstanding some
previous leaning towards infidehty, he adduces the. instance of Lord
,Lyttelton ; and while unbelievers boast of the manner in which Hume
and Gibbon met dealh, he is happy in contrasting with it the closing
scene of this iwbleman's life, chearcd by the brightest beams of faith

and hope.

Mr,
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Mr. Evans writes -with a consideiable degree of animatibh, and
trusts that this his performance will be of some service to yourtg per-

sons into whose hands Mr. Gibbon's history may happen to fall.

POETRY and DRAMATIC.
Art. 32. Hope: an jfUegorical Shtch, on recovering sfawly from

Slchnefs. By the Rev. W. L. Bowles, A. M. 4to. pp. i8. zs,

Dilly, Sec. 1796.

We never peruse without pleasure the poetical productions of Mr,
Bowles. He possesses many of the requisites of a true poet; pathos,

distinct imagery, elegant diction, and melody in his versification.

The reader will here find tlie inimitable ode of Collins on the Passions

recalled to his mind in a pleasing manner, and will not be more sur-

prised at the hardihood of Mr, Bowles, who dared to enter the circle

of that proud magician, than delighted by the skill and success with
which in this sketch he has employed the powers of his master's

wand.
The author represents himself in a state of convalescence, walkin-y

near the banks of the Southampton river on a May morning. Amid
a sceneiy which is rendered enchanting by its natural beauties, and
by the genial breezes of the season, the poet indulges his reveries*

and perceives the form of Hope, thus classically pourtraycd :

* And lo ! a form as of some fairy sprite,

That held in her right hand a budding spray,

And like a sea-maid sung her sweetly warbled lay.'

The spectre exclaims,

' I am Hope, whom weary hearts confess,

The soothest sprite that sings on life's long wilderness.*

The allegorical personages, which are drawn towards Hope by tic-

melody of her song, are youth, fancy, beauty, enterprise, ambition,
captivity, melancholy, mania, remorse, and experience. The last

human person of the vision (Experience) is introduced as dissolving
the spell of Hope raised on mortal foundations ; and the poet, in a
higher strain, then directs us to the joys of immortal Hope.
The twentieth stanza, representing Captivity, appeared to us the most
new and striking picture ; and as such we lay it before our readers.
We would wish to persuade Mr. Bowles that his talents, with some
diligence, would entitle him to the praise not only of happy imita^a»
but of original genius.

* But see, as one awak'd from deadly trance,

With hollow and dim eyes, and stony stare,

Captivity with faltering step advance !

Dripping and knotted was her coal-black hair

:

For she had long been hid as in the grave

;

No sound the silence of her prison broke.

Nor one companion had she in her cave,

Save Terror's dismal shape, that no word spoke,
But to a stony coffin on the floor

With karv and hideous linger pointed evermore/

12 Art.
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Art. 33. yi Sermon preached before the Uniiyersity of Camlric/^ey fy

H, W. C— r~, D. D. &c. Published by Request, and now
(for the sake of Freshmen and the Laity) translated into English
MetrebyH.W. Hopkins, A. M. 8vo. is. 6d. Kearsley. 1797.
This jeu d' £sprity with much hurr.our, and the merit of easy and

familiar veTrsitlcation, laughs at the high-chureh doctrines, and the

pious fears respecting the overthrow of church and state, suppoised

by the author to be predominant in the universities, and productive

pf much eloquence from- the- pulpics in those seminaries of learning

and morals. We consider ourselves as concerned only with the

literai-y merits of the composition, and by no means as deciding on
its value as a political tract. Whether the author alludes to any
particular sermon or sermons, we. are not informed ; or whether his

i^erses are merely a vehicle for satire in the form of irony, we do not

determine. The following passage will give the reader a notion of

$he writer's mode of thin-king and of treating his subject.

' Sure never was- there Politician

So despicable a Logician,

So little hackiify'd in the ways
Of man, in these and former clay?,

As to suppose that human Fcoh
-•- .Gould govern'd be by Reason's rules,

So pure, so naked, and so plain.

No, nothing like it :-—present pain.

Or present pleasure, Hope and Ftai-,

Are the great powerful Levers here,

Which when an able statesnjaa us.es,

. He moves the mass which way he chuses.*

Art. 34. My Night-Gcivn end Slippers ; or Tales in Verse. Writ^
ten in an Elbow-Chair, by George Colman, the Younger, ^to.

pp.33. 2S. 6d. Cadell jun. and Davie?.. 1797*

The occasion, birth, and parentage of this publication are thus

set forth, in the jocular preface :

* The song of the * Maid of the Moor,'' the 'Newcastle Apotlxcary^

and ^ Lodgingsforfingle Gentlemen,* are slip-shod Talcs, written for an

Entertainment which I proposed to offer to the Public, at the Hay-
market Theatre, during Lent ; and two of them were intended to

be spoken, (read them, therefore, with a view to recitation) and the

third to be sung, as light matter, calculated to relieve the gravity of

a didactick performance.
* The whole performance (for reasons unnecessary to mention, here)

was relinquished :

—

* But, as it is my custom to avoid the accumulation of my own pa^

pers, in my Bureau, I hold it more adviseable to print my three

Stones (light as they are) than to burn them.' .

These poetic Bijoux are vety laughable, and have awakened in us

a lively and fond recollection cf our pleasant, witty, and very inge-

nious associate, the author's father ;—for whose loss we have not yet

met with a full compensation :—but our call, at the present moment,
is' not to lament, but to laugh,—as will all. our reader^, who have

' ^- .
- -

^^^^
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any risibility about them, on perusing t]ie following^peclmen of tbc
present meny publication

:

* Lodgings for Single Gentlemen : a Tale,

* Who has e'er been in London, that overgrown place.

Has seen " Lodgings to Let" stare him full in the facei

.Some are good, and let dearly ; while some, 'tis well known,
/Vre so dear, and so bad, they are best let alone.

Derrj' dowji,

. Will Waddle, whose temper was studious, and lonely,

Hired lodgings that took Single Gentlemen, only

;

But Will was so fat he appeared Hke a ton ;—

-

Or like two Single Gentlemen, roll'd into One.

He entered his rooms ; and to bed he retreated,

JBut, all the night long, he felt fever'd and heated j

And, though heavy to weigh, as a score of fat sheep.

He was not, by any m.eans, heavy to sleep.

Next night 'twas the same ;—and the next;—and the next 2

He perspired like an ox ; he was nervous, and vex'd ;

Week passed after week ; tiU, by weekly succession.

His weakly condition was past all espression.

In six months, his acquaintance began much to doubt him ;
For his skin, " like a lady's loose gov.-n," hung about him;
He sent for a Doctor : and cried, like a ninny,
*' I have lost many pounds—make me well—there's a guinea.*

The Doctor look'd wise :
—" a slow fever," he said

;

Prescribed sudorincks,—and going to bed.
*' Sudoriticks in bed," exclaimed Will " are humbugs ;'*

** I've enough of them there, without paying for drugs.''*

Will kick'd out the Doctor :—but when ill indeed.

E'en dismissing the Doctor don't alivays succeed

;

So, calling his host,—he said,— " Sir, do you know,
" I'm the fa4 Single Gentleman, six months ago J"

*' Look'e, landlord, I think" argued Will, with a grin,
" That with honest intentions you hrst took me in ,•"

*' But from the first night—and to say it I'm bold"

—

*' I have been so damn'd hot, that I'm sure I caught cold."

Quoth the landlord—" till now, I ne'er had a dispute

;

I've let lodgings ten years ;—I'm a Baker to boot

;

In airing your sheets. Sir, my wife is no sloven.

And your bed is immediately—over my Oven."
*' The Oven ! ! !" says Will—says the host, " why this passion?**
" In that excellent bed died three people of fashion.

. Why so crusty, good siri"" " Zounds!"—cries Will in a taking,
*' Who wouldn't be crusty, with half a year's baking ?"

Will paid for his rooms ; cried the host, with a sneer,
*' Well, I sec you've been going away half a year,"
*' Friend, we can't well agree"—" yet no quarrel"—Will said;
** For one mah may die where another makes bread."

,

The na'ivete and drollery of the versification of the foregoing ballad
'will naturally remind our readers of Prior's humorous detail of hisjour-

5 ney
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jiey to Ddwn-Hall, accooipankd by his frkird Morlcy the famous
land-jobber.

Art. <55. Utrum Horum : a Comedy of Two Acts. As it is now
acting with great Applanse, at the respective Theatres of London
and Amsterdam. 8vo. is. Murray. 1797.

If this sbght production, which the author dignifies with the title

of CoMEpy, be entitled to no great praise as a dramatic composition,

it has the merit of good intent, manifested in the just reprehension

of vicioi]« pleasure, and in the allowable ridicule which the \vTiter has

thrown on the woeful state of liberty and equality in Holland, under

the patronage of France. Cy way of contrast to the domineering

Frenchman who fraternizes with the Dutch citizens, the honest cha-

racter and spirit of our English tars are represented, with a degree of

humour which contributes to enliven, and is indeed the life of, the

performance.

Art. 36. The Castle of Olmutz. ; a Poem. Inscribed to La'fayette.

4to. 2s. 6d. Kearsley. 1797.

The story of the Marquis de la Fayette, from the commence-

:ment of his campaigns in America to his confinement as a state

prisoner in the Castle of Olmutz, is here related*. The poet laments

the hard fate of this gallant soldier, in strains guided rather by
TRUTH than iii?p ired by the Muse ;—a detail vaort faithful than

fanciful. The praises of Louis XVI. are intermingled with those of

thehcno whose misfortunes are the main subject j the General being

considered as the sincere friend of that ill-fated monarch.

Art. ^7. The iMmentalion of a Dog, on the Tax, and its Consc-

qutnce? ; addressed to the Right Hon. Williann Pitt. With Notes,

by Scriblerus Secundus. 4to. is. Symonds, &:c. 1796..

The dog-tax is the object of this satiric performance ; in which

fhe poet seems to be so much at a loss to determine whether he should

most aim ' at humour or pathos, that sometimes the two qualities are

so interm.ingkd that it appears rather difficult to separate them.

On ths whole, however, we are persuaded that the potm comes from

T\o vulgar hand. The notes may, at least, serve to shew the au-

thor's reading, and how adroitly he can quote Greek and Latin.

Art. 38. The Scaith of France ; or, the Death of St. Just and his

Son, a Poem. By E. Smith, Esq. Author oi William and Ellen,

Sec. i2mo. 6d. Jordan. 1797.

We did not much admire William and Ellen ; (see Rev. N.S. vol.

xxi. p. 467 ;) as to this publication, it -vvill add httle to the writer's

"fame, if he obtained any in consequence of his former production.

Art. 39. J Political Eclogue. Citizen H. T***e, Citi/,en T**rp*y,
R.B. Esq. 4to. IS. 6d. Fry, ^797*

An election squib. The spirit of party [ministerialparty"^ which

animated it is violent ; but the spirit of the poetry is excellent.—-A

* We rejoice at the information, imparted to us by the newspa-

pers, that M. de la Fayette has been liberated from Olmutz, through

tiic interference of the victorious Buonaparte.

humorous
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humorous print, engraved in the true electioneering style, is prefixed";

highly burlesquing the populace, drawing citizen T**rn*y through
the Borough of Southwark, to the Grove- house at Camberwell.

Art. 40. The Times; or a Tier ^or liwzzlon. A Musical Entertain-
ment. By a British Officer. Svo. is. 6d. Becket.

This is 3 political diama, recommending the prosecution of the
war. One Englishman kills two Frenchmen (the usual number i^

three) ; a parrot sings God save great Gcttrge our King ; and the last

scene concludes with expressing a ' tru?t that we -jhall thus ever canif
on the war.' We doubt not the good intentions of this officer, bi^
we cannot compliment either his philosppihy, or his dramatic abiHties.

Art, 41. Potms, by Joseph Cottle. Second Edition, with Ad<lj*^

tions. i2mo. pp. 200. 4s. Boards. Robinsons.

Of the former edition qf these poems, which were published with-
out the author's name, we gave our readei'S an accoiuit in the Review
for August, 1796. The additions to the present impression con^sist

pf tv/o pieces, entitled, Ricardo and Cassandra, and Lee Boo ; th^
sentiments of which are particulaaly entitled to our approbation. Of
Mr. Cottle's poetic talents, we briefly delivered our opinion in the
article quoted above.

MEDICAL and CHEMICAL,
Art. 42. Descriptive Account of a tww Method of treating old Ulcers

in the Legs. By Thomas Baynton, Surgeon of Bristol. 8vo-
28. 6d. Robinsons. 1797.
As ulcers of the legs, notwithstanding the various improvcmeats in

their treatment which have been proposed of late years w'ith great
confidence, still frequently remain obstinate and luiyielding, a neur
method, superior in its success, and easy to be put in practice, cannot
£ail to attract the attention of surgeons, if properly authenticated.

The wiiter of the present pamphlet appears to have every claim,
from education, experience, and candour, to a hearing on the subject
from his brother practitioners ; and after having explained, in a
few words, the essential part of his proposed method, we shall refer to
the work itself for the cases and reasonings by Vv'hich it i;; supported.

Mr. B.'s mode differs from the commcwi application of tight band-
age only in the use of sHps of sticking plaster, by which the. sound
skin from the opposite sides of the ulcer is made to appi-oximate, and
in a fr,)e employment of cold spring water to wet tlie bandage and
dressings. TIk: manner of applying the slips of plaster, is by cutting
them of lengths sufficient to pass quite round the limb, with about
four inches to spare. They are first to be placed with their middle
on the part of the limb opposite to the sore, and the ends are then to
be drawn round across the sore with as much force as can be borne,,

and the whole ulcer is to be covered v/ith these shps from below up-
vfards, including an inch of sound skin each way. After this, pieces
of soft callico, doubled, are to be laid over the part, and a long cal-

lico bandage is to be applied round the Avhole Cmb from the -foot to
^e knee ; and these are to be kept frequently wetted over the sore

Vy cold water poured from a tea-pot. It is to tlie contraction of the

granulations
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graaulat'tons from the pressure, and the gradual approach' of the skm»
that Mr. B. attributes the principal effect of this method ; and he

gives some reasoning from Mr. J. Hunter's ideas on this subject. He
has also some remarks on the effect of the abstraction of heat by the

cold Avater ; aiwl these he might have farther enforced by reference to

Mr. Rigby's ingenious essay on Animal Heat, v/hich contains some
remarkable instances of the cure of ulcers by the constant application,

ef cold water alone.

The cases adduced by Mr. B. are very striking and indubitable

proofs of the efficacy of his method ; and we cannot hesitate in re-

commending a perusal of the whole tract to our medical readers.

Art. 43. Suggestions for the Improvement of Hospitals, end other chw
ritable Institutions, By William Blizard, F. R.S. & F. A. S. 8vo-

3s. 6d. Boards. Dilly. 1796.
This volume begins with Reflections on the Subject of Assistant Sur-

geons ta Hospitals^ originally written when such an appointment was
in agitation at the London Hospital. The arguments here adduced

in its favour are judicious, but sufficiently obvious. The next section

contains Remarks concerning Ch-cumstances of Distress not within the

Provisions of Hospitals, ivith the Address and Regulations of the SamO'
i>- fifan Society. To those who wish to augment their modes of doing

''good, the condition of the families of hospital patients, and of many
of the patients themselves when discharged, affords a variety of cases

for the beneficial exercise of their liberality ; and the Samaritan Society

^-^here described, and particularly attached to th£ London Hospital,

-•may advantageously be imitated by the supporters of any other in-

c'' scdtution of the kind.

Cursory Observations relative to Hospitals occupy the greatest part of

the volume. These relate to their site, mode of building, ventila-

tion, diet, management, and other circumstances on which their sa-

lubrity and use principally depend. Though they are justly deno-

jninated cursory, and display no great connection nor profundity of
-^^ 'thought, yet, as proceeding in many instances froqi the dictates of

real experience, and breathing a spirit of enlightened humanity, they

are worthy of.the attention of all who are concerned in the success of

these institutions. The writer acknowlegea frequent obligations to

the excellent Mr. Howard for suggestions under this head.

Propositions for promoting the Usefulness and Propriety of Hospitals

and other Public Charities form the last article. The first of these

propositions is for triennial parochial sermons and collections from

house to house in London, and within seven miles round, for the be-

nefit of these institutions. Whether this would not look too much
like a compulsory mode of enforcing charity, and take from the con-

tiibutoVs that chdicc and distinction respecting the objects which are ne-

cessary to interest them in their real succesF, and which ought to be

exerted, we think may not improperly be questioned : the fault of

'

the spirit of charity, in this countr)', is not tnat it is slack, but tlrat

'.. £t is heedless, and perhaps too fond of novelty ; and Mr. B. himself
' seems sensible that the attention and superinteridencfc of individuals

are often more wanted than their monty.—The second proposition is

for the appointment of representatives of the several, hospitals and
othex-
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other public charities in the metropoh's, to meet at stated times, and
Xo coinmunicate their respective improvements, and other observations

conducive to the amendment of the condition of the pour :—a hberal

idea, but (we fear) too contrary to the spirit of rivalry and partial

interest prevalent in the conductors of these institutions, to be adopt-

^ so as to answer the good intentions of the proposei*.

Art. 44. A Practical Tr?athe on Fever, contrasting a Tonic Treat-
ment with the Antiplilogistic, in which tjie Superiority of the

former is ascertained. By Thomas Parker, Surgeon, ^t Woburn.
8vo. 2s. Johnson. J 796.
Though we cannot comp!ir.-.ent this writer on any considerable ex-

tent of information or depth of research in the subject concerning

which he has thought fit to address the public, yet, as an apparently-

fair witness in favour of the method of treating fever (the typhusV
which he recommends^ namely, by the early exhibition of Peniviaa

bark and red win^r, his facts may deserve the notice of practitioners.

Art. 45. jIn Essay on the Aluse of Spirituous Liquors, &c. By A,
Fothergill, M.D. F. RS. &G. "8vo. is. Dilly.

."

The mischiefs arising from the abuse of spirituous liquors are so
obvious, and have so often b°en described both by m.oial and medical
writers, that we rather wonder they should have been made the eub-
ject of a prite essay in a society for the improvement of arts and agri-

culture- Certr.inly, they who have addicted themselves to intempe-
rance do not err for want of knowing the consequences ; and ur.less

a writer possesses the talent of interesting the heart and. the im.aginar

tion, like the author of Isaac Jenkins*, he has little chance of making
an impression powerful enough to counteract the force of habit and
inclination. In the present performance, we find nothing but wiiat is

commonly known, related in a common manner. It is, indeed, a new
piece of information to us that ardent spirits are ever corrected or dis-

guised by the mixture oi aqua-fort'is ; nor can we conceive how such..

a strong acid is made a palatable ingredient. We cannot but think
Dr. Fothergill too favourable to punchy v^'hich appears to us the iBost

insidious of ail ways of using spirits, from its pleasantness to the palate,

and the effect of the sweet and sour in overcoming, not the noxious
properties, but merely the taste, of the strong liquor. Dr^ F. says,

however, many things verj' rationally ; and, though we do not think
his oratory extremely persuasive, hh facts may have their influence-
on persons who are sober enough to attend tc them.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Art. 46. Shetckes on various Subjects ; moral, Ttterary, and political.

By the Autlior of " the Democrat." 8vo. pp. 285, 5s, Boards.
Bell, Oxford-street. 1796.
** The Democrat," a novel, v.as mentioned in our 19th vol. p. 207.

The author now presents us with various essays, which, as the preface
states, are ' the gleanings of a common-place-book to which, in the
course of 25 years, he has committed his thoughts.' Selections from

* See Rev. vol. xi. p. 226.
;

the
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the accumulated industry of so long a period of time led us to expect

no common matters. AVe have, liowever, turned over all the leavei

©f the volume, without finding any thing veiy new, very good, of

very absurd ; and we class it among those eyery-day publication!

which the worW can exist with, or without, equally well.

Art. 47. ^ Reply to the Strictures of the Monthly Re'vteiiftrs, in Fe-

bruary 1797> on the Tragedy of the Battle of Eddington. By

J. Penn, Esq. 8vo. |»p. 41. is. R.White. 1797.

In our 22d vol. p. 231. we noticed with approbation the letters

«n the drama annexed to the second edition of the Battle of Edding-

ton. Of those letters these strictures form a sort of continuation.

They are written with good sense and candour : but it is obviously im-

proper in us to enter into a detailed examination of them. The author

00 doubt feels with Don August in de Montiano, whose critical disqui-

sitions created the reputation of his tragedy :
" ^aiito queda dich0

dt mi Virginia, es en al^un ttwdo una satisfaccion anticipada a los cai'gos^

quejwtamctite temo, que v\e hagaK Ujs criticos. No se alucinaran sin duda

€on iat ilusiones del amor propio, que son hs que pueden haberme deslunibrada

Art. 48. The Chronkle of the Kings of England, from the Norma«

Conquest, unto the present Time. By R. Dodsley. A new

.. Edition enlarged. i2rao. pp. 156. 2s. Vernor and Hood, &c.

This is not an unskilful imitation of the style of the Chronicle

fif the Jewish Kiiigs : but there certainly might have been a better

selection of the chief events in each reign, than such as the ridiculou*

Titory of the contract between the Devil and Cromwell, &c. for w«

jcan hardly imagine that it was the intention of the author, by such

gross absui-dities, to strengthen the resemblance between his vi-ork

»nd tlie Bible,

Art. 49. yfn Jppeal to Impartial Posterity, by Madame Roland, Wif<

of the Minister of the Interior. Translated from the French Ori-

ginal. Second Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo. z Vols.

Boards. Johnson. 1796.

In our account of tlie lirst edition of this translation, particularly

of the fourth part, (see Rev. vol. xix. Appendix, p. 506.) we com-

•plained of the negligence with which the translator had executed his

task. In tlie present edition, we find the whole revised and consider-

ably improved. V/e have examined it in many parts, and in those

paragi-aphs in which the French idiom had before prevailed to a dis-

gusting degree, the English style has no\Y assumied its native charac-

teristics. In most of the places which we formerly particularized as

incorrect, we observe that the necessaiy alterations have been made":

but we can point out several instances in which improvement is still

possible.
. 11 • 1

' Vol, i. p. 124. * Cssting about for expedients' is too colloquial an

expression. P. 159. Macame R. is made to say, speaking of M.

and Madame Robert, * Nor did I ever see them, or speak of them

afterwards :' yet, in the nevt page, she mentions their meeting again

-• a few months afterwards.' The French expression " j^r tie ies rrvis

pW here means only that she saiv them no more at that time j that is,

'''^: during

I
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during the stay wfiich they then made at Paris. P. 187. Speaking
of the ingenuousness of Roland's character, his lady says of him,
* His book is always open :' this is too literal a rendering of the
French expression ; it should have been, the book of his heart is al-

ivays open.

P. 191. and Part ii. p. 158, the English editor still translates

Madame R.'s signature ' Roland, formerly Phlij>on ;' instead of ^orn

Phlipon. We objected to this before. (See Rev. Appendix, vol. xvii.

p. 494.)
^

Vol. II. (Part IV.) p. 57. we perceive a manifest improvement. In
the first edition, the present tense had here been used, when speaking
of past events, though the original was not guilty of this deviation

from propriety. It is now corrected ; and we observe this amendment
in sever^ places.

In our Appendix, vol. xix. p. 509. we pointed out a passage
which seemed to indicate that Madame R. was almost, if not quite,

an atheist : but, not having then seen the original, we hesitated to
admit the idea. In this second edition, however, the sense of that

passage is still the same ; and on examining the French, which is now
before us, we find that the meaning is accurately given. We copy
Madame R.'s words ;

" ye m'en tiens a Vhomme que vous connoissez, me
vioque du dlable, £5* ne crois gutres en Dieu." Still we know not how
far this expression should be taken seriously, nor whether this infide-

lity ought to be imputed to her. In one of her farewell letters, just

before her execution, she says, (vol. I. p. 135.) " C'est une Providence

qui a tout conduit."—English edit. p. 124. * It was Providence that

conducted every thing.*

We are viell aware of the difficulty, in translating from a foreign

language, of preserving the purity of that in which the translator

writes ; and much allowance should be made for the appearance of
foreign idiom and construction at intervals. Indeed, we think this

difficulty so nearly insurmountable, that we should ever hesitate to
quote a translation as authority for the language which is used in it ;

except in cases in which the most severe attention has been paid, and
revision after revision has taken place ; and these scrupulous duties,

we believe, are seldom fulfilled. Perhaps the only mode by which a
translator could entirely naturalize his MS. would be, after all his

own labours had been exerted, by submitting it to the correction of
some competent friend, whose ideas had not been dwelling on the
foreign dialect, and who v.ould therefore most readily observe its in-

trusion on his native tongue.—With these allowances, it must be ac-

knowleged that the present work now makes a very respectable ap-

pearance.

Would not a well-selected portrait of Madame Roland have been
an agreeable addition to these volumes i"

Art. 50. j4 Letter on the Secret Tribunals of Westphalia, addressed

to Elizabeth Countess of Pembroke. By the Rev. William Coxe.
8vo. 18. Cadelljun. and Davies.

Admitting that the Druidical religion was the patrimony of the
Cimbric nations ; that the Bclgx were a Cimbric tribe ; and that
descendants of the Belgse continued, even so iate as under Charle-

Rev. May, ,1797. I magne.
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magne, to occupy the wolds of Westphalia ; it will not appear im-

probable that a judicial institution, which has been traced back to

that aera, should really be of Druidical origin. The Fehm-gericht,

{ * Coirrt of mainprise ) or Secret Tribunal, bears at least a strong

resemblance to those courts of justice, of which our Welsh antiquaries

have lately revealed so many particulars. The numerous judges bound

bv oath to stand by each other at the risk, of life, in executing the sen-

tence of the bench ; the assemblages by stake and stone on the green

grass; the frequent infliction of the penalty of excommunication, which

was propagated by a kind of invisible sympathy far beyond the jurisdic-

tion of the civil sovereign ; the distinct order, the state within the state,

forraed bv these magistrates and their connexions;—all tally exactly

with the best authenticated accounts of the Bardic institutions.

(See Rev. vol. xii. N. S. p. 19.) Nor is it surprizing that a Druidi-

cal Tribunal should first make its appearance in history, precisely at

the period of the conversion of the Sovereign to Christianity :—for

the -votaries of Druidism every where welcomed Christianity with ex-

traordinary readiness : whereas the Gothic heathens received it un-

willingly, and were converted slowly,, and by the most ludicrous ac-

commodation of the missionaries. ( See Keysler's Antiq. Sept. p. 358.)

The Bardic civil polity, therefore, was likely to superinduce itself

on the state at the very time of their becoming the patronized sect.

The inquiries of Mr. Coxe do not comprize v.hat has been written

concerning this period of the institution : but they collect most of

what the elder Latin antiquaries of the Germans have left respecting

its history, subsequently to the time of Charlemagne. Its ascendancy

appears ever to have been proportioned to the necessity for so for-

midable a system of coercion. During the age of feudal anarchy, it

was often the main pillar of police ; and it gradually melted away as

the Sovereign became the protecter tjf order, and the reformer of the

laws. The mode of proceeding is thus detailed at length in an old

chronicle

:

" The meetings in order to be competent, must consist of the

Free Count and at least fourteen Assessors ; the door being closed, the

Tudf^-e can neither rise until the whole process is concluded, nor sur-

render his place to another person, excepting the Emperor, should

he happen to be present. The Assessor who accuses, takes an oath

that the delinquent is guilty ot the crime ; and immediately the name

of the accused is written down in a book, called the Book of Blood

;

if another than an Assessor accuses, he is brought into the Court

holding the writ of accusation folded up in his hands, with a green

cross, and a pair of white gloves. The Assessor was accustomed to

touch those whom they called to judgment slightly with a rod, or to

whisper these mysterious words, ' yis good bread is caien elsewhere as

this.' Should four Assessors surprise a person in the commission of

flagrant crimes, they are empowered to try and hang him up on the

spot.

* Wc' bow to the authority of the etymologist u'lJelutig., without

t)eing convinced that the words do not mean Court of acorns. The
judges might ballot with acorns.

" Si.x
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" Six weeks and three days are allowed, fgx, the appearance of

the culprit ; and the writ of accusation is given to two Assessors,

who declare, with an oath, that they will make the citation at the

stated time, and inform the Court when they shall have effected it.

Should the person who is summoned conceal himself, letters are

written to those among whom he is hid, signifying tliat he ought to

surrender himself at a given time and place ; and if he has taken an

asylum in k fortified castle, the Citator goes either by night or by
dav, on foot or on horseback, cuts out three slips from a wooden
rail, and places in the incision, a coin and the writ of citation. PJe

keeps the three slips as a memorial that he has executed" his com-

mission, and calls out to the Porter, to inform the man who has

taken refuge within, that he is summoned, and will find the writ en-

closed in the rail. If the accused can no where be found, the As-
sessors proclaim him guilty towards the four comers of the world.

If, after three summonses, the accused does liot appear, the Judge
declares that he will proceed against him, as contumacious, and pro-

nounce sentence on a stated day ; having first proclaimed his name
four times, he commands him to attend, and answer to the charge. If

after these summonses the accused does not make his appearance, the

Judge pi-oclaims, ' In consequence of the supreme law, which Charle-

magne sanctioned, and Pope Leo confirmed, and which Princes, Counts,

Nobles, Freemen, in the Saxon land, have sworn to observe, I cast this

man from the highest to the lowest degree ; I deprive him of all privi-

leges, libeities, immunities, and rights ; I subject him to the Royal Ban,

to hatred, to execrations, to hostility, and to the greatest possible pu-
nishment which can be conceived by man. I render him incapable of

all law and pardon ; Achloes, Rechloes, Segeloes, Wecleloes. Lastly, ac-

cording to the laws of this Tribunal, I condemn him to death : I ad-

juge his neck to the halter, his body to birds of prey, to be consumed
in the air ; his soul I commend to God ; his fiefs and estates, if he has

any, I pronounce to have lapsed to the Sovereign : I declare his wife

a widow, and his children orphans.' After these words, he throws

a halter, or a branch of willow twisted, beyond the place of judg-

ment : the Assessors spit, and confirm the sentence. This sentence is

then forwarded to all the other Courts, with orders to hang up the

delinquent wheresoever he is found, on the next tree.

" If the accused appears at the Tribunal, his accusation is read,

and the accuser confirms the truth, by a solemn oath. The opi-

nions of the Assessors are then taken, by means of a string touched

by those who pass sentence of death. Should the accused think the

sentence unjust, he is permitted to declare it, and to remain till he
is convicted by witnesses. There is no appeal but to the Emperor.
The Judge who passes sentence, as well as the Assessors, must be
fasting, and bare headed ; without a robe, gloves, or any species of
arms. The condemned person is then consigned to one of the
younger Assessors, who, if he finds himself unequal to the task, can
require the aid of another, and with his assistance, hangs up the lin.

fortunate delinquent *."

^ * Turkius Fasti Cardini, for the year 78^.'

I Z
'

Art,
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Art. $1, A Triplet of Inventions ^ &e. By Thomas Northmore,
Esq. M.A. F. A. S. 8vo. is. Owen.

An Attic simplicity of taste, and an English precision of argument,

distinguish this writer. In this pamphlet, he suggests, ist, a plan

of a nocturnal telegraph, in which the changes rung on the position

of four lamps are to form the various signals. 2. He proposes a pa-

sigraphy by means of numbers, according to which the correspond-

ing words of all languages would be represented by the same numeri-

cal figures. 3. He recommends a new anatomical nomenclature, in

which the unintelligible Greek technical terms should be exchanged
for more adapted and more popular words. This last scheme might,

we apprehend, be greatly improved by inquiring at the shambles

for the native words already in vulgar use.

Art. 52. Hints to Public Speakers; intended for young Barristers,

Students at Law, and all others who may wish to improve their

Delivery, and attain a just and graceful Elocution. By J, Knox,
A.M. izmo. 2s. 6d. Murray and Highley. 1797.
The polite scholar may pronounce the rules and observations in

this tract to be too trite and obvious ;
yet many, even of our eminent

speakers in the senate, as well as at the bar, appear to have paid too

little regard to the truth of them. If, indeed, these precepts be je-

june, they are neither prolix nor numerous ; and if many be thought

minute and trivial, let it be considered that they are addressed to very

young students in the art of speaking. Indeed, with due deference

to grave rhetoricians, it may be questioned whether this art, inas-

much as it is confined to emphasis, gesture, and tone, by the author

of this treatise, be not more suited to school-boys, and to be classed

with dancing, &c. than calculated for men whose capacities are more
enlarged, and more seriously employed. That practice and habit

may conduce much to correct the faults of voice and manner may
readily be granted : but very little diligence, exercised at the earlier

period of life, might have prevented, in a great measure, those auk-

ward gestures and harsh tones which the youngest Barrister would

find it now too late to alter or improve.

Whatever may be this author's skill in elocution, he appears by
no means expert in the art of writing. His style and diction deserve

not the praise either of elegance or correctness. The first page of

the book will confirm these remarks on his composition. It opens

thus

:

* Of speaking ;—how to make yourself heard without difficulty.

The first thing to which a speaker ought to attend when he gets up is

to make himself heard not only with ease to himself, but to those who
compose his auditory ; for if he is not heard without difficulty by
them, they tuill not give themselves the trouble of attending, as they

are unwilling to plague themselves about tkat which reqiiires so much
of their attention. Besides the ear being at such great pains to maie

out the words, the mind 'wouhl thereby be inatter^tive ,^q the matter

delivered.* '^^ ^f'.- .

The incorrect changes pf tenses, the repetition of _the same

words, and the vulgarity of some of the phrases, contained in this

passage.
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passage, must be manifest to every reader of common taste and eJU-
dition.

* To avoid these inconveniencies, (proceeds the author,) you ought
to have a clear strong voice/ &c. This mode of precept reminds iis

of a recipe in an old book on the art of cookeiy :—how to dress a
dolphin, " First catch a dolphin," &c.

Page lo presents us with rules for varying the voice ;—of a high
or a low tone, a vehement or a soft one, we can readily, with the au-

thor, form a clear notion : but we do not easily apprehend the mean-
ing of the terms a sivlft and a sloiv tone. Page 23, Mr. Garrick is said

to have spoken some fine lines in the character ot Lear, with a heart-

felt and deplorable tone. Page 7 1 , an important and very dilhcult pre-

cept is introduced. * The head, how to manage it.' The author
advises that it should not be extravagantly stretched out, as this is a

mark of arrogance and haughtiness, &c. It ought continually to be
kept up, and as it were modestly erect ; a state and position that Na-
ture requires :—but ' it is not handsome for the head to continue al-

ways fixed in one immoveable posturcy as if you had no jo'trt in your
neck ; nor is it on the other hand pleasing for it to be constantly

moving and throwing itself about at every turn of expression, an er«

roi too commonly practised.'

We are induced to apprehend that, on the whole, these few well-

meant hints will contribute little to improve the graces of modern
elocution. We do not object to the general truths that mav be found
in this treatise, but to a total want of investigation of principles, so
necessary to render rules of weight and authority with inquisitive

minds ; and to a deficiency, almost universally prevailirig in the tracti

of those attractions of style and phrases which render precepts per-

spicuous to the understanding, and amusing to the fancy. ' ;-- ..jiw

Art. 53. Aids to Nature : containing a plain and easy Method .of

establishing and preserving Health in Childhood, and continuing

it through Life, particularly Asthmatics and all Complaints ansing

from Deformity of Body, and that Deformity cured, or much
assisted (though born with it) both in Body and Limbs. By
Captain Reynolds, Master of the Prince of Wales's Royal Military

Academy at Durham-house, near Chelsea College. To which is

prefixed, a Plan of Terms, Rules, &c. of the Academy. 4to.

pp.28. IS. Lane. 1797.
If literary accomplishments, even of the most common kind, be

sought in the master of a military academy, we fear that this adver-

tisement (as may be judged by the title-page) will not have much
success :—but, with respect to the important qualifications of teach-

ing boys to hold up their heads, push forwards their chests, turn out

their toes, keep back their knees, &c. it is probable that Capt. R.
may be thought to vie with any drill serjeant in his majesty's service.

FAST SERMONS, J\Iarc/j 8, 1 797.

Art. 54. The solemn Voice of Public Events^ considered. Sec. By
A. Maclainc*, D. D. 4to. is. 6d. Cadelt iuu. and Davies.

^ ;nr^ t;? t,

.siff » fj ?r rr/K * Late of Uie Hague.

The
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.• The celebrity of . the preacher's name will sufficiently recommend
this discourse to the British public.

Art. ^^, E%ehieVs Warning to the Jews, applied to the tlircatened

Invasions of Great Britain. Preached at Ash. By N. Nibbett,

M. A. 8vo. 6d. Johnson.

Piously and loyally adapted to the general purpose of discourses of

this kind. The author pleads earnestly in justification of the war, on
the part of the aUied po;yers.

Art. ^6. The Duty of Christians to seek the Peace and Welfare of the

Community, preached at Kingston upon Hull. By William Pen-
dered. 8vo. is. Johnson.

Mr. P. merits commendation, as an able preacher of peace and

good neighbourhood. We wish that we could have said as much in

favour of all our divines, whose fast-sermons v.-e have perused within

these three or four years past.

Art. 57. The Necessity and Duty of enlightening the Human Race.

Delivered in the Church of St. Mary, Whittlesea. By George
Burges, B. A. 8vo. is. Longman.
A pulpit declaration of war against tvar is rather uncommon on

these occasions and in these times. The author has prefixed a manly

avowal of his singularity, with an exposition of his motives for giving

to the public a discourse, wearing a complexion so different from that

of our late fast-sermons in general ; and accounting for his departure

from ' halloived precedents,' &c. On this occasion we cannot with-

hold from Mr. B. the praise of truly patriotic and pious intention :

•but we fear lest, instead of applause, he should meet with a ' railing

accusation,' from some of those who may be disposed to vindicate the

present desolating Avar, on the ground of ' Necessity and Justice :'

a plea which he by no means acknowleges ; for he * abominates' all

wars ' originating in any source but that of absolute self-defence.'

—

We have met with worse sentiments in many zealous and loyal dis-

courses.

Art. 5S. By the Rev. I.. H. Halloran. 8vo. pp. 55. 2s.

Exeter printed, and sold by M'KenzIe and Son.

Our duty to God and our Country, and our patriotic perseverance

in opposition to the inveterate enemies of both, ( for, as such, Mr. H.
strongly paints our hostile Neighbours on the Continent,) are warmly
inculcated m this well-written discourse :—to which the author has

added a good charity sermon, on tlie Duties of Compassion and Be-

nevolence.

Art. 59. Love to our Country : preached In the Chapel of Mile End,
New Town, Stepney. By the Rev. J, Cottlngliam, Minister of

the said Chapel, and late of St. Edmund's Hall, Oxford. 8vo.

I s, Levi.

Tiierc is nothing in this plain, practical, and pious discourse, at

which the smaller offence could be taken by any human being,—not

even a French rejiubllcan :—but there is enough to edify every well-

disposed licaier and reader j particularly those whose hearts are not

hardened
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hardened against that most divine virtue, Universal Benevo-
ltnce!

Art. 60. At St. Patrick's Chapel, Sutton-street, Soho-sqiiare. By
the Rev. Arthur 0'Lear5\ 8vo. is. 6d. Coghlan, &c.

. Well adapted to a Catholic congregation, and to keep alive a high

degi-ee of good warm Christian hatred of the French,—on whom the

preacher is veiy severe,—with now and then a stroke of pleasantry^

sarcasm, and rough wit, happily fitted to fortify the audience against any
attacks of drowsiness which might happen during the delivery of along

discourse. The abilities and peculiar turn of Mr. O'Leary are suffici-

ently known.

SINGLESERMONS.
Art. 61. On the Delivera72ce of the Kingdom of Ireland from the Inva-^-

sion lately attempted by the French, preached in the Chapel of Trinity'

College, Dubhn, Jan. i, 1797, and in St. Peter's on the 8th of
January; and preached in the same Church on January 15th, at
the Request of the Parishioners in Vestry assembled, and published

at their Desire. By the Rev. Richard Graves, B.D. M.R.I. A.
junior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. 8vo. pp. 36. is.

Dilly, London. 1797.
On the Christian and truly rational principle, that all events are

under the direction of a wise and merciful Providence, the ingenious

author of this discoui'se endeavours to excite in the hearts of his audi-

tors, and of his countrymen at large, the sentiments of religious gra-

titude for the deliveranee of Ireland from the late threatened invasion.

When we observe the patriotic and pious sentiments and the animated
language of this discourse, in connection with the interesting event

which occasioned it, we are not surprised that the preacher was soli-

cited to repeat it several times ; and we can have little doubt that it

has been received in Ireland from the press with as much applause as

it was heard from the pulpit, or that it will find many admirers

on this side of the water. The writer has, perliaps, indulged him-
self farther than was necessary, or strictly just, in criminatory lan-

guage against the enemy, and against those of his fellow- citizens who
may have leaned towards their political principles : but the leading

sentiments of the discourse are just ; its exhortations to moral reform-

ation, and to vigorous exertions for the rflief of distress, for the

diffusion of knowlege, and fortheencouragementof virtuous manners,

are animated ; and, with some candid allowances, the sermon may be
read with pleasure and profit even by persons of opposite opinions and
parties.

Art. 62. The Path of the jfusl lihe the shining Light : occasioned by
the Death of Henry Keene, Esq. Feb. 14, 1797, in the seventy-

first Year of his Age. By James Dore. 8vo. is. Gurney.
Funeral sermons, especially among the Calvinistic dissenters, have

such a general similarity ; unless something offers itself in the cha-

racter of the person whose memory is celebrated, which may claim the

attention of the public ; that it is altogether unnecessary to give any
particular account of their contents, or to enter into a minute examin-

4 ation
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ation of their merits. As we learn nothing more from this discourse

concerning Mr. Kccne, than that he was a very worthy manj and a

\ery pious Christian, we shall content ourselves with characterising-

this sermon as written in a neat rather than an animated style, and as

abounding with sentiments which will render it acceptable to a pretty

numerous class of Christians.

Art. 63. The Belie'ver ivail'wg Jpr his Change.—A Token of Re-
spect to the Memory of Thomas Lewis, Esq. ; who departed this

Life on the 4th of Dec. 1796.—Preached in the Chapel of Mile
End, New Town, Stepney. By the Rev. J. Cottingham, Mini-
ster of the said Chapel, and late of St. Edmund's Hall, Oxford.
8vo. is. Levi, &c.

After a proper improvement of the text. Job, xiv. 14. the preacher

introduces a warm but perfectly decent encomium on his late worthy
friend, whose departure gave immediate occasion to this discourse

;

and who, doubtless, merited all that good report which is here con-

secrated to his memory.—It appears that Mr. Lewis was a gentle-

man of the mercantile profession.

Correspondence.
ladagator inquires concerning a book of which he * used to hear a

good deal twenty years ago, intitled Nudes Nott'ingham'tctey written

by Johnson, author of the ^zestiories Philosophical who was a native

of Nottingham.' He wishes for some information respecting the

nature of that work, or to know where it is to be had. We do not

recollect any thing concerning it, nor do we find it in our General

index. We suspect that it was merely a Provincial publication.

A Hertfordshire correspondent, whofe letter has the Baldock post

mark, requests us to inform him which are the publications most pro-

per for ' the perusal of a young man engaged in agricultural employ.*

To answer this question fully, and comprehensively, would at present

entrench too much on our leisure and our limits ; but we would sug-

gest to this inquirer, that he will reap the res^ilt of much experience

and practical knowlege, by diligently perusing the different works of

Dr. James Andeifon and Mr. Marshall ;
particularly the Rural Eco-

nomy of the different counties published by the latter.

A. B. alias A. Z. is before us, and remains mth many other fub-

jects of consideration.

The letters ofA.N.—O.W.M. from Dublin,—&c. are received,but

we have neither tirhe nor room to notice their contents in this Number.

Mr. Wansey's Journal was reviewed in our Number for April,

p. 424.

(^ In the last Review, p. 464. 1. 9, for * afplicalions some,* r. af»

Jilicatiotif some ^c.
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Art. 1. Private Memoirs relative to the last Tear of tJ>e Reign of
Lews the Sixteenth, late King of France. By Ant. Fr. Bertrand de
Moleville, Minister of State at that Time. Translated from the
original Manuscript of the Author, which has never been publish-

ed. With five Portraits, from original Pictures, of the Royal
Family of France. 3 Vols. 8vo. il. is. Boards. Cadelljun.

and Davies. 1797.

If posterity should not receive from the present age a complete
•* history of the French Revolution, the deficiency will not have
arisen from a want of contemporary historians, authors of me-
moirs, pamphleteers, journalists, or contemporary writers of lany

other description. Every party, into which France has been divid*

cd, has in turn been obliged to attack, and to defend itself; and
each has found, among its own retainers, men of great lite-

rary endowments, who have exerted the whole energy of their

powers in the cause which they have espoused. Many of these

have been writers of distinguished eminence ; with vigorous

conceptions, strong feelir.gs, and great command of language,

P' Yet we doubt whether any author on the French Revolutioa
has yet appeared, whose works will be ranked among the

French Classics. In this respect, the Revolution of the pre-

sent time m.ust yield to the age of Lewis the Fourteenth ; and
perhaps the Sons of the Republic will, to its latest period, be
obliged to study the beauties of their language in the writings

«f the pensioners of Versailles.

Long before the commencement of the Revolution, the taste

and literature of France had been on the decline. To the Ra-
cines, the Molieres, the Boileaus, the Bossuets, and the Fene-
lons, had succeeded a race of authors of a very different de-
scription. At the head of these was Fontenelle: whose inge-

nious remarks, philosophical observations, and elegant expres-

sions, abounded in his writings, and made him the favourite

author of his time. Montesquieu was a writer of a contrary
»- cast ; yet he was equally fond of point and antithesis. HIr,

^ ' thoughts and expressions are generally ingenious, but they are

B^ tflcen fanciful; and, if lie be frequently sublime and energetic,

W^^ VcNU.:uciu. K ' he

1
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he Is also, sometimes, merely pretty. The celebrity, which he
deservedly acquired, produced a herd of imitators, and "this

imitation was not confined to his style. Bf^fore his time, little

had been written in France on the subject of politics : but,

after his Spirit ofLaivs appeared, every v.-riter in that kingdom
became a poUtician. At a later period, the sect ofoicommisti arose.

Their style, in general, was more flowing, but not less in-

fected with affectation and conceit. Hum.mity, beneficence,

and other words equally captivati)ig and mellifluous, sounded in

every line of their works : but the unceasing repetition of
them palled on the sickened imagination. There was also %
great want of matter in their writers. The vi-hole of their

system depended on the truth of two or three simple positioiis •,

and every argument, that could be urged in their support,

might have been contained in a very few pages ; yet their

writings were endless. The works of Mons. Necker may be
cited as a perfect example of their style. Hov/ much may
be written, and how little said, in a given compass, is shewn
in.his thousand page's ofi the hackneyed subject of the influence

of religious opinions.

The style of ike academy had all the faults of the style of the

tecomrnists, and had also defects of its own- The authors

were eternally on the rack of exertion. They always aimed
at the FORCIBLE and the sublime : but their attempts w£re
so generally unsuccessful, that they abounded only with the

INFLATED and the unnatural. The principles of the

Revolution were first disseminated by the academy \ and the

Style of the Revolution, therefore, naturally became that of

the academicians. Then followed the rights of man ; and

these introduced many new words and new phrases, which by

no means improved the national style. Besides, when the pas-

sions of men are violently agitated, and they are obliged to act

and speak en the spur of the occasion, (as the case has been

during the Revolution,) they have neither leisure, nor inclination,

nor temper of mind, to cull words, or select phrases and figure*

of speech : but they use such as first occur; and these, generally

speaking, partake of the agitated characteristics of the times,

and are more remarkable for their force than their elegance.

This will particularly happe.n to those who, like many of the

principal actors in the French Revolution, have not had the

advantage of a regular education ; and these circumstances,

combining together, produced in the writers of the Revolu«

tion a style peculiar to themselves. It disgusts by its coarseness,

its affectation, and its turgidity : but it abounds in force, and
sometimes dazzles by its splendoi". Even in the declamations-

of Robespierre, while the atrocious and sanguinary mind every

where
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vi'here presents itself, there are seme passages of original and
sublTme eloquence.

This inflation and affected obscurity of the later French
style will appear tlie more reuiarknble, when we consider
their enthusiastic admiration of Voltaire, with whose manner
of writing it forms the most striking contrast. Extreme clear-

ness and perspicuity are the characteristic marks of his manner.
His wit, indeed, is too frequent, sometimes misplaced, ajid

not seldom deformed by ribaldry :— but, from the forced, the
obscure, and the enigmatic style which may so justly be ob-
jected to nearly all the more recent French writers, no one ever
was more perfectly free than this Idol of their literary wor-
ship.—The French themselves were so sensible of the pecu-
liarity of the style of their later writers, that they gave to it

the particular and expressive appellation of NeologJS7n. The
Dictiouaire Neologique of the celebrated Abbe des Fontaines was
composed to turn it into ridicule; and this work was generally
read and admired. Several editions of it were disseminated

5

the first of which was published in 1726.
Among the v/riters on the Revolution, the author of the

work now on our table will certainly hold a distinguished place.
He was sent by the king to maintain his rights, during the
troubles which broke out in Brittany at the eve of the Revolution

:

he was afterward appointed to the place of minister of marine,
in the administration which was formed soon after his Majesty's
acceptance of the constitution of 1789; and when he retired
from that office, he enjoyed the confidence of the king, and
was employed by him in several secret and momentous con-
cerns.—The account which he gives of his conduct, and of the
events which fell under his knowlege and observation, while
he was employed in these situations, is interesting and import-
ant. Of the present publication, and of his intentions of serv-
ing by it the late king's memory, he speaks in the following pas-
sages; which we select from the introduction to the work, and
from the first chapter of the first volume :

* While I v/as employed in arranging the various notes and observ-
ations which I had made on those incidents of the French Revolu'
tlon, in which I myself was principally concerned, I had no intea-
lion that the following Memoirs should be published during my life.

My chief view, in this work, was to do justice to the character of
Lewis XVI. ; to detect the calumnies invented by the most wicked,
of men to justify the dethroning, imprisoning, and m.urdcrincr the
most virtuous cf kings. Placed In situations that afforded ml; op-
portunities of knov,-ing the principles on which his Majesty acted,
and the motives of his conduct at a most important crisis, I consider
myself as a necessary witness In the great cause between Lewis XVI.
and his murdercrc> cf which posterity is to judge,

K 2 « My
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« My first design was, that those Memoirs should be reserved for

the impartial judgment of future ages, as my personal testimony re-

specting all the facts within my kiwwiedge : but ft has been suggested

to me since, that those facts would deriye a greater^ degree of au-

thenticity from their being submitted to the contradiction of all co-

temporaries, who think themselves interested in refuting them : that

the truth of these Memoirs may be brought to the test of that cross

examination, I have been prevailed on not to defer their publication

any longer.'
_ .

* Those to whom this is addressed ought not to despise the advice

k contains, because it comes from an Emigre ; for that Emigre can,

with propriety, no more be called an aristocrate than a democrate ,

lie is, whst he has always been, a dovv-nright royalist, and that from a

love to his eo-antry, having always been convinced that France can

never be happy but under a monarchical go-rernment. After I was

placed in situations that enabled me to know the personal character o£

Lewis XVI. T I confess that my original attachmait to monarchy was

stceno-thened by the contemplation of his virtues ; but if ever my
country should become more prosperous and happy as a republic than

it was as a monarchy, though I sh«n>ld for ever bitterly lament the

sad fate of the king and royal fariiily, yet my wishes and prayers for

a continuation of the prosperky of France would be as sincere as those

of the most ardent republican.

* I foresee, without uneasiness, that the publication of these Me-

moirs will offend the violent of all parties, but I have formed the re-

solution of making no answer to any attack that may be made against

my political opinions. I hacc freely declared them. I leave them

to answer for themselves, and to the judgment of the candid ; how-

ever, I retain the right of rectifying in the oi-iginal such as may ap-

pear hereafter, in my own judgmtat, to be erroneous. As for the

facts which I liave related from my own knowledge, for these I think

myself answerable. I defy the most violent of my er>emies to bring

contradictor)' proof to any one of tlicm ; and I now come under the

engagement 'of bringing the most incontestible evidence of the truth

of all that hereafter may be contested.'

—

' These events, which I have classed according to their dates, and

related with the simplicity and scrupulous truth which ought to cha-

racterize history, will assist in completing that of the Revolution,

and give a just idea of the various persons who acted a part in its dif-

ferent scenes. But above all, I wish to unveil the real character, the

\irtues, and imperfections of our unfortunate monarch, whose con-

cessions to his people, and desire to. see them happier, were so cruelly

and ungratefully repaid.

' Had the council at that time been composed of firmer and more

^nlio-htencd ministers, the pious intentions of Lewis might have been

f'uItUlcd ; not by the extravagant, and at all times dangerous, expe-

Llicnt of clianging the government, but by restoring the original vi-

our to our ancieut monarchy, byre-establishing its excellent law3,

and by the reformation of abuses which were the consequence of

those laws having become obsolete. People of moderation wquld^

then have found in this government, so unjustly decried, the basis ot

J

I

a liberty

JU

h
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a liberty as real and extensive as that which the English are so proud

of, and which was secured to us and increased by a more vigilant and

active police. We should have found in our laws the prohibition of

Letters de Cachet, the necessity of obtaining the consent of the

States General in order to establish taxes in proportion to the means

of the contributors, the responsibility of ministers and of all the agents

of government, the equality of every citizen in the eye of the law ;

In a word, all that the nation could desire, all that the deputies to

the States General were instructed by their constituents to demand.
' This was what ought, and certainly what would have been ef-

fected by the m.eeting of the States General, had they been firmly

retained within their ancient limits, their powers, and their rights, by
a minister who possessed the virtues, energy, and abilities of the irri-

mortal L'Hopital, whom(asthe president Renault observes)we ought

to have before our eyes as a modt;!, by which to judge of those who
In difficult times dare pretend to fill the same place.

* But because the States General produced the most execrable revo-

lution that ever existed, is it Lewis we ought to accuse ? After being

so unworthily outraged by the guilty authors of this revolution, can he

with justice be reproached by its numerous victims ? No, certainly he
cannot ; for no one is ignorant that it was not in his power to refuse

assembling the States General ; he was forced to it, not only by the
- universal cry of the kingdom, but by the deplorable imprudence of

the parliaments, in declaring " that they did not represent the na-

tion, as they had hitherto pretended to do ; that the registering the

iaws could not supply the want of the national consent in matters of
taxation ; that they would no longer exert a right which they had
usurped, and which conscience and honour forced them to relinquish.'*

* Shall it be said that the king, though forced to convene the

States General, has at least to reproach himself for not having em-
ployed ministers capable of moderating and directing their measures ?

But situated as he was, how could he be sufSciently acquainted with
the characters and talents of men, to enable him to make a better

choice ? Can it be forgot, that the king and queen had always an
extreme repugnance against Mr. Necker ; that in calling him to the

ministry in 1788, their msjesties only yielded to the public opinion,

and to the unanimous desire of the nation, by which he was consi-

dered as the only man capable of re-establishing public affairs. His
second recall, in July 1789, was still less a matter of choice ; and
this fatal necessity of recalling Mr. Necker gave him the power of
forming the ministry as was most agreeable to himself.

* The double representation of the Tiers may be iustlv regarded
as one of the principal causes of our disasters. The king is blamed
for having consented to it, contrarj^ to the advice of the majority of
the Assembly of Notables. But I must observe upon this head, that
the peopk were already prepared for revolt, by the insurrections to
which they had been excited six months before : they had been
taught to kiK>w their own strength, and to despise that of tlie govern-
ment ; consequently, if instead of consenting to the double represent-
ation of the Tiers, the king had embraced the measure of dismissing

Mr. Necker, whom the cuiuiTions then regarded as iheir 2ei»Ious pro-

1^- 3 lector
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tector and as their father, it is more than probable that the people,

attribvit!n.g his disgrace to his populai-ity, would have risen ever^.'where

in his favour, as they did in the month ox July following, and would
have equal})' forced his majesty to recall him, and to grant the double

representation of the Tiers Etat. I shall even add, that in such cir-

cumstances it would have been very difficult for the king to have

avoided being drawn in by the specious reasons which Mr. Neckcr
employed to determine him. He represented to the king, " that

the attacks v/hich the parliaments, supported by the nol.ility, had

made on his authority, had almost annihilated it ; that the conduct

of the clergy, in the first Assembly of Notables, proved but too well

that their sentiments and v,-ishes corresponded with those of the no-

bility and magistracy ; that it could no longer be concealed that all

those different bodies uniting to demand the convocation of the States

General, was less with a view to re-establish the royal authority than

to render it quite impotent ; that this would be the result of their de-

liberations, unless the tv.'o first orders were bereaved of that weight

which the ancient form of convocation gave them in the assembly ;

that the only means of attaining this im.portant end was to compose
the order of the Tiers of a number of deputies equal to that of the

two other orders united ; that no law existed to regulate the number
of deputies that each order ought to send ; that there was not an in

!

stance of the two convocations being uniform in this respect, and
therefore the measure he proposed, so far from being irregular, was
no more than the exercise of a right which the king abvays had pos-

sessed, of fixing the number of the deputies of every order ; that the

third order was greatly interested that the king should have it in his

power to protect it from the oppressive enterprizes of the two others ;

and that a sense of gratitude for this mark of confidence, as well as,

a regard for its own interest, would undoubtedly engnge the third

order to strengthen his majesty's hands, and enable him to re-establish

a solid and vigorous government, without which the monarchy was
lost." Such were tlie argum.ents which Mr. Neckcr en,ployed in sup-

port of the famous reference to the council, upon which the double

representation to the Tiers Etat was granted ; and unfortunately there

was not one of the ministers at that time who was capabL' of firmly

opposing this opinion, which the king adopted through the error or

the weakness of his council.

« It is incessantly repeated, " that all might yet have been prevent-

ed, had the king placed himself at the head of liis troops, and of his

nobility," Sec. Sec. Sec. Of his troops ! Could it be believed that

there then existed many regiments that could be depended on, after

cxneriencing the defection cf the French guards and the regiment of

Flanders, in both cf which corps m.ore confidence had been placed than

in any other ? Besides, it was known that M. dc Bouille had written

to the king, that of one hundred and twenty battalions of infantry,

and eighty of cavalry, which he commanded, he could rely on five

battahnns crdy, and these were foreign troopb. In addition to this,

the ofT.cers of those regiments the least infected with the spirit of the

revolution, all agreed, that the very idea of being attacked by tlic

populace, armed with sticks and pikes, was more terrifying to the
• 8 soldiers
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soldiers than the army of an enemy ranged in order of battle. With,

regard to the nobility, although those of its members, who owed most
to the court, had basely repaid its favours with revolti'ig ingratitude,

and although a great many others had adopt'.'d the pru'ciples of the

revolution, there yet remained many brave and loyal Chevaliers of the

old stamp, who would have sought the glory i'?^ saving the monarchy
at the risk of their own lives. But they Wv;'-: not possessed of suf-

ficient force to insure the success which their .'oyalty deserved. The
king was of this opinion. Ought it to be imputed to hiin as a crime ?

Ought he to be reproached, because he would not expose thj lives of

his most valuable subjects, without a moral probab:''ty of success
;

he, who wovdd never risk the life of the most ob:c.,;r 'ndividual to

secure his own ? Nothing can be more just than v, hat M. do Male-

sherbes said to me one day, in an interesting conversation v/hich will

be found in these Memoirs, " that this extreme sensibility, this ten-

derness of disposition, so amiable in private life, and in times of tran-

quillity, often becomes, in times of revolution, -more fatal to a king,

than even certain vices would have been." Thus it was that the

errors of Lev.'is the Sixteenth may truly be said to have originated in

a virtuous principle. As to his weaknesses, (for undoubtedly he was
not exempted from these,) I do not endeavour to conceal them. In
the course of these Memoirs, I more than once lament the indecision

of that unfortimate prince ; his repugnance to adopt the bold mea-
sures which miight have saved him ; his being deficient in that energy

of character, that self-confidence which imposes on the multitude,

xvho are ever ready to believe that he who commands with firm.ness

and an air of authority, possesses the means of enforcing obe-

dience.'

This account of the almost universal alienation of the

minds and the hearts of tlie Trench fvoni the king would ap-

pear incredible, if it had not been confirmed by the events

which immediately followed. Considering how general and
how complete this change of public opinion must have been,

we are surprised th.it it was so little observed. We know that

several sayings of distinguished persons, and several passages in

the works of eminent writers, have been quoted, to shew that

it ivas observed, and that its consequences were predicted : but

vi'e also know that there is a wide difference between flights of

imagination, flashes of eloquence, or sallies of ill-humour, and
the prognobtics of an acute and deeply reasoning mind. One
of the notes in tlie v.'orks of Rousseau has been often cited

to us, in which, in his usual oracular manner, he informs his

reader that all the governments of Europe verged towards their

end ; and that he knew the cause, but would not disclose it.

Hence it has been inferred that he was aware of the change of
which -we are speaking, rnd of its consequences : but he probably

foresavi' them only as much as Seneca foresaw the discovery of
America, when he wrote

iv 4 Vevkni
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Vetiient aunts

Secula serisy qtiibus Oceanus

Vinculo reruvi laxet, et ingctu

Pateat telluSf Tiphysque novoj

Detegat orbes^ nee ill terris

Ultima Thule.

The fact is that each of the writers happened to foretell

that which he did not foresee. Yet the portentous change, its

causes and its effects, did not wholly escape the eyes of all its

contemporaries : as we have a striking instance in the writings

of the AbbedeMably.—Two of the most curious works, which
those of our readers who interest themselves on the subject of
the French revolution can peruse, are that author's Doutes propo-

sees aux philosophes economistes sur Pordre, naturel et essentiel^ dei So"

cietes politiques, and his treatise Des droits et des devoirs du Ciioven

i

inserted in the xith vol. of the collection of his works. The lat-

ter of them is a supposed dialogue between the writer and Earl

Stanhope ; the fathex*, we believe, of the present Earl. In

both, the reader will find a complete code of revolutionary

principles ; and while in the last he will see plainly del'^

neated the actual march of the revolution, so far as it has hi-

therto proceeded, from the former he will discern the length

of way which it has still to move, before it will accomplish its

career.

After some miscellaneous facts and observations, our author

comes to the ministry of the Archbishop of Sens. Of that

prelate, and of his predecessor, Monsieur de Calonne, he thus

expresses himself*:

* Monsieur de Brienne, archbishop of Sens, who had long ardently

aspired to the ministry, had always been kept out, In spite of the

high reputation of his talents, upon account of the bad opinion which
the king entertained of his morals and principles. When It was pro-

posed to his majesty to receive this unworthy prelate ^at that time

archbishop of Thoulouse) Into the council, the pious prnice answered
with Indignation, " The man does not believe in God.'* The pre-

late being apprized of the motives of his majesty's repugnance, which
were but too well-founded, flattered himself that he should be able

to obviate them. He endeavoured to give an impression of his con-

version, by appearing entirely devoted to the caies of his diocese,

and by practising, from time to time, some of those public acts of
charity which are always cried up, with exaggeration, In the public

papers. This edifying course of good works was Interrupted by the

death of the archbishop of Paris, M. de Brienne never once doubting

but that his reputation was so perfectly well established, that he

* Compare M. Necker's observations on these points. See our

brief account gf his work in the last Appendix, p. 537—540.

shoVil^
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should now be esteemed a worthy successor to one of the most virtu- -

ous prelates in France. He accordingly offered himself as a candi-

date, and supported his pretensions by the well-known credit arid in-

trigues of the Abbe de Vermont. But the king was of opinion, that

a behef in the Supreme Being could still less be dispensed with in an

archbishop of Paris, than in a secretary of state, and therefore prefer-

red the virtues of M. de Juigne to the supposed talents of M. de

Brienne. Indeed, it has but too evidently appeared since, that he pos-

sessed no other talent but that of doing mischief ; and in fact, he
did more, and In less time, than the most ignorant, or even the most
perfidious minister that ever existed in France or any where else.

* The convocation of the first assembly of Notables, in the year

1788, opened a new prospect to the ambitious hopes and intrigues of

the archbishop tpf Thoulouse. He saw that in the present circum-

stances, the only chance he had of rising to the ministiy depended

upon his being able to form a party in the assembly, sufficiently

powerful to overturn M. de Calonne, who was the minister in greatest

credit, and author of a new system of administration, which was at

that time laid before the assembly. The archbishop prepared hi&

batteries accordingly. The proportional contributions to all taxes,

and the alienation of honorary rights depending on benefices, were the

principal measures which M. de Calonne proposed to this assembly,

in which the clergy had great weight. This attack upon ecclesiasti-

cal property offered a favourable opportunity for the enemies of the

minister to excite the most violent opposition against him and his

schemes, not only in the assembly, but also at court and in the ca-

pital. He was so powerfully attacked in so many different ways,
that his disgrace seemed inevitable. His fall was accompanied with

that of the Chancellor, (Hue de Mirosmeuil,) who, after giving his

approbation and support to the plans of M. de Calonne, had the

Weakness to abandon him, and join his adversaries.

* In this manner the king was drawn on by a combination of cir-

cumstances, and reduced to the unhappy necessity of forming a new
council, and of abandoning the reins of government to the archbi-

shop of Thoulouse *, This ambitious man was not contented with
occupying the situation from which he had precipitated M. de Ca-
lonne ; he never rested until he was named the principal minister,

and had supreme influence in the departments of all the other mini-

sters, who, some from fear, and others from incapacity, became all

the passive instruments of his destructive genius,

* The greatest error the king could be guilty of was to dismiss

M.' de Calonne, before he had put an end to the assembly of No-
tables. It must be acknowledged, that this fatal determination, fol-

lowed by the nomination of the archbishop of Sens to the ministry,

was the immediate cause of the revolution. Upon this occasion, the

queen entirely gave way to that prejudice which the ambition of the_

archbishop of Sens, and the hatred of the Baron de Breteuil, inspired

' * M. de Fourqueux was the immediate successor of M. de Ca-
lonne J but his ill hcultli prevented liis retaining his place longer than

three weeks,'

Jicr
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her with against M. de Caloiine. Iler majesty must have bitterly rc-

gi-etttd that (lie ever employed her i'.ifiuciice over the kinj^'s ii<ind to

ruin that minister. As I have as much reason to complain of him
as to prai&e him, I might, vn ilhout beiiig suspeeted of prepossession,

either write an eulogium or a criticism on his conduct, if the one and
the other were not equally foreig!i to the object of these Iv'Iemoirs.

I shall only observe, therefore,, lliat in spite of the vague and vio-

lent declamations echoed from all parts of the kingdom against this

minister, he ccrtaiiily did nothing to justify the hatred and malice

with wliich he was persecuted. And it is but fair to state, in his

vindication, that alihough the archbishop of Sens and Mr. Nccker
exhausted all their efforts, and assiduously examined all the papers

relating to his admiaistration, yet they never could find the smallest

proof of those heavy charges which have been urged agaiust him.'

To M. Necker he dedicates a whole chapter, (No. VII.)

of which we shall copy the concluding part:

' Thus miserably ended the ministerial career of that extraordinary

man, whose faults have cost France so dear. I say his faults, and

not his crimes ; for though I cannot reproach myself with having felt,

for a m.oment, the smallest prejudice in favour of Mr, Necker, I knew
him well enough to be firmly persuaded that he never intended the

ill lie has done, or that he had the • least r.otion that his measures

would produce it. I only blame his vanity and his extravagant pre-

sumption. He so compk'icly. In his conscience, believed himself

to be the ablest mini-ter that ever existed, that he would have been

mortified to have only been compared with Sully and Colbert. He
did not hesitate to believe, that he combined, in a superior degree,

all the great qualities of the greatest ministers, without any of their

faults. Independent of his superiority over them in what regarded

his administration, he thought that the confidence which the public

had in his virtues and t'ilep.ts would enable lura to embark in greater

undertakings than any of his predecessors.

* When recalled to administration, that same presumption, that

same confidence in his own superior genius, which had always distin-

guished him, made him believe that he alone was capable of effecting

the restoration of France, by giving it a new constitution. He was

thoroughly persuaded, that the best constitution for France would

be that which should secure to a minister, like himself, the greatest

share of influence in the government, and the firmest stability in hi&

situation'. He thought that the surest means of attaining that end,

w^as to conciliate the favour and attachment of the majority of the

States General. If thcv had been constituted according to the an-

cient forms, the majority would have rested in the united orders of

the clergy and the nobility. Mr. Necker having no means of attach-

ing to himself the members of these two orders, who, as tliey were

riot connected with him, and looked for no services at his hands, owed
him. no gratitude : the measure he chose to adopt, therefore, was,

that of loudly proclaiming himself the protector of tlie Tiers Etat.

He was resolved to risk every thing, in order to give them the pre-

ponderance, not doubting but that, as that Order would owe to him
all
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all its power, it would use it in the manner most confoiTnable to tte
%'iew3 of so popular a minister.

* Such seems to me tiie most rational judgment" which those who
knew Mr. Necker could form of his conduct. To him, certainly, the

disasters of the revolution are chiefr/ imputable ; but they must be
set down to the account of his vanity and vvant of ability, not to that

of his wickedness. I am as far from beh'eving, with the admirers of
Mr. Necker, that he was the ablest of ministers and the m.ost virtuous

of men, as from admitting, v^•ith his detractors, r.hf.t he wished to
destroy the monarchy, the nobilityj and the clergy, because lie was
liiuiself a republicau of low extraftion, and a protestant. Posterity,

which wj'.l appreciate him without prejudice, Vvill see in him a man,
seliish, ajnbitious, and vain ; foolishly intoxicated with the merit
which he believed himself to possess, and jealous of that of others;

desirous of excebs of honour and of power; virtuous in words and
through ostentation more than in reality. In a word, he was a pre-

sumptuous emipiric in politics and morals ; but he was conscientiously

fio, for he was always the first dupe of his own empiricism.
' He was attached to France, if not by aifection, at least from al-

ways having considered it as the theatre of glory to which he thought
himself summoned.

' Fifty years sooner, when France Vv-as in tranquillity, his admini-
stration would have proved no more hurtful to that nation, than the
magnetism of Mesmer to men of firmness and sound understand-

' As a minister, he had no other merit than that of havinn- ac-

quired a perfect -knowledge of what is called the mechanism of
finances ; but he was perfectly ignorant of the laws of the kinfrdom,
and of the principles of administration. As a literary man, althou<'-li

his works are laboriously composed, ai.d written with affected eln-

phasis, yet the useful truths ^Yhich some of tl>em contain will secure
hini a place among the distinguislicd writers of the ao-e.'

M. Bertrand then proceeds to give an account of the troubles

In Brittany. Tliis relation is interesting, as it manifests the

state of the public mind in one of the pjreatest provinces of
France at the beginning of the Revolution, and the fermenr-
ation of a great provincial metropolis at the moment of the
explosion of the national volcano. This part of the work^ we
find, has given offence to some of tlie Breton emigrants. A
gentleman, who subscribes himself Le Chevalier tie G. ad-
dressed to M. Bertrand a letter on the subject, in iM. Peltier's

Journal ; and the author has replied by a letter addrelFcd to

M. Peltier. With these part^culirs, however, we sliall not
detain our readers ; and, Indeed, we must now interrupt our
examination of this curious work, with the intention of resum-
ing it in the ensuing month.

[_To he conlinued.j

AXT.
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Art. II. FoMr Essays ; on the Ordinary and Extraordinaire' Opf >

ration* of the Holy Spirit ; on the Apphcation of Experience to

RehgioBj and on Enthusiasm and Fanaticism : To which is pre-

fixed a Preliminary Dissertation, on the Nature of clear Ideas,

and the Advantage of distinct Knowledge. In these Essays the

Nature of the Opinions maintained, the Justness of the Reason-
ings employed, and the Propriety of the Language adopted, in

the Scripture Characters of the Rev. Thomas Robinson, are fully

considered. By Thomas Ludlam, A. M. Rector of Foston,
Leicestershire. 8vo. pp. 115. 2s. 6d. Rivingtons. 1797.

^1 o chemist, nor alchemist, ever undertook a more arduous

task than that logician or metaphysician attempts, who
endeavours to analyse the ideas and decompose the language of

fanatics. Yet this is the uadertaking in which Mr. Lucilam

has ventured to engage in these essays, and, we add with plea-

sure, which he has accomplished with a considerable degree of

success. The work is evidently the produce of a mind inured

to investigation, and well skilled in the art of reasoning. The
author has been, moreover, an attentive observer of the modes of

thinking, feeling, and speaking, which prevail among that class

of religionists—to use the fashionable term—which have been

distinguished by the appellation of methodists, and among
other sects of fimilnr descriptions. Adopting the established

belief concerning the doctrine of divine assistance, ordinary and

extraordinary, Mr. L. infers the nature and limits of both, from

the end which they are respectively intended to answer ; and

he maintains that the former is no longer to be expected, and

that the latter may subsist without conveying any original know-
lege unattainable by the use cf our natural faculties, and even

without being distinguishable from the operations of a man's

i)wn mind. In order to unravel that confusion of ideas which

produces fanaticism, the nature of experimental knowlege is

considered, in connection with the nature of religious truth;

and it is distinctly and clearly shewn that belief and experience

are different things, and that fanatics mistake the confidence

of expectation for the certainty of experience, and the positive-

ness of opinion for the conviction of reason. The experience

of belief, or a consciousness of believing, it is well remarked,

is a proof of the reality of the belief of him who entertains it,

but not of the truth of what he believes.

* When we are told* that many Christians, by their hea^'nly

tempers, and lively joys at the hour of their departure, put it beyond

ki cloaht that their system is not a cunningly-devised fable, the argu-

ment has no foundation. These tempers and these joys are a proof

•f iheir own confidence in what they believe, but ihey neither are

"* Scripture Character?, vol. IV. p. 292, or 352.'

nor
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7»cr C3n be a proof of the truth or the excellence of their religion, as

we are told*. The Mussulman who exults in his belief of the Ma-
liometan paradise, and the papist who fhews by his lively joys his be-

lief in the masses which are to deliver his soul from purgatory, give

just as good a proof of the truth and excellence oi their respective re-

ligions. Exactly of the same sort is that notion, that the numbers
v,ho hold abstract, or are influenced by practical, opinions, are a
proof of the truth of those opinions ; and this is sometimes called
" God's giving his testimony f ." But, surely, that can never be
considered as the testimony of God which may be produced, witli

equal fcrce, iu behalf of falsehood as well as truth, and which haS
been contiimally urged in behalf of Popery and Mahomctanism-
Piety and truth have no necessar-y connexion.— But the piety of oet-

t«in persons is right because tlieir faitli is true j and their faith is true

because their piety is right.'

Enthusiasm, or fanaticism, Mr. L. correctly defines to be
** an unsupported claim to i7nmediate and j'^'/mi-'/f intercourse with
God." The unreasonableness of expecting any such inter-

course, and the weakness of imagining or the dishonesty of
pretending to any such Intercourse in the present state of the

Christian world, are forcibly argued, both on scripttiral

grounds, and from general principles. In short, it is the clear

result of these Essays, that the great foundation of enthusiasm
and fanaticism is an absurd confusion of the ideas of faith and
experience.

The Preliminary Dissertation is an accurate inouiry concern-

ing the causes of confusion, or of distinctness, of ideas ; from
which we shall extract, ns a specimen of the author's correct-

ness of conception and language, a passage on the ideTisfortned

by the Intellect

:

' The ideasyb/vwfJby our intellectual powers are the mere creatures

of the mind, the offspring of the imagination ; the language concern-
ing them is, " conceive so and so.'' These ideas are, and must be,
the same in all mankind : they are not only the same : they are equally

clear and distinct in all men. The relations existing between these
Ideas are, and must also be, equally clear ; for these relations arise

out of the formation, or conception, of the original idea ; and there-
tore all men mmt, and in fact do, agree In the truths which arise from
the knowledge of these relation?. There is no difference in opinion
respecting the validity of Euclid's demonstrations, or the certainty
of his propositions. When you bid a man concei've a curve of such a

sort that di point can be taken within the curve equidistant from everv
part of such curve, you include in your conception or formation of
tins curve all the properties of the circle ; and, when you describe tlw
diameter as a right line passing from one side of the curve to the
other, and drawn through the ^o;W aforesaid, whoever understand*

' * Scripture Characters, voh I. p. 228, 427, or 281, 5x7.'
' + lb. p. 247, 01 298.'

tliese
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these words sees immediately that the diameter h, and must be, doubfe
the radius. These ideas, fori-.ed by the mind itseh", have no arche-

type : the figures designed to ;iiustrate mathematical propositions, by
aiding the imagination, arc drawn from the original conception, not

the conception taken from any archetype '*
; and, as all ideal inuges

are formed througli the sight, were mathematical ideas formed from,

an archetype, blind persons would be incapable of mathematical rea-

soning ; but it is well knov.-n some of the clearest reasoners upon
these subjects never enjoyed the benefit of vight. The words also>

annexed to these ideas lotmed by the mind, are from the nature of the

ideas, as distinct in their meaning as the ideas are clear in themselves;

for, they are merely the names of simple ideas : and when an idea

t^'hich is not compounded of other ideas, and consequently has no
parts, is itself clearly ascertained, no other obscurity can arise re-

specting its name, or the sound of the letters expressing it, but a

mistake of the name, i. e. the application of a wrong name to it, a
mistake of all others most easy to be detected.'

Though we do not expect that this publication will make
many converts from fanaticism, it may be of great use in pre-

venting the increase of this mental disease.

Art. III. The Environs of London : being an historical Account
of the Towns, Villages, and Hamlets, within twelve Miles of the

Capital. By the Rev. Daniel Lysons, Sec. &c. Vol. IV.
Counties of Herts, Essex, and Kent. 4to. il. i6s. Boards.
Cadelljun. and Davies. 1796.

'"I"
HE character which we have given of the former volumes

"* of this curious and entertaining work (see Rev. vol. xi.

p. 384. and vol. xviii. p. 379.) might render it unnecessary for

us to do more than announce the appeai-ance of the fourth and
concluding volume: but we are unwilling to let it pass by us

without laying it under due contribution, for the amusement
of such of our readers as may be deterred by its bulk from a

regular perus d ; though we rather wish that those specimens
may induce them to search farther for themselves.

The history of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich will

prove interesting

:

* The foundation owed its origin to the following circumstance i

Monsieur de St. Pierre, a Frenchman, who came to London in

1675, having demanded a reward from King Charles II. for his

discovery of a method of finding the longitude by the moon's dis-

tance from a star, a comm.ission was appointed to examine into his

pretensions. Mr. Flamsteed, who v/as appointed one of the com-
missioners, furnished St. Pierre with certain dafa of observation by
which to calculate the longitude of a given place. This he was

* * See Beddoes's Observations upon the Nature of Demonstrative
Evidence.'

unable
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ttnaiile to Jo ; but excused himself by asserting that the dala were

false ; Mr. Flamsteed contended that they wei-e true, but allowed that

nothing certain could be deduced from them, for want of more exact

tables of the moon, and more correct places of the fixed stars, than

Tycho's observations, made with plain bigiit, afforded. This being

made known to the King, he declared that his pilots and sailors

sliould not want such an aGsistc-rice. He re; dvcd therefore to found
an observator/, for the purpose f^f r.scertainirg the motions of the

rp.oon, and the places of tht- fixed ttars, as a means of discovering

that great desideratum, the longiiade at sea ; and Flamsteed, who was
recommended to his Majesty by Sir Jon:;c Moor, was appointed

Astronomer R.oyal *. tjcveral places w.;rs talked of for the site of
the observatory, as Hyde-park, the Polemical College at Chelsea,

( now the Hospital,) &:c. Mr. Flamsteed went to see Chelsea College,

and approved of it ; but Sir Christopher Wren having recommended
Greenwich-castle, that situation v>as preferred. The King allowed

5C0I. in money towards the building ; bricks from Tiibury-fort,

where there was a spare stock, and m.atcrials from the castle,

which v^^as pu'led down ;
promising to grant any thing farther

that should be necessary. The foundation was laid iVugust 10,

1675 5 ^^'^ ^" ^^^ rncnth of August the next year, Flamsteed was put
in possession of the Observatory, which, from him, has acquired the

n?.me of Flams tced-house. In September he began to make observ-

ation? with a sextant of six feet radius, contrived by himself, and
such other instruments as were then in use. He resided there many
years, doing amiple justice to the Royal choice ; and fhewing himself

so eminently qualified for his office that, as has very justly been ob-
served f, he seemed born for it. Meanu'hiie he was walking in an
almost untrodden path, being one of the first who made use of tele-

scopic sight : and it was not tiil 1689, that he had the advanta'-e ofa
mural quadrant ; and even then, it was not such as is now in use, but
one contrived and divided partly by himself, without any help but
the -strength of his own genius:};. Flamsteed died at Greenwich,
Dec. 31, 1719 ; when he was succeeded by Dr. Halley, who was aa
astronomer also of great eminence. Finding, upon his appointment,
the Observatory bare both of instruments and furniture §, he beo-ati

immediately to. furnish it anew, and to fix a transit instrument. A
mural quadrant of eight feet radius, constructed under the direftiou

of Graham, was put up at the public expence, in 1725 ||. Dr.
Hailey's observations were principally directed to the motions of
the moon: he died at the observatory in 1742, aged 85, and was
buried at Lee, near Greenwich, being succeeded as Astronomer
•Royal by Dr. Bradley; whose discoveries, already before the public,

* * Prolegomena (prefixed to the third vol.) of Fiamsteed's His-
toria Coelestis, p. loi, 102.

' f Preface to Flumsteed's Observations, published after his death.
< X Wollaston^s Preface to the Astronomical Catalogue, p. x.

'

* § These had been taken away by Flamsteed's executors, as put
up at his expence.

*
j] Biograph. Brit.'

have-
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have justly ranked him among the first astronomers of the present

age. His observations, as yet, to the great detriment of science,

xmpublished, will, whenever they fhall be brought forward, afford

farther proofs of his skill and accuracy.'—

*

* In the year 1750, some very valuable additions were made to the

instruments at the Observatory ; a new mural brass quadrant of eight

feet radius, a transit instrument of eight feet length ; and a moveable

quadrant of 40 inches radius, by Bird ; an astronomical clock, by
Shelton ; a Nev/toaian reflecting telescope of six feet, focal length,

. by Short, &c. f Dr. Bradley died on the 13th of July 1762, at the

house of his wife's brother, Samuel Peach, Esq. at Chalford, in

Gloucestershire, and was buried in the churchyard of Minchinhamp-
ton in that county. His immediate successor at Greenv/ich was Na-
thaniel Bliss, M. A. who died in 1764; when he was succeeded by
the present Astronomer Royal, Nevil Maskelyne, D. D. who fills

that situation with great ability. Since his appointment, the Ob-
servatoiy has been furnished with an excellent achromatic telescope of

46 inches focal length, with a treble object-glass, together with a di-

vided achromatic object-glass micrometer, by DoUond ; and the whole

apparatus has been much improved by DoUond, Nairnc, and Arnold J.
In 1767, his Majesty iiTued an order that the observations made by
the Astronomer Royal at Greenwich should be published annually,

under the inspection of the Royal Society [|. The Observatorj' un-

dergoes a visitation also once a year from the Society.'

We should with pleasure copy the curious view of the for-

mer and present state of the market-gardens round London, at

the end of the parochial accounts in this volume, were we not

apprehensive of protracting the article to an undue length.

The summary of population of the whole district of 12

miles round London gives 70,405 houses; which, partly by

enumeration, and partly by calculation, are stated to contain

395,924 inhabitants. It is, however, to be observed that

a large portion of these are comprised in parishes actually

making part of the metropolis, by contiguity of building.

The volume closes with a general appendix of additions and

corrections; and we may confidently pronounce of the whole

work, that the author has executed his plan in a manner highly

creditable to his accuracy of inquiry, and fo his literary

abilities.

* Our readers will recollect the full account of this lamentable

ailppression of important scientific information, which was given in

the Review for April 1796, (vol. xix.) p. 437.
* f Preface to Muskelyne's Observations, (l777>) p- 2.

*
II
They are published on the Society's anniversary, the 30th of

November.'

Art.
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Art. IV. The Life of the Rev. John J'/cshy, M. J. some Time
Fd//o<w of Lincoln CoUege, 0.rfc7\{. Collected from his private

Papers and printed Works ; and written at the Request of his

Executors. To which is prefixed some Account of his Ancestors
and Relations : With the Lite of the Rev. Charles Wesley, A. M.
collected from ]\k private Journal, and never before published.

.
The whole forming a History of Methodism, in which the Prin-

ciples and Economy of Methodism are unfolded. By John
Whitehead, M. D. Vol. 11. 8vo. pp. 507. 5s. 6d. Boards.
Matthews, t^c. 1796.

\ /|ETH0DI3^^, and the life of its celebrated founder and
-* -* apostle, were never exhibited to more advantage than by
Dr. W^hitehead. In noticing the first volume of this work (see

llev. New Series, vol. xv. p. 159.) we expressed our approba-
tion of him as a biographer ; and our perusal of that before us
induces us rather to heighten than to retract our former en-
comium. Dr.W. seems to have been uncommonly diligent

in collecting materials for the life of John Wesley, and to haVe
stated the circumstances of it with grc^.t fairness ; and though
he writes con ninore^ and with a higli admiration of the charac-
ter of his hero, he does not disgust us with fulsome and un-
qualified praise, but censures as freely as he commends him *.

As a methodise, he often adopts the methodistic language, and
is an advocate for tlie methodistic doctrine and discipline ;

par-
ucularly the plan of itinerancy

; yet his style, on the whole,
is neat, and such as evinces a schobir-Iike attention.

This volume commences with an account of Mr. Wesley's
voyage to America, and regularly details the history of this

indefatigable man, to the period at which deith terminated his
long life and labours f . The author has also subjoined a copy
of Mr. Wesley's will, a display of his character, an account of
his writings, and a view of the increase of the Methodists for
the last thirty years ; with observations on the general tendency
of Methodism.
Some will probably think that Dr. W. has been too minute,

and has spun out the work to too great a length: but he
complains that he found the materials so abundant, that he
was obliged to curtail many things. When it is considered,
also, that his object was to give a history of Methodism, and
to exhibit to as much advantage as possible the principles and
original economy of the Methodists, the size of the work is no
matter of wonder i and to those who wish to render tihem-

* He particularly animadverts on John Wesley's assumption of
the Episcopal character and office.

t He died March 2, 1791, in the 88th year of his age,

Rev. June, 17^7. l selves
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selves acquainted with the tenets, discipline, and present go-

vernment, of a sect which is said to be greatly increasing, it

will be very acceptable.

From the review of Mr. John Wesley's character, we will

abstract a few particulars. In the body of the work, Dr. W.
calls him a * national blessing i' here he observes that, whatever

failings as a man he might have, he had a degree of excellence

in his character to which few men have attained.—His appre-

henfion was clear, his penetration quick, and his judgment dis-

criminative and sound.— As a scholar he held a conspicuous

rank. He was a critic in the Latin and Greek classics : but

he never entered far into the abstruse branches of the mathe-

matics, and doubted the truth of the calculations of the

planetary distances —As a writer, he possessed talents both

from nature and education. The distinguishing characters

of his style are brevity and perspicuity.—As a preacher, his

attitude was graceful and easy, his action calm and natural,

yet pleasing and expressive ; his voice not loud but clear and

manly, his language admiralily adapted to the capacity of his

hearers, and his sermons were always short.— As an itinerant

preacher, he is without precedent j having travelled, by com-

putation, two hundred and twenty-five thousand miles, and

preached forty thousand five hundred and sixty sermons.—He

had most exquisite talents to make himself agreeable in com-

pany, and the rules of good breeding were familiar to him.

—

He was placid, had a great facility in forgiving injuries, and

was without jealousy or suspicion.—He was a great eco-

nomist of time.—His temperance was extraordinary, especially

in the article of sleep ; rising constantly at four in the morn-

ing.—He was singularly charitable ; having, it is supposed,

given away in the course of his life between twenty and thirty

thousand pounds.-He kept his temper in controversy.— His

power over the societies was absolute^ but he used it with

moderation.—He was not without faults, nor above mistakes,

but they were lost in the multitude of his excellencies and vir-

To these sketches of his character, we shall add the descrip-

tion of his person and dress :

« The figure of Mr. Wesley was remarkable. His stature was low :

his habit of body in ever)' period of life the reverse of corpulent, and

expressive of strict temperance, and continual exercise : and notwith

standing his small size, his step was firm, and his appearance, tiU

within a few years of his death, vigorous and muscular. His tace,

"

for an old man, was one of the finest we have seen. A clear, smooth

forehead, an aquiline nose, an eye the brightest and most piercing

that can be conceived, and a freshness of complexion scarcely ever to

be found at his years, and impressive of the most pertect health,
^ ^ '

*
conspired
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conspired to render him a venerable and interesting figure. Few have
seen him without being struck with his appearance : and many> who
had been greatly prejudiced against him, have been known to change
their opinion, the moment they were introduced into his presence.
In his countenance and demeanour, there was a cheerfuhiess mingled
with gravity ; a sprightliness, which was the natural result of an
unusual flow of spirits, and yet was accompanied with every mark of
the most serene tranquillity. His aspect, particularly in profile, had
a strong character of acuteness and penetration.

* In dress, he was a pattern of neatness and fimplicity. A nar-
row plaited stock, a coat with a small upright collar, no buckles at
his knees, no silk or velvet in any part of his apparel, and a head as
white as snow, gave an idea of something primitive and apostolic

:

while an air of neatness and cleanliness was diffused over his whole
person.'

-^ The section which concludes the work exhibits a table, shew-
ing the rapid increase of Methodism ; by which it appears that
in the year 1767 the number of itinerant preachers was not
more than 92, and of the people in the societies 25,911 : but
that in 1795' the number of preachers was 357, and that of
the people of the societies 83,368.

In the composition of this work, Dr. W. has delivered his
sentiments on the change introduced into the Methodistic sys-
tem, by which it became a distinct sector church, with great
boldness, and has Introduced many just strictures and excellent
observations. We believe him deceived in supposing that
Methodism has meliorated the spirit of controversy ; we ra-
ther think that it has tended to diffuse it among the common
people, who certainly are not the most likely to carry it on
with urbanity : but be this as it may, he has certainly endea-
voured to give a faithful narrative ; and his work will probably
be considered as the most authentic, as well as the best writ-
ten, life of the extraordinary man whom it celebrates.

Art. V. On the Composition and Properties of Water : with an Ex-
planation of the Manner in which it acts, or is acted upon in va-
rious Chemical Operations : particularly when assisted by Fire, ty
Acids, and by Inflammable Substances. To which is prefixed,A Review of Mrs. Fulhame's Essay on Combustion

; and Re-
marks on the Opinions delivered by the different Reviewers on the
Author's preceding Tract, intitled, " The Antiphlogistic Doc-
trinrof M. Lavoisier critically examined and de.iionstratively con-
futed." By E. Peart, M.D. &c. 8vo. pp.150. 4s. Boards.
Miller. 1796.

'N reviewing this publication, we shall follow the mode
whkh the author has chosen to adopt, by noticing- as far

^X% notice from us seems necessary—the matter which he makes
L 2 introductory
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introductory to liis work, before we consider the remarks on

Water which constitute the work itself.

In his observations on Mrs. Fulhame's Essay, he justly ob-

jects to that lady's explanation of her own beautiful experiments.

We also have already expressed our doubts on the same point

of chemical theory*; and we still conceive thit water favours

the action of the bodies concerned in Mrs. Fulhame's reduc-

tions without being decomposed.

Havinc; broken a lance with the ingenious amazon in science,

cur author proceeds to encounter, according to his own ex-

pression, » the whole squad of reviewers.' In that porcion of

the controversial moiety of his slender tract which he dedicates

to the Monthly Review, and to wliich alone we can attend, we

perceive only vain reiterations of unproved assertions, and

abortive attempts at wit and ridicule. That he might have the

better chance of being witty, he scruples not to impute to us

sentiments which we never avowed. To shew, by one decisive

example, his want of fairness in controversy, we shall place

under the reader's eye a para,>>raph from our Number for Fe-

bruary I 796, with the Doctor's comment on it

:

« There is not, we heUe'-je, any one Jlterary edlfce with a frontispiece m

this style that has- approved itself to thejudgment of mcwkiiul : nor need lue

ilmlt this remark to our oivn country nor h our own age. JVe hardly re-

member ever to have transcribed a title with so ?nany faults as are to be

found in that which we have just copied ; so redundant and so deficient ;

so transgressing against elegance, and so repugnant to good taste.
_

The

d'dion of the whale work is indeed too loose and verbose to pass without

(insure. It affords no presumption infavour of theprecision of the author's

thoughts, and is likely ^to create a prejudice, perhaps unjust, against his

system.^'

On these expressions, Dr. Peart remarks : •

< The writer cf that account comes forward in the new character

of a kind oi literarv physiognomist, assuring his readers, that iVom t|io

very frontispiece of my tract alone he knows thut the theory it main-

tains must be all a farce ; that tiicre cannot be a single word ot truth

in it
!'

, ,

Exulting in his powers of ridicule, he returns to the charge

at the interval of 23 pages, antl thus winds up his courteous

retort

:

* Perhaps my Reviewer will say that abbreviations are the fashions

of »he day, and that temp, is merely a literary Spencerism ; for as a

spencer is to a great coat, so is temp, to temperalure.—li that be the

ci^e, and fashions are thus to be generalised in all arts and sciences,

r con.-natulate hia employers in thus possessing this tnnit)r in unity,

tliis wonderful man, who at once is critic, literary physiognomist,

.and halit-maker, to the Monthly IlcvknvJ

^•v-. - i'^„g Y\.KS. vol. XX. P. 301.
«' And
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" And still they gaz'd, and still the wonder grew,
** That one small head should cany all he knew."

The author represents us as complete partizans of M. Lavol-,

sler :—but this also is a inisrepresentation. We liave oftener

than once objected to ?'i. Lavoisier's doctrine of caloric ia

particular; and we think that experiments^ of a kind different

from any yet devised, are necessary to iiscertain tlie nature, and
even perhaps to estaolish tne existence, of the so-called ^tberiat

or subtile fluids.

It is not, therefore, owing to lack of scepticism^ but to

want of proof, that we hesitate to receive our author's conjec-

tural analysis and synthesis of bodicis He appears, it may be,

unconsciously, to have built his hypotheses partly on the analoory.

of the neutral salt , and partly on t!v.!t of the vitreous and resi-

nous electricities. By the latter, he has been led to imagine
two subtile fluids, xther and phlogiston, which give to ponder-
ous matter the gaseous form, and are attractive of each other.

Ponderous matter, again, consists of an acid and an earthy

principle, also attractive of each other, and combined in va-

rious proportions in different b.vjies. This is the idea of acids,

alkalies, perfect and imperfect n-,utral salts, generalised. How
much is wanting to the evidence of such doctrine will be mani-
fest to every one who knov/s liow little chemistry has done to-

wards resolving bodies into these principles. It is also evident

that tliis doctrine is an hypothesis, not a theory, since it out-
strips facts by an immeasurable distance. Nor is it equitable

to ciiallcnge an antag )nist to disprove such positions. It is in-
cum.bent on the author himself to furnish proof;—and the
logic of chemistry lies within a narrow compass. It is only
required to separate substances into their constituent parts, and
then to combine these parts again into the given substances:—
but this must be done by experimental, not by imaginary pro-
cesses. W^ remind the public of these principles, to evince the
futility oi Ijr. Peart's importunate pretensions.

In the second part of the present tract, we are taught that
watei rs a perfectly neutralized compound oi ncid and earthy of
athcr and phlogiston. When applied as in Mrs. Fulhame's ex-
periments, it insinuates itself betv/een the acid and earth of the
metallic salt, by virtue of its equal attraction for each. In
this degree of disunion, if inflammable air (v/hich consists of
earth and phlogistonJ be presented, its phlogiston unites with
the earth mto metal, and its earth with the acid into water.

* It may be said, that something more seems to be required from
water than its mere interposition between the fixed principles of a
metallic calx, 60 as to enable the metal of that calx to be revived by
phlogistic substances, because it has been clearly proved, that a me.

^i tal
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tal cannot be revived from its calx by means of phlogistic substances*

when eitlier the calx or the phlogistic substance is dissolved in alcohty-

or eether, unless water be present also. Alcohol and aether are fluids

almost entirely composed of the earthy principle and phlogiston ;

they may, therefore, be capable of diluting and suspending certain

metallic calces, but as they, from their nature and composition, can

have no general or particular attraction to both the fixed principles of

a calx, they cannot separate those principles in any degree, nor

weaken their attraction for each other : they can only separate one

particle of calx from another, not the principles which compose those

particles ; they can divide one cowpoundparticle formed of the metallic

earth with a particle of acid intimately combined with it, {rom. another

compoundparticle of the same two principles, but they cannot separate

the earth from the acid, as neither alcohol, nor a;ther, contain [contains]

the two fixed principles, without which no general action upon the

principles of the calx can take place ; consequently, neither aether nor

alcohol are [is] capable of separating the component earth and acid

of a calx, so as to weaken their affinities, as water or fire does ; and,

therefore, they cannot promote the decomposition of metallic calces,

by rendering their principles subject to the action of substances com-

posed of the earthy principle of phlogiston.'

Thus Dr. Peart displays that dexterity in the adaptation of

his principles, which has been very generally exhibited by

nuorId- makers, his predecessors. It was the great advantage of

M. Lavoisier's doctrine that it led him, step by step, through

a series of the most beautiful discoveries. Dr. Peart's hypo-

thesis has not approved itst^lf by its fruits.

Art. VI. y^ Descriptive Catalogue ofthe Works of Rembrandt, and of
his Scholars, Bol, Livens, and Van Flicf, compiled from the ori-

ginal Etchings, and from the Catalogues of De Burgy, Gersaint,

Helle and Glomy, Marcus, and Yver. By Daniel Daulby.

4to. 15s. 8vo. los. 6d. Boards. Cadelljun. and Davies. 1796.

HE numerous works of Rembr,indt, executed both with the

pencil and the engraver, anil the high and deserved re-

putation which those productions have procured, render this

master, and every thing connected with him, an object of

consideriMe curiosity. It is natural, and, if not carried to

excess, it is laudable, to indulge an anxious desire to be made ac^

quainted with the lives of those individuals, from whose exertions

mankind have derived either information or amusement :—but,

in the pres-^nt instance, very few particulars are handed down
to us respecting this extraordinary man, who chalked out to

himself a new path to fame, and who has been imitated, but

never equalled, by several illustrious disciples. Of Rembrandt

Van Rhyn, whirh latter nime he derived froin a village on the

banks of the Rhine near Leyden, where he was born, we know
very

T
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very little more than that his birth took place in the year i6o5,

and his death in 1674, or, according to some, in 1688: that

his father was a miller; and that he left a son of the name of

Titus, whom he educated in his own profession, but who ne-

ver appears to have attained any great degree of eminence :

* After an unsuccessful attempt (says Mr. Daulby) to avail him-

self of the advantages of a college education at Leyden, Reinbrandt
is said to have been indebted for his earliest instruction as a painter to

Jacques Vanzwanenburg. He afterwards studied under Peter Last-

man at Amsterdam, under whose name a print is in circulation,

which the author of the Supplement to the works of Rembrandt
denominates Lot and his Daughter, but which is intended to repre-

sent Judah and Tamar. Had this print (continues Mr. D.) been in

fact the production of Lastman, it would have appeared that Rem-
brandt had been much indebted to his preceptor, as well for the man-
ner of his execution in his etchings, as for the stile of his design ;

but it is the work of Van Noordt, probably after a design of Last-

man, and is certainly posterior in point of time to many of those of

Rembrandt.'

In addition to tliese few particulars of this great artist, we
learn from his French biographer De Piles, that he was ex-

tremely fond of money, and not very scrupulous in his mode
of procuring it ; and that he varied his etchings not so much
with a view of improving their elTcct, as of increasing their

productiveness. He is also represented to have been fond of

low compvmy, and, when reproached with this degrading taste,

to have answered, *' ^mfidje veux delasser mon esprit, ce ti'est

pas Phonneur que je ckerche, c'est la liberie." On being cen-

sured for the peculiar manner in which he used his colours,

and thereby rendered his pictures rugged and harsh, he replied,

<* ^iil etoit peiutrey k^ non pns teinturier."

It has frequently been observed that the history of a man of

genius is that of his productions ; and this remark is pecu-

liarly applicable to Rembrandt. In proportion, then, as the

transactions of his life are few and uninteresting, we are desi-

rous of gaining information respecting those works which have

so greatly distinguished him. This desire will be amply grati-

fied by the performance before us, which we have examined
with much pleasure, and which we can recommend with confi-

dence to the attention of our re<iders.

The motives that led Mr. Daulby to the present under-

taking, and the plan which he has pursued, are thus stated by
him :

* Without a thorough conviction that the merits of Rembrandt
were of a permanent, and not of a transitory nature, the editor of

the following catalogue would scarcely have ventured to present to

the public a volume, which professes to be only an arrangement of his

L 4 works;
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\vorks ; but it Is well known that the avidity of the public to possess

these specimens of his talents, he^jun [began] even in his life-time, and
that he availed himself of it to his great emolument. This avidity €X-»

tended itself not only to the collecting of his prints, but to the choice

and variety of the impressions ; and tlie different estimation in which
the same subject was hekl, merely on account of a slight alteration

In some unimportar.t p.'-"t, may serve at least to shew the extreme

curiosity which his works had excited. Thus the Juno without the

crown, the Coppenol with the vvhitc back-ground, the Joseph with

the face unshaded, and tlie good Samaritan with the horse's tail

white, were regarded as inestimable ; whilst the same subjects, with-

out these distinctions, were considered as of little comparative value.

The facility, with which he coidd change the effect of his etchings,

by altering, obliterating, or working on them again, enabled him to

provide sufficient amusement for his admirers; and hence \arlet!e3

frequently occur which are not easily explic«ble. Nor was he insen-

sible of the value of his labours, but, on the contrar}', is said to have

frequently suffered himself to be solicited before he would consent to

dispose of them, and it is a well attested fact, that the print of

Christ Healing the Sick, usually denominated the Hundred Guilder,

was so called because he refused to sell an impression of it under that

price.

. * Of the collections of the prints of Rembrandt formed in his life-

time, the most celebrated was that of Jan Six, a burgomaster of

Amsterdam, whom he regarded as his paiticular friend and patron,

and whose portrait he has given in a print Avhich is justly esteemed as

one of the scarcest and most valuable of his works. From that time

to the present day, collections have been formed in almost every part

of Europe, and the emulation of sovereigns has been excited, and the

treasures of royalty expended in their acquisition. The liberality of

princes has however frequently been rivalled by th.at of private indi-

viduals, who have made such collections a more particular object of

their attention ; and although the collection formed by Beringhen

for Louis XIV. was very extensive, it was perhaps excelled by that

of M. De Burgy, at the Hague, collected between the years 172S

and 17551 and which consisted in the whole, including the varieties,

of 655 prints.'

With the foUovvIng passage we were much pleased, and to

the sentiments which it contains we give our entire assent

:

* To those who, engaged in the tumult of active life, are of opi-

nion, that the time bestowed on the present pubhcation has been

wholly misapplied, the editor has no explanation to give ; bnt to

those who think that society affords opportniu'ties for enjoyment, a$

well as for contention, and that tlie hours of leisure are not impro-

perly past in the gratification of an innocent taste, he thinks it neces-

sary to mention, that the collecting the prints of Rembrandt has en-

raged some share of his attention for several years ; and although he

has resided in a part of the kingdom unfavourable to pursuits ot this

nature, which can only be engaged in to advantage in the metropolis,

vet time and assiduity have in a great degree remedied this defect,
' and
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a\y6. Ills* collection is at present such as to leave him little expectatldii

of m^kin"- anv considerabic addition to it. In a state of health \vhlcl»

ha3 precluded him from more active employment, the arrangement of

this collection, whilst it afforded him no inconsiderable share of

amusement, discovered to him the errors with which the former cata-

logues of the works of this master, and particularly the English,

translations of them, abound. These arise not only from the mis-

takes in the dimensions of the prints, but from the descriptions, whicK

are sometimes errc-.ieous, sometimes unintelligible. The supplement

of Pierre Yver, published at Amsterdam in 1756, has indeed cor-

rected many of these errors, but at the same time has occasioned new
ones ; and besides, this work has never yet appeared in an Engli.^^h

dress. These co: siderations have at length induced the editor to lay

before the admirers of this great artist, a more correct and authentic

catalogue of his prints than has hitherto been published, in the exe-

cution of vl'ich he has availed himself of all the assistance which it

was in his power to obtam..'

In the lutroductioi) to this Catalogue, we meet ',vuh many
discriminating observations on the merits and genius of Rem-
brandt, expressed in simple language, which do great credit

to the taste, the judgment, and the ingenuity of the writer-

We shall select those passaoes which mark the peculiar charac-

teristics of this master's style, and in which a comparison is

instituted between him and Titian ; in order that our readers

may enjoy, in part, the same satisfaction which we acknow-
lege ourselves to have experienced in perusing the whole of this

valuable piece of criticism..

' If it be the essence of painting to present to the eye aibrcible

and striking representation of external objects (and v/hatever may
have been written as to the end of the ait, this is all that the painter,

considered simply as a painter, has to do) there are few masters v.-Iiose

works can stand in competition v/ith those of Rembrandt. The
mellow briilia.ncy of his lights, the breadth and harmony of his mid-
dle tints, and the rich depth of his shadows, give to his pictures an
effect which seems to be the work of enchantment. This however is

not to be considered as merely the result of light and shadow, but
must be attributed to a deeper knowledge of the principles of his art.

In the composition of his pictures he has seldom been equalled, never
excelled. Like a simple narrative, which illustrates some one im-
portant truth, his vrorks have, in general, no distracting episodes,

no useless appendages ; all appears to converge to one point, and to

bring forth the intention of the artist in the clearest view. His
dravv'ing of the human figure, though remote from elegance, is often
marked with the character of nature ; of such nature at least as was
familiar to his eye ; and on that account seldom fails to interest the
spectator. His expression of the passions is ahvays energetic

; but
the substratum, or countenance on which they are expressed, fre-

quently gives them a grotesque and extravagant effect, which is apt,

even in the most serious subjects, to move the risibility of the spec-

tator.
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tator. To these qualifications he added a practical knowledge of his

art, which enabled him to unite the most accurate touch, with the

utmost rapidity of execution. His tints are placed with such har-

mony and justness, that he was never obliged to mix them so as to

lose their flower and freshness, but he artfully passed over them agaia

to unite the lights and shades, and soften those colours which might

be too crude, or brilliant. All is warm and mellow in his works.

Like many other eminent painters, he adopted at different periods of

his life a different stile. His first was m.t're highly finished, and is

beautifully exemplified in the productions of his disciple Gerard Douw.
He delighted in great opposition of light and shadow, and carried his

knowledge of the chiaro sciiro to the utmost extent. It is said that

the room in which he usually painted was so disposed as to admit

only a strong light, and that he caused this vivid ray to strike upon

that part only which he was desirous of bringing out with the great-

est effect ; that, on the contrary, when he would have his grounds

light, he spiead behind his model a cloth of the colour of the ground

}ie chose, and which partook of the same ray that enlightened the

head ; but he had resources in his genius beyond the limited effect of

a light admitted into a dark chamber, and beyond any idea which

such a light could suggest to him. His principles are not to be ex-

plained by any particular rule of practice ; but are the result of gene-

ral observations made in taking nature for his guide, whom he re-

^rded with a different eye than the generality of aatists. Such is

the ease and freedom apparent in his works, that he may be said to

have realized that excellence which Lodovico Carracci professed to

have been aiming at during his whole life ; the art of producing, with

very little trouble, that which should have a striking effect.

* The talent of painting, as possessed by Rembrandt, was like a

sharp weapon in the hands of a warrior, but between the power of

excelling, and the proper application of chat power, there seems to be

no necessary connexion. On the contrary, the distinction between

taste and genius is perhaps more substantial than has generally been

imagined, and a great part of the productions in what are called the

line arts, are standing examples, that fertility of invention, and force

of expression, have not always been accompanied by a just and accu-

rate taste. Those painters who like Salvator Rosa, Spagnoletto,

Castiglione, and Rembrandt, have been in a great degree self-taught,

are all of them, what, in the language of the art, are denominated

mannerists. What they have undertaken to represent, they repre-

sent well, according to the preconceived ideas which they have

formed of it, and which the cardour of the observer concedes to

them, in consideration of their other excellencies. The efforts of a

vigorous fancy, embodied to the eye in the most striking manner,

and under the guidance of a refined taste, would go near to form a

perfect artist ; but the annals of painting suggest not the name of a

single professor who can justly boast of having united in himself these

;excellencies. Imperfection is the lot of humanity, and the palm of

excellence is due, not to him who possessing great powers, misapplies

them to inferior or unworthy purposes, nor to him who directing

himself by just principles, has not strength to attain the object which
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he has judgment to distinguish, but to the man who unites in the
greatest degree the power of action with the rectitude of purpose.'

* The genius of Rembrandt, as an historical painter, will be more
accurately determined by comparing it with that of a great Italian

master, whom he resembled in many striking particulars. The same
grandeur of composition, the same powerful effect of light and sha-
dow, the same freshness of tint?, which distinguish the works of
Titiauj and which the hand of time rather improves than impairs,

-characterize also the productions of Rembrandt. Minute criticism

might perhaps point out som.e distinctions between them. The pen-
cil of Jlcmbraudt had more spirit, that uf Titian more softness. The
works of the former require to be seen at a certain distance, those of
the latter please from whatever point they are viewed

; yet upon the
whole the Dutchman need not shrink from a comparison with the
Venetian. But when the productions of these artists are estimated

by the standard of just criticism, what an astonishing disparity is per-
ceived between thtm ! The human form, under the plastic hands of
Titian, bears the character of a superior race. The muscular strength
of manly age, the just proportions, and delicious glow of female
beauty, and the interesting attitudes, and rosy plumpness of infancy,

excite approbation which will be as unchangeable as the principles on
which it is founded. But surely some malicious sprite broke in upon
the dreams of Rembrandt, and presented to his imagination, as the
model of beauty, the perverse caricature of humanity, which, dif-

ferently modified, appears in all his works. On this, the favorite

object of his idolatry, he lavished all the graces of his exquisite pen-
cil, and, infatuated by her allurements, suffered himself to be seduced
from that simplicity of unadulterated nature, which is reflected to so
much advantage in the mirror of art.'

That the public may be enabled to judge of the manner in
which the Catalogue, as distinct from the Introduction, is exe-
cuted, and of the advantages which a collector may derive from
it, we shall extract characters of three or four of the etchings,

in different classes. The first which we shall transcribe is a
scripture subject from the New Testament, No. 75, called the
Hundred-Guilder-Piece

:

* The piece generally known by this nsme, represents our Lord
healing the sick. He is seen in front, standing a little to the left,

•with an extensive glory proceeding from his head ; he leans his left

elbow upon some stone-work, and his left hand is held up ; his ri-rht

hand is stretched out towards the people to whom he is speaking
In front, towards the middle, a woman appears on a mattress, lying
on the ground, depressed with languor and disease ; above her an old
woman raises her shrivelled arms in a supplicating posture; another
approaches our Saviour, carrying a child ; these, with many other
sick persons, implore his assistance. To the left are many figures
that appear to be spectators of the miracles, some of them seem to
be disputing about the power or authority by which they are per-
formed. To the right are a great number of sick persons. One in

a wheelbarrow, with two figures just above him, an old woman lead-

ing
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Ingan old man, are most admirably expressive of great age and decre-

pitude. To the ri^ht of" them an JiUhlopian is seen witii a camel in

the back-jTOund, denoting th.at the fame of our Saviour's miracks

liad spread far abroad. This piece is shauewed to the right, and on

the left is illuminated. It is generally esteemed the chef d'cewvre of

Retnlrandt, being highly iinishcd, the characters full of expression,

and the effect of the cMaro-.fcnro very fine. A good impression is

very scarce. It measures on the left side ii inches, and oi. the light

io/,3, by 15 \ at the top, and j ^ ,% at the bottom.

' A fine inipression of this print sells for thirty guineas.

* The plate was purchased in Holland by Capiahi Baillie, who re-

touched it, but it is novf cut up. There arc impressions of the two

groups from the left extremity, one above the oth^r.*

The second is a Fancy Piece, No. 3, and we present our

readers witli it, because this is the first explanation of that

etching which has been attempted :

* AN ALLEGORICAL PIECE.

* This print is extremely rare. In Hoilavd it is called the Phczn'ix ;

Gcrsaint calls it an allegorical piece, and says, that the subject is not

easily to be guessed, it seems hov/ever to represent fhe demol'il'inn of

the statue of the duke ofAha at ArJtL'crp. About the year 1568, the

duie, having driven the^rmr^ of Orange out of the Lo-w Couutriesy

and being complimented by Plus the Ffrh as tiie champion of the

catholick religion, directed the cannon, taken from the prince, to be

melted, and a statue of himself to be made of the metal, and set up

in the citadel of Antwerp. He was represented trampling upon the

states of the Lo'w Countries^ the nobility and people, under the figure

of a double-headed Hydra ; v\-hich so enraged the populace, that on

the expulsion of the Spaniards in the year 1577, they overturned it

into the court, and converted it to its former purpose, by casting it

a train into cannon. On the pedestal was a fulsome eulogium on

himself.
* At the foot of a large pedestal lies a colossal figure of a man,

admirably foreshortened, his head lying at the bottom of the print,

and his feet elevated above the body, so as to reach the bottom of

the tablet on the pedestal. At each comer of the pedestal is a mask;

on the upper part of it is a shield armorial, with a ducal coronet.

Above this is distinctly seen the hinder part of the Hydrci, the fore

part of which is broken down. Upon it are extended two bunches

of corn, in the blade, fastened together round the stalks. Two
Cen'ii appear in the air with their wings extended, blowing trumpets,

vhich each of them holds in one hand, and with the other takes nold

of the corn, near the blade. On the stalk's stands a Stork with ex-

panded wings, which fills up the lower part of a luminous glory,

from which the rays are diffused over the subject; particularly nilling

upon the heads of the populace, who are discovered at the bottom

of the print, and seen no lower than the breast; one on the right

tide, and three on the left ; one of whom holds up a child. Above
them, two houses are seen in perspective, and on the right, the trees

which cfrow on the rampart. The Stork is considered as an emblem
*•

of
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of democracy, and is held in great veneration in Hdland. It is alao

the armorial bearing of the Hague^ and may, in the point in question,

allude to the prince of Orange, the deliverer of his country from the
Spanish yoke. This print has probably been intended for some his-

torical work, wherein that event is recorded, but was not n^.ade use
of, as sometimes happens, when the artist or the author are not
pleased with the design or the execution of a print. At the bottom,
towards the right corner, is written Ronlrandt f. 1648, but owing
t© a broad stroke crossing the name, its orthography is not easily to
be made out.'

In allegcryy Rembrandt was no more successful than our
immortal countryman Hogarth, and has made very few at-

tempts at subjects of that description j which are in general

better calculated to perplex the understanding than to gratify

the fancy. As \\\i portraits are move extensively known than
his other productions, and are held in higher estimation 0:1 ac-
count of their grandeur of ciiaracter and picturesque eiFect, we
shall conclude this article with an account of two or three of the

most distinguished of this class. The accuracy of his pencil in-

sured a striking vesem.blance ; and his skilful management of light

and shadow, added to his thorough acquaintance with the har-
mony and eiTect of his tints, enabled lii;n 10 give to his subjects so
striking an appearance of reality, as in some instances to have
imposed on the senses oc the spectators. A picture of his

maid-servant, placed at the wlnJow of his house, is reported to
have deceived the passengers for several days. We are in-
debted to De Piles for this anecdote ; v/ho, when in Holland,
had the' curiosity to inquire after this portrait, and, findino-

it well pcncilleti, and possessing great force, purchased it,

and considered it as one of the brightest ornaments of his

cabinet.

* WTENBOGARDUS OR UYTSKBOGAERT THE BANKER,
' This is likewise one of the iinest and scarcest portraits in the col-

lection. The composition, effect, and execution, are all in the best
stile. In Holland it is called the GoJd-zveigher, and in Fratice tlie

Banker. Wienbognrdns was P.eceiver-general to the states of Hollands

He is represented sitting in the counting-house. His face is seen
Hearly in front v.'ith tnoustaches ; his hair is short ; he has on a velvet
cap. His head inclines a little over his right shoulder, which o'ives

great spirit to the attitude. His gown is turned up before, and at
the sleeves with far. He holds a pen in his right hand, v/hich rests

on a large account-book, that lies open on a desk standing on a table
covered with a richly flowered cloth, fringed at the bottom, on which
are several bags of money. He is delivering a bag to a man, who is

kneeling on his left knee, and appears to be receiving it in order to
pack it in a cask that stands before him, with the head off. Two
other casks lie on their sides, with a mallet and driver lyiufj- upon one
of them. On the left side is a large iron chest. Over the table is a

13 shelf
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shelf suspended from the ceihng, on which h'e several bundles of
papers ; and froTii it hangs a pair of scales, in one of which is a bag
of money. In the back-ground on the left, stand two persons behind

a door hatch, as if waiting to transact business. On the wall is a
large arched picture, which represents the history of the Brazen
Serpent ; to the right of it hangs a sword. This piece is very scarce^

and measures lo by 8, including a margin of -j^ of an inch, in which
is written Remlrandtf. 1639.

* There are tivo impressions of it.

* In the Jirstt which is extremely rare, the face is blank, except

txn'o or three strokes for the features.

* The second impression is that which has been described at large,

and is very scarce.

' There is a copy by Van Bruges which is reversed.

* There is likewise an excellent copy by Capt. Baillie, in the same
direction as the original, but the head is rather more upright.'—

' VAN TOL, THE ADVOCATE.

* He is seated behind a table, in an elbow chair, in the right cor-

ner of which is a grotesque head, but the other corner has none.

The frame is studded with nails of different sizes. His face is nearly

in front. He wears a hat with a high crown and broad brim ; the

bottom of the crown is tied round with a coi d. His hair is veiy

short, he has a long square beard with hair on his upper lip. Both
his arms are supported on the elbows of his chair ; in his right hand,

which he turns towards his body, is a pair of spectacles ; his left

hand is shut, and rests on the corner of a large book that lies before

bim upon another book and some loose paper. He has a plain large

neck band, and wears a gown turned up with fur in front. In the

right corner are three bottles, in one of which is a receiver. These
bottles are a sym.bol of chymistry, in which Van To/ waS a proficient.

The back-ground is shaded a little above the bottles, and on the left

side higher than the top of the chaii-. This is a very fine portrait,

and 13 extremely rare, being found in very few collections. It has

been sold as high as fifty guineas. It measures, including a margin

of half an inch, 7 to—5 1*0

' There is a good copy executed In Franccy in the same directioa

as the original.'

—

* THE BURGOMASTER SIX.

* This celebrated portrait and the last, Van Tol, are the most va-

luable in this class. An impression of Van Tol has been sold for

fifty guineas, and the same sum has been given for ?ijirst impression

of this portrait. It must indeed be confessed, that besides its rarity,

it is one of Rembrandt'?, best performances ; the chiaroscuro is as

finely preserved a^; in his best paintings. The Burgomaster is repre

sented a full-length, standing and leaning his back against a window,

the lower casement of which is open. He is reading a quarto pam-
phlet, which he holds doubled in his hands. As the whole piece is

illuminated from the window, all the light that is thrown upon the

face is by reflection from the book. The manner, in which Rem'
brandt has expressed the attention of his friend and patron to the sub-

7 ject
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ject he is reading, is inimitable. His hair is full and bushy, waving
gently and gracefully to his shoulders ; his habit and neck band are

open before, with tassels hangii^g down, and his cloak is thrown off

behind him, part of it lying on the window frame, and part on a ta-

ble, on which lie his sword and belt. His cane stands on the table,

leaning against the wall, and over it hangs his hat, with a short

sword near the top of the cane. Above the table is an historical pic-

ture, with a curtain drawn before part of it. In the left corner, in

front, stands a chair with a cushion and three books on it, the up-
permost of which is open. On the right side of the window, a cur-

tain is drawn back in a festoon. Beneath the window, the floor is

raised a step, and the wall is covered with matting, which Gersaint

mistakes for stone-work. In a narrow margin of an eighth of an
inch, \s written to the right, Rembrandt f. 1647, and on the left

Jan Six JE, aiid a little farther on, 29. This print is extremely rare.

* There are tivo impressions of it.

* \x\. xX'iC first impression, which is a tery great rarity, the name
and age of the Burgomaster are wanting, and the two middle figures

in the date are reversed.

' As Six was the particular friend of Remlrandt, it is not surprising

that he exerted all his abilities in hnishing this plate, which was the
property of the Burgomaster himself, but whether as a purchase or
a present is uncertain.

* M. Gersaint relates, that in one of his (ourneys to Hollandy he
happened to be at Ajrstcrdam when Six'% cabinet was sellinp-. It
consisted of a large collection of prints, and some paintings by the
best masters. He purchased several prints, and among others, three

or four portraits of the owner, for as thei^e were twenty-five of them,
they sold for no more than from 15 to \%f.orins each. In 1750, it

was purchased in Holland for an English amateur., for 150 Jftorlns,

At Mr. Bait's sale, in 1756, it was sold for 34/. 13J. The esti-

mation in which ajirst impression is held at present, has already been
mentioned.

* When Beringhen made his collection, he could not procure this

print, though he would have spared no expence to have obtained it

;

he therefore consoled himself with procuring a copy of it to be made
with a pen, and afterwards washed with Indian ink. This copy
passed with the rest 01 Beringhen'scoWqcXagv, into the King oi Fj-ance's

cabinet, and is so well executed, as to have deceived several a?na*

tenrs.'

We have dwelled the longer on this work, because we
deem the subject curious, and the manner in which the au-
thor has considered it highly creditable to his knowlege and
his taste.

A very fine head of Rembrandt, from a painting by himself,

and engraven by Chapman, forms a froatispiece to this volume.

Art.
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Art. VII, Essays on Philosophical Subjects. By the late Adam SmuJl>
LL. D. &c. &c.

[^Article concluded. J

THE tract next in order to that which we noticed at the con-

clusion of our last article on this work, and relating to a

similar aubject, is- a short fragment on

The History of Antient Physics.

From contemplatiiig the luminaries that roll in the cocltstial

spaces, curiosity descends to survey those more domestic ob-

jects that are displayed in the scenery of the globe winch we
inhabit ; and it, on this lower theatre, it finds less beauty and

grandeur, it witnesses yet more diversity, iind more intricacy

and apparent irreguLirity. The various productions of the

earth, the waters, and the air ; minerals, plants, and animals ;

all the fleeting meteors of the sky,— winds, clouds, rain, hail,

snow, ligiitning, and thunder :~amid such a chaos, the ima-

gination stands bewildered and perplexed. This painful sen-

sation impels it to seek some .arrangement, some chains of

communication which may diminish the seeming confusion ;

and, as the inflections of voice are all reducible to a few ele-

mentary sounds, it was reasonable to suppose that the appear-

ances of this living scene, however variegated, are only de-

rived from the composition of certain simple principles. No
bodies had a better claim to that distinction, by their conspi-

cuous and extensive influence, than earth, water, air, and fire;

•which were therefore reckoned the Four Elements. To these

were assigned the more obvious qualities of heat and cold^

moisture and dryness, in a binary partition : earth was held

to be cold and dry, water cold and moist, air hot aiid moist,

and fire hot and dry. Gravity and levity were likewise rec-

koned important attributes, the two sources of motion, 'which

directed all sublunary things to their proper place.' Earth and

water were endued, though in different degrees, v/ith an appe-

tency towards the centre of the universe ; while air and fire,

on the contrary, were, by their nature, disposed to recede from

it. By these rectilineal tendencico, had not the action of fo-

reign impulse interposed, the elements would have acquired

and maintained a state of eternal repose : earth had filled the

central space, and above this water had spred itself; air had

occupied th-;: middle region ; and fire had thence extended to

the orbit of the moon, or perhaps diffused itself through tlie

whole sethereal expanse. it was the circumvolution of the

heavens that prevented the quiescence and torpor of those,

concentric spheres ; it was this fervid rotation that infused a

aeon of activity, and that, in causing the vicissitudes of sea-

son s>
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S'ons, and of day and night, forced a portion of the fire, per-

haps, to descend into the d\x, into the wnter, into the earth,

and thus mixed the several elements together, attempered, and
transmuted them ; producing, from such combinations and
modificatioris, all that variety of objects below which attracts

our regard.

It cannot be denied that this system of <)uaternion, rude as

It certainly was, served, with tolerable plausibility, to connect
in imagination a multitude of apparently incongruous objects.

In the beginnings of science, it was certainly a singular efFort

of invention ; it possesses beauties at first sight urjperceived

;

and the hypothesis, with all its impei-fections, cannot be judged
contemptible, if tried by the chaste reason and copious lights

that happily distinguish our own times. Candour must allow

it due praise : but the propensity to magnify the merits of
past ages, in pleading excuse for the notion of levity, has be-
trayed our author into an expression, which, though frequent

in the mouths of philologers and modern Platonists, is un-
worthy, we think, of v.\q philosophic Smith. He says, it was
* no superior sagacity, but chance alone,* that taught us the

weight of the air. Not to cavil about the very loose import of

the word chance^ Is not the whole of our knovvlege of Nature
necessarily derived, a posteriori^ from the observation of facts ?

It signifies little in wh.itever manner those facts are obtained ;

whether they are elicited by artificial combinations denomi-
nated experiments, or occasionally pi-esent themselves in the

concerns of ordinary life. In drav/ing from them the proper
conclusions, still consists the true display of sagacity. Few of
our readers need to be Informed that tlie fine discovery of at-

mospheric pressure was produced in consequence of the failure

of some workmen In Italy, In attempting to construct a pump
to raise water when the height happened to exceed 33 feet. It

is hardly credible that similar facts have not occurred since the

time of Ctsebius, the inventor of that useful machine. During
the dark ages, such facts might pass unheeded. Even near the
middle of the last century, that memorable incident was yet in-

sufficient to shake the belief of the Peripitetics In their occult

qualities, a doctrine more prolific in words than ideas ; who
did not reject their favourite maxim that ** Nature abhors a
vacuum," but contented themselves v/ith restricting it by sup-
posing that, notwithstanding this general repugnance, Nature
will, beyond a certain limit of elevation, reluctantly permit an
Imperfect vacuity. This wretched explication, with its un-
meaning verbiage, the showy veil of ignorance, was viewed in

its just colours by the penetrating mind of Galileo; who, per-

ceiving the important result, but then afflicted with age and
Rev. June, 1797. M blindness,
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blindness, charged Ms disciple Toricelli to prosecute the sub-

ject. This ingenious follower, desirous of excluding adventi-

tious circumstances, and of simplifying as much as possible the

observation, filled a tube with mercury, and m.idc the capital

experiment which bears his name. Still was that discovery

unable to convince many of the adherents of scholastic so-

phistry. Various were the puerile objections, and the subter.*

fuges, to which they had recourse. Nor did the learned world

generally admit the air to be a pondei-ous substance till after tlie

decisive experiment of Pascal -, who found that the counter-

poising column of mercury was considerably shorter on the top

than at the bottom of the Puy de Dome, a mountain in Au-
vergne.

The history now recited affords a memorable example of the

obstinacy of prejudice, and of the force of that fatal propen-

sity to transfer our own character, our animation, and our

feeling, to the objects around us ;—~a propensity which is the

prolific source of most of the errors and absurdities that have

disfigured, and still tarnish, physical theories.

From considering the cosm.ology of the antient sects, Dr.

Smith is led in course to estimate their theological opinions.

The idea of vegetation, growth, or birth, is most familiar to

our tho-ughts. It was very natural, therefore, to believe tliat

the present order of things sprang at first spontaneously out

of chaos. The deities Vv'ere of later origin, and directed the

various distinct operations. -As man's experience enlarged,

the world came to be regarded as one whole, which, from the

analogy of a macliine, implied tlie presidence of a master ope-

rator, and the agency of an universnl mind. ' According to

Timsus, who was followed by Plato, that intelligent Being

who formed the world endowed it with a principle of life and

understanding, which extends from its centre to its remotest

eircum.ference, which is conscious of all its changes, and

which governs and directs all its motions to the great end of

its formation.' This Soul of the world was held to be itself

the greatest of created gods, of indissoluble essence, and in-

separable from the mass into which it was infused. The coe-

lestial spheres were supposed, each of them, to be animated

by an immortal intelligence ; from which inferior deities, all

the sublunary Beings derived their existence.

Aristotle, after Ocellus, believed the world to be eternal,

the necessary effect of an eternal cause. The first heavens, the

spring of ail the other motions, according to him, were revolved

by a supreme, unchangeable, unextended Being, whose es-

sence consisted in intelligence ; and thence the planetary spheres

received their pnrticular revolutions, each under the guidance

of
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Cf a Being of the same kind :—but the influence of these in-

ferior deities was confined to their proper office; and every

thing below, exhibiting.; a perpetual conflict of order and mis-

rule, was abandoned to the direction of Nature, Chance, aiul

Necessity.

The Stoics seem to have refined on the doctrine of Plato.

The universe itself they conceived to be a divinity, an animal,

whose body was the solid extended mass, and whose soul was

that jethereal fire which penetrated and actuated the whole.

From this unbounded -/Etlier, the essence of consummate rea-

son, all those portions of life and sensation, dispensed through

aiature to the infinitude of forms, were supposed to emanate.

' In the system of the Stoics, the intelligence vrhich originally

formed, and that which animated the world, were one and the same;

all inferior intelligences were detached portions of the great one ; and

therefore, in a longer, or in a shorter time, were all of them, even

the gods themselves, who animated the celestial bodies, to be at last

resolved into the inlinite essence of this almighty Jupiter, who at a

destined period, should, by an universal conflagration, wrap up all

things, in that xtherial and fieiy nature, out of which they had ori-

ginally been deduced, again to bring forth a new Heaven and a new
Earth, nev/ animals, ne v/ men, new deities ; all of whieh would
again, at a fated time, be swallowed up in a like conflagration, again

to be re-produced, and again to be I'e-destroved, and so on without

end.'

Notwithstanding the extravagance which tinctures this

system, it contains the most sublime conceptions, and the

most important and recondite truths. We are strongly tempt-

ed to refer its origin to India ; where, at a very remote period,

the sciences were profoundly cultivated, and with the most ex-

traordinary success.

The next fragment, inscribed

The History of the antient Logics and Metaphysics,

is much related to the preceding ; for the metaphysical doc-

trines of the sntient sects were chiefly derived from the prevail-

ing systems of physics. In all the changes and transformations

that bodies undergo, something appears to remain the same,

and something to coalesce which is difl'erent : the first was the

stuffs or subject-matter ; the second was the species, the specific

essence, the essential or substantial form of the body. The
former was universal and inert; it became sensible and quali-

fied only by its union with some species. On these specific

essences the mutual eff'ects of bodies were believed to depend,
&nd consequently the successive revolutions in the material

world. They did not, however, consist in the features that

tUscriminate individual objects, which are exposed to perpetual

M 2 fluctuation.
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fluctuation. It was the business of philosophy to contemplate
species or universals ; and, as phyv^ic3 determined the nature
and essence of each particuhir species, so metaphysics consi-

flered the general nature of univers^ls, and their distribution

into dlflcrent sorts ; and logics taught the rules for assigning, to

individual objects their place in the general classes. The first

of these sciences was subordinate to the second, and both were
confounded under the common name of Dialectic.

The Academics held that the eternal principles, out of which
the Deity formed the world, were three in number, viz. thfe

subject-matter, the specific essence, and the sensible product

itself. The last has only a transient and fleeting existence
;

and It was incapable, therefore,' of being the object of science,

which embraces only things permanent, unchangeable, and
* liable neither to generation, nor corruption, nor alteration of
any kind.' Such are the external essences or ideas, the exem-
plars, according to Plato, after which the Deity, from his in-

finite essence, fashioned this material universe. The term
jdeay in the writings of the Athenian philosophers, had a very

different meaning from that which it afterward acquired among
the later Platonists, and which has descended to modern times.

It was perfectly synonymous to the other word eihi, denoting «

sensible species, and had originally no affinity to iwoix, which
signified a thought or cofiception. This point is clearly made out

by Dr. Smith in a learned note ; which likewise exposes the ab-

jjwrdity of the double doctrine by many imputed to the rhetorical

founder of the academy. Those primordial ideas were even

supposed to have a separate place of existence, beyond the

sphere of the visible corporeal world. There, at some former

period, the mind had an opportunity of contemplating Univer-

sal Nature:— but, in the present scene of things, we are con-

versant with individual objects only. Immersed in this gross

body, and overwhelmed by turbulent emotions, the soul forgets

the noble and general conceptions which were acquired in a

prior state. Yet, as external objects must reflect, however
faintly, the images of their great archetypes, the memory of

our original ideas can never be wholly effaced. The aim of

all human study is the reminiscence of our obscured ideas : phi-

losophy instructs us to withdraw our attention from individual

things, and to strive to regain the sublime knowlege which illu-

mined our anterior existence. It thus incites to progressive

:idvancement, preparing its true votaries to meet death with

placid joy, as *' the consummation most devoutly to be wished,"

that delivers them from this mortal prison, and restores thena

to the extatic vision of Universal Beauty,-

Such
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Such was the doctrine of Plato ; which, as Dr. Smith very

justly remarks, after having copiously explained it, is, * like

many other doctrines of abstract philosophy, more coherent in

expression than in idea ; and which seems to have arisen, more
from the nature of language, than from the nature of things.*

In the dawning of science, it was indeed excusable. To in-

vestigate the origin of our ideas requires no common depth of

research ; and the real nature of abstraction eluded even the sa-

gacity of Locke, and was never correctly stated before the

time of Berkeley and Hume.
The metaphysical system of Plato, being expressed in very

general and smooth language, was adapted to please the indo-

lent imagination, and might have gained a durable authority,

but for the rivalship and penetration of Aristotle. This re-

nowned philosopher h.eld that the stuff and species, the com-
ponents of sensible objects, were prior to them in nature, not in

time. He distinguished between actual and potential exist-

ence : the specific essence could exist pcte?itially in a separate

state, but could not exist actually without being embodied in

some particular mass. To the two principles of matter and
form, which, with Plato, he adopted from the Pythagorean

school, was added a third,—that of privation,—a generative

principle.

The tenets of the Stoics were allied to those of Plato and
Aristotle, though couched in very different language. All

things, they supposed, are compounded of two principles,

matter and cause; on the former of which depended the ac-

tive, and on the latter the passive, powers of bodies. This
efficient principle was the Deity, or the emanation of the jethe-

real and divine nature.

The notion of specific essences was the source of many
singular metaphy'sical opinions of the antients. Hence those

of generation, corruption, and alteration; cf mixture, con-
densation, and rarefaction ; and hence, too, was derived the

doctrine of the Five Universals, so famous in the schools by
the names of Genus, Species, Differefitia, Propriiwi, and Ae~
eidens.—Here the fragment of our lamented philosopher some-
what abruptly terminates.—Whateverencomiums the poetry, the

oratory, and the geometry of the antients justly deserve ; how-
ever much we may admire the beauty of their historical compK)-

sitions, and the sublimity of their ethical systems ;— it must be
confessed that their philosophy, whether physical or moral,

affords little in these times to satisfy an inquisitive mind, or

that will bear the scrutiny of accurate criticism.

The piece next in the order of ths collection is a tolerably

complete essay on
M 3 .

Th«
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The Nature of that Imitation which takes place in

WHAT ARE CALLED THE IMITATIVE ARTS.

It is divided into tliree portions ; the first relating to Statuary

and Painting, the second to Music, and the last to Dancing.

;. Painting and Statuary.'—The principle that pervades th.s

section is, that the pleasure which we derive from the produc-

tions of art depends on the distance of the copy froai the sub-

ject iniitated ; or, in other v/ords, is proportioned to the diffi-

culty surmounted in the execution :-— a principle clearly enough
deduced from the observations here advanced, and which has

certainly a most extensive influence in forming our judgments,

though It Would be impossible perhaps to resolve the complex

affection excited in our imagination by the works of design into

any single sentiment. In the Fine Arts, the most perfect copy,

resembling its original in each particular, is always viewed

with inciifference, as a servile imitation, and as devoid of ge-

nius and invention. Such exact similitude is only admitted

among correspondent objects \ and even then, it must fre-

quently be confined merely to the outline, and will offend the

eye if observed with too great minuteness:—but the resemblance

to an object of a different kind, if effected with skill, often pos-

sesses considerable merit. * A painted cloth, (says Dr. Smith,)

the work of some laborious Dutch artist, so curiously shaded

and coloured as to represent the pile and softness of a woollen

one, might derive some merit from its resemblance even to the

sorry carpet which now lies before me. The copy might, and

probably would, in this case be of much greater value than the

original ' In Statuary and Sculpture, one solid is made to re-

semble another: but, in Painting, a surface is made to imitate

all the three dimensions of a solid. This art presents a wider

disparity than the former between the copy and the original j

it admics a larger range of subjects*, and it is therefore more

capable of affording delight to the imagination. The painter

may represent objects that are naturally mean, low, or disgust-

ing; and yet his production, by the power of imitation alone,

shall give pleasure. The picture of deformity itself, the por-

trait of an ^Esop or a Scarron, by an able master, may com-

pose an agreeable piece of furniture. It is not so with Statu*

ary, which is difficult in its choice, and rejects with disdain

v.'fiutever is ordinary, humble, or indifferent. It exhibits heroes

?.:id gods the most perfect of forms in the noblest of attitudes,

and in the most interesting of situations. The imitation of tb.e

sculptor would appear tame and Hat, if he did not catch the

animation of ideal beauty and ideal grace. Painting loves

magnificence of attire, and is advantageously employed in

copying
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copying the large, loose, and flowing folds of rich vcsiments :

Statuary reluctantly allows any drapery. The antient statues

were generally naked, or, if any part of the body was covered,

it was represented clothed in wet linen -thin, tight, and al-

most transparent, — that shaded without concealing each deli-

cate lineament. Colours, too, which are so essctuial to Paint-

ing, have always a bad effect in Statuary, because they take

away the disparity of the iniitating and imitated objects. Ar-
tificial fruits and flowers may offer a coirect resemblance, but

they soon appear insipid. The foliage of the Corinthi-m ca-

pital is always an object of admiration. In a piece of tapestry,

we are satisfied with a very inferior sort of imitation compared
to that which we expect in a picture. We are sensible of the

imperfection of the materials, and are disposed to give full

credit for the skill, labour, time, and ^xpence required in the
execution. Tapestry, being a sumptuous article of furniturCj^

is confined to decorate the palaces of grandees, and this .im-

posing association abundantly compensates for its want of in-

trinsic beauty.

Pursuing this argunient, Dr. Smith mentions, as a farth.^r

illustration, those columns, pyramids, and obelisks, into which
we see yews and other evergreens sometimes cut by the gar-

dener's shears. The imitation is attem.pted with very remote
objects, and to conquer that interval is a work of no small in-

genuity and application. The time was when, even in this

country, ornaments of that kind were in high vogue ; and if

they have lately fallen into contempt, it is owing, our author
thinks, to the affluent circumstances of the middling classes,

which render those luxuries too frequent and too easily ob-
tained. For an opposite reason, they continued in France under
the monarchy to be held in repute. On the other hand, how
would Dr. Smith account for the prevalence of that taste in

Holland, where the great body of the people are unquestion-
ably more substantial than in England ?—The pleasure derived
from the imitative arts of Painting and Statuary is never the
cfftict of deception, but is founded solely in our admiration of
that ingenuity which so happily surmounts the disparity esta-

blished by Nature :

* In Statuary, the means by which the wonderful effect is fcrcught

about appear more simple and obvious than in Painting ; where the
disparity between the imitating and the imitated object being much
greater, the art which can conquer that greater disparity appears evi-

dently, and almost to the eye, to be founded upon rr^uch deeper
science, or upon principles much more abstruse and profound. Even
in the meanest subjects we can often trace with pl:!::sure the ingenious
means by which Painting surmounts this disparity. But we can-

ny t do this in Statua^ry, because the disparity not being so great,

M 4 the
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the means do not appear so ingenious. And I't is upon thi's account,
that in Painting we are often delighted with the representation of
many things, which in Statuary would appear insipid/ tiresome, anc5
not worth the looking at.

• It ought to be obseryed, however, that though in Statuary the
art of imitation appears, in many respectn, inferior to what it is in
Painting, yet, in a room ornamented with both statues and pictures,
of nearly equal merit, we shall generally find that the statues draw
off our eye from the pictures. There is generally but one, or little
more than one, point of view from wliich a picture can be seen with
advantage, and it always presents to the eye precisely the same ob^
jcct. There are many different points o-f view from which a statue
may be seen with equal advantage^ and from each it presents a dif-
ferent object. There is more variety in tlie pleasure which we re-
ceive from a good statue, than in that which we receive from a,

good picture ; and one statue may frequently be the sublect of many
good pictures or drawings, all different from one another. The;
shadowy relief and projection of a picture, besides, is much flattened^
and seems almost to vanish away altogether, when brought into
comparison v/ith the real and solid body which stands by it. How
nearly soever these two arts may seem to be a-kin, they accord so
very ill with one another, that their different productions ought, per-,

haps, scarce ever to be seen together.'

2. Music.—This section displays an extension of the same
general idea, and abounds with fine remarlcs and eloquent pas-
sages.—Music and Dancing are certainly the earliest pleasures
of man's invention, and the most universally diffused, nay culti-

vated with enthusiasm among the rudest nations. Rythmusj
Time, or Measure, is the connecting principle of those
two arts ; the one consisting in a succession of sounds, the
other in a succession of steps, both regulati-d to form a sys-
tem. As vocal unquestionably preceded instrumental music„
the first songs would naturally borrow the words and tones of
conversation. Those words, however, had in the infancv of
society most probably no meaning, but only assisted the voice
to modulate the sounds, and to shorten or prolong them ac-
cording to the measure of the tune. In succeeding ages, other
significant words would gradually be substituted;— ;ind hence
the origin of Verse or Poetry. The Verse long continued im-
perfect ; and the utmost licence was used in pronunciation, to
accommodate the rythm : quantity was violated, and an un-
meaning syllable was inserted as often as it suited convenience.
Such are the expedients employed in the venies of Chaucer, the
father of English poetry '.—The verse, blended v/irh the mu-

sic

* We doubt \\1ielher this ingenious remark be altogether well found-
ed. Ti^^<idition r, for instance, my-chpt, Sec. which co often occuis

u in
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sic, would give it sense and animation. A pantomime dance
may frequently answer the same purpose ; and this mimicry
appears actually, in a certain degree, to supply the place of
poetry among the savage tribes of Africa and America. Of
these three sister arcs. Music and Poetry can each subsist
alone

; Dancing always requires the accompaniment of Music
to mark the time and measure of its motions. Instrumental
Music best exists apart, but Vocal Music naturally courts the
support of Poetry. It is " Music, («s Milton says,) married to
immortal Verse"—and is essentially imitative. The words
commonly express the situation of some particular person,

* It is _a joyous companion who gives vent to the gaiety and mirth
with which wine, festivity, and good company inspire him. It is
a lover who complains, or hopes, or fears, or despairs. It is a ge-
nerous man who expresses either his gratitude for the favours, or his
indignatipn at the injuries, which may have been done to him. It
is a warrior who prepares himself to confront danger, and who' pro-
vokes or defies his enemy. It is a person in prosperity who humbly
returns^ thanks for the goodness, or one in affliction who with
contrition implores the mercy and forgiveness, of that invisible Power
to whom he looks up as the Director of all the events of human
life.'

The movements of Music, though very different from those
of conversation, may be so managed as to seem to resemble
them^

;
and this resemblance, owing to the great disparity of

the imitating and imitated object, is capable of affecting us
with superior delight. When the mind is vehemently agitated,
the passions oscillate with inconceivable rapidity. Poetry can-
not venture to imitate those endless fluctuations: but Music
will imitate them, and with success. By repeating, again and
again, nearly the same combination of sounds, it steals insen-
sibly on the heart, and comes at last to move, to agitate, and
to transport us.

'. To .*:hese powers of imitating. Music naturally, or rather neces-
sarily, joins the happiest choice in the objects of its imitation. The
sentiments and passions which Music can best imitate are those
which unite and bind men together in societv ; the social, the decent
the virtuous, the inieresting and affecting,' the amiable and am-ee!
able, the awful and respectable, the noble, elevating, and command,

in ourold poetry, is evidently the German ge, the prefix of the past
participle. Chaucer wrote when the modern English was not a
formed language, and very judiciously eked out his verse with those
Saxon inflexions which were not yet become obsolete. The same
might be said of Homer, who, in the composition of his immortal
poems, only availed himself of that rich variety of expression which
the Greek tongive afforded amopg the sever^ colonies, during its
progress to stabiHty.

"
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ing passions. Grief' and distress are interesting and nftecting ; hu-

manity and compassion, joy and admiration, are amiable and agree-

able ; devotion is awful and respectable ; the generous contempt of

danger, the honourable indignation at injustice, are noble, elcvuting,

and commanding. But it is these and such like passions wliich

Music is fittest for imitating, and which it in fact moit frequently

imitates. They are, if I may say so, all Musical Pasi^ions ; their

natural tones are all clear, distinct, and almost m.elodic-us ; and they

naturally express themselves in a language which is distinguished by
pauses at regular, and almost equal, intervals ; and v/hich, upon that

account, can more easily be adapted to the regular returns of the

correspondent periods of a tune. The passions, on the contrary,

v.'hich dx'ive men from one another, the unsocial, the hateful, the

indecent, the vicious passions, cannot easily be imitated by Music.

The voice of furious anger, for example, is harsh and discordant ;

its periods are all irregular, sometimes very long and sometimes very

short, and distinguished by no regular pauses. The obscure and

almost inarticulate grumblings of black malice and envy, the scream-

ing outcries of dastardly fear, the hideous growlings of brutal and

implacable revenge, are all equally discordant. It is with difficulty

that Music can imitate any of those passions, and the Music which

does imitate them is not the most agreeable. A Avhole entertainment

jnay consist, without any impropriety, of the imitation of the social

and amiable passions. It would be a strange entertainment which

consisted altogether in the imitation of the odious and the vicious.

A single song expresses almost always some social, agreeable, or

interesting passion. In an opera the unsocial and disagreeable are

somietimes introduced, but it is rarely, and as discords are introduced

into harmony, to set off by their contrast the superior beauty of the

opposite passions. What Plato said of Virtue, that it was of all

beauties the brightest, may with some sort of truth be said of the

proper and natural objects of musical imitation. They are either the

sentiments and passions, in the exercise of which consist both the

glory and the happiness of human life, or they are those from which

ft derives its most delicious pleasures, and most enlivening joys ; or,

at the worst and the lowest, they are those by which it calls upon

our indulgence and compassionate assistance to its unavoidable weak-

nesses, its distresses, and its misfortunes.'

The merit of imitation, and that of happy sele£lion and as-

semblage, Music possesses in common with Statuary and

Painting : but it joins another peculiar and exquisite merit of

Its own. ' It clothes,' to borrow the language of Dr. Smitli, * it

. clothes the beauties of Nature with melody and harmony,

w'hich, like a transparent mantle, far from concealing any

beauty, serve only £0 give a brighter colour, a more enliven-

ing lustre, and a more engaging grace to every beauty which

they infold.'

The eiTects of Music are greatly heightened when assisted

by ilie action of the singer. * Nothing can be more deeply af-

fccthl;;
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fecting than the interesting scenes of the serious opera, when
to {Tood Poetry and good Music, to the Poetry of Metastasio

and the Music of Pcrgolese, is added the execution of a good

actor.' In its powers of imitation, Instrumental Music is much,

inferior to Vocal. Even its imitation of the simplest kind,

that of other sounds, is comntonly so indistinct that, alone

and without explication, it would not readily suggest the imi-

tated object. Instrumental Music is sometimes said to imitate

motion : but, in reality, it only imitates the concomitant sounds,

by markin'g similar variations, pauses, and interruptions- la

this way, it attempts, though very imperfectly, to express the

march of an army, and the confusion and hurry of a battle.

The idea of a resemblance so rude as to need the name of its

subject affixed to it seems abundantly ridiculous : yet such, iri

some respects, is the imitation of Itistrumencal Music ; with

this important difference, however, that, while the inscription

would scarcely mend a picture, that which serves as an in-

scription or index, viz. the associated Poetry, can enable In-

strumental Music to produce all the effects of the finest and

most perfect imitation. It is not the power of imitation,

therefore, but the power of exciting and varying the different

moods and dispositions of the mind, which Instrumental

Music really possesses. What in Nature are more disparate

indeed than sound and sentiment ? The feelings inspired by

Instrumental Music are original, not sympathetic. The suc-

cession of our emotions depends on the state of our mind : it

is rapid, if we be gay ; it is slov/, if we be melancholy ; it is

equable, if we be tranquil. The modulations of tune arc

therefore fitted to awaken the correspondent temper of soiil.

Acute sounds are also naturally gay and sprightly, and grave

sounds solemn and awful. * We all readily distinguish the

cheerful, tlie gay, and the sprightly music, from the melan-

choly, the plaintive, and the affecting ; and both these from

what holds a sort of middle place between them, the sedate,

the tranquil, and the composing.' We arc sensible that, in

the ordinary state of the mind, music can, by a sort of in-

cantation, soothe us into some degree of that particular mood
which accords with its own character.

This leading idea, that Musvc is not strictly an imitative art.

Dr. Smith supports by suitable examples. Even where it at-

tempts to copy other sounds, such imitations are always im-

perfect, and require to be introduced very sparingly, and with

nice discernment. In an opera, it is often the scenery that

determines the character and explains the meaning of the

music ; which, in return, supports the inytation of the poet,

the actor, and the scene-painter.

The
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The merits of Instrumental Music have been inaccurately

distributed into three heads—into melody, harmony, and ex-

pression. Welody may indeed be assisted by harmony, but

expression, or the movement wrought en our feelings, is the

necessary effect of ^ood melody.

3. Dar.ciiif^. —This art hns powers of imitation, equal, if not

superior, to those of any other. Yet it is not essentially imi-

tative, though capable of producing like effects by the succes-

sion of gestures which display extraordinary grace or agility ;

and when originally emblematic, it comes imperceptibly to

lose that character. Pantomimic dances, however, possess a

wide compass of expression: they are not confined to exhibit

a single action, but m.ay represent a whole train of interesting

events. Such dances were more frequent and more perfect in

antient timesiand then, aided by vocal music, theycould transport

the soul with resistless pathos. The Romans frequently shed

tears at the representations of their pantomimes ; an effect only

equalled by that of our deepest tragedies, and much beyond the

powers of Statuary or Painting ; and, says Dr. Smith, * I liave

seen a negro dance, to his own song, the v/ar-dance of his own
country, with such vehemence of action and expression, that

the whole company, gentltmen as well as ladies, got upon

chairs and tables, to be as much as possible out of the way of

his fury.*

The progress of Dr. Smith's discourse is here unfortunately

discontinued, but the editors have annexed a paper contain-

ing some miscellaneous remarks on the affinity between Music,

Dancing, and Poetry. It is observed that, though every sort of

Step, in due measure, will not constitute a dance, yet almost

any kind of sound, repeated with a distinct rychmus, will form

music, however imperfect :—but in the exact observance of

tune consist the great beauty of music, and the chief diffi-

culty of its execution. The niceties of tune are little regarded

in rude society ; and we may therefore doubt the antiquity

of those national songs which are said to be transmitted by a

Species of oral tradition through successive ages.

The succeeding article in the collection is a short disserta-

tion ou

XiiE Affinity between cfktain English and Italian
Vr.Rsts.

It includes several pertinent remarks, illustrated by examples,

nnd which evince the author's attention to this delicate branck

of polite literature. He sb.ews that the measure of the verses

which compose the octave, the terzttti, and most of the son-

netii of the Italians, corresponds, as nearly as the different gei-

nius
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nlus of their language will admit, with that of the English
Heroic Rhyme. Both the Italian and English heroic verses

consist of five intervals, each equal to the pronunciation of
two ordinary syllables, with an accent marking the close of
every interval, or at least of every second interval. In count-
ing the syllables, much indulgence is allowed, especially by
the Italians. Their heroic vert^e is composed, for the most part,

of double rhymes; which occur so seldom in English that they arc

commonly reserved with us for light occasions. For example;
" Vv'orth makes the man, and want of it thQfellovj-j

The rest is all but leather or pruiif//?." Popii.

On the other hand, the rarity of single and triple rhyme
produces a ludicrous esFect in Italian poetry.

The concluding article of the work is a very neat essay on

The External Senses.

A subject so fully discussed in the course of this century
seems scarcely to admit of novelty: but the reader cannot fail to

admire the perspicuous manner, altogether free from the air of
subtlety or paradox, with which the elementary principles!

of metaphysics are here explained. Few words will sullice to

give a general notion of the plan.—Of the five senses, that of
touching is the most general, not being confined to any parti-

cular organ, but diflused over almost the whole body. The
resistance to pressure necessarily in^plies the existence of
something external and indcpendant, which excites that feel-

ing. Hence is derived the idea of a solid substance, with its

several attributes,—of extension, divisibility, figure, and mo-
bility. These indeed are essentially involved in our concep-
tion of solidity, though it would be rash to infer that bodies

may not also possess other intrinsic qualities. Every sub-
stance appears to be compressible ; nor, wben accurately exa-
mined, is wat;:r an exception. Impenetrability, too, is a pro-
perty whicli we ascribe most readily to matter. The sensation

of heat or cold does not necessarily suggest any external object.

By our uniform experience, however, the internal feeling becomes
so closely associated with its external cause, as to be even con-
founded in one word—Tast'wg is attended with two distinct

perceptions—the pressure of the sapid substance— and the sa-

vour excited in the palate :—but tlie ambiguity of language
thence arising never misleads the natural judgments of man-
kind.

—

S}7ielii;ig is " felt *" in the nostrils, without any re-

* The expres!^.ion " to feel a smell" is reckoned a Scotticism, but
it is very sig-niHcant, and even philosophical. *' To smell a smell"
is surely a mu-it aukward periphrasis.

ferencc
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ference to an external object. We soon learn, however, to as

sociate this sensation with the odorous body.— Henfin^y like-

wist, is naturally felt in the ear : but experience instructs

us to refer its origin to a distant body.—It thus appears that

those four classes of secondary qualities, Heat and Cold, Taste,

Smell, and Sound, are mere affections of the appropriate or-

gans, and not essential qualities of external solid and indepen-

claiit substances. Philosophers have attempted, by various

'intermedia,' to connect our sensations with the remote bodies

Tv'hich excite them:— but the real difhculty, perhaps, will ever

remain unsolved.

The sense of Seeing has been made the ground of the finest

and most interesting speculations. The ingenuity, however,

of the Bishop of Cloyne has almost exhausted the subject ;

and Dr. Smith conicnts himself with giving a succinct view

of the principles of that acute writer, subjoiniiig some observa-

tions that result from them.— Siglit naturally resides in the pe-

culiar organ, and habit teaches us its constant conjunction with

the external object j and hence the important doctrine cf the

Visible and the Tangible World :—but whether tlwse ideas

are exclusively derived from experience is perhaps questionable.

Antecedent to reflexion, nature has implanted many propen-

sions. The nidificatlon of birds, the oeconomy of the young

of animals, and numberless similar facts, seem fully to esta-

.blish the rxality of instinct. The corporeal appetites suggest,

lonsf prior to experience, the means of their own gratification,

.and even some anticipation of the pleasure which it will af-

ford *. Perhaps Smell and Taste intimate immediately the

direction of their respective objects. That feeling of alarm,

which is the effect of Heaving, bears every mark of an in-

stinctive suggestion of nature ; and this * seems to be the

sense (says Dr. Smith) in which cowards are very likely to

excel.*

Our account of this valuable miscellany has been insensi-

bly protracted and extended beyonil our first design. We shall

not, therefore, detain our readers any longer than to observe

that, in treating of abstract -subjects, the celebrated author

distinguishes him.self not so much, perhaps, by subtlety and

depth of thought, as by uniform sagacity, and by the happy ta-

lent of communicating his ideas with ease and with" diffusive

perspicuity.

* This last assertion seems very disputable.
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Art. ylll. rheHenrhde, an Epic Poem, Jn ten Cantos. Tran-
slated from the French of Voltau-e into Engh'sh Rhvme, with hrcrc
Historical aid Critical Notes. Canto I_V. Ato. los 6d
sewed. Booker. 1797.

'^HEHenrinde of Voltaire was originally introduced to the
_

public under the title of La Ligue, in the imperfect edi-
tion of 1723, and acquired its present form and title in 1726
Clement s Entretiens sur le Poeme eplgue, relativement h la Hen-
nade, contain the soundest critical examination of this poem
which we recollect to have perused. It forms one of those
cold works of art which it is alike difficult to censure or to en-
joy.

_

The natural events, like those of Lucan, fall too much
withm tne historic horizon to be conveniently modified for the
purposes of the poet; and even these are ill-arranged. The
visit to the Hermit of Jersey, for instance, should have beei>
reserved for Henry's return from England r as he was to sol-
hot assistance of Elizabeth on a ground of religious sympathy,
the commencement of his conversion should have been de-
ferred. The ^Eneid, however, begins with a storm ; er^o,
the Hennadw' must so commence ; and a tempest to carry ?hc
hero whitiier he intended to go would have been rather su-
perfluous. The supernatural events (of which the first hint
or general outline, was probably suggested by the 73d and'
following stanzas of the r4th canto of Ariosto,) do not for-
cibly seize on the imagination Allegorical personifications
are at best insipid machines

; because the nature of their a^rency
can always be foreseen, and is liable to no ethic nor patheti-
influences

: but they are yet more insipid and formal in Vol-
taire than m Ariosto or Spenser ; in consequence of his havinff
endeavoured unnecessarily to enhance their dignity, and to
employ them sparingly. Never was a falser rule^'promuiVated
to tlie epic poets, than Horace's dramatic maxim,

Nee Dens iutcrsit^ nisi dignus vindice nodus
hiciderit.

On the contrary, those fablers have been eminently the most
splendid afid successful, who employ their mythological per-
sonages most familiarly, whose heroes jostle a god at evervr
turn, and meet with a miracle a: every meal.

Vv'e ought, however, on the present occasion, to speak les=i
of the original than of the translation. By whom the version
has been executed, we know not: but we understand that the
manuscript has been presented to a French emigrant laoy, for
wJiose benefit it is now published bv subscription ;-^and we have
little d:>ulDt that it will be generally preferred to the onVina?.

S The
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The perpetual antithesis of idea, which sometimes checkers

the alternate hemistichs and sometimes the alternate lines of

Voltaire, has commonly been tranfused into the present Eng-
lish version with greater conciseness, and with a felicity not

unworthy of Pope. The sententious morality seldom suffers in

illdactlc impression, under the hands of the translator. The de-

scriptive passages, scarcely ever very poetical in the French, liave

here attained a glow which assimilates them to poetry. Local

beauties swarm in this as in the original poem: in which the in-

herent dullness of tlie fable, by not soliciting the progress of the

reader, leaves him tlie more ample leisure to admire its studious

polish of versification and philcsophic liberality of sentiment.

Three English translations of this work already exist, one

In blank verse, the others in rhime : but tht^y are deservedly

forgotten. We shall transcribe a few lines from the original,

and from the new version :

Canto I. " Descends dn haut dcs deux, augustc vcr'iiCy

Repands sur mes ecr'its ta foi-ce \jf ta clari : :

^ue VorcUU dcs rois s^atcoututne a l^entendre.

C'est a toi d'atmoncer ce qu'lls doivent apprendre.

C^est a tot de montrery aux ycux des nations,

Les coupahles ejfcts de leurs divisions.

Di, cotument la discorde a trouble nos provinces
;

Di les ir.albcurs des peuplc, iff lesfautes des princes^

Viens, parle ; i^ s^il est vrai que la fable autrefois

Sut a Icsjicrs acccns mcler sa douce voix.

Si sa main delicate orna ta tete ahiere.

Si son ombre emlellit les traits de ta lumiere ;

Avcc mot sur tes pas permets-lui de marcher,

Pour orner tcs aliraits, iff non pour les cacher.**

* Descend, bright Truth ! from Heaven's ethereal vaults

Guide my weak pen, give vigour to my thought.

Accustom kings thy warning voice to bear,

*Ti3 thine to dictate as 'tis theirs to hear
;

*Tis thine to bid contending nations know,
«' What dire effects from civil discord flow."

Tell how her standard on our plains she spred,

How princes err'd, and hapless subjects bled.

And, heavenly Truth ! if e'er thou didst descend

Thy voice with Fiction's silver sounds to blend

;

If e'er that lofty forehead stoop'd to wear

The fiow'ry wreath her graceful hands prepare j

If from her shade thy lustre brighter shine,

Let her with me her magic garland twine.

And lend what sportive Fancy can devise.

Thy modest charms to deck, but not disguise.'

In this passage, except in the verse Let her ivith me her ma*

gic garland twine, the neatness of the original is at least equal-

led.
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led. in the rendering ol Jiers accens^ a well-chosen epithet is

lost.

We discover no relaxation of attention in the progress of the
work : the following paragraphs are from the 4th Canto

:

" Des tyrans de la I'lgue une affreuse cohortCf

Du temple de Themis environne la parte :

Bttss'i les conduha'it ; ce vd glad'iateur,

Monti par son audace a ce coiipahle honneur,

Entre, iff park en ces mots a fauguste assernhlee,

Par qui des c'ltoyens la fortune est regUe.
'• Mercenaires appu'is d'un dedalc de lots

Plele'iens, qui pense'z, etre tuteurs des rcis,

loaches, qui dans le trouble iff parmi Ics cabales,

Mettez Phonneur htnteux de vos grandeurs venalesy
Timides dans la guerre, ^ tyrans dans la paix,
Obeissez au peuple, ecoute% ses dccrets.

Jlfut des citoyens avant qiCil fut des maltres.

Nous rentrons dans Ics droits qu\nt perdu nos ancetres.
Ce peuplefut long tempspar vous-meme abuse ;
II s'cst lasse du sceptre, iif le sceptre est brise,

Effaccz. ces grands noms qui vous genaient sans doutcy
Ces mots de plein pouvoir qu'Dn hait isf qu*on redoute.
yugez, au nam du peuple, izf tenez au ^enat,

Non la place dti roi, mais celle de VetatJ"^

* Her temple forc'd, indignant Themis saw
The ruffian bands pollute the shrine of law.
Meanly for hire, a gladiator bred.
By vice exaked, Bussy at their head,
Shameless upon their awful presence broke,
And thus, in threat'ning sounds, insulting spoke :

" Ye vile, plebeian, mercenary tribe,

Whose low-born pride to monarchs dares prescribe

;

Whose trade it is, law's endless maze to wind.
And prey upon the troubles of mankind :

Whose piirchas'd titles are but shame's record,
Of faction and cabal the mean reward

;

Cowards in danger, tyrar.ts where you dare.
Hear what the people, what your lords declare :

Their rights were known, ere man a sov'reign knew.
Or earth was curs'd v/ith such a race as you.
That people you've abus'd, no longer tame,
Their rights,^ their long-lost, sacred rights proclaim;
Cnish'd be the sceptre that our tyrants bore.
The pow'r, v,-hich we disown, is pow'r no more.
-Drop that vain title, hateful to our ear,
That name of sov'reign, all men hate and fear

;

Judge in the people's name, ar,d let your court
The nation's pov/'r, and not the king's support.'

It should "be observed that, in these imitations, an Alex-
andrine IS almost always compressed into an hcro'c line

Rev. Ju.xE, 1797. n More
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More favourable specimens might have been culled, as in the
first Canto, line 35 to line 181 : but we wished to exemplify

its average quality. We must now notice a few passages in

which the translator has been less successful: P. 9, the felicity

or the conceit of
** Sur Pemail de ces pris^ an lord de ces foiitainssy

II foulait a ses pieds les grandeurs humaincs .*"

is wholly lost. P. 1 3, the whole insertion does more honor to

the constitutional orthoxdoy than to the versification of the au-

thor. P. 41, the classical allusion in the line

** Les dons d^tin enemi leur semhlait trop a craindre .•"

has disappeared. P. 43, after an animated and admirable pie'cc

of description, the deeply pathetic
*' J\'iisse mieux aime la perdre en comhattant pour vous,^^

is much enfeebled. P. 44, line 250 to 260, there is an auk-

ward confusion of his and his applied to distinct persons. P. 46,
* sex nor age,

Beauty nor innocence, escap'd their rage !'

is much colder than in the original. It is a common fault of

English poetry to substitute abstract general terras for specific

individual instances : but poetry should always /rt/;//, not relate.

P. 68, blame and theine do not rhime ; and, again, replete and
great % in the next page, took and cloah, &c. P. 95 and 96, the

epigrammatic description of modern Rome is fortunate : but

perhaps the latter half of the i66th line might better be read ha-

'very conqueror bends ^ and the word councils in the i68th line i?

equivocal. P. 120, line 199 is unfortunately misprinted.

On the whole, we sincerely congratulate the admirers of

Voltaire on the prospect of soon possessing so masterly a ver-

sion of his heroic poem ; and the readers of poetry may re-

joice in an opportunity of obeying the dictates of benevolence,

and at the same time consulting their judgment and gratifying

their taste.

Art. IX. Agrarian Justic^y opposed to Agrarian Latu, and to

Agrarian Monopoly. Being a Plan for meliorating tlie Condition

of Man, by creating in every Nation A National Fund, to pay
rvery Person, wlien arrived at the Age of twenty-one Yc>arb, tl'.e

Sum of Fifteen Pounds Sterling, to enable him or her to bcgia

the World ; and also Ten Pounds Sterling /<?/• Annum during Life

to every Person now living of the Age of Fifty Years, and to all

•thers when they shall arrive at that Age, to enable them to live ia

old Age without Wretchedness, and to go decently out of the

World. By Thomas Paine. Svo. 3d. Williams, Little Turn-
stile, Holborn.

Come time ago, it was announced in tlie public prints that

*r Mr. Paine had sailed from Prance for America ; but, if

8 that
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tLat report be true, it appears to have been previously to this

event that he published the present pamphlet, as his parting

p-ift to the French Republic and to Europe. In former tracts,

he attacked the government and religion of European states , iu

this he points his logic against the property of individuals, and
endeavours to produce a revolution in our ideas concerning

property, under the pretext of providing a scheme for the bene-

fit of the poorer classes of society. It is not probable, hovs^-

ever, that this scheme will be relished in any country, nor

that any attempt will be made towards its adoption. It is

visionary in the extreme ; and could it actually be put in prac-

tice, various are the evils of which it would be productive.

However indignant Mr. P. may be at an expression employed
in a sermon preached by the Bishop of LandafF, that God made
rich a?id poor, the meaning of the Bishop is obvious, and the

doctrine intended to be inculcated is just, viz. that this dis-

tinction in society arises from the appointments of Providence,

and seems essential to the energies of civil life. Inequality of

condition, or of external circumstances, is as requisite to call

forth the activity of man in society, as an inclination of surface

is necessary to the motion of a fluid. Absolute equality ia

every particular, could it be effected in the community, would
be absolute stagnation. Indeed Mr. P. himself, though he
cavils at Bishop Watson's expression, is obliged to own the ne-

cessary existence of unequal conditions as to property ; and
that ' an agrarian law would be unjust in a country improved

by cultivation ;' and what is this but saying, in other words,

that there must ever be rich and poor ? or that Divine Provi-

dence has so constituted things, that the grossest injustice and
misery would result from the destruction of these conditions 5

that then civil society must itself perish ; and that a state of ?ia-

iure, as it is called, must take place.—So much the better,

perhaps Mr. P. may say, for he seems inclined to prefer the

savage to the civilized state of man ; and he may think that

that would be the comhle des revolutions which should plunge

him back again into the natural state ;—but we will not so far

wander out of the path of our duty as to discuss this (with some
'^tx^Q'ai) favourite speculation.

In the little tract before us, Mr. P. lays it down as a funda-

mental position, that the earth is the common property of the hu-

man race; and proceeding on this as an axiom, he argues that

every occupant of an appropriate district, or, in other words,

every one who possesses landed property, owes to the commu-
nity a ground-rent^ as he terms it, for the land that he holds

detached from the rest -, and it is out of this ground-rent, to-

gether with an equal tax or revenue iiom personalproperty y that

N 2 he
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he would create a fund for the purposes stated hi the title-'

page. To justify the demand that he would make on /)o-jc;;a/

property which certainly cannot come under the description of

* the common property of the human race,' he informs his

readers that * personal property is the effect of society ; that all

accumulation of it, beyond what a man's own hands produce,

is derived to him by living in society, and therefore that he

owes, on every principle of justice, of gratitude, and of civili-

zation, a part of that accumulation back again to society, from

whence the whole came.'

According to this mode of reasoning, taken in its fuH ex-

tent, it follows that the community at large has a right not

only to a part but to all property beyond what the individual

can accumulate by his own personal industry ; that, though

the Indian has a right to his bow, arrows, and wigwam, as

being entirely the work of his own hands, the members of ci-

vil society can in justice claim no distinct right to the comforts

which they have acquired, because their individual industry

cannot be detached horn the operation of the whole mass; and

that, though in a state of nature a man may call sotnething his

own, every thing in civilized states ought to be in common.

Another speculatist may take up these data of Mr. Paine, and

deduce from them the above conclusions, and contend for uni-

versal robbery and the total extinction of private property.

We do not say that INIr. P. here professes to carry the mat-

ter so far ; on the other hand, he allows that * an agrarian

law would be unjust in a country improved by cultivation,

which has given to the earth a tenfold value :' but we do not

see that he is justified by his principle in making this conces-

sion -, for much of this tenfold value arises from the effect cf sO'

ekty^ as well as from the industry of the individual cultivator.

We have, however, said enough of the basis on which Mr. P.

would erect his scheme, and shall proceed to lay before our

readers an outline of the scheme itself.

Taking 30 years as the average of time i>i which the wliolc

capital of a nation, or a sum equal to it, will revolve once, the

-^oth part will be the sum that will revolve every year ; that is,

will go by death to new possessors. Now it is this last sum,

ihe ratio '/liT a77^ being subtracted from it, that Mr. P. pro-

poses to be taken as the annual amount of the proposed fund,

la be applied as stated at the head of this article.

Mr. Pitt having furnished him with the supposed national

capital of England, the author exemplifies his scheme, and

states hs operation here. Our national capital being taken at

/;. 1,300,000,000, the 3Cth part will be .^.43»333>333> which

t& the part that will annually revolve by deaths to new posses-

sors :
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sors : but from this latter sum he proposes to subtract the vahie
of the natural inheritance absorbed in it, which, he says per-
haps, in fair justice, cannot be taken at less, and ought not to
be taken at more, than a tenth part. He estimate's that 30
millions of these ;^.435333>333 millions would descend in a
direct line to sons and daughters, and from them he would
take only 10 per cent, or ^.3,000,000 : but from the remain-
ing sum cf ;^.i3,333,333, as descending to collaterals, he
would take 20 per cent.^ making the annual amount of his pro-
posed fund for England, to meliorate our condition^

Z"-5>'566,(566.Now for the distribution of this fund. Mr. Paine estimates the
population of England at only seven millions and a half; which
population, he supposes, will furnish about 400,000 persons
above the age of 50. TIius, then, he distributes the above
Annual sum of - - - •• £-5,^66,666
lo 400,000 aged persons, at /,_.io each, ^^.4,000,000
To 90,000 persons, at the age of 2 1 years,

£.iS sterling each, - . /• 1,350,000

5,350,000

Leaving a remainder of^.3 1 6,666

which latter sum he proposes to distribute to the lame and the
blind under 50 years of age, at the rate of ^^.lo annually to
each person.

The execution of this plan, its author tells us, « is not cha-
rity, but a right—not bounty, but justice.' « The present
state of what is called civilization (he adds) is * * * * . It
is the reverse of what it ought to be, and * * * * *.' "What
these stars imply, the reader may guess. Perhaps he would
invite the poor to help themselves, provided the rich are not just
enough to adopt his proposal. As to the plan itself, it is too wild
and is pressed with too many objections, to merit a particular-
discussion. We wish as much as Mr. P. to meliorate the con-
dition of the lower classes of society : but we would not do it
by destroying the foundations of property, nor by lessening
the ardour and exertion employed by individuals to acquire it,

in making the families of the idle and the vicious alike entitled
to it with those of the active and the virtuous. If more atten-
tion were paid to the morals of the poor; if the government
would bestow as much thought and pains on the poor-laws as
on the system of taxation ; if the rich in every parish bestowed
their time and care, as well as their money, in the behalf of the
poor -, their condition would greatly improve, and by beino- led
by a wise and benevolent superintendance into the princ?ples
and habits of virtue, and by having the price of labour propor-
tioned to the necessaries of life, misery and wretchedness

^'^ 3 would
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'would surprisingly diminish •, nor would it be requisite to carry

into effect such a plan as that ofMr. P,:ine, in order to make

jman in civilized society as happy as the Korth American Indian

in the desart wild.

Art. X. Fabliaux or Tales, abridged from French Manuscripts of

the Xllth and Xlllth Centuries, by M. Le Grand, se'ected and

translated into English Verse *. With a Preface and Notes.

Vol. I. 4to. pp. 3 CO. 14s. Boards. Faulder. 1796.

OF the metrical romances and marvellous stories which de-

lighted our ancestors, some idea may be gathered from

Wartoli's History of English Poetry, and from the collections

of Percy, Pinkerton, Pearch, and others. The example of

Chaucer has recommended a few of these tales to the attention

of modern minstrels :—but no Le Grand, no Tressan, has

abridged into readable English the mass of traditions, which

celebrate the heroes of our fabulous ages, from Arthur to

Richard Lion-heart. Yet it is from such mines that our fu-

ture poets must expect to draw the fittest materials of decora-

tion ; and how worthy they are of being explored, the amusing

volume before us will exemplify.

It has long been a desideratinn in our language to form, by a

consjruous mixture of antique and current words, a sort of

English G/7«/«V ; which, without being unintelligible like the

style of Chatterton, or that of Chaucer, should yet carry back

the imagination to times of yore, and prepare it to tolerate the

honest simplicity £)f idea and incident, which form so prominent

and pleasing a characteristic in the natural .manners of the age

of knighthood.

< Every one (as the present translator remarks) has observed that

certain exptessions become by habit appropriate to the modes of par-

ticular periods. Spenser and Sidney, who were familiar with the

spirit of chivalry, and who described what they saw and felt, have

transfused into their language the statelmess and courtesy ot the

gentle knights whom they painted ; and a writer, who should a"ctnpt

to deli'neat'e the manners of the age in which they lived, would find

it difficidt to give life and spirit to his description without borrowing

many of their expressions, for which no substitutes can be found in

modern language, because the modes and customs to which they re-

fer have long since grown obsolete. Erom the writers of this age

therefore the" translator has borrowed not only a variety of words,

but, as far as he could, the general cast of their expression ;
and

with a view to remedy any Httle obscurity that might anse from th is

* For an account of the Prose Translation of Le Grand's Ta'^js

of the xiith and xiiith Centuries, published in 1786, see Rev. vol.

Ixxv. p. 59.
'^ '^

practice,
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practice, he has given a short glossary at the end of the volupie, to

explain such words as may not be perfectly famih'ar to every reader.

In short, he has endeavoured to adapt the colouring and costume of

language to the manners he describes : to give an exact copy in mi-,

niature of the works of antiquated masters ; not to rival or eclipse

them by the superiour brilliancy of his tints, or by the nicer artifice

of his composition.'

This end has not, in our opinion, been completely attained

in the ensuing models. Too many unintelligible words have
been admitted: words not allied to any that remain in use,

and which have already their equivalents in the language

:

while, on the other hand, words too modern occur,—recent

importations from the Latin,—which have their equivalents in

the old and Saxon portion of the language. Thus are produced
an anachronism of style, and a sentiment of incongruity, which
displease. For example, p. ^

:

* Ten livelong years extenn'matbig war.*

Of these epithets, the first is growing obsolete, and is well

suited to the antique style : but the second has too much n>o-

dera pomposity to be woven into the same sentence. Thus
again, p. z|0, we find such antique lines as—

-

* But the lewd stripling, all to riot bent,

(His chattels quickly wasted and forespent,)

Was driven to see this patrimony sold

To the base carle of whom I lately told.

Ye wot right -well there only needs be sought

One spendthrift heir, to bring great wealth to nought ;'

—

and, immediately succeeding, such modern lines as

—

* A mighty tower the building central stood

In a vast plain encompassed with a flood

;

And hence one lucid arm alone there stray'd.

That circled in a clustering orchard's shade:

'Twas a choice charming plat
; profuse around

Flowers, roses, odorous spices cloth'd the ground

;

Unnumber'd kinds, and all abundant shower'd

Such aromatic balsam as they flower'd.

Their fragrance might have stay'd man's parting breath.

And chas'd th' impending agony of death.

The ground one level held, and o'er the sward
Tall shapely trees their verdant foliage rear'd.'

In these passages, the words in italics appear to us to glisten

with the tinsel of modern phraseology.—Such words as tort^

tortious.^ from the French tort, wrong, being liable to be con-
founded with the derivatives of tort^ twisted, appear improper
for revival ; so again, hriiit for noise, and sell for saddle ;

—

and, in general, the words of Norman extraction,— to which
this translator, from his habit of reading old French, appears

N 4 to
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to have become partial,— will less easily amalgamate with tl^
retained forms of speech than coeval words of Saxon origin:—
ior the fundamental structure and character of our language are

essentially Gothic : it has repeatedly ejected intrusive words
and phrases of southern origin, and as frequently has incorpo-
rated and naturalized the northern idiomatic peculiarities.

Of these Fabliaux, the first, intitled ^^ Aucassin and Niro-
/ette," is perhaps versified with most felicity. The old English
ballad of " the Mantle made amiss" occurs also in the third

volume of Percy's Reliques. *' The Mule without a Bridle" is

here ascribed to Paysans de Maisieres : but some antiquaries

aiame Chi-etien deTroyes as the original author- " The Knight
and the Sword" ascribes to one of the two Sir Gawaines a
whimsical exploit. " The Vale of false Lovers" is a legend

concerning Launcelot du Lake. " The Lay of Sir Lanval"
also relates to a knight of the Round Table. " Sir Gruellan"

has for its basis so very similar an adventure, and is narrated

with so much less effect, that we wonder at the author's ad-

mitting it into this collection. We rejoice, however, to see

the British Muse visiting once more the " song-wont halls'*

of Cramalot, awaking from their long sleep the knights of the

Round Table, and calling up Arthur in the words of the pro-

phecy *' to reign again."

The types of Bulmer, and the wood cuts of Bewick, give

to this work a fascinating exterior; the very interesting and

valu-able notes display the appropriate learning ; and the glos-

sary contains the necessary explanations. In p. 259, the au-

thor makes samyte to mean satin \ we apprehend that it signifies

velvet.

Art. XL Mr. Edwards's Hlsloncal Survey of St. Domingo, Sec.

\_ylrtick concludedJr^m our last Revie-zv, p. 87.3

THE forrtier part of cur account of this work terminated with

the IXth chapter. In the Xth, Mr. Edwards notices the

emigrations from St. Domingo, which indeed had begun soon

after the retolt cf the negroes in the northern province, and

were greatly increased immediately after the destruction of the

beautiful city of Cape Francois. Of the white inhabitants of

this town, about 1 200 found means to escape tb.e general mas-

sacre, by getting on board the ships in" the harbour, and, with

General GaJbaud, directed their course to the United States of

Korth America. ' To the honour of the human character, (de-

based as we have beheid it in other situations,) they found

there, (says our author,) what great numbers of their unhappy

Itilow citizens had found before them, a refuge from the

9 reach
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reach of persecution, and an asylum from the pressure of po-
verty.*

A considerable number, however, of the emigrants from dif-

ferent parts of St. Domingo went to Jamaica and others of the
British West India Islands, and some of the more opulent
among them came to Great Britain.

* It is a circumstance within my own knowledge, (saysMr.E.) that

so early as the latter end of 1791 (long before the commencement of
hostilities between France and England) many of them had made ap-
plication to the king's m.inisters, requesting that an armament might be
sent to take possession of the country for the king of Great Britain, and
receive the allegiance of the inhabitants. They asserted ( I am afraid

with mucli greater confidence than truth) that all classes of the peo-
ple wished to place themselves under the English dominion, and that,

on the first appearance of a British squadron, the colony would sur-

render without a struggle. To these representations no attention

was at that time given ; but at length, after the national assembly

had thought proper to declare war against Gi^eat Britain, the English

ministry began to listen, with some degree of complacency, to the

overtures which were again made to them, to the same effect, bv the

planters of St. Domingo. In the summer of 1793, ^ ^^* Charrailly

(one of those planters) was furnished with dispatches from the se-

cretary of state to General Williamson, the lieutenant-governor and
commander in chief of Jamaica, signifying the king's pleasure (with

allowance of great latitude however to the governor's discretion) that

he should accept terms of capitulation from the inhabitants of such

parts of St. Domingo as solicited the protection of the British go-
vernment ; and for that purpose the governor was authorized to de-

tach, from the troops under his command in Jamaica, such a force as

should be thought sufficient to take and retain possession of all the

places that might be surrendered, until reinforcements should arlvc

from England.'

Here Mr. Edwards thinks it proper to give some account of

the difhculties which would arise, and the force that was to be

encountered, in this attempt to annex so great and valuable a

colony to the British dominion.

' I am well apprized (he observes) that I am here treading on tender

ground ; but if it shall appear, as unhappily it v/ill, that the persons at

whose instance and entreaty the project was adopted, either meant to

deceive, or were themselves grossly deceived, in the representations

which they made to the English government on this occasion, it is

my province and my duty to place the failure v»'hich has ensued to

its proper account. The historian who, in such cases, from fear,

favour, or affection, suppresses the comnnmication of facts, is hardly

less culpable than the factious or venal writer, who sacrifices the in-

terests of truth, and the dignity of history, to the prejudices of

party.

* The republican commissioners, as the reader has been informed,

had brought with them from France six thousand chosen troops

;

which.
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v/hfch, added to the national force already in the colony, and the

rcilitla of the country, constituted a body of fourteen or fifteen thou-

sand eftective whites ; to whom \\ ere joined the greatest part of the

tree negroes and mulattoes, besides a motley but desperate band of all

coniplexions and descriptions, chiefly flaves which had deserted from
their owners, and negroes collected from the jails. AD these,

amounting in the whole to about twenty-five thousand efTectivcs,

were brouglit into some degree of order and discipline ; were well

armed, and, what is of infinite importance, were, in a considerable

degree, inured to the climate. Being necessarily dispersed, however,

in detachments throughout the difi'erent provinces, they were become
on that accoup-t less formidable to an invading enemy. Aware of this

circumstance, the commissioners, on the first intimation of an at-

tack from the English^ resorted to the most despei-ate expedient to

strengthen their party, that imagination can conceive. They de-

clared by proclamation all manner of slavery abolished, and pro-

nounced the negro slaves to be from thenceforward a free people,

on condition of resorting to their standard. From thi- moment it

might have been foreseen that the colony was lost to Europe ; for

"though but few of the negroes, in proportion to the whole, joined

the commissioners, many thousands choosing to continue slaves as

they were, and participate in the foiluncs of their mastcis, yet vast

nmnbers in all parts ot tlie colony {apprehensive probably that this

offer of liberty was too great a favour to be permanent) availed

themselves of it to secure a retreat to the mountains, and possess

themselves of the natural fastnesses which the interior country af-

fords. Successive bodies have since joined them, and it is believed

that upwards of 100,000 have established themselves, in those recesses,

jpnto a sort of savage republick, like that of the black Charaibes of

St. Vincent, w:here they subsist on the spontaneous fruits of the

earth, and the wild cattle which they j)rocure b}' hunting
;
prudent-

ly declining offensive war, and trusting their safety to tlie rocky for-

tresses whick nature has raised around them, and froni which, in my
opinion, it will be no easy undertaking to dislodge them *.

' Of

• * The proclamation alluded to, was issued at Port au Prince

the Tatter end of August, and was signed by Polverel alone, Santhonax

Wing at that time in tlie Northern province. It begins by declar-

ing, that neither himself nor Santhonax are recalled or disgraced.

That, in order to encourage the negro slaves to assist in opposing the

meditated invasion of tlie EngHsli, all manner of slavery is abolished ;

id the neffroes are thencehirward to consider themselves as free ci-3: "6

tizens. It then expatiates upon the necessity of labour, and tells the

n^egroes, that they must engage to work as usual, from year to year;

fctrt that they are at liberty to make choice of their rerpectivemasters-

Thttt one third of the crop shall be appropriated annually to the pur-

cha-se of clothing and provisions for their maintenance ; and that in

the m.onth cf September in each year they are at liberty to make a

new choice, or to confirm that of the preceding year. Such, to the

best of my remembrance, (for I speak from memory,) are the chief

provijions
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* Of the revolted negroes in the Northern province, many had
perished of disear.e and famine ; but a desperate band, amounting as

it was supposed t^ upwards of 40,000, inured to war, and practised

in devastation and murder, still continued in arms. These were
ready to pour down, a3 occasion might offer, on all nations alike ;

and, instead of joining the English on their landing, would rejoice

to sacrifice both the victors and the vanquished, the invaders and tlie

invaded, in one comm.on destruction.

* Concerning the white proprietors, on v.'hom alone our dcpea-
dence was placed, a large proportion, as we have seen, perhaps more
than one half of the Avholc, had quitted the country. Of those that

rem.ained, some there were, undoubtedly, who sincerely wished for the

restoration of order, and the blessings of regular government ; but
the greatest part were persons of a different character : they were
men who had nothing to lose, and every thing to gain, by confusion

and anarchy : not a few of them had obtained possession of th.e ef-

fects and estates of absent proprietors. From people of this stamp,
the most determined opposition was necessarily to be expected; and
unfortunately, am.ong those of better principle, I am afraid but a

very small number were cordially attached to the English. The ma-
jority seem to have had nothing in vievv' but to obtain by any means
the restoration of their estates and possessions. Many of them,
under their ancient government, had belonged to the lower order of
Tjolkjj'e, and being tenacious of titles and honours, in proportion as

their pretensions to real distinction were disputable ; thev dreaded
the introduction of a system of laws and governm.ent, which would
reduce them to the general level of the com.raunity. Thus, as their

motives were selfish, and their attachment feeble, their exertions in

the common cause were not likely to be very strenuous or efficacious.

I do not find that the number of French in arms, who joined us at

any one period (I m.ean of white inhabitants) ever exceeded tvro

thousand. It were unjust, however, not to observe, that among
them were some distinguished individuals, whose fidelity was above
suspicion, and whose services v/ere highly important. Such were the

Baron de Montalembert, the Viscount de Fontagnes, Mons. De-
sources, and perhaps a few others *.

* From

provisions of this celebrated proclamation, which I think extended
only to the Western and Southern provinces ; Santhonax being em-
powered to make what other regulations he might think proper for

tlie Northern province. The whole appears to have been a matchless

piece of absurdity ; betraying a lamentable degree of ignorance con-
cerning the manners and dispositions of the negroes, and totally im-
practicable in itself.'

' * A few men of colour also distinguished themselves in the com-
mon cause ; Wz. Monsieur Le Point, Eieutenant-Colojel of the St.

Marc's legion, who, with about 300 Mulattoes under his command,
kept the parish of L'Arcahaye in complete subjection for a consi-

derable time. 2. Boiicqiict, Major of the Mlllce Royale of Ve-
reltes, a person much attached to the English, g. Cuarles Savory,

wli*
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* From this recapitulation it is evident, that the invasion of St.

Domingo was an enterprize of greater ma,;;nitude and difficulty than

tlie British government seem to have imagined. Considering the extent

and natural strength of the country, it may well be doubted, whether all

the force which Great Britain could have spared, would have been

sufficient to reduce it to subjection, and restore it at the same time to

such a degree of order and subordination, as to make it a colony

worth holding. The truth seems to have been, that General Wil-
liamson, to whom, as hath been observed, the direction and distri-

bution of the armament was entrusted, and whose adlive zeal in

the service of his country was eminently conspicuous, was deceived,

equally with the King's ministers, by the favourable accounts and

exaggerated representations of sanguine and interested individuals,

concerning the disposition of their countrymen, the white planters,

remaining in St. Domingo. Instead of the few hundreds of them

which afterwards resorted to the British standard, the Governor had

reason to expect the support and co-operation of at least as manj
thousands. In this fatal confidence, the armament allotted for this

important expedition was composed of only the 13th regiment of

foot, seven companies of the 49th, and a detachment of artillery,

altogether amounting to about eight hundred and seventy, rank and

}ilc, fit for duty. Such was the force that was to annex to the

crown of Great Britain a countr)' nearly equal in extent, and in

natural strength infinitely superior, to Great Britain itself! Speedy

and effectual reinforcements from England v>-ere, however, promised,

as well to replace the troops which were removed from Jamaica, as

to aid the operations in St. Domingo.'

The limits by which we are confined will not allow us to fol-

low the author in the perspicuous, as well as highly interesting,

account which he has given, in the remaining part of this

chapter, of the various operations of the British forces, in re-

ducing Jeremie, and the mole at Cape St. Nicholas ; in the

unsuccessful attempt on Cape Tiburon ; and in the different

undertakings which preceded the arrival of General White,

and were followed by the capture of Port au Prince ; opera-

tions in which British valour was often eminently displayed,

notwithstanding a variety of powerful obstacles ; of which

the most distressing was, ' that never failing attendant on mi-

litary operations in the West Indies, the yellow or pestilential

fever," wliich * raged with dreadful violence j and so many,

who commanded a very important post in the plain of Artibonitc,

upon the river D'Esterre. Great confidence was placed in this man

by Colonel Brisbane, and never was it abused. All these men were

well educated, and nourished deep resentment against the French

planters, on account of the indignities which the class of coloured

people had received from them. At Cape Tiburon, three or four

Iiimdred blacks were embodied very early, under a black genera^

named lean Kiiia, who served well and utitafullv.'

both
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bvoth of the seamen and soldiers, perished daily, that the sur-

vivors were stricken with astonishment and horror at behold-
ing the havock made amojig their comrades.' *

In the Xlth chapter, we are made acquainted with the me-
lancholy reverse of fortune, which overtook the British arms
soon after the conquest of Port au Prince, and was principally

occasioned by disease exasperated to contagion, in that most un-
liealthy situation ; (Port au Prince ;) where the soldiers were
compelled, with but little intermission, to dig the ground bv
day, and to perform military duty by night j exposed, in the one
case, to the burning rays of the sun, and, in the other, to the

noxious dews and heavy rains of the climate.

' The soldiers dropt like the leaves in autumn, until at length the
garrison became so diminished and enfeebled, that deficiencies of the
guards were oftentimes made up from convalesccats, who were
scarcely able to stand under their arms \.

' It is true, that a reinforcement came from the Windward Islands,

soon after the surrender of the town ;—but, by a mournful fatality,

this apparent augmentation of the strength of the garrison, contri-

buted in an eminent degree to the rapid encrease and aggravation of
its miseries. On the 8th of June 1794J eight flank companies be-
longing to the 22d, 23d, 35th, and 41st regiments, arrived at Port
aa Prince, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Lenox. They
consisted, on their embarkation, of about seventy men each, but the
aggregate number, when landed, was not quite three hundred. The
four grenadier companies, in particular, were nearly annihilated.

The frigate in which they were conveyed, became a house ofpestilence.
Upv.ards of one hundred of their number were buned in the deep, In

the short passage between Guadaloupe and Jamaica, and one hundred
and fifty more were left in a dying state at Port Royal. The
wretched remains of the whole detachment discovered,, on their land-

ing at Port au Prince, that they came—not to participate in the
glories of conquest, but—to perish themselves within the walls of an
hospital ! So rapid was the mortality in the British army, after their

arrival, that no less than forty officers and upwards of six hundred
rank and file met an untnnely death, without a contest with any
other enemy than sickness, in the short space of two months after

the surrender of the town.*

We regret our want of room to notice the many important,

though often afilicting, events detailed in this chapter ; which

* A slight mistake occurs at p. 158. The Europa ma-n of war of
50 guns is ranked as a ship of tlie line. No ship under the force of

64 guns is admitted into our line of battle, excepting on very press-

ing and peculiar occasions ; and in the present war, few instances

have occurred of any ship under the rate of 74 guns having been formed
in the line. Ships of 50 guns are an intermediate and distinct class.

'* f It was foitunate for the British anny, that the French troops
suffered by sickness almost as much as our own : Port au Piincc

would otherwise have been but a short time in our possessitu.'

the
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the author concludes by some judicious and pertinent observe*

tioos on the general conduct of the war in St. Domingo ; writ-

ten, 'not in the spirit of accusation against men in authority,*

nor, as far as we can perceive, ' with any bias of party zeal/

Mr. Edwards acknowleges, with candour, that a variety of

causes may have concurred to hinder the sending of a sufficient

force to act in St. Domingo : but at the same time, he says,

* I owe it also to truth, to avow iny opinion, that in case no
greater force could have been spared for the enterprize agauist

St. Domingo, the enterprize ifseU ought not to have bren un-

dertaken.' As a justification, however, of General AViliiamson,

Mr. EdwarHs observes, in a note, that, among other motives,

the General had strong reason to believe, * that attempts were

meditated, by the republican commissioners, on the island of

Jamaica ;' and * he therefore probably thought that the most

certain v/ay of preveiiting the s^K'cess of such designs was to

give the commissioners sufTicient employment at home.'

* Perhaps, (continues our author,) the most fatal oversight iiT the

conduct of the whole expedition, was the strange and unaccountable

neglect of not securing the town and harbour of Aux Cayes, and the

iittie port of Jacmel on the same paii of the coast, previous to the

attack of Port au Prince. With tiiose places, on the one side of the

peninsula, and the post of Aciil in our possession on the other, all

comnmnication between the Southern and the two other provinces

ivould have been cut off; the navigation from the Windward Islands

to Jamaica would have been secure, while the possession of the two

Capes which form the entrance into the Bight of Leogane (Cape

Nicholas and Tlburon) v.-ould have protected the homev/ard trade in

its course through the Windward Passag<*. All this might have been

accomplished a:id secured ; and I think it is all that, in sound policy,

ought to have been attempted. As to Port au Prince, it would have,

been fortunate if the works had been destroyed, and the town evacur

uted immediately after its surrender.

' The retention by the enemy of Aux Cayes and Jacmel, not only

enabled them to procure reinforcements and supplies, but also most

amply to revenge our attempts on their coast, by reprisals on our

trade. It is known that upu-ards of thirty privateers, some of them

of considerable force, liave been fitted out from those ports, whose

rapacity and vigilance scarce a vessel bound from the Windward
Islands to Jamaica can escape. The prizes which they made, in a

few short months, abundantly compensated for the loss of their ships

at Port au Prince.

* After all, though I have asserted nothing which I do not be-

lieve to be true, I will honestly admit, that many important facts and

circumstances, unknown to me, very probably existed, an acquaiftt-

ance with which is indispensably necessary to enable any man to form

a correct judgment on the measures which were pursued on this occa-

sion. To a writer, sitting with composure in his closet, with a par-

tial display of facts before him, it is no difficult taek to point out-'

faults
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aiilts and mistakes in the conduct of publick affairs ; and even where

xnistakes are discovered, tJie wisdom of after-knowledge is very

cheaply acquired. It is the lot of our nature, that the best concerted

plans of human policy are subject to errors which the meanest ob-

^er'.-e^ will soniet'mes detect. " The hand, (says an eminent writer)

that cannot build a hovel, may demolish a palace,"

The recent cession, by Spain to France, of the wliole of ' this

great and noble island, in perpetual sovereignty,' with ihe re-

flections which that most import.mt event has suggested to our

author's mind, terminate this chapter.

In the next and last section, Mr. Edwards gives the best ac-

count which we have yet seen of the imtieiit state of the Spa-

nish colony in this island, ai;d of the town of St. Domingo
founded by Bartholomew Columbus in 149S. He then pro-

ceeds to offer the most probable conjecrures and reflections en
the prejent condition of the Spanish part of the island, as far

as the known policy of Spain, in excluding all strangers fiom

their American possessions, has left any sufhcient means of

fonning an opinion. We here, again, regret our want of

room to notice several curious facts and observations not ge-

nerally known. It appears, however, that, sin<:e the mines

in St. Domingo were abandoned, the chief article cf exporta-

tion, by the Spaniards, has been ' i/:e /rides of horned cattlf,

which have multiplied to such a degree, that the proprietors

are s.iid to reckon them by thousands -, and vnst numbers (as

I believe 1 have elsewhere observed) are annually slaughteJ'<:<l

solely for the skins-,' and ' that the cultivation of the earth 13

almost entirely neglected tiiroughout the whole of the Spanish

dominion in this island •, and that some of the finest tracts of

land in the world, once the paratlise of a simple and innocent

people, are now abandoned to the beasts of the field, and the

vultures which hover round them.' The conclusion of this

chapter is so important in its matter, and so beautiful and ener-

getic in its language, that we cannot resist cur desiie to traa-

scribe the whole of it.

' I might here expatiate on the wonderful dispensations of Diyme
Providence, in raising up the enslaved Africans to avenge the wrongs
of the irijured aboiigi.ies : I m.ight also indulge the fond but falla-

cious idea, that as the negroes of St. Dorningo have been eye-wit-

nesses to the benefits of ci\ilized life among th-; vdiites;— have seen ia

what manner, and to v.-hat extent, social order, peaceful indiastry,

nnd submissioa to laws, contribute to individual and general pro-

sperity (advantages which were denied to them in their native

country) ; some superior spirits may hereafter rise up among them^
by whose encouragement and example tliey may be taught, in due
time, to discard the ferocious and sordid mann<;rs and purcuits of sa-

vage life ; to correct their vicesj and be led progressively on to <ciri-

li^atioa
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lizatlon and jrentleness, to the knowledge of truth, and the practice

of virtue". This picture is so pleasing to the imagination, tliat every

humane and reflecting mind must \vit,h it may be realized ; but I ami

afraid it ia the mere creation of the fancy—" the fabrick of a vi-

sion!" Experience has demonstrated, that a wild and lawless,

freedom affords no means of improvement, either mental or moral.

The Charaibes of St. Vincent, and the Maroon negroes of Jamaica,

were originally enslaved Africans ; and ivhat they iiotu arcy the freed

negroes of St. Domingo ilhU hereafter be ; savages in the midst of so-

ciety—without peace, security, agriculture, or property ; ignorant

of the duties of life, and unacquainted with all the soft and endearing

relations which render it desirable ; averse to labour, though fre-

quently perishing of [by] want ; suspicious of each other, and towards

the rest of mankind revengeful and faithless, remorseless and bloody-

minded ;
pretending to be free, while groaning beneath the capricious

despotism of their chiefs, and feeling all the miseries of servitude,

without the benefits of subordination !

* If what I have thus—not hastily, but—deliberately predicted,

Concerning the fate of this unfortunute countiy, shall be verified by
the event, all other reflections must yield to the pressing consideration,

how best to obviate and defeat the influence which so dreadful an ex-

ample of successful revolt and triumphant anarchy may have in our

own islands. This is a subject which will soon force itself on the most

serious attention of Government ; and I am of opinion, that nothing

less than the co-operation of the British parliament with the colonial

leiT^islatures can meet its emergency. On the other hand, if it be ad-

mitted that the object is infinitely too important, and the means and

resources of France much too powerful and abundant, to suffer a

doubt to remain concerning the ultimate accomplishment of her

vievv'S, in seizing on the whole of this extensive country : if we can

suppose that (convinced at length, by painful experience, of the mon-

strous folly of suddenly emancipating barbarous men, and placing

them at once in all the complicated relations of civil society) she will

finally succeed in reducing the vast body of fugitive negroes to obe-

dience ; and in establishing security, subordination, and order, under

a constitution of government suited to the actual condition of the

various classes of the inhabitants :— if such shall be her good for-

tune, it will not require the endowment of prophecy to forctel the

result. The middling, and who are commonly the most industrious,

class of Plai:!ters, throughout every island in the West Indies, al-

lured by the clieapness of the Ir^nd and the superior fertility of the soil,

will assuredly seek out settlements in St. Domingo ; and a West In-

dian empire will fix itself in this noble island, to which, in a few .short

years, all the tropical ])ossessions of I'Zurope will be found subordinate

and tributary. Placed in the centre of British and Spanisli America,

and situated to v.indward of those territories of either nation which

are most valuable, while the commerce of both must exist only by its

good pleasure, all the riches of Mexico will be wholly at its disposal.

Then will the humbled Spaniard lament, when it is too late, the

thoughtless and improvident surrender he has made, and Great Bri-

tain find kisiM-e .to reflect how deeply she is herself concerned in the

couseciucnccs
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consequences of it. The dilemma is awful, and the final issue known
only to that omniscient Power, in whose hand is the fate of em-

pires ! But whatever the issue may be,— in all the varieties of for-

tune,—in all events and circumstances, whether prosperous or adverse,

—it infinitely concerns both the people of Great Britain, and the in-

habitants of the British colonies,—I cannot repeat it too often, -to

derive admonition from the story before us. To Great Britain I

would intimate, that if, disregarding the present example, encourage-

ment shall continue to be given to the pestilent doctrines of those hot-

brained fanaticks, and detestable incendiaries, who, under the vile

pretence of philanthropy and zeal for the interests of suffering hu-

manity, preach up rebellion and murder to the contented and orderly

negroes in our own territories, what else can be expected, but that

the same dreadful scenes of carnage and desolation, which we have

contemplated in St. Domingo, will be renewed among our countrymen

and relations in the British West Indies? Mr.y God Almighty, of his

infinite mercy, avert the evil ! To the resident Planters I address

myself with still greater solicitude ; and, if it were in my power,

would exhort them, " with more than mortal voice," to rise above

the foggy atmosphere of local prejudices, and by a generous surrender

of temporary advantages, do that which the Parliament of Great
Britain, in the pride and plenitude of imperial dominion, cannot ef-

fect, and ought not to attempt. I call on them, with the sincerity

and affection of a brother, of themselves to restrain, limit, and finally

abolish the further introduction of enslaved men from Africa ;—not

indeed by measures of sudden violence and injustice, disregarding the

many weighty and complicated interests which are involved in the

issue ; but by means which, though slow and gradual in their opera-

tion, will be sure and certain in their effect. The Colonial Legisla-

tures, by their situation and local knowledge, are alone competent to

this great and glorious task : and this example of St. Domingo,
and the dictates of self-preservation, like the hand-writing against

the wall, warn them no longer to delay it ! Towards the poor
negroes over whom the statutes of Great Britain, the accidents

of fortune, and the laws of inheritance, have invested them with
power, their general conduct for the last twenty years (notwith-

standing the foul calumnies with which they have been loaded)

may court enquiry and bid defiance to censure. A perseverance

in the same benevolent system, progressively leading the objects of it

to civilization and mental improvement, preparatory to greater in-

dulgence, is all that humanity can require ; for it is all that prudence
can dictate. Thus will the Planteis prepare a shield of defence against

their enemies, and secure to themselves that serenity and elevation of
mind, which arise from an approving conscience ;

producing assu-

rance in hope, and consolation in adversity. Their persecutors and
slanderers in the meantime will be disregarded or forgotten ; for ca-

lumny, though a gi*eat, is a temporary evil, but truth and justice

will prove triumphant and eternal
!'

In thus extracting, however, it is not our intention to applaud,

the strong terms in which Mr, Edwards has thought it proper to

Rev. June, 1797. O reprobate
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reprobate the conduct of the more zealous advocates for th^

abolition of negroe slavery. We allow^, indeed, that some of

them have been highly intemperate and indiscreet : but we also

hope and wre believe that, v;ith a very fevi' exceptions, they v^'ere

actuated by humane and benevolent motives. We think that

the deplorable events, which our author has so feelingly de-

scribed, anil which have been iiuJisptttably produced, in St. Do-
mingo, by the extravagant doctrines and unwise measures of

those who had too inconsiderately engaged in the momentous
project of emancipating the negroes of that island, ought to

produce extreme caiitiony on a subject of such magnitude ; lest

humanity and benevolence, the best airections of our nature,

by an intemperate and injudicious indulgence, should re-pro-

duce in other places those conflagrations, massacres, and de-

vastations, which have either exterminated or ruined the white

inhabitants of St. Domingo.
To the concluding chapter, the author has subjoined a Tableau

du Comuierce ct des Finances de la Partie Frnnco'ise de St. Dominguey

together with several additional tables, notes, and illustrations ;

among which are comprehended a copy of the " Testament de

Mart d'Oge," and other important documents. The remarks

which we have already made on this work, joined to the extracts

given from it,will,as we believe, moi-ethan suflice to recommend

It strongly to public attention ; and will convince our readers

of the great importance, as well as novelty, of the facts and

opinions which it contains. We are persuaded that It will be

long read with pleasure and Instruction ; and that it will ever

be considered as an honourable proof of the vigorous and com-

prehensive powers of mind, and of the energetic, correct, and

extensive command of language, which the author appears emi-

nently to possess.

Art. XII. Lectures on Natural and Experimental Philosophy, consi-

dered in its present State of Improvement : describing in a fami-

liar and easy Manner, the principal Phenomena of Nature ; and

sliewing, tliat they all co-operate in displaying the Goodness,
Wivsdom, and Power of God. By George Adams, Mathematical

Instrument Maker to his Majesty, and Optician to his Royal High-
ness tlie Prince of Wales. In Five Volumes. 8vo. Price

il. I OS. Boards*

'HETHER we consider the laudable design with which this

comprehensive work was undertakciV, or the attention

and diligence which were employed in the execution of it, wc

are constrained to pay a tribute of respect to the deceased au-

thor. Our personal acquaintance with him enables us to bear

testimony

W
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testimony to the assiduity of his research, to the variety of his
knowlege, to the labour which he bestowed on this work, and.
above all, to the integrity of his mind and the virtues of his cha-
racter. Differing from him in many opinions, unconnectedWKh the immediate object of this performance, and which some
readers may think he has introduced into it without necessity,
and without adding to its value and use, we nevertheless hi-hly
esteemed his talents and his worth ; and we are happy in b?in-
able to recommend this work, the completion of which em^
ployed tne latter years of his life, as a repository of observa-
tions and experiments, of which the proficient in philosophymay occasionally avail himself, and which will be instructive
and amusing to those who devote any part of their time to
pnilosophical inquiries and pursuits.

If he had lived to revise this publication, and to re-conslder
some opinions that are advanced in it with respect even to philo-
sophical subjects, Mr. Adams would probably have seen reason
ior adopting difi-erent sentiments ; and he might also have con-
tnved to condense his materials into a more narrow compass,
and, by a style of writing less diffuse and declamatory, to dCmmish the magnitude of thework without depreciating its value.Without entering into a critical examination or miimte detail
ot Its contents, however, we shall satisfy ourselves with a ire-
neral recommendation of it ; and with informing our readers
that the first volume comprehends 4 lectures on the Natureand Properties of Air, a 5th on Sound, 4 lectures on the Na-
ture and Properties of Fire, and a loth lecture on the Nature and
Pijertiesot Elastic Fluids:-that VOL 11. contains I /le^^^^^

on tir^ M \r'.
°". ' ^' •"'"' '"^ Properties of Water, anotheron the Method of reasoning in Philosophy, and on various

subjects that may be classed under the general title of Optics •-

and vL ^'^^VT'''^' "V^ ^^^^"^^^' '^^ «" 0" the Natureand Properties of Matter, the 2d on the Opinions of the An-

ectul''"'M 'k^ ^'"l'
'"'^ Materialism, the 7 succeeding

ectures on Mechanics, the 3 next on Hydrostatics and Hydrau-
cs, and the last on Astronomy :~that vol. IV. pursues the

subject of Astronomy in 9 lectures; to which are added
4 lectures on Electricity, 1 on Magnetism, and 2 on Mcteo-

nnnif l""' /V' '^^ "^''^ '"'^- ^°"^^^»s ^ general index, anda collection of plates *.

vL^Zr^"' °^^'^' above mentioned publication has been too lono-

ft I u nece rfo ""^
f
'"^'"^

'
/''^ '^'' circumstances of which

** lb uunecessaiy to trouble our readers.

O Ari
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Art. XIII. rhe Principles of Mathematics and Natural P}Alosopiy^

In Four Volumes. Printed at Cambridge.

rhe Elements of Algehra : designedfor the Use of Students '^ntheUrn^^

^.rsity. Vol.1. By James Wood, B.D. Fellow of St John

-

College, Cambridge, pp. 284. 8vo. 4«- Bo^r^^- Elmsley.

Art. XIV. The Principles of Fluxions ; designed for the Use of

St^dtts in the Universal Vol. II. By the Rev. S. Vmce, A.M.

F.R.S. 8vo. pp.230. 4s. Boards, l^lmsley.

T-HE University of Cambridge has been long distinguished

A by the patronage and encouragement which it has afforded

to the study of Mathematics and Philosophy •, and a -,vork,

therefore which comprizes the substance of the lectures on

tWe subjects that are'usually read in this Univer.ty cannot

fail of engagincr attention. A compendious and correct system

of this k"nd^ adapted to the use both of teachers and learners

has been much wanted ; and we have often had occasion to

express our surprise that persons of competent abilities, who

are^ employed in this department of education, and who must

haveTrrviFedthemselve^with a course 0/ lectures for the^r own

use, have not extended the benefit to others, ^i^ ^^f
^^/^^^^

have had no immediate connection. Works of this l^^nd, we

are well apprized, are not likely to be profitable in a pecumary

V ew to hose who undertake them-, and perhaps, all circum

^t'nces considered, they may not expect to derive a great ac-

?ssion of reputation from their labours. They must pursue a

Wen track They must be contented to avail themselves ofwhat

o h rs have writtc'n on particular subjects, and they must con.

descend to what some may deem the humble office of collect-

•nTand comoiUng from a variety of publications, to which

pr^oficients in the' sciences have long ^^^
J-^'J^J-J^f,

which thev are supposed to be well acquainted. The P"v jege

ZheSersity press, however, removes one of the objections

above stated froU those who, being in the situation of the au-

thors whose works are now before us, are -^^o^.ed^° ^Y^l

themseWes of it ; and it is scarcely necessary to add that a ju-

debus compilation of comprehensive and useful treatises, on

dSnt branches of mathematical and phi osophical science,

tm mo t probably increase, in a considerable degree, the reputa-

Uono? those wlfo undertake it, and eventually ensure the ap-

^theTenerarpl^n'ldopted bv the authors of the two treatise,

now iounced,^vhich bysomeaccidents have toolong remained

u?:red, is sudi as ma^ lead us to expect ^ -t tl. wnoe work

will be executed with credit to themselves, and wi h satisrac

ilon to competent judges. In a multifarious undertaking ofjh.
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kind, It is natural to imagine that some parts may be more
complete and perfect than others ; and a candid critic, ap-

proving the utility of the design, and apprized of the number
and variety of subjects which it compreliends, will not ani-

madvert with severity on trivial omissions and inaccuracies

that are almost unavoidable.

We are of opinion, however, after an attentive perusal of the

two volumes already published, that the autliors are entitled to

the favour of the public in the prosecution and completion of

their plan. Its extent, as well as the manner in which they

propose to conduct it, and which seems to us not only unexcep-

tionable but peculiarly advantageous, may be known from the

general advertisement prefixed to the first of these volumes :

* The present work is intended to comprize the substance of the

lectures in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, which are usually

read in the University. The want of a system of this kind having

been long complained of, Mr. Vince and the author of this first vo-

lume agreed to undertake the work jointly ; the former engagino- to

draw up the Fluxions, Hydrostatics, and Astronomy ; and the latter,

the Algebra, Mechanics, and Optics. That the whole might form
one system, the parts drawn up by each were submitted to the con-
sideration of the other, and such alterations and additions made as

were thought necessary by both. The whole will consist of four

volumes : the first and second containing the principles of Algebra and
Fluxions ; and the third and fourth the elements of Mechanics, Hy-
drostatics, Optics, and Astronomy. These will be published in suc-

cession, and as soon as possible.'

Some of our readers may possibly be surprised that, in a
work professedly comprehending the principles of mathematics,
&c. no notice has been taken of other parts of science, such as

geomiCtry, trigonometry, and conic sections, which belong to

this class, and ought to be included in a course of mathematical
lectures as well as algebra and fluxions. Should it be said that

we have many excellent treatises on the subjects now mention-
ed, which supersede the necessity of any new publications, it

may be alleged that this is the case with respect to algebra

and fluxions : — but, in a complete course, such as is adapted
to the use of students in an University, aiid such as would
preclude the inconvenience of referring to other works, and at

tlie same time afford the advantages of unity, connection, and
easy citations, the sciences that are omitted have an equal claim
to notice with those that have been introduced. We cannot,
therefore, but consider the omission as a real defect in this

work •, and it was natural to expect that some reason would
have been assigned for restricting the plan to the subjects which
\* includes, while others, not less necessary and useful, are al-

O 3 together
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together omitted. The work is not only incomplete In itself,

but it does not correspond to the general title which it bears

;

nor to the advertisement prefixed to it, which announces to us
* the substance of the lectures in Mathematics and Natural

Philosophy, which are usually read in the University.' If this

hint should be noticed, and induce the authors to enlarge their

plan by the addition of a volume or two on the subjects now
mentioned, as well as on some branches of Natural Pliilosophy

that are not recited in their Advertisement, we are persuaded

that their work would be more acceptable and more useful.

The first volume, appropriated to Algebra, commences with

an introduction, containing as much common arithmetic as

relates to the management of vulgar and decimal fractions. As
Mr.Wood has thought it proper to assign 22 pages to this sub-

j^ect, we cannot forbear to express a wish th-.t he had extended

his introduction farther, and made it comprehend, at least, the

higher rules of arithmetic. This might have been done by a

little management, without adding much to the bulk of the

volume, and it would certainly have contributed to enhance its

utility and value. As common arithmetic, however, does not

seem to have been part of the plan of the projectors and com-
pilers of this work, we think that every thing really necessary

on the subject of fractions, both vulgar and decimal, might have

been comprised in a small compass, if it had been introduced

in its connection with algebraic fractions ; under which head

several of the same rules are unavoidably repeated.

The treatise on Algebra is divided into four parts. The first

comprehends definitions, general axioms, the common rules of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, the opera-

tions relating to fractions, involution and evolution, simple and
quadratic equations, the doctrine of ratios, proportion, the in-

vestigation of variable quantities and their relation to each

other, arithmetical and geometrical progression, permutation

and combination of quantities, the binomial theorem, and

surds. The second part comprises the nature of equations,

their transformation, the limits of their roots, the depression

;ind solution of them, the solution of recurring equations.

Cardan's rule for the solution of a cubic equation, Des Cartes*

method of resolving a biquadratic, and Dr. Waring's solution

of the same, the method of divisors, the method of approxi-

mation, the reversion of series, the investigation of the sums

of the powers of the roots of an equation, and tlie impossible

roots of an equation. The third part treats of unlimited prob-

lems, continued fractions, hermonical proportion, binomial

surds, logarithms, interest and annuities, the summation of

series,
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series, recurring series, the differential methotl, the method of
increments, chances, and life- annuities. Some of the sub-
jects that occur in this part are dispatched with too much
haste. They arc curious and interesting in their application,

and they deserved peculiar attention. On the subject of
chances and annuities, we are merely referred to De Moivre^
and no notice is taken of Simpson, Dodson, Price, Maseres,
Morgan, he. The fourth part contains the application of al-

gebra to geometry, the nature of curves, the construction of
equations, and the general properties of curved lines.

The second volume, the subject of which is Fluxions, is

divided into 13 sections. The first contains the definition of
a fluxion and the method of finding the fluxions of various
quantities. The second comprehends these problems that

relate to the maxima and minima of quantities, the method
of drawing tangents to curves, and the investigation of the
binomial theorem. The third illustrates the method of find-

ing fluents in the more simple cases, as well as by logarithms
and by circular arcs. The fourth shews how to find the areas

of curves, the contents of solids, the length of curves, and the

surfaces of solids. The fiftli applies fluxions to the investi-

gation of the centres of gravity, gyration, percussion, and
oscillation. The sixth treats of the attraction of bodies; and the
seventh of the motion of bodies attracted to a centre of force,

and of the motion of bodies in resisting mediums. Tlie
eighth explains the nature of 2d, 3d, tic. fluxions, and shews
hov/ to determine the point of contrary flexure of curves and
the radius of curvature. The subject of the ninth is lora-

rithms, and that of tlie tenfh the fluxions of exponentials and
the fluents of quantities. The eleventh contains the sum-
mation of series. The twelfth investigates the maxima and
minima of curves ; and the thirteenth contains several miscel-

laneous propositions.

Mr. Vince has explained the nature and properties of
fluxions in a very concise and yet perspicuous manner. The
problems which he has selected for exemplifying the applica-

tion of fluxions are not only curious, but important and use-
ful ; and we observe, amid the great variety of examples
which the diiferent sections of the volume contain, several

that are original as well as interesting.

It would be invidious to compare one volume of a general

work, in which the authors professedly unite their labours,

and co-operate in the completion of an useful undertaking,
with another, and to pronounce on the decided superiority

of either;—but this we may be allowed to say, that, as they

P 4- advance
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advance, they improve •, and we wish them life, health, and
leisure, as well as sufficient encouragement, to finish their

plan.

Art. XV. An Appeal to the People of Great Britain, on the present

alarming State of the Public Finances, and of Public Credit.

By William Morgan, F. R. S. 8vo. pp. 87. is. 6d. Debrett.

1797.

'T'HE talents of Mr. Morgan as a financier are well known,
- and this pamphlet has not in the least disappointed the

high expectations which any work from his pen naturally ex-

cites in our minds. Finance is perhaps the driest and most
fatiguing subject that an author can discuss ; yet, without aim-

ing at any other ornament than a smooth and didactic stile,

Mr. Morgan has interspersed this essay with so many striking

facts and interesting observations, that few who take it up will

be unwilling to give it a complete perusal. He possesses,

above any financial writer that we recollect, the art of repre-

senting with clearness the state of the finances of the country,

and of disentangling them from the intricacy a«d confusion in

which they appear enveloped, to those who have not made
them their particular study.

After some introductory observations, we find in p. 8. a

statement, shewing the comparative expence of the War- esta-

blishment at different periods, and distinguishing the sums that

were expended with the previous consent, from those that were

expended ivithout the previous consent, of Parliament.

IVith the previous Without the previous

consent of Parliament. consent of Parliament.

* In 1755 ;^-2,263,3i7 ^^.2,033,202

1756 5,488,753 1,533,551

1757 5,998,251 2,867,631

1758 7,861,890 2,903,233
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IVith the previous IVUhcut the previous

consent of Parliament, consent of Parliament.

« In 1793 i"-7.757'062 £.^,622,2-^2

1794 11,854,822 10,485,548

1795 15,902,717 15,468,295
J796 14,952,776 18,280,056

50>467>377 49=856,171

50,467,377

Whole expence of 4 years 100,323,548

* Here then we see the progress of an abuse, which, after havlnrr

increased by imperceptible degrees during half a century, has ad-
vanced from the beginning of the seven years war with a rapidity

which threatens the utter annihilation of our rights and property. It
might however have been expected in the present war, where the
estimates have so far surpassed all that ever preceded them, that the
extraordinaries would have been proportionably moderate ; but the
enormity of the one is no security against a greater enormity in the
other, and the administration of our affairs in the last year has been
distinguished, for the first time in the annals of this country, bv a
far greater expenditure without than <w'ith the previous consent' of
Parliament. Nay, the abuse in this year is aggravated by the cir-

cumstance of its having increased in a more tremendous degree than
ever, while the estimated expences in it were nearly one million less

than they had been in the preceding year. If this course is to be
still pursued ; or, in other words, if the estimates are to be conti-
nually reduced in proportion as the extraordinaries are increased, the
public expenditure v/ill soon become entirely subject to the discretion

of the Minister, while Parliament will have no other share in the ma-
nagement of it than to vote the payment of those sums which have
been squandered without their sanction or controul. But this evil is

not injurious to Parliament only; it extends its pernicious effects to
the whole body of the nation ; for by giving them false statements of
the expences of the year, they are led to acquiesce in the continuance
of the war, and being thus enticed by one delusion after another,
they are prevented from perceiving their ruin till it is too late to
avoid it.'

T!ie amount of the bills drawn on the Treasury is the next
subject of Mr. M.'s animadversion.

* Before the commencement of the seven years war, there Is

Jiardly a trace to be found of any such bills in the Journals of Parlia-

ment. During the whole of that war they amounted to 39,000/
nearly ; and from its conclusion to the beginning of the American
war they amounted on an average to about 32,000/. per annum. In
the course of the American war, when abuses of every kind had be-
come more flagrant and enormous than ever, these bills had oradually
increased so as at last to exceed 100,000/. per anmimy and, in conse-
quence, to excite the alarm and indignation of the friends of liberty

and
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and publi'c occonomy. But, compared wi'tli its tremendous '^-nwilv
jn thf present war, the evil appears in that period to have only beenm Its infancy. In tlie year 1 755, when this expensive correspond-
ence witn the Treasuiy seems to have begun, the whole amount of
the b;lls drawn by the governors did not exceed 850/. In the year
J 756, th.ey were 1969/. In the year 1776, tliey had risen to
90,909 /. What they were in the hist year, or 1 796, mav be'learntd
irom the following statement :

* Bills drawn on the Treasury in the year 1796, bv the
Governor of Guernsey _ . . /" o 016

Dominica . . . •^' ^ 5
Jamaica _ . _ < -.-
iNova bcotia - . . 6 184.

.
Bahama Islands ... 20*804.
St. Domingo . . 1, 1 8

r,
'020

Corsica . . . ^.,.6^

8,421

8,033

St. Kitt's, Tobago, &c. - ^'q-q

Bermuda
St. Vincent's

Gibraltar

^.1,364,806

* The cKtraorcinary services which reqm"red these unprecedented
demands are neither stated nor known. The expences, in the pre-
sent instance, have been incurred not only without the previous con-
sent of Parliament, but even without the consent or knowledge of the
Treasury

; and the naiion, in this growing profusion of the gover-
nors, enjoys the consoling prospect of soon having as manr Chancel-
lors of tiic Exchequer as it has foreign settlements and dependencies.
Considered in this light, it is perhaps a fortiuiate circumstance that
our conquests, particularly in tlie West Indies, have been so verv
niadcquate to oin- expences

; for if the possession of a narrow neck of
land \\\ St. Bomhigo has obliged thegovernor of that district to expend
above i,ioo,oco/. on the extraoidinaries in his single department,
what mutt have been the amount of that expenditure, if the whole
island had been in our possession * ?• But this discretionar)- power
of drawing upon the Treasury is not coniined to the governors alone

;
tlie same privilege is assumed by t!ie military commanders, t;,e coml
missaries, the deputy commissaries, the deputy paymasters, and by
almost every other officer wlio is employed in the public service.
The following articles are selected, in order to give some idea of the
enormity of this evil

:

• * Exclusive of these immense drafts of the governor in the last
year, »hin\X. tUveii humlird thmisaucl pounds have 'been drawn bv the
commander, the commissary, and other officers In this destructive
jiiaiid.

Bu:i
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* BU/s draiun on the Treasury m the year 1796 *.

By the military commanders - - /"-^ 01,694
Deputy-paymasters - - 105,636
Presidents of the different councils - V^ojS
Commissaries-general - - I >7 05,7 76
Deputy commissaries - - 5<^2,i^|-5

Pubhc treasurers of St. Vincent's and Grenada 22,304

;^.2,444,6x3'

In page 20, Is a statement shewing that the Minister nug-

mented ti^e national debt 3,632,750/. by funding the navy

bills in 1795 and 1 796, on terms extravagantly profitable to

the holders of them •, and in p. 29 we find the following

« * The whole amount of the hills dran-n upon the Treasury in

1796, exclusive of those drawn for wheat for the Emperor, and for

the Prince of Conde's army, is,

* From the Windward and Leeward Islands - £-l'^ly?>'^\

St. Domingo , - - - 2,211,069

Corsica and the Mediterranean - 435j3'57

Jersey, Guernsey, and tAldcrney - 60,179

St. Vincent and Grenada » - 74,751

The Continent, by ComrnissaiyWatson's deputies 187,63

1

jBy the deputy commissary to the army under the

command of General Doyle - i6>93o

Colonel Nesbitt, inspector-general of foreign corps 187,113

Miscellaneous, including governor's allowances to

Toulonese, &c. - - - 219,373

STATEMENT
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* UNFUNDED DEBT.

Nav7 Debt on the sist of December 1796 ;^.4,948,877

Ordnance Debt on ditto H5A04-

Exchequer Bills, voted in December 1796 5,500,000

Deduct the Navy debt on the 31st De- --

cemberi792 - ,.
" ^'745.99^ 10,594,^81

Ordnance debt on ditto 55^'^^'^

Exchequer Bills issued on ditto 5,500,000 8,301,805

Increase of the unfunded debt * during the war - 2,2g2,^']6

« But these sums, great and enormous as they are, by no means

constitute the whole amount of the debt which has been mcurred by

this ruinous war. The Emperor's loan, which was to have been

paid off by half-yearly instalments of 46,000/. still retains its original

maj^nitude. Not a single instalment has ever been made, and even

the dividends, which became due in November last, would not have

been discharged, had not a much larger sum been given by the Mi-

iiister without the consent of Parliament, in order to enable the Im-

perial directory to appropriate a part of it for thepayment of them.

It is more than probable, therefore, that the principal and them-

terest of this loan will soon become a permanent burthen on this de-

voted country.'—
p^.^^.^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

Sink. Fund.

« Funded debt, from page 29. ;C- 139,^76,993
;^-6,356,i7<5

Unfunded debt, from page 30. 2,2b2,470 151,213

Extraordinaries of the army, un-

provided for, supposing them

the same as last year, after de-

ducting 3,000,000/. already

voted by Parliament - 4,^74,04°

Extraordinaries of the navy un-

provided for, supposing them

to increase only in the propor-

tion of the different numbers

of seamen employed iu this

and the last years, deducting

5,500,000/. already voted
_

4,491,735

Expences attending the termina-

tion of thewar - - 16,616,416
25,982,797 1,721,250

Amount of debts and taKes produced by the
^. r, o^

war, if it ends with the present year - 167,442,266 8,228,639

* If to this sum be added the Emperor's loan, the capital and in-

terest of which are respectively equal to 6,956,013 /., and 348,232 /.,

the whole debt incurred by the war, will exceed one hundred and se-

venty.four millions, and the taxes eight millions and a half.

' * It will be recollected that 26 millions of this debt have been

funded in the last year.'
, j.^
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* In the year 1791, when all the arrears of the American war were
fither funded or discharged, the annual interest upon the pubh'c
debts amounted to 9,289,110/. In less than live years, therefore,
the present Chancellor of the Exchequer will liavc added very nearly
*as much to the taxes, as all the ministers that have ever afflicted this
country from the Revolution to the commencement of his adminis-
tration.'

In p. 42, IMr. M. states that, in the year 1795-6, the fol-
lowing sums have been borrowed.

« Loan in December 1795 . . ^.18,000,000

XT r
^P," ?-^^

' - 7>5oo,coo
Navy funded m ditto . . 4,414,000
Navy and Exchequer bills funded in October 1796 14,493,000

;^.44,407,ooo'

It may be remarked that he does not include the loan of
18,000,000/. of December 7, 1796, in the sums borrowed in
the course of that year. He appears to be of the same opinion
which we expressed in our account of Lord Lauderdale's
« Thoughts on Finance *," when we Hoticed his Lordship's
inaccuracy with regard to that sum.

* WHOt,E AMOUNT OF THE NATIONAL DEBT.
* Adilitions to the funded Debt since the Tear 17 88.

Principal. Interest and

BoiTowed on the tontine m 1789 ^.1,002,099 ^".45,31 £

l^fl^gl. perann. in the short annuities for

n years, borrowed in 1789 . 117,610 I4,KQ
Borrowed and funded since the commence-

ment of the present war ., 139.176,993 6,356,176

T^ T J •
, r

140.296,702 6,415,646
Debt contracted prior to the ist of Jauu-
^^^1^9 - - - 255.789.287 9.181.019

Whole of the funded debt, and its interest 396,085,989 15,596,665

' Unfunded Dek, st'pposhvy the War to end with ihepresent 2
'ear.

Unfunded debt, from page 30 - 10,594,281
Extraordinaries ofthe army and navy not vet

provided for, together wiili tlie prol)a'ble >2,'2- -•
expences attending the termination of the

""'"^

war (page 36) - . 25,982,797

36,577,078 2,423,230

"^ See p. 89. of our last Review.

Bidanci
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Principal. Interest and

Management.

Brought forwards ;^> 36,577,078 2,423,230
Balance due to the Einik,

rrom tht'c'onsolidated fund 'v^ i'~i<)Si ^ ,054,000
1111796, 1,323,300

l.vindandnvdlttax in I794and 1795, 004,000

For interest on the diffeicnt smris

advanced - - - 580,670

Dne from the consolidated fiind in i 796,\vliich

has been taken from tlie supplies for the

present year . _ - -

3,761,670

215,609

550,50;

Funded debt

40,889,253 2,638,839

396,085,989 15,596,665

Total, including the stock redeemed by tlie

commis'sioners for manc'gijig the consoli-

dated fund ... 436,975,242* 18,235,504

* Can anv person read this account without apprehension, or in-

dulge the frantic opi'iion, that a nation, oppressed by such an enor-

mous mass of debts and taxes, can persevere in the present system of

A\ar and profusion without soon involving itself in ruin ? But these

statements, liowever alarming, by no m.eans represent tlie evil in its

whole extent. The expences of tr.e army and navy, the civil list,

and the sums annually approprir.ted to the sinking fund, must be
added to the account befo.-e an accurate idea can be formed on this

subject. Supposing, therefore, tl~xt hostilities were to ceuse with the

present year, the whole expenditure of this country will be nearly as

follows ;

' Intereiit of the funded debt, including expences of
management, and the addition of i /. per cent, oa the

capital borrowed since the year 1793 - £-^5'59^i^^S
Average peace establishment of the army and navy for

seven years before tlie present war
Additional peace-establishment arising from an increase

ill the half-psy list, barracks, foreign setdcments,

&c. which I am satished is below the truth

Interest on the unfunded debt, including the sum
which must be raised for the unpi-ovided services of

the year, and for \vinding up tlie accounts of the

war (page 50)
Civil list .....
Sums annually appropriated for the sinkiiig fund

5,151,183

500,000

2,638,839
900,000

1,200,000

£.25,986,687
' If

' * In these statements I have not included the Emperor's loan,

wiueh would have svs'clicd the amuunt to more than 444 millions.

8 After
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* If such be the sum which must be raised by taxes from the peo-
ple of this country, it will naturally be asked, " to what sum do the
present impositions amount, and consequently to what further extent

must taxation yet proceed before a sufficient provision shall be made
for the public exigencies r" In answer to these inquiries, the follow-v

fng account of the revenue will afford ample, though perhaps not

very consoling information.

Nett produce of the taxes imposed prior to £i £,
January 1791, for one year, ending the

5th Januar)' 1797, - - 12,95^,439
IXifFerence in the produce of the duties upon

British spirits in the last year, and their

average produce in the three preceding

years, in consequence of stopping the

distilleries, _ . _ 602,659
Bounties allowed on corn imported in the

year 1796 _ -
^

- - 573'4i8

Bounties for raising seamen in ditto, - 23,649

14,158,165

Deduct the increase in the produce of the

duties upon beer in the last year above

their average produce in the three pre-

ceding years, in consequence of lessening

the consumption of British spirits, 196,683

13,961,483

Produce of all the taxes which have been imposed in 1793,

1794, and 1795, in one year, ending the 5th of Ja-

nuary 1797, ... 2,408,476
Taxes imposed in the years 1796 and 1797, supposing

them tO produce the full sums at which they were esti-

mated, - - - 3,724,000
Land and malt tax, estimated by the commissioners of

public accounts to produce on an average annually, 2,558,000

Whole amount of the revenue, - j^.22,651,958

Deducting this sum from 25,986,687/. a deficiency of 3,334,729/.
will remain to be made up by new taxes, in order to render the na-

tional income equal to the expenditure.'

But the stoppage cf the Bank is not considered by Mr. M, as

a mere temporary calamity.

* The conduct of the Bank Directors, (he observes, page 65,) in

surrendering their trust into the hands of the Minister, the sacred ties.

After deducting, therefore, all the stock which' in the course of the

last ten years has been purchased by the commissioners, the national

debt, at the end of this year, will exceed 400 millions of guineas.

But it is of very little consequence whether this debt exceed 400 mil-

Tons oi guineas or 400 millions oi pounds. In either case, I am afraid

that it is equally impossible for the nation to support it.'

7 ^1
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ty which credit has hitherto been maintained, are broken, and the

holder of a Bank-note has no other security for the payment of it

than the Minister's not having judged it expedient in the mean time

. to apply the m.oney to the public services. If the wound which has

been given to public credit by these injudicious proceedings be not

fatal, it will, indeed, be fortunate for this countrv' ; that it should

ever be perfectly healed, I am satisfied is impossible. The histories

of other countries in similar circumstances afford no instance to en-

courage our hopes. Wherever government has interfered with pri-

vate banks, and made their credit administer to the wants and extra-

vagance of the state, the consequences have been invariably the same.

A mass of fictitious wealth has been accumulated, and the nation has

appeared, for a season, to rise in splendor as its debts have increased*

But the government, possessed of such an easy method of providing

for the public exigencies, has set no bounds to profusion ; its paper
securities, therefore, have necessarily multiplied until their amount,
exceeding the specie beyond all reasonable propoilion, has unavoid-

ably produced their depreciation, while the Bank, having been lured

by a high interest to issue their notes in immense quantities upon these

securities,, become straitened for cash, their solvency, in consequence,

begins to be suspected, the slightest alai-m pours in their paper from
all quarters, government interposes its authority, and the very mea-
sures which have hitherto been employed to prevent a bankruptcy,
have always proved the infallible means of producing it. This was
particularly the case Avith regard to the Mississippi company at P«/7j-»

in 1720. By the assistance of their paper currency, the French na-

tion, in that period, assumed a splendor unknown in former tirnes.

Commerce flourished, luxury prevailed, riches appeared to accumu-
late, and the company, by continuing to issue their notes in still

greater abundance, or, in other words, to multiply their circulating

medium., seemed only to produce the effect of increasing the wealth
and prosperity of the kingdom.. No bounds, therefore, were set to

their fictitious coinage, till at last it was carried to such an extent,

that they had issued 1600 millions of livres in paper on government
securities, and 6co millions on their own *. The mass now became
too unwieldy for circulation- The Duke of Orleans, who was then
regent, being desirous of applying a remedy to the evil, interposeA

the authority of govcrnm.ent, and, in order that the paper might bear

a nearer proportion to the quantity of specie, an arret, vr&s issued to

•diminish its value to one half ks denomination. In an instant it v/as

reduced In the public opinion to nothing ; and as Sir James Sfeuart

observes, " a person might have starved the next day with one hun-

dred millions of paper in his pocket f."
' In the year 1788, Paris affords a similar instance of folly and

misfortune (although in a much more limited degree) in the fate of
the Caisse d'Escompte. Here again we perceive the necessities of the

state obliging it to have recourse to the credit of a private company.

' * Amounting in the wliole to more than 96.000,000/. sterling.

* f Political CEconomv, pa-rt ii. book Iv. chap, xxxi.'

Rev. Jl-ne, 1797. ^ In
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In- consequence of"having advanced immense sums to govcrnmentt

and of the increasing demands from the same quarter, the affairs of

this company were involved in such difficulties as to render them the

object of suspicion. Their paper, therefore, became depreciated,

and the ardent desire of converting it into specie, produced such a

concourse of people at the Cause d'Escompte, as to induce the Arch-

bishop of Toulouse (who was then minister) to issue an arret de sur-

seance *, empowering them to refuse payment of their notes in money,

and to discharge them with drafts and bills of exchange of a short

date ; at the same time forbidding all suits for the amount of any bills

of exchange, the payment of which had been tendered in these notes.

This operation of finance was at first applauded, as a wise precaution

against the effects of unfounded and precipitate fear. The Bank
now continued and even enlarged its discounts. The commerce of

Paris, which was stated to have increased so much as to want a circu-

lating medium f , was, for a moment, assisted in its speculation ; but

the face of things was soon changed, and it is well known, that the

measures which were intended for the preservation, terminated, as

usual, in the ruin of public credit. Several instances of the same

kind might be added from the histories of the banks in America,

Spain, and other countries.'

—

* The report of the finances of the Bank has been formed in such

a manner as to impress the public with a much too favourable

opinion of them. According to that very concise account, their

assets, [not] including 11,686,800/. said to be due to [from] go-

vernment, are made to amount to 17,597,280/. and their debts only

to 13,770,390/. ; so that it may be inferred from hence that they are

possessed of a surplus, after discharging every demand, oijiftecn mil-

lions and a half. As far as relates to their creditors, the affairs of

the Bank, when all that is due shall have been paid to them, may be

considered as perfectly secure ; but as to the proprietors, they have na

such consolation, as will appear from the folioVving statement

;

' * The nature of this order will be better understood by observ-

ing, that the French nobility, when pressed by their creditors, very

often obtained from the Court an arret de surseame, to enable them
to postpone the payment of their debts.

'
-f-
The ridiculous cant of an increasing trade's wanting a circu'

lating medium was, I believe, first promulgated on this occasion, and

it has since been brought over into this country, together with other

principles of political ccconomy equally novel and absurd, by some of

the very persons who introduced them at Paris. The measures also

which are now taken in regard to the Bank of England are so like to-

those which were taken on the stoppage of the Caisse d'Escompte, that

they all appear (excepting indeed in the circumstance of the French

minister's having been dismissed from his place on the occasion) to be

cither copied from them, or suggested by the same advisers.'

« Bank
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* Bank Account on the 2^th of Fehruary fjgj.

Debtc

Outstanding debts, in-

cluding Bi millions

nearly for Bank
notes, about two
millions for depo-
sits of their differ-

ent customers as a
banking company,
unpaid dividends,

&c. &c.

Stock due to the pro-

prietors, supposing
them to be paid at

par.

£'

i3'770»390

11,686,800

Creditor.

Cash lent to govern-
ment

Other assets, includ-

ing one million ad-

vanced on the new-

loan, money due
from the East In-

dia Company, bills

discounted, build-

ings, &c.

9,964413

7,632,867

J7»597>28o

25>457»i9o at 50.

11,686,800/. stock
in the threeper cents.

.5»843»4oo

23,440,680
Dejictency 2 ,0 1 6,5 1o

25>457»i90

* Hence It is evident that on a capital of r 1,^686,800/. * there is a
deficiency of more than two millions^ or, in other words, that sup-
posmg the stock of each proprietor to be rated only at par, there
will not be sufficient to pay him in the proportion of seventeen shl/.-
lings m the pound.'

—

* The fictitious coinage of paper, by enabling the Minister to m-
crease the public expence, and the merchant to overtrade his capital,
has given the nation a very false appearance of wealth and magnifi.
cence. But the bubble has swoUen tiU it has burst, and we are now
brought to the edge of a tremendous gulf, from which the utmost exer-
tions of virtue and wisdom can hardly save us. I wish it were possible
to perceive more evident traces of either in the measures which are now
pursuing, and that the gloomy prospect which depresses every friend
to his country were cheered with one ray, to announce the approach
ot those more auspicious times, when our commerce, no loncrer en>,
ployed as the instrument of war, shall serve to extend our friendly
and beneficial intercourse with mankind ; and when our credit, esta-
bhshed on Its firmest foundation, peace, ceconomy, and liberty, shall
secure to Great Britain that dignified respect and honour which shaU
place her among the most envied nations of the world.'

* * I believe, that though the Bank stock is 11,686,800/. thecompany divides only on 13,780,000/. or thereabouts. This willmake some difference in favour of the proprietors, but not nearly to a
sufficient amount to pay them t'wenty shillings in the pound even when
their stock is valued only at par.'

'

.

P3 We
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We shall not add any observations on these statements, but

leave them to make their own impression on the reader.

ArV. XVI. The Oricntd CoUcci'ions for January, Felniary, and

March 1797. 4to. pp. 92. I2S. 6d. Boards. Harding. 1 797.

THE desim of tliis miscellaneous publication is to promote

and facilitate the study of Oriental literature j and if the

editor's plan should prove successful, four numbers will appear

Manually and constitute a volume. It is proposed to illustrate

the political events of Asia by extracts from her most cele-

brated historians ; the poetry, by selections from her most

classical productions; the natural history^ by drawmgs and

descriptions; the antiquities, by essays, inscriptions, and me-

dals ; the geography, by maps ; and the music, by occasional

specimens : while, for the benefit of the student of eastern

knguaTes, the translations will be accompanied with the ori-

urinal te\t. So comprehensive a plan obviously involves consi-

derable expence, and requires much labour to execute it with

success • but the difficulty of procuring the Arabic (inaccu-

rately called the Oriental) type was an unforeseen obstacle^

which Major Ouseley, the editor, is now employed m remov-

mg, by preparing a new set, of the Talic character ;
which, if

we may iudge from the specimen here given, will add greatly

to the eleo-anee of the subsequent numbers. These circum-

stances, combined with the limited circulation which such »

publicatia«i is likely to command in Great Britain, unavoidably

oc<:asions its being sold at (as many wiU think) a high price j

and this consideration renders it doubly incumbent on the edi-

tor as a duty to his readers, and for the interest of his wor^,

carefully to exclude every communication which he may re-

ceive that is of a frivolous or uninteresEing nature ;
and to

admiJ only such as may be perused with pleasure by the man

af taste, or with satisfaction by the general scholar.

At the commencement of this undertaking, by which the

mJst eel<sbrated productions of llie Oriental muses will gra-

du-illv be transplanted into our nacive soil, we think it proper

ro stfte oar ownion.of th.e manner in which translations from

,he eastern languages ought to be e:.ecuted ; and that opinion

Is that they should be performed as literally as the idiom ot

he English tongue will permit. The Historians of Asia have

been iustly censured for the false, taste displayed in their writ-

hies- the rhetorical figures whicji emblazon their pages forirv

an assemblage little suited to the sober dignity of history
:
yet

the English rea^lerwiU naturally desire toknow hovv the principal

svithors of the East though.t and <^vrote, .uud wall be disappoint--
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ed If he should find a Tacitus or a Livy, when he expected
an Abul Faraj or an Abul Fazil. The same difTuse style by
no means pervades the compositions of their Poets. With them
hyperbole is common, but amplification is rare ; 'their concep-
tions are frequently gigantic, but their words are few • and
the energy which results from brevity and simplicity of ex
pression peculiarly distinguishes their classic writers, and ought
sedulously to be preserved in the copy. Our readers will find
occasion to apply these remarks in the prosecution of our
analysis.

The first paper In the collection before us is written by the
Rev. Mr. Hindley, and contains a biographic sketch of the poet
surnamed Motanabbi, on account of his pretensions to divine
inspiration. As a specimen of Mr.H.'s style in prose and nx
poetry, we present our readers with the commencement of his
sketch, and with a part of his two translations.

_

Abu'I Taieb Ahmed Ebnol Hosain, better known in Europe by
Ins name of Motanabbi, is universally celebrated as one of die mostongmal and subhme of eastern poets. If vve may credit the -inthn
rmesotM-D'Herbelot, hisabLes, at a very eJrIy!4; trettt
powerfid and brilliant; so brdliant, indeed, that Abii Teman wasthe only luminary m the poetic hemisphere uneclipsed by their splea-

' But this encomium is not general amongst the Arabian critics'^The elegant and profound Al Mokri, in a most esteemed and cu'nous work on general criticism, took considerable pains to ascer"
tain the various degrees of merit of the more select Arabian poets.'With him Abu'I Taieb ranks only fourth in the second class of th^modern age his name being Immediately preceded by those of Hobdb^Bahten, and AI Rumi; Hasan being ^alone selected as capable ofwielding the sceptre of immortality. ^

' But when such is the assemblage of excellence, it is of Httle con
sequence who shall wear the distinguishing laurel. It will be suffieient for us to know, that in whatever country the Arabic laneuao-ehasbeen studied with the greatest success, there the poems of Abu'I
1 aieb have gained the most unequivocal popularity. For full e.Vhthundred years they have been the ceaseless amusement of the learnedand the admiration of the elegant, throughout the .vast and oncehighly cultivated rea ms of Asia. Nay, at this moment, it Is by nomeans improbable tliat they may be the subjects of applauded andanimated recitation in the crowded Caravansera, and In the tent ofthe liedomn. And much may we congratulate ourselves that ourlibraries contain excellent copies of these and many other precious

:. germs of departed genius, which only want the orotectine heat ofpatronage, and the cultivating hand of taste, to bloom anew in our
j:.uropean conservatories, and to delight and adorn posterity.'

* Quaere, how Is this reconclleable with the universality of hf^
^
tame above-mentioned ? Rev. j ^^ lu.

^3
. Respecting
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Respecting this passage, we shall only remark that Mr.
Hindley is no unsuccessful imitator of that species of style

which is named by the Persians '* Rungeen," or colored.—

Two poems of Motanabbi conclude his paper ; and, that we
may not be accused of invidious selection, we present oUr

readers with the commencing couplets of each, literally trans-

lated, venturing to ^idd the English verses into which we would

have rendered them> and then giving Mr. Hlnclley's transla-

tion, as amplified into six lines. The first is on the sickness of

the celebrated Sultan Sa'ifeddowla ; the latter on his recovery.

1st. ** When Saifeddowla sickens, the world languishes ; with

him, valour and pure beneficence dedine."

This we would have rendered in a single couplet, thus

:

« With Saif, the world declining lies,

With Saif, each fainting virtue dies."

Mr. Hindley's translation is as follows

:

* As deadly pale my hero lies.

And sickness feasts her jaundic'd dyes.

Nature the dire contagion feels ;

The peopled earth convulsive reels—

-

On valour prey consuming fires.

And liberality expires.'

"We would here submit to Mr. Hindley the question, whether

his verses may with any propriety be termed a free translation,

or any translation at all ? The pallid hue of a hero. Nature

feeling a contagion, the earth reeling, and fires preying on va-

lor, form a scries of imagery (whether beautiful, or otherwise,

is another matter) of which we can discern no prototype in

the original.

The second poem, on the recovery of the patron of Mota-

pabbi, is addressed to him, and thus begins :

*• Glory and Bencftcence revive wjth theej Affliction flies hence ^Q

thy foes."

This we should translate thus

;

** Glory revives ! Bounty again

Feeli! all her force with thme return.

Affliction flies this smiling plain,

And calls thy distant foes to mourn."

Mr. Hindley thus renders the passage ;

• He breaths—he lives—the dormant heat

Of life renews itsfeverish beat !

Glory her warlike air resumes,

Waves in the breeze her glittering plumes,

And far away to hostile lands

Abash'd retire Affliction's bands.'

Th«
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The space which we have allotted to the first paper of this

work must prevent us from bestowing much attention on
the subsequent communications j which, indeed, are too mis-
cellaneous, and many of them too short, to admit or to require
comments on each.—We find an amusing (though too digres-
sive) account of a journey to Hyderabad, where the descendants
of Asof Jah still maintain a splendid court, on the revenue of a
declining state.—A sonnet of the elegant Sadi is, on the whole,
well translated ; though we think that the writer has not suffi-

ciently adverted to the beautiful naivete of the original. We
^ive the two concluding stanzas

.

* Yet I have past whole nights in sighs,

Condemn'd the absent fair to mourn ;

But she appears, and Sorrow flies
;

And Pleasure smiles at her return.

* And when In Memory's view I place

The pangs that bade me then complain.
More vast I feel the present hl'iss.

Contrasted with the former pain.'

This might have been rendered, with more simplicity, in tlie

same number of lines as in the original, thus :

* How oft, when far from her I lov'd,

I've wept my sleepless nights away

!

The anguish, SadI, thou hast prov'd.

Augments the raptures of to-day.'

The name of the poet should by no means be omitted In the
Jast couplet, as this peculiarity distinguishes the Ghazel from
every other composition.

An extract from a devotional treatise in Turkish exhibits the
opinions entertained, by the Moslems, of the divine mission
and prophetic character of our Saviour. This is followed by

- some remarks on the collation of various manuscripts, in which
we do not perceive any thing sufficiently interesting to entitle

it to a place in this collection -,—an observation that we would
also apply to a paper on the orthography of Baghdad, in Eng-
lish characters.—A relation of the conquest of Zoos, (pro-
bably Rhodes,) by Moavia, displays at once the ignorance and
liie zeal of the new sectaries ; and, in a subsequent paper on
Indian music, we find an explanation of their gamut, and. some
information relative to their Raugs and Raugonis,— those ele-
gant personifications of their musical modes,—embellished with
corresponding attributes.

We entertain no doubt of thiff work proving eminently cal-
culated to gratify the curious : for, though its plan and execu-
tion are both susceptible of emendations, the specimen before
US vidll justify a hope that the improvements, to which we al-

P 4 lude,
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lude, will suggest themselves in the progress of the undertak-
ing. It may tlien become as perfect in the execution as it is

arduous in the dcsip:n, and honorable to him who prosecutes

and to those who patronize it.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE,
For JUNE, 1797.

CLASSICS, EDUCATION, ^C.

Art. ry. Bit-vo? zzii Moa-^cv rx Xst^/ava. lUustrahcit et emetidahat G'A-

bertus Wakefield. i2mo. 3s. 6d. Beards. Kearsley.

rpHis is a very neat and con-ect edition of two of the sweetest bards
-*- of Greece. Mr. Wakefield has, in general, followed the editions

cf Heskin, Briinck, and Valckenaer, but he has inserted several of his

own conjectural emendations. The type, though small, is beautiful,

and divested of all the trappings of accents. To this omission, many-

will doubtless object ; and their objections were foreseen, and are thus

©bviated by Mr. W. We give his own words, as they cannot be

easily translated, without losing some of their force.

' Si quis omlssos mihi graves, quos vacant, aceentvs, acutosy

- et circu7tiflexos, emirab'ttur aut indignabitur ; et se In il/'u comriiodiiates

quasdam molestiis iypograph'icis compensaturas perspicere confidit ; non

is sum, qui rejormidem in hoc stadium dcscendere concertaturus. Hi ta-

vun sibi caveatit, ne frivolam gloriolam velint falsa scicnti/e captare ; et

hieptiis palrocinentur, quo minus ineptiis diuturnam operam impendisse vide-

ahiur : ham,' ut rhetoi'is prudentissimi verbis utar, ** inculcntas piteris per-

suasiones"" (et eas in priniis, qua reconditions eruditionis specie blandimitur}

*' 7ion facile mutaveris ; quia nemo non didicisse mavulf, quam discere.

Ex defensionibus Fosteri Primattique, ingeniosis uiiquc et eruditis, nihil

coUigo, nisi quod controversia de acce::tibus, si soUdam spectes utilitalem,

mera sit grammaticorum questio; de qua laboriosius agitantibus non melius

responsum dccleris, quara carniiue Catulhano :

Tutpe est diffciles habere nugas,

Et stuhus labor est ineptiarum

^antopere dolendum est vobis, doctorum chori t Latinam linguam his

Jeliciis, melle quovis dulcioribus, carere T

We entirely concur in sentiment with Mr. W. and we wish to see

all the Greek Classics appear in the same character as that which is

here used. -^

To the text, which consists only of 33 pages, Mr. W. has added

larp-e animadversions, constituting more than two thirdsof the volume.

They are replete with illustrative erudition, and breathe, throughout,

the penetrating and ardent spirit of the author.

On the whole, we must here repeat what we have already more

than once said, or hinted : Mr. W. is a sagacious critic, but too bold

an emendator ; for he often rejects good readings, merely because he

thinks he has found better ; and this is a privilege which, in our opi-

nion, no editor has a right to enjoy.

^rt.
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Art. 1 S. A Netu Philosophical Grmnviar of the French Tongue^ com-

pared with the English ; with an Introduction, containing a Dis-

course on the Origin of Languages, Writing, Rehgious and Civil

Laws, establislied among all Nations ; and the Explanation of a

Method for teaching and" learning Languages, in 40 Lessons, By
the Dowager Marquise de Pons de Faulxcon, a French Emigrant

Lady. 4to. Nos. L and IL is. 6d. each. All Booksellers.

1 7Q "' •

These two numbers contain a preliminary discourse to an intended

philosophical grammar of the French tongue.
_
We suppose that they

are published apart to invite subscription : but it is impossible tojudge

from them of the merit of the work. The French text is printed on

one side, and an English translation on the other. This last should

have been corrected by a native of the country. The work will be

completed in twelve numbers.

'\rt. 10. Une Semaine d'une Maison d^Education de Londres ; i. e.

ji Week in a London School: containing Lectures drawn from the

Incas of Marmontel ; Entertaining Stories ; and Dialogues be-

tween the Writer and her Pupils ; adapted gi-adually to improve

the Heart, the Genius, and the Understanding. By a Lady of

Rank. i2mo. pp. 326. 3s. 6d. Boards. Elmsley and Brem-

ner. 1797-

Our French guests have at least rendered this countiy one service,

in return for the hospitahty which we have shewn to them : they have

increased our number of useful books for learning the French lan-

guage. This publication is entitled to a place among the more judi-

cious of these productions. The^ work of Marmontel furnishes ex-

cellent materials for a school-boot ; and the additional matter does

no discredit to the author's talents.

Art. 20. Instructions for the Education of a Daughter; translated

from the French of the Author of Telemachus. i2mo. pp. i lo.

Robinsons. 1797-

Every thinf from the pen of the amiable Fenelon must have been

worth translating. His mind was richly stored with knowlege, a-nd

his heart was still more richly fraught with benevolence. On so im-

portant a subject as that of female education, he could not write aa

unlnterestino- book. Yet opinions and tastes have undergone such

chano-es since his rime, particularly on this subject, that the presentwork

will be less admired, and perhaps less useful, now, than when it was

first written. Good mothers, who are anxious for the improvement

and happiness of their daughters, may, however, gather useful

hints from It ; and they will have no reason to be dissatisfied with

the translator, for the manner in which he has performed his part.

Those passages which related to the peculiarities of the Romish

church are onnltted.—The former translation, as we are informed by

an advertisement here prefixed, was published by Dr. Hicks, in 1707.

L A W.

Art. 21. The Trial of John Smith, Bookseller, of Portsmouth-street,

Lincoln's Inn Fields. Before Lord Kenyon, in the Court of

King's
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King's Bench, Westmi'nster, December 6, 1 796.. For selling aWo, k intitled, « A Summary of the Duties of Citizenship:'
IS. Sold by Mrs. Smith, (the Wife of John Smith,) in
mouth-street, as above.

Port

vo.

;s-

The indictment was for sedition
; the sentence, « imprisonment, and

hard labuur in the house of correction, Clerkenwell, for Iwo years
and lOOoL on his own recognizance, for his good behaviour for five
years. —The trial appears to be fairly published,—for the benefit of
the unfortunate bookseller's wife and children. Particulars of the
seventy of Smith's punishment are added, in order to excite the com
passion of the public :—in which intention the editor would, perhans
have better succeeded, had he forborne his invectives against that ^ol
vernment and administration, in the behalf of which the defendant isnow suftenng the penalty of the law.

Art. 22. Refections on the Jdvantages and Disadvantages attending
Comnussions of Bankruptcy ; clearly pointing out when they may be
beneficial or prejudicial to Creditors; and when they are benefi-
cial or hurtful to the unfortunate Bankrupt. A Work calculated
ior the Ferusal and serious Attention of every Merchant, Trades-
man, or monied Man in the Kingdom. 8vo. pp. 4^ 2s Boag-We have read this pamphlet, but we cannot say that its contents!

which consist only of bitter declamations against attornies, and a few
scattered hints taken from Cooke's Bankrupt Laws, at all justify the
high expectations which the author had formed of his performance
and has expressed in his title-page.

HISTORY, tfc.

^xT*
^^' f^^.^''^/^'^^^ Illustrations of Scottish History, containing theNames of Places mentioned in Chronicles, Histories, Records &c

with Corrections of the corrupted Names, and Explanations of the
dilhcult and disputed Points, in the historical Geography of Scot-
land

:
the Names being alphabetically arranged, with References

to their Position in the Historical Map of Scotland, which accom-
panies this Work : Together with a compendious Chronology of
the Battles to the Year 1603 : collected from the best Authorities
historical and geographical. By David Macpherson. Ato. 10s 6d*
sewed. Nicol, &c.
The above copious title sufficiently explains the design of this small

work
; and it is only necessary to add that the divisions of the countrA-

and the orthography of the names, in the map, are adapted to the*
end of the 14th century

; a period nearly contemporarv with that of
the best early historians of Scotland ; being a few years later th-m
Barber and Fcrdun, and a few years earlier than the famous Chronide
of Wmtown. Considered as an auxiliary to the perusal of such
works, Mr. Macpherson's performance is not without its use.

NOVELS.
Art. 24. Santa Maria ; or the mysterious Pregnancy ; a Romance

By J. Fox. l2mo. 3 Vols. los. 6d. sewed. Kearsley.A very poor and evident imitation of the style and character of
Mrs. Radchffe 3 romances. Here arc wonders tl^t excite np surprise;

horroi'S
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liorroTS which are destitute of interest ; and a pompous phraseology

that only betrays the barrenness of the sentiments.

Art. 25. The Inquisition. 2 Vols, small 8vo. 6s. sewed. Vemor
and Hood.

To those who make a general practice of novel reading, we may
recommend these volumes, for they might easily have worse of the

kind. Those, however, who occasionally peruse works of fiction as

a recreation from severer studies, will be but little satisfied with this.

The merely fictitious part is not destitute of fancy : but to just and

accurate discrimination of character, and to all the higher qualities of

the novel, the work before us has very small pretensions.

MECHANICS, l^C.

Art. 26. Experimental Enquiry concerning the natural Powers of
Wind and Water to turn Mills and other Machines, depending on a cir-

cular Motion ; and an Experimental Examination of the Quantity

and Proportion of Mech-^nic Power, necessary to be employed in

giving different Degrees of Velocity to heavy Bodies from a State of

Rest. Also new Fundament?! Experiments upon the Collision of

Bodies. With five Plates of Machines. By the late Mr. John
Smeaton, F. R. S. 8vo. 4s. 6d. Boards. Taylor.

The several treatises here collected into one volume were published

in the 5 ist, 66th, and 72d volumes of the Philosophical Transactions;

and an account was given of them in the 23d, 57th, and 69th vo-

lumes of the M. R. As they relate to subjects that are interesting

to the practical mechanic, and derive singular value from the esta-

blished reputation of the author, the re-publication of them in the pre-

sent form will be acceptable to many persons, who have no opportu-

nity of referring to the volumes of the Transactions in which they

first appeared.

POETRY and DRAMATIC.
Art. 27. The War of the Giants ; by an Admirer of Thomas Stern-

hold and John Hopkins. To which is added a Dialogue between

John BuU and one of his Friends. With Notes, 4to. as,

Johnson. 1797.

We have here a right pithy and delectablepoeme in celebration of the

war between the allied powers [the giants of Europe] and the repub-

licans of France. The work is humbly conceived in strains Stern-

holdian,' and is equally worthy with those divine prototypes, of being
** sung or said in all churches and chapels within the realm of Eng-
land, dominion of Wales, and town of Berwick upon Tweed ; for

the godly solace and. comfort of the people : laying apart all ungodly

songs n id ballads."—The present admirer of Messrs. the truly admi-

rable doers of the Psulms is not, however, liki his pious and duteous

precursors, so loyally attached to the righteous princes of the earth,

as tj be incapable of discerning their errors, or marking their mis-

dec;ds ; and, accordingly, Ave find him far from espousing im-plititly

the cause of the giants. The follovsing verses will, in syme mca.

;ure, signify unto us by what spirit his Muse is inspired :

* None
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* None of their measures prosper'd well.
From post to post they're driven.

Yet were they not asham'd to call

Their cause the cause of Heav'n

!

< But it perplex'd well-meaning men,
And humbled pious pride,

To see how oft the wind and rain

Were on the wicked side ! '

In the dialogue between John Bull and his friend, the poet taketh
a large stride indeed ! and attempteth the manner of Pope's Satires >
but herein we deem him not altogether so successful as when he keep-
cth in view the ekeing and ayeing Bards of other times.

Art. 28. Prison Amusements., and other Trifles: principally written
during nine Months of Confinement in the Castle of York. 'By
Paul Positive. Small 8vo. pp.200. 4s. Boards. Johnson. 1797.
These Trifles, as the author modestly calls them, have consider-

able merit ; for the poetry is natural, elegant, and in some instances
affecting. The following, we think, will induce the reader to wish
for an acquaintance with the other poetical pieces contained in this
little volume :

Verses to a Robin Redbreast ixiho visits the nvlndovjs of my prison evert
day.

* Welcome, pretty little stranger J

Welcome to my lone retreat

!

Here, secure from every danger.
Hop about, and chirp, and cat.

Robin ! how I envy thee,

Happy child of Hberty !

* Now though tyrant Winter howling
Shakes the world with tempests round j

Heaven above with vapours scowling.
Frost imprisons all the ground ;

—

Robin ! what are these to thee ?

Thou art blest with liberty.

* Though yon fair majestic river *

Mourns in solid icy chains
;

Though yon flocks and cattle shiver.
On the desolated plains.

Robin, thou art gay and free,

Happy in thy hberty.

' Hunger never shall distress thee,
While my cates one crumb afford

;

Colds nor cramps shall ne'er oppress thee ;

Come and share my humble board.
Robin ! come and live with me.
Live—yet still at liberty.

* The Ouse!

9 « Soon
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* Soon shall spring, in smiles and blushes.

Steal upon the blooming year
;

Then, amid th' enamour'd bushes.

Thy sweet song shall warble clear ;

—

Then shall I too, join'd with thee,

Swell the hymn of liberty.

* Should some rough unfeeling Dobbin,
In this iron-hearted age.

Seize thee on thy nest, my Robin!

And confine thee in a cage ;

Then, poor Robin ! think of me.
Think—and sigh for liberty ;

—

* Liberty, the brightest jewel

In the crown of earthly joys !

All sensations else are cruel.

All delights besides are toys.

None but captives—such as me—
Know the worth of liberty.'

In the last line but one, me is improperly substituted for /; as the'

construction of the sentence requires that the pronoun personal
should be in the nominative case.

In his preface, the author informs us that he is very youncr; we
may therefore form just hopes of improvement, as his taste is simple
and unaffected, and very unlike someJine writers of poetry in the pre-
sent age. He promises a more voluminous w'ork, should this small
volume meet with public approbation. We advise him to endeavouf
to attain an early habit of fastidious correction, that his natural
powers may sustain no drawback of applause on account of violations
of artificial rules.

Art. 29. j4 Cure for the Heart-ache ; a Comedy, in five Acts as
performed at the Theatre-Royal, Covent-Garden. By Thomas
Morton, Esq. 8vo. 2S. Longman. 1797.
The wit of our modern comedies consists for the most part of gru

mace, and even those which are the best attended are indebted fof
their success rather to a favourite actor than to their own meritsy
Of these puny productions, the term of whose existence is i-estricted

to one or at most two winters, the present is not one of the worst
that we have lately seen.

. To give an analysis of it would be beneath
the dignity of criticism : but, for the entertainment of our readers,
^nd by way of sample of the piece, we select the following extract

:

' Enter Frank*
* Frank. How do you do, sur ?

< Vortex, What ! interrupted again !—Approach, don't be-afraid.
* Frank. Lord, sur, I bean't afeard ; why should I ?—I defies the

devil and all his works.
* Vortex. If this be what Is called rough honesty, o-Ive me a h'ttle

smooth-tongu'd rogueiy. I don't know you, fellov/ !

' Frank. Ees, sur, you do— I he's Frank Oatland.
* Vortex.- Begone ! I kn<^w nothing of you,

* Franks
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* Frank Ees, sur, you do—I've a bit of a sister cali'd fessy.
* Fortex. Eh! ah!
* Frani (aside). Dom urn, he knaws me well enough now.
* Fort.'x. Ohi very true—Frank Oatland, ayel Well, good

Frank, how is Je5;sy ?

* Frank. Charming-, sur ! charming \

* Fortex. AyCjthat she is, lovely and charming, indeed! (aside).-^
And how are you, Frank ?

* Frank. I he's charming too, sur f

* Fortex. But wliy don't Jessy visit my people here ? I should be
always happy to see her.

* Frank. Should you, sur ? Why, if I may be so bold as to ax,
why, sur \

* Fortex. Because—because—she is—a—farmer Oatland's child.
* Frank. So be I, sur. How comes it, then, tliat you never axes

I to your balls and ostentations I I can dunce twice as long as sister
can.

' Fortex. Cunning fellow this!—I must buy him. Well, Frank,
what are your commands ?

* Frank. Why, sur, Feyther do command you to lend him three
Lundred pounds—no, sur, I mean he supplicates.

* Fortex. Three hundred pounds !

* Frank. I'll tell you, sur, all about it —You knaw, sur, Feyther,
kave been knuckled out of a most cruel sight of money by you at
weagering and cards.

^
* Fortex. By me, fellow! Do you think I associate with such

reptiles ?

* Frank. Ecod, it was either you or t'other gentleman.
* Fortex. T'other gentleman !

* Frank. I dan't knaw which be which, not I.—There be two of
you.

* Fortex. Two of us !

* Frank. Ees ; there be you—that be one ;—and there bt your
gentleman—he do make the pair.

* Fortex. The pair !—^And have I been buying a hundred thou-
sand pounds worth of respect for this ? Have I become a Member to
pair off v/ith my valet ?

* Frank. Ecod, and a comical pair you be !—T'other gentleman
be's a lightish, concealed sort of a chap enough ;—but you be a lit-

tle—he ! he ! (smothering a laugh).
* Fortex. Upon my soul, this is very pleasant—You are quite frc€

and easy.

* Frank. Quite, sur
; quite. Feyther do tell I jt be all the fa-

sKion.

* Fortex. He does !—Then you may tell Feyther, that if he has
lost his money at play, the winners won't give him sixpence to save
him from starving, and that be all the fashion By their distress the
pretty Jessy will be more in my power, and then I can reinstate them
in a farm upon terms (aside). Go, fellow ! I shall not send your
Father sixpence.

* Frank. The words I told um—the very words I told urn.—
Says
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Says I—" Feyther, he bean't the man will gi' thee a brass farthing.

Dong it, he has'nt it here, says I" flaying his hand upon his heartJ.
* Vorleic. You said so, did you ?

* Frank. Ees—so you see, sur, what a desperate cute lad I be.
* Vortex (aside). I'll set a trap for you, you dog—I'll have you

in my power, however ; I'll drop my purse—he'll take it—and then
(drops his purse)—A pair of us ! I'll lay you by the heels, desperate
cute as you are. \_Exit.

* Frank. Poor Feyther, poor Sister, and poor II Feyther will go
broken-hearted, for sartain ;—and then, sister Jessy's coming to la-

bour.—I can't bear the thought on't. Od dom thee ! if I could but
get hold of some of thy money, I'd teak care thee should not get it

again.—Eh ! (sees the purse, nvalks round it). Well, now, I declare
that do look for all the world like a purse. How happy it would,
make poor Feyther and Sister ! I conceates there wou'd be no harm
just to touch it ;

—

(takes it np with caution;)—it be cruel tempting.
Nobody do see I.—I wonder how it wou'd feel in my pocket (puts it

nvithfear into his pocket), Wouns ! how hot I be ! Cruel warm to
be sure. Who's that ? Nobody.—Oh! 1—1—^1-u-d, lud ! and I ha'
gotten such a desperate ague all of a sudden,—and my heart do keep
j—jump—jumping.—I believe I be going to die (Jails into a chair).

Eh !—Eh !—Mayhap it be this terrible purse. Dom thee, come
out (throws it down.—-^fter a pause) Ees, now I is better.—Dear
me, quite an aheration.—My head doant spin about soa, and my
heart do feel as light, and do so keep tittuping, tittuping, I can't
help crying.

* Enter Vortex.
* Vortex. Now I have him.

—

(Sees the purse). What, he has not
stole it, the' his own Father's in want!—Here's a precious rascal for
you

!

* Frank. Mr. Nabob, you have left your purse behind you {soh-

hing) ; and you ought to be asheamed of yourself, so you ought, to
leave a purse in a poor lad's way, who has a Feyther and a Sister
coming to starving.

* Vortex. My purse ! True ; reach it me.
* Frank. Noa, thank you for nothing.—I've had it in my hand

once.—Ecod, if having other people's money do make a man so hot,
how desperate warm some folks mun be I

^

* Vortex. Warm,—foolish fellow ! (wiping hisforehead, andfanning
himself with his hat). Fugh ! quite a Bengal day, I declare.

* Frank. Od dang it ! how their wicked heads mun spin round!
* Vortex. Spin round ! I never heard such a simpleton.—Spin,

indeed ! ha ! ha ! God bless my soul, I'm quite giddy ! Oh Lord I

Oh dear me ! Help ! help !

* Enter Brokze.
* Bronze. What's the matter, sir ?

' Vortex. Only a little touch of my old complaint.—Send that fel-

low away. (Bronze goes up to Fran k.
)

* Frank. Oh, this be t'other gentleman. Sur, I ha' gotten twenty-
s.'x pound that Feyther lost to you at gamestering.

* Bronze. Where is it ?

6 * Frank.
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* Frank. In my pocket.

« Bronze. That's lucky ! give it mc.
* Frank. Gi' it thee ! Ecs, dom thee, come Out, and I'll gi* it

thee (clenching hisjistj.

* Vortex. Begone !

* Frank. Gentlemen, I wish you both a good morning.

—

Exit.^

Art. 30. Ep'itre a man Pere, par le Chevalier T. I. D'Ordre. 8vo.

pp. 15. Chelsea, No. 28, Robinson's-lane. 1797.

The author of this little poem, which was written on the recovery

of his father from the small-pox, was induced to publish it by the

encouragement of his subscribers, and by the assistance given to it by

an English translation of considerable merit, executed by the Rev.

Weeden Butler, M. A. The lines are easy, and the sentiments con-

tained in them do great credit to the writer's sensibility. The fol-

lowing extract may be acceptable to many readers, as it exhibits, ia

deo-ant and warm expressions, the filial piety and the innocent pas-

sions of this youthful bard :

* Pour pla'tre etpoiirjixer L'tse a tout enpartage.

File est jeiine ; elle est belle ; elle est bonne ; elk est sag?.

On ne saiiro'it la voir un instant sans I'aimer ;

On nepent la cotmottre attssi sans Pestimer.

En voyant ce portrait, tu vas dire, je gage,

D'un amafit, d'jm poete, ah! c'est bien le langage.

Non ; ma muse tojijours cherit la verite :

Ce portrait SIJlatteur n*estpoint dittontjlatte.

Seide elle en doutcra ; tcl est sa modestie.

Ah I si tu connoissois comine elle est accompl'ie.

Rarement a son pere on conte ses amours :

ye n'ai rien de cache pour I'aulcur de mes jours.

£n qui pourrais-je mieux placer ma conjiance ?

Toif dont les tendres soins ont sauve mon enfance.^

Art. "i^X. An Essay on Man. By Alexander Pope, Esq. A new

Edition. To which is prefixed A Critical Essay, by J. Aikirt,

M. D. small 8vo. 6s. Boards. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1796.

In selecting a work from Mr. Pope, for the purpose of making a

new edition with pictorial accompaniments, wc may be allowed to

wonder that the choice had not rather fallen on the Rape ofthe Lock^

than on the Essay on Man ;
yet we are better pleased that Dr. Aikiu

should take the latter instead of the former as the subject of an

essay. Combining in himself the two characters of a philosopher and

a man of taste, he was peculiarly well qualified for a critical examina-

tion of the " Essay on Man ;" and something was surely wanting to

occupy the place of Dr.Warburton's glosses on it; for, as Dr. A.

•observes, ' so m.uch is the sense of tlie poet strained and warped by

these processes of his commentator, that it is scarcely possible in

many places to enter into liis real meaning, without laying aside the

commentator, and letting \.\k text speak for itself.'

After a neat analysis of Mr. Pope's Essay, pointing out its beau*

ties and defects, Dr. A. thus sums up the result

;

* The reader v. ilf probably find himself at a loss to deduce that ex-

quisite: chain of argumentation, that lucid method, which are with so.

much
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Riuch evident labour attempted to be traced out by the Right Rev.

Commentator. He will rather discern a writer, made a system-

builder by accident, but a poet by nature, taking up a grand and
copious topic, well adapted in parts for the display of his genius, but
as a whole belonging to a ver)- different class of composers. He will

see him exhibiting a great variety of powers according to the exigen-

cies of his subject J
sometimes close, concise, nervous, and sententious j

sometimes copious, expansive, and brilliant ;—now enchanting by
elegance and beauty, now commanding by dignity and sublimity.

The work itself he will probably esteem as one of the noblest pro-

ductions, not only of its author, but of English poetrj^ ; and atnidst

all its defects, he will rejoice that the writer was induced to exercise

his talents in a walk so new, aiid in iTiany respects so well suited to

them. In iine, if he does not choose to derive his ethical systevr from
*' the Essay on Man," he will again and again have recourse to it dA

a store-house of great and generous sentiments ; and he will never

rise from its perusal without feeling his mind animated with the love

of virtue, and improved in benevolence towards his fellow- creatures^

and piety towards his Creator.'

To the poet who takes a philosophic or ethical system as a subject

for a poem, we should be inclined to say, Ornarl res ipsa negat, con-

tenta doceri : but Pope has adomed philosophy with richness of
imagery, and has delighted the imagination while his professed object

is to convey instruction, and to •vindicate the ivays of God to ?nan. How
could it ever have been made a question, whether- Pope was a poet

!

Four plates are given to embellish this elegant little volume.

MEDICAL n/ld CHEMICAL, is'c.

Art. 32. Epidemics, or General Olservctions on the Air and JDiseasesy

from the Year 1740 to 1777 inclusive; and particular, Ones from
that Time to the beginning of 1795 ; containing a Description of

some preparatory States ; and of the Rise and Progress of a Pesti-

lential Constitution. To which is prefixed a Preliminary Discourse

on Sublime Science ; wich Observations on the Author's Writings

on Divine Subjects. By J. Barker. 8vo. pp. 232. 5s. Printed

at Birmingham. Longman, London.
Our medical readers will, we believe, readily excuse us for passing

over, in a work on Epidemics, a discourse on Sublime Science, and the

author's observations on his own writings on Divine Siwjects ; nor

need we apprehend that we shall displease the author himself by such

an omission, since he is disposed to treat with contempt the critical

judgment exercised in ' modern reviews.' We should, iadeed, be

inclined to indulge him with a total discharge from our court, did

not such a pretension as that of giving a histoiy of all epidemics, for

a great number of years, require a little notice in behalf of those whose
curiosity may be interested by it.

Of Mr. Barker's extent of reading, and of his candour, some idea

may be formed from bis assertion that, from the time of Elippocrates

down to that of the publication of the present work, * no good ob-

eervations have been made on the air and diseases arising from its state

and temperature ;* and if he be at all acquainted with the names of

Rev. June, 1797. Q^ Sydenham,
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Sydenham, Huxham, and numbers more who have
^^^P^^f f'";^^^

inquiries, he has kept such knowlege to himself, never havmg made

any reference to their works. v -l ,. ..i •„ j;f

^In an account of epidemics, calculated to throw bght on tlm dif-

ficult subject, and to improve medical practice, we should expect

Treat acciracy of statement, full references to authorities, and, above

^11 a freedom^Vom pre-conceivcd hypotheses, -"^ a rigorous care not

to mix theoretical notions respecting cause with the description of

ejects. lu ail these points, it is not easy to conceive any wodc ot

^e kind mgre" defective .than the present; m which evep' thmg i.

gambled and confused, with few or no verifications of P«rti':ujai ob-

iervations, and a perpetual use of the language and reasoning of tIc

old humoural pathology, in the midst of lamentations eonceni ng the

Dride of system, and the propensity to new opinions. Fesukntml

?:t.i;is threading to^ic^.f the writer, without any attempt to

give a precise idea of it, or to discrin-.mate it from
^}^^'\^'°'}^'l^p^l

ftitutions. This, it seems, hasbeen prevailing eversince 7/8» and m

such a progressive state, that it is wonderful that it has not long ago

rroduced ^he real plague ; a disease which the author thinks capable

Tf bei g c^ene ated hefe without foreign infection. His argument on

this ocfafion reminds us of that of honest Corporal Trim respecting a

seaport in the inland country of Bohemia :-" There m>ght have been

one if t haS pleased God." Thus, says Mr. B. ' May not the plague

take its rise, ^I ask among Christians, by almighty power, m any c •

mate upon earth ? Thus we see that the want of a due degi^e of fa th

Sibfy includes a want of knowledge.' Were the coi.verse of th.

proposition trac, Mr. B.'s professional knowlege would be indisput-

able. ., J
'

\rt X^. Mercun Start Naked.-P^ Scries of Letters ^ddrcssed to

Dr Beddocs, stripping that poisonous Mineral of Jts
Med.ca Pre-

tensions ; &c. By Isaac Swalnson, Proprietor of the Vegetable

Svrup of De Velnos. 8vo. 2s. Ridgway. 1797-

We have lately seen (Rev. for Nov. 1796. p.271.) an humour-

ovs writer unmalking Hermes. Mr. Swalnson undertakes to strip

hm start naked. b\ this example of encroachment on the cover-

^r^ofTheathen'^.^, we might fear lest some licentious wit should

Kd to mafe fre with the'^.W, if our author had not abided

^j ils resolution of exhibiting Mercury so as not to « offend the dehcacy

'^Mr. Swalnson in fact aims not at raiUeiT. He labours in sober

sadness, to prove fwo propositions of general concern, and one that

jrpersonal to the party whom he addresses. These propositions arc

'''ffThatMercmT Is not a remedy, and does not effect a cure

inanvof the dlsoiders wherein it IS administered.

fS That thelMncIpal of those disorders owe the.r cclebrrty, Uieu"

C3tablishment. and their increasing prevalence, to the use of mer-

Tu^ and the conduct of interested medical classes m the use of it.

I^ill That, as a medical, moral, and political reformer, it seems

to btf your dut^s and your interest, to commence your operation*.

"by the introduction of a Materia Mcdica wholly vegetable.
^
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* On the first proposition,' he proceeds, ' I might address you as

a man attached to demonstrative and pliilosophical proofs ; aiid rest

my argument on the uniform determinations of nature or of nature's

God, respecting the li.mits and uses of unorganized and organized

productions, or those departments of the globe called its three king-

doms.
* No modeofjust reasoning, authorised by an enlighterredexpen'ence,

will warrant the conclusions against the general rule ot nature, that

vegetables affixed to the earth are to find their subsistence in health

and their remedies in disease, in the bosom of that earth—and that

animals detaclied fi'om it, and endued with different organs, find

their food and remedies, either in the vegetable or animal kingdom.'

Mr. S. pursues his general speculation at some length, and is led by
it to fix a note of reprobation on the <zuhole niinsral kingdom ! as abso-

lutely noxious in all forms of disease. He afterward adduces in-

stances of the pernicious operation of mercurials, and quotes, from
various writers, testimonies of their inefficacy or bad effects. Some
anecdotes, disreputable to members of the profession, are related ;

and the author goes so far as to assert ' that the use of mercury is

continued in the general practice for venereal and scrofulous disorders,

not from an opinion of its efficacy in the more sagacious practitioners,

but generally from the astonishing emolument that occurs by its

happy faculty (happy only to the practitioner) of making symptoms
disappear, while it may give to the disease, in some new form, a full

possession of the whole constitution.'

This, with more, laid down in forcible language, is well calculated

to deter from mercury and the surgeon, and, by a necessary conse-

quence, to promote the sale of the Vegetable Syrup :—^but,-whethet

the general argument, founded on an assumed ' rule of nature,' be.
not a pure pstitio principii ; whether Mr. S. does not argue from the

abuse of minerals against their use ; whether there be an absolute
SPECIFIC in nature, and therefore it be any rational objection to the

use of m.ercury that it does not reach all cases ; whether the cause of
humanity wo<.Id not sustain an irreparable injury, if the public should

listen to a man who, * in the crime and injury of using mercur)',' ven-

tures to * involve the use of all minerals as medicines ;'—these are

problems which we doubt v,-hcther the genuine medical philosopher

would resolve altogether to the satisfaction of the author. It is,

however, but justice to say that the pamphlet is composed v.'ith preat

urbanity, and with more address than any one which we remember to
have read in recommendation of a secret medicine.

POLITICAL, bfc.

Art. 34. A Simmary Vieiv of the Population of France, and of the

British Empire; their Commerce, Force and actual Condition,
fairly compared. By an unprejudiced Traveller. With an Ap-
pendix, containing many new and interesting Anecdotes relative

to the French R.evolution. New Edition. 8vo. pp. 105.
2s. 6d. Kearsley. 1797.
This pamphlet, v/e understand, is written by a gentlem.an who, since

-he year 1782, has passed ten years in France, and was detained tJiere
' Q_2 aa
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as a national hostage during the greater part of the .F^^e^t ;^^^-

He thinks that, at this time, ' a fit occasion presents i self tor ex-

hibiting to public view a concise Statement of the Population of the

principal Cities and Towns of the r... ^'"^7 'Jf^^, ^^'f^,^'
may, In a great measure, deduce an estimate of their Compaiative

Strength, and properly meet the exaggerations and
M^^'^^f'J^

a govinment, which, without or., fourth part of our Naval Power,

now threatens a descent on these coasts, for the purpose of subjugat-

ing (with as much facility as they have done the degenera e and

nerveless race of Lombardy) a people famed in battle, and spinted as

themselves :—a people who actually count upwards of 300,000^ dis-

eipllned men serving In their fleets and armies, and whose /.y..-^«-

masse would, no doubt. If fighting for their Properties, their Li-

berty, and Religion, be Inspired with an ^"^husiastic courage, at

least^equal to that which, through the course of tins an-devastat:n^

Revolution, has been the chief boast and glor^^ of the Repubhcans

Considering the purpose for which this tract is avowedly written,

we ought not implicitly to rely on the calculations which it con-

tains ; nor should the zeal of the author be forgotten, while we are

estimating the credit that Is due to his testimony. ,

He gives the following comparative view of the population of the

principal cities of France, Great Britain, and Ireland

;

G. BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
ift July,

1796.

London, with Weflminller 7 t,co.coo* Paris

Bourdeaux
Lyon
Marfeille

Touloufe

Rouen
Nantes

Rennes
Stialbourg

t Lille

Caen
IV'Jetz

Montpellier

Amiens
Orleans,

Vdlenciennes

FRANCE,
ift Jan.

1789.

8 50.000
i4vcoo
1 50.ceo
ICO.OCO
So.oco

90.000
78.0C0

60.000

76.000
70.0CO
50.0C0

4Z.OOO
- 40.coo

41.000
40. ceo

. 33.0CO

ift July,

1796.

600.000

115.000
loo.oco
70.coo
5S.COO

70.000
50.0CO

iJO.COO

SS.coo

455.000

40.coo

33.000
30.000

3?,. coo
30.ceo
26.COJ

and Southwark

Dublin (Ireland)

Manchefter

Cork (Irehnd)

Norwich

1 70. ceo
26.0CO
So.oco
78. coo
80 000

Edinburgh (with Lcith) Scotland 78.000

Liverpool

Birmingham
Exeter .-

Nevvcaftle

Cuventry

Giafgow (with Port Glafgow)

York
Leeds

76. coo
65.000
42.000
50.000
34.00*
42.000
38.000

43.000

Aberdeen, New and Old (Scot.) 54- CQ"

Total of the above 16 Towns ? , o^^.oco
111 July, 179^ J

Total of thefeT f ift July

16 Towns,
J.

1. 9 5 1.ceo < X796»

ift Jan. 1789.3 I.
1.397-O001

In this estimate, we observe that the population oi
?f^J^

^t-

presented as having suffered a diminution of 250'00° between tie

years 1789 and 1796: but, according to a report of the riench

Minister of the Interior, made In the year 1796. the population ot

Paris had augmented during the revolution by not less, (it ^^e le-

« * Greatly enlarged, by extending the barriers, In 1788.'

« t Transient garrisons are not comprehended in the population ot

:
fortified towns; such as LiUe, Mctz, Landau, &c.

collect
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•collect rightly) than 150,000 persons. This increase was said to be

chiefly owing to the safety that Paris afforded from the revolutionary

persecutions which raged in the departments.

Our calculator afSrms that, * since the subversion of the old con-

stitution, in 1789, the number of inhabitants in France has decreas-

ed, by emigration, assassination, incarceration, starvation, confla-

gration, guillotine, noyndes, fiiljillachs (en massej, despair, suicide,

&c. with an enormous disparity between natural deaths and births,

and a warfare more exterminating than was ever before known m mo-

<dern ages, to the amount ©/"Four Millions and ujnuards.'—Which
he makes out thus :

* By violent deaths and other extra causes, (viz. emigra-

tion. Sec. as above mentioned) since the commence-

ment of the Revolution, colonies included, - 1.200.000

Disparity of iirfhs compared with natural deaths, between

1789 and 1793, ^^ ^<i^^^ 120.000 annually, on average

of those four years, - - - 480.000

Deaths in ordinary mortality, beyond the Births, sup-

posing the former to be yearly 650.000, and the latter

390.00c, at a ratio of 5 to 3, for the last four years 1.040.coo

On one miUion of fighting men, in armies, fleets, intestine

commotions, &c. from ift Jan. 1793 to 3illDec. 1796,

at an annual defecit of i -4th - - - 1 .000.000

Lost by the colonial civil wars, and by wars in France,

and Low Countries, Bishopric of Liege, &c. between

1789 and lit Jan. 1793 ... 500.000

Total - 4,220,000'

The population of the British empire he estimates at 1450005000,

and that of France at no more than i6,ooo,cco.

The anecdotes contained in this work form the best part of it.

The following circumstances are related of General Kellerman.

* Kellerman certainly saved the Republic, v%rhen he triumphed, on

the bordei-s of Champaign, over the Duke of Brunswick. He is a

gentleman of hereditary property in Alsace, and of Scottish descent,

the original name of his family being Kilderman, or Kildam.an. He
distinguished himself heretofore, when a field-officer in Poland ; and

before the French Revolution ranked as a major-general, and had the

great cross of St. Louis. The signal ingratitude towards him, of the

late ministers, arose from the nature of his disposition, which could

never suffer him to come up to what the Jacobines styled " The Height

cf Circumstances" [L^Hauteur des Circonstances).—At the head of a

victorious and zealously-attached army, he was put under arrest, while

dining, by invitation, on neutral ground, at Geneva, October, 1 793,
and chose, against the earnest supplications of the whole staff, and
numerous friends around him, to submit to the order, signed by
Robespierre, together with some of his infamous colleagues, at the
Committee of Public Safety.— Kellerman was k.pt in rigorous impri.
sonment near a twelvem.onth ; and had net the lOih of Thermidor re-

versed the ruling system of Government, he would, no doubt, have

Q_3 gone
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rrone from hJs trial to the guillotine, in lieu of the command in chief

over another formidable army. He was of course most honorably

acquitted by the new Tribunal.—This officer illustrates a jUst remark,

that the brightest examples of mirtial gallantry vsually taKe the le?d

in charitable and Hberal acts. His generosity is equal to his bravery;

for, while he was in confinement, he sought out, though with the

greatest personal danger, others, more indigent sufferers, to solace

and relieve them with his purse. No sooner was he released, than he

became indefatigable in procuring liberty for a number of innocent

prisoners, and found exquisite pleasure in gomg hnnself into dun-

geons, to unrivet their chains, regardless of all narrow partialities of

nation, or of party, and governed only in his kindness by a measure

of distress. This is known, and has been experienced, by many of

our countrymen. A gentleman, and his wife, who bear one of the

first names in England^, and the most hostile to France, declare, that

to Kellerman's beneficence and well-timed succours, clandestinely

c:5nveyed, while shut up, au secnt, sick and famished, they owe their

present existence.'

With the anecdotes that follow, we shall conclude our account ot

th'S interesting pamphlet.
. . . . , , , ,

< A valet of Sanson, executioner -in-chief, having boasteo that the

pn-quisite of dead mens' clothes was worth to his master 200 Louis

d'ors per week; an order issued thereupon, that m future, the

dresses of those who fell under La Glal-ve dc' la Loi^', should be kept

at the disposal of government; and, in the hard winter of 1794'

several prisoners of both sexes being almost naked, these wardrobes

w re opened, to supply them with a covering f^'-

' Citizen Beaumont was guillotined for Citizen Chaumontj—-in

vain he represented the mistake, implored, and argued ;
they insist-

ed the charge must have been intended against him—that there was

"but little difference in the spelhng, " still less in_ the sound, of the

two names."—So he was hurried away to execution.

< yi^ e de INI , a young lady, aged about eighteen,

was imprisoned and put to death instead of her elder sister J, who

had been denounced in a popular society, for counter-revolutionary

sentiments.
, r 7^ r •

1

< The covered cart came one evening to La torce, tor its usual

complem.ent of victims, to be conveyed to the Conchrgcn:, and from

< * The sword of justice.

<
f At the Luxemburgh Prison, Mademois. Ro 1, being called

down from htv chamber, to the houfe-ketper's apartment, was shown

a heap of stockings, and told to choose any pair might best fit her.

Casting an eye upon the parcel, she instantly fainted away, and fell

on .the floor : one of the stockings she saw marked with hef own

net'dlcwork—the initial ktteri of her father's name; and this was t!;

iirst intimation she had received of his unhappy end.

« t This is a singular instance of heroism ; it has since been dis-

covered that Mademoiselle de encouraged the error, that

{>he r.uvi;ht die, and save her sister, who was a married woman, with a

•family cf children.'
thence

I
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thence to the Guillotine :—to complete the fare, they obliged a pri-

soner, who was not actually on the h'st of those required by Fouquett

to go off with the rest ; but on the other hand, on the Bth Ther-

midor, at night, the driver seat to the Luxemhourg maintained

that his cart would hold no more than what had entered ; and, after

some wrangling with the jailor, obstinately stuck by his refusal to

admit one of the r.umber demanded, and who stood ready at the

wicket. The poor fellow was therefore reserved to come first of the

next assortment ; Robespierre went in his place, and he now keeps a

reputable shop near the Pont-neuf, at Paris/— — —
* General and Madame Quetino, were a young couple, extremely

attached to each other ; they had one son, about four years old, who
used daily to visit, with her, the unhappy father, confnieJ at the

Abbey of St. Germain, upon Jacobin suspicion. It was signified, in

March, 1794, by order of the Commhe de Surety G'enerak, that all

those in custody were to be instantly put au secret^

I

—The news

of their separation was so afflicting to this fond pair, that they con-

certed various measures to accelerate the General's trial, knowing

that no substantial charge could be brought against him. It oc-

curred to the wife, that on soUiciting Hebert (commonly called Pcre

du Chene) in whose company the General had once found himself

imprisoned, during a fortnight, they might, through his interposi-

tiou, attain so reasonable a request ; she, therefore, sent a suppli-

catory note, saw him by appointment, and received promises of ocr-

vice. Some days after, Robespierre guillotined Pere du Chene f , at

whose house, in a scrutoire, among a large mass of papers, appeared

Madame Quetino's note ; and, in consequence thereof, she and her

husband were arraigned as his accomplices, and condemned to death.

The General was forthwith executed—the same judgment passed on

the lady—the inflicting of it was, however, protracted, as she showed

an advanced state of pregnancy : ere three days elapsed, she was de-

livered in prison of a dead child—the pangs of labour scarce over,

came two Gendarmes, with a Tombereau J, and dragged her

out of bed to undergo the sentence. Perceiving, as she dressed her-

self, that she had fine long hazle tresses, which fell as low as her

waist, each trooper seized on them, at once, as his spoil, and kept

tearing different ways, till her cries and their quarrels brought up a

turnkey, who settled the dispute, by cutting the hair in two parts,

and equally dividing it betwixt the combatants.—Madame Quetino

was then conveyed to the guillotine, but seemed totally deprived of

her senses, and almost motionless. She was a delightful, and very

accomplished person.'—
' Houchard was a soldier of fortune, and, much against his will,

made Commander-in-chief of the army of the north.—He had signa-

lized himself while a subaltern in the cavalry. He was lodged at the

* * When put {au secret) in secret, no communication whateverfs

allowed beyond the walls of the dungeon.
* f Hebert had long been trying to supplant Robespierre in the

esteem of the populace, by even surpassing him in impiety and villainy.

' X A Tombereau is like a London dung-cart.'

0^4 abbey*
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abbey, in the same comdor with an English lady (Mrs. P—t) and

'took every opportunity when his door was left unbolted (for the pur-

pose of fi'liiiig his pitcher with water) to converse frankly with her.

" I am to die for not having driven your English prince into the sea.

—This is the indirect charge, and not one military man among all my
Judges ; they state, that I had 60,000 men ; I commanded 36,000

only, of which 18,000 were excellent troops; the remainder—un-

disciplined rustics, and only to be pushed on by artificial means;

imluckily, we had no brandy left.—I am little versed in history ;
yet,

sometimes read what particidarly interests my own profession : and I

could not but recollect at the time, that not far frojn our camp were

two memorable fields of battle, in both which, your country-men gave

proof of what a very few, the flower of a brave nation, may atchieve,

when driven to a desperate alternative *."

« So soon as the general came into court, and his person recog-

nized, the jury called out, " We are satisfied ;
peine de mort f." At

that instant, Houchard sprang from the chair in which they had placed

him, and forced his way over the tables, to the seats of the judges,

who escaped by flight into a back-room. It was long before he could

be secured and bound. He was about 38 years of age, six feet two
'

inches high ; and endued with wonderful active force ;
not the

clown-like strength of the Farncsian Hercules, but the suelt and

elastic vigour of the famous assaihng gladiator, at ihs: villa Borghese\y

of which we have so many good copies in Great-Britain From that

day forward, all prisoners, while at the tribunal, have been tied in

the Terrible Fauteiiil§, with cords. General Houchard, to the mo-

ment of his death, showed a manly and stern bravery.'

Art. 35. Reasons against National Despondency ; in Refutation of

Mr. Erskine's View of the Causes and Consequences of the Pre-

§ent War. With some Remarks upon the supposed Scarcity of

Specie. 8vo. pp. 202. 2s. 6d. Cadell jun. and Davies.

This is a well written and energetic answer to Mr. Erskine's pam-

phlet : but the arguments and observations contained in it have been

so often before the public, that we think it unnecessary to repeat any

of then^ on the present occasion. The author thus concludes :

* The Power of France is not sufficiently great to terrify us ; but it

is so formidable that it ought to unite us. Let us not weaken oup

strength by distracted Councils, and by divided wishes. To prevent

this,"l have ventured to raise my feeble voice. I call upon the

Country to act and think as if influenced by one common interest,

and inspired with one soul. I adjure them in the name of God and

Nature ; in the name of every tie which binds man to social inter-

course ; in the name of every generous feeling which ennobles, and

of every tender emotion which gladdens life, to sustain their own

' * Cressy (in Pdnthieu) and Azincourt (in Artois) neither of

which is twelve leagues from Cassel.

« t Death. X I" Italy.

*
§ This is the term commonly given by the printers in Pans, to.

the arm-chair allotted for prisoners on trial; who do not stand at a

bar, as in England.'
course
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course and that of Europe, as the world demands It of them.—What-

eve- animosities may divide us ; whatever misfortunes may depress us

;

whatever private calamities may assail us, let us consiuer tnat it is^thc

happiness and the honour of England which we must defend, xt is

not a petty territory nor paltry distinction for which we are caUed

upon to shed our blood ; It Is in a cause for which our ancestors have

been prodigal of life. It is for our Laws, our Religion, and our

'

Families • for all that Is- connected with pubhc good, and with pn-

vate happiness. Let us not " lay tlie flattering unction to our souls

that Peac- is to be attained by moderation, concession, or by the

immense sacrifice of Belgium. Experiment has followed upon ex-

paTment. Nothing can purchase Peacefor BnUnn l..t Futory, or the

. u ter prostitution of all that she holds m estimation I call that God

to witness who judges me as I write, and whoisthe Arbiter of my

Se, that what I have said is the result of conviction ;
that it springs

from the bottom of my heart.'

Art C.6. Conciliation; or Considerations on the Origin andTermi-

ration of the present War. With an Appendix, containing Re-

4arks on Mr. Erskine's " View of the Causes and Consequences

of the present V7ar." By HewUng Luson, of Sheerness. 8vo.

pp. 88. IS. 6d. Sael. 1797-
,

. . .
„

We have perused this pamphlet with some pleasure, for it contains

rZj bold and excellent pohtical propositions Our ^-aders will

UiLe of It from the following extracts.^ It is the writer s object

^
^^To prove that It Is the reciprocal interest of both these nations,

(France andEngland,) that it Is equally the duty ofboth tneirgovern-

LAt to terminate the destructive contest, not only by a just and

hoto mile peace, founded on reciprocal concession, forbearance, a^id

oSon of ancient enmity and present injury, but (however lacon-

gruous the Idea may at first sight appear) by a sincere, permanent

''^'' No measure short of this can secure the repose of Europe The

absurd the horrid idea of natural enmity between Britam and France

f;:; either be eternally extinguished or .3 smothered embers will

soon acrain burst forth in dreadful conflagration.
•

1 .,°
But tl.Is amitv, which cannot be sincere without a reciprocal re-

nun-^Sintf ambkion, abasement of pride, and, in short, without

a toS dereliction of the opinions, a total revolutions the principles,

Jv°^ich En<.land and France have for many centuries been governed

caVonly proceed from that most difficult^of all hujnan exertions, A

MiTT-TTAl A^KNO'.VLEDGEMENT OF ERROR. ^ ,
, .

"
To future aces, perhaps even to this age, the French revolution

itself d..ad^ul as -e^ts present effects, menacing as i^^sp^^^^^^^^^

anDcar. may be productive of inestnr.able benefits, it may accele-

rat'e and expend the progress of liberty, philosophy, and civihzaaon,

it may inform, correct, and harmonize mankind.
_

^Already ts meliorating influence produces great and visible al-

teratSnsIn our conduct as well as in our opinions Superstition drops

its mask and persecution Its scourge ;
pnde terrified and abased, re-

£eTits h^iLy brow ; rank,>irth, and title, are appreciated by^t^e
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standard of reason ; and the fortuitous occupier of these necessary ap-

pendages to civil society must no longer claim from others that rcspecft

for his station which he neglects to pay it himself; he must also beai*

va. raind^ that the most dangerous and the worst of levellers in society

are those who degrade the station to which fortune has raised them ;

who lower the eminence on which they erect the standard of thei:

pride ; and abet the cause of that equality they affect to depreciate

and despise, making the necessity of subordination grievous, and sub-

mission to vice, arrogance, and folly, disgraceful.

* How pointed, yet how just, is the contempt with v/hich reason

and philosophy now rqjard the famed exploits, the rapine, the mur-
'

«£ers, the insatiable pride and ambition of that *' crowned ruffian" of

antiquity, Alexander the Great ! They may now give a bold arid

decisive answer in the affirmative to the question of the humane, in-

dignant poet,

** A:id shall not twice a thousand years unpraise

The boisterous boy, and blast his guilty bays ?"

Dr. YoungV Lo'cs of Fa;nc.

His valour, his occasional magnanimity, his noble confidence, mar
still be admired ; but his excesses, his pride, and his tyranny, will,

in this enlightened age, meet withthe detestation they deserve.

* How despicable, how sordid, how abject, does the sanguinaiy

ambition of Louis XIV. appear !

* How does it shrink from the mortifying comparison with the

invincible Grecian Hero !

* No sprig of laurel graced the brow— no genius informed—no

virtue irradiated the mind of the gloomy ferocious bigot.

* The haughty unrelenting despot compelled armies of slaves to

sacrifice their lives in the unjust and unavailing attempt to swell his

triumphs, and extend his sway. Rioting in luxury ar,d debauchery,

or chaunting, with impious hypocrisy, Te Deums for battles he

dared not fight and for victories he did not obtain, he saw Europe's

fertile plains desolated and drenched with blood at his commavid ;

while the indignant, agonizing, a\\'ful groan of suffering millions

ascended to heaven, to call down vengeance on his guilty

head.'
* Englishmen and Frenchmen have, ever since the Noraian con-

quest, been told they are natural enemies. This gross libel on na-

ture they have always considered as an article of their political creed ;

and have very conscientiously, and willingly, followed their leaders to

cut each other's thi-oats, for the glory of their respective kings and

countries ; and to revenge themselves on their " natural enemies,"

though all the time without any " malice or hatred in their hearts,'*

except what their wise and righteous " governors, teachers, political

oastors, and masters," might have found it convenient to instil into

them.
' If two numerous armies of these natural enemies should even, at

this moment, when the national animosity created by ambition, nursed

by prejudice, and strengthened by a long reciprocation of injuries, has

attained its highest pitch, be eagerly waiting the dreadful event of

battle :
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batt'e • and if the meditated slaughter should be sudderly wd unex-

nec^ediy snsoended bv the hippy tidings of peace, would r:ot the joy-

?ul ncrlamations of either hcrt r.s?ert the rights of injured nature ? Her

children, liberated from the cruel tyranny of human restrictions, ana

absolved from the stern commands of honour, would obey her awiiU

voice, and embrace as brethren.
, . , ^ u c. >

< A natural enemy " is a monster" which the world " ne er saw,

and national animositv is the creature of political delusion.
_

^

' Should a Frenchman and a Briton bo cast on a desolate isiajd,

the national prejudice would instantly vanish, and the joy of nieetmg

with an associate in afBiction would obluerate for a moment the idea

of their mutual diftress. .

' So powerful is x\it prmclple of universal philanthropy Avh:di

the all-wise Cr^atr^r has implanted in the breast oi man, that^it exists,

and occasionally bursts forth, even in these who have been inured to

acts of rapine, violence, and cruelty ; who have been i^stematicady

barbaris'd. . • -l . 1

< When the cVcree was passed in the convention, that the armies

of the French Republic " should take no prisoners," a decree which

is so suoereminep.t in atrocitv as to cast at an awful distance the vilest

acts of deliberate barbarity which history has recorded, the armies of

France, to their immortal honour, indignantly refused to obey tnc

infernal mandate.
, -r 1 r • -li 3 .-- a

< In the late glorious action, when the Indefatigable andtne Ama-

zon attacked Les Droits De L'Homme, and the two latter, while

fi<Thting with equal braveiy, ran on shore on the coast of France, the

humane and gcnero-s natives, respecting the valour of tlieir gallant

<^nemy, by which they saw their own ship destroyed, were equally

attentive to the preservation of Englishmen as of their countrymen,

from the common calamity to which the fate of war had brought

' Are such heroic, generous nations to be longer considered as

natural enemies ?
1 i

• j- 1 •

< Forbid it, righteous Heaven! and grant that their fierce, their

impolitic, their destructive contention may be immediately succeeded

by an alliance as durable, an amity as sincere, as their present hostility

is Irrational!
1 ^ ^ 1

* The French are not, bv nature, a cruel or malevolent people ;
nor

are either their national prejudices, or the cruelties or enormities

which stain the annals of the sanguinar^^ reign of Robicspicrre and his

associates, to be attributed to the depravity of the people, but to their

inverted education, to the examples of turpitude and barbarity con-

tinually before their eyes, and to the immoral and az/jm/;.:^/ pniiciples

industrioufly propagated am.ong them.'

Art. 37. Jt Letter to the Right Hon. WiUiam Pitt, on the additional

Tax of Two Shillings and Six Pence on every Cvvt. of Sugar

;

with some Observations on the Slave Trade. 8vo. is. .6d.

Egerton. ... . .

This tract is neither forcibly nor elegantly written, but it

displays local knowlege, and contains obserA-ations which merit

attention.
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attention. The author, seemingly with great reason, contends that

the duties on sugar, like those on tea, should be regulated by
the y?.'fl//(y of the commodity. 'As coarse teas {he observes) are

exempted from [part of] the duty, on the principle of accommodating

the poor, so should coarse or inusco'vado sugar be favoured in like

manner.' Ifwe mistake not, this principle prevails in the tax on sugar

imported from the East Indies, which pays ad valorem ; and we con-

ceive that no solid argument-can be adduced, to prove that it should

not be extended to the imports from our colonies in the west.

The chief intention of this pamphlet, ho\rever, is to urge a claim

on behalf of the inhabitants of Barbadoes, which, if it were urged in

the house of commons, would probably sui-prize the minister. The
author contends that they ought to be particularly, and exclusively

t

exem.pted from any additional tax whatever on their sugar imported

into this kingdom, on the plea that they are groaning under burdens

to which the sister colonies are not subject. The writer admits that

the Island? of St. Christoplier, Nevis, Antigua, and Montsevrat, are

equally liil1:;le with Barbadoes to the duty of 4I per cent, on their pro-

duce : but he observes that * there is something so peculiar in the

misfortunes which have befallen Barbadoes, that, upon a thorough

scrutiny, the immediate claims of this island must be allowed in pre-

ference to every other.' He states the following circumstances in sup-

port of this conclusion :

< On the 14th of M?.y 1766 a most dreadful fire consumed the

greater part of Bridge Town, the capital of the island. On the

27th of December in the same year, a second conflagration broke out

and destroyed the remaining part of this town. These fires so in-

lured many of the principal planters, that a number of years elapsed

before they were enabled to i-ecover themselves ; and numberless others

(^not in possession of those means of rallying which the more wealthy

had recourse to) sunk under the weight of their misfortune:. In fact,

these horrid calamities occasioned universal distress throughout the

island, and the unfortunate inhabitants had scarcely recovered from

these direful events, when that most awful and tremendous hurricane

In the year 1780, levelled to the ground the whole of that industry

which had cost them so much pains and labour. This was a stroke

for which they were little prepared, and which filled the measure

of their woes ! but these fires, and this horrid convulsion of nature,

were not the only ills that the Barbadians have had to encounter.

Pandora's box, replete as it was with misery, contained not half the

calamities that desolated and laid waste this once fertile land. The
secui-ity which enveloped theni upon the extinction of the conflagra-

tions, served only to aggravate those misfortunes which quickly at-

tended them. They had imagined, that, from the extent of those

evils, no others of greater magnitude could follow. They had con-

soled themselves with these ideas, and they had in the true spirit

of " Exulting • Ilion" exclaimed "Hie Dolopum manus : Hie
sisvus teudebat Achilles : Classibus hie locus : Hie acies certare so-

lebant." But this was but the rhapsody of the moment. Mischief

engendered mischief, 'andfrorti those fatal fires in the year 1766 to

the unfortunate year 1780, the country was laid waste by lo'

rersi
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ren *, Had and yellcw blasts, ants, end a series- of dry and unproductive

seasons. The planters were brouglit to the very thresnold of indigence.

Merchants, loud in their demands ;
go^^trnr:^cxit, posiU-oe tnzts le-vies.

Thus were the Barbadians environed with difficulties ;
and thus were

their concerns disregarded and perplexed.'
, , • -n

This is a gloomv and, we fear, a faitnful picture : but that it will

divert, in the smallest degree, the claims of ministenal rapacity from

the inhabitants of Barbadoes, we suppose the autnor himself is not

sanguine enough to expect.

Concerning the remarks on the slave-trade, we have only to obsei-ve

that they have been anticipated by other writers.

Art ^8. The ^lestions stated, Peace or War? and who are^ the

Men fittest to make Peace and to keep it ? submitted to the Consider- '

ation of the People of Great Britain and Ireland. 8vo. pp. 84.

IS. 6d. Johnson. 1797. , . ,. , t-

This whimsical author is an advocate for immediate peace and li-

beral reform. Our readers may judge of his principles and style irom

the following extract.
. 111, 1.

« Reader. You have not told us your opinion whether the war has

been ably planned and conducted.

' Juthor. We may presume that those who had the management

did their bes^. But they have not eclipsed the merit of Carnot. Few

people are capable of forming or judging of the plans for conducting

warf We know, however, what has been the success ;
and it we were

to iudge of measures both at home and abroad by their ;vja//, we

might be apt to suppose that onr military operations had been contrived

by a Lord Chancellor; our na^^al ajairs directed -by a general of

horse ; our state-trials conducted by a Scotch advocate, bred in the

despotic maxims of the law of the Roman emperors ;
onxfinances and

taxes contrived by pick-pockets ; and tlie police of the country exer-

cised by a provost-martial. .

' Reader. You have said nothing of Mr. Burke's advice to carry on

eternal war with the repubUc of regicides, as he calls the French go-

« Juthor. I should think myself as mad as Mr. Burke, if I vvere

to regard a phrenzv which not above one or two men m the whole

kingdom avow ; and I should as soon make a serious attack^ upon

Don Quixote and his squire Sincho, while they were globing m
their seTf-importance of being the universal deliverers of distressed

dnmsels, as I would reason with Mr. Burke, and his follower Mr.

Windham, while they affect to be the knights-eiTant of rcgul?^- go-

vernment, religion, and humanitA', and are popping their ligit artil-

lery of air-guns loaded with tropes, metaphors, riddles, qmbbies, and

quaint phrases, at the huge giant. Regicide.'

Art. ^50. Thoughts on the Conduct both of Ministers and Opposition;

submitted by a true-bom Englishman to the serious Consideratioa

of his Countrymen. 8vo. ^d. Longman.

The veiy wise, philosophical, and humane purpose ot this httle

* A worm or grub which do^ncredible mischief to the sugar-

""^^' ^^^- pamphlet.
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pamphlet, which consists chiefly of extracts from " a third letter *

to a British merchant," may be s^cn in the following passage of the

compiler's preface.

* As to my foreign politics, they consist chiefly in a settled and
unconquerable aversion to our natural enemies the French—not, in-

deed, as individuals, but as a nation ; an aversioa which I sucked in

with my mother's n.ilk, and which I trust my children have sucked

irt with theirs, as I am convinced that, as a national sentiment, it has

not only been one principal cause of our greatness and prosperity, but

also that it is nece=;;ctry for our security against a bitter and perfidious

foe; And as the French Nation, bad as they always were, are

lately much changed for the worse, I think it my duty to hate them
more than ever, and I wish there was an AntigalHcan club in every

parish throughout the kingdom.'

Art. 40. Nen.v Circulating Medium : being an Examination of tlie

Solidity of Paper Currency, and its Effects on the Countiy at this

Crisis. 8vo. 6d. Johnson.

The object of this pamphlet is to prove that the new circulating

Medium, the Bank of England notes not exchangeable for go!d and

silver, v/ill in a short time lose value rapidly ; and that notes of

private bankers will be preferred to them in circulation, as a security

less fluctuating. "^I'he note-holders, whenever their property depre-

ciates, will probably solicit their being made a legal tender,—a mea-

sure deprecated by the acute and ingenious author, as inefficient^

ruinous, and tyrannical.

Art, 41. Letters written to the Directors and Governors cf the Bank of

En'^land, in Sept. 1796, on the Pecuniary Distresses of the

Country, and the Means of preventing them With seme addi-

tional Observations on the same Subject, and the Means of speedily,

re-establishing the public and commercial Credit of the Country.

By Sir John Sinclair, Bait. President of the Board of Agriculture

8vo. It. Nicol.
^ 1797.

The character of Sir John Sinclair as a writer stands justly high ;

a cosmopolite spirit graces his reflections ; and his information oa

topics of finance, agriculture, and statistics, is sought as authority

tliroughout Europe :—but it may be doubted whether he deserves as

a practical statesman all the confidence Avhich he possesses as a lite-

rary politician. During the scarcity of corn, the stir and reports of

the Board of Agriculture certainly increased the dearth, and have

supplied the stroi-gest argument for granting indemnities to the pier-

chants who lost money by their importations ; and a late inquisitive

nuuibering of the cattle along the coast is by some thought to have

helped to bring on the critical alarm which stopped the Bank of

England.

In the-Ietters now before us. Sir John takes it for granted that we

4re in want of circulating medium ; whereas we apprehend that cur

want is of a different kind, a want oiproductive circulation. It is not

* We have not yet seen the third Letter to a British Merchant

;

our oplnloa of the ist and 2d appeared iu our Review for Nov. 1796,

-enough
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enough that our lands, our houses, our shipping, our manufactures,

and our goods of every sort, are greater in quantity and more valuable

in amount than ever ;—if each act of circuktion converts some por-

tion of our fixed into consumable property—withdraws some portion

of the stock reserved for immediate consumption, at a price which

does not invite re-production—or otherwise squanders unproductively

v/e are travelling on in the career of declension with a rapidity the

greater for the very magnitude of our wealth. (Consult Busch Fom.

GeMsu;nbuf, Hambifrg, 1780.)

As a remedy for this supposed want of circulatmg medmm, Sir

John proposes to Increase the capital of the Bank. This can be done

by offering a larger profit to the subscribers than the public funds at

present afford, /. e. by granting to proprietors of the new^ Bank-stock

an annual dividend of at least 7L per cent, besides a bonus in the first

instance for displacing their property ;—and this money is then to

be employed in discounting for the merchants at/^v per cent.—so tliat

the whole new capital would burden the concern with an annual loss.

If the merchants obtain it not, there will be no apparent diminution

of what they call scaicity of cash. Repeal, indeed, the laws which

limit the rate of interest, and all this may be feasible with advantage.

Sir J. S. next suggests the issue of notes of two and three pounds

-,alue : to which the only objections seem to be, that they encroach

on the more useful circy.lation of private bankers 5 and that, in the

event of depreciation, a large quantity of this sm.all paper would be

found in the hands of a class of men more easily alarmed and irritated,

and less inured to habits of order and allegiance, than those to wliom

the anticnt circulation was confined. This might endanger public

tranquillity.

The project o^ issuing, at this time, notes dated in 1798 in order

to elude a \t\[^^. run, strikes at the root—we had almost said, of

honesty—certainly, of credit.

Tne project of recoining the gold, with an alloy of 6 or 7 per cent,

is an operation which M. De Calonne executed in France, a little

time before the revolution. It vvould lessen,—not the nominal indeed,

but the actual value of the pound sterling ; and it would contse-

quently defraud all the creditors in the kingdom, to the proht of their

debtors, by the precise amount of the value withdrawn. Govern-

ment is a great debtor to the people, and would certainly be a gainer

by it. Sit John Sinclair is of opinion that this operat^ion would not

affect the foreign exchange. Notwithstanding his profound study of

" Krusen's Hamburg Comptorist," we shall not hesitate to profess

a diametrically opposite opinion. The theory of exchange is very

simple. Capital circulates in the European market in the form of

bills of exchange, (see Review vol. xvi, p. 379,) at_ an interest pro-

portioned to the demand. In time? of peace, v^'hen industry can lay-

by a pro^Jressive addition to its stock, it bears a diminishing intci-est

of 5 or 4 per cent. In times of war, when rulers are rapidly anni-

hilating capital in the form of powder, bullets, and military accou-

trements, it bears an increasing interest of 7 or 8 per cent. The

countiy which will allow the higliest interest obtains the use of it.

H a merchant in London has to pay at the end of tv/o months a pound

S of
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of silver at Hamburg, he offers a pound of silver less the average dis-*

count for tAvo months en that portion of European capital. If he
can obtain it on these terms, the exchange is said to be at par. If a

merchant in London has to pay at the end of three months a pound
of silvef it Madrid, he offers a pound cf silver less the same average

raterest, or discount, for three months. If he can thus obtain it,'

the excharrge 'is at par. Has a minister large subsidies to remit

to Hamburg ; this unusual demand for silver payable there causes

the agent merchants to bid against each other for the requisite

tvvo-nxonths Jiills : they offer a penind of silver without deduc*

lion, or more than a pound of silver. The exchange is then

said to rise ; it becomes unfavourable to the British nation. Have
the Spanish merchants purchased for South America an unusual

quantity of English manufactures ; more offers of silver payable in

Madird arc by them sent to the London market than the demand
requires. These are hawked about by bill-brokers at the Dutch
auction of progressive abatement. Not only the usual deduction of

\\ per cent, (supposing the average rate of European interest to be

6 per cent, or It for three months,) but a farther discount is allowed,

and the purchaser bnys a three-months draft on Madrid for 2 or 3
per cent, less than the value of a pound of silver. The exchange is

then said to fall ; it becomes favourable to the British nation. Hence
there is a constant tendency in each country to preserve with each an

exact balance of interchange. Purchases can always be made to

most advantage by that countiy to which another is indebted. A
subsidy paid at Hamburg favours the exportation of our manufac-

tures into Geimany. A sale cf our merchandice made at Cadiz fa-

vours the importation of Spanish wine and wool into Great Britain.

Every thing .which rendei-s property /«j<.'73//t' diminishes the market

value of a pound of silver, payable at a future peritsd in the country

so circumstanced. The exchange turns against such country, be-

comes favourable to th6se who purchase there, and thus facilitates ex-

portation. The manufactures of such country are demanded. Hence
the prodigious exportations of France during her revolution. Cir-

cumstances which favor internal stabiUty augment, on the contraiy,

the market value of silver payable in such country ; the exchange

turns in its favour ; and it can purchase to advantage. Its own ma-
nufactures lose demand. Hence the prodigious importations of

England a little time previous to the war. Diminution of the uni-

versal capital, testified by a rise of its average interest, is injurious to

production : hence the general uneasiness experienced even from a

war not our own.—If all this be considered, it will appear obvious

that a depreciation of the pound sterling, by an adulterated re-

coinage of its legal measure, must inflict on this country a consider-

able rise of the exchange, until it attain the level of the new value,

which is just ; and a farther rise resulting from an opinion of the

instability of British property, Vvhich is so much pui'C additional

loss.

The plan, (page 3c,) for publicly guaranteeing the dividends of

the bank, is liable to the simple objection that government has the

worse credit of the two. That ot issuing state-notes (p^ge 33) is a

7 reYival
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revival of the ta/Bes of Mr. Montagu, which succeeded, but Wiilch are

liable to all the objections of an ussignat system :—that is, they
tend (as has happened in France) to plunder all proprietors and all

creditors, by paying off rents, interests, and debts, with the same no-

viinal h\xt with a really reduced com : but they tend to raise the wages
of labor, to better the condition of debtors, and to rouse a lethargic

crowd to personal interference with public measures.

Art. 42. Obser'uailoiis en the present alarming Crisis : Addressed to

the Nobility and Clergy. By J. Morfitt, Barrister at Law. 8vo.

IS. All Booksellers.

This is an animated declamation on the old text, " There's somc'

thing rotten in the state of Denmark." No doubt, Britons, as well as

other people, sometimes require to be rouzcd to a sense of duty, and
to an ardent and disinterested zeal for their country ; and especially

in the present important crisis : but how far Mr. Morhtt's appeal to the

feelings of our Nobility and Clergy may be effectual, we do net under-
take to decide. He calls on the Bishops and other dignitaries of the
church to stand forwards in the present season of expence and danger,
and out of their large revenues to co 'tribute handsomely towards the
defejice of their King, their country, and themselves. He reminds
the Nobility of their places and pensions recorded in the red book,
and requires them to make some patriotic sacrifices :—nor does he
forget to level a stroke also at those " Cits who prefer a guinea to
mankind." He moreover wishes that all religious distinctions could
be removed ; that Churchmen and Dissenters could alike enjoy the
privileges of citizens ; and that all sects and parties could be melted
down into one sohd mass of sterhng patriotism : to vv'hich he adds
his prayers for an eftectual reform -.r—A consjmnnation devoutly to be.

npished !—but first we say " Give peace in our time, Lordl"

Ai"t. 43' Strictures on Peace. The Englishman and Reformer, a
Dialogue, By Mr. Dunn. 8vo. pp.32, is. Richardson. 1796.
The object of this dialogue is to shew the impracticability of a

permanent peace in Europe, and particularly between this country
and the French republic ; and indeed, notwithstanding the beautiful
theories of the advocates for the advancing melioration of the human
race, it seems highly probable that the period is very far distant when
the nations of Europe shall abolish those causes of hostility, that have
hitherto almost incessantly vexed and desolated the fairest countries of
the earth.

Art. 44. y/ A^cw System of Finance : proving the Defects of the
Present Sytem

; that a Saving may take place in the Public In-
come and Expenditure to the Amount of near Ten Millions an-
nually ! Exposition of the Consequences to the Pubhc through
their Connection with the Bank of England ; the baneful Conse-
quence of Stock-jobbing; astonishing Losses sustained by the
Public, that have enabled the Minister to carry on the Deception
of lessening the Public Debt ; the unparalleled Advantages given by
the Minister to the Loan Mongers for Paper Credit, in order to
support the present ruinous War ; One Hundred Pounds Securities
in the. Three per C -Its. given by the Minister to rcceive4ih los. 8d.
Rev. June, 1797. R to
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to be sent to Germany for the Support of the Emperor's Loau.
' ^Together with a Reply to Messrs. Morg-an and Vansittart on the

Subject of Finance. Some Remarks on Simon the Stock
Broker's I etter to Mr. Alderman Curtis, late Lord Mayor of

-'IjOndon. On the Iniquity of Private Tontines. Schemes for the

Benefit of Age, on the mo it reputable Establishments. A reason-

able Compromise between Debtor and Creditor. A perfect Esta-

blisment for National Credit in future ; and the People relieved
FROM THE MOST BURTHENSOME OF THEIR TaxES. By ThomaS
Fry, Autlior of the Guardian of Public Credit. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

Jordan. 1797.

Mr. Thomas Fry is a successful rival to Mr. Simeon Pope *
; and

excels in despondency n«t less than his antagonist does in confidence.

The observations on the Bank of England, and those on the East
India Company, reprobate as highly injurious these privileged mo-
nopolizing companies. The following whimsical calculation we shall

topy:
* I Englishman pays as much as 6 Frenchmen did before the Re-

tolution, perhaps as much as 10 at the conclusion of the peace.

1 Englishman pays as much as 12 in Turkey
I ditto — 14 Russians

1 ditto — 10 Swedes

I ditto — 3 Hollanders, Stadtheldenai^

J ditto — 6 Austrians

1 ditto — 5 Spaniards

I ditto -^ 9 Portuguebe.'

• j,„ , .
MISCELLANEOUS.

Art. 45". " 7he Travels ofAnachars'ts the Younger in Greece. Abridged

from the orlghial Work of the Abbe Barthelemi. 8vo. pp.637,
8s. Boards. Veraor and Hood. X797.

The omission of the references in the original Impression ofthis work,

which renders the London edition of 1796 so useless to the man of

letters, has been imitated in this epitome. The most important sup-

pression is that of passing the historical introduction, which fills the

first volume of the original ; and by these m'eans the excellent analy-

sis of Solon's legislation, and the spirited narrative of the Persian

war, are lost. The third section, concerning the age of Pericles, ift

iTpt 80 justly an object oi regret.

The operation vvhicli has been performed on this work docs not eon-

Vst in compressing what Barthelemi has said, but in leaving out fre-

quently a paragraph or a page which appeared uninteresting to the

editor; the portion retained being mostly a very faithful translation.

In any form, these well-imagined Travels must please. A fe>v plates,

well designed and engraved, accompany this A-oIume- - -- -

Art. 46. Authentic Memoirs of the Life and Reign of C^herine II-

Empress of all the Russlas. Collected from authentic MSS. -

' Translations, &c. of the K. cf Sweden, Riglit Hon. Lord Mpuat-
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?nolrres, Lord Malmsbury, M> de Volney> &c, izmo. 3s. 5d*
Boards. Crosby. 1797.
One of those mushroom productions which so pl-entifully spring

up in the fertile soil of Grub ftreet ; and for the culture of which
we are much indebted to the industry of its highly lodged inhabitants,

who, from their lofty situation, look down with watchful eye on
whatever passes in the world below, carefully noting and transmit-

ting to us every interesting occurrence, for the gratification ofhuman
curiosity.—The death of the celebrated Catherine was an object of
too much magnitude and promise to escape their vigilance.

To those who are but little acquainted with the history of the

Russian government, during the last 34 years, this brief ccmpilement
may prove acceptable, as containing ail the information that will be
generally required.

Art. 47. A Letter to the Right Hon. the Ear! of Charlemont m the

Telegraph, and on the Defence of Ireland. By Richard Lovell
Edgewcrth Esq. F. R.S. andM. R. I.A. 8vo. is. Johnson.
The facts contained in this pamphlet will be deemed, by many,"a

valuable contribution towards the secret history of the present ad-
ministration, as well as to that of the invention of the telegraph.
After having remarked that Mr. Edgeworth writes throughout with
much dignity and moderation, and occasionally with bnuiancy, wc
shall extract a passage which may be considered as nearly a summary
of the whole statement

:

* When a nobleman of liigh honour and superior abilities had writ-

ten to m.e " that he trusted, I should be employed," when Mr. Pel-
ham had desired me to bring up to town the machines which I had
prepared, some of which were expiessly mentioned as being intended
for a com^munication from Dublin to Cork, when the simplicity of
the machinery, and the impenetrable secrecy of the mode of
communication were applauded by every member of administra*
tion, who had seen them—and when my invention was finally ap-
proved of by the Lord Lieutenant himself, who gave it in the hand-
somest manner a decided preference to any that he had heard of, was
I too sanguine in concluding, that the general question of expediency
had been previously considered ?—Did it appear in any degree pro-
bable, that gentlemen should take and give so much trouble about
a thing which they did not mean to pursue ?—Had the incompetency
of the invention, or the extratiagance of its expence, been the reasons
iissigned for the rejection of my proposal, and had it appeared that a
tetter or a cheaper mode of communication than mine had been at
the command of administration, their conduct would have been ia
«ome degree juftifiable.-r—But the contrivance was approved of; and
the expence was not one fourth of what the government in England
paid for the Admiralty Telegraph- That the expence could not have
been the real objection, is evident'from this single circumstance—Mr.
Pelhara had been informed of the expence of the Admiralty Tele-
graph, and had notwithstanding brought over a person from the Admi-
ralty, onpurposetoestablisli a communicatiot»between CorkandDublin.

* The expence of the English Telegraph between Portsmouth and
Xiondon, a distance ijf ^fty-six Irish miles, is three thousand pounds

R z a yean
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^ year. My offer for an establishment between Dublin and Cork, a

distance of one hundred and twenty Irish miles, was upon an esti-

mate of one thousand four hundred pounds per annum. At the rate

of the English Telegraph it would have cost six thousand six hundred

pounds a sum for which, with a very small addition, I would have

established Telegraphs at every important e.tation upon the coast.

' I do not mean to assert that government ever made me a positive

promise^ but if any doubt can remain whether government gave me

encouracement to proceed, let us reflect upon the character and con-

duct of^Mr. Pelham.—Would he have suffered my reconnoitring Te-

le"-raph to be taken to England, where, as it resembled in minia-

tiu-e niv other machines, it would subject them to imitation ; or

would he have permitted Mr. Lovell Edgeworth to have gone to

London, on purpose to have it presented to the Duke of York, if he

had not intended that my plan should be adopted in this kingdom ?

Mr. Pelham in his letter to Colonel Brownrigg expressly mentioned,

that my son went for no other pui-pose to England; and to me he

exnressed in distinct terms, that if the English administration should

nol concur in the scheme of communicating intelligence from London

to Dublin, " it would still be in the power of government here, to dx>

what they pleased in the business."—I could scarcely after what

passed suppose, that what they pleased was nothirg.—For it must be

observed, that no attempt was made to accommodate the business in

any manner to my feelings. I had ofl'ered to establish a communica-

tion from the coast to Dublin at my own expence,—of this offer no

notice was taken : I had already, as was known to government, ex-

pended /". 500 : as much more would have erected a temporary esta-

blishment (for perhaps a year) to Cork ; and by this trifling com-

plaisance, the utility of my invention might have been fairly tried,

and the most prudential government upon earth could not accuse it-

•;elf of extravagance h. being partner with a private gentleman in an

experiment, which had with inferior apparatus, and at four times the

cxoencc, been tncd and approved of in France and England.'
^

Mr. E. more than insinuates that liis plan was too oeconomical to

jiftswer as ajohb ; and that his proposal was rejected, partly at least,

611 that account. Of the merit of the invention we shall have occa-

sion to sav more hereafter, as an account of his machine is to appear

in the Transactions of the Irish Academy.

Art. 48. A IVord or two in VindicatioA of the Uniiiersity of Oxford,

and of Magdakn College in particular, from the posthumous dispersion/

pfMr.Gibion. .fto. is. 6d. . Rivingtons.

In a former review of this subject, we have mentioned our disap-

probation of the preposterous attack of Mr. Gibbon, in the fifteenth

year of his age, on the discipline of Magdalen College and the cha-

racter of the vmiversity of Oxfoi-d. As the fame of the sagacious

-historian of Rome is known to many readers who are strangers to

acaderaical custums and nuuiuers, and who. may be induced to trust

loo much to the hardy yet general assertions of a favourite author,

the writer of this tract has endeavoured to obviate such groundles*

i''..pxejudices by a plaia sUlcmcjit of facts. Itt defence of tlie university
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at large, be enumerates the various lectures that are duly read tJjerc

by the respective Professors, and adds a list of the pi-ivate lec-

tures which the under-graduates of all descriptions are obliged to at-

tend ; unless, liice Mr. G. they are desirous of evading them by fre-

quent omissions, -and idle and boyish excuses. That Mr. Gibbon
should lay the blame of his c.vn inattentions and truant conduct on
the calm disposition of his tULor, and his want of proficiency in

learning and good manners on the want of useful regulations in the
university, can be explained only by those parts of his character, from
which humility and ingenuousness were too often excluded by con-
sum.mate arroganec and vanity, and which increased with his years

and his reputation. The boy, who, when 15 years old, idle in the ex-

treme by his ov>-n confession, yet pretends to form an opinion and to
hazard a censure on the want of discretion of his governors, and of
discipline in his college, from which he was expelled tor his deficiency

and irregularity, seems an object of ridicule rath^er than of serious

animadversion ; and, as we are satisfied with this defence of the uni-.

Tcrsity, we are willing, in compliment to the extraordinaiy talents

of Mr. Gibbon, to forget his wanton and puerile effort of malignity

;

forbearing to apply, from his favourite author, to this passage of his

posthumous publication, the detestable charge of the " Odiznn ia

hngum jaclens.'
'

Art. 49. Letters of Madame dii Mcniler ; collected by Madame Ic

Prince le Beaumont. T'ranslated fi-oni the French by Miss New-
man. i2mo. 3 Vols. I OS. 6d. sewed, Hookliam and Car-
penter. 1797'
The merit of tiiis translation is such as will entitle Miss N. to con-

siderable praise ; though there are a few inadvertencies that we could
wish to see rectitied, such as Denis instead of Dionysius of Syracuse,

&c. With respect to tlie work itself, we can safely recommend it to
public notice, as combining in an eminent degree amusement with
morality, and piety with rational entertainment. The author being

a Rom.an catholic, the religious sentiments are occasionally deeply-

tinctured with sectarianism ; on which account it may perhaps be
disapproved hy protestaut zealots, and those who hold purity of faith

to be preferable to excellence of morals.

FAST SERMONS, March 8, 1797, continued. See Rev. for Mav.

Art. 50. The Distempers and Decay ofthe IVorld, and Repentar.ee the

only Remedy. Preached at Tavistock-chapcl, Long-acre, and at

St. Andrew, Holborn. Ey the Rev. Walter Harper. 4tc. is,

Rivingtor.s, &c.
The author or the present Discourse, like the generality of

preachers on similar cccabions, considers the common calamities of
the times as the judgments of God on the earth for the wickedness
of its inhabitants 5 from, which he deduces the necessity of national

repentance and amendment, as the only means of salvation. There
is a degree of ingenuity in his exposition of the text, Isaiah xxiv. 4, ;

whence he infers that ' it seems to be natural that the world, like

.the human zo'Dy , should languish and fade away ; and thai c.li things

under
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tindff the sun generate and nourish something by which they th^-
selves are mined. How many plants^ and treest and fruits., and
jflotuers do we see hreed that worrti which destroj's them. Just so,*

adds he, ' it is in the animal creation, and the finest and moyt exqv.isite

part of it,—the body of man: however ** fearfully ard A.-onderfulIy

made," yet it every day contracts matter of weakness and disease,

which terminates at last in its ruin and dissolution. So it is in the

CRKAT Body of the world; its own distempers arc the causes of

its ruin, its own diseases of its dissolution.' If we would ask what

are the diseases and distempers of the woe ld, he answers by citations

from the Scriptures : but for these we refer to the Discourse at large.

Art. 51; National Sins the Cause of National Sujferings. Delivered *

by Robert Miln, A. M. 8vo. is. Printed at Carlisle^ and sold

by Johnion, London.

Mr. Miln, too, like Mr. Harper, [see the foregoing sermon,] and
• in common with most of our preachers of Fast-day Discourses, gives

a copious display of the Diviuc judgments that are at present* sent

abroad into the world, for the punishment 'of our sins. Among
these awful dispensations, War is placed foremost in the fatal groupe

;

and in enumerating the cruel operations of this dreadful infliction, he

gives a fearful but just detail of what is most detestable in human na-

ture.—Happy, indeed, for mankind would it be, if the ministers of

the Christian religion, who are or ought to be ministers of Peace,
could prevail on their hearers to turn their sv.'ords into plough-shares,

and their spears into pruning-hooks ! In the latter part of this Dis-

course, the preacher expatiates on the irreligious disposition of the

age. This be considers as one of the most crying of our national

sins ; and he discusses the subject with ability, in a manner becoming

a sincere defender of the Christian cause, against the attacks of inft-

del and atheistic writers.

Art. 52. Before the Honorable House of Commons, at St. Marga-
ret's, Westminster. By the Rev. Thomas Powys, D. D. Canon
of Windsor, and Chaplain in Ordinary to his Majesty. 4to. i s.

Stockdalc.

In this elegant composition, the preacher, in course, according to

the " order of the day," takes proper notice of the si-ns of the na-

tion, and the enormities of the French ; nor does he neglect to advert,

with due respect, to ' the wise counsels of our rulers.' P. i6.

SINGLE SERMONS.

Art. 53. The Use of the La<w,— PrencJ^ed at Kensington-chapel,

August 28, 1796. By John Neale Lake, D. D. Published by
Request." 8vo. 6d. Chapman, &c.
Not thcZrtw oflhe Land, but the Law of the Lord,' is the sub-

ject o^^ this Discourse ;— in the discupsion of which, the preacher has

made good use of his intimate acquaintance with the sacred writ-

,
-

>
* The title-page does not express where.

For
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Foi* the cliaracter of Dr. Lake's valuable translation of Abbe
Maur)'*s Principles of Eloquence, ste M. R. October 1793, p. 147.

Art. 54. Consolatory Fwws of Christianity : preached In the Chapel
in Pn'nce's-street, Westminster, on November 27, 1796, on Occa-
sion of the Death of Mrs. Elizabeth Kippis, who departed this

Life on the I7i:h of the same Month, in the 72d Year of her Age,
By Thomas Jervis. 8vo. is. Pvobinsons,

many worthy men, we do not doubt, have been embarrassed by the
Qustom of dictating to the preacher the text of a funeral sermon.

No difficulty^ however, could arise from this circumstance in the pre-

sent case : for the good lady whose death occasioned this sermon,

though she chose to follow an unmeaning practice, which has beea
common among dissenters, had the discretion to make choice of a,

text which, with a little accommodation, would lead to pertinent,

useful, and consolatory reflections ;—and such the preacher has
drawn from It, in a manner which reflects equal credit on his under-

standing and his feelings. Without calling In the aid of superstition,

fanaticism, or mystery, Mr. Jervis has made a pathetic appeal to the

heart, In favour of a virtuous life, from the Christian doctrine of a
future state, as expressed in the words, " It is good that a man
should boLh hope and quietly wait for the salvation of God.''

Mrs. Kipnis was the worthy relict of that excellent man the late

Dr. Kippis, v.'ell known In the literary world, and highly cste-^nied

by his personal acquaintance. ' V"'

Art. 55. Ministers of the Gospel Witnesses for Christ. Preached be-?

fore the Reverend John Carver, B. LL. Archdeacon of Surr«y^
at his Visitation held in the Pailsh Chacxh of St. Saviour's South-
wark, October 5th, 1796. By W. "Winkworth. Chaplain of St.

Saviour's, &c. 8vo. is. Dllly. .^ :n-;:c;--

We find nothing either in the style or sentlm<?nts of tliisaerKion,..

which can entitle it to the particular notice of a literary Reporter. It

is a: plain unadorned discourse ; and in respect both to religion ahd-ta
politics, It Is thoroughly or/Zir7^/o.v. ' .<''/*'>

Art. ^^. The Nature and Importance of Resignation : occasioned by
the Christian Triumph displayed In the peaceful Departure of Mrs.
Sizcr, of Woodbridge, Suffolk; who died February ist, 1797, in

the 27th Year of her Age. By Samuel Lowell. 8vo. 9d. Knott.
The sentiments of this Discourse are vciy happily suited to the

event [the great event which we all awaic!] that occasioned It;

and they are expressed in language free from affectation, and well

fitted to excite those pious feelings v/ith which the writer's mind ap-
pears to have been strongly Impressed. Many readers will not like It

the worae for having a slight tincture of orthodoxy.

:i ^ nr^jiq 'Jl'.i .COR R E S P O N D E N C E.

In "^eply ^^' t!^'e"'lnqulry of a Country Gentleman, " who was the
Agricola mentioned In your last Appendix, p. 547 ?" we shall ex-

tract a passage from Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, vol. ii. p.i68t

.11 " In
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** In 1538 John Agricokj a native of Eisleben, took occasion t^

declare against the lazu, maintaining that it was neither fit to be pro-

posed to the people as a rule of manners, ncr to be used in the church-

as a mean of instruction ; and tliat tha gospel alone was to be incul-

cated and explained both in the churches and in the schools of learn-

in"-. The followers of Agricola were called Antinomians, i. e. ene-

mies of the law,"

The letter si^ed Ano:-'.ymoits is i-eceived. We believe that we

know who was the author of the pamphlet to which it relates, and we

respect the character of the gentleman to whom we allude :—but no

farther obsen'ations seem to be required by the letter of our corres-

pondent.

We are obliged to O. W. M. for his information, but it relates to

a circumstance of too little importance, of too invidious a nature,

and now too much withdrawn from the attention and memory' of our

readers, to render us desirous of communicating it. We are not able

to give a satisfactory' answer to either of the queries contained in the

p. S. to this correspondent's letter.

Indagator, who inquired concerning a work intitled Nodes Nct-

i'lnghamica, (see Correspondence Rev. May, p. 120.) is informed-

that a copy of that publication is preserved in the Britiili Museum,

where he may satisfy his curiosity by consulting it.

A considerable number of the impression of the first sheet in this

Review were worked off, before it was discovered that, by the mis-

take of an amanuensis, the quotation from Seneca in p. 28. was er-

roneously given ; and, in the remainder, by correcting from memoiy,

'

the passage is not thoroughly restored. Our readers are requested

to obliterate the lines, and to insert the following

;

<( p^enient anti'ts sactila sens,

^nbus Oceanus •v'lncula rernm

J.nxet, is" ingens pnteet teUiiSy

Tethvsquc novos detegat orbes ;

N(c'sit tcrris ultima Thule.'^ Medea, Act. II. Sc. ull.

*** The conclusion of our account of Dr. Bisset's Shdch of De-
mocracy, and the continuation of the review of Sir Frederick Morton
Eden on the State of the I'oor, will appear in our next; Number.

CCj* In the last Appendix, p. 576. 1. 2^. for z\ read 33, and fo?

1 1 i, read 1 1 \.—P. 582. 1. 3. from bottom, for * ingenuilque,* read /r«

gamiutque.

In *h,^ Contents, Art. Residence in France, for 246. read 276,
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Art. I. A Practical V'tenv of the prevaU'mg Religious System of PrO'
fessed Christians, in the Higher and Middle Classes in this Countr)',

contrasted with Real Christianity, By William Wilberforce, Esq.

Member of Parliament for the County of York. 8vo. pp. 489.
7s. Boards. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1797-

Asa friend to human kind, Mr. Wilberforce is already well
•^^ known to the public •, and his benevolent, though hitherto

unsuccessful, exertions in favour of an injured race of men
must entitle him to the esteem of every philanthropist. He
now presents himself before the public in another but not

less respectable character, as a friend to religion ;— and on this

occasion, as well as on the former, it is impossible to doubt
that he is actuated by motives of the purest and most merito-

rious kind. We give full credit to the declarations, which ac-

company this work, of his deep concern for the present low state

of practical religion, and of his earnest desire to contribute to

its revival ; and we think Mr. Wilberforce entitled, by the al-

lowed importance of his subject, and by the approved benevo-

lence of his views, to our respectful attention to the heavy
charge which he here brings, with great seriousness and so-

lemnity, against the general body of Professed Christians.

Nothing is farther from our inclination, than to treat with
levity any serious discussion of so important a subject as that

of practical religion ; and we are, we hope and trust, too

sincerely friends to our country, and to our species, to dis-

courage any judicious attempt to revive and strengthen in the

minds of men a sense of religious obligation :—but the greater

the value and utility of the religious character, the more ne-

cessary is it to avoid mistakes or misrepresentations respecting

its nature and spirit. We hope, therefore, that we shall not be
thought to step out of our province, if, in giving our opinion of

the present work, we briefly state our objections to Mr. Wilber-
force's idea of real Chriftianity.

Vol. XXIII. S It
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It has been long agreed among various denominations of

Christians, orthodox as well as heretical, that practical religion

does not so much consist in opinion, as in principle—in af-

fection, as in character. Whether we consult the writings

of the more judicious and learned clergy of our established

church, or those of the more enlightened and rational sectaries,

we shall find them unanimous in representing the habitual

practice of virtue, from motives of respect for the authority of

God, and of good-will towards mankind, as the essence of re-

ligion. When the determined purpose and settled habit of the

mind are on the side of moral goodness, the speculative opi-

nions which a man embraces, or the degree in which his affec-

tions and passions are agitated in religious contemplations and
exercises, are generally admitted to be points of little import-

ance •, and it has been understood that this view of religion is

most consonant to the doctrine of Christianity,—the spirit of

which, as expressed in the precepts and illustrated in the ex-

ample of its great Founder, is, " If thou wilt enter into life,

keep the commandments."
A sect of devotionalisly—we will not call them either enthu-

siasts or fanatics, for we wish to avoid all terms that may be

offensive,—has existed, from the cera of the reformation, un-
der various denominations,—Puritans, Nonconformists, Inde-

pendents, Methodifts, &c.— who, though they have not re-

jected morality, have considered it only as an appendage to

religion ; the effence of which they have placed in the stedfast

belief of certain doctrines, and the daily and hourly exercise of

certain affections and feelings arising from that belief. Ac-
coi'ding to this system, it is not sufficient, in order for a man
to be denominated a good Christian, that he leads a sober,

righteous, and godly life : he must also experience, in the con-

stant frame of his mind, a humble sense of guilt, an entire

reliance on the merits of Christ for pardon and salvation, de-

vout feelings of communion witli God, and affections weaned
from this world and fixed on the joys and felicities of another;,

and in order to cherish these feelings, and to maintain this ex-

perience of vital religion, he must perform daily exercises of
piety, and hourly employ his mind in pious contemplations.

This, if we conceive it rightly, is Mr. Wilberforce's system.

As tlie foundation of real practical Christianity, he requires

the clear assent of the understamJing to the doctrines of ori-

ginal sin, or the corruption and depravity of human nature,

and of the redemption by Christ and the operations of the

Holy Spirit, lie imputes the practical errors of Christians

to mistaken conceptions respecting these fundamental prin-

15 ciples
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ciples of Christianity. These he represents as the only true

source of that exercise of the affections, which the gospel re-

quires ; and in the exercise of the affections he places the v^^ry

essence of the Christian character. He acknowleges, indeed,

that the only unambiguous proof of the sincerity of religious

affections must be derived from the conduct; and he admits that

these affections will differ in degree, according to the different

tempers, ages, and habits of men : yet he makes religion primarily

to consist in affections and passions,—in a strong feeling of our

own depravity,—in a warm love of Christ,— in cordially em-
bracing the doctrine of redemption,— in exercising a firm re-

liance on our blessed Saviour,—and in being strongly impress-

ed with a sense of the necessity and value of the assistance of

the Divine Spirit. To open the author's idea more fully, in

his own words :

* Our dependence on our blessed Saviour, as alone the mentorious

cause of our acceptance with God, and as the means of all its blessed

fruits and glorious consequences, must be not merely formal and no-

minal, but real and substantial ; not vague, qualified, and partial,

but direct, cordial, and entire. " Repentance towards God, and
faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ," was the sum of the apostolical

instructions. It is not an occasional invocation of the name, or a

transient recognition of the authority of Christ, that fills up the

measure of the terms, helicving in yisus. This we shall find no such

easy task ; and if we trust that we do believe, we should all perhaps

do well to cry out in the words of an Imploring suppliant (he sup-

plicated not in vain) " Lord, help thou our unbelief." We must be
deeply conscious of our guilt and misery, heartilv repenting of our
sins, and firmly resolving to forsake them : and thus penitently fly-

ing for refuge to the hope set before us, we must found altogether

on the merit of the crucified Redeemer our hopes of escape from their

deserved punishment, and of deliverance from their enflaving power.
This must be our first, our last, our only plea. We are to surrender

ourselves up to him to " be washed In his blood*," to be sanctified

by his spirit, resolving to receive him for our Lord and Master, to
learn in his school, to obey all his commandments.'

Again,

* It Is the grand essential practical characteristic of true Christians.,

that relying on the promises to repenting sinners of acceptance
through the Redeemer, they have renounced and abjured all other
masters, and have cordially and unreservedly devoted themselves to
Ciod. This Is Indeed the very figure which baptism dally represents
to us : like the father of Hannibal, we there bring our infant to the
altar, we consecrate him to the service of his proper oivner, and vow
in his name eternal hostilities against all the enemies of his salvation.

After the same manner Christians are become the sworn enemies of
sin ; they will henceforth hold no parley with It, they will allow it no

* * Rev. i. 5.'

~~
"

i> 2 shape.
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shape, they will admit it to no composition ; the war which they

have denounced against it, is cordial, universal, irreconcilable.

* But this is not all—It is now their determined purpose to yield

themselves without reserve to the reasonable service of their rightful

Sovereign. " They are not their own."—their bodily and mental fa-

culties, their natural and acquired endowments, their substance, their

authority, their time, their influence ; all these, they consider as be-

longing to them not for their own gratification, but as so many in-

struments to be consecrated to the honour and employed in the ser-

vice of God. This must be the master principle to which every

other must be subordinate. Whatever may have been hitherto their

ruling passion ; whatever hitherto their leading pursuit ; whether
sensual, ov intellectual, of science, of taste, of fancy, or of feeling,

it must now possess but a secondary place, or rather (to speak more
correctly) it must exist only at the pleasure, and be put altogether

under the controul and direction, of its true and legitimate su-

perior.

* Thus it is the prerogative of Christianity " to bring into capti-

vity every thought to the obedience of Christ." They who really feel

its power, are resolved (in the language of Scripture) to live no
longer to themselves, but " to him that died for them ;" they know
indeed their own infirmities ; they know, that the way on which
they have entered is strait and difficult, but they know too the en-

couraging assurance, " They who wait on the Lord shall renew
their strength ;" and relying on this animating declaration, they
dehberately purpose that, so far as they may be able, the grand go-

verning maxim of their future lives shall be, " to do all to the glory of
Cod."

Through the medium of these notions of vital religion, Mr.
W. contemplates the present state of society ; and, to the

infinite disturbance of his benevolent feelings, he sees all men,
except only a select few, living " without God In the world,"

and, however amiable or useful they may be In their moral

conduct, destitute of all title to the eternal hopes of Christians.

Every class of society, every order of men, comes under this

censure. ' Religion is declined ; God is forgotten ; his pro-

vidence is exploded ; his hand Is lifted up, but we see it not

;

he multiplies our comforts, but we are not grateful; he visits

us with chastisements, but we are not contrite.' The Sunday
is given up ' to vanity and dissipation ;' and even days of na-

tional humiliation are profaned * by feasting and jollity.' From
this last charge, however, Mr. W. gives the public the satis-

faction of knowing that its Prime Minister is exempt : the re-

port which has been circulated, that Mr. Pitt gave an entei*-

fainment on The Fast-Day, the author poslvely affirms, is false.

We admire Mr. W.'s zeal for clearing the reputation of his

friend from aspersion ; and we are only sorry that he has not

been able to add an assurance, that he is lately become one of

7 Mr.
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Mt. W.'s real Christians \ as this might have afforded the pub-
lic some encouragement to hope that a change of religious

principles might lead to a change in political conduct : bur,
perhaps, even in this hope we might presume too far: for we
have seen that even Mr. W. whose real Christianity cannot be
doubted, has not scrupled to give his parliamentary support
to a war which it might be difficult to reconcile, on any sys-

tem, to Christian principles. The author has, however, fur-

nished us with an apology for this apparent inconsistency ; fo^

he has told us that it is r\^^t an uncommon thing for the mem-
bers of that honourable house to lose sight of their Christian

principles. 'The general want of the Christian spirit is,' says
he, * proved (how can this proof be omitted by one, to whose
lot it has so often fallen to wit/ie^s and to /amerit, sometimes,
he fears, to ^r^^rd an instance of it) by that quick resentment
those bitter contentions, those angry retorts, those malicious

triumphs, that impatience of inferiority, that wakeful sense of
past defeats, and promptness to revenge them, which too often

change the character of a Christian Deliberative Aflembly into

that of a stage for prize fighters ; violating at once the pro-
prieties of public conduct, and the rules of social decorum,
and renouncing and chasing away all the charities of the Reli-

gion of Jesus ?'

Among the constituted guardians of religion, Mr. W. finds

a similar want of the Christian spirit. Even in sermons, the

peculiar doctrines of the gospel have almost vanished, and
scarcely any traces of them are to be found. The most emi*-

nent literati of modern times have been professed unbeliversj

and others have been so lukewarm in the cause of Christ as to

treat with especial good will, attention, and respect, those

men who were openly assailing, or secretly undermining, the

very foundation of the Christian hope. Dr. Robertson has com-
plimented Mr. Gibbon. We cannot wonder that this indiffer-

ence to Christianity diffuses itself through the other classes of

society : that good hearted young men and innoLcnt voung women
have no religion, and that even their parents, though very

good sort of people y feel little concern about tiie great work of

salvation either for themselves or their children. ' Christian-

ity,' says Mr. W. ' recognizes no innocence or goodness of

heart, but in the remission of sin, and in the effects of the

operation of divine grace.' Penetrated with this sentiment,

our benevolent Monitor addresses particular exhort;itions and
warnings to the several classes of society, entreatmg them to

try tiieir hearts, as well as to examine their conduct, and to * lay

afresh the whole foundation of their religion.' Like a physician

of the dogmatic sectj who has entire confidence in bis theory,

S 3 he
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he boldly prescribes for the moral and political disorders of

society i
exclaiming, or seeming to exclaim,

" I will through and through

Cleanse the foul body of th' infected ;vorId,

If they will patiently receive my medicme."

His grand panacea is Vital Christianity. From this he ex-

pects the restoration of private and public virtue, and the per-

petuity of our excellent ecclesiastical establishment and civil

constitution. Mr. W.'s ideas on this part of the subject we

shall give at some length in his own words:

' Much may justly be apprehended from that change which has

taken place in our general habits of thinking and fcebug, concernmg

the systems and opinions of former times At a less advanced per.od

of society, indeed, the Religion of the ftate wil be generally accept,

ed, thou-rh it be not felt in its vital power. It was the Religion of

our forefathers. With the bulk it is on that account entitled to re.

verence, and its authority is admitted without question. 1 he esta-

blishment in Avhlch It subsists pleads the same prescription, and ob-

tains the same respect. But in our days, things are very differently

circumstanced. Not merely the blind prejudice in favour of fom.er

times, but even the proper respect for them, and the reasonable pre-

sumption in their favour, has abated. Sti 1 less will the idea be en-

dured, of any system being kept up, when the imposture is seen

throucrh bv the higher orders, fnr the sake of retaming the common

people in subjection. A system, if not supported by a real persua.

sion of its truth, will fall to the ground. Thus, it not unfrequently

happens, that in a more advanced state of society, a religious esta-

fcllshment must be indebted for its support to that very Rebg.on

vhlch in earlier times it fostered and protected, as the weakness of

some aged mother is sustained, and her existence lengthened, by the

tender assiduities of the child whom she had reared in the helpless-

ness of Infancy. So in the present Instance, unless there be reintused

into the mass of our society, something of that principle, which am-

mated our ecclesiastical system In its earlier days, it is vain ior us to

hope that the establishment will very long continue ;
for the anomaly

xvifl not much longer be borne, of an establishment, the actual pnn-

ciples of the bidk of whose members, and even teachers, are so ex-

• tremely different from those which it professes. But in proportion as

vital Christianity can be revived, in that same pioportion the church

establishment is ilrengthened ; for the revival of vital Chr^tianity is

the very relnfuslon of which we have been speaking. This is the

vcrv Christianity on which our establishment is founded ;
and that

which her Articles, and Homilies, and Liturgy, teach throughout.

* But if, when the reign of prejudice, and even ot honest prepos-

session, and of grateful veneration, is no more (for by these almost

any system may geneially be supported before a state, having passed

the period of its maturity, is verging to its decline) if there are any

vho think that a dry, unanimated Religion, like that which is now

professed by nomiiiul Christians, can hold its place, much more, that
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it can be revived among the general mass of mankind, it may be af-

firmed, that, arguing merely on human principles, they know little

of human nature. The kind of Religion which v,e have recommend-

ed, whatever opinion may be entertained concerning its truth, and to

say nothing of the agency of Divine Grace, must at least be conceded

to be the only one which is at all suited to make impression upon the

lower orders, by strongly interesting the passions of the human mind.

If it be thought that a system of ethics may regulate the conduct of

the higher classes, such an one is altogether unsuitable to the lower,

who must be worked upon by their aflections, or they will not be

worked upon at all. The ancients were wiser than oiu'selves, and

never thought of governing the community in general by their lessons

of philosophy. These lessons were confined to the schools of the

learned, while for the million, a system ot Religion, such as it was,

was kept up, as alone adapted to their grosser natures. If this rea-

soning fail to convince, we may safely appeal to experience. I^et

the Socinian and the moral teacher of Christianity come forth, and

tell us what effects they have produced on the lower orders. They

'

themselves will hardly deny the inefficacy of their instructions. But,

blessed be God, the Religitjn which we recommend has proved itS'

correspondence with the character originally given of Christianity,'

that it was calculated for the poor, by changing the whole condition •

of the mass of society in many ot the most populous districts in this

and other countries ; and by bringing them from being scenes of al-

most unexampled wickedness and barbarism, to be eminent tor so-

briety, decency, industry, and, in short, for whatever can render

jnen useful members of civil society.

' If indeed through the blessing of Providence, a principle of true

Religion should in any considerable degree gain ground, there is no
estimating the effects on public morals, and the consequent influence

on our pohtical welfare. These efi'ects are not merely negative ;

though it would be much, merely to check the farther progress of a

gangrene which is eating out the very vital principles of oiu- social

and political existence. The general standard of morality formerly

described, would be raised, it would at least be sustained and kept

for a while from farther depression. The esteem which religious

characters would personally attract, would extend to the system

which they should hold, and to the establishment of which they

should be members. These are all meiely natural consequences.

But JO those who believe in a superintending Providence, it may be

added, that the blessing of God might be drawn down upon our

country, and the stroke of his anger be for a while suspended.'

The triumph of Methodism over the Socinian sect, and over

every other regular institution, in the sudden and powerful ef-

fect which it has, in many places, produced on the lowest

class of the people, is admitted ; and every candid man, who
wishes well to society, will honour the memory of John Wes-
ley and of George Whitefield, for their laudable exertions in

reforming and civilizing a set of men, who scarcely lay within

S 4 the
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the pale of ordinary instruction :—but success is in no case a

proof of truth, and least of all where the passions of the vulgar

are the inftrume; ts of operation.

Notwithstanding the facts in which Mr. W. justly exults, it

still remains to be examined whether the system v/hich has

produced these effects be founded in reason and scripture. If

vital Christianity consists, as many think, and as the general

tenor of the discourses of Christ seems to imply,' in a temper and

conduct conformed to the law of God, then the belief of cer-

tain tenets, and a certain exercise of spiritual affections and

passions, are only incidental circumstances, and not essential

to religion. This is the system whicJi has generally been

adopted by candid men of different persuasions : it is the system

which affords the most satisfactory view of the condition of

mankind ; which leaves the fullest scope for the mutual exer-

cise of charity ; and which best directs our attention and zeal

to objects of general utility. If, moreover, it should appear,

on accurate inquiry, to be the true system, it must on the

whole be most powerful in its operation : for, though erroneous

opinions may for a time produce great effects, yet, when the error

is detected, the effect ceases, and leaves the mind more unre-

strained than before. Neither Mr.Wilberforce's system, nor any

other, can keep the common people in subjection any longer

than they believe it to be true ; and, when faith shall fail among
the higher orders, it will not long remain among the lower.

As friends to religion, not less sincerely than Mr. W., we must
give it as our decided opinion, that, in the present day, if its

authority be preserved at all, it must not be done by addressing

the passions, but by appealing to reason.—__—__—_ .—
i ij

Art. II. The Mysterious ATother, a Tragedy. 8vo. is. 6d.

Dodsley. 1781.

'TThe author of this far famed tragedy, it is currently under-
* stood, was the late Earl of Orford, better known as the

Hon. Horace Walpole ; under which designation all his lite-

rary labours were accomplished, and all that portion of life

passed which can be desirable to man.

The first edition of this drama was printed at Strawberry-

hill *, for distribution only among the author's friends. In

1781, an impression was intended for general publication, but

the greater part of it was kept back, from motives of delicacy

and diffidence ; and it was first legally exposed to sale only

during the last year. We seize the opportunity of noticing it

:

for there is a pleasure in announcing one of those works of art

to which genius has affixed the stamp of immortality.

At the author's private press.

The
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The Mysterious Mother may fitly be compared with the

Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, for unity and wholeness oF
design in the fable, for the dexterous conduct and ascending

interest of the plot, for crowded maxims of sublime instruc-

tion, and for the abominable horror of its petrifying event.

The English author has indeed exchanged the trim simplicity of

action which was habitual to the Greek stage, for the artful

complexity of intrigue that is expected on our own : he has

also introduced a greater variety of characters, and has given to

each a consistency and an individuality that were not always

attained by the Athenian. In Sophocles, the critical arrival of

the messenger from Corinth is more convenient than probable :

so is the extreme malice of Benedict, when he accelerates the

marriage in the. Mysterious Mother.

The scene lies before the castle of Narbonne ; where resides

a Countess, an elderly lady, renowned for charity, feeling,

and intellect, and in religious opinions as unshackled as her

cotemporary the Queen of Navarre- She passes her widow-
hood in works of piety, displaying an uneasy penitential devo-

tion, and an industrious eleemosynary profusion. She has edu-

cated the orphan Adeliza, who is now placed in a convent of

nuns at Narbonne. To her son Edmund, who has hitherto

followed the profession of arms, she has wholly forbidden the

house of his ancestors ; yet she is an attentive steward to his

property, and ministers to his wants most affectionatelv. Her
mysterious conduct has excited his curiosity : he arrives with

his friend Florian at Narbonne, unannounced and unknown

:

they become acquainted with Adeliza, and Edmund solicits

her hand. The Countess, somewhat apprized of what passes,

-but taught to suppose that Florian is the wooer, encourages

the marriage ; which Friar Benedict solemnizes. Edmund
and the Countess meet—she discovers her son to be the bride-

groom : wild with horror, she announces Adeliza as her

daughter, and as her daughter i?y incest with Ediniwd. She
then kills herself ; Adeliza flies to the veil; and Edmund to

the field of battle. The following scene between the two
priests shews much of the author's spirit:

• Benedict, Martin.
Benedict. Ay ! sift her, sift her

—

As if I had not prob'd her very soul,

And vound me round her heart— I tell thee, brother.

This woman was not cast in human mould.

Ten such would foil a council, would unbuild

Our Roman church—In her devotions real.

Our beads, our hymns, our saints, amuse her not

:

Nay, not confession, not repeating o'er

Her darling sins, has any charms for her.

I have
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I have mark'd her praying : not one wand'ring thought
Seems to steal meaning from her words.—She prays

Because she feels, and feels, because a sinner.

Martin, What is this secret sin ; this untold tak.

That art cannot extract, nor penance cleanse ?

Loss of a husband, sixteen years enjoy'd,

And dead as many, could not stamp such sorrow.

Nor could she be his death's artificer.

And now affect to weqi it—I have h^ard,

That chasing, as he homeward rode, a stag,

Chaf'd by the hounds, with sudden onset slew

Th' adventurous count.

BeneiFict. 'Twas so ; and yet, my brother.

My mind has more than once imputed blood

To this incessant mourner. Beatrice,

The damsel for whose sake she holds in exile

Her only son, has never, since the night

Of his incontinence, been seen or heard of.

Martin. 'Tis clear, 'tis clear ; nor will her prudent tongue
Accuse its owner-

Benedict. Judge not rashly, brother.

I oft have shifted my discourse to murder

:

She notes it not. Her muscles hold their place.

Nor discompos'd, nor firm'd to steadiness.

No sudden flushing, and no falt'ring lip :

Nor, tho' she pities, lifts she to her eyes

Her handkerchief, to palliate her disorder.

There the wound rankles not.—I fix'd on love.

The failure of the sex, and aptest cause

Of each attendant crime

—

Martin. Ay, brother, there

We master all their craft. Touch but that string

—

Benedict. Still, brother, do you err. She own'd to mc.

That, tho' of nature warm, the passion love

Did ne'er anticipate her choice. The count,

Her husband, so ador'd and so lamented,

Won not her fancy, till the nuptial rites

Had witli the sting of pleasure taught her passion.

This, with such modest truth, and that truth heighteti'd

By conscious sense, that holds deceit a weakness.

She utter'd, I would pawn my order's credit

On her veracity.

Martin. Then whither turn

To worm her secret out ?

Benedict. I know not that.

She will be silent, but she scorns a falshood.

And thus while frank on all things, but her secret,

I know, I know it not.

Martin. Till she disclose it.

Deny her absolution.

Benedict. She will take none :

Offer'd, elic scoffs, it ; and withheld, demands not.

Nay,
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Nav, vows she will not load her sinking soul

With incantations.

Martin. This is heresy
;

Rank heresy ; and holy church should note It.

Benedict. Be patient, brother—Tho' of adamant

Her reason, charity dissolves that rock,

—And surely we have tasted of the stream.

Nay, one unguarded moment may disclose

This mystic tale—then, brother, what a harvest,

When masters of iier bosom-guilt !—Age too

May numb her faculties.—Or soon, or late,

A praying woman must become our spoiL

Martin. Her zeal may falter.

Benedict. Not in solitude.

I nurse her in new horrors ; form her tenants

To fancy visions, phantoms ; and report them.

?5he mocks their fond credulity—but trust mc,

Her memory retains the colouring.

Oft times it paints her dreams ; and ebon night

Is no logician. I have known her call

For lights, e'er she could combat its impressions,

I too, tho' often scorn'd, relate my dreams.

And wond'rous voices heard ; that she may think me
At least an honest bigot ; nor remember
I tried to practice on her fears, and foil'ti.

Give o'er my purpose.

Martin. This is masterly.

Benedict. Poor mastery ! when I am more In awe
Of my own penitent, than she of me.

My genius is command ; art, but a tool

My groveling fortune forces me to use.

Oh ! were I seated high as my ambition,

I'd place this naked foot on necks of monarchs,

And make them bow to creeds myself would laugh at *,

Martin. By humbler arts our mighty fabric rose..

Win pow'r by craft ; wear it with ostentation
;

For confidence is half-security.

Deluded men think boldness, conscious strength
;

And grow the slaves of their own want of doubt.

Oain to the holy see this fair domain
;

A crimson bonnet may reward your toils.

And the rich harvest prove at last your own.
Benedict. Never, while Edmund lives. ~ This steady woman

Can ne'er be pious with so many virtues.

Justice is interwoven In her frame
;

Nor will she wrong the son she will not see.

She loves him not
;
yet mistress of his fortunes.

His ample exhibition speaks her bounty.
She destines him whate'er his father's love

Gave bhndlv to her will.'

Alluding to Sixtus Quintus.'

We
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We shall also introduce to the reader the Countess andEdmund

;

* Count Rss, alone.

The monument destroy'd ! —Well ! what of that

Were ev'ry thunderbolt address'd to me,

Not one would miss me. Fate's unerring hand
Darts not at random. Nor, as fractious children

Are chid by proxy, does it deal its wrath

On stocks and stones to frighten, not chastise us.

Omens and prodigies are but begotten

By guilt on pride. We know the doom we merit ;

And self-importance makes us think all nature

Busied to warn us when that doom approaches.

Fie ! fie ! I blush to recollect my weakness.

My Edmund may be dead : the house of Narbonne
May perish from this earth : poor Adeliza

May taste the cup of woe that I have drug'd :

But light'nings play not to announce our fate :

No whirlwinds rise to prophecy to mites

:

Nor, like inquisitors, does heav'n dress up

In flames the victims it intends to punish
;

Making a holiday for greater sinners.

— Greater! oh! impious! Were the faggots plac'd

Around me, and the fatal torch applied,

What wretch could view the dreadful appai'atus,

And fee a blacker criminal than I am .''

— Perhaps my virtues but enhance my guilt.

Penance attracts respect, and not reproach.

How dare I be esteem'd ? Be known my crimes !

Let shame anticipate the woes to come !

— Hah ! monster ! wouldst disclose the frightful scene ?

Wouldst teach the vicious world unheard-of sins,

And be a new apostle of perdition ?

—-My Edmund too ! has not a mother's hand

Afflicted him enough ? Shall this curs'd tongue

Brand him with shame indelible, and sting

His honest bosom with his mother's scorpions I

Shall Adeliza hear the last of horrors,

E'er her pure breast, that sighs for sins it knows not,

Has learn'd the rudiments of human frailty ?

No, hapless maid—'

* Countess, Benedict, Edmund.
Benedict. This gentleman

Beheld thy Edmund breathless on the ground.

Countess. Hah ! is this sorcery ? or is't my husband ? \_Sivoons.

Edmund. Stand off, and let mc clasp her in my arms !

The flame of filial fondness shall revive

The lamp of life, repay the breath slie gave,

And waken all the mother in her soul.

Benedict. Hah ! who art thou then ?

Edmund. Do not my fears tell thee !

Look up 1 O ever dear ! behold thy son !

^
It
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It is thy Edmund's voice ; blest, if thy eyes

Awake to bless him—Soft ! her pulse returns
;

She breathes—oh 1 speak. Dear parent, mother, hear!

'Tis Edmund—Friar, wherefore is this horror ?

Am I then deadly to her eyes ?—Dumb stili

!

Speak, tho' it be to curse me—I have kili'd her I

My brain grows hot

—

Benedict. My lord, restrain your passion ,

See ! she revives

—

Edmund. Oh ! if these lips that quiver

With dread of thy disdain, have force to move thee

With nature's, duty's, or affection's voice.

Feel how I print thy hand with burning zeal,

Tho' tortur'd at this awful interval

!

Art thou, or not, a mother ?

Countess. Hah ! where am I ?

Why do you hold me ? Was it not my Narbonne ?

I saw him—on my soul I did

—

Edmund. Alas

!

She raves—recall thy wand'ring apprehension-

It was no phantom : at thy feet behold

—

Countess. Hah ! whom ! quick, answer—Narbonne, dost thou L've ?

Or comest to transport me to perdition ?

Benedict. Madam, behold your son : he kneels for pardon.

And I, I innocent, I ignorant

Of what he was, implore it too

—

Countess. Distraction

!

What means this complicated scene of horrors ?

Why thus assail my splitting brain ?—be quick

—

Art thou my husband wing'd from other orbs

To taunt my soul ? What is this dubious form,

Impress'd with ev'ry feature I adore.

And every lineament I dread to look on !

Art thou my dead or living son ?

Edmund. I am
Thy living Edmund. Let these scalding tears

Attest th' existence of thy sufF'ring son.

Countess. Ah ! touch me not

—

Edmund. How !— in that cruel breast

Revive then all sensations, but affection ?

Why so ador'd the memory of the father.

And so abhorr'd the presence of the son ?

But now, and to thy eyes I seem'd miy father

—

At least for that resemblance-sake embrace me.
Countess. Horror on horror ! Blasted be thy tongue !

" What sounds are those !

Benedict. Lady, tho' I excuse not
This young lord's disobedience, his contrition

Bespeaks no rebel principle. I doubt not.

Your blessing first obtain'd and gracious pardon.
But soon as morning streaks the ruddy East,

He
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He will obey your pleasure, and return

To stranger climes

—

Edmund. 'Tis false ; I will not hence.

I have been fool'd too long, too long been patient.

Nor are my years so green as to endure

The manacles of priests and nurscfies.

Am I not Narbonne's prince ? who shall rule here

But Narbonne ? Have I sapp'd my country's laws.

Or play'd the tyrant ? Who shall banish me I

Am I a recreant knight ? Has cowardice

Disgrac'd the line of heroes I am sprung from ?

Shall I then skulk, hide my inglorious head I

Or does it please your worship's gravity

Dispatch me on some sleeveless pilgrimage,

Ijike other noble fools, to win you empires ;

While you at home mock our credulity,

The masters of our wealth, our states, and wives ?

Countess^ aside.] (Brave youth! there sjjoke his sire. How mv
soul yearns

To own its genuine offspring
!

)—Edmund, hear me I

Thou art my son, and I will prove a mother.

But I'm thy sov'reign too. This state is mine.

Learn to command, by learning to obey.

Tho' frail my sex, I have a soul as masculine

As any of thy race. This very monk.
Lord as thou thinkest of my ductile conscience,

Qiiails—look if 'tis not true—when I command.
Retire thee to the village. 'Tis not ripe

As yet my purpose— Benedict, attend mc.'

This last scene exhibits one of the most pathetic situations

in the whole compass of the drama, and in a vein of poetry not

unworthy of the occasion. W^e cannot but think, however, that

the author's aversion from that religion which he lashes has led

him to ascribe an ;;/t;Y^//^/^ obliquity of malice to the Friar Bene-

dict, because it is without a motive ; and that the character of

the porter is ill- managed and unintelligible; he is an incon-

sistent oddity. In other respects, we are of opinion that this

tragedy has attained an excellence nearly unimpeachable ; that

it will, without disparagement, bear comparison with the more

Tegular dramas of the French stage,—with the Mtrope or Ma-
homet of Voltaire ; and that it will convince the English public

how very possible it is to unite all the energies of genius with

all the graces of art.

Can this work be less proper for representation than

Otway's Orphan ?

Art.
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Art. III. Sir Frederick Morton Eden on tie State of the Poor.,

[^Jrtkh continuedfrom the Rev. for Apr'iU ?• 37I-]

WJ'S- now proceed to examine the second book of this very
^^ importarrt work. In its first chapter, the various argu-

ments adduced by other writers, or which suggest them-
selves to our author, for and against national Poor-establish-

ments, are fully discussed. It is obvious that we are all re-

quired by moral duty, according to our abilities and oppor-

tunities, to relieve our fellow-creatures in distress : but it is

farther remarked by Sir F. that the rich are bound to provide

a competent maintenance for the poor, by the very nature and
condition of civil society j for that, to use the words of a right

reverend author *,

" However flattering to the love of liberty the idea of an originai

compact may be, and however useful to ascertain the rights and duties

of magistrate and subject, yet, in reality, everj^ man is adopted, by
compulsion, into the society of which his parents were citizens, en-

titled only to that portion of the public wealth which accrues to him
by inberitance, and precluded from all right of occupancy over any

other ; that, consequently, if his parents were so poor as to transmit

no patrimony to him, he is born the inhabitant of a land, every spot

of \\ hich is appropriated to some other person ; that he cannot seize

any animal or vegetable, for his food, without m\'?i.dax\g property , and
incurring the penalty of the law;" ' that, consequently, in order to

acquire any of those articles, which are essential to his existence, and
which are ultimately derived from land, he must, in return, devote

the stock he possesses, his personal industry, to the service of the

nch, or, in other words, to the seivice of those who have capital to

t-inploy him; and that they, in return, are bound, in justice, to al-

low him a share of his earnings, proportioned to the benefit which
they derive from his labour, and fully adequate to supply him with

the necessaries of life.'

T]>e only question, therefore, seems to be, whether this de-

sirable end, the support of the poor, (that is, those who cannot

labour for their subsistence,) will be best effected by giving them
a legal right to a maintenance, or by leaving them to uncon-
'^trained charity. Having enumerated the various opinions

which have been advanced in favour of a national provision,

(particularly the able arguments of the late Bishop of Cloyne,

who was extremely desirous of introducing a Poor's Rate int»

Ireland,) the author passes to the opposite side of the question;

to which he seems, himself, to incline- He thinks those po-
litical writers, who have investigated the Poor system, wrong
in tlieir fundamental position that unremitting labour is neces-

* The late Dr. Woodjjraid, Bishop of Cfoyne.

sarj
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sary both for the promotion of individual happiness and national

prosperity. We agree with him that

* It may be questioned, whether it is not holding out a very dis~

couvaging prospect to the efforts of man in social life, to tell him,
that, whatever improvements may take place in civilization, it m^ist

ever be the lot of a considerable portion of the community to con-

sume their days, with the exception of the fjiort intervals requisite

for meal-times and rest, in continued and unceasing bodily la-

bour. Can that state of society, in which a human being is made
to perform the office only of a machine, or, in other words, where
he can exercise no intellectual faculties, nor display a single virtue

besides that of patient submission, be considered as having nearly ap-

proached that degree of perfection of which human institutions are

susceptible ? What can be more deplorable than the condition of"

those whom the thirst of gain has reduced not only into toilsome but

also into unwholesome trades :'

On this subject Sir F. quotes too very apposite passages

from Mr. Burke's happy imitation of Lord Bollngbroke, and
his well-known Reflections on the Revolution in France. The
division of labour {he admits with Adam Smith) is the fruitful

source of improvement ; and, while it increases the aggregate

wealth of the country, it promotes the comforts of the indivi-

dual, whenever it adds to his productive powers, without de-

bilitating his frame, weakening his understanding, or debasing

his morals. That these evils, however, are too often the con-

sequence of the division of labour, he proves from the incon-

trovertible remarks of that great political writer : but he com-
bats Adam Smith's too highly-coloured assertion that a sta-

tionary life necessarily corrupts the courage of the mind, and
renders men incapable of fatigue and averse from military exer-

tion. Many of us well recollect General Elliot's regiment of

Light Horse, which (as SirF. observes) was formed out of the

choice spirits of the trade, (of tailors,) and performed prodi-

gies of valour worthy of their predecessor in arms, the great

Joannes Acutus.

The following observations bespeak a philanthropic and in-

telligent mind:

* Though labour is indispensible, [this should be indispensable,]

it is, by no means, consonant to the physical or moral nature of man
that he should, like an ass in a mill, apply solely to bodily exertion,

from v/eek's end to week's end. Nor has the state any reason to

complain, if he, who can earn ewough in four days to maintain him

for seven, chooses to spend the remaining three in idleness and

relaxation. The abuse of liberty is no solid reason that it should be

annihilated. It may indeed be lamented that a manufacturer, who
receives high wages, should, instead of spending his leisure hours in

social and rational intercourse with his family and friends, so often''

dcvots
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devote a large portion of his earnings to intoxication aad debauchery*

to the manifest injury of his health and his morals : but it n)ay be

questioned whether the imdeviating and unremitting application to a

few mechanical processes, which an improved state of manufacture

usually requires, is not the cause of the propensity, so commonly re-

marked in the class of people, to carry the induigencies of necessary

relaxation to a faulty excess ; and ( if I might be allowed to hazard a

.conjecture on a very important point whicn cannot be properly eluci-

dated without a full investigation of facts that I am not in possession

of) whether the minute division of labour is not, in some degree, sub-

versive of domestic intercourse and comfort. If we compare an agri-

cultural life with the condition of manufacturers, the superiority, in

this respect, will, I am persuaded, be found to be en the side of the

former. In domestic comfort, in the endearments of family union,

in certainty of work, and consequent independence, the labourer,

who is engaged in the varied operations of husbandry, has no reason

.to regret that fortune has not placed him at the loom or the anvil.

Viewed in a political Hght, the pre-eminence of the original destina-

tion of mankind over manufactures is still more apparent. It faci-

Jitates marriage, the happiest lot of human life : it is most favourable

to health, to morals, and to religion.'

The author, however, is far from condemning either the intro-

duction or the extension of manufactures : but he justly appre-

ciates every improvement, not only as it diminishes the quantum
of labour required for working a machine^ but as it reduces the

quantity of work necessary to be performed by man- After
having investigated the relative condition in this respect of sa-

vage and social life, he concludes, (and we think him warranted
in the conclusion,)

* That the sum of bodily exertion is less, but the acquisitions are
greater in the latter than in the former ; or, in other words, that the
improvements of society afford more frequent opportunities of idle-

ness and relaxation *. Any system of employment, therefore, that

* * This is not intended as the panegyric of Idleness : a person who
.does nothing dannot enjoy the gratifications of repose. To be tasted,
it requires the exertion of a certain degree of previous labour either
mental or manual. Neither is relaxation necessarily an abstinence
from work. Mr. Locke tells us that " Recreation is not bimg idle, but
easing the iveariedpart by char.gc tf business.'" Every man of business, I
am persuaded, must have experienced the truth of this definition.
The cottager, who after finishing his day's work for his employer,
allots his evening to the cultivation of his garden ; the merchant, who,
after calculating tare and tret at his counting-house, spends a leisure
hour in the no less abstruse calculations, which many amusements re-
quire ; and even the statesman, who steals from the treasury to hig
sabine farm, and engages with as much warmth in the cultivation of
a turnip-field as in the aggrandizement of an empire, will sensibly
feel the true enjoyments of recreation,*

Rev. Jul V, 1797. T dooma
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dooms a man to perpetual labour, (for that may fairly be called per-

petual which admits only of the intervals requisite for sleep and meal-

times,) subjects him to the evils of the savage state. "Wlien the de-

sires, however, of the artificial conveniencies and enjoyments of life is

once introduced into a society, there seems to be a greater danger of

a man overworking himself than of his remaun'ng idle, unless he has

some other fund than his ov.-n industry to look to. It is justly re-

marked tliat masters have rather occasion to moderate, than to ani-

mate, the application of their woi-kmen. Very diiferent, however,

was the opinion of the legishiture in ancient times. The old laws for

"the eschewing of idleness,'' and " setting the poor on work," were

framed on this mistaken principle, that, with the incitements of civi-

lization before them, the people must be compelled to follow their

own interests. Whatever may have been the benevolent views of the

legislature in passing these acts, it is astonishing that we find so few

(if any) traces in the statute-book of an attention to another no less

essential condition of human existence, repose and recreation,'

In the course of the Inquiry, the arguments of Dr. Brown,
*' the far-famed Estimator of the Times," and those of Dr.

Pric'stleVi on the very important question how far it is right or

expedient for Government to interfere in the education of the

people, are incidentally mentioned : we regret, indeed, that

they are so slightly introduced j.for, though tlie subject may,

at first sight, appear to be only a question of abstract rights

and duties, we are persuaded that, in pursuing it, Sir Frede-

rick would have been led to many practical and important con-

clusions, intimately connected with the present state and con-

dition of society. Yet, on many topics, (p.irticularly on appren-

ticeships,) the author very decidedly expresses his disapproba-

tion of legislative interference with the conduct of individuals.

We must confess, with him, that pas trop gouverner is a maxim
too little remembered by the rulers of mankind : its excellence

is fully recognized in the following animated pass ige :

* It seems very problematical whether a government ever attempted

• directly to regulate the course of industry without producing consi-

derable mischief. The- excellence of legislation may, perhaps, be

best estimated according as it leaves the individual exertion more or

less unshackled. It is this exertion (and not the superintending power

of the state which is so often, unthinkinijly, extolled as the imme-

diate creator of social good, and as often unjustifiably condemned as

the immediate cause of social evil') which, by its patient plodding la-

bours, erects the edifice of national grandeur: it, however, works but

by slow and imperceptible degrees ; and, like the genial dew from

heaven, which, drop by drop, invigorates and matures all vegetable

nature, exhibits, at length, that happy order of society, which is

felt to be *
<» not the hasty product of the day,

-But the well-iipen'd fruit of wise delay."

Nor
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Nor does it follow from this that a government is excluded from active

duties. To prevent the strong from oppressing the weak ; to pro-

tect the acquisitions of industr)', and to check the progress of vice

and immorality, by pointing out and encouraging the instruction of

the rising generation in the social and religious duties ; to maintain

the relations, v.'hich commerce has created with foreign countries,

aie duties which- reqiu're that delegated authority should be exerted

by public force and tiie vindicatory dispensations of pains and pe-

nalties.

' Beyond this, all interference of the state In jthe conduct and
pursuits of the society seemiS of very doubtfsl advantage.'

The author notices many Imperfections in the tax for the

maintenance of the indigent classes. It is certainly equitable

that personal property, as well as land, should contribute to-

wards their support: but (whatever may have been the inten-

tion of the framers of the poor laws) personal property, as In

this instance, almost entirely evaded the giipe of the tax-

gatherer. Indeed, many cases might be supposed, In which
It would be impossible either to rate at all, or to rate fairly,

the stock of a tradesman or artificer.

In discussing the question of a reform in the Poor Laws, Sir

Fred. Is naturally led to notice the plan lately brought forwards

by Mr. Pitt for the amendment of this complicated system.

We, Indeed, consider it as fortunate for the country, that,

amid the momentous and pressing concerns of warfare, the

condition of the poor has been thought to merit the attention

of government ; and that a bill for their better maintenance

has been Introduced by the chief minister. We say fortu-

nate for the country; for, without being confident that Mr.

Pitt's abilities (great as they confessedly are) can mould the

heterogeneous mass into symmetry and consistency, we foresee

that his abortive Poor bill (provided he does not stop with tak-

ing a popular theme— the bettering the condulon of our la-

bourers—out of the hands of opposition) will provoke much
useful inquiry and Investigation. In former parliamentary dis-

cussions on parochial concerns, the great public leaders of the

House of Commons have scarcely condescended to take a part.

Mr. Ruggles has remarked * that, on the second reading of Mr.
Gilbert's Poor Bill, which involved in its consequences the

material interests of the nation, only forty-four members at-

tended ; and that on the very next day, when a motion respect-

ing the promotion of a few naval officers was introduced, 283
members divided on the question, and Messrs. Pitt, Fox, Dun-

* History cf the Poor, vol. i. p. 150. A new and enlarged edi-

tion of this valuable work, in one volume 4to. has just appeared.

We shall speedily take farther notice of it.

T 2 das,
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tias, Sheridan, and many others, took a part in the debate.

The late Poor bill of the Minister, we are certain, will receive

attention : it will be sifted to the bottom : its principles will be

thoroughly discussed : its provisions will be rigidly examined ;

and these will be some of the good effects of that proper jealousy,

with which it becomes the legislature and the public to receive

any new pi-cposition from the officers of government. Had
any well-meaning country-gentleman, from mere motives of

benevolence, stept forwards on this occasion, some opiate bill

might have been produced, which would either have died an

easy death, or have crept unnoticed into existence ; but this,

we repeat, cannot be the case with Mr. Pitt's bill: as a mi-

nister, he must have other motives imputed to him than mere

philanthropy ; and we hope that the consequence will be, that

much detailed information on the subject will be collected, be-

fore the mighty machine of reform is set in motion. It is only

from such inquiries as Sir F. Eden has successfully pursued, that

such oreliminary data can be obtained, as will render a Poor bill

either salutary or practicable : for we doubt whether the in-

quisitorial povv^er of government has, as yet, descended to ex-

amine the mituit'icE of parochial administration. "We trust,

however, that the still-born child of fancy—Mr, Pitt's Poor-

bill—will rest in peace j and that, in future. Reform, even in

the Poor Laws, will be preceded by Inquiry.

Sir Frederick conceives that, without making any immediate

or violent alteration in the general outline of the existing

Poor laws, there are many sound principles on which the le-

gislature may proceed. He adopts the constitutional advice

offered by Mr. Burke in 1780. ** In a plan of reformation,"

jNIr. B. said, *' it would be one of my maxims, that, when I

know of an establishment which may be subservient to useful

purposes, and which, at the same time, from its discretionary

nature, is liable to a very great perversion from these purposes,

I would limit the quantity of the power that might be so abused.**

Proceeding on this principle, Sir Frederick proposes to limit

the Poor's Rates to the average of the last seven, or the last

three years, or whatever other average might be found to be

more proper. Various other detailed amendments of the pre-

sent system are suggested : but our limits will not allow us to

transcribe them ; and we must content ourselves with laying

before the reader one suggestion which, we think, offers a

proper basis for future reform :

. * It Is mucix to be wished that the legislature would oblige parish

officers to provide themselves with account-books, constructed on the

most approved models, for registering receipts and expenditures,

Jiumber of Poor, and such other circumstances as the Public are in-

terpste4
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terested in knowing, and would likewise direct that a printed state"

ment, abstracted from the parish-books, (in such manner as may be

judged proper, and pointed out in the schedules of the next Poor

Act,) should be annually delivered to such of the inhabitants as are

assessed to the Poor's Rate, and laid before the General Quarter

Sessions of the county in which the parish it relates to is situated. I

think, too, that parochial records should be accessible to a stranger,

upon his paying a reasonable fee for inspection. Every member ot

the community is more or less interested in the correction, and, con-

ecquently, in the previous investigation, of those abuses, v.'hich,

though immediately confined to a small parish, often spread the con-

tagion of idleness and improvidence through the surrounding

country.*

In chapter II. of book II. the reader will find many inte-

resting and original details, concerning the relative advantages

enjoyed by the labouring classes in diilercnt parts of the king-

dom in the important articles of diet, dress, fuel, and habita-

tion. In a few instances, however, we must confess that our

author appears to have been more minute and circumstantial

than the nature of his work required. Though we were much
pleased with many of the receipts of Scotch cookery, (receipts

which, we need not say, are not to be found in Mrs. Glasse's

famed repository,) wo. think that the minute directions for

boiling potatoes might have been omitted without lessening the

value of the book. Neither can we conceive that the account

of Sago bread, however curious it may be in itself, will fur-

nish much practical information towards the improvement of

the culinary art among the labouring classes. The accounts

of the various sorts of bread used in the north of England, and
in other countries;—of the diet and condition of the negroes

in Virginia ;—of the earnings of labourers in different parts of

England;—and of the quantity and kinds of liquor annually

consumed in Great Britain ;—are peculiarly interesting and
curious. In one parish, in Surrey, consisting of 1671 inha-

bitants, (of which a detailed account occurs in the work,) the

draught of one ale-house out of sixteen amounted to 20 1. a

month. The house is considered as having neither the best

nor the M'orst custom : so that 20 1. per month may be

taken as the fair average receipts of every ale-houae in the

place. This sum, multiplied by 16, gives 320 1. as the total

consumption of a month ; and that again multiplied by 12 gives

3840 1. as the whole amount of what Is annually expended for

strong drink among 1600 persons ; two thirds of whom (con-

sisting of women, children, and gentry,) may fairly be sup-
posed to have little or no share in such expenditure.

The following passage highly merits the attention of land-

lords, as well as of political writers and legislators

:

T 3 « The
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* Tlie providing suitable and comfortable dwellings for the labour-

ing classes, is a subject highly worthy the consideration and investi-

gation both of those who, in the capacity of employers, are called

on to promote the comforts of the employed, and of those Avhose

practical experience in subjects of this nature renders them better

qualified, than I can possibly be supposed to be, to offer useful sug-

gestions to the public on the means of meliorating the conditions of
the people, as far as it depends on their being lodged in warm,
wholesome, and commodious habitations. It would answer many
beneficial purposes to ascertain the comparative advantages of the

different sorts of houses, which, v>^e see, are inhabited by labourers

in different parts of the kingdom. Houses of clay, of brick, and
of stone, have, no doubt, tlieir respective advantages and disadvan-

tages : the cottage of wattle and dab, as it is called, is perhaps the

warmest ; that of brick, the driest ; and that of stone, the strongest

dwelling. There are, however, no doubt, peculiar excellencies, not

only in the materials, but in the mode of building, and- in the internal

structure and accommcda'Lions of cottages in various parts of the king-

dom, highly deserving of being remarked. There are, likev/isc, pe-

culiar defects, not only in some, but in all dwellings of this sort,

which might easily be corrected. Such, for instance, is the injudi-

cious construction of fire-places, wliich is justly remarked by Count
Rumford to be productive of great waste in fuel and many other in-

conveniences. It seems, likev/ise, deserving of consideration, whe-
ther the improvement:, whicl^ Iiave of late years taken place in the

useful arts, offer any means of supplying the labourer v^'ith a cheaper,

though not less comfortable dv>'clling, than that which he at present

inhabits. It cannot be denied, that the article of expenditure of a

poor working family, which, though not the heaviest in amiount, is

in effect their heaviest disbursement, is their rent. It is an article of

expence that has all the inconveniences of a direct tax ; and is often

called for at the moment when it is most inconvenient to pay it.'

Respecting the dress of the labouring classes, we shall select

a few passages that, we doubt not, will prove highly gratify-

ing to the reader

:

* The diversity is not greater between the labourers in the North
and South of England, with respect to the manner in which their

food is prepared than with regard to the modes thev adopt of supply-

ing thenistlves with cloathir.g. In the midland and southern coun-

ties, the labourer, in general, purchases a very considerable portion,

if not the whole, of his cloatlis fiom the shopkeeper. In the vi-

cinity of the metropolis, working-people seldom buy new cloaths :

they content themselves with a cast-off coat, which may be usually

purchased for about 5s., an.d second-hand waistcoats and breeches.

Their wives seldom make up any article of dress, except making and

mending cloaths for tlie children. In the north, on the contraiy,

almost every article of dress worn by farmers, mechanics, and la-

Iwiurers, is manufactured at home, shoes and huts excepted : that is,

the iincn thread is spun from the lint, and the yarn from the wool,

and sent to the v/eavers and dyers : so that almost every family has

its web of hnen cloth annually, and often one of woollen also, which
is
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is either dyed for coats, or made into flannel, 8zc. Sometimes black

and white wool are mixed ; and the cloth which is made from them
receives no dye : it is provincially called kek. Although broad cloth,

' purchased in the shops, begins now to be worn by opulent farmers

and others on Sundays, yet there are many respectable persons, at

this day, who never wore a bought pair of stockings, coat, nor

waistcoat, in their lives ; and within these twenty years, a coat

bought at a shop was considered as a mark of extravagance -arid

pride*, if the buyer was not possessed of an independent fortune.

There are, however, many labourers so poor, that they cannot even

afford to purclizse the I'aw material necessary to spin thread or varn

at home ; as it is some time before a home manufacture can be ren-

dered fit for use. It is generally acknowledged that articles of

cloathing can be purchased in the shops at a much lower price, tlian

those who mske tliem at home can afford to sell them for ; but that,

in the wearing, those manufactured by private families f are very

superior both in warmth and durability.

' Some years ago, clogs were introduced into the county of Dum-
fi-ies from Cumberland, and are now veiy generally used all over that

part of the country, in place o/" coarse and strong shoes |.'

The following are the prices of home-made and other arti-

cles in Cumberland:

« The usual price of a hat worn by labourers is about 2S. 6d. : a

coat purchased (4 yards) costs about 2s. 6d. a yard: a waistcoat
takes a yard and a half: a pair of leather breeches costs 3s. 6d. : la-

bourers sometimes wear breeches of flannel or coloured cloth. A
taylor charges 5s. for making a whole suit. A b'nen shirt takes 3^
yards, at I7d. a yard : this is strong, and wears well. About 1 1 oz.
of wool, at 8d. the pound, will make a pair of stockings. They
are almost invariably spun and knit at home. Women's dress gene-
rally consists of a black stuff hat, of the price of is. 8d. : a linen

bed-gown, (stamped with blue,) mostly of the home manufacture;
this usually costs in the shops about 5s. 6d. : a cotton or linen neck-
cloth, price about is. 6d. : two petticoats of flannel, the upper one
dyed blue ; value of the two about lis. 6d. : coarse woollen stock--

ings, home m.anufacture, value about is. 8d. : linen shift, hom.e ma-
nufacture, 2 J yards, at is. jd. the yard. Wom.en generally wear

* * A seap'd sari, (/. e. a shirt washed with soap instead of cham-
ber-lie, which is generally used in the most northern, as it was two
centuries ago in the southern, counties,) a shop coat, (i.e. a suit not
manufactured at home, but purchased at the shop,) and money hiicUes,

(i. ^. silver buckles,) is an old Cumberland proverb, which is often
applied to a village beau, and strongly marks the usual customs re-
specting dress in that county.

' f Many of the antient statutes notice the home-made woollens
of the north of England, or houswives cloth, as it was called. See
5 EIIz. c. 4. § 32. (S:c.'

X In phce^ of, we apprehend, is a Scotticism ; the author appears to
have transcribed it from the account of clogs In the 13th vol, of the
Statistical Account of Scotland, p. 262.

T 4 stays,
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etays, or rather boddice, of various prices. Their gowns are soifte-

times made of woollen stuff; 6 yards, at is. 6d. the yard. The
w^men, however, generally wear black silk hats, and cotton gowns/
Sundays and holidays.

* The following are the prices of cloaths, as sold in a slop-shop in

the neighbourhood of London

:

£'
* Men.—A good foiJ-weather coat (will last very well

two years) - . _

A common waistcoat

A pair of stout breeches (one year)

Stockings, the pair

A dowlas shirt . _

A pair of strong shoes

A hat (will last three years)

Women.—A common stuff govt'n

Linsey-woolsey petticoat

A shift -

A pair of shoes * - -

Cojf^se apron . . -

Check apron

A pair of stockings

A hat, the cheapest sort (wiUlast two years)

Coloured neck-kerchief

A common cap

Cheapest kind of cloak (will last two years)

iPair of stays (will last six years)

The author disputes the assertion of Mr. Howlett and many
other political writers, that the labourer is less able to support

himself by his industry than formerly. He argues that the

price of wheat, on which so much stress has been laid, is

not the e/}/y criterion of the ability of a man to subsist by his

labour.

* To argue from such data (he says) would warrant us in supposing

that a labourer must have been under an absolute impossibility of sub-

sisting in 1595, when wheat was about 2 /. the quarter, and the

wages of ordinary agricultural labourers not more than 4d. or 5d. the

day without diet ; and that 8d. the day was a miserable pittance in

1682, when wheat was nearly at the same price.*
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We do not wholly agree with Sir F. in all his conclusions ;

'

but it would be doing him injustice to abridge his arguments

on a question confessedly nice and difficult. We must there-

fore refer our readers to his valuable work, for the many curious

statements brought forwards respecting the condition of our la-

bourers in antient and modern times. The last chapter of the

second book gives a very interesting detail of the risej progress,

and present state of Friendly Societies, or Benefit Clubs.

The following observations respecting the condition of the

female part of our labourers are equally nev.-, humane, and
interesting:—we insert them with pleasure ; and we promise
ourselves that, when the Poor Laws shall be revised by the le-

gislature, they will not be wholly unnoticed :

* Few writers on this branch of political economy have adverted
to the circumstances and situation of a class of our people, who form,
perhaps, the most essential link in social order and dcrr.ecfJc htippi-

ness : I mean the ivives of labourers. Mr. Pitt has, indeed, in his

celebrated speech above alluded to, argued very forcibly on the pro-
priety of turning the industry of children to proiit : but it is to bt re-

gretted that this great Statesman has not favoured the public with his

sentiments on the actual state and condition of married txiotnen in the
labouring classes of the community. The subject is new and im-
portant, and highly merits the attention both of the politician and
philanthropist. If the right, which every labourer possesses, of dis-

posing of the produce of his labour, is the great incentive to indus-
try, is it either unfair or unreasonable to presume, that the incapa-
city, which married women labour under, of acquiring property *, is

one

* * There are, however, a few cases, in which a married woman
is presumed to be capable of acquiring property : when her husband
has abjured the realm, or is banished, she may be sued as -a feme sole •

(Blackst. Comm. i. 443.;) and it has been lately decided, that a
married woman, who is separated from her husband, and is allowed a
separate maintenance by deed, may, if she contracts debts, be sued
as a feme sole, (i Term Rep. 5.) By the feudal law, the lands of
an heiress did not become the property of her husband ; but, on her
death, descended to her child, or next heir. It is by a custom al-
most pecuhar to England, and therefore called the courtesy o/" England,
that a man, who marries a woman seised of an estate of inlieritance
if she has issue born alive, is, on the death of his wife, entitled to
hold her lands for his life. (Co. Litt. § 35. Blackst. Comm. ii. 126.)

* As a married woman has seldom an immediate interest in acquir-
ing property, it is not often that she adds much, by her personal ex-
ertions to the common stock of the family; except she may be said
to do so in the sense of the old proverb, (a penny saved is a penny
got,) by an econom.ical management of the acquisitions of her hus-
band. A married man, on the contrary, is absolute master of all he
gets : this is the great spur to industry ; for whilst his earnings sup-

4 ply
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one of the principal causes why they contribute so h'ttle to the' fund

which is to maintain a family ?

' In the greatest part of England, the acquisition of the necessaries

of iif", required by a labourer's family, rests entirely on the husband.

If he falls sick, and is not a member of a Friendly Society, his vife

ar.d children must inevitably be supported by the parish. There is

no other resource ; for, to whatever cause it is to be ascribed, the

wife, even in such an exigency, can do nothing. I do not mean to

contend, that, either with a view to national profit, or individual in-

deoendencc, it is desirable that the female part of a labourer's family

should perfoiTTi the toilsome duties of porters and ploughmen, as is

the case in L.ieo"e and Switzerland, and even in some parts of Scot-

land ; or that they should employ those hours Avhich they can spare

from the management of domestic concfrns, in a sedentary and

unwholesome manufacture, as is the case with the lace-makers m
Buckin(i^ham&hire and Northamptonshire. The labours of the

field, it is said, are adverse to child-bearing ; and this is one of the

reasons whifh I have heard assigned for the inftcundity of the

negroes ia the West Indies. I am not physiologist enough to say

how far this opinion is, or is not, well founded : but, I own, I sus-

pect it to have been advanced on but slight grounds. Thefe are,

however, various occupations which the wife of a peasant or artificer
.

would, it is probable, be often inch'ncd to pursue, were she onW al-

lowed to have a voice as to the disposal of her earnings. As the law

now stands, the momaitshc acquires them, they become the absolute

property of her husband; so that it is not to be wondered at, that

she conceives she has fullllled her duty in attending to the children ;

and that he, conscious that the support of the family depends on his

exertions, should so often become imperious and tyrannical. The
instances are not fev%-, where a stupid, drunken, and idle mian has an

intellip-ent and industrious wife, with perhaps both the opportunity

and the ability to earn enough to feed her children ; but who yet is

deterred from working, from a thorough conviction that her mate

would, too probablv, strip her of ever\- farthing which slie had not

the ingenuity to conceal. There is, perhaps, no better mode of as-

certainino- what degree of comfort is enjoyed by a labourer's family,

than bv learning what portion of his weekly earnings he commits to

liis vi-ife's disposal. It makes a very material difference whether he

or she holds the purse-strings. That he can earn the m.ost is

ply him with the means of subsistence, they invest him with patri-

archal power and authority.

* I cannot here avoid observing, that the very inconsiderable num-

ber of female convicts, in proportion to males, who have been con-

victed of depredations on private property, ajtpears to me to be

principally ascribable to the different rights, and, consequently, the

difFerent propensities with which our civil institutions have invested

the two sexes, with regard to the acquisition and enjoymvnt of pro-

perty. In the commission of crimes, which are produced by the

vindictive passions of the human breast, the balaiice cf criminality is

more equal.'

9 granted
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granted ; but she can make those earnings go the farthest. I Iiave
often observed that, when the circumstances of a labourinT family
have enabled them to purchase a cbw, the good management of the
wife has preserved them from the parish as long as the cow lasted • and
this even in cases where tlie husband was improvident and dissolute.

' It may, indeed, be urged tliat, although the lords of the creation

have, almost exclusively, appropriated to themselves the direction of
pubhc concerns, and the administration of property, yet, in the con-
duct of private life, (which, after all, is the chief business of man-
kind,) the female sex have borne, and ever will bear, superior swa)'.
Their power, however, as it in a great measure depends on opinion,
^s liable to be overthrown by the caprices and misconduct of those
under whose protection the law has placed them. An amiable mar-
ried woman, although disposed to practise the softer virtues which
are most congenial to her, and (as Milton expresses it) " to study
houshold good ;"—wiiicii constitutes

" Woman's domestic honor and chief praise;"

cannot render her family thriving and happy, unless slie is, in some
measure, countenanced and assisted by her husband. If we mi^rht
form a general estimate from what occurs in the higher stations' of
life, it would seem that children v/ould not so often have to lament
the prodigality of their parents, if more of the common stock were
vested in the wife, and less in the husband, than is usually the case.
For one extravagant mother, I am persuaded there are at least
twenty improvident fathers. In the humbler spheres of society it

still seldomer happens that the welfare of a family is affected by the
misconduct of a mother. That they, too often, want industry, must
be acknowledged ; but it also ouglit to be remembered that they
want those motives which stimulate to industry.

' I have been led to these reflections by investigating the situation
of some Female Clubs, v.-hich seem to be exposed to peculiar disad-
vantages, in consequence of the legal disability which married wo-
men labour under of retaining the earnixngs of their labour in their
own hands. Most of these Clubs are chiefly composed of married
women : as the principal inducement to enter into them is to insure a
decent subsistence during the lying-in month ; a period, in which of
all others, a labourer's wife is in mor.t need of extrinsic assistance.
The laudable objects, however, of these excellent institutions, may
be entirely frustrated by the exercise of that legal authority with which
a husband is Invested. As he is entitled to receive his wife's earn-
ings, he can not only prevent her from paying her regular subscrip-.
tion to the Club ; but if she falls sick, he is, I conceive, no less au-
thorized by law to demand the allowance which is granted by the
Society, and to appropriate it to his ov/n use.'

This is certainly a strong instance of the inconvenience that
would arise from a tyrannical exercise of the right which the
law has vested in a husband. We conceive, however that
the treasurer of a Friendly >ociety would do right in refusing
payment to a husband of his wife's allowance ; and that he
would be justified by law for taking every possible step to se-

cure
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ciire it for her sole and separate use. At the same time, wc
admit that many evils are likely to arise from the abuse of this

branch of marital authority; for our author states that this

hardship, to which females were exposed, had been often

strongly represented to him ; and that he could, if it were ne-

cessary, procure sufficient evidence that it had actually been ex-

perienced by not a few members of Female Friendly Societies*

The first volume concludes with the following judicious re-

marks on the danger of parliamentary interference with the

Friendly Societies. Sir F. Eden is persuaded that

* If any farther regulation of them is attempted the inclination of

the labouring classes to enter into them will be greatly damped, if

not entirely repressed. The acts already passed, although they arc

known, and generally understood to have beer, framed with the most

benevolent intentions, and do really confer substantial benefits on these

institutions, have created mucli alarm. Nay, they have certainly an-

nihilated many societies. At the same tim.e, it is but fair to confess

that they v.ay have raised others. This, however, is more difficult

to ascertsin. Any farther favours from parliament would iri'etriev-

ably lessen the confidence which is still entertained by the members of

most benefit clubs, that the legislature \v{\\ not interfere in controul-

ing associations, which do not appear, from any evidence which has

as yet been laid before the public, to be adverse to economy, good

morals, or public tranquillity. I have, indeed, m.ore than once heard

it insinuated that friendly societies are apt to degenerate into debating

clubs, and that convivial meetings on a Saturday might become the

aptest vehicles for disseminating principles subversive of subordination

and submission to the laws of our countr)'. I have also heard it as-

serted, that the members of friendly societies, from being accustomed

to assemble at ale-houses, are not only stimulated by interested land-

lords, but encouraged by the contagion of ill- examples, in the habits

of drunkenness ; that the money, which is spent on a club-night, is

entirely lost to a labouring family ; and that there are various ways

in which the earnings of industry might be applied more advantage-

ously to the morals of the labourer and the comforts of his family.

Friendly societies, it is true, like all other human contrivances, have

their defects. It is, however, though a short, a sufficient answer to

such objections as I have noticed, and to some others which it is unne-

cessar}- to enumerate, that these institutions do not aim at perfectiatif

but improvenHnt. They are not intended to be

*' that faultless monster which the worid ne'er saw :'*

but it 13 a sufficient proof of their excellence, that they are congenial

to the social latitudes and prejudices of the labourer ; and that, if they

cannot correct the inclination (which is too often caused by hard

labour) for conviviahty and dissipation, they, at least, convert a vi-

cious propensity into an useful instrument of economy and industry,

and secure to their members, (what can seldom be purchased at too

dear a rate,) subsistence during sickness and Independence in old

age.'

\To be centinutti-l *
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Art. IV. Memoirs of a late eminent Advocate, and Memher of tie

Honourable Society of X^incoMs Inn. By William Melmoth, Esq.
8vo. pp.72. 53. sewed. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1796.

"XT 7 HEN we, who can ourselves, in our literary capacity, look
•^' back nearly through half of a century, recollect that Mr.
Melmoth 's elegant translation of Pliny's Epistles appeared two
years before the commencement of our labours, and that his justly

admired Fitzosborne's Letters, we believe, were published still

earlier, we cannot help regarding him with a sort of respect ap-
proaching to veneration, as one of the fathers of the age. We
are the more inclined to pay him this homage, and, in truth, to

consider him as an Emeritus Professor in the English school of
Polite Literature, because we are persuaded that few writers

have contributed so much to the improvement of our stvle, or

have furnished such m.odels of elegant v/riting, as far as concerns
the correct choice and perspicuous arrangement of words, and
the harmonious construction of periods. It is with pleasure

that we observe, in the production of Mr. Melmoth's pen now
before us, that his powers of writing are still unimpaired. The
same characters, which have given to his former works a dis-

tinguished place among our English classics, will be found
impressed with equal distinctness and strength on these me-
moirs.

The publication, as we have been informed, is a tribute of
filial piety. The subject of the memoir, though not mentioned
by name, was Mr. Melmoth's father ; and, from the particu-

lars here related concerning his exemplary conduct both in pri-

vate and public life, he appears to have well deserved this

handsome testimony of respect to his memory—-to have me-
rited the singular felicity of being laudatits a laudato virs^

Several letters and papers inserted in these memoirs, as well as

the general narrative, shew him to have been a man of unaf-

fected piety and conscientious integrity. The laudable and
meritorious example, which he set in his professional charac-

ter, we shall present to our readers in Mr. Melmoth's own
words

:

** Men haye either no character at all," says a celebrated author,
'*' or it is that of being inconsistent with themselves." It must be
confessed, indeed, tliat to persevere in one regular undeviating line of
moral conduct, is no common characteristic of human nature

;

happily, however, the observation is not without exceptions ; and the
eminent subject of these pages is one instance, at least, (it may be
candidly hoped there are many others,) to redeem the credit of our
species. The sanxe uniform principles and viitues which rendered him
«stegmed and respected while he walked in the less open paths of ori-

vate
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vate society, varied only in efficacy, not in strength., when he came
forward into the more conspicuous scenes of active life. To do good
was the excitinj^ motive and ultimate tendency of all his pursuits ;

and he entered into his honourable profession, not from a spirit of in-

ordinate ambition ; no man's desires were more controuled by reason :

not to accumulate useless Avealtli ; no man more disdained so un-

worthy a pursuit : it was for the decent advancement of his fa-

mily, the generous assistance of his friends, the benevolent relief of

the indigent. How often did he exert his abihties, yet refused the

reward of them, in the cause of the ivuIotv, the fatherless, and of him

txho had none to help him !

' Complete master of his profession, he discharged its important of-

fices with an Integrity equalled only by the science with which Ik:

performed them. As the casual course of his bjisiness led him to be

principally engaged in that branch of jurisprudence which is admini-

stered In the court of chancery ; no man's opinion in cases of equity

was more frequently resorted to, nor more imphcitly relied upon,

not only upon a persuasion of its rectitude in point of knowledge, but

from a conviction that no inducement could bias his judgment to-

wards the side most favourable to his client's interest. Upon this

occasion it would be deviating from the accuracy of a faithful Re-

later to omit a circumstance which casts no common lustre upon his

m.oral character, and yet can neither be mentioned without hazarding

the suspicion of amplification, or suppressed without violating the

justice due to truth and to his m.emory. The fact, however, is, that

having in a certain case advised the querist to pursue his claim in a

court of law, and net instantly adverting to a dormant statute which

stood in the way of his client's supposed right ; he no sooner dis-

covered tlie inadvertence than he sent for the attorney, and not only

returned his fee, but re-imbursed the costs of the unsuccessful

plaintiff. He was too firm a friend to justice ^to attempt diverting It

from its proper course ; and he scorned the dishonest dexterity of

covering'- a flaw in a defective title.'

We cannot promise our readers that they will find In these

Memoirs many amusing anecdotes : but we can ensure them,

from the perusal, no sniall degree of gratification, to their li-

terary taste in a piece of g^ood writing, and to their moral feel-

ings in the pleasing exlilbition of a character of sterling and dis-

tinguished merit.

A beautifully engraved head of the subject of the memoir is

prefixed.

Art. V. Dr. Elss^t'j Sketch of Democracy.

\_Article concludedfrom the Rev. for ylpril, p. ^04.]

IN chapter 5th, still pursuing the history of Athciis, Dr.

Bisset gives f.irther instances (see the former part of this

articlej of the ccnscquences of uncor.t.oUcd democracy in the

rtloponneslan
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Pdoponnesian war, in the removal of the pnnlent, aole, and
virtuous Nicias from the comniancl o'f the forces of the re-

public, ami the appointment of the ignorant and worthless de-
magogue Cleon to succeed him ; Cieon," whom even the mob
that promoted him despised^ and whose ignorance and pre-

sumption have been exposerl with such satirical force by Aris-

tophanes. Our autlior maintains that ambition, injustice, and
cruelty are inherent in the very nature of a constitution purely
democratical, and he supports his proposition by the testimony
of antient historians:— but he must allow that wars of ambi*-

tioi), conquest, and injustice have been begun by governments
that were mt purely democratical, nor p'urely monarchical

;

t]iat even mixed governments have sometimes without provo-
cation, or the sliac'iOw of ri>;ht, invaded the territories of other
states, deposed sovereigns, systematically pursued plans of
aggrandizement, and sometimes disgraced wars that were in

themselves just, by the most sliocking cruelties : of the former
we have the strongest evidence in the extent of the British em-
pire in India ; and of the latter, the massacre of Glencoe, and
the bloody progress of the Engli^^h arixiy in Scotland after the
battle of Culloden, exhibit proofs, of v»hich a man of even
ordin;;ry humanity could not so much as read, without beino-

filled with horror. To be just, however, to the author, we
must observe that he docs not deny that enormities may dis-

grace the best formed constitutions : but he maintains that they
viiist attend democracies, as being by nature inseparable from
them.

Dr. B. then gives an account of the treatment that Alcibiades
experienced fiom his countrymen ; in which, without meaning
to represent him as faultless or patriotic in every respect, he
shews the levity, fickleness, and injustice of the Athenians
with regard to that celebrated citizen in trying and condemn-
ing him unhe.ird. Unfortunately, our ovi^n history, notwith-
standing the mixture of our government, records but too m.any
instances of fickleness, and of the injustice of condemning per-

sons to death without a hearing. The attainders by act of
parliament of Queen Ann Bullen, of Cromwell Earl of Essex,
and of various others, without so much as the formalitv of an
appearance at the bar, will ever attest the melancholy truth

that barefaced injustice is not confined to democratic states.

The 5th chapter presents a picture of the distresses of the
Athenians after their total defeat at Syracuse ; a defeat which
Dr B. ascribes to the folly that made them deprive themselves
of the talents of Alcibiades ; and he shews that those distresses

brought the people to a sense of their error, and induced them
to recall him. This able though profligate statesman made

them
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them feel, or i/:>i/ik, that their misfortunes arose from the form

of their government, which gave the muhitude too great an

ascendancy in the counsels of the state ; and he persuaded them

to consent to a reform of the constitution. Dr. B. then ob-

^rv'es that, though the desired change took place, it was on

piinciples which by no means checked the democratic spirit of

the government, but merely re-modelled it. The power of

the state was lodged in the hands of 400 persons.

* These, (says he,) being men taken from the mob, behaved

with that violence and insolence which charHcterizes low people

raised above their former equals. The Athenians had not attended

in tlieir change to thi' real cause of the inefTicacy of democracy to

produce seourity and happiness ; the want of controuling orders.

The four liundred were as unccntrculed as had been the people at

lar<i-e in the democracy. They gained no more by the chauge, than

did the French by tlieir cliange from the club and mob government

ID thfi time of Petion, Brissot, and Condorcet, to that of the junto

of Danton, Marat, and Robespierre. The Athenians soon tired of

their four hundred, and re-established democracy. Alcibiades, the

Barrere of the time in versatility, though infinitely superior in ta-

lents, and som.ev'hat less profligate in conduct, took the lead in the

re-established dem.ocrac}'. He defeated the Peloponnesiaris in various

engagerr.snts, and had ylmost restored the Athenians to then- former

superiority. Here again the inconsistency of a mob government strik-

ir.o-lv appears. The Athenian populace, because Alcibiades had

.often been succe?sful, had, with a wisdom worthy of such person-

Axgcs, concluded him to be invincible. He was once unsuccessfid
^

this, without any evidence, they imputed to treacheiy. He wati

again condemned unheard, and betooI<, liimself to banishment. »

His successors in the command, being less able, were also defeated.

They were tried with the utmost irregularity and unfairness, con-

.demned, and executed. The all-ruling people compelled their court

to give the fatal verdict. Such is the justice of democratic tribunals.

The folly and violence of the Athenians at last brought the natural

consequence, the ruin of the state. Having deprived themselves of

their ablest generals, they were defeated in a decisive battle. Athens

was taken, dismantled, and made a dependency of Sparta. Thirty

persons were establisiicd by Lysander the Spartan general, to govern

Athens with unlimited power.
* These tyrants committed eveiy act of wickedness with impum'ty,

Alcibiades made some efforts to relieve his country ; but was mur-

dered, at the instigation of I^ysander, before they could be ef-

fectual.

« The ability and virtue of Thrasybidus expelled the tyrants.

Humbled however, dismantled, and exliausted, Athens, for some

time after the expulsion of the tyrants, took little concern in the af-

fairs of Greece. The effects of the democracy were therefore to be

seen solely in her domestic proceedings. Of these we have a most

Striking instance in the treatment of Socrates. It was said by a

iFrench
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French revolutionist, either In the national convention, or In one of

their clubs, " that true republicans ought not to bear even the aris-

tocracy of virtue." New perhaps as this might be, as a declaration,

it certainly was neither new, nor uncommon as a principle. The pro-

ceedings of every democracy illustrate the danger of superiority of

virtue, as well as of talents, or any other excellence.'

Thus is the downfall of Athens, that seat of arts and sci-

ences, attributed by Dr. B. to the very nature of her own de-

mocratic government. In various places, he remarks that,

in popular governments, the citizens are not only incapable of

acting with fairness or candour towards persons accused of

crimes, but that even virtue itself was considered by the Athe-

nians as a crime of the most dangerous nature ; as appeared

from the banishment of Aristides.

In chapter 7th the author considers the internal state of

Athens, and upbraids the citizens with their total disregard of

justice in their judicial proceedings. ' Every day,' says he,

* afforded some instance of unjust sentence, and unmerited,

acquittals. Those real patriots, who spoke plain and bold

truths, were imprisoned or put to death, while their dema-
gogues, who flattered their vices and folly, though really bribed

by their enemies, were held in the highest honour. Even pri-

vate causes, in which the populace at large might not be sup-

posed to be so much interested, were decided according to the

whim of the people, or the popularity of the advocate who
undertook the cause.' Dr. Bisset concludes this chapter vv^ith

the follov/ing observation

:

* Every man who Is not an Ideot, may be an useful member of so-

ciety. Whoever is an useful, is a respectable member ; but one can

only be useful, by steadily and habitually pursuing objects within the

sphere of his powers and knowledge. The mechanic, the journey-

man, the labourer, are useful, nay respectable members of every well-

constituted society ; but it Is as mechanic, journeyman, and labourer

that they can possess that usefulness, and consequently respectability.

When therefore the carpenter, the shoemaker, the labourer, in-

stead of fashioning timber, leather, or earth, to beneficial purposes,

takes to fashioning the state, he does a double mischief, by neglect-

ing that which he can do, and trying that which he car.not. This
idleness makes him poor, and consequently Internally a burden to the

community, to which his political projects, from his incapacity of

forming or executing good ones, would be both internally and ex-

ternally ruinous. Within their own sphere, the lower orders are a

great support of society
;
going beyond It, they bring ruin on them-

selves and others. So it fared with the Athenians ; and similar

causes will ahvays produce similar efiects. Whoever with care and
intelligence studies ihe historj^ of the Athenians, will be from that

alone convinced of the inefScaqy of democracy, to the production of
general happiness.'

Rsv. JvLY, 1797. y The
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The author proceeds in chapter 8th to take a view of the

governments of Sparta and Thebes. The former, he observes-,

though nominally a republic, was in reality a mixed govern-

ment, consisting, of two hereditary kings, a senate of member*
elected for life, and of five magistrates called Ephori, chosen
only for a time. One of the lessons most forcibly impressed

on the rulers and people of Sparta was " that innovation was a

great evil ;" and such was the effect of this principle, and of

the judicious balance of the powers of the state, our author

remarks, that for upwards of 400 years not a single sedition dis-

turbed its internal tranquillity; while Athens during that pe-

riod was rent and torn by factions, and tossed about by suc-

cessive revolutions.

From Greece our author passes over to Italy, and takes a view

of the rise and progress of Rome. He observes that, at its

very origin, it had a king and a distinction of orders in the

state -, that Numa established religious rites, as necessary to

keep alive a spirit of devotion and reverence for the gods ; that

ServiusTuHius made property the qualification for a vote in

the assemblies of the people ; that, after the expulsion of the

kings, the government became chiefly aristocratical, and conse-

quently oppressive, because pQwer in the hands of one man or

body of men has a natural tendency to despotism ; for this

very reason, that, not being divided, it feels no check nor con-

troul ; that the secession of the people to the sacred mount
produced the Tribunitian power, which was intended as a

counterpoise to that of the senate, and a shield for the pro-

tection of the people, but afterward became an engine in

the hands of ambitious demagogues for embroiling the repub-

lic, and placing the people and their magistrates in a state of

enmity.

In the TOth chapter, the author considers the conduct of the

Romans in the war carried on against them in Italy by Hanni-
bal ; ascribes to the prevalence of democracy in the counsels of

the re.public, more than to the talents of that famous general,

the dreadful defeats experienced by the Romans in two succes-

sive battles at Thrasimenus and Cannx ; and shews that Rome
was saved by the aristocracy, who placed at the head of the

army the wise and able Fabius: though the happy consequences

of his judicious measure were in danger of being destroyed by
the rashness of Minutius, who^e power was raised to an equa-

lity with that of Fabius by the multitude.

The iith chapter treats of the foreign conquests, and also

of the internal afRiirs of Rome. The author here brings on
the stage Tiberius Gracchus, with his attempts to gain the con-

fidence and support of the people by plundering the nobility*

and
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and equalizing property ; and his brother Caius Gracchus, who
followed his footsteps and shared his fate ; as also Fulvius

Flaccus, who concurred with the latter, and fell with him
in battle. Dr. B. enters at great length into the history of
these men, and draws from it the conclusion that universal

suffrage is naturally connected with the equalization ofproperty.

The 1 2th chapter exhibits the rise of the factions of Marius
and Sylla, and shews that they could never have existed, if

Rome had possessed a well-balanced government, which would
have left the state less under the influence of an unthinking and
misguided multitude.

Chapter 13th gives an account of the disturbances revived by
Lepidus ; and here the author strengthens his attack on de-
mocracy by the history of Sertorius, Lucullus, Spartacus, &c.
The 14th chapter gives the story of Catiline, (whom the

author invariably calls Cataline,) Julius Cxsar, Pompey, Cras-

sus, &c. We here find a strong proof of the axiom which Dr.
B. has throughout been endeavouring to inculcate, that a mixed
government affords an infinitely better security for the enjoy-

ment of life and property than can be found under a democracy.
Many of the persons engaged, or said to have been engaged,
in the Catillnarian conspiracy, were put to death without a
trial. In England, the executive power may accuse, and the

houses of parliament in their inquisitorial characters may lend
the authority of their names to the accusation : but a jury of
the country must afterward try the accused, and find them
guilty before they can be legally executed. The author states

the case of the Catilinarian conspirators in the following terms

;

* A debate took place in the senate concerning the disposal of the
conspirators. Most of the senators argued, that as there could be no
doubtof their guilty intentions they should be put summarily to death.

Csesar on the contrary said, that whatever might be their wickedness,
the law had not annexed the punishment of death to such proceedings,

and that therefore they ought not to be capitally punished. The vir-

tuous and patriotic Cato considered less the letter of the law than ge-
neral equity and expediency. It was just, he said, that those who were
devising the murder of the supreme magistrate, and of all good men,
and the subversion of tlie state, should be punished by death for those
wicked and traitorous compassings; and that it was expedient that those
who shewed a design to do the greatest mischief to their country, should
be for ever deprived of the power. Cicero took the same side with
Cato. The majority of the senate concun-ed. The conspirators were
put to death without a formal trial.'.

Dr. B. then adds the succeeding remark, which stands

chiefly on his own authority :

* This was certainly a deviation from the usual course of law, but
a deviation, from the iiTCgularity and violence of the democracy ab-

U 2 solutelv
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solutely necessary. So unfavourable is democracy to tranquillity and

order, that almost every step which the senate at any time took for

restoring public peace was literally a deviation from the constitu-

tion.'

'

In England, the three estates may indeed legislatively decree

the death of an individual ; and then he dies by law, though

by an ex po^t facto law, and such as we never can approve : but

the senate of Rome, even with the consuls at its head,

was not the kgiflature of that city ; and hence a man might

perhaps be authorised to. say that, however guilty the adhe-

rents of Catiline might be, they were murdered, because their

guilt was never proved,— or, which is the same thing, proved

only to the satisfaction of an interested party,— their accusers.

The inference drawn by the author from his account of the

various revolutions of Rome is thus stated at the end of the

14th chapter:

* Thus have we seen that the prevalence of democracy was the

Drincipal cause of the misfortunes of Rome, and that the wisdom

and patriotism of the senate frequently made the evils cease to flow,

but as they could not dry up the source the cessation was only tem-

porary Democracy cherished the vicious, overcame the virtuous,

nerverted the able, to ruin their country. From democracy the

Romans had almost fallen under the hand of Hannibal ;
from de-

mocracy were the Gracchi the auth'ors of violence and insurrection,

Saturnintis and Sulpicius of massacres, Marius of civil war; froni

democracy sprung the conspiracy of Cataline, the combination ot

the triumvirate, the murders of Clodius, the frustration of Cicero s

insrenu'ty, benevolence, and patriotism ; the ineificacy of Cato's vir-

tues and the perversion of Cxsar's unequaUed intellect. From demo-

cracy exalting Cjesar sprung permanent despotism, and the atrocious

wickedness of succeeding emperors. Domitian, Caligula, and Nero,

were the lineal descendants of democracy. Whoever with impar-

tlalltyand common observation studies the historyof the greatest nation

which the ancient world ever saw, will perceive that to aristocratic

authority and exertions It owed its rise, to prcpollent democracy it

owed its fall ; will in the detail of democratic operations see dis-

order, convulsion, confiscation, rapine, massacres, and every spe-
^

cies of injustice, oppression, and cruelty ;_and in the general result,

will behold the consummation of human misery.*

In the 15th and last chapter, Dr.B. comes home to England,

and makes his remarks on the different disturbances or struggle*

of the democratic part of the community, from the days of

]ohn Ball in the reign of Richard II. ; and he concludes the

Work with the following eulogium of the British constitution.

« Our constitution, for a century- ascertained and confirmed, is of

all political systems recorded in history, the most perfectly litted tor

the attainment and preservation of individual and national happiness.
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Our jurisprudence has a most exact coincidence with natural ethics.

It allows every action, every exertion of freedom, which morality

sanctions. Its restraints are commensurate with the restraints of

conscience. We may speak, write, do whatever we piease, if we
abstain from injury. Our poHty secures to our law the full operation

and effect. The judicial examiners of our conduct are men taken

from ourselves, and having the most powerful motives to justice,

as on the purity of their judgments depends their own security.

' Our lawgivers can make no lav/s which do not equally bind them-

selves as the rest of the community. Our Parliament has an

IDENTITY of INTERESTS with US ; that being the case, it matters

little to individuals whether they have a vote or not in the election of

its members. My rights, who have no vote, are as well secured a«

those of any elector in the kingdom. No man can be deprived of

his liberty, property, or hfe, but for his own act of private or public

injury. Every one of common understanding, industry and conduct,

may generally earn a comfortable independent livelihood, and is in

case of unavoidable misfortune, relieved from want. Individual dis-

tress is removed by general prosperity, and general liberality result-

ing from excellence of pohtical system.

* To secure the enjoyment of our happiness undisturbed by domestic

and foreign enemies, some of our property is appHed. The legifiature

finds it necessary to expend a part to presers-e the whole. Its wisdom

and humanity apportion imposts to the ability of the contnbuter,

from the average property of its members, paying itself a very large

share.

' Our Church is equally removed from fanaticism and infidelity
;

pious without enthusiasm, liberal without laxity ; by precept and exr

ample inculcating virtue and religion. The political principles it

conformiste those of our civil polity. It grants indulgence to Non-
teaches ars, in every opinion not productive of vices and impiety, or

sybversive ol our happy establishment.

* Our King has an identity of interest with the several orders,

civil and ecclesiastical, and with the people at large. The friends

and enemies of the people, the estabhshment, and the sovereign arc

the same. Every true Patriot is a lover of the Conso-itution and

of the King.
* Under such a system, and the characters which it produces, wc

of this country enjoy, and have long enjoyed, a happiness unequalled

in the annals of history. Malignants may try to make the weak and

ignorant fancy otherwise, but it must be either Ignorance of fact or

incapacity of reasoning, that can produce assent to such notions.

The more a man is conversant with the history of mankind, and their

comparative state in different situations, the more clearly will he see,

that none in the various constituents of Happiness equal, or ever

equalled the Subjects of the British Government.'

We have thus given a detailed report of the contents of a

•work, the literary merits of which, independfjutly of its poli-

tical principles, will reflect honour on the author. Attached

as we are most sincerely to a mixed government, we are ob-

V 3 lls^d
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liged by ptlnclple to concur with him in all that he says to de»

ter mankind from adopting pure monarchy, pure aristocracy, or

pure democracy ; we believe that no one of them alone is cal-

culated to secure the happiness of the governed : but that a

proper mixture of all three is the best and surest foundation on
which the pile of liberty can be raised. "We should not how-
ever be warranted in saying that Dr. B. gives democracy fair

play •, for he dwells with pleasure on its defects, and throws

its advantages into the back ground and the shade. He is not

the judge who impartially sums up the evidence on both sides

of the question, but the advocate engaged against democracy,

and instructed by his brief to say nothing about it but what
might persuade the jury to convict.

Art. VI. English Lyrics. 8vo. pp. 60. 2S. 6d. Printed at

Liverpool. Cadelljun. and Davies, London. 1797.

^TpHAT the human mind is not at all times adequate to every
^ customary exertion,— or that, while it is in a progressive

state with respect to its general attainments,some one of its ener-

gies should necessarily droop and degenerate,— aVe not among
the doctrines which we hold ; and though it has been common
to apply such a strain of speculation to the works of fancy, in a

period distinguished for scientific improvements, we are fully

convinced, from the productions that come under our survey,

that the theory is not founded in fact. In particular, the ex-

perience of a few past years has abundantly proved to us, that

never was there a time in which English poetry was cultivated

with more genius, nor with happier effect ; and if we still

want great works to put in parallel with those of former eras,

yet our minor poets [minor in bulk, not in merit) may be ad-

vantageously compared with those of any age.

These remarks have been suggested to us by the perusal of

several small volumes that have lately passed under review; and

we regard the compositions now before us as productive of no

inconsiderable evidence to the same purpose. It is true that

the pieces of which the work consists cannot be quoted as

finished performances ; and that they bear some marks of inat-

tention, and perhaps of defective judgment :—but, in the

essential qualifications of fancy and feeling, of sensibility to the

charms of nature, and of skill in the diction of poetry, we
must assign to them a very respectable rank. The following

lines, we imagine, will justify our applause of these English

JLyrics' in the opinions of most readers

:

•
f Linet
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* Linesfound in a Bdwerfacing the South.

Soft Cherub of the southern breeze,

Oh ! thou whose voice I love to hear

When h'ngering thro' the rusthng trees,

With lengthened sighs it sooths mine ear

;

Oh ! thou whose fond embrace to meet,

The young Spring all enamoured flies,

And robs thee of thy kisses sweet,

And on thee pours her laug'hing eyes^'

Thou at whose call the light Fays start,

That silent in their hidden bower
Lie penciling with tenderest art.

The blossom thin and infant flower !

Soft Cherub of the southern breeze.

Oh ! if aright I tune the reed

Which thus thine ear would hope to please,'

By simple lay, and humble meed
;

And if aright, with anxious zeal,

My willing hands this bower have made,
Still let this bower thine influence feel,

And be its gloom thy favourite shade 1

For thee of all the cherub train,

Alone my votive muse would woo.
Of all that skim along the main,

Or walk at dawn yon mountains blue;

Of all that slumbcr'd in the grove.

Or playful urge the gossamer's flight.

Or down the vale or streamlet move.

With whisper soft, and pinion light.

I court thee, thro' the glimmering air.

When morning springs from slunibers still.

And waving bright his golden hair,

Stands tiptoe on yon eastern hill.

I court thee, when at noon reclined,

I watch the murmuring insect throng

In many an airy spiral wind,

Or silent climb the leaf along.

1 court thee, when the flow'rets close,

And drink no more receding light.

And when calm eve to soft repose.

Sinks on the bosom of the night.

And when beneath the moon's pale beam,
Alone mid shadowy rocks I roam,

And waking visions round me gleam,

Of beings, and of worlds to come.

Smooth glides with thee my pensive hour,

Thou warm'st to life my languid mind ;

Thou cheer'st a frame with genial power,

That droops in every ruder wind.

U 4 * Breathe
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* Breathe Cherub ! breathe ! Once soft and warm.
Like thine, the gale of Fortune blew,

How has the desolating storm

Swept all I gazed on from my view ! .

' Unseen, unknown, I wait my doom,

The haunts of men Indignant flee.

Hold to my heart a listless gloom.

And joy but in the muse and thee.'

If splendour and elegance of imagery constitute the striking

features of this piece, the next that we shall transcribe is not

less distinguished by tender and benevolent sentiment

:

* For the Blind Asylum, Liverpool.

< Stranger, pause—for tliee the day

Smiling pours its cheerful ray,

Spreads the lawn, and rears the bower,

Lights the stream, and paints the flower.

' Stranger, pause—with soften'd mind.

Learn the sorrows of the Blind
;

Earth and seas, and varying skies,

Visit not their cheerless eyes.

* Not for them the bliss to trace

The chizzel's animating grace ;

Nor on the glowing canvas find

The poet's soul, the sage's mind.

* Not for them the heart is seen.

Speaking thro' th' expressive mien
;

Not for them are pictur'd there

Friendship, pity, love sincere.

* Helpless, as they slowly stray,

Childhood points their cheerless way
j

Or the wand exploring guides

Fault'ring steps, where fear presides.

* Yet for them has Genius kind

Humble pleasures here assign'd
;

Here with unexpected ray,

Reach'd the soul that felt no day.

« I^onely blindness here can meet

Kindred woes, and converse sweet

;

Torpid once, can learn to smile

proudly o'er its useful toil,

* He, who deign'd for man to die,

Op'd on day the darkcn'd eye

;

Hnnnbly copy—thou canst feel

—

Give thine alms—thou canst not heal.'

ffeyeral of the other poems rise to a higher strain, and ainn,

not unhappily, at the sublime in sentiment, and the <;reative in

imagination.

we
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We shall beg leave to bin; to the euthor, that, in some of

the longer pieces, more care to avoid occasional prosaic lines

and expressions woukl have been veil bestov/ed ; that pi;rhaps

their effect might have been improved by judicious prunins;

;

and that we cannot always adinire his irregular metre, the

changes in which seem directed by no system cither of melody,

or appropriation to the subject. We believe, indeed, that this

is an almost universal fault in our irregular lyrics ; which, on
that account, are usually less pleasing than stanzas of "equal and
measured return.

Art. VII. 7'}:>€ Jdventures of Hugh Trevor. By Thomas HolcroFt.
Volumes IV. V. VI. i2mo. los. 6d sewed. Robinsons, S:c.

1797.

|T is not without consl'^erable disadvantages that a u'ork of
* fancy, which has b.^en left incomplete, is finished after

so long an infer\ al ?s three years. The author himself may
find some difficulty in resuming the exact tone of feeling with
which he formerly wrote.; and In spUciti^— it the vul^^arity of
this expressive word may be pardoned—the incidents of the
second part with tliose of the first. It will not be surprising if

the reader, also, should have lost some portion of the interest

which he took in the fortunes of the persons of the dr^ma • and
if many particulars of the story, necessary to be recollected, have
vanished from his memory. If Mr. Holcroft has been able to
rise above these difficulties, the greater merit will be ascribed
to his work ; and whether thii be the case, it resrswith the
public to determine.

The general characters of the performance are still so much
the same, that we may properly refer our readers to our ac-
count of the first three volumes, in the Rev. for October 1794,
p. 149, &c. for an idea of its leading design and distinguishiiK^

features. The author still keeps in view, though not so con-
stantly as before, the question concerning the most eligible pro-
fession for a young man : he still conducts his hero from one
project to another, that he may be taught, by observation or ex-
perience, the inefficiency of each for the purpose of happiness,
and its inconsistency with strict principles of moral rectitude;

and, as the natural consequence of this new teries of experi-
ments, he leads him through various changes of opinion, situ-

ation, and character. In one respect, however, Hugh Trevor
remains through the whole unaltered : he retains, in every
situation, his passion for Olivia ; and their mutual fidelity,

according to the usual termination of novels, is rewarded by a

8 happy
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happy marriage. This quctidian conclusion is rendered still

more trite, by introducing, as usual, a wealthy relative, who
brings home from abroad a large fortune, to bestow on his

nephew a title to a rich inheritance, and to furnish him with a

present independence ; which he owes not to his own meri-

torious exertions, but to the mere caprice of fortune. How
much more apposite would the conclusion have been to the

design, had the hero, after having passed through several dis-

appointments in the choice of a profession, at last fixed on one

which, instead of shocking, might have gratified his moral

feelings, and which might have afforded him and his Olivia a

liberal competency. Such appeared to us the author's original

jntention ; and such a profession the previous incidents of the

piece must have presented so fully to the writer's imagination,

that it is surprising that it was not without hesitation adopted.

Having, at some expence of probability, provided Trevor in a

moment of necessity with a benefactor, who, from a philanthro-

pic motive, and with the hope of improving the science of sur-

gery, amused his leisure hours with anatomical dissections, what
could have been more natural than that this patron, instead of

sending his protege to the inns of court only to learn to hate

both the principles and the practice of the law, or putting

him under the patronage of an ambitious and unprincipled man
of rank only to sell his independence for a seat in parliament,

should have aflForded him an opportunity of studying anatomy

and learning the practice of surgery under some able master

;

and thus have introduced him to an innocent, liberal, and

useful profession ? This alteration might have shortened the

story, but it would, in our opinion, have materially improved

it. Has the author any objections to this profession which he

has not stated ? His review of the professions is incomplete,

without the desided adoption or rejection of that of the healing

art.

Some other particulars in the narrative lie fairly open to ani-

madversion. That Evelyn, a man of independent fortune,

should retire into the country, without any professional in-

ducement, in order to make anatomical dissections ; that he

should keep a band of reswrect'ion-men in pay, to supply his

dissecting room with subjects from the neighbouring church-

yard y that he should make it his practice to perform his ana-

tomical dissections in the night ; that, on an acquaintance of

only a few hours, he should form so romantic an attachment to

a young man, as to advance him, within a few months, four

hundred pounds for projects which promised little benefit, and

even to furnish him with a qualification for parliament ; are

circumstances
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circumstanees which cannot very easily be reconciled with pro*

bability.— Was it not possible for the author to afford Trevor
other occasions of displaying his zeal in the service of his

mistress, than by employing him three tiinesy in the course of

the novel, in rescuing her from personal danger ? Trevor's

connection with Sir Barnard Bray too nearly resembles that in

the former volumes with Lord Idford : in both, he is required

to become the tool of his patron, and to make a sacrifice of
integrity and independence to interest. The description of
the election manoeuvres wants the recommeiulation of novelty,

and is tediously protracted. Except the hero himself, scarcely

any of the characters which principally figured in the former
volumes appear with distinction, or excite interest, in the pre-

sent. The reader is tantalized with the bare sight of his old

friends Turl and Wilmot. The bishop, indeed, is nrought again

on the stage for a very good purpose,—to exhibic a shocking

but instructive picture of the fatal effects of luxurious gluttony,

by falling from his seat, after a sumptuous dinner, in an apo-
plectic fit. Few readers, we fancy, will feel much interest in

the story of the printer, who stole Trevor's satirical pamphlet
against the earl and the bishop, and was bribed to suppress the

edition which he had printed by a doiteeur of an hundred
pounds, bmall incidents, which can serve no other purpose
than that of protracting the tale, ought not to be admitted in

a work of this kind.

In short, we find In these volumes less variety of interesting

occurrences than in the former : yet we would not be under-
stood to insinuate that the author's inventive powers have de-
serted him : the reader will meet with several incidents, in the
course of the narrative, which will forcibly strike his imagina-
tion, and tenderly touch his feelings. Of the former kind is

the terrific scene, admirably drawn, of the anatomical room,
which Trevor and his fellow-traveller mistake for a house of
murder : of the latter, is the whole tale of the generous and
kind hearted carpenter, Clarke.

Among the new characters in these volumes, that of Clarke,

indeed, is certainly entitled to the first place. His hardy
bravery in the boxing-match with Trevor, M'ho had unintention-

ally injured him j his generous forgiveness, after having been
nearly killed in the combat; his disinterested gratitude; the
undisguised warmth of his heart; the simplicity of his language
and manners; his modest expressions of inferiority ; and, more
than all, his honest reverence of virtue ; unite to render the
portrait of this worthy mechanic highly interesting ; and the
reader will regret that, after the fourth volume, he so seldom
piakes his appearance. This striking character will be best ex-

hibited
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hibited to our readers in a short specimen. Clarke, having fol-

lowed Trevor, to return him ten pounds which the latter had
sent to him as an acknowlegement for his kind attentions, over-

takes him, and refuses to keep the money :

** I will not ! I will not ! I would not forswear myself for all the

money in the world ! And I have sworn it, again and again. So
take it! Nay, here, take it !—If you don't, I'll throw it down
in the road ; and let the nrst that comes find it ; for I'll not for-

swear myself. So pray now, I beg, for God's sake, you will take

it!"
* I found it was in vain to contend v/ith him : he was too deter-

mined, and had taken this oath in the simplicity of his heart, that it

might not be possible for him to recede. I therefore accepted the

money : but I endeavoured, having received it, to satisfy his oath, to

persuade him to take a part of it back again. My efForts were

fruitless. " He had three half crov.'ns," he told me, " in his poc-

ket ; which would serve his turn, til! he could get more : and he had

Jeft five guineas at home ; so that there was no fear his wife and chil-

dren should want."
* Happy, enviable, state of independance ! When a man and hi*

wife and family, possessed of five guineas, are so wealthy that they

are in no fear of want !

* Having complied, because I found, though I could equal him
in bodily activity, I could not vanquish him in generosity, I

requested him to return to the place we just had passed through,

and take up his lodging.

* He replied, " To be sure he was a little tired ; for he had set

out a good hour after me, and I had come at a rare rate. Not but

that ho could keep his ground, though I was so good a footman ;

but that it did not become him to make himself my companion."
" Companion!" said I. " Why are not you going back to

Bath?"
** No : I have taken my leave of it. I shall go and set up my rest

in London. I have not been sharking to my master. I thought of

it somx time since, and gave him fair notice ; and more than that, 1

got him another man in my room ; which is all he could demand

:

and I hope he will serve him as honestly as I have done."
" What, would you forsake your wife and children :"

' Forsake my wife and children !"

* [There was a mixed emotion of indignant sorrow and surprize

in his countenance.]
** I did not think, Mr. Trevor, you could have believed me to

be such a base villain."

" I do not believe it ! I never could believe it ; I spoke thought-

lesslvi I saw you were too happy together for that to be possible."

" Forsake my dear Sally, and our Bill, and Bet, and — ? No !

I'd sooner take up my axe aud chop off my hand ! There is not

another man in England has such a wife ! I have seen bad ones

enough ; and, for the matter of that, bad husbands loo. But that's

liothing. If you will do me the favour, I should take it kind of

you
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you to let me walk, with you, and keep you company, now night \%

coming on, to the next town ; and then you may take some rest,

and wait for tiie stage in the morning.^ I shall make my way ; and
find you out, I suppose, fast enough in London."
" Are you then determined to go to town :"

" Yes \ it is aU settled. I told Sally ; and she did cry a little to
be sure : but she was soon satisfied. She knows me ; and I never in

my life found her piggish. God be her holy keeper !"

«' Why then, come along. We'll go together. If I ride, you
shall ride : if you walk, so will I."

•" Will you ? God bless you ! You know how to' win a man's
heart ! There is not so good or so brave a fellow, I mean gentleman,

upon the face of the earth, damn me if there is ! iTbeg your pardon !

Indeed I do ! But you force it out of one ! One can't remember to

keep one's distance wnth you. However, I will try to be more be-

coming."
* The manner of Clarke was more impressive than his words:

though they, generally speaking, were liOt unapt.'

The character and story of Wakefield exhibit in strong co-

lours an unprincipled libertine, reclaimed by generosity : yet

we have cur doubts whether Wakefield ever gives sufficient

proofs oi renovation^ to justify the declaration of Trevor, « He
is a man, whom I am proud to say, I love.'

In the representation of humorous characters, Mr. Holcroft,

In the present not less than in his former publications, shews
himself a master. The locjuacious and crafty Glibly, with his
" glossy tongue," is a good portrait. In reply to Trevor's re-

mark, that he knows no good that can result from disowning

the truth. Glibly says, " JVly dear fellow, truth is a very prettv

thing on some occasions ; but to be continually telling truth,

as you call it, oh Lord ! oh Lord ! we should set the whole
world to cutting of throats."

The style of this performance is natural,' lively, and correct ;

and It is happily varied In the conversations according to the

characters. The dialogue, for example, of the carcase-stealers in

the dissecting room is admirably characteristic. The letter

from Trevor's servant to his master, begging his pardon for

having presumed, when he thought him drown-rfd, to help him-
self out of his purse to the wages then due to him, is an ex-

cellent specimen of rude simplicity. Mr. Holcroft has the happy
art of expressing vulgar ideas in vulgar language, without ex-

travagance or grossness. In the delineation of character, too,

he possesses a bold and satirical pencil:—we present our readers

with that of Counsellor Ventilate.

* This gentleman was characterized by those manners, and opinions,

which the profession of the law is so eminently calculated to produce.
He had a broad brazen stare, a curl of contempt on his upper-lip,

and
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and a somewhat short supercilious nose. His head was habitually

turned upward, his eye in the contrary direction, as if on the watch
in expectation to detect something which his cuiming might turn to

advantage, and his half-opened mouth and dropping jaw seemed to

say, " What an immense fool is every man I meet !"

' His whole manner and aspect appeared to denote that he was in

a continual revery ; and that he imagined himself in a court of law

;

brow-beating a witness, interrogating an idiot, or detailing cases and
precedents, to shew the subtlety with which he could miflead and cen-

found his hearers. A split- hair distinction without a difference gave

him rapture ; and whenever it happened to puzzle, which was but

too often, he raised his left shoulder and gave a hem of congratula-

tion to himself : denoting his conviction that he was indisputably

the greatest lawyer in the world !'

With the moral sentiments of this work we are, in general,

much pleased : just reflections are frequently interspersed

through the narrative, and are always neatly and forcibly ex-

pressed. Two or three observations, which have particularly

attracted our attention, we shall quote :

' Perhaps every human being conceives that, when he is gone,

there will be a chasm, which no other mortal can supply; and I am not

certain that he does not conceive truly.'

—

* Of all the insolence that disturbs society, and puts it in a state

of internal warfare, the insolence of fashion wounds and imbitters the

most. It instantly provokes the offended person to enquire—' What
kind of being is it, that takes upon him to brave, insult, and de-

spise me ?'

—

* Of all the pleasures of which the soul is capable, those of friend-

ship for man and love for woman are the most exquisite. They may
be described as—^" the comprehensive principle of benevolence, which

binds the whole human race to aid and love each other, individualized j

and put into its utmost state of activity." Selfishness may deride them j

and there may be some so haunted by suspicion, or so hardened in

•vice as to doubt or deny their existence. But he that has felt them

in their fullest force has the best as well as the grandest standard of

human nature ; and the purest foretaste of the joys that are in store,

for the generations that are to come.
* This is the spirit that is to harmonize the world ; and give

reality to those ideal gaidens of paradise, and ages of gold, the pos-

sibility of which, as the records of fable shew, could scarcely escape

even savage ignorance.*

We cannot express equal satisfaction with all the specula-

tions of this ingenious writer. To his fundamental principle,

that universal benevolence is the first law of social order, wc
have no objection : but we cannot admit every conclusion which

he seems inelineilto deduce from it. We cannot suppose that

this law ought to supersede all written precept, and that all at-

tempts to subject men io. the authority of specific injunctions

are injurious to society. Yet this, if we understand him rightly,

is
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Is the drift of all that Mr. Holcroft has repeatedly advanced, in

different parts of this work on the subject of law. In a work of
this kind, wl.ere there are various interlocutors, it is not easy
to learn with certainty the sense of the author : but we think

that we cannot mistake his meaning, when we suppose that he
not only disapproves many of the laws in our statute book, and
many forms and fictions with which the English law is encum-
bered, but law itself, as a fruitless and even wicked attempt
to bring individual actions under the limitation of general rules,

and an injudicious restraint on the exercise of the principle of
universal justice. To all that he has repeatedly suggested to

this purpose, it may, we think, be satisfactorily replied. That
the great use of knowlege is to enable us to form general rules

from individual facts; and that, though general rules may not
always exactly suit particular cases, or may not be always faith-

fully or judiciously applied, it is better for mankind to have
an imperfect guide, than none at all ; and better for English-

men to bring their cause before * a bench of English judges,,

who have twice ten thousand volumes to consult,' than to * tell

their tale to a Turkish Cadi, who decides according to his no-
tions of right and wrong,'—or perhaps more frequently accord-

ing to his humours, interests, and passions. Till all men shall

be perfectly wiie and good, they must be governed ; and go-
vernors will be more safely trusted with the execution of the
collected will of the state, than suffered to follow their own un-
regulated and uncontrolled judgment. Those parts of this

work, therefore, which tend to dissolve the bonds of law and
property, are in our judgment liable to a more serious objec-

tion, than that they are a heavy interruption of Hugh Trevor's

Story. Perhaps, however, Mr. Holcroft will acknowlege his

speculations to be mere theories, and will say, as Trevor has
said, ' I have frequently been led to doubt whether principles

the most indubitable must not bend to the mistakes and institu-

tions of society : this doubt is to me the most painful that can
cross the mind : but is is one from which I cannot wholly
escape.'

Art. VIII. Count Rumford's Experimental Essays, Political, Econo'

mical, and Philosophical, Essay VI. Of the Management of Fire,

and the Economy of Fuel. bvo. 3s. 6d. Cadelljun. and Davies.

1797.

IT must give pleasure to every friend of economical improve-
* ment, to find that this truly valuable philosopher proceeds

in disclosing the result of his reasonings and experirrients re-

lative to some of the most important topics In the great art of

7 living.
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livhig. S6 much, we believe, is the public convinced of tlic

utility of his plans, that little more seems necessary for us at

present, thau to announce his additional essays as they appear.

Yet, as a 1 our readers may not be equally desirous of seeing

the detail of each particular part, it may be expected from us

to afford that information of the contents of each, which shall

enable them to judge for themselves hovir far they are interested

in its subjects.

The present Essay holds forth in its title a topic of discussioa

very generally interesting ; for who is not immediately or re-

motely concerned in tbe proper management of that great agent,

jire? Some remarks on the importance of this subject, and

on the extent of the actual waste of fuel, introduce the first

chapter ; which also contains experiments to ascertain the

amount of this waste, and a description of various kitchens,

with the contrivances employed by the author in them to make

a saving of heat,

Chnb. II. treats of the generation of heat in combustion, and

especlnlly of the effect of a current of air in promoting it. The
principles of air-furnaces are elucidated ; and the mode of re-

gulating the quantity of air which enters a closed fire-place i&

described.

Chap. 111. relates to the means of confining heat, and di-

recting its operations. As this is a subject connected with ge-

neral philosophy} and as we d.o not recollect to have seen so clear

and instructive an account of the process of condtirtitig heat, we
shall take the liberty of m:.king an extract from this part

:

* To confine Heat is nothing more than to prevent its escape out

of the hot body in which it exists, and in Vvhich it is required to he

retained ; and this can only be done by surrounding the hot body by

sorhe covering composed of a substance through which Heat cannot

pass, or through which it passes with great difficulty. If a covering

could be found perfectly iinpervions to Heat, there is reason to believe

Ijltat a hot body, completely surrounded by it, would remain hot for

ever ; but we are acquainted with no such substance ; nor is it pro-

bable that any such exists.
"' * Those bodies in which Heat passes freely or rapidly, are called

Con^uctcrs of Heat ; those in which it makes its way with gi-eat dif-

ficulty, or very slowly, Non-conductors, or bad Conductors of Heat.

The epithets, good, bad, indifferent, excellent, &c. are applied in-

differe\!'vly to conductois and to tion-conductcrs. A good conductor,

for instance, is one in wliich Heat passes very freely ; a good non-

conductor is one in which it passes with great difficulty ; and an in-

different conductor may likewise be called, without any impropriety,

an indifferent non-conductor.
' * Those bodies which arc the worst conductors, or rather the best

f«5rry-cond\i<?tors of Heat, are best adapted for forming coverings for

confining 'Heat-
- •

.
* All
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' All the metals are remarkably good conductors of Heat ;—wood,,
ftnd in general all light, dry, and spung^^ bodies, are non-conductors:

Glass, though a very hard and compact body, is a non-conductor.

Mercury, water, and liquids of all kinds, are conductors ; but air,

and in general all elastic fluids, steam even not excepted, are noii-con-

ductors.

* Some experiments which I have lately made, and which have not

yet been published, have induced me to suspect, that ivater, mercury,

and all other non-clastic fluids, do not permit Heat to pass through

them from particle to particle, as it undoubtedly passes through solid

bodies, but that their apparent conducting powers depend essentially

upon the extreme mobility of their parts ; in short, that they rather

transport Heat than allow it a passage. But I will not anticipate a

subject which I propose to treat more fully at some future period.

' The conducting power of any solid body in one solid mass, is

much greater than that of the same body reduced to a powder, or

divided into many smaller pieces : An iron bar, or an iron plate, for

instance, is a much better conductor of Heat than iron filings ; and
saw-dust is a better non-conductor than wood. Dry wood-ashes is

a better non-conductor than either ; and very diy cliarcoal reduced to

a fine powder is one of the best non-conductors known ; and as char-

coal is perfectly incombustible when confined in a space where fresh

air can have no access, it is admirably well calculated for forming a

barrier for confining Heat, where the Heat to be confined is in-

tense.

* But among all the various substances of which coverings may be
formed for confining Heat, none can be employed with greater ad-

vantage than common atmospheric air. It is what Nature em-
ploys for that purpose ; and we cannot do better than to imi-

tate her.

* The warmth of the wool and fur of beaets, and of the feathers

of birds, is undoubtedly owing to the air in their interstices j which
air, being strongly attracted by these substances, is confined, and
forms a barrier which not only prevents the cold winds from approach-
ing the body of the animal, but which opposes an almost insurmountable

obstacle to the escape of the Heat of the animal into the atmosphere.

And in the sam.e manner the air in snow serves to preserve the Heat
of the earth in winter. The warmth of all kinds of artificial clothing

may be shown to depend on the same cause ; and were this circum-
stance more generally known, and more attended to, very important
improvements in the Management of Heat could not fail to result

from it. A great part of our lives is spent in guarding ourselves

against the extremes of heat and of cold, and in operations in which
the use of Fire is indispensable ; and yet how little progress has been
made in tl^at most useful and most important of the arts,—the Ma-
nagement of Heat

!

* Double windov,'s have been in use many years in most of the
northern parts of Europe, and their great utility, in rendering the
houses furnished with them-warm and comfortable in winter, is uni-
versally acknowledged,—but I have never heard that any body has
thought of employing them in hot countries to keep their apartments
Rev. July, 1797. X cpol
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eooHn summer;—yet how easy and naturalls this application of so

simple and so useful an invention !—If a double window can prevent

the Heat which is in a room from passing out of it, one would ima-

gine it could require no great effort of genius to discover that it vvould

be eqmUy efficacious for preventing the Heat without from coming lu.

But natural as this conclusion may appear, I believe it has never yet

occuned to any body; at least, I am quite certain that I have never

seen a double window either in Italy, or in any other hot country i

have had occasion to visit.
, , , ^^ • t. *

* But the utility of double windows and double walls, in hot as

well as in cold countries, is a matter of so much importance that I

shall take occasion to treat it more fuUy m another place. In tlie

mean time, I shall only observe here, that it is the confined atr shut

up between the two windows, and not the double glass plates, that

renders the passage of Heat through them so difficult. Were it

owing to the increased thickness of the glass, a single pane of glass

twice as thick would answer the same purpose ;
but the increased

thickness of the glass of which a window is formed, is not tound

to have any sensible effect in rendering a room warmer.^

« But air is not only a non-conductor of Heat, but its non-con.

ducting power may be greatly increased. To be able to form a just

idea of the manner in which air may be rendered a worse conductor

of Heat, or, which is the same thing, a better non-conductor ot

it than it is in its natural, unconfined state, it will be necessary to
,

consider the manner in which Heat passes through air. Now it appears,

from the result of a number of Experiments which I made with a view

to the investigation of this sub)ect, and which arepubhshed in a i'aper

read before the Royal Society *, that though the particles of air,^«t-A

farticle for Itself can receive Heat from other bodies, or communicate

It to them, yet there is no communication of Heat betioeen one particle

sfair and anotherparticle of air. And from hence it follows, that though

air may, and certainly does, carry ojf Heat, and transport it trom one

place, or from one body to another, yet a mass of air m a quiescent

state, or with all its particles at rest, could it remain in this ^tote,—

would be totally impervious to Heat ; or such a mass of air would

be a perfect non-conductor.
.

-

-• « Now if Heat passes in a mass of air merely m consequence ot

the motion it occasions in that air,—if it is transported,—not suffered

to pass,~-in that case, it is clear that whatever can obstruct and im-

pcde the internal motion of the air, must tend to dimmish its con-

ductinjr power: And this I have found to be the case m fact.
_
1

found that a certain quantity of Heat which was able to make its

way through a wall, or rather a sheet of confined air A an inch thick

in q\ minutes, required 21^ minutes to make its way through the

same wall, when the internal motion of this air was impeded by mix-

ing ^^-ith it -,\ part of its bulk of eider-down,- of very fine fur, or ot

tine silk, as spun by the worm.
^ , • •

. 1

« But in mixing bodies with air, in order to impede its internal mo-

tion, and render it more fit for confining Heat, such bodies only must

-.be chosen as are themselves non-conductors of Heat, other^vise they

* Sec the Philosophical Transactions, 1792.
^

will
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will do more harm than good, as I have found by experience. Wfi^n,

instead of making use of eider-down, fur, or fine silk, for impediiig

the internal motion of the confined air, I used an equal volume of
exceedingly fine silver-wire flatted, (being the ravellings of gold or

silver lace, ) the passage of the Heat through the barrier, so far from

being impeded, was remarkably facilitated by this addition ; the

fieat passing through this compound of air and fine threads of

ihetal much sooner than it would have made its way through the air

alone.'

Chap. JV. treats on the manner in which heat is communi-
cated by flame to other bodies ; whence is deduced the most
advantageous form for boilers, and the principles on which
they ought to be constructed.

Chap. V. gives an account of experiments made with boilers

and fire-places of various forms and dimensions ; of the rela-

tive quantities of heat produced from different kinds of fuel ;

and an estimate of the total quantities of heat produced in the

burning of fuel, and the quantities lost in culinary processes.

The concluding Chapter consists entirely of matters of detail;

descriptions of kitchen;s erected in various places under the au-
thor's direction j of boilers, ovens, and fire-places for different

purposes, &c. Sec; and the whole is terminated by an expla-

nation of the six annexed plates.

N. B. Essay Vll. is published, but is not yet come to our
Jiands.

Art. IX. "The Enquirer. Reflections on Education, Manners, and
JUiterature. In a Series of Essays. By William Godwin. 8vq.

pp.481. 7s. 6d. Boards. Robinsons. 1797. h

Philosophy, though sometimes counterfeited, and often ca-
•* lumniated, is the friend of naan. The philosopher, who 15

able to discover one new truth, or even to correct one old

,error, is a benefactor to his species. It is not one of the least

advantages derived from the division of labour which takes

place in a refined state of society, that there is one class of men,
whose occupation is /c /-^/V/;^ for the benefit of the rest; and
.who, by the constant application of vigorous talents to the

great object of public good, may produce effects which could

never be expected froni casual exertions. It is necessary, how-
ever, in all attempts to enlighten and Improve the worlc^, to

guard \vith great circumspection against the illusions of fancy,

the prepossessions of vanity, and the enthusiasm of an inno"

vating spirit. The truly benevolent philosopher will advance
imo new ground with cautious steps, and will consider and re»

consider all his plans of amelioration, before he presents them
to^e public.

X % In
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In the chss of benevolent philosophers and enlightened re-

formers, we are willing to rank Mr. Godwin ; and we readily

give him credit for good intentions, as well as for great talents*

We have no doubt that the public has been instructed as well

as entertained by his writings ; and we are not without hope

that they may contribute essentially to the correction and im-

provement of established systems. In proportion, however, to

the height of our opinion of this writer's qualifications for being

a public instructor and monitor, must be our solicitude to exa-

mine every innovation which he proposes ; and to appreciate,

as accurately as we are able, the value of his leading sug-

gestions. . .

The present Essays, we are told In the preface, are prmci-

pally the result of conversations, some of which passed many-

years ago : but they have nothing colloquial in their structure.

They exhibit the writer's specimens rather with the confidence

of a dogmatist, than with the modesty of an Enquirer : our

principal concern, however, is with the opinions themselves v

which are properly classed in the title under the heads of Edu-

cation, Manners, and Literature.

In the observations on Education which Mr. G. has here

offered, we find much to approve, some things to admire, and

a few subjects of animadversion. We shall attempt to xhxovf

our account of the essays into an arrangement somewhat

more regular than that of the author.

Concerning the subfect of Education, the human mmd, two

papers are employed in an ingenious discussion of the question

whether genius be natural or acquired. Genius was, many-

years ago, judiciously and elaborately analysed by Dr. Gerard-

The subject is here treated in a more desultory way, but with

more vivacity j and it is, we think, fairly estabkshed that,

thou^^h divers causes may produce constitutional varteties, fa-

vourable or unfavourable to mental exertions, genius is to be

considered as chiefly generated by circumstances which happen

in the course of Infancy and childhood. It is reasonably ad-

mitted that every man brings a certain character, or, more pro-

perly, a tendency towards a certain character, into the world

with him : but it Is denied that he brings an immutable cha-

racter- Yefc there are extraordinary cases of apparent genius,

for which it would be difficult to account on any mechanical

or chemical principles, or even on the theory of the association of

ideas. By what generative process did one human being become

the admirable Chrichton, another the musical Crotch, and a third

the idiot-arithmetician Jedediah Buxton?—The progress of

talent is beautifully described in the following passage :
•

* TJiere
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•' There 'u no man knows better than the man of talent?, that he

>vas a fool : for there is no man that finds in the records of his me-
mory such astonishing disparities to contrast with each other. He can

recollect up to what period he was jejune, and up to what period he

was dull. He can call to mind the innumerable errors of speculation he

has committed, that wuuld almost disgrace an idiot. His life di-

vides itself in his conception into distinct periods, and he has said ta

liimself ten times in its course. From such a time I began to live ;

the mass of what went before was too poor to be recollected witU
complacence. In reality each of these stages was an impi'ovement

upon that which went before ; and it is perhaps only at the last of
them that he became, what the ignorant vulgar supposed he was from
the moment of his birth.'

We entirely agree with Mr. G. in his opinion concerning

the value and utility of talents ; a greater vulgar error does not

e^cist, than a notion that a lad may have too much genius : for

"what is genius, but an enlarged capacity of a:Ction, enjoyment,

and usefulness ?

On the End oi Education,—the subject of the first Essay,—
we differ in opinion essentially from the Enquirer. To awaken
the mind, to excite the faculties, to exercise them in various

directions,, we acknowlege to be one object in education : but

wc cannot admit that it is either the sole or the principal object,

A better answer cannot, we think, be given to the question,

•what should a boy he taught^ than that which is said to have been
given by Aristipp.us ; What he lulll want nvhett he beeomes a

man. We cannot, therefore, agree with Mr. G. in the remark,

that * he who should afErm, that the true object of juvenile

education was to teach no one thing in particular, but to pro-

vide against the age of five-and-twenty a mind well regulated,

active, and prep.ired to learn, would certainly not obtrude on
us the absurdest of paradoxes.'

With respect to modes of education, our Enquirer makes
some just observations on the comparative advantages of public
and private instruction. There can be little doubt that the so-
ciety of a school is of great use in awakening the faculties, in

producing a vigorous and active mind, and in preparing the
young citizen for the world, by enuring him to preparatory

scenes, similar to those which lie before him in life :—but some
material objections lie against our great schools, which Mr. G.
has not encountered. The course of instruction, though ex-
cellently adapted to form great scholars, is little suited to the
present state of knowlege and of society, and has little relation

to the future duties, occupations, or even amusements, of the
man : the mode of correction is brutal and savage, a disgrace
to civilized life ; and the state of manners is so depraved and
licentious, that these seminaries may, with tog much truth,

X 3 bs
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be regarded as initiatory schools of vice. Our philosophers

however, has new projects with respect to the mode of com-
rnunicating knowlege, which, if adapted, would supersede the

public schools, and model anew the private academies. Ac-
cording to these, the customary order of things is to be invert-

ed, the pupil is to lead, and the master to follov/ : young
people are to enjoy perfect liberty, and to be led to knowlege^

not by authority, but by inclination : the preceptor's business

is only to present motives to inquiry, to furnish necessary

helps, to give information, and to solve difficulties •, the scholar

is to be stimulated by a sense of the valiie of knowlege, and, in

short, is to study for himself. This plan may seem promising^

but is, we fear, ihnpracticable. It might save the master the

trouble of teaching, but would, perhaps, also deprive the

scholar of the benefit of learning : for how shall the various

branches of learning be made so interesting, as to furnish a

motive sup«rior to the strong love of amusement and exercise

implanted in every young mind ? In classical learning, for

example, to which so much importance is justly given in these

essays, by what means shall young minds be so deeply im-

pressed with its value, as to encounter voluntarily all the

drudgery of the rudiments of language for several years, in the

period in which so many other thing's have more powerful at-

tractions than books ? We admit the utility of the study of

classics, on the various grounds here stated : but we are of

opinion that leisure and inclination would very seldom be found

together sufficiently for this purpofe, without some degree of

compulsion.

On that useful auxiliary of education, an Early Taste foir

Reading, Mr. G. writes eloquently ; and he suggests many
good hints concerning the method by which the tutor, or pa-

rent, should guide the miscellaneous reading of his scholar.

"We must, however, object in toio to the latitude which he gives

to children in the choice of booksi without allowing parents at

all to interpose their authority. Books are, in effect, com-
panions \ and parents might almost as safely trust their chil-

dren to gather up any straggler whom they may find in the

streets for an associate, as, before their judgment is in some
degree matured, to read any book that falls in their way. Pre-

caution should, as much as possible, prevent the necessity of

prohibition : but, at all events, children must be kept out of

bad company.
Concerning discipline in education, the reader will find iri

tills volunie several valuable suggestions, mixed with some ex-

ccntricities. One very important point here disscussed is, how
far parents, or preceptors, should reason or contend with chil-

4 dreu.
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<3ren. The common practice of arguing with them, without

giving them a chance of victory, is justly condemned ; and the

following admirable lesson may well deserve the attention of

parents

:

* The way to avoid this error in the treatment of youth, is to fix

in our mind those points from which we may perceive that we shall

not ultimately recede, and whenever they occur, to prescribe them
with mildness of behaviour, but wth firmness of decisio"n. It is not

necessary that In so doing we should really subtract any thing from
the independence of youth. They should no doubt have a large por-

tion of independence ; it should be restricted only in cases of ex-

traordinary emergency ; but its boundaries should be clear, evident,

and unequivocal. It is not necessary that, like some foolish parents,

we should tenaciously adhere to every thing that we have once laid

down, and prefer that heaven should perish rather than we stand con-
victed of error. We should acknowledge ourselves fallible ; we should
admit no quackery and false airs of dignity and wisdom into our
system of proceeding ; we should retract unaffectedly and with grace
whenever we find that we have fallen into mistake. But we should
rather shun, than invite, controversy into matters that will probably
at last be decided from authority. Thus conducting ourselves, we
shall generate no resentful passions in the breasts of our juniors.

They will submit themselves to our peremptory decisions, in the same
spirit as they submit to the laws of inanimate necessity.

* It were to be wished that no human creature were obliged to do
any thing but from the dictates of his own understanding. But this

seems to be, for the present at least, impracticable In the education
of youth. Ifwe cannot avoid some exercise of empire and despotism,
all that remains for us is, that we take care that it be not exercised-

with asperity, and that wc do not add an Insulting familiarity or un-
necessary contention, to the indispensible assertion of superiority.*

Other useful precepts and observations, the result of sound
sense occupied in a diligent attention to interesting facts in
domestic life, are presented to the reader, on the topics olde*
cepticn andfrankness ; on manly treatment and behaviour ; and on
obtaining the confidence ofyoung people. We are less pleased with
what is olFered on the subject of the familiarity arising between
the master and pupil from dwelling together, or, what Mr. G.
calls, cohabitation. There may be truth in the adage that fami-
liarity breeds contempt, but it may with equal truth be said that
familiarity breeds affection. In education, with due caution,
more advantages than inconveniences will arise from the cir-

cumstances of the tutor and pupil residing under the same
roof i and, if it be Mr. G.'s intention to extend his doctrine on
this subject to other relations in domestic life, it is fraught with
consequences destructive of social happiness.

The Essay on Early Indications of Character is judicious and
candid. Concerning the happiness of the state of childhood

X 4 and
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and youth, Mr. G. we think, judges too unfavourably, from
the want of allowing enough, in the estimate, to the pleasures

arising from novelty, and from a lively flow of animal spirits.

The Essays in the second part,, on Manners, we shall more
rapidly notice ; not because we think them inferior to the for-

mer in merit, but because they offer fewer occasions of ani-

madversion.—We do not follow, to its utmost extent, Mr.G 's

notion concerning the practicability, or the desirableness, of
enabling mankind to pass the greater part of tlieir working
hours in a perfect freedom from labour : yet we agree with him
in thinking that inordinate labour is a great evil, and that a

daily command of some portion of leisure is a great blessing.

We therefore admit that those luxuries, and that profusion,

which cause an unprofitable waste of labour, are enormous:

evils ; and that the ch:^racter of the avaricious man is less in-

jurious to society than that of the profuse spendthrift.—The
difficulties, which, on each side, attend the question concerning

the relief of beggars, are very fairly stated ; a due allowance

being made on the one hand for the indisputable right of every

human being to support, and, on the other, for the moral mis-

chiefs which necessarily arise from the condition of ihe beggar.

Some material objections appear to us to He against the tssay

on Servants. The picture which Mr. G. draws of the house

of a rich man is striking, though certainly overcharged : it is

as follows

:

* The house is inhabited by two classes of beings, or, more ac-

curately speaking, by two sets ot men drawn from two distant stages

of barbarism and refinement. The rich man himself, we will sup-

pose, with the members of his family, are persons accomplished with

elegance, taste, and a variety of useful and agreeable information.

The servants below stairs, can some of them perhaps read without

spelling, and some even write a legible hand.

But kno^^•ledge, to their eyes, her ample page,

Rich with the spoils of time, did ne'er unrol. gray.

Their ignorance is thick and gross. Their mistakes are of the most

palpable sort. So far as relates to any species of intellectual im-

provement, they might as well have been born in Otaheite. But

tills disturbs not the tranquillity of their masters. They pass them

with as little consciousness of true equality, and as little sense of un-

restrained sympathy, as they pass the mandarins upon their chimney.

pieces.
^

* The fortune of the rich man is expended between twa different

classes of beings, the inmates of the same mansion. The first class

consists of the members of the family, the second of the servants.

The individuals of the first class have each a purse well furnished.

There is scarcely a luxury in which they are not at liberty to indulge.

There is scarcely a caprice which crosses their fancy, that they can^

not
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r\G>t gratify. They- are attired with every thing that fashion or taste.

tan prescribe, and all in its finest texture and its newest gloss.. They, .

hre incensed with the most costly perfumes. They are enabled to

call into play every expedient thjit can contribute to health, the fresh-

'

ness of thtir complexion, and the llcekness ot their skin. They are mas-
ters of thtir time, can pass from one voluntary labour to another, and

"

resort, as their fancy prompts, to every splendid and costly amusement.
* The wealth of the servant amounts perhjips to ten or fifteea

pounds a year ; and it is not unfrequent to hear persons of ten or
fifteen thousand a year cxclaini upon the enormousness of wages,
With this he is to purchase many articles of his apparel, coarse iu

their texture, or already taruibhed, the ape of finery and wealth.

His utmool economy is necessary, to provide himself with these. He
can scarcely obtain for himself an occasional amusement, or, if he
were smitten with tht de. ire of knowledge, the means of instruction.

If he be put upon board-wages, his first enquiiy is at how humble'
a price he can procure a gordid meal. The purchase of his meals for

a \\'hole week would not furnish out the most insignificant dish for
his master's table.

* This monstrous association and union of wealth and poverty to*

gether, is one of the most aotouishing exhibitions that the human
imagination can figure to irselt.- It is voluntai-y however, at least on
the part of the master. If it were compulsorily imposed upon him,
there is no chearfulness and gaiety of mind, that could stand up
against the melanclioly scene. It would be a revival of the barba-
rity of Mezeutius, the linking a living body and a dead one together.
It would cure the most obdurate heart ot its partiality lor the distinc-

tion of ranks in society. But, as it is, and as the human mind is

constituted, there is nothing, however monstrous, however into-

lerable to sober and impartial i^eason, to which custom does not ren-
der us callous.' -

All this is in the main true, as well as what follows con-
cerning the different appearance of the respective apurtments:
of the master and the servant : yet we cannot adaiit that the
character of voluntary servitude is unnatural, or its condition
wretched. Servants in general, especially among the opulent,
live better, are subject to fewer coi:itingencies, have less care
less anxiety, and less labour, than would fall to their lot in
any other situation. if they are subject to commands, and
their actions and time are at the disposal of anotherj this istrus
of every mechanic whose labour is hired. Those who make
our shoes areas truly our servants as those who make ouf-firesw

Many servants have much more leisure for amusement or ihi*

provement, than the common people in other ftations. -

'*x

Mr. G. lashes too indiscriminately and severely the several
professions. On this subject, he plays the orator with" greater
latitude than in any other part of his book : yet he has aot con-
vinced us that there is no trade nor profession in which a young
man has a tolerable chance o£ remaining honest. There-is an

15 illiberality
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illiberaHty in general professional as well as national censures,

-which is scarcely consistent with, and is certainly unworthy of,

the character of a philosopher. We arc inclined to hope that the

lying, cheating tradesman, the dishonest lawyer, the unfeeling

physician, the hypocritical clergyman, are rather the excep-

tions to tl-ic general character, than the true representatives of

the body. If any of Mr. Godwin's portraits be drawn without

the caricature pencil, it is that of the soldier : which we shall

present to our readers at some length :

* A soldier who will never fight but in a cause that he shall con-

scfeutiously snd scrupulously adjudge to be good, can scarcely be a,

soldier by profession.

* But, to dismiss this consideration, it is no enviable circumstance

that a man should be destined to maintain the good cause by blows

and fighting. In this respect, assuming the propriety of corporal

punishments, he is upon a par with the beadle and the executioner.

To employ murder as the means of justice, is an idea that a man of

enlightened mind will not dwell tjpon with pleasure. To march forth

in rank and file, with all the pomp of streamers and trumpets, for the

purpose of shooting at our fellow-men as at a mark, to inflict upon
ihein all the variety of wounds and anguish, to leave them weltering

in their blood, to v/ander over the field of desolation, and count the

number of the dying and the dead, are employments which in thesis

we may maintain to be necessary, but which no good man will con-

template with gratulation and delight. A battle, we will suppose,

!3 wou. Thus truth is established ; thus the cause of justice is confirm-

ed ! It surely requires no common sagacity, to discern the connec-

tion between this immense heap of calamities^ and the assertion of

truth, or the maintenance of justice.

* It is v^'orse where the soldier hires himself, not for the service of

any portion or distribution of mankind, but for the mere purpose of

fighting. He leaves it to his employer and his king to determine

the justice of the cause ; his business is to obey. He has no duty but

that of murder ; and this duty he is careful amply to discharge. This

he regards as the means of his subsistence, or as the path that leads

to an illustrious name.
* A soldier, upon every supposition, mu?t learn ferocity. When

he would assert the cause of truth, he thinks not of arguments, but

of blows. His mind is familiarised to the most dreadful spectacles.

He is totally ignorant of the principles of human nature ; and is ri-

diculous enough to suppose that a man can be in the right, who is

attempted to be made so through the medium of compulsion.

* But, though it could be imagined that coercion was the means

of making men wise and good, this assumption, large as it is, would

not serve to establish the morality of war. War strikes not at the

offender, but the innocent.

^ticquld delirant rcges, plectunlur jichivi *

.
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* When doating Monarchs urge

ijnsound Resolves, their Subjects feci the Scourge. francis.*

Kings
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Kings and ministers of state, but real authors of the calamity, sit

ilnmolested in their cabinet, while those against whom the fury of
the storm is directed, are, for the most part, persons who have been
trepanned into the service, or who are dragged unwillingly from their

peaceful homes into the field of battle. A soldier is a mAn whose
business it is to kill those who never offended him, and who are the
innocent martyrs of other men's iniquities. Whatever may become
of the abstract question of the justifiableness of war, it seems im-
possible that a soldier should not be a depraved and unnatural

being*.'

On the Importance of restraining the Appetite for Sensible

Pleasure, for the sake of contributing to the improvement of
the mind, Mr. G. preaches orthodox morality. The subject

of General Reputation is largely and very judiciously dis-

cussed. The real value of reputation is well estimated ; and
the cases in which it coincides v^^ith merit, or recedes from it,

are distinctly and accurately pointed out. Concerning Pofthu-
mous Fame, we admire the apposite illustrations which the au-
thor has given of its uncertainty ; and we acknowlege that the
expectation of it is for the most part a delusive dream

; yet, It

is an expectation so gratifying to an ingenuous mind, that we
are inclined to say concerning it, as Cicero said of the hope of
a future state, ** If it be a dream, let me not be undeceived.'*

The argument for Candour, from the consideration that di-

versity of opinion is the unavoidable consequence of different

situations and modes of education, was never more happily un-
folded, than in the Essay before us upon this subject

:

' In those errors (says Mr. G.) which a man derives from his edu-
cation, it is ebvious to remark, that at least there was nothing de-
signing or dishonest on his part in the first receiving them. The
buiy blame that can be imputed to him, is, that he has not yielded
an impartial attention to the evidence by which they are refuted.

Alas ! impartiality is a virtue hung too high, to be almost ever within
the reach of man !

* How many men are there, that have had this evidence exhibited
to them, or possessed an opportunity of examining it ? Thousands
of Papists, Jacobites, and republicans, as well as of persons holding
an opposite sentiment, have gone out of the world, without ever at-

taining a fair and adequate occasion of bringing their tenets to the
test.'

From this Essay, all parties, at the present time so much
inflamed with mutual animosity, might learn mutual forbear-

* Some objection may be made to this application of the term
natural. Can the North American savage be denied to be a child of
Nature ? Yet is he not pre-eminently distinguished by those qua-
hties, and deformed by those habits, which are here alleged to
'constitute the soldier an unnatural being ?

ance.
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ance. We must not, however, pass over without censure the

unnecessaryy and we will add the unreasonable attack on Christian-

ity, which is in this Essay abruptly introduced. Mr. G. ought

to have studied the language of the New Testament enough to

know that the faith, which it requires as the condition of sal-

vation, is not an implicit subjection of the understanding to

authority, but a rational conviction grounded on evidence, and

a practical principle influencing the disposition and manners j

and, consequently, that its doctrine of faith cannot be fairly

brought as a proof that its spirit is intolerant.

The grand principle of universal benevolence, which is Mr,
Godwin's pole-star in all his moral speculations, is employed

with admirable effect in explaining the nature and determining

the value of Folifenessy in an Essay on that subject. By means of

this guiding principle, sincerity and politeness, which are so

.often at variance in real life, are brought into perfect amity.

* Sincerity (Mr. G. beautifully as well as justly remarks) in its prio-;

«;iple is nearer, and in more direct communication with, tin; root of

virtue, utility, than politeness can ever be. The original purpose o£
sincerity, witliout which it is no move than idle rant and myaticisnn^

is to provide for the cardinal interests of a human being, the great

stamina of his happiness. The purpose of politeness is of a humbkr
nature. It follows in the same direction, liice a gleaner in a corn-

Seld, and picks up and husbands those smaller and scattered ears of

happiness, which the pride of Stoicism, like the pride of wealth,

condescended not to observe.*

Here, according to the division expressed in the title-page,

the second part of the Enquirer ought to have terminated ; and

the remaining two Essays, which are properly literary, should

have formed a third part. The first of these, or the Jith of

the second part, treats of Learnings and suggests and unfolds

an obvious but important argument in favour of learning, that

it gives to a man the advantage of the labours of others ; an

advantage of which the self-educated man, who investigates

his own thoughts, with little attention to those of others, pur-

posely divests himself. If our limits would permit, we could

with pleasure cite an excellent passage from this Essay on the

true mode of reading.

The last Essay, divided into seven sections, which takes an

historical review of the progress of English style, and cites

examples from celebratexl writers, from the age of Queen Eli-

zabeth to that of King George the Second, both inclusive,

might afford occasion for much minute discussion; but we
must, content ourselves with general remarks. Mr. Godwin
has here Ciade use of a new method of criticism. Asterisms,

placed before words or phrases, which this critic thinks ob-

jectionable,
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iectlonablej are left, without any remarks, to suggest the ob-

jections to the reader. This may, in some cases, be assuming

too much on one side, and expecting too much on the other.

Let our readers judge for themselves. A short but famous

passage from Swift's Tale of a Tub is given as a curious ex-

ample of neghgent and disjointed composition, and the sup-

posed faults are, in the author's peculiar manner, stigma^

iized,

" But Fashions perpeti'.allv altering in that Age^ the Scholastick

Brother * grew weary of * searching further Evasions, and solving

everlasting Contradic:Ions. Resolv'd therefore * at all hazards to

comply with the Modes of the World, * they concerted * Matters

together, and agreed unanimously to lock up their Father's Will in

a Strong Box, brought out of Gi'uce or Italy, (I have * forgot which,)

and * trouble themselves no farther to examine it, but only * refer

to its Authority whenever they * thought fit. * In consequence

whereof, a while after it * grew a general Mode to wear an infinite

Number of Points, most of them tag^l ivlth Silver. * Upon which
the Scholar pronounced ex Cathedra, that Points were absolutely

Jure Paterno, as they might * very well remember. 'Tis true in-

deed, the Fashion prescrib'd somewhat more than * were directly

nam'd in the Will : However * that they, as Heirs general of
their Father, had power to make and add certain Clauses for pub-
lick Emolumer.t, though not * deducible toticlem i}erbis from the
Letter of the Will ; or * else, Malta absitrda sequerentiirJ^ Sect. II.

Few compositions could stand the test of such minute yet

summary criticism. We doubt whether the language of the

censor himself would pass unhurt through this ordeal : but, on
the principle of retaliation, we had designed to stretch Procrustes

on his own bed. We desist, however, lest we should provoke

the wrath of this modern Aristarchus ; who Is as formidable

with his asterism, as the antlent censor was with his obelisk f.
To his own style we allow the praise of general accuracy, per-

spicuity, terseness, and vigour : but we must add—and the

remark may be extended to a numerous list of modern writers—
that, in order to avoid the looseness of expression which he

censures in our old English writers, he frequently falls into a

dissolution of thought ; exhibiting conceptions in a succession of

short sentences, which would have appeared with more advan-

tage in one flowing periody after the Greek model, so justly

admired by Lord Monboddo. Tendencies towards this fault,

and towards others that are destructive of ease and simplicity, it

would not be difiicult to remark in the style of the age of George
the Third: but it Is necessary for us to terminate this article,

and to take our leave of the present work j after having observed
I. ». - -

I II ——

^

•
• «

-

«

f Vid. Aunnil Lud., Se^t. Safieptlum,

that,
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that, with all its faults, it is a production of great merit, and
that, if perused with caution, it cannot fail of being perused
with profit.

Art. X. Letter:: loritten during a short Residence in Spain and Portu-

gal, by Robert Sou{;hey. With some Account of Spanish and
Portuguese Poetry. 8vo. PPr 55i« 7s. Boaj"ds. RobinsonSo

1797.

ITEw kinds of publications have increased more of late years
* than accounts of voyages and travels : their number mani-
fests the general esteem in which they are held by the public ;

and the difference in the views of different travellers shews the

multitude of objects that offer themselves to the industrious

and intelligent inquirer. One man, in the course of his jour-

pey, will confine his chief attention to the monuments of an-

tiquity that present themselves to his observation ; another will

principally notice the present state of the country ; the pupil of

Linne or Gilpin will make excursions from the beaten track and

the most frequented spots, the one in pursuit of the objects of na-

tural history, the other in search of the wild beauties of the

lonely mountain, the deep forest, the thundering cataract, and the

placid lake ; while the admirer of the fine arts, and the lover

pf literature and society, will visit the crowded town, the

splendid mansion, and the seats of learning, in quest of his

favourite objects.

Mr. Southey belong? to the latter of these classes pf travel-

lers ; and, even from countries so unpromising as Spain and

Portugal, from these deserted seats of the Muses, in which
squalid filth, supine indiffererice, and idiotic superstition, have

succeeded the fervor of business aqd the haughtiness of inde-

pendence, he has brought home a rich harvest of Parnassian

jfruits.

The jealous Roman Catholic will doubtless object to thi?

Work, and allege that the Protestant writer has too much in^

<dulged his aversion from monkery and the convents,—with all

^heir attendant evils, here pointed out and pronounced so fatal

to human society : but the more unbiassed advocates for the

Just rights of mankind will applaud the warmth of interest,

which he takts in what he deems the general welfare and true

happiness of his fellow-creatures, in every quarter of thp ha-

jbitable globe.

The following translation from George of Montemayor we
shall quote, as aji elegant specimen of Spanish poetry

;

f Ab
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« * Ah me 1 thou Relic of that faithless fair!

Sad changes have I suffered since that day.

When, in this valley, from her long loose hair

I bore thee, Relic of my Love ! away.

Well did I then believe Diana's truth.

For soon true Love each jealous care repre«ses ;

And fondly thought that never otlier youth

Should wanton with the Maiden's unbound tressed,

* Here on the cold clear Ezia's breezy side

My hand amid her ringlets wont to rove.

She proffer'd now the lock, and now denied,

With all the baby playfulness of Love,

Here the false Maid, with many an artful tear,

Made me each rising thought of doubt discover.

And vow'd and wept—till Hope had ceas'd to fear.

Ah me ! beguiling like a child her lover.

* Witness thou how that fondest falsest fair

Has sigh'd and wept on Ezia's shelter'd shore.

And vow'd eternal truth, and made me swear,

My heart no jealousy should harbour more.

Ah ! tell me *. could I but believe those eyes?

Those lovely eyes with tears my cheek bedewing,

When the mute eloquence of tears and sighs

I felt, aad trusted, and embraced my ruin,

* * The first stanza of the original alludes to a Spjiuish pecjf-

iiarity. The hair of Diana was kept in green silk.

Sad changes ha\'e I suffered since that day,

When here reclining on this grassy slope,

I bore thee, Relic of my Love! away.

And faded are thy tints, green hue of Hope i

* The love-language of colours is given at lai-ge in the followifle

extract from the '* Histaria de las Guerras civiles de Granada."
" Mudava trages y vestidos conforme la passion que sentia. Unas

^ezes vestia negro solo, otras vezes negro y pardo, otras de mprad<^

y bianco por mostrar su fe; lo pardo y negro por monstrar sa ti-ajabo.

Otras vezes vestia azul mostrando diyisa de rabiosos celos ; otras dc
verde por significar su esperanza ; otras vezes de amarillo por mostrar

desconfianza, y el dia que hablava con su Zayda se ponia ,4c encarnadp

y bianco, senal de alegria y contento."
" Zayda altered his dress ac<;c)rding to the emotions he felt. Some-

times he wore black alone, sometimes black and grey. At other

times he y/as in purple and white, to shew his constancy, or black

and grey, to express his grief; sometimes in blue, denoting that he
vras tormented by jealousy; sometimes in green, to signify hope

^

sometimes he was in yellov,', to show doubt ; and on the day oij

which he spoke to Zayda, he clad himself in red and white, to eX"
press his joy and satisfaction/'

f §0
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* So false and yet so fair ! so fair a mien
Veiling so false a mind who ever knew ?

So true and yet so wretched ! who has seen

A man like me, so wretched and so true ?

Fly from me on the wind, for you have seen

How kind she was, how lov'd by her you knew mc ;

Fly, fly vain Witness what I once have been.

Nor dare, all wretched as I am, to view me !

* One evening on the river's pleasant strand.

The Maid too well beloved sat with mcj
And with her iinger trac'd upon the sand,

" Death for Diana—not Inconstancy !'*

And L-ovE beheld us from his secret stand.

And mark'd his triumph, laughing to behold me.
To see me trust a writing trac'd in sand,

To see me credit what a Woman told me !'

Notwithstanding the utter dislike of our ingenious traveller

to monastic seclusions from social life, he seems to have been
in danger of reconcilement to tiiem, by the fascinating situa-

tion of the celebrated convent of Kcjsa Senhora da Arrabidoy

on the Arrabid a Mountain, in Portugal ; insomuch that, after

having visited this peaceful and enchanting retirement from the

throng of society, he composed the following poetic *' Musings"
on this occasion

:

* Happy the dwellers in this holy house !

For surely never worldly Cares intrude

On this retreat, this solitary shade,

Where Quiet with Rbligion makes her home.
And ye who tenant such a goodly scene *

Must needs be good !' here all is calm and fair»

And here the mirror of the mind reflects

Serenest beauty. O'er these woodland haunts

The insatiate eye, with ever new delight.

Roams raptur'd, marking now where to the wind

The tall tree shakes its many-colour'd boughs,

Making wild melody, and nov.- the sport

Of many a sea bird o'er the tranquil deep.

And now the long reflected line of light

Where the broad orb of day refulgent sinks

Beneath old Ocean's bound.—To have no cares,

To have no kindred with the reptile race

Of Man—no Wants to fetter down the soul

Amid the knaves and ideots of the world.

Almost, ye dwellers in this holy house !

t * Never did I behold scenery so wild and so sublime as the moun-
tain presented, and which, continually varying as wc advanced, always

displayed some new beauty. The gum cistus was the most common
plant ; it was luxuriously in blossom, and the SUU dicw forth its rich,

balsamic fragrance, &c. 6cc.*

Almost
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Almost I envy you ! you never hear
,

*The <rroan of Wretchedness ;
you never see

Pale Hunger's cibking eye, nor roain around

Those huge and liaUful sepulchres of Men,
Where Wealth and Power hji\e rear'd their palaces.

And Vice with hornhle cor.tngnon taints

The human h'-'rd. T'iiat strange ESYffiAli* Youth»

Who fir >t amid t!;c putlikss desert dvelt

Self-txiL-d from the world, Ivr.ew well the v/orld

He left : the accursed Tyrant of Mankind
Had sent his Ministers of venp^tance.

The mob with hlind and hlood-hour^d fury join'd

The chase of Murder. Danger was abroad.

Danger and Der.th, and Treason lurk'd at home
Beneath a brother's smile : far in the wilds,

When many a year had tiiinu'd his hoary Iqcksj

Old Paul remembered all the ills he fled.

And blest his lonely lot. I too could love.

Ye tenants of this holy folitude !

To sojourn liere, and when the sun rides high

Seek some Sequestered dingle's deepest shade.

And at the cooler ht^ur along the beach

Stray with slow step, and gaze upon the deep :

And, whilst the evening breezes bath'd my browj

And on mine ear the rudt and restless roar

Re-echoed, muse on many a lesson taught

By hard Experience. Yet m?.y yonder deep

Suggest some not unprofitable thought,

Monastic brethren ! Would the mariner,

Tho* many a tempest swell its maddened vcavesj

And many a whirhvind o'er the reeling mast

Impel the m.ountain surge, quit yonder deep

And rather float upon some tranquil sea,

Whose moveless v.-aters never feel the gale,

In safe stagnation ? I m.ust yet fulfil

Some tasks, some duties ; and those well fullill'd

Beloved! then will we together seek

The cot of Indlpkndance. Pleasant then

* f In the Lower Thebais (during the persecution of Decius)

there was a young man named Paul, to whom, at fifteen years of age,

his parents left a great estate. He was a person of much learning, of

a mild temper, and full of the love of God. He had a married sister,

•with whom he lived. Her husband was base enough to design an

infoiTTiation against him, in order to obtain his estate. Paul, having

notice of this, retired to the desart mountains, where he waited till

the persecution ceased. Juabit at length made solitude agreeable to

him ; he found a pleasant retreat, and lived there fourscore and ten

years. He was at the time of his retirement 23, and lived to be 113
years old. This is the first distiiict account of an hermit in the

Christian Church." Mi/ner's History of the Church of Christ.*

Rev. JuiY, 1797, Y To
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To think that we have walk'd amid mankind
*' More sinn'd against than sinning." Pleasant then
To muse on many a sorrow overpast,

And think the labour of the day is done,

And as the evening of our lives shall close

The peaceful evening, hail with firmest hope
The approaching dawn of everlasting day !'

Mr. Southey, however, has by no means confined himself to

\hc poetieal history of Spain. With respect to Portugal, he ha's

enriched his book with an abridgment of a very curious and va-

luable manuscript, written by a Portuguese secretary of state,

containing plans for the improvement of his native country;
and he has given several anecdotes, and other interesting par-

ticulars, concerning the manners and modes of life of the

inhabitants. On the whole, these letters contain a large por-
tion of information, communicated in a very agreeable and
lively manner.

Art. XL yin History of the prir.cipal Rivers, of Great Britain.

Vol. II. Folio. 4I. 4s. Boards. Boydell, and Nicol.

Tn the Review for December 1794, we gave our opinion of
* the first volume of this instructive and entertaining work j

and it is with pleasure that wt again accompany the Ingenious

editor in his course along a river, the banks of which present

to the delighted spectator the richest productions of nature, and

the noblest monuments of human art.

The former volume left us at Kingston in Surrey; and,

though we now approach the capital, the same rural scenery

continues, but is embellislied by a greater number of beautiful

seats and villas ; many of which are rendered peculiarly Inte-

resting by having been the abodes of men distinguished by use-

ful learning, and by virtue.

The first object that now strikes us, on either border, is

Strawberry-hill, the seat of the late Earl of Orford, better

known and much esteemed in the learned world by the

name of Horace Walpole. It is constructed in tlie Gothic

style, with suitable accompaniments \ and the whole Is strongly

expressive of the elegant but peculiar taste which characterised

the author of the Castle of Otranto. Not far distant, is the

beautiful villa which has been celebrated for having been the

residence of Mr. Pope, at which he wrote the greater part of

his poems, and at which the constellation of wits, who adorned

the beginning of the present century, frequently met, and

conversed on the most important and interesting subjects;

—

the disposition of that man is not to be envied, who can con-

template this spot without feeling some emotion.

Ridimond-
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Richmond-hill next presents itself to our view, the beauties

of which have been celebrated by the foremost of our descrip-

tive poets—Thomson. The house in which he passed his latter

years since became the property of the Honourable Mrs. Bos-

cawen^ widow of the brave Admiral of that name ; and who,
in the alterations which she made in the gardens, took consi-

derable pains to express her admiration of that excellent poet

and truly good man.—The editor fails not to give the history of

the Palace of Richmond, which contains many curious parti-

culars.

The neighbouring hamlet of Sheen is well known as being

the favourite residence of Sir William Temple : from this place,

many of^ his most entertaining letters are dated ; and here he
had an opportunity of rejecting those splendid oiFers of wealth
and honours, M-hich, though it is the pride of philosophy to

despise them, few men know how to refuse.

Pursuing our course down the river, we now behold Sion-

house % which, from its peculiar style of magnificence, seems
to merit the particular description here given of it. We would
borrow the words of the editor, did we not fear that most of

our readers have already met with accounts of this celebrated

buildinjj.

We are -next entertained with a description of the Royal
Gardens of Richmond and Kew ; from which we pass on to

the busy town of Brentford. Here we must bid adieu, not

without regret, to those rural and picturesque scenes on which
our imagination has so long dwelt with pleasure : but the pro-

spects which succeed, though not so pleasing to the eve of the

poet and the painter, may be more interesting to the philoso-

pher and the politician. The extensive manufactures which
now open themselves to our view, the wonderful contrivances

for the diminution of labour, the wharfs and warehouses full

of the choicest productions of every soil and clime, .are cer-

tainly objects of high importance, and must impress the re-

flecting mind with an exalted idea of our national prosperity.

Let lis, however, suspend these reflections for a moment

;

and, as we pass through the village of Mortlake, contemplate

with heartfelt satisfaction the house which was occupied, at the

beginning of this century, by the benevolent Edward Colston.

* This gentleman expended upwards of seventy thousand pounds
in charitable institutions, chiefly in the city of Bristol, where
he died in the year 1721 ; and in which place his living and tes-

tamentary charities are honoured and acknowleged by annual

* Originally a convent, founded by Henry V. ; now belonging to

the Duke of Northumberland.

Y 2 comme-
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commemorations.'—A tribute of respect is likewise duly paid

to the excellent Sir John Barnard, who died in 1764, and was

buried in the cJianccl of Mortlake church. Of this true patriot,

intelligent merchant, and upright magisir;Ue, we have a judi-

cious and well-written life in the Biographia Bntantvcn.

The author seems to be much attracted by the Duke of De-

vonshire's be.'.utiful villa at Chiswick -,
and he offers several-

observations respecting it which appear to be dictated by good

sense and a just taste, closing them by a very deserved encomium

en the Earl of Burlington, who built it, and to whom it be-

longed before it passed by marriage into the Devonshire family.

The writer's account of Cromwell, Earl of Essex, who wa-,

born at Putney, may be entertaining to m.any of our readers ;

particularly as it i-elates some circumstances of his birth and

education, which, we believe, are not generally known :

< Tr.omas Crom^velI, Earl of Essex, an eminent statesman and

distinguished character in the reign of Hcury VIIL, Was the son ot

a blacksmith. Tradition conilmies to pomt out the place oi. his

birth, which is in some measure conftnr.ed by the survey of "\^^imblc-

don Manor, taken in 1617 ; as it describes « an ancient cottage,

railed the Smith's Shop, lying west of the highway leading trom

Putn'-y to the upper gate ; and on the south side ot the higluva,^

from Richmond to Wandsworth, being the sign of the Anchor.

As his extraction was mean, his education was \o\< ; but his gennii

predominated over both. He was, during a considerable period, lu

foreiLni countries, where he is supposed to have been engaged m the

secret service of the King, and was Somc^ time a soldier in tne army

of the Duke of Bourbon, at the siege of Rome.
_

, r ^ c
« On his return to England, he was admitted into the family o.

Cardinal Wolsey, as his Solicitor; to whom he proved a taithtnl

sen'ant and sincere friend. After the Cardinal's iail, the king em-

ployed lilm (Cromwell) in various services, for which he was re-

warded by being successively appointed a Privy Couu:.cnor, Master

of the jewel-orUce, Clerk of the Hanaper, Chancellor 01 the Exclie-

cuer. Principal Secretary of State, Master of the Rolls, LordKeeper

of the Privv Seal, a Baron of the Realm, and Vicegerent over all

the spiritualities under the King, who was declared supreme head ot

'he church. All tlie power resulting from his lugh station, and the

royal favour, he employed in promoting the Reformation; and with

this view he became the chief instrument in diasolving the monaste-

ries, depressing the clergy, and expellln^^ the monks. The Kmg at

len-th advar.ced him to the disunity of Earl of Essex, constituted

hin? Lord liigh Chamberlain of England, and loaded lum with the

confiscated estates of religious houses. Nor can it be considered as an

nninteresting circumstance inthc life of this extraordinary man, that,

aincma the numerous possessions he acquired by tne royal favour, we

can nmnber the manor of the place where he was born.
,

' But the plan he formed to secure his greatness proved his rum ;

suchisth'' WL'^.kuess of human policy, and 'the sliort-sighted views ot
* mail"
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Ti\an, He had employed ail his power to procure a marriage between

Henry and Anne of Clevcs; and, as her friends were all Lutherans,

he imagined that such a circumstance might tend to bring down the

Popish party at Court : at the sam.e time, he naturally expected

gr^at suppo! t from a Qiieen of his own making. But the capricious

monarch taking a diag List to his bride, c.nceived an immediate and

irreconcileable aversion to the principal promoter of the marriage.

He was accordingly accused of heresy, wiiich was wholly improba-

ble, and of other oilences, which he could have justifi jd by the King's

orders : but so enraged was his late master agaii.st him, that no one

dared to appear nnd plead his cause. One man, to his honour be it

recorded, prov^rd the friend of the fallen Cromwell, when every other

friend had forsaken him : Arclibishop Crann.er addressed a letter to

the King in liis favour, in v/hicli he Folemnly declared it to be his

opinion, that no prince ever had a more faithful servant. He suf-

fered on Tovrer Hill, vritli great fortitude and composure, in the

?nonthof July 1540. His character has been ^ifterei.tly treated by
different parties : but it is v>-ell known that he preferred more men of

abilities and Integrity, both ecclesiastical and laymen, than any of

his predecessors. Nor shall we hesitate to declare our opinion, that

he deserved a better master, apd a better fate.'

In passing through Battersea, the celebrated Lord BoHng-
broke is the subject of the anchor's panegyric. We are ready

to allow, in the fullest extent, his Lordship's wonderful
powers of genius : yet, as we have always considered that not
merely the possession but the proper application oi talents is essen-

tial to the formation of a truly great man, we cannot but ex-

press our wish that the ingenious author had moderated liis

encomiums on one whose private character was stained with
vices, and whose phiiasopliic writings are in m.any respects

hostile to the best interests of morality and religion.

On Chelsea Hospital, the writer enlarges with that benevo-

lent and patriotic pleasure, which the contemplation of esta-

blishments of that sort naturally inspires. London and West-
minster afford so many objects worthy of attention, that' it is

not easy to make such a selection as may gratify the curiosity

of the reader, without being tedious and prolix. In this re-

spect, the editor merits great praise. Without entering into

minute particulars or uninteresting details, he gives a compre-
hensive view of what is most remarkable and deserving of no-
tice in those famous cities.

Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's Church are too well

known, to render it necessary for us to make any quotations

from that part of this work which relates to these magnificent

-edifices ; which have long been the subject of national pride,

and are never viewed without admiration; the former exhibit-

ing a noble specimen of Gothic architecture, when brought to

ks highest degree of possible perfection j the latter abounding

^3 m
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In the chaster beauties of Greece and Rome, with every deco»
ration that is consistent with true taste and a just attention to

tlie rules of the art.

The following historical account of London Bridge, how-
ever, we conceive to be too interesting to be wholly omitted :

* We proceed to London Bridge, whose antiquity carries back our
inquiries to a very early period of the English history. The year of
its foundation is not ascertained by antiquarian sagacity, but it ap-
pears to have been built between the years 993 and 1016, since, in

the first of them, Unlaf the Dane, according to the Saxon Chronicle,

sailed up the river as far as Stanes ; and in the latter, Canute, King
of Denmark, when he besieged London, caused a channel to be
formed on the South side of the Thames about Rotherhithe, for con-
veying his ships above the bridge. If any credit is to be given to the

traditionary account of the origin of the ancient wooden bridge,

given by Bartholomew Linstead, the last prior of Saint Mary Overy's
convent, London is indebted for this structure to that religious house.

Stow seems to be of this opinion ; but the persons who continued his

work allow no other merit to the monks of this convent, than that

they gave their consent to the erection of the bridge, on receiving a

sufficient recompence for the loss of the ferry by which they had
been supported ; and that this conjecture is not without foundation,

appears from the appropriation of lands for the support of London-
bridge, at so early a period as the reign of Henry I. In the yeaj-

1 136, it was consumed by fire ; and in 1 163, it was in such a ruinous

state as to be rebuilt, under the inspection of Peter, curate of St.

Mary Colechurch in London, who was celebrated for his knowledge
in the science of architecture. At length, the continued and heavy

cxpence which was necessary to maintain and support a wooden
bridge becoming burthensome to the people, who, when the lands

appropriated for its maintenance proved inadequate to their object,

were taxed to supply the deficiencies, it was resolved in the year

1
1
76 to build one of stone, a little to the west of the other, and this

structure was completed in the year 1209. The same architect was
employed, who died four years before it was C^ished, and was biu'ied

in a beautiful chapel, probably of his own construction, dedicated to

St. Thonias, which stood on the ninth pier from the north end, and
had an entrance from the river, as well as the street, by a winding

staircase. In the middle of it was a tomb, supposed to contain the

remains of its architect. But though so much art and expence were

employed in building the bridge with stone, it suffered veiy much
from a fire in the streets at each end of it ; so that from this acci-

dent, and other circumstances, it was in such a ruinous condition

that King Edward I. granted a brief to the bridge-keeper, to ask and
receive the benevolence of his subjects through the kingdom towards
repairing it. It would be equally irksome and unnecessary to enu-

merate all the casualties which bcfel I^ondon-bridge, till the corpo-

ration of London came to the resolution, in 1746, of taking down
all the houses,, and ej:ilarging one or more of its arches, to improve

the navigation beneath it : but it ivas ten years before this resolution

was
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t^s carried nito effect. The space occuple^i by the piers and sterlings

of this biidge is considerably greater thaa tliat allowed for the pas-

sage of the water ; so that half the breadth of the river is in th«

place entirely stopped. But instead of making reparations*, the

whole ought to have been removed, as a very magnihcent structure

might have been erected, at a much less expence than has been em-

pWed in maintaining the present nuisance to the river, and disgrace

of the city. The last alteration cx3st near ^^.loo.coo, and vvithout

answering its principal object, which was to diminish its fall [the

fall of what ?] at the ebbing of the tide, and consequently to lessen

the danger of a passage which has proved a watery grave to so many

people. This vast v/ork appears to have been founded on enormous

piles driven closely togetlier : on their tops were laid long planks, ten

inches thick, strongly bolted ; and on them was phced_ the base ot

the pier, the lowermost stones of which are bedded in pitch, to pre-

vent the water from damaging the work : around the whole v.-ere the

piles which are called the sterlings, designed to strengthen and pre-

«erve the foundation ,: these contracted the space between the piers in

such a manner, as to occasion, at the return of every tide, a tail ot

five feet, or a number of cataracts full of danger, and, as they have

proved, of destruction, This structure has been styled, by ancienf

writers, the wonder of the world, the bridge of the world, and the

bridge of wonders ; and how well It deserved this pompous character

will be seen from the description of its form and condition, previous

to that alteration to which it owes Its present appearance.
_ _

< The Thames, in this part of it, is 915 feet bvoad, which is the

4ongth of the bridge. The street that covered it consisted, before

the houses fell to decay, of lofty edifices, built with som.e attention to

exterior regularity : It was 20 feet wide, and the buildings on either

side about 26 feet in depth. Across the middle of the street ran several

lofty arches, extending from side to side, the bottom part of each

arch terminating at the first story, and the upper part reaching near

the tops of the houses; the work over the arches extending in a

stralglit line from side to side. They were designed to prevent the

buildings from giving vv-ay ; and were therefore formed of strong tim-

bers, bolted in the corresponding woodwork of the houses that

flanked them. Thus the street on the bridge had nothing to distin-

guish It from any narrow street In the city but the high arches just

described, and three openings, guarded with iron rails, which af-

forded a view of the river. But the appearance from the water baffles

all description, and displayed a strange example of curious deformity.

Nineteen unequllateral arches, of different heights and breadtlis, with

sterlings increased to a monstrous sl/e by frec^uent repairs, served to

support a range of houses as Irregular as themselves ; the back part

of which, broken by hanging closets and irregular projections, of-

fered a very disgusting object ; wliile many of the buildings overhung

the arches, so as to hide the upper part of them, and seemed to lean

,in such a manner as to fill the beholder with equal amazement and

* Qiis;re the authority for the use of this word, in the sense of

repairs ? .

^ y A horror
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horror. In one part of this extraordinary structure, there had fbr^
merly been a draw-bridge, which was useful by way of defence, asi

well as to admit ships to the upper part of the river, and it waa
guarded l)y a tower. It prevented Faviconbridgi.', the bastard, from
entering the city in 147 1 witli his armed followers, on the pretence
of liberating the unfortunate Henry from his imprisonment in the
Tower. It also checked, and indeed seemed to 'annihilate, the ill-

conducted insurrection of Sir Thomas Wialt, in the reign of Queen
Mary. In the times of civil dissension, which rendered this kingdom
a continual scene of turbulence and bloodshed, this tower was em-
ployed to expose the heads of traitors ; and an old map of the city, in

1597,^ represents this building as decorated with a sad and numerous
exhibition of them. But though the passage over the bridge is very
much enlarged and improved, and forms a very handsome communi-
cation between the city of London and borough of Southwark, we
cannot but lament, as if the miserable contrivance of the bridge itself

were not a sufficient impediment to the navigation, that the four
arches, which have been so long occupied by an engine to supply the
neighbourhood with watpr, sLiU continue to be incumbered with it.'

On quitting London, Greenwich may be considered as the
first object worthy of our notice, famoua for tlie birth of two
queens, and yet more celebrated for the hospital for old an^I

disabletl seamen ; which, in magiiific-^nce, equals if not sur-

passes any building in England. The docks at Woolwich,
from tlieir national importance, cannot but be interesting to

every lover of his country; and the busy scene which t?;i3,

place exhibits is not without charms to a reflecting mind. The
banks on both sides of the river, hence to its mouth, are fiat

and marshy, and consequently afrord few objects which can
please the eye, or strike the imagination. The author, who is

indefatigable in his search after beauties of nature, or art,

makes an excursion to Maidstone, Penshurst, and even to
Tunbridge ; of which place 5 he gives a pleasing account. He
then vistits Rochester and SheernesSj with accounts of which
he concludes-

V/e must not take leave of this production without ob-
serving that, in point of compo?,ition, the preseijt volume is

superior to the former ; that the matter seems in general to be
better arranged j and (hat the language is mor? easy and natural.

We have received both pleasure and informaticm from the per-
usal of it; and the plates greatly contribute to its magnificence,
its entertainment, and its utility.

Art,
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Art. XII. ^n Essay on Nathnctl Pride. To wlii'ch are added
Memoirs of the Author's Life and Writings. Translated from
the oricjinal German of the late ctlehrated Dr. T. Q. Zimmermann,
Aulic Counsellor and Pliysician to his Britannic Majesty at Hano-
ver, by Samuel Hull "Wilcocke. Svo. pp. about 320. 5s.

Boards. Dilly. 1797.

^"^/ITH the writings of Dr. Zimmermann our readers have
* jons^ been acquainted ; and of the circumstances of his

life, ani the characteristics of his mind and temper, a full ac-

count was pres;"nted to them in our last Appendix, p. 51c,

^ seq. On the Memoirs prefixed to the present volume,
therefore, we need not dwell: but they will prove acceptable

to the English reader, wlio is not in possession of the French
work from which we drew our information, and who may
wish for farther particuhas than our limits would afford.

The work before us is one of the most amusing of the au-
thor's pror'-.Ktions ; aiui although many of the facts rest on
slight and even auspicious authority, it is not destitute of in-

struction. It consists of a bead-string of anecdotes instancing

national pride in individuals and communities, neatly arranged

under several sections ; as of pride founded on imaginary ad-

vantages—on reputation for art and science—on a peculiar

constitution of government, &c.

The followiisg passages will exemplify the writer's manner
and sentiments

:

' The love of our cauntry is little more in manv cases, than thr
love of an ass for his manger. Eut the intelligent and accompliahod
Lady Mary Wortley Montague, after a long course of travels through
Asia, Africa, and the greatest part of Europe, was firmly of opinion
that an honest English country gentleman was the happiest of men ;

for he does not trouble his head to knov,-, nor indeed would he be-
lieve, that Greek vine is better than stout ale ; he is convinced that
the richest fruus of Africa have neither the ?i\iti yellow tints nor the
fine flavour of his golden pippin ; that Italian lecafico are nnth'tn^

i'the so nice as a piece of roast beef; in short, that there can be no
perfect enjoyment out of Old England.

' We always must contemplate with pleasure a nation which loves

itself, exalts its own countrymen, prefers its own manufactures to
those of foreigners, esteems its own writers, and by having the
highest opiiu'on of itself, and all that belongs to it, is as happy as

possible, either in imagination or reality, for both are the sar/ie. Let,
therefore, our philosophy call the prejudices which arise from edu-
cation ever so destructive and ^mistaken, which make a Moor believe

his country the finest in the world, and that God himself was at the
trouble of creating Ethiopia, v.hile the other parts of the globe were
made by his deputed angels ; or those which induce a Laplander to
fcckfor an earthly paradise among his Norwegian and primasval snows ;

or
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or a Swiss, as the jjenetrating Doctor Smollet says in his Tra^'els, to
prefer the ban^en mountain of Soleure to the fertile plains of Lorn-
bardy j suffer others to behold their own country with partiality

;

suffer them, like the peasants round San Marino, to believe that they

are the only good and honest men on jearth ; suffer them to take the

little circle that forms their horizon for the rule of all possible exten-

sion, and let their governors be wisely anxious to give the greatest

importance and extent to the trifling interests of tire small tract, be-

yond which they think there is nothing worthy of a thought, at least,

let the space be ever so unbounded on the other side of the hedge,

they care not about it, but think there is a Deity who will attend to

the whole 5 for content makes happy fathers, happy citizens, and

happy subjects, with no better fare than black bread) hard cheese,

and butter-milk.

* This is all I can say in favour of that species of national pride,

founded on imaginaiy advantages. It would be a good excuse for

this pride, and an alleviation ot the ill it causes, in consequence of

its attendant contenvpt, if it could with any justice be said that con-

tempt lessens hatred as much as it does envy, Avhich is the painful

and corroding sorrow pervading the mind on the perception of ano-

ther's happiness or good fortune. V/hoev^r envies a rich man for his

wealth, finds liis envy lessened, when he plainly perceives that this

Crccsus is a fool ; whoever envies a man of learning for his science, is

sure to find his envy diminish, if he can persuade himself that his

worldly knowledge rises infinitely superior to that of tliis man of let-

ters. But hatred consists in wishing for the calamity of another: an

enemy, for instance, is a subject of hatred in proportion as he

awakens our fears ; he may be inexpressibly contemptible, but his

power may be great ; and we shall never cease hating him till his

power can have no influence either on our happiness or misery.

' The mutual hatred of nations for each other, however, in nowise

decreases by their mutual contempt ; the Greeks were full as much
animated by both passions agaiiisa the Persians ; the populace among
Christians look on the Jews, without exception, as dead to eveiy

sentiment of virtue and benevolence, and deeply sunk in the most

contemptible covetcusness, usury, and villany. It is, therefore, al-

most an article of religion, and a meiitorious work, to persecute the

Jews on account of the abhorrence which is felt for them ; and to

hate them because they are contemned and despised. Contempt and

hatred for another nation, are no where united with more force and

expression than in tlie English against the French. A foreigner, if

not dressed like an Englishman, is in great danger of being assailai

xvith dirt for bemg tlKuight a Frenchman ; but in a thousand in-

stiuices the French return this contempt. We may form, without

exception, vei-y just conclusions of their other opinions respecting the

English, from the French accounts of the warlike actions of their

valiant neighbours ; of which the Jumonville of M. Thomas is a re-

markable instance. This is an heroic poem, in which the national

hate and lust of revenge has inspired the author, one of the greatest

£jeniuses and most upright men of France, to take occasion, fropi

the firing of three or four guns from a small fort and the death of

aboui
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a'bout eight Frenchmen, to set up a lamentation as if it was a St.
Bartholomew's massacre.'

—

< The pride which proceeds from an ignorance of foreign aflPairs,
deprives a nation of many advantages which flow from an acquaint-
ance with the inventions and knowledge of other nations. Armed
with impenetrable prejudices against every useful innovation, it fixes
its regard solely and h'stlessly on the soil it treads on, and thereby
remams for ever enthralled by pohtical superstition, which cleaves to
the barren pride of ancestral worth, and condemns whatever is with^
out precedent, however good in itself.'—,

'. ^^^ Italians are, with reason, proud of the reputation of their
nation in the arts and sciences. The Italian cities had scaicelv reared
the standard of liberty, before the light which had previously illu-
mmated Greece and Rome burst through the shades of the Gothic
chaos

;
the flame of these revolutions vivified the arts and sciences,

and produced immortal master-pieces of every kind. By the liberal
employ of the riches, [whicli] an extensive commerce and flourishing-
manufactures had brought to Florence, and impelled by that desire of
fame which patronizes the operations of genius, and gives birth to the
noblest designs and actions, this city strove for the attainment of
every species of renown. Europe beheld patriotism, sound policy,
and military fame, regenerated together with the arts and sciences,
the sources of which had so long been dried up duiing the barbarous
Ignorance ot the middle ages. Florence was before and under the
Medici what Athens was in the zenith of its glory, Italy, priestly-
Italy, was of all the European states the first where the fine arts were
cultivated, protected, encouraged, and rewarded. From that coun-
try were emitted the first sparks which announced and kindled the
brightest flame of returning knowledge. A Franciscan monk, ad-
vanced to the papal throne, Sextus the Fifth, contributed more to
the embellishment oi Rome in his short pontificate of five years, than
Augustus, the lord and master of the riches of the world, in a reio-n
of forty. From Italy came those sciences which have since produced
such abundant fruits in the rest of Europe ; to her we are in particu-
lar nidebted for tlie fine arts, and it is to her numerous inimitable
productions, that we owe the good taste now so universally diffused
among us.

' The veneration of the Italians for great men essentially contri-
buted to their formation. Florence is crouded with monuments
erected to perpetuate their fame, both bv the sovereigns and private
individuals of the country. The house buih by the celebrated VivianI
very near Santa Maria Novella, exhibits a strikinf^ mark of his trrati^
tude towards the famous Guliileo, whose discipTe he always called
himself; the front of the house is decorated with the statue in bronze
ot this renovator of one of the most sublime sciences ; and on the pan-
nels, between the windows, are inscribed the dates and particular de-
scnptions of tliose discoveries with which Galiileo enriched the man-a-
zine of knowledge. ^

* The esteem of the Florentines for these monuments erected during
the fine age of the arts is so great, that they hold it a kind of sacrf-
lege even to clean, scrape, and polish those images, which, standing
in the open air, generally undergo an ablution in the •spring. The

hundred
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hundred and sixty public statues, which strike the eye of a stranger,

and attract his notice as much as the finest ornaments of the mos^
flourishing city of Greece did Pansanias, are e:!:posed to all the inju-

ries of the weather, and entirely left to the care of the populace, vho
respect them as sacred relics. This respect descends from parent to -

chiW, and is fouiukd on a taste for tbe sublime and beautiful, which

the habit of seeing such thifigs admired and hearing them praised ren-

tiers natural; and this habitual attachment to the rine arts is so inhe-

rent in the Italians, that the ladies of Rome and Florence can discourse

with as much propriety on the subject, as ever a German professor

did on the science lie practises. .,

» The Florentines bear a striking similitude to the ancient Athe-
nians, in the veneration they profess for wliatever has any relation to

their country. Florence is in their eyes with respect to the whole of

Europe, what Athens in the fairious panegyric of Isocrates is repre-

sented to be with respect to all the rest of Greece. They view in

Florence every excellence of every kind and every age ; and, in re-

garding other nations, owing to this self-esteem, tl-ey behold nothing

i)UL barbarity and ignorance ; they fancy that they alone have in-

rented, produced, and practised every thing that is useful or agree-

able.'—
. , .

* All expectation of the revival of a noble pride, however, seems to

"he vain, when, in a free nation, there are too many people in whose
eyes Phocion was a fool ; too m.any who look down upon a hero with

a haughty pity ; who do not believe that there ever existed any great

men ; who think fame an empty bubble, because it has always proved

impossible for them to do any thing worthy of it ; who contract their

fcrows into the appearance of a frown, which visibly betrays their ti-

morous emotions, when the word freedom is pronounced by an ad-

venturous innovator in their presence j who would exclude from the

press the most sublime monum.ents of the honour of their formerly

simple and unsophisticated nation, in which the heroic deeds of their

fathers are depicted in the most lively colours, by which the love of

virtue, of concord, of liberty, of religion, of the country, and of

the laws, would, like a stream of f re, rush into every heart, and

awaken in it at the same time an utter aversion to the poison of fo-

reign manners, to prodigality, to efTcminacy, and to avarice ; ad-

ducin.g, in their support, this shameful and pitiful maxim, " That It

is dangerous to pull down an old house over your shoulders."

This translation is made with more fidelity, but with some-

what less elegance, than the French version by Mercier; wlio

abridged what was tedious, and varnished what was offensive.

Art. XIII. TZv History of the Reign of George the Third, King of

Great Britain, &c. from the Conclusion of the Seventh Session of

the Sixteenth Parliament in 1790, to the End of the Sixth Ses-

sion of tlie Seventeenth Parliament of Great Britain, in 1796. By
Robert Macfarlan, Esq. Vol. IV. 8vo. pp. 650. 9s. Boards.

Evans. 1796.

JF our readers will give themselves the trouble of turning back

to our account* of the former volumes of tliib work, in Rev.

voL
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Vol. xUii. p. 187; vol, Ixvii. p. 420, and N. S. voL sviL

p. 90— they will find, on comparing the several articles, that

we have thought the writer entitled to a considerable portion

of praise for industry in coUectinjr and correctness in relatins:

facts ; and that v^^e have been disposed to allow his work a
place, if not in the first class of historical writingr,, air.onij-

those useful compilations which are distinguished by the name
of Annals ; and, though this is not the title under which i&Ir.

Macfarlan has chosen to present his work to the public, he
himself, vTf the close of the preface to this volume, gives it the.

appellation of Anjials of Europe. Under this comprehensive
character, the present volume, especially, may have preten-

sions to be considered ; for it is in fact a genera! retrospect of

the affairs of Europe through tlie period meiuioned in the titk.

Besides the parliamentary history of Great Britain for thaee

years, which may perhaps be faid to be the principal object of

the work, and in which the author has condensed, with con-
siderable^ ability, the leading arguments on each side in the

more important debates, this volume contains heads of the

contest in 1790 between R.uflla and Sweden; a connected
view of the origin, progress, and termination of the war in In-

dia ; a history of the French Revolution, from its commence-
ment, to the late unsuccessful negotiation ; an account of the

rapacious partition of Poland ; and particulars of the late dis-

turbances in America. The larger part of the volume might
more properly be considered as a portion of the history of
France, than of that of England ; and here the reader will find

little which has not been repeatedly related in other publications.

At the commencement of this history, we were inclined to

give the author credit for an attach.ment to the genuine prin-

ciples of British freedom : but, in the sequel, v/esaw occasion

to remark that his tone on this subject was lowered ; and we
must now confess that, whatever spirit of liberty might have
animated his pen in the outset, it is by this time almost, if

not altogether, evaporated. The preface, indeed, contains 3
confident boast of impartiality ; and the writer values himself
on having, in an age in which men must not speak what they
think, ' discovered a mode of expressing his sentiments, so as

not to disgrace a freeman, either by the concealment or per-

version of truth, whose cause he has invariably espoused, hav-

ing courted no party.' The general spirit of this volume by no
means agrees with this declaration. The author has indeed '

discovered a mode of expressing Ir.s sentiments wliich will give

no offence to the present administration, nor to the advocates
for the present war, and which would probably pass muster
with any minister of any despotic power in Europe : but we

JO cannot
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cannot think that he has at the same time been so fortunate ag
to adopt a mode of expression, which will suit, we will not say
nvarm ;v/)«^7ai;/j-, but—even tlie temperate and consistent friends
of the British constitution. In liis description of the several stages
of the French revolution, of French leaders, and of French
proceedings, all is invective, without any appearance of discri-
mination or moderation. The measures of our administration in
commencing, conductinp;, and continuing the war are justified;
the common language of the alarmists against the friends of
freedom is adopted

; the appellation of " acquitted felons" is
quoted without censure as the language of government ; and-
even the severe sentiments of the Scotch courts on certain occa-
sions are maintained. The political spirit with which the volume
as written may be sufficiently seen in the following short pas-
sage, on the subject of the late state trials :

In Ireland steps had been taken to assist a French Invasion by
debauchnig the mn.ds of the populace and Inveigling the soldferj-

;

but m England no overt acts of treason had been committed, or at
least no acts, wliich juries could be induced to declare treasonable.
Of what lawyers style constructive treason many persons, that on this
occasion came before a court of justice, were certainly guilty ; but,
as the acts charged In the Indictments did not seem to aim directly at
the sovereign's life, to ^^'hIch treason In its most obvious acceptation
pomts, petty juries discovering no Immediate Intention of this crimem the conduct of the culprits, acquitted those, whom, If accused of
sedition, they would have condemned. The escape of the repub-
hcan leaders m England through this mistake In the mode of prosecu-
tion, which proceeded from the errour of the Interpreters of the Jaw
rather than of the ministers, was the cause of much triumph to the
imnorlty, who declaimed with violence against the tyranny of govern-
ment, the partiality of gi and juries, and the Injustice of the reports
made by committees _ot both houses asserting the reality of consplra-
cles against the constitution.

« But, when It appeared that the ancient doctrine of constructive
treason inculcated by the sages of the law would not In these enlight-
ened times be adopted by twelve men on their oaths. Indictments
for sedition instead of treason took place, the remaining culprits were
convicted and punished, and those who had hair breadth's-escapes
were deemed only acquitted felons. In Ireland and Scotland a few
sufteved for treason, and several were baniahed for fourteen years to
Botany-Bay for sedition. Stanhope, Lauderdale, Grey, Sheridan
and Fox condemned the sentences awarded In the North as Illegal,
cruel and vindictive, since the punishment In England for sedition ex-
tends no farther than fine, Imprisonment, or the pllloiy. But, after a
jnlnute and laborious dfscus.nlon, the strict adherence of the Scotch
judges to the law and long established practice of their country was
indisputably evinced

; and the officious Interference of the minorltv
in a question, which they either did not or would not undeman^
only redounded to iheir disgrace, as upon a division in the Lower

7 House
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Mouse they could only reckon in their favour about thirty voices and.

in the Upper only one, that of Stanhope, the mover of the question.*

After having read this passnpje, will the reader suspect tlie

author of being a friend to a radical reform of parliament ? Yet
he says, on the affair of Mr. Tooke's petition :

* The petition was clearly intended by Tooke for arresting the publis

attention, and for convincing the people by so bold and decisrve a

step of the rotten constitution of the Lower House. Wlty then did

not the members prove the petition, if it was a false and scandalous

libel, to be so in the committee ? Tooke offered to prove all his alle-

gations, but was denied that liberty. Here then both parties were
at issue, but the House declined the contest, and allowed the affair to

sink, as they called it, into merited oblivion. Did this supercilious-

ness arise from the notoriety of the facts stated in the petition, and
from the impossibihty of dispioving them ? This was the conclusion

which their conduct dictated to the nation, and the ferment, which
soon agitated the Island through its whole extent on the subject of re-

presentation, demonstrates the impohcy of attempting the suppres-

sion rather than the removal of a grievance. With the knowledge al-

ready possessed by the people, and with the light constantly pouring
from the press, thev neither will nor should rest contented without a
radical cure of the evil.'

This is not the only instance of inconsistency to be found In

the volume. In one pass;!f;e, Mr. Burke is highly extolled as

a writer whose predictions hare been so fully confirmed by the
event, that even his enemies must ' confess, that though his

oracles were delivered in prose, he was no less a prophet than a
poet :' yet in another, the author speaks of him with contempt
under the same character :

' By literary admirers he is ex-
tolled as a poet, and by clerical devotees idolized as a prophet

;

being often filled with the inspiration of the former, if not
swelled with the insniihy of the latter."

The following will hardly be considered as a fair, certainly

Hot as a flattering, portrait

:

< Richard Brinsley Sheridan, a member of distinguished talents, a-nd
a much better comedian than his father. With a countenance generallv
enriched with rubies he has a figure not ungraceful, and a distinct ut-
terance, but not a commanding voice nor pleasing fluency of language
the stream of his oratory, like that of most authors, running through aa
uneven and rocky channel. Hesitation and repetition, however, are not
so frequent in hisstudied harangues, and in themhis party i;ifond ofcom-
paring him to Pitt ; whom he follows at a long inter%-al, havin<r Fox
Burke and others far before him in the oratorical race. Tlioufrh said
by parti/ans to reconcile conciseness with ornament, and to unite
Burke's golden tide of eloquence with Fox's subtlety, vigour and
variety, he is in fact rather a good debater than a «-reat orator.
Greece and Rome produced but two such characters ; and we have
.pow the happiness of seeing ihc fiist specimen in modern times of
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So rare an accomplishment. Sheridan's speeches like his friend Fox*^

are better in the reading; than in the dtlivenr ; and therefore, as a.

slovenly, petulant and •venomous Scoub pcer^ who, tlioiigh suffered by

the Patrician noliteness of the Upper Hoii^^e to discharge his ^cru-

dities, would be coughed down by the Plebeian impatience of the

Lower, always turns his face to the reporters, so ought Sheridan t£>

address the galleries rather than the Chancellor of the Exchequer-

This o-entleman's comick powers a^•e confessedly great, but imfortu-

nately*a talent for satire is generally reckoned an indication of a bad

heart ; and his intimate acquaintance with Jews is thought to have

improved his system of morality just v»s much as Fox's new-born Sa-

viour has advanced their fortune. VvHiy it is said ' should we be sur-

pi-ized at the derangement ofthe Prince of Wales's finances, when She-

ridan was his companion and adviser ?' Kis frequent attempts at wit,

which is often tinctured with gall and venom, break the thread of

his reasoning and bevnlder both iiimseif and the audience. Hence

more attention is paid to his jests than his arguments ;
and he is

often heard rather for amusement and laughter than for instruction

and persuasion. Add but prodigality to the worst character in his

best play, and you will have accordin'g to fame, here perhaps a liar,

his picture drawn by his own pencil.'

The words marked in Italksy in the above extract, are a

sample of the rudeness and indecency of language which this

writer often manifests •, and, in his general narration, he most

usually speaks of persons only by their name, or the mere

word which forms their titles, without their appropriate de-

signations : as Grey, Jervis, Abercrombie, York, Moira, Howe,

Lauderdale, Lansdownc, Cobourg, Clairfait, &c. &c. How-

ever the dignity of history may demand this sacrifice of etiquette

in speaking^of remote periods, or of natives of other countries,

it is an obtrusive incivility in the annals of recent events, and

in denoting living' personages *. Besides this objection, the

style is generally incorrect, especially in respect to the essential

point of punctuation. Retrogade we observe primed instead of

retrograde, and Various other instances of « slovenly' inatten-

tion. We are sorry thug to detract from the praise which "we

bestowed on the preceding parts of this work : but the present

volume is more a hasty and violent party publication, than a

eorrect and impartial history :-—although, as annals of the

times, it still has merit.

* We remark a mistake in p. 457, where the author has endea-

voured to assign his appropriate title to the Right Hon. Lord Ame-

lius Ceauclerk, Captain of the Dryad Frigate. He erroneously

calls him the Hon. Capt. Beauckii.

Art,
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Art. XIV. A Philosophical and Practical Treatise en Horses, and
on the Moral Duties of Man towards the Brute Creation. By
John Lawrence. 8vo. pp. 400. 7s. sewed. Longman. 1796.

A DECLARATION in the preface, that this work has been
written under the pressure of many disadvantages, In conse-

quence of * two of the most powerful incentives in nature,'
(one of which we can easily guess,) is sufficient to disarm cri-

ticism
; and we are inclined, with little farther consideration,

to acquiesce in the author's maxim, that it is scarcely possible
for a man, who Is tolerably acquainted with his subject, to
write such a number of pages without furnishing hints adequate
to the price of the book, in the contemplation of a reader who is

interested in it. It is true that the various topics here discussed
are for the most part superficially treated ; and on all of them,
perhaps,^ it would be necessary to seek elsewhere for thorough
information

; yet we have perused the volume with entertainment,
aiid, as we think, with instruction. We do not, indeed, hold in
high estimation a part on which its popularity is evidently meant
to be founded, the chapter on the rights of beasts ; since all that
IS valuable in it is already well known to those who wish to be
humane, and does not surpass the simple text « the merciful man
is merciful to his beast;" nor can v/e much approve the pro-
posed interference of the legislature, to enforce a conduct which
nothing but habits and principles of benevolence can effectually
regulate.^ Besides, Mr. L. is professedly an amateur of the
turf, a friend to docking and cropping, to such feats as trotting
1.6 miles within the hour, Sec; so that even philosophy has i^ot
quite secured his consistency, though we readily believe him to be,
on the whole, a man of humanity. He writes, too, like a man
of education

j and his style, though not in perfect good taste,
is lively and expressive. There is a considerable sprinkling of
odd cant terms of the turf and stable, some of which have puz-
zled us as much as the word moldy^VJarp does him j which last
we should have thought a reader of old books would readily
have found out to me;,n a mole*.

Without analysing this book, we sh^II give a taste of it, from
a part in which we think the author as much at home as any
where. It is In the chapter on « the Equestrian Art.'

/ The present times, mature however they ought to be in the
science, are far enough from deficient in caricatures in horscmanshio.
Observe that tall, thin figure, riding up Rotten Row, bolt-upri.^ht
upon his horse, as though he were impaled, his stIrrUp-leather ofan

• V* J7''"*'^^.^""^' '' ^"°*^^'^^ common name fur this under-ground
inhabitant of the earth, in the midland and narthern counti^ cJ Eng-

Rev. JuLV, 1797, 1 ^^^^^^.^^
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excessive Icoglh, the extremity of his toe barely touching the ftlr-

rups, as if afraid of it ; his lily hands adorned with ruffles volant, and
his head with a three-cocked hat, as sharp as a northeaster; the
head of his steed decked out with extraordinary trappings, and the
stern secured by a crupper. This is a Toe-jockey, or a laylor on
horse -bach.'-—

* Some you will see, who, under the misiahen notion, that it is the

go, to lean forward, because they have seen something like it, at a
race ; hang quite over their horses necks : these equestrians make a
small mistake, by bending at the hip joint instead of the middle of the

spine, which, by protruding their postic parts, gives them the sera-

blance of being just in the act of offering an oblation to the necessary

goddess. Others thrust their legs out from the horses sides, in de-
fiance of all ordinary gate-ways. Behold that knowing dog from
Rumford, or the interior of Essex, with a quid in his mouth, an In-

diaman waving from his squeeze, his horse shuffling along, dot and go
one, or budging forward in that delightful rack, between trot and
gallop ; the rider's whole foot, and part of his leg, thrust through
the stirrup, and his toe projecting downward, as it he meant to dig a

hole in the road ; he i-ows the living engine along, by alternately

striking the flank and shoulders with his heel and toe, whilst his

arms in unison, beat the devil's tattoo against his own sides.

' The modern seat on horse -back, and it seems to have owed its

establishment to reason, Confirmed by experience, is, to set naturally

and easily upright upon your saddle, as you would in your chair

;

your knees about as much bent, and turned inward, your toes some-

what out, and upward, your leg falling nearly straight, and your

foot home in the stirrup
;

yoiir back-bone prepared to bend in the

middle, upon occasion, your elbows held close to your sides, your hands

j-ather above the horee's withers, or the pommel of the saddle, and
your view directed betv/een his ears. This is the true turf or New-
market seat, and the best exemplification of it, that I am able to give,

is the portrait of Samuel Chifney, the jockey, upon a horse named Ba-

ronet, once the property of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
* Thedecline of Riding-house forms in this country,,and the universal

preference given to expedition, fully confirm the superior use and

propriety of a jockey-seat. Indeed, our riding- schools are now con-

siderably reformed from the stiffness of ancient practice, in all re-

spects. But the reader, on a reference to Hughes's publication,

will find we do not entirely agree in afll points. It v*as the practice

formerly in the schools, and, indeed, pretty generally upon the road,

to ride with the tip of the toe only in the stirrup ; as rf it were of

more consequence to prepare for falling with safety, than to en-

deavour to sit securely. Those who preserve a partiality for this ve-

nerable custom, I would advise to suspend a final judgment, until

they have made a few more essays upon a l.uje, cock-tail half-bred ;

of^at kind, I mean, \>luch "cannot go, and yet wonc stand still ;"

and will dart from one side of-the road to the other, as if they rcally

desired to get rid of their b)urden. Nor is the ball of the foot a pro-

per rest ; chiefly, because inconvenient to that erect, or rather almost

kneeling posture, which is required in speedy riding. The rlding-

6 housj
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liouse seat is preserved, by the balance or equipoise of tbe body,

solely ; that recommended here by the firm hold of the knee, which is

obvioufly strengthened by the opposite directions of the knee and toe,

the one in, the other outward. The use of a fixed seat is to enable

the rider to give his horse the proper pulls, without which every ex-

perienced jockey knows he can neither go steadily and well, nor last

his time. It is not the custom of the schools to spur the horse with

a kick ; but sparring is ahvays so performed, upon tJie road and
field ; as the military mode of giving that correction would quite

derange a jockey-seat, and would be on other accounts inconve-

nient.'

The writer's introductory chapter contains a survey of Eng-
lish works on farriery, which is entertaining, though slight,

and seems principally intended to introduce some criticism on
Mr. Taplin. This latter gentleman undergoes some pretty se-

vere strictures, both as to matter and style
; probably intended

to prepare the way for Mr. L.'s second volume, which, by the

anticipation of the contents, we see is to treat on farriery pro-

perly so called. The subjects of this are chiefly horses in gene-

ral, their kinds and paces, and the arts of riding and shoeing.

Art. XV. Medldna Nautica : An Essay on the Diseases of Sea-
men: comprehending the History of Health in His Majesty's
Fleet, under the Command of Richard Earl Howe, Admiral. By
Thomas Trotter, M. D. &c. &c. Physician to the Fleet. Svo,,

7s> Boards. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1797.

'T~' HOUGH we cannot but think the title of this work some-
*• what too assuming, since it might lead to expect a com-

plete system of naval medical practice, instead of an account
of the occurrences, with respect to health, of the channel
fleet for three years, yet the volume appears to us to contain
various things v.-ell worthy of notice ; to those, especially,

who are immediately coneerned in preserving the health of sea-

men. Dr. Trotter's merits, as a careful observer and an active

promoter of improvements in this department, are well known
to the public ; and the present work is characterised by the
same spirit which distinguished his former efforts. It com-
mences with two discourses ; the first, chiefly addressed to the
new medical board of the navy, and proposing several improve-
ments ; among which thjt of additional emolumcfit to the medical
attendants is not forgotten :—the second principally relates to
the character of a British seaman ; and as this is a subject at
present peculiarly interesting, we shall make some extracts
from a descrlptipn taken from the life, and bearing all the
mai'ks of truth.

' That courJige which distinguioKes our seamen, thcurh in scrrxG

degree inherent in their natural constitutions, yet is increased Iv their

^ ^ haiifts
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habits of liff, and by associating with men who are familiarized tQ

danger, and who, from national prowess, consider themselves at sea

as rulers by birth-right. By these means, in all actions, there is a

general impulse among the crew of an English man of war, cither to

jjrapple tlic enemy, or lay him close aboard: Frenchmen shudder at

this attempt ; and whenever it has been boldly executed on our part,

they run from their quarters, and are never to be rallied afterwards.

Nor does this courage ever forsake them ; we have seen them cheer-

ing their shipmates, and answering the shouts of the enemy, under

the most dreadful wounds, till, froui loss of blood, 'they expired.

* It is only men of such description that could undergo the fatigues

and perils of a sea life ; and there seems a necessity for being inured

to it from an early age. The mind, by custom and example, is thus

trained to brave the fury of the elements, in their different forms,

with a degree of contempt, at danger and death, that is to be met

with no where else, and which has become proverbial. Excluded,

by the employment which they have chosen, from all society, but

people of similar dispositions, the deficiencies of education are not

felt, and information on general affairs is seldom courted. Their pride

consists In being reputed a thorough bred seaman; and they look

iipon all landmen as beings of inferior order. This is marked, in a

singular manner, by applying the language of seamanship to evtxy

transaction of hfe, and sometimes with a pedantic ostentation. Hav-

ing little intercourse with the world, they are easily defrauded,^ and

dupes to the deceitful, wherever they go : their money is lavished

with the most thoughtless profusion ; fine cloaths for his girl, n silver

watch, and silver buckles for himself, are often the sole return for

years of labour and hardship. When his officer happens to refuse

him leave to go on shore, his purse Is, sometimes, with the coldest

indifference, consigned to the deep, that it may no longer remind him

of pleasures he cannot command. With minds uncultiv?.ted and un-

informed, they are equally credulous and superstitious: the appear

ance of the sky, the flight of a bird, the sight oi particular fishes,

sailing on a certain day' of the week, with other incidents, fill their

heads with omens and disasters. The true-bred seaman is seldom a

profligate character; his vices, if he has any, rarely partake of pre

-

ineditVed villany, or turpitude of conduct ; but rather originate

from want of reflection, and a narrow understanding. Hence he

plays the rogue with an awkward gj-ace, though tiie degree of cun-

in\\^ which he occasionally practises towards his creditors bespeaks

art : but from tliem he has learned the way to over-reach ; and it

pught to be remembered, that they have a particular interest in

emptying his pocket as quickly as possible ; for his bargains with the

world are limited to his landlord and slop-seller. In his pleasures he

is coarse, and in his person slovenly ; he acquires no experience from

past misfortunes, and Is heedless of futurity.'

—

- ' Some new traits are engrafted on the character, by coming on

board a man of war, and to be traced to the custom of impressing

Ithem, , This is apt to beget a sulklnes« of disposition, wliich is gra-

dually overcome, when he recollects that he only resigns his own

liberty for a season,, to become a champion for that of his country.

it, liDWJCver, often preserver a determiuation to watch every oppor-

4 tuuity
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tunity for efFecting his escape : it is also the source of numerous de-

ceptions, by making hjin assume diseases, to be an object for invalid-

ing. Hence he employs caustics, to produce ulcers ; inflates the

urethra, to give the scrotum the appearance of hernia ; and drinks a

decoction of tobacco, to bring on emaciation, sickness at the sto-

mach, and quick pulse. Under trials of this nature, there is exercise

for both patience and discernment on the part of the officer and sur-

geon ; but there is rarely occasion for punishment. A well-regu-

lated ship soon reconciles all disaffection. This war has been singular

for few desertions ; and general punishments have scarcely beeit

known in the Channel Fleet. His real diseases spi'ing from causes

peculiar to a sea life ; laborious duty, change of chmate, and incle-

ment seasons, bring on premature age, and few of them live to be

very old.'

Some observations are added to this section, relative to rais-

ing men for the navy, dress, diet, &:c.

An abstract of the state of health in the Grand Fleet from

Jan. 1794 to Dec. 1796 follows; which, consisting of parti-

cular narrative, affords us no matter for observation. The most

important circumstances are afterward noticed under distinct

heads.

Contagion is the important subject of the next section. We
do not find any thing either very new or very precise in the

author's theoretical notions on contagion : but there are some
practical remarks relative to it which deserve attention. Dr.
T. is a decided enemy to the project of destroying contagion

by fumigations, and he particularly objects to the use of the

nitrous acid as proposed by Dr. Smyth for this purpose. With
a view oi preventing a trial of this method on board a ship in-

fected by a contagious fever, Dr. T. wrote a letter to the Se-

cretary to the Admiralty, of which he fairly gives the copy ;

as also of that of Drs. Blair and Blane, containing some re-

marks on it. Readers will judge for themselves respecting the

propriety of his conduct on this occasion: but we are rather

disposed to question some of the chemical principles of Dr.
T.'s letter, and to tlilnk that It has somewhat of the appear-

ance of artifice designed to infuse a prejudice against the me-
thod recommended by Dr. Smyth. That a friend to improve-

ment should interfere to preclude a fair experiment, whatever
may be his private opinion of the probable success, is certainly

not to be expected; and such interference will naturally be

ascribed to some other reason than disinterested regard to the

public good. We do not mean, however, to assert that

Dr. T. has not, on the whole, suiBcIent grounds for a greater

reliance on his own plan for extinguishing contagion, which
consists in the immediate separation of the sick from the sound,

cleanliness, free ventilation, and the proper use of fires to

correct cold and moisture.
• Z 3 The
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The chapter on Typhus contains Dr. T.'s general mode of
treatment of this fever ; which, under its different formsj
comprises almost all the offspring of contagion in these cli-
mates. He does not rely on any one particular medicine,
but rationally varies his remedies according to circumstances
and he seems mostly to depend on supporting the vital powers
and counteracting morbid impressions, by grateful and salu-
brious diet, and wholesome air.

The chnpter on Yellow Fevet-y in our opinion, mi<^ht have
been spared ; since the author has little or nothing to say on
this fatal disease but what he derives from other writers. His
ideas on the means of preserving the health of Europeans in
tropical climates, by a lower and less stimulant diet, &c. have
also been anticipated by observers on the spot.

The remaining dise.ises particularly noticed are Catarrh,
Dysentery, Small-pox, Rheumatism, and Scurvy. With re-
spect to the latter, a remarkable circumstance came under
Dr. T.'s observation, which was an almost general prevalence
of the scurvy in the Channel Fleet during the year 1795.
This alarming occurrence he attributes to the hard wititer of
that year, which destroyed almost all vegetation, and to the
reduction of the allowance of fresh beef in harbour. The
speedy good effects of lemon juice and fresh vegetables, when
they could be procured, are too familiar to all the practical
observers of this disease, to require to be illustrated with mi-
nuteaess, or to give Dr. T, credit as being a discoverer in this
point ; yet he ought to be allowed due praise for the spirit and
perseverance with which he urged the due supply of these arti-

cles, and ^/w^^superintended their distribution.

Sir Roger Curtis's paper, on the means used for eradicating
a malignant fever on board his ship, is a valuable addition to
the similar matter of this volume : but it is to be observed that
fumigation with brimstone was copiously used in his process j

and it is not easy to suppose that it did not greatly contribute to
the success of the plan.

Thoughts on preserving the health of seamen ; an appendix
on the treatment of recent venereal infection ; and a case,
communicated by Mr. Burd, a naval surgeon, of amputation
at the shoulder joint ; occupy the remaining pages of the vo-
lume. These articles suggest to us no particular remarks.
On the whole, as we before observed, though we tliink that

this work might have been better composed, and that, by aim-
ing at too much, it has been unnecessarily extended and diver-
sified, we do not hesitate to recommend it to the perusal of
those for whose instruction it was particularly designed.

MONTHLY
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MILITARY and NAVAL AFFAIRS.

Aft. 1 6. The Naval Gazetteer ; or Seaman's Complete Guide. Con-

taining a full and accurate Account, alphabetically arranged, of

the several Coasts of all the Countries and Islands in the known

World ; shewing their Latitude, Longitude, Soundings, and Sta-

tions for Anchorage, Sec. Sec. Illustrated with a correct Set of

Charts, from the latest and best Surveys. By the Rev. John Mal-

ham. 2 Vols. 8vo. l6s. Boards. Allen and West.

npHis is a Geographical Dictionary, designed for the use of naviga-

tors ; and it is executed on a plan more extensive than any other

on the same subject which has hitherto been offered to the public. We
readily agree with the author, that the undertaking and accomplish-

ment of so arduous a task are proofs that he is not of a disposition to

shrink from difficulties, nor to be intimidated by long and persevering

labour. In the introduction is given a treatise on geography, which

includes an account of the winds and tides ; and some nautical ob-

servations are added which are very useful, particvdarly those respecting

the management of vessels on a lee shore, but which j^re not so clearly

explained as might be wished. In the geographical descriptions, the

author has given directions for avoidicg dangers, and all other in-

formation that he could collect necessary for pilotage ; and he has

carefully consulted the discoveries of modern navigators. The whole

bears the character of diligence and ability ; and we are of opinion that

theNaval Gazetteer is a valuable addition to the Seaman's Library.

Art. 17. Military InsInution from the late King of Prussia to his Ge-

nerals. (Illustrated with Plates.) To which is added, (by the

same Author,) Particular Instruction to the Officers of his Army,
and especially those of the Cavalry. Translated from the French-,

by Lieut. Foster ; first (or Pvoyal) Dragoons. 8vo. pp.320.
7s. 6d. bound. Egerton.
Having reviewed the former of these treatises about thirty years

ago, when the first English translation of it came before' us *, and

innumerable editions of the latter treatise having already appeared, it

is imnecessary for us to dwell on the contents of either. At the same

time, we think Mr. Foster entitled -o praise for reviving two works,

which must ever be useful and interesting to gentlemen of his pro-

fession ; and wc must do him the justice of adding, that he has exe-

cuted his task in a neat and tolerably correct majmer.

Custom has authorized the suppicssion of the letter v in honour,

favour, and some few other words : but Lieut. Foster has perhaps

carried this licence too far, in extending the elision to the words en-

df'avor, valor, ardor, harbor, labor, color, &c. &c.
-1 '»D ' '»>.

* See Rev. vol. xxvi. p. 58. -'i-.v 'vv
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TRAVELS.
Apt4 iS. Travels in North America. By M. Crespel. With a

Narrative of his Shipwreck and extraordinary Hardships and Suf-

ferings on the Island of Anticosti, &c. &c. lamo- 3s. sewed.

Low. 1797.
The principal part of this little volume of travels is a translation

from a narrative published in France many years ago by M. Crespel.

The most interesting particulars are the account of an expedition un-

dertaken in the year 1728, by order of the government of Quebec,

then belonging to the French, against a nation of Indians called the

Ontagamies, who inhabited a part of the country near the lake Michi-

gan, distant about 450 leagues from Montreal ; and the particulars

of the shipwreck of a French merchant vessel, in which M. Crespel

had taken his passage with the intention of returning to Europe.

The expedition against the Outagamies, or, as they were called by
the French, the Fox Indians, was undertaken with the inhuman de-

sign of destroying that nation. The party sent on this expedition

were 400 French, and several hundreds of Indians of different tribes.

M. Crespel was chaplain to the party. The success was not equal

to their wishes, as the Outagamies, having notice of their approach,

£ed, except four poor wretches ; and besides the murder of these in cold

blood, they could only burn the huts and destroy the harvest of In-

dian corn. What the Indians had done to provoke this expedition is

not mentioned.—The account of the sliipwreck exhibits scenes of dis»

tress that have seldom been equalled.

RELIGIOUS and polemical.
Art. 79. The Charge of the Right Reverend Thomas'Lewis O'JBeiniet

D. D. Lord Bishop of Ossory, to the Clergy of his Diocese in

his Annual Visitation 1796. 8vo. is. Dubhn. London, Ri-

vingtons. 1797-
The open attacks that have been made, not only on the teachers

and professors, but on the doctrines of Christianity, the indefatigable

industry with which Atheism has been propagated, and the im-

pieties with which some modern publications abound, cannot but be
a subject of affliction to every friend of religion and virtue. If wc add
that the Atheism of the present age does not terminate as it formerly

did, in mere speculation, but has been reduced to practice, every

liberal and discerning mind must acknowlege, that it is particularly

incumbent on the clergy of all denominations of Christians to exert

themselves with more than common diligence, in such perilous times ;

to discourage licentiousness; to fortify the minds of the persons

committed to their care against the arts of seduction ; and to recom-
mend the doctrines wliich they teach, b)' exhibiting in their own per-

sons examples of every Christian virtue.

Impressed witli these sentiments, as it appears, the Bishop of Osi.

sory delivered the Charge to his Clergy which is now before us ; and
it reflects great honour on the learning, piety, and good-sense of the

dignified author. It is written with force and energy ; and the im-

portant truths which it conveys are expressed with such, clearness,

and
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and placed in so strong a light,' that it could not but have produced

its desired effect on his auditors ; and we conceive that the publication

of it may prove essentially serviceable to the cause of Christianity,

as the greater part of the admonitions contained in this Charge are

not less applicable to the Clergy of England than to those of Ireland.

After these encomiums, our readers may expect an extract from the

work, as well to support the judgment which we have passed, as to give

a specimen of the style and sentiments ot the author. To enforce

the observance of the duties which he recommends to his Clergy, the

Bishop reminds them of the solemn engagement which they con-

tracted at their ordination ; and on the subject of the internal call, a

term of some ambiguity, he expresses himself as follows :

* In judging of the internal call, we must carefully avoid the ex-

tremes of enthusiasm, on the one side, and on the other, of that lax-

ity of principles, and that absence of all spiritual and christian feel-

ing on those points, which so many allow to themselves. It would,

certainly, be presumptuous and dangerous, in embracing our profes-

sion, to search for any sensible movements, or interference of the

Holy Spirit ; any influence or controid, operating on the soul by a

perceptible impulse. Oiu-s cannot be the confidence to call upon the

Lord, -zuho knows the hearts of all men, to show, by a visible and in-

disputable interference, whom he may have chosen to take part of the ml-

nistrv and apostltship, as when the lot fell upon Matthias, and he was
numbered with the eleven. We are not to expect that prophecies should

have gone before on us into the world, as on Timothy, to determine whe-

ther this charge has beat committed to us, in the same fullness, and with

the same efficacy, as to that pattern of the pastoral and episcopal

character. All we can do is to judge of our call in a rational manner.

We are to look to the ordinarj' course of Providence, as it determines

the different states and conditions of life. We are to estimate the

qualifications, with which nature may have fitted us for the profes-

sion. And we are to examine our motives and views in embracing it.

' The designs of virtuous and religious parents, tracing out for us,

with pious and anxious care, our line in life ; their diligence in giv-

ing us the education, and cultivating in us the dispositions, best cal-

culated to fit and prepare us for that line ; even the views and wishes

of friends and protectors, who, without any unjust, improper, or un-

becoming interference, solicitation, or importunity on our part, may
have it in their power to give us an establishment in the church, and
may have early directed our views and our studies to that object ; a

strong propensity and preponderating inclination, early conceived,

and assiduously indulged,—all these are to be received as the ordinary

interferences of Providence, and by them we may be enabled to form a
rational judgment of our calling, as far a^ they go.

' Our next rule is from our qualifications. The strongest indica-

tion we can have, cf Providence having designed us for any particular

calling in life, is our having received the gifts and talents necessary

to answer its ends, and promote its purposes. Now the gifts and ta-

lents, necessar}' for the profession you have embraced, may be consif

dered, either as they are natural or moral. As to the natural gifts,

ail cannot be apostles ; all cannot be evangelists ; all cannot be pro-

phets.
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pliets. There must be a diversity of talejits, for the .different purposes
' and objects of our ministry. But knon-ledj^e to instruct, and discern-
ment to ginde, are. essentid to all God's ministers : and he, who disco-
vers not wilhin himself a capacity for gaining this knowledge, and a
promise and prospect of this discernment, has r.ti-ong reasons to fear
that God never designed him to be a teacher among his people.

« It is, indeed, justly observj^d by one of the most primitive bi-
shops of whom the church of Clirist could boast, in modern days*
that " more ftinners are con^Trted by holy, than by learned men.'*
St. Jcrom prefers an holy simplicity to an unsanctified'eloquence, and
bishop Burnet observes, that " a great m.easure of piety, with a small
proportion of learning, will go a great way in the usefulness of a
minister of the gospel." Still, howevei-, some proportion is neces.
saiy ; and the design of our religion being to lead men to the know-
ledge of the truth that is in Chrrst Jesus, or to confirm them in it,

and_ the object of our ministry l)cing to promote that design, it is

obvious that a capacity to acquire that knov>'ledge ourselves, and
the talent to communicate it to otheis, are preliminary essentials to
the qualifying a person to embrace the ministry. Bv the conscious-
ness, therefore, of evciy individual, how far he possesses that capa-
city, or may hope to acquire that talent, he may judge, in this in-
stance, of his calling.

^
* The moral qualifications, as they are, doubtless, the most essen-

tial, so are they, also, the more strongly mnrked. Habits of in-
dustry and application, early planted, and assiduously nurtured

;

habits of sobriety, of temperance, of frugality ; decency of demean*
our ; mildness and suavity of disposition ; seriousness of manners

;

chastened and restrained desires ; an inviolable love, and uniform prac-
tice of truth

;
purity and steadiness of principle, and honesty and

integrity of heart—I will not assimie the confidence to pronounce
that in these dregs of Christianity, and with this accumulated mass
of hum?.n weaknesses, and human imperfections, with which we are
surrounded, no person ought to lay his hand io the arh of Cod, or enter
into the /jW of Christ, as the shepherd znA feeder oi hi?,flock, whose
conscience does not bear him witness, that he vitally and practically
posn'esses all the moral quahfications which I have here enumerated.— But this I can venture to assert with confidence, that he who does
not discover within himself, the seeds and principles of these moral
qualifications ; that he who, from the experience of his youthful
years, has not some assurance of his possessing a temper of mind,
and a frame of constitution, fitted to cultivate, cherish, and matuj-e
them, can never, wirh safety or truth, affirm, thnt he " trusts he is

inWar^y moved, by the Holy Ghost, to undertake the ministry."

POETRt and DRAMATIC.
Art. 20. Qr'ig'ir.al Miscellaneous Poems. By jLdward Atkins Hnrrop;

I2fno. pp. 131. 6s. sewed. Dilly.

Tht poc?m3 in this small volume are very unequal : bwt the bc;t, i:;

cur opinion, is' the Sea-boy^—which we shall take the liberty of
extracting

:

* *.i^:s5iOp Wilson.'
'"""; r~
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* Full many a time and oft

The sea boy sit3 aloft,

And cheerly whistless in the maintop shrouds

:

Thro' lubbers-hole he thoughtless creeps,

And soundly 'midst the tackling sleeps,

High rais'd amidst the mischief- pregnant clouds!

' His bosom's free from terror's sigh,

Though round him forked lightnings fly.

And raging billo\vs rock him in their foam

!

He hears loud peals of thunder roar

Unnotic'd ; for he thinks no more
Than that the gale will kindly waft him home

'

' He thinks not of the raging wind.

But only those he 's left behind,

Whose bosoms feel the throbs of anxious care:

He, luH'd by hope to fearless ease.

Undaunted ploughs the storm.y seas.

And sings of Kate, his lov'd and absent fair.'

The following, also, is not an unpleasing specimefl

:

* EXTEMPORE,
* TO A BEAUTIFUL YOUNG LADY WHO WAS ALARMED AT A SEVERS

FLASH OF LIGHTNING.
* Shrink not, fair Harriet ! Jove's enamour'd fire,

Which plays in forked shape around thy frame.
Shews that thy beauties do but Heaven inspire

With admiration, and an am'rous flame !

'Twill nought avail thee from celestial pow'r
To fly, possessing charms which are divine ;

For gods and men, fair maid, will ev'rv hour
Acknowledge, that attraction must be thine.'

« The Beggar' is a very indifferent Imitation of Mrs. Barbauld,
In his Elegy written in a Country Church Yard, Mr. H. attempts
to rival Gray, but fails in the arduous task. With no better suc-
cess, he writes an oriental Eclogue ; as if it were an easy matter to
catch the glowing imagery and harmonious numbers of Collins. Wc
suspect that the Ladies will not thank this poet for the compliments
which he bestows on them in his sonnet intitled ' Woman,' for the chief
qualities by which he distinguishes the sex are, fickleness, frailty, aud
inconstancy : yet he terms Woman the masterpiece of Nature !

Art. 21. The Volunteer: a Poem. 410. is. Vernor and Hood, 1 797.
Mr. Burke, in his essay on the sublime and beautiful, seemed to

think that obscurity on some occasions contributes very much to the
sublime in writing. We conceive that the author of the poem before
us has adopted this opinion in the fullest extent, for he is not only
obscure, but unintelligible. To be satisfied of the truth of this re-
mark, we have only to read the first 20 lines of the poem before us.

' Oh thou ! who raging through the Abyss of 'Night,
Behelde?t Creation bursting on thy Sight

!

Yet feltest the rising Passion flush to Joy,
When Nature's God conmandtd to destroy:

Thy
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Thy Voice then frighted Day-h'ght from the Skv,
And Virgin Life shrunk back to shun thine Eye';
Yet shrunk in \-ain—her Offspring doomed thy Prey,

'

Thy Breath infected ere they saw the Day ;

Whilst gathering Strength the Poison grew more fierce,
'Till all Existence sinking felt the Curse.
Yet how the Nations shuddered at the Storm,
That brought thee raging in a Conqueror's Form !

Sounds hoarse tlie Trumph of War—in youthful Pride,
The God of Valor rushes by thy Side !

Hence through the Ranks of Life, thy Car has rolled
O'er Piles which Fancy trembles to behold.
Now Despotisni's Self, thy Ruffian Band
Have torn the Staff from Freedom's sacred Hand,
Bath'd in her Blood, though boasting to be free.

At her own Shrine they serve no God but thee.'

The author gives an account of the Nonnan conquest, and of the'
feudal system. He then describes the spirit of innovation which has
prevailed in France, together with the cruelties that have accompanied
it; and he concludes wfth expressing a firm reliance on the valour and
loyalty of our Enghsh yeomanry, when exerted to repel any force
that our enemies may send to invade this Country. -There are many
patriotic sentiments scattered through this poem,' but we cannot com-
pliment the author on his talents.—The following lines are a fair

specimen of the work :

* There the long Ranks of generous Soldiers come.
Whilst thrills the liquid Flute, and rolls the Drum ;

On^^-ard they march, no mercenary Band,
But armed spontaneous for their native Land :

Flushed with no frantic Zeal by Meteor led,

Or Spectre beckoning round the Midnight Bed :

To drink no Brother's Blood their Swords are drawn.
Or persecute where Iron Despots frown

;

To Freedom and their King their Vows preferred.

Who rally round the Fane their Fathers reared

;

Protecting Youth extends his Arm to save

From Insult, Age, who seeks a quiet Grave ;

Stands the pale Virgin in mute Anguish lost.

Whose glowing Lover joins the gallant Host ;

Who feels conflicting Passions tear his Breast,
Till Indignation triumph o'er the Rest

:

There Thousands kneeling lift the streaming Eye,
The breathing Prayer floats trembling to the Sky j

Oh .' by sweet Mercy ushered, may it bring
Descending Concord, hovering on its Wing.'

Art. 22. McditaUons by Moonlight ; a Poem. Svo. is. Johnson.
This poem, like many others on subjects of a similar kind, abounds

in confused imagery and trite moral reflections ; while the versification,

though sometimes tolerably smooth, is on the whole languid.—The
following lines are selected as a favourable specimen :

' The

\
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* The Minstrel now by nature's charms inspir'd

Peels with seraphic warmth his bosomiir'd
;

Beneath some venerable oak reslin'd

Whose chequer'd leaves scarce whisper to the wind,
That pregnant with the rich perfumes of night

"Wakes every sense to rapturous delight.

Or gazes on the Moon's enamoui'd beams
Who through the opening foliage sweetly gleams.
Upon the fiow'r)^ bank invites to rest

;

Or softly stealing o'er the lucid breast

Of some lorn stream, that scarcely seems to flow.
Surveys her image in the waves below.

Pensive he wiiuls alone the margin green
Charmed with the solemn stillness of the scene ;

Through spangled meads, and awe-inspiring groves.
By wayward fancy led, enchanted roves.

Where Dian faintly sheds a glimmering ray
And moves the lone companion of his way ;

Where not a sound pervades the listening ear ;

Unless the wakeful bird perchance be near

To tell her sorrows to the peaceful shades,

Or rustling zephyrs v»-akc the sleeping glades j

The heaven-aspiring thought to earth recall

Or the deep gurgHng of the waters falL

Where brooding night sits jealous of her sway
And e'en disputics the empire of the day,

'Mid lengthning shadows, that sublimely spread
Pwival the gloomy mansions of the dead-'

Art. 23. Britain's Genius ; a Song ; to the Tune of " Come aii4
listen to my Ditty."— Occasioned by the late Mutiny ozi board
his Majesty's Ships at the Nore. By C. A. Esq- Svo. 6d-
Cadell jun. and Davies- ^797-
A very good ward-room song, well adapted to the subject- We

conclude that the Muse of Jnstey has laudably seized tlie occasion to
manifest her loyalty, and her zeal for the honour and welfare oi 014
England : justly persuaded that the sentiments contained in this little

salt-water production ' are congenial with the feelings of. tbe pubUc,
and of every true British Sailor.' -.go ;>-'."

Art. 24. The Fatal Sisters ; or, the Castle of the Forest ; a Dramatic
Romance of Five Acts. With a Variety of Poetic Essays. By •

Edmund John Eatc, of the Theatres Royal Bath and Bristol

;

late of Pembroke College, Cambridge; and Author of the Maid
of Normandy

; or Death of the Queen of France, a Tragedy ;

Consequences ; or the School for Prejudice, a Comedy ;—The
Dreamer awake ; or, Pugilist matched, .&c. 8vo. pp. 14?. 4s-
sewed. Longman. I797-.-

^

This publication is intitled « The Faul Sisters," because Ae
Classical Furies,

_
Megxra, Alecto, and Tysiphone, compose the

chorus ; the poetic parts of which are much indebted to Gray's fel

moU5 ode bearing the sam€ name. It is a drama constructed on
materials
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ttat^rials taken from modern romances ; in which Mr. Eyr^
has ventured to seize the wand of hiagic fancy with powers too

feeble to ufe it. The incidents and characters want novelty ; the

ttory is trite; and the sentiments and diction are vulgar. Perpetual

puns are substituted for wit and humour ; and where the writer is

not a plagiarist, his poetic efforts are lost in obscurity and bombast.

Elvira, in one scene, talks of a poor captive hunted by the heel of

misery. In another scene, Athold exclaims that

* Night now hath hung her mourning vesture on the back of Day."

We transcribe the following passage from the author's prefatoiv

address to the critics, as it may amuse the reader by the simplicity ot

the narrative and the topics of self-condolance. It will, moreover, also

justify in his eyes the seeming ill-nature of our strictures on this dra-

matic romance, and on the general unfitness of the writer for stage

composition.
* Thoucrh I have been some time a labourer in the dramatic vine-

yard, yet, disappointment has always soured the fruit. As often as

I have presented my manuscript to munagers, as often have I met

repulse ; their situation may, in sonve degree, plead an apology for

any apparent negligence of conduct. The number of new pieces

offered may reluctantly oblige them to retvirn the copies unready

with an observation to the author, or his friend, that the play is not

adapted to the stage.—A ^trZiVigtt fatality has, indeed, attended all my
dramatic attempts.—When my tragedy of the " Maid of Normandy"
was preparing for representation at the Theatre Royal, Bath,

the Lord Chamberlain, by his prohibitory mandate, consigned it to

oblivion.—Thus were my hopes of fame destroyed by the inter-

ference of a power, which, no doubt, was regulated by prudential

motives.

—

* Through the friendly intei-position of Mrs. Siddons and Mr.

Graham (for which I am much beholden to them,) the following-

dramatic Romance was offered to both managers, as worthy of their

notice, but the event has proved that they were of a different opinion.

* Take then my Muse, ye candid critics, to your fair renew ; if you

discover any beauties in her, for truth's sake approve them ; if you

find her too much clouded witli imperfections, for truth's sake openly

detect them.*—Well said, Mr. Eyre ! That's fair and honest

!

From one among the * Poetic Essays,' v/e have chosen the follow-

ing stanzas for the reader's perusal, as the most amusing of the col.

lection

:

A Comic Song, 'written in the Tear 1 796.

* In days unlike these, modest Worsen there were.

Who tum'd up their locks, but each wore their own hair
;

Each curl wac roU'd up, then, like sausages neat.

As if they would say to the Gents,_ " Come and cat."—

• Walk'd very upright to display all their graccr,

Had very long waists, but not any long iaces
;

Sccur'd round with hoops, were their Daughters and Nieces,

Which kept 'cm, like Barrels, from—falling to Pieces.

« But
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* But Fashions will v«iry ; no.w each Lady of ton,

H^il! Jj/us/j I'lle Carnation ivhen the paint h put. an;

N'o-zi' rt^'ul Qiionmny seems all the true taste.

For in no sort of families seen any Waste.

' They tuck up their sleeves, once adorned with studs.

So they look ju&t like Laundresses come from the suds
j

The reason is plain : for so naked the World goes,

That Misses, like Nations, are cut at the Elbows.*

These quotations may be sufficient to indnce the reader tosjispect

that Mr. Fyre flatters himself, when he says in his address to the cri-

tics, ' My Flowers may perhaps rrow wild in tlie field of Poesy, but
t-ven in the most br.rrtn soil, there are plants which send forth a
grateful perfume.' The lines whicli we have marked in Italics arc

notorious transgressions of the rules of English Prosody ; and the last

two lines are very zvild Flo-wers iiideed.

Art. 25. The Battle ofB-ng~r ; or the Church's Triumph : a Comic-
Heroic Poem ; in nine Cantos. 8vo. 3?. Johnson, &c. 1 797.
The Heroic-Comic Muse, which inspired the great Boileau when

he wrote the famous Lutrin, seems to have lately paid a visit to the
humorous author of the production now before us.—It is needless for
u? to enlarge on the subject of the present performance, as every
reader must ii\stantly perceive, from a glance only at the title, that it

is founded on a late curious ferial. This new Bangorian contest does
not seem to have furnished' a profusion of materials for the poet : but
the deficiency of Fact' is amply r,u^plied by Fancy. The following
extract from Canto IIL will "afford our readers a satisfactory speci-

men:

• 'MoNG the celestial goddesses above.
That grace the mansion of almighty Jove,
A Nymph there is, whose province is to raise

In man's cold-heart devotion's melting blaze

:

For oft, too oft, forgetful of his God,
Poo-r earthly man beirays hii native clod.

Her nam.e is Zeala—tlij-ough the world she fiies,

I^ove \-x her looks, and ardor in her eyes :

Nor can the iciest mortal vvtil withstand
The glowing.touch of her enchanting hand.

Jet, neither' stiff, nor stern, she gently bends
Her willing vot'ries to her p\u-pos'd ends.

Martyi-s she makes, but martyrs meek and mild ;

Who ne'er revile, :;lthough they be reviled

:

In Virtue's cauie, a vigor she inspires
;

But never kindlcy Persecution's fires.

* Once on a time, as this celestial Maid,
In quest of converts, through Tliolosii strav'd

;

There, in a Convent (honible to tell !)A lecherous fri'r comprcss'd her in his cell.

From this commixtion a dire dc:;mon cainc ;

. And ZaLOTisMusis that dsmon's iianie—
Ranid.
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Rapid bis growth ; for his half.heav'nly birth

Gave him advanUige o'er the sons of earth.

Foster'd by popes and kings, behold him rise,

In a short space, to an enormous size !

• His faftie by strolh'ng priests is blazed abroad

;

And men mistake him for a demi-god.

Whole nations eagerly embrace his laws ;

But, chief, Iberia's sons support his cause.

There temples, there to him were altars rear'd ;

With human blood those altars were besmear'd

:

Religion sanction'd the devouring flame.

And ijifants trembled at this Moloch's name.
' Thus erst ; but now he sees his pow'r decline :

No bloody trophies moi-e bedeck his shrine :

No fiery sati'tantos more adorn

The Moor or Jew, condemn'd to public scorn.

Yet, yet a week of years ; the world shall sec

His throne o'erturn'd ; and fair Iberia free !

* Yet still on Tajo's banks he holds his court j

Thither the zealots of the West resort

A hooded band, th' emissaries of Rome,
Support his empire, and surround his dome.
In the first porch of this stupendous place,

Stands Persecution, with an iron face.

In his right hand a scorpion-scourge he bears,

Betinged with human blood and human tears ;

And in his left he grasps a brand of fire

• Ready to light the dread funereal pyre.

Cut deep in stone, above the monster's head,.

EIAE KAi <tOBOY clearly may be read.
* In the remotest part of this abode

Is the apartment of the grisly God.
There Phoebus never shews his chearful face;

Tapers of yellow wax supply his place
;

Such as at dismal dirges are display'd

To half-illuminate the half-damn'd dead.

High, on a throne of rough and rusty steel.

Sedately sits the spurious son of Zeal.
* Dame Superstition, his beloved bride>

Sits, like another Thai's, by his side.

Pale is her visage, peevish is her mien :

For she is often troubled with the spleen.

Her weeds are black ; but with a copious store

Of gaudy trinkets they are tinsell'd o'er

—

Beads from I^oretto, Agnus- Dei's from Rome,
And christcn'd relics from a catacomb :

Crosses and medals with indulgence fraught
;

And images, that miracles have wrought :

Li'ke that which lately, at Ancona, drew
Just adoration, from the Tjirk and Jew I

^ehiii(i
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Behind hrs throne, to catch his dire commands,
His armour-bearer, Fanatismus, stands.
Screws, racks and pullcycs ; sulphur, pitch and tar ;
With other implements of holy war

;

Lie piled around him: all in order fair,

As in the Tovv'r our guns and pistols are.*

We were particularly pleased with the personification in the fofe- •

going extract
; it sefems to us entirely new, and sufficiently descrip-

tive.
^

Art. 26. An Ode to the Livery ofLondon ; on their Petition to His
Majesty for ki-king out his worthy Ministers, &c. &c. By Peter
Pmdar, Esq. 410. 2s. 6d. Walker. 1797.

^
This eccentric genius seems, in the present instance, to have been

less happy tlian herett)fore in the choice of subjects for the employ-
ment of his smgularly sarcastic Muse. The Livery of London !—
who, the deuce, ever before heard of them in the regions of Par-
nassus, or the Aonian haunts of the Sacred Nine !—Neither dio-nlty
nor drollery seems generally attached to the name of this worshipful
body of citizens ;—nor wit, nor satire ;—except such wit and such
satire as, formerly, it was the custom of " His Maiesty's Servants"
to exhibit on the Lord Muyc.r's anniversary, in the ribald comedy of
" Ths London Cuckolds."—It was, no doubt, our Poet's intention,
hwever, to give some degree of dignity, and of drollery too, to this
numerous body of citizens, [we mean not the Cuckolds but the Li-
yerymeii,] by the present celebration of their late bold attempt to
induce His Majesty to discard his " worthy Ministers." He pro-
fesses to explode that frustrated measure ; and he loads the presump-
tiious petitioners with hard names and opprobrious epithets ; In the
choice and number of whicli, were he serious, he would seem to rival'
the mercenary paragraphers who daily figure in the newspapers ; at
the same time that, by a mock defence, he slyly aims at being more
severe on our state pijots, than are the " good men and true of the
city oi i^ondon," when he takes notice that

They have the impudence to say.
That Liverymen, compos'd oi common clay,
Should boast to Sovereigns their superior sense j—.
Inform them that their Ministers tell lies,

^

Are raggamuffins, wicked, and unwise.'

^
This Ode is episodically enriched, as Peter's well-known manner

IS, by a pleasant tale oi John and Joan ; and to this leading poem Is
added, in another ode, a fresh attack* on Sir Joseph Bnnks, « on a

'

report in the newspapers, that Sir Joseph was made a Privy Counsel-
lor. —The pi-esent poetic faggot Is bound up with a ' Jeremi-ad :

addressed to Georg, Rose, Esq. oftJje Treasury.' In this concluding
piece, the Poet affects to lament his own fallen state, ' in thes- iron
tunes

:_
complaining that he degrades his wit—once « sharper.'d

ior Kings and Queens,' but now,—' paltry mark'!'^* forc'd tonre at Wrens .''

M* ^^^
»'V't

p""^'','," ^^ J°''P^ ^'"^^ ^^^-^ '^^ Er:peror ofMorocco," M. R. vol. Ixxx, p. 57.
^

Rev. July, X797. \ a . On
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On the whole, we do r.ot fed owselves inclined to rank this pul>«

lication amon^ the happiest and most splendid of the multifarious.

effitsiojM, of th'cs very peculiar and original satirist.

Art 27: J compkat Dictionary of the English Language-, both with
|

regard ta Sound and Meaning : one main Object of which is to 1

establish a plain and permanent Standard of Pronunciation. To

which is prefixed a Prosodial Grammar. By Thomas Sheridan, ^

A. M. The Fourth Edition, revised, corrected, and enlarged.

3 Vol's. large 8vo. 14s. Boards. My-
. ^W-

,

The general estimation in which the public hold Mr. Sheridan s

-Dictionary is a convincing proof of its merit : but it must necessarily

haptien, in a work of this nature, that perfect accuracy is only to be

attamed by a scries of editions under the superintendence of properly

fluahfkd persons ; whose care in retrenching superfluities coirectmg

.«rors, and supplying deficiencies, may make each new impression a

step towards perfection. Mr. Churchill, the Editor or the present

edition, has fxilhlled his undertaking in a manner highly creditable to

himself, and advantageous to the work. Upwards of three thousand

newvords are added, and several instances of vicious pronunciation

are rectified. Much, however, remains to-be done, many common

words are yet to be added, and many to be excluded. Bashavj and

Be^hrh^'T are inserted, but Emir is omitted. Botany is inserted, but.

Concholt7y and Entomology are omitted. A great number of compo-

site words, that are pronounced in the same manner as the simple

words of whic^i they are formed, ought to be left cut, not explained ;

such as Bear.fy, an insect; Bear's-breech, a plant ;
&c. and such

ToV^nsonian words as Dhcalceation, the act of pulling off shoes, and

- Goniradkihusnes,, inconsistency, might be omitted ; not merely with-

out any los?, but to the great advantage of the book as a work ot

^*VT'chMrchiU speaks of his labours with great modesty, and says

that * the demand for the book was too urgent to allow him to em-

ploy upon it as much time as he should otherwise hav<; thought

proper.'
••.'

Art. z8. Ensrlish'l&ercisa, adapted to the Grammar late^ pub-

. lished by L*: Murray; consisting of Exemplifications of toe Parts of

'.,. Speech instances offabe Orthography; Violations of the Rules

':^J Syntax; Defects in Punctuation; and Violations of the Ruk>

"resoectmc Perspicuity and Accuracy. Designed for the Benefit

" ZriSeariLs, a^ wellas for the'Use of Scliools. By Lmdley

Murray.- t;vo. pp.340. 3s. Dartcn and Harvey. 1797-

. We have been much pleaded with the perusal of these exerci es

;

^Scvoccunv, with distinguished excellence, a most important place

.n the science of the English language ;
and as such ^>^ ^an warml>-

•

recommend them to the teachers ut schools, as .well as to all those

who are dcshous of aitaiaing correctness and precision m thtH- nauvc

^- 34^- FOUTICAL,
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Artr29. AlLeiter to the Hon. %homas Ershine\. containmg some

Strictures on his View of the Causes and Consequences of the pre-

sent War with France. By John Gifford, Esq. Author of a

Letter to the Earl of Lauderdale, &c. &c. Syo.
^ ^. 17 j. j^.

Longman. I797.
* Affectation and hypocricy,' says Mr. G. (p. 1 70) * which the

refinement of modern philosophy has dignified with the equivocal ap-

pellations of /ii'if/W;.^' and moderation, are not the weapons of Truth.*
Under the influence of this principle, in its utmost latitude, the

present publication appears to have been written. It is violclit, scur

rilpus, and abusive, yet without force, satire, or humour. It con-

cludes with this paragraph : 'A firm determination to suffer no impo-

sition to be practised upon the public, on a point of such extreme

importance to the nation, ami a wish to display the conduct of your
party in a proper point of view, led me to submit, in a state of health

but ill-calculated for mental exertion of any kind, to the trouble of

perusing your tract and exposing its defects;—To use your oivn Ian'

guage—" These considerations induced me to travel through one ofthe

most dull, despicable, and miserable performances, that ever I had
been doomed to read."

Art. 30. A Letterto yohn GlffordyEsq. containing Strictures on the

Tendency of his Writings in general, and of his Letter to the Hon.
Thomas Erskine in particular. 8vo. is. Crosby. '' '"

^' "'

If we knew Mr. Gifford only by his letter to Mr. Erkine,' we should

pronounce that he did not deserve so respectable an antagonist as the

author of this epistle.

Art. 31. Considerations on the Depression of the Funds, and the pre-

sent Embarrassments of Circulation : with Propositions for some
Remedies to each. By J. Brand, M. A. 8vo. 2s. R. White.

1797-
. ^ , ,

After havmg described, and endeavoured to account for the late

extreme depression of the Stocks, Mr. Brand suggests various reme-

dies or palliatives. i. Adulterating the Coin; which Beccaria, in

his TrattatQ delle Monete, has shewn to be always injurious at the

moment of alteration, and to operate not at all after it is detected

and understood. 2. The Taxation of Exports; which would dimi-

nish still farther the demand for our declining manufactures. 3. An
Equalization of the Land-tax ; which, as appears to us, ought to be

accomplished by selling off totally, at 20 or 25 years' purchase, the

old tax, and assessing a new, an equitable, and a heavier one. On
this favourite topic, let us iiear the author

:

* This iU-omeued Inequality has already cost the empire one civil

war : a plan of a parliamentary union between the Colonies and the

Mother Country, was drawn up by a genileman who had visited

many provinces of America, and laid before Dr. Franklin, a consi-

'der^ble time before the rupture.—That acute politician approved the

detail of it, as sufficiently liberal in its provision for the weight of the

Coloniei in the House of Commons, according to the population they

A a 2 tad
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had then acquired ;
yet he rejected it as inadmissible, on account of the

injustic& he imputed to majorities in that house, even to their own
countrymen, which he contended to be manifested by this inequia-

llty. To annihilate it, would diminish the hazard of a second series

of intestine hostilities, far more dangerous than the first, by raising

the present price of stock ; alleviating future war taxes by reducing

the terms on which money is to be borrowed, accelerating the return

of confidence in the national strength at peace, by a more rapid rise

of the funds ; and depriving the disaffected in certain counties, of an

argument which may be played off with terrible effect there, to in-

volve every thing in confusion.

* I continue to consider this equalization as '* the anchor of na-

tional hope ;" and it is heartily at this juncture to be wished, when the

necessity of this eq\iitable concession is so urgent, the benefits that

would result from it so great, that some leading men of the remote

districts, in and out of Parliament, would form a junction, and come

forward with an offer to establish it. I am sanguine in the expect-

ation they would not be long a minority in their oivn counties ; but

some oppo&ition they may there probably encounter.—This would

be the best mode in which an event, desired for a whcle century by

all who had maturely weighed this matter, and regarded the interest

of their country, could be brought about ; but if their equitable pro-

position should not be supported at home, still with the accession of

the weight of the aggrieved counties, they might form a majority to

carry the measure into effect, although the first mode is by far the

best, and it may lose half its value for want of celerity in carrying it

into execution.'

Mr. Brand's style is simple and argumentative : his mathematical

knowlege is highly respectable; and his information is varied, select,

and trust -worthy. He has an acuteness, a snbttlity of intellect, which

o-ains admiration for its dexterity ; even when the character of his

arguments can neither claim approbation nor impress conviction. He
is at times tedious, but is ambitious of display ; and it seems that he

had rather be the skilful sophist of error, than defend with usual re-

sources a tenable opinion. He belongs to the class of nrguers, not to

that of orators. He shuns the more obvious paths of investigation,

often treads on the brink of paradox, and seems only solicitous to draw

forth Truth when she lies perdue at the bottom of the-wcU.

Art. 32. The Polltkal Salvation of Great Britain, by Means entirely

new, rendered necessary by the Urgency of Circumstances : con-

cluding with a Remedy for the depreciated State of the Funds,

highly interesting to Stockholders. By a Gentleman independent

of Party. 8vo. pp. S7. 2S. 6d. Wright, i?^?'
.

We have found in this tract no novelty that is not highly objec-

tionable. The author is of opinion that the Legislature of France

should not have been divided into two sections, although the history

of all republics, and chiefly that of the French republic, demonstrates

that a single Und uncontrolled legislative assembly, however consti-

tuted, is always inclined to become arbitrary and tyrannical. He
proposes to raise. ioo,OQO,oool. for the.purpose o£ buying up consols

at
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at 65, vvlien their market price should be only 48/i'r cent, in order to

bring up the remaining stock to par, and to prevent the stockholder

from repining at the consequences of the situation of the country.

.

This independent, gentleman seems to have forgotten that, In every

thing which relates to the public debt, the intc-ests of two parties

are to be equally respected ; those of the nation on one side, and
those of the national creditors on the other. Before he publishes

another pamphlet, we beg leave to recommend to his careful perusal

that chapter of the history of Tom Jones, in which Fielding proves

that an author will write the better for having some knowlege of his

subject.

Art. 33. Outlines of an Attempt to establish a Plan for a just and re'

gular Equivalent for the Labour and Support of the Poor ; apd to
reconcile the Weights of the Kingdom to one Standard, by con-'

necting them with the Copper Coinage. 8vo. pp. 68. 2S.

Debrett.

Various plans for uniformity of weights and measures have been
proposed by speculative men, and the plan of this author is perhaps as

feasible as any other. In the object itself, there is nothing difficult of
attainment. In several countries, an uniformity of weights and mea-
sures at this time subsists, regulated by standards of different descrip-

tions. In the United States of America, the standard, to which every

thing of this kind is referred, is a pendulum carefully preserved in a
subterraneous apartment ; which oscillates once in a second in a cer-

tain latitude. This standard is certainly preferable to that which is

here proposed.

The other subject which our author discusses, the wages of la-

bourers, is of infinite difficulty. It is connected with such a multi-

tude of circumstances that are perpetually varying, and it involves so

many jarring interests, that Adam Smith, Charles Fox, Wm. Pitt,

and several other able political ceconomists, in speculation, have given

it as their opinion that no legislature should interfere with it,—but
that it should always be left to the free operation of existing causes.

Notwithstanding such high and imposing authority, we will not o-o

so far as to say that some regulations may not be made respecting the

wages of the poor, which may be advantageous to them without be«
ing injurious to the wealth and prosperity of the countr)' : but we
believe that such regulations must originate from persons possessed

of the highest knowlege and talents. The author of the present pub-
lication has contributed his mite ; and so far the community is certainly

obliged to him. Some useful hints may, perhaps, be gathered from
every writer on the subject.

Art. 34. Letter to a Minister of State, on the Connection between
the Political System of the French Repubhc and the System of its

Revolution. Translated from the French of Mallet du Pan. Bvo.

pp. 56. IS. Longman.
It was the opinion of the late illustrious Edmund Burke, that the

French revolution originated principally with the politicians whose
object was the aggrandizement of their country. If this were their

purpose, it must be confessed that their efforts have been crowned
A a 3 with
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with complete success. The present pamphlet is written to prove the
great.principle of the political school of which Mr. Burke was the
founder and support,, that none of the governments of Europe could

be safe if the French -revolution were permitted to proceed. We find

notliing femarkable either for force or novelty in this production. It

ifi. written throughout in that pleasing shewy style for which M.
Mallet du J*an is distinguished.

Art. 35. A correct Detail of the Finances of this Country y tec. &c.
"By Charles Kales, Esq. i2mo. pp.40, is. Trcpass. 1797.

' "This pamphlet consists chiefly of statements, which will be found

wuch more clearly and correctly given in the late financial publica-

tions of Lord Lauderdale and Mr. Morgan *.

Art. 36. The Suhstance of the Speech of the Right Hon. C. James Fox
on Mr. Grey's Motion in the House of Commons, 26th May 1797,
for Leave to bring in a Bill to amend and regulate the Election of

Members to serve in the Commons House of Parliament, as re-

ported in the Morning Chronicle. 8vo. pp. 33. 2d. Debrett.

This is the fullest and best written report that we have seen of this

celebrated speech.

Art. 37. Thoughts on the. Defence of Property. Addressed to the

County of Hereford. By Uvedale Price, Esq. i2mo. is.

Debrett. 1797.

Mr. Price recommends a plan of association for the defence of pro-

perty, against the danger which might arise during the time of a fo-

reign invasion, ' from profligate and desperate men, who having not

property, and fancying themselves screened' by the protection of a

foreign enemy and by the confusion which their coming would occa-

sion, might' attack those who had property.' The plan is principally

proposed for the security of the inhabitants of the country, whose de-

tached situation renders them more exposed and less protected than

t(he inhabitants of towns ; and though it has been more particularly

addressed to the county of Hereford, where it has already taken con-''

siderable e^cct, the author recommends it to be extended through the

whok kingdom.
* It tttight be asked, (says Mr. Price,) will it be safe to arm so

num^vous and independent a body ? It might be asked with more
truth arid-force, will they bf safe if unarmed and unconnected ?' •

This little pamphlet contains many useful remarks, which, if the

war should be prelgnged, will well deserve serious consideration. :

.Art. 38. Plain Tho'jghts of^.Pliin^ Man, addressed tn the Common
", Senge of the People of Great Britain : with a few Words, en p?s-
'.'• sant, to the uncomm.on Sense of Mr. Erskine. 8vo. gp. 113.

J,"
'IS. 6d. Bell, Oxford-ftreet. I797.- -,.,..

^ Though this pamphlet is modestly, or rather artfully, Intltled

.* Plain Thoughts,' it is in our opinion the most laboured production

,^hat has appeared for. a considerable time in defence of l)is Majesty's

'xninisters. According to the, ministerial axioms of.the day, tlic ?ii-

„.\''...t"''^' ^.'*!!f See _iKc'R.eviews for May and Junel'
thor
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thor maintains the necessity of continuing the war for Belgium, and

other objects xvhich Buonaparte has compelled us to abandon. To
dispute the writer's opinions on those subjects, at this time, would

be paying a bad compliment to the understanding of our readers. We
r.hall therefore content ourselves with selecting one or two passages,

from which they may judge of his style :

;
* It may be considered albo as an advantage obtained by the war,—

that it has worked a change in the moral as well as political opinions

of the French nation. It has lowered the crest of Atheism,-->and

has taken from Death the character of an eternal lleep. Such im-

piov!S principles and fatalising deliriums are no longer blended with their

jjiublic <l^lil)erationi, or ([nor] are held forth to the failli of a deluded

people ; while, freed from the terror of infidel persecution, devotion

may once more seek its altars, and misery find consolation in the

offices of religion. We have continued the war till Frapce can be

considered by none but the worst of m.en as an exam.ple for imitation,

and till its accumulated distress, the fruit of its unparalleled atroci-

hes, must make every reasonable being look with honor on revolu-

tions, and feel the most active energies to support any system of go-
vernment that produces social comfort, and aflgrds protection in the
enjoyment of it.

' ' - '-'"•c -"V- .

* The war may also be said, with great truth, to have shortened

the tyranny of Robespierre, and to have converted h's feign of terror

into a system of comparative moderation ; which has led to somewhat
of a regular form of Government. With a change in the political

establimcnt of France, different political opinions have arisen, that

have brought its peoj>ie back to some degree of that civilii.ntion which,

they once appeared to have abandoned for ever. In 1793, it was de-

clared in France, that all men were equal ; that population, and not
pro])erty, was the sole basis of representation ; that insurrection was
i sacred duty ; that ilid&c principles should be promulgated m, foreign

countries ; and that all who embraced them should be supported and
assisted by the arms of France.— In 1795, property was declared to

pe the basis of representation ; and those who did net pay a direct

contribution to the state, as well as persons in domestic servitude,

were excluded from the right of suffrage. The government has as-

sumed a mixed form, consisting of three parts, one of whi<;h b^ar? an
aristocratic character : the system of governing by cliil)s and societies

has been altogether abolished, and the circul.»tion of demoferatie opi-

nions formally renounced. The armies of France are no longer guided
by an unrelenting and savage spirit of massacre, and.^avc restored the
rights of honourable war.'—

* If Democratic insolence, that can no longer look'with hope to
the banks of the Rhine, should direct your attention beyond the
Alpine mountains, to the triumphs of a Gallic army on the plains of
Italy, you will behold a very affecting addition to the miseries of \Eu-
rope. You will there contemplate another example of the dcUriumi
of France, who, while her own fields want husbandrfien, and her
cities are thinned of their inhabitants, employs tlve spirit and sheds
the blood of her people, to obtain the delusive splendour of distant

dominion. You will there view a French ar-my de?oIatirigTruitful pro-

A a 4> vincesa
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vinces, raising ruinous contributiong on an unresisting people, and de-

spoiling th-e seat of the arts of those treasures from which it derived

that distinguished name. Alas ! how many of those sublime paint-

ings, produced, as it were, by the pencil of inspiration, and almost

realizing the works of inspired writers, have been torn from the altars

where piety had placed them, to adorn the gallery of the Louvre, and
ttrreceive there the alternate admiration and derisions of a vain and
apostate people ! But these, and every other advantage that France

can boast, have been acquired by an unexampled profusion of blood.

It appears to be in the policy of her Rulers, to lessen her people
;

on the principle, such as it is, that while their destruction diminishes

the public burthen, it exhaustt> the strength of their enemies. The
numbers, indeed, of her citizens cannot be calculated, which have pol-

luted the plains of Germany and Italy ; which have glutted the

Northern Wolf, and the Alpine Eagle. Nevertheless, France, with

all her conquests, is like a garment, whose owner consoles himself,

for all its filth, patches and rottenness, in an embroidered border,

though its- weight daily adds to the wear and tear of the miserable

drapery it adorns.'

Art. 39. u^ short Slakment of Facts y with some Reflections; occa-

sioned by a Pamphlet entitled " The Plain Thoughts of a Plain

Man." By a real Plain Man. 8vo. is. Debrett. 1 797.
This author is certainly much better entitled than, his opponent to

call himself a plain man. In the spirit of tin's character, he says,

* I am not one of those that think the Wonderful eloquence of Meffrs,

Pitt and Fox an iudispcnsible requisite for a good minister. On the

contrary, I think it has done infinite mischief. I should wish the

prime minister to be mute, excepr when called upon, to give neces-

sary information to the House, in their deliberations. Plain truth

itself is eloquence sufBcient, and wants no other garb. For that situ-

ation, we now want plain sense and honesty only ; indeed, these are

qualifications we might expect now from every part of the commu-
nity, even from the present ministers and their supporters ; because,

unless they calculate very wrong, every thing that is dear to them is

ill imminent danger. These are not ordinary times, where a man caq

ferve his interest, and gratify his vanity and ambition at the expence

of the state, Avithout a material and perceptible injury to it.'

If the assertion in the beginning of the following passage be true,

we may form spmc judgment concerning the peace to be negotiated

under the auspices of his Majesty's present chief minister.

* When lately abroad, I was long and intimately acquainted with

men of high respectability, who were well informed of the temper

and projects of the French Directory, who have assured me, and gave

me unquestionable proofs, that it is determined, to the full extent of

circumstances, to hinniliate Mr. Pitt. L,et us ask how is his humiha-

tion to be separated from that of the country he governs ? And it is

their opinion also, that, on tlie contrary, should the French have to

treat with a different set of men, they are ready to do so on most li-

beral and fair principles. That very idea, ii built on a sure founda-

tion, is a sufficient grpupd for a change of administration ; for what
havp
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have tliey done for their country, that we should sacrifice even the

most trifling punctilio for their sake ? ii?.y, every thing should give

way to our country's welfare ; and had they an atom of regard for it,

or their future reputation, long ere now they would of their own
accord have quitted their places. The infatuation of some still cries

out, Who have we to do better ? The nation at large should an-

swer, Who have we to do worse ? And are there then no honest

rnen in the state that are likely to do what the exigencies of the times

require, but those who have almost ruined it ? Fellow countrymen,

I know, in common with you, that the right of changing ministers

belongs to the crown : but I know also that the King wishes the ge-
neral welfare as much as we do ; but he is misinformed by the self-

interested men that surround hira. Let us then unite, and approach
the throne with affection and truth : for our present situation loudly

calls on every indvidual to put his civil CKistence into activity. How-
ever, let us remember to do so with the calmness and duty of faithful

subjects, as well as with the firmness cf freemen, by a universal adop-
tion of the petitioning spirit which is happily gone forth for peace
and a change of administration. No man that possesses 20 1, a year,

either by inheritance or honest indastry, can be indifferent to our
present situation, and the prosperity of the state. Apathy on the
present occasion is a crime, which your children, to the remotest ge-
neration, will call you to an account for : and consider well, that it

is an imperious duty on you to scorn any temporary advantages or in-

fluence contrary to your affection and duty to your country. Our
constitution gives us that privilege, and, though some late acts of
parliament in some measure militate against it, we still have liberty

enough to express our sentiments collectively and legally to the King,
and, I hope, with effect.'

Art. 40. Letters of Crito, on the Causes, Objects, and Consequences of
the present War. i^mo. pp. 109. is. 6d. Debrett. 1797.
These letters, which appeared first in a Newspaper called the Scots

Chronicle, form a respectable historical. Essay on the French revolu-

tion, and the v.-ar which it has occasioned. We select the foUowino-
passage as a fair specimen :

* Citizens of Britain, know your own good fortune, and learn to
prize the iiiestimable blessings of that Constitution which has been
handed down by your forefathers. Af-e you in earnest in wishing to
preserve it to the latest posterity ? lie assured, that force and violence
pre not the proper means for eifecting this important pui-pose. This
purpose is not to be effected, either by attempting to overthrow the
political system of yoar neighbours, or by punishing with immoderate
severity such of your countr^-mcn as take the liberty of censuring your
own ; but by mending your own Constitution where it is defective, by
submitting it with full confidence to the free examination of all the
world, and by conducting its administration in such a manner as, in-
Gtead of marking jealousy and distrust, or inspiring discontent and re»
sentment, will concihate the love and affection, the lively gratitude,
and zealous attachment of the people. The. British Constitution is

an old fabric, strong, massy, and well contrived, equally fitted to

% defend
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defend against the winter storm and the i^ummer's heat. It would
purely be madness, as well as the grossest injustice, to demolish the

more splendid or fashiopable house of your neighbour, lest by its new-
fangled ornaments it should put you out ofconceit with your own; but
80un4 reason should teach you, as soon as possible, to repair the in-

juries which time and accidents have occasioned to your own building.

Covet not the frippery ofmodern embellishments, the fancied iniDrove-

inents of speculative architects ; but let the reparation [repairs3 be exe-

cuted in that style of plainness and simplicity which is agreeable to the

original plan ; bestowing upon it, at the same time, all the accomoda-

tion, all the free Intercourse of apartments, all the light and cheerful-

ness, of which that plan is susceptible. If you act in this reasonable

and liberal momner, there is no ground to fear that this veneruble pile

will ever be thrown down by its Inhabitants, or that its household gods

will ever be. deserted.'

Art. 41. "The Incom'utendes of HJr. Pitt, on the Subject of the War,
and the present State of our Commerce, considered and fairly

stated; Addressed by Permission to the Right Hon. Charles

James Fox- By Thomas Plammer, jun. Svo. pp. 90. 2S-

Dcbrett. 1797-

Mr» Plummer has taken the trouble of toiling through the Debates

of the House of Commons, for the last four years, and of giving se-

veral extracts from Mr. Pitt's speeches, in order to shew the incon-

sistencies of which he has been guilty since the commencement of our

disastrous contest with the French republic.—The author's manner of

discussing the subject may be justly inferred from the following short

specimen ; .

I trust I shall be exempted from any invidious or persona] mo-
tives towards Mr. Pitt, in the images I have presented to the public.

As a man of talents I revere him ; and from what I have always un-

derstood to be his private character, though I have not the honour

of IcBowing him, I sincerely respect him : but as a prime minister

of this countr)^, as a man who has engaged us in a war which was

cpramenc<^d r^yithout necessity, conducted with profusion, and per^^

aijWredm,tiflrit!&as nearly completed our ruin, I cannot but execrate

him/- V.^^V';_. 7-" ;•
. : }-.

Art. 42. A Letterfrom a Nai\il Officer to a FnenJ^ on the late alarm-

-" ing Mtftiny aboard the Fleet. 8vo. is. Murray and Highley.

-<5-^ih«te^e many circumstances which seem to render the present an

improper time for entering into a free and open discussion of all the

causes' of the late mutiny ; and yet more improper do we consider it,

in the present situation of the offenders, whatever may be their deme-

rits, t€> recommend an unrestrained severity. The writer of this let-

ter, in his ieal for restoring discipline, says that such actions as have

lately been committed should be punished with decimation, and that

« it only 4io\v remains to Hnd out and sacrifice, at the shrine of their

injured c6Untiy, the ringleaders of this unfortunate mutiny.* We
think that the author is possessed of some ability, and that he is well

informed'on his subject^ though we find much to which we could ob-

jcctjM^t waaTe.co»«rr.ed.:tlvat^ "ivys.tii.8ucU pfressiug demands for

vengeance^
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vengeance, it should not have occurred, nor hare been_tWught ire-

oesSn'. to offer something respeeiing the most advisable means ot-

restorin?r among the seamen their former gocd-^vin to the service
;
an.

object which we believe to he of equal efficacy m ths estabhshment of

proper discipline, with that of inspiring dread by severity of example.

Art. ±7. J slight and impayiial Examination into th several Mtrtimer

<which have convxthed that Part ofthe Navy destined for the tmnedw.tt

H^mc Defence ofthese Kingdoms, from 14th April Uu its tota1_ Sup-

pression 20th June 1797. By a British Seaman. Jo v.a.ch is

added, A short History of Parker, the President ot the Traitor

Delegates, from the Minutes of a Naval Officer who was present

at his Examination, with his Remarks on the Proceedings at Sheer-

ness. 8vo. is. Jouks, Rathbonc-place. ...
That this is a sli-ht examination is more evidsnt than that it is im-

partml The principal part of the pamphlet is an appendix, contain-

ing the proclamations and advertisements relative to the mutiny, with

some other extracts from the pubhc papers, but not the most material

which might have been selected. The author's obsen-ations m many

cases are ill judged, and some of them do not appear to be perfectly

correct. We have heard before, in an old song, of a sailor's sleeping

as much in four hours as a landsman dees in ten, but we hxave never

before, either in prose or in verse, heard it asserted that the allow-

ance of provisions to the sean«:n has been so over abundant that ' hve

men have ever lived vpon the allowance of four, and have saved the

odd man's allowance to purchase spirits, tea, and sugar,' 8ic. Ac-

cording to the hite regulation, the allov.-ance is certainly sulhcient and

liberal: but, previously to that, there was little reason to boast of

superfluity. The author is a warm advocate for seventy being exer-

cised in regard to the mutineers ; and, in an address to the seamen, he

tells them that they ne'ver can recover their lost fame. Our sailors

^ave ahvavs been remarkable for bold enterprizcs :—we heartily wish

that they may be roused to attempt this im>>ossihiliiy, and we should

not fear the event.

44. Suggeciions on the Slave Trade, for the Consideratjon of^jht

s.e'rislature of Great Britain. By Sir Jeremiah FitzpatriWc, Knt,

M.^'D. Inspector General of Health to His Majesty's Land Forces.

8vo. IS. 6d. Stockdaie.

In this singular perfc^-mance, which is written m a style by no

means distinguished either by correctness or brevity, the author sub-

mits to the legislature various suggestions for the quahfied abolition

of colonial slavery. Of the proposed regulations, some are designed

to take effect in 'this countrv, some in Africa, and others la tiie

West-Indies. The first provides for the proper accommodation of

the slaves, by excluding vessels under certain dimensions, and allot-

tin^ a proportionate space for their reception; which, together with

the^'provisions, medicines, &c. are to be inspected previously to the

ship's departure. Those which relate to Africa suggest the appoint,

ment of inspectors and deputy inspectors in that country, who shall

verify the description of the ship to be annexed to her register, and

Wamine the precautions for the health o£ the crew and passenger -,

Art
he^i
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thcdeputies transmitting to their principal a report on the manner in
which the slaves were procured, to be attested by the oath of the
master, mate, and surgeon of_ the -ship, and this aiSdavitto be trans-
mitted to the colonies, where its truth or falsehood may be tried in a
court of justice. In the West Indies, Sir J. F. proposes that the
newly imported slaves shall be considered as servants indented for seven
years

; that of those previously introduced one seventh shall be liberated
annually

; that hospitals shall be established for pregnant females, and
alms-houses for the infirm of both sexes : but, as the restriction of the

'

term of servitude must diminish the value of the slave,' and consc-
quently prevent the African merchant from obtaining the best, a
bounty in proportion to the ship's aerial slave-carrying space (as it is

here called) is proposed, to indemnify him for that loss ; while he is

to be prohibited from buying a member of any family, without pur-
chasing and actually bringing away the whole family, to be sold at
the same market.

^
Such are the more prominent features of this well- designed biit ill-

digested plan : a plan which would be very ineffectual for checking
the enormities perpetrated on the coast of Africa, in the prosecutiq^i
of this nefarious traffic ; or to remedy the evils, physical and morale
incidental to a state of colonial slaverv.

-NOVELS.
Art. 45. The Nun. By Diderot. Translated from the French.

l2mo. 2 Vols. 8s. Boards. Robinsons. 1797.
This narrative originated, it seems, in a trick played on the Mar-

quis of Croismare by his philosophical friends. In' the year 1759,
much conversation had been excited in France concerning a nun, who
appealed judicially against her vows. The unfortunate recluse had in-

terested this Marquis to such a degree, that, without having seen her,
he went and solicited in her favour the counsellors of the Parliament
of Paris. In spite of this generous intercession, the nun lost her cause,'

and her vows were adjudged valid. Meanwhile, the Marquis had quit-
ted the metropolis and was settled at his country-seat. Diderot sug-
gested the pretence that this nun had escaped from her convent, and
that she should apply to the Marquis for assistance and protection.

It was not till, in ccnsequer.ce, his benevolence had provided the ima-
ginary fugitive with the situation of a governess, that the deception
was unravelled ; and that tlie letters which had moved his sensibility

^vere acknowleged to be lictitious. These letters are here collected,

amplified, and retouched. They are of a kind which must warmly in-

terest every susceptible heart, and are indeed deeply pathetic, worthy
the pupil of Richardson. Convents are depicted in unfavourable co-
lours ; and several passages, which would incur censure as indecent,
have, in this work of Diderot at least, the merit of tending to deter
from vice, by the disgust which it is made to excite, and by the horrid
catastroplie in which it is made to terminate. The lunacy of the su-
perior is a masterly delineation. A short extract may be sufficient

:

• The Superior, unmoved, looked at me and said. Give up your
papers, wretch, or disclose wliat they contained Madam, said they *

' 1> -; ^
; :— .

* Other Nuns, favorites with the Superior.

to
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to her, do not ask her for them any more ; you are too" indulgent ^

you are not sufficiently acquainted with her character : she is an un-

tractable spirit with whom it is impossible to succeed but" by pro-

ceeding to extremities ; she compels you to embrace that alternative,

and she must suffer for it. Give us orders to strip her, and let her

be cons!p;ned to the place destined for those who pursue a similar con-

duct.—My dear mother, I swear I have- done nothing which can of-

fend either God or man.—That is not the oath which I exact.— She

may have written against us, against you, some memorial to the

Grand Vicar, or to the Archbishop ; God knows the description she

may have given of the internal state of the ho\ise ; accusation easily

obtains credit. Madam, you must dispose of this creature, unless

you would have our fall to be determined by her.—The Superior

added: Sister Susan, consider. .... I rose abruptly, and said to her;

Madam, I have considered every consequence. I feel that I am un-

done, but a moment sooner or later is not worth the trouble of a

thought. Do with me whatever you please, yield to their fury,

consummate your injustice.—Immediately I lield out my hands to

them ; they were seized by her companions, who tore away my veil,

and stripped me without shame. They found in my bosom 3 miniature

picture of my old Superior ; they seized it : I entreated permission

to kiss it once more, but the favour was refused. • They threw me a
shift, they took off my stockings, they covered me with a sack, and
they led me, with my head and feet uncovered, along the passages.

I cried, I called for iielp ; but they had sounded the bell, to give

warning that nobody should appear. I invoked Heaven : I sunk to

the earth, and they dragged me along. When I had reached the

bottom of the stairs, my feet were bloody, my limbs were bruised ;

my situation would have softened hearts of flint. With large keys,

however, they opened the door of a little gloomy subterraneous cell,

where they threw me upon a mat half rotted by the damp. I found
there a slice of black bread, and a pitcher of water, with some coarse

necessar}'' utensils. The mat, when rolled up, formed a pillow.

Upon a stone lay a death's head, and a wooden crucifix. Mv first

impulse was to put a period to my existence. I applied my hands to
my throat, I tore my clothes with my teeth ; I uttered hideous cries

;

I howled like a wild beast, I dashed my head against the walls ; I

covered myself over with blood; I endeavoured to take away my
life till my strength failed, which very soon happened. In this plac^

I passed three days ; I imagined myself condemned to it for life.

Every morning one of my executioners visited me, and said: Obey
our Superior, and you shall be Hberated from this place.—I have done
nothing, I know not what I am required to perform : Ah ! Sister

Saint Clement, there is a God in heaven. ''

The third day, about nine o'clock at night, the door was onened
by the same nuns who had conducted me to the dunsjeon. After a
panegyric upon the goodness of the Superior, they announced to me
her forgiveness, and that they were going to set me at liberf'. It
is too late, said I, leave me ; here I wish to die.—Nevertheless they
raised me up, and dragged me away ; they led me back to a cell

where I found the Superior. I have consulted God, said she, upon

9 your
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5f<iur tttoation ; he has touched my heart ; it is his will that I shoulil

tefce pity upon you, and I obey. Fall upon your knees, and ask hi*

pardon. .... I fell upon my knees, and said. My God, I entreat

your forgiveness for the faults I have committed, as upon the cross

you asked forgiveness for me.——What presumption ! exclaimed they ;

she compares herself to Jesus Christ, and us she compares to the Jev/s

by whom he was crucified.—Do not consider my conduct, said I, but

consider yourselves, and judge.—This is not all, said the Superior to

me ; swear by the sacred obedience you have vowed, tliat you will

•not speak of what has happened.—What you have done, then, is cer^

tainly very criminal, since you exact from me an oath that I shall

never reveal it. None but your own conscience shall ever know it,

1 swear.—^You swear:—^Yes, I swear. . . . This being concluded,

they stripped me of the clothes they had given me, and left me again

to dress myself in my own.*

This original and impressive novel will probably have a great effect

la rendering it disreputable for catholic parents to immure their

children in convents.

Jixt. 46. James the Fatalist and his Master. Translated from the

French of Diderot, izmo. 3 Vols. 12s. sewed. Robinsons.

1797.
We have twice * mentioned this novel, and have only to arid to our

Stated opinion that the translation is executed with great vivacitv and

propriety, and is far superior to most of those handicraft compositions,

in which foreign wares are usually retailed to a British public. This

work is, on many accounts, an excelleat study for chose who write

books of fancy.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Art. 47. Novum Tcstamentum Vulgate JEditionis, juxta Exemplum

Pai'isiis ediluiii ap\id Fratrss Barbi^u. Sumptlliis Acadcm'is Oxorii-

iiisis in usum Cleri Gallicam in JlngUd cxulantis. Cnrn et Studio quc'

rundatn ex eodem Clcro IVintonia commorantium. ^vo. Oxonii: eTypO"

gfapheo C/arendoniano. i'J()6.

Oneof the most pleasing pictures in the Iliad is that in which

Homer describes Jupiter turning from the carnage and confusion on

tlie plains of Troy, to the peaceful fields of Thrace. The reader feels

the change of the scene with delight, and returns to the battle with

unwillingness.—Wc experience an emotion of a similar kind, when-
ever, in the history of a uaurthcrcus and ruinous war, vt-e meet with

an account of acts of humanity, or the exercise of any of the milder

virtues. We dwell on theiu with pleasure ; and, however splendid or

interesting the description of tlie v/ar uiny be, we are sorry when the

tpi^'ode which interriipted it L at an end.

With these seur.aticns we have considered the publication now be-

fore us. We have long been engaged in a war the most bloody and

dcitructive of any in whicli the nation was ever involved. In the

course of it; a very numerons body of inoffensive and respectable ec-

clesiastics, driven from their homes by the calamity of^ the times,

.have round a secure and liospitable retreat in thi3.co*iiUry. Within a

* See 51 Rev. Is^. S. vol.xiii. p. 518, «nd noI. )ixi.--p; 578.
- - few
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few months after their arrival, a sum of 40,000!. xvas collected for

them by the subscription of indivi wals :—when this was exhausted,

another subscription was 5et on foot, under the patronage of the so-

vereign, and another sum of 40,000!. was raised :—when this also

was expended. Government toolc tlie su&rers under its own protec-

tion, and has ever since supported them with Icindness and liberality.

This is an act of true benevolence. To the latest times, it will re-

flect honour on the English nation ; and perhaps the annals of the

world do not record an instance of national humanity, that can be
put in competition with it.

Such vv^as the suddenness of the calamity, and such tht dread of
the poor exiles of being discovered in their flight, that the greatest

part of them arrived here without any books of their religious wor-
ship or devotion. This circumstance gave rise to the present pub-
lication. The University of Oxford printed 4000 copies of it at the
Clarendon press, and had them distributed among the French ecclesi-

astics, who were in want of them, under the direction of the Bishop
of St. Pol de Leon. To make them a more welcome present, they
were printed from the edition which was most in favour among the
French clergy, that of the Barbous ; and the care of the impression
was committed to some French priests, who were appointed for that

purpose by the Bishop of St. Pol de Leon himself.—It is a very
handsome edition.

Art. 48. Observations on the late AH for augmenting the Salaries of
Curates, In Four Letters to a Friend. By Eusebius, Vicar of
Lilliput. 8vo. IS. 6d. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1797.
This Vicar ol Lilliput has produced only Lilliputian objectiont

against the general principle of the Curates' Act. He supposes that
poor rectors and vicars m.ay, in consequence of the power given to
the Bishop by this act, be exceedingly distressed by an episcopal
mandate, appointing tliu Curate's salary. He professes, however,
to have an high opinion of our present ecclesiastical governor, and
pretends only to be sorry that any future diocesan should have such
power vested in him. How does this comport with his atssertion that
hardships, particularly in the case of old incumbents, who are forced
to part with three-fourths of their incomes to young curates, actually

exist P He could not think highly of the present Bench of Bishops,
if they ordered an incumbent on a vicarage of no more than 80I. per
annum, who from advanced age was past service, to pay to a you^g
curate 60I. If there be a case of this kind, he should have stated
the fact with the names of the parties, and boldly signed his owp ;

which would have produced more effect, than his complaining that
* the act has a tendency to deprive the beneficed clergy of a privileo-e,

\vluch persons in every class of the community have a right to enjoy,
the^liberty of fixing the salary, which they themselves are to pay to
their immediate as&ietants.'

The Vicar of Lilliput shouM have recollected that the Curate is

generally not so much the assistant, ay the reprcsentatiie, or locum te-

nens, of the rector or vicar ; that he performs the whole duty ; and
that, in reason, when the living will afford it, he should be allowed
sufficient to support with credit his clerical profession.

Art.
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Art. 49. Dialogues in a Library. Crown 8vo. pp. 278. 5s.

Boards. RotyinsonSw 1797-

Truth, like religion, has been a greater sufferer by the Impotent

defences of its friends, than by the most vigorous attacks of its op-

posers ; and in cases in which a greater or less degree of probability I»

all that can be obtained, a single false step has occasioned Irreparable

mischief. We do not in the least doubt the good intentions of the

author of the publication before us, and on that very account we re-

gret that he has exposed the cause which he defends to serious objec-

tions, on the score of his want of candor, his deficiency in argument,

and his little caution with regard to facts.

The writer's Intention Is to establish Theism, and the principles of

natural arid revealed religion, from an Inquiry Into the phenomena of

nature ; a subject that has often employed the pens of ingenious men,

and which scarcely needed farther illustration.

It will not be expected that we should gWe an analysis of a desultory

publication, that, within the short space of less than 300 pages, pro-

fesses to treat of the constitution of the human mind,—of the proofs

ofdesign and benevolence in the formation of the solar system, and the

animal, vegetable, and mineral orders,—of Atheism, of Christianity,

of the Antiquity of the World, of the Deluge, of Greek and Roman
Poetry, of Religion, Philosophy, Oratory, and Medicine, and of the

hlstoiy of the early ages anterior to the invention of writing, and at

the very dawn of civilization.

The author's remarks on the momentous question of Christianity

we shall quote as a specimen of his mode of arguing :

* Polymetis. Parraenio, do you belief in historical evidence *

' Parnfen'to. Yes, when the narrative appears to be founded upprt

authentic documents, and the character of the historian, in point of

veracity. Is not impeached.
* Polymetis. But by what rule shall we judge of ancient documents,

the authenticity of which it is impossible ncfw to, ascertain ?

' Parmenio. I know not any other method of judging, than by

the credit in which they appear to have been held during the time

of their existence.

* Polymetis. Should you be satisfied with the evidence of three or

four men, concurring In the recital of certain facts ; men who could

be actuated by no motive of interest to impose upon mankind, and

-who should even lay down their lives in confirmation of their vera-

city ?

' Parmenio. Of all evidence that can be produced of remote trans-

actions, I should consider the kind you mention as the most con-

vincing.
* Polymetis. Then the authenticity of the New Testament, and

the truth of the Christian rehgion, rest exactly upon that foundation.

The history of Jesus Christ is separately related by the four Evange-

lists, with a little inconsiderable variation, as their memory was more

or less impressed by particular circumstances, but without any incon-

sistency. .
' - ^

* Parmenio. So far as their evidence relates to credible occurrences,

it would be ur.rca&o:;ablc to question their veracity ; butlthey have re-

« corded
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Corded likewise a variety of transactions contrary- to the course of na-

ture, and which therefore are difficult of belief.

* PoJymctis. The recital of those miraculous transactions, so far

from reflecting any discredit on tlieir testimony, affords, m my opi-

nion, the .strongest proof of its veracity. Nothing less than personal

conviction, and a notoriety of the fact.^., could have induced them to^

record events of co extraordinary and miiaculour- a nature, which, ii

not well founded, vv-ould have been effectually di.-proved by the in-

habitants of the country. But the miracles of Jesus Christ cease to

be incredible, when we reflect by whoni they were performed.—They

were the work of such a person as never before, nor since, has ap-

peared in the world ; the promised Messiah of the Jews, predicted

by a number of Prophets : ofHim whose divine nature -was manifested

both at his birth and cruciHxion, by extraordinary incidents, and

whose pretx'pts and example transcend in moral purity the most cele-

brated patterns of excellence recorded in the annals of mankind.

' Parmen'w. I must o.vn that your observations impress my mind

with irresistible conviction.'

On Atheism, which is the subject of the 13th Dialogue, the author

has not dei<;ned to bestow a single argument;— the manner ia

which it is treated will appear from the followin?^ extract :

* Paniun'io. Such men (i. e. Atheists) are disturbers of society,

and seem as much objects of public cognizance as rioters, who are

committed to close custody, or the felons who are sent into banish-

ment.
* Polymetb. They are indeed objects of reprobation, if not more

properly of contempt : but beware of calling them disturbers of so-

ciety, in their own hearing.

* Parmenio. Do you imagine that tliey are extremely susceptible of

such reproach ?

* Poiyriel'ts. By no means : but it would gratify them with a no-

tioii of their own importance, which is the object they have princi-*

pally in view. Call them rather a nuisance to society : such an ap-

pellation, by mortifying their pride, may serve to reclaim them from

absurdity, It was the opinion of Aristotle, that such men ought to

be treated not with arguments, but punishments.'

The mention, as facts In natural histor)', of the idle tales of the

halcyon's nest, of poisonous animals containing within them the an-

tidote to their venom, and others of equal authority, shews how far

this writer is qualified to set forth " the v.isdom of God in the works
of ci'eation."

Art. 50. yln Account of the Origin and Progress of the Society for ths

Promotion of Irufnstry, in the Hundreds of Ongar and Harioij, and
the Half Hundred of IVaUham, in the County of Essex. Printed for

the Bcneiit of the Society. 8vo. is. Cadell jun. and Davics,

There arc no undertakings which rayre justly deserve the approba-

tion and thanks of society, than those vvhich are intended, like the

plan before us, 'not merely to relieve but to prevent Indigence,'

The ar.sociaticn of v/high tlie present tra&t gives an account is

Rf-, JytV; 1-97, B b founded
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founded on the wise law made in the 43d year of Queen Elizabeth
for the maintenance and employment of the poor; anJ" institutions 0:^

a similar nature have been attended with success, not only in differ-
ent parts of the kingdom, but on the Continent. In Hamburgh,
v.-e are informed, where the inhabitants are estimated at no,ooo,
and where no beggar is seen, but the poor are actually relieved and
their children carefully instructed, the aggregate expence for a year
does not exceed 14,000/..- wliile the sum annually raised in Norwic!:,
which contains perhaps less than 40,000 iiihabitants, is 24,000/.A g-reat encouragement m the case here brought before us, and
which shews the practicability of such institutions, is, that the great-
est annnal sum subscribed by any individual to the institution in this
part of Essex is not allowed to e>:cotd five shillings.—Among the
observations h. this pamphlet, we ])articularly approve of that which
complains of those acts ef the legiolature wl/ich < permit parishes to
farm their poor to governors of workliouses, and to affix badges to
the clothes of paupers : regulations which make it painful for indi-
gent persons of any sensibility to apply for that relief which the in-
firmities and calamities incident to human nature render necessary for
them.'

^

Art. 5 1
. Ohservntions on the Stfeiiph of the present Government of

France, and upon the Necessity of rallying round it. Translated
from the French of Benjamin Constant, by James Losh. 8vo.
pp. 100. 2s. Robinsons. 1797.
This pamphlet contains many sensible and acute observations on

the present Constitution, and on the principal governors, of the
French Republic. The weakness and folly of many of the surviving-
Girondists are well described in the following passage :

' What then, at this crisis, was the conduct of the men described
above, and who now proclaimed themselves, in the name of the na-
tion, the organs of the public opincn ? Though weak, they declared
themselves inexorable ; without power to punish, they refused to for-
give; and, in the height of their absurdity, tliey denied an amnesty
(which could alone save the country) to those very persons whom
they permitted to rule over them; and whom they thus forced to se-
cure, by violence, that impunity which they would have been willing
to deserve by theit' actions.

* They reproached the government with bitterness for every false
step which it made, v\'hile thty gave it no credit when it acted pro-
perly. 7"% loudly dcmauded reparation for every thing they liad
suffered, though they were not inclined to grant any indulgence
whatever to others. They accused, the men in office of the ferocity
of demons, while they provoked them, as if they supposed them
possessed of the jiatience of angels. They involved tog(.ther, with-
out distinction, the innocent and the guilty, the weak and the cri-
minal. Neither imprisonment nor proscription, nor all the various
circumstance's which hindtred nearly half the Convention from taking
even a passive part in the tyranny while it existed ; nor even the zeal
with \vhi|-fi; since its dertruction, it has rejected from its bosom
(sometimes r/ithnjorc precipitation than regukrity) such of its mcm-

"

.

- befs
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bers as \Vere suspected to be concerned \v. it ; could, 'v.\ the slightest

degree disarm the severity of these censors. They sccir.ed to triumph
in being al)le to prove, that out of 750 persons, to whom they hr.d

intrusted their lives and their fortunes, not one honest man was to be
found. 7hey, by their violence, changed sorrow into fear, remorse
iuto fury ; and then were astonished that this fear and this fury should
not always produce wise and gentle measures.*

Art. 52. Memoirs of Charefie, Chief of the R.oyaI and Christian
Armies in the Interior of France : Contnining Anecdotes of his

private Life, and Details of the War in I.a Vendee. By an Emi-
grant of Distinction. Translated from the French. 8vo. is. 6d.

Jordan.

Those who are accustomed to peruse vs'ith pleasure tite funer?!
orations of the French preachers, who confound a convuLsionarv with,

an eloquent .style, and conceive that to write a good eulogy requires

no otiier skill than to apply vague praise profusely an-d unmixed,
may delight in these Memoirs. Thev begin thus

—

* Charette is dead ! Weep, faithful subjects ; religion has lost her
most zealous defender, the monarchy its firmest support, the opprtit
a protector, tlie unhappy a father. Weep ! he has borne with him
your esteem, your admiration, perhaps, alas! your hopes; he has
left behind him nothing but sorrov/ and regret ! Ifmy talents equalled
the sensibility vrhich fills my soul, I should easily excite the sensi-

bility of my readers ; I should cause tlxem to shed those tears which
gratitude and friendship love to pour upon his tomb.—But what do
I say ?—The panegyrist of Charette has no need of the magic of com-
position, of the fictions invented at will to move and strike the pas-
sions ;—no ! by rt;kit>ng simple facts, by following this great man
trom" his youth until the moment which terminated his days, I shall

oblige even his enemies to grant him their esteem ; and, perhaps, I

sliall have the consolation of hearing them iriix their sighs with the
mournful accents of my grief.'

Our readers will be at no loss to imagine, from this specimen, what
^ntertainment they will fir.d in the perusal of the whole performance.
The historical portion of the work hhs, however, ever)- appearance
of fidelity, as to facts.

Art. 5'3. Remai-hs on SLihspere's Tempest ; containing an Investi-
gation of Mr. Malone's Attempt to ascertain the Date of that
Play; and various Notes and Illustrations of abstruse Readino-s
and Passages. By Charles Dirrill, Esq. 8vo. pp. 96. 2S.

Printed at Cambridge-; sold by Rivingtons, &c. London. 1797.
We must confess that we see noticing in the conjectures of Mr.

Dirrill v.'hich can invahdate those of Mr. Malone, in respect to the
prc>bable time at which our immortal Bard composed this most beauti-
ful of his compositions. We form no decision on the di.spute, as we
deem it of little importance. Whether the Tempest was written in
1612, or between 1609 and 161 6; the date for which Mr. Dirrill
contends, is a question that nppears to be of no consequence ; and
tie conjectural evidence carries little conviction with it on either side.

A ir.ore hter^rsting subject, however, calls- our attention, as Mr.
B b 3 "

Dirrill
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DirrJU has offered Notes on this Play ; fome of which are set in oppo-

sition to those of Mr. Steevens and Mr. Malonc : but, on a perusal of

his remark?, we arc induced to conclude that he is by no means capa-

ble of coping with the learning and acuteness of Steevens, nor with

the indefatigable diligence and accuracy of Malone.

Art. 54. Dhsertaticns on the English Lavgua^^e ; with Notes, histori-

cal and critical, &c. By Noah Webster jun. Esq. 8vo. Printed

at jioston in New England ; sold by Dilly, London. 8s.

Art. K^. A Collection of Essays and Fugitive IVriliiigs, on moral,

historical, political, and hterary Subjects. By Noah Webster

iua. Attorney at Law. 8vo. Printed at Boston ; sold by Dilly,

London. 8s.

These American publications, which were printed about five or six

yearsago,have hitelybeenput into our hands for the purpose of announc-

in<T them to our readers. They are now so much out oi date, indeed,

that wc must content ourselves with little, more than barely giving

their titles. From a slight view, they appear to be written by a man

of reading and reflection, though we believe that they will be found

defective in originality and exactness on this side oi the Atlantic.

Some of the local information in the latter work might aftbrd matter

for quotation, did it still retain the merit of novelty : but, in the

changing scene of a new state, eight or ten years must naturally tend

to antiquate a subject. V/e are sorry to observe in the latter part of

this volume a very peculiar and unsightly mode of spelling, founded

on a rule of pronunciation adopted by the author, but vrhich, not-

withstanding his plausible reasons for it, more mature experience will

most probably induce him to abandon.

Art. 56. ^ Visit to the Philadd^hia Prison ; being an accnrat(; and

particular Account of the wise and humane Administration adopted

in every Part of that Building ; containing also an Account of the

gradual Pveformation, and present improved State of the Penal^

Lav's of Pennsylvania : with Ob^crvations on the Impolicy and

Injustice of Capital Punishments. In a I^ettcr to a Friend. By
Robert J. Turnbull, of South Carolina. Svo. js. 6d. Phillips

and Son. 1797.

Thou'^h we have already been favoured with accounts both of the

penitentiary house of Philadelphia, ar.d of the new criminal code of

Pennsylvania, yet so grateful to an humane mir.d is the vi<;w of im-

provements in the state of public happiness, that we must receive

with pleasure any. additional confirmalion of the practicability of

plans so essentially beneticial to society. Mr. Turnbtill's pamphlet

eives a '•ery distinct and well-written description of the prison and its

rc^ulationp, ivith the effects that have been experienced from them ;

and we readily agree with the benevolent writer, that it would have

rejoiced the heart of HoiMird to have seen hi;; leading ideas carried

into perfect execution, and producing all the beneficial consequences

that his most sanguine hopes could have conceived.

With respect to the Pennsylvanian improved penal code, and the

writer's reasonings concerning capital punishments, we confess that

they have e.xcited a strong c;r.oiioii in our minds ; a considerable part

of
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of which consists of mincrled sorrow and shame for the notorious

faults of our own criminal juvisprudence, for the amendment of which

.0 considerations of humanity nor of enlightened pc^icy have been

^Me to rou/e ar.v serious endeavours. That the nat-on which was

the firs' -n abolifhin? torture should be the most vigorous and perti-

n.ciouVia exacting the dreadful forfeiture of life, for mere violations

of property, is a striking and mc4ancholy prootof the inconsistency

of the human character! Meantime, publications hkethe present

c-nnot but have their use in removing prejudices, and in preparing;

tiie minds of men for the calm influence of reason and equity.

SINGLE SERMONS, lllfc.

\rX "• "^reachedat Monkwell-street Meeting-house, October i6lh,

1^06,' o'n occasion of the Death of Dr. James Fordyce, fovmcyly

P'astor of the Congregation worshipping lu that Place, who died

at Bath, October ist, aged 76. By James Lnidsay. 8vo. pp. 66.

IS. 6d. Johnson. 1797- .,,. ., r

Favm-^ had frequent occasion of paying a willing tribute ot

respect" to the worthy Dr. Fordyce during his life, and being per^

uxtlv persuaded that his writings were well calculated for usefulness,

partlciflarly by forcibly impressing on young minds the love Oi p.^y

ird virtue ; we are happy in hn4ing that lie nas not finished his

course without receiving a public testimony suited to his merit. The

re^p-ct due to the characters and memories of faithful and able mini-

sters of religion i^ well illustrated in this discourse ;
and the general

doctrine is applied to the occasion, in Ti sketcli ot the Lue of Dr.

Fordvce Contenting ourselves with a commendation or the tormcr

part of 'this sermon, we shall eJctract l\-om the latter some parti-

culars

:

"
Dr J'mes Fordvce was born at Aberdeen, of very respectable

parents* who had the singular fortune of tranr-miiting superior talents

to almost every individual of a nuir.erous family.'—

' Having acquired the foundation of classical knowledge at the

grammar schoof of Aberdeen, and completed a regular course of

^tudy both in philosophy and divinity at the Marischal College m the

same place, he was licensed when very young, according to the forms

of the church of Scotland, to be a prencher of the Gospel, and was

settled soon after as one of the ministers of Brechin, m tne county

of Anaus. After r.maiuing there some years, he received a preseptr

aMon to the parish of Alloa, near Stirling, the inhabitants of which

were prepossessed in favour of another minister, whom thsv knew,

and prejudiced against the -Doctor, whom they did not know. He

entered' upon this charge, tlierefore, under a considerable degree ot

popular odium. But this odium he soon overcame, not more by Uic

able an.l impressive manner in which he conducted the puolic services

oi- the Sabbath, than by the amiable and condescending spnit, with

which >-e perfomied the more private duties of visiting, and catechis-

incr In the different districts of his parish,—duties, which, as they

aisid to be performed by the Scotch clergy, contributed much more

than preaching to the religious instruction of the lower classes ot the

npopie. and established that kind of conneiuon between them and
i ^ jr their
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*Ke:r nifnisteij wlilch^ enabled the latter, on vanous occasions, to^2ie deep and lartin- impressions upon the ir.nids of tlie n^rmer, and
.0 renaer t.iem in consequence n.ore sober, more j'ndustrious, and more
^^^^v^, t.ian the Rrime classes of the comnaunity are in any otlier part
or the isiand,_ No one knew better how to avail l.imself of the%cl-
vaiKagc c. tins mode of instriiction, than Dr. Ford vce. By hk at-
tention ana assiduity in this, and the other duties of his minisTv Ik
JT^mcdso much upon the CGtccnv and affection of his pa.i.hionevslili-.t
preji:ci..cc pve place to admiratio:i. Their attachment soyn becanieunboanaed, and when he left them afterwards to fettle in Lofidt^r
iirs. removar occasioned imiversid re-ret. Tliis attiichm-nt was'm-'"
tiiat

;_

and it was_o^vmg only, as I have heard tlie Doctor sav, to the
nressing sohcitation of near relations, and the natural de.ire'af livin*r
.-.mong tuem with the hope "that his usefulnes.3. upon the whole"m.o„t be rather mcreascd tli^n diminished, tliat he It-ft a nari.h where
Je was respected and beloved, and where that love an.l respect enabled
hini to fnini, with so much pleasure and advaiUage, the imuortant ends
«i lu^ Cinsticm muwstrv.

/ It was daring his residence at Alloa, that he first distinguished
Jumself as an author Dy the successive publications of three seVmons.On^ upon the E.oquence of the Pulpit, was arne::ed to the -Art of
1 reaching, by Jus brother Dav^d. Another upon the xMethods ofFramoung EdihcaUon by Public^ Institutions, was preached at the
Ordination of tne Rev. Mr. Gib.on at St. ^,^,, a neighbouring
parish, in.neyear_i754, and pubhVned, with the charge and notes.m T-55-. The third, upon the delusive, and persecutmg Spirit of
i opery, was preached the same year before the Svnod of Perth, and
burh.ig, anu saortly after its publication, came to a second edition.
rhe..t: sermons were all good in their kind, and all deservedly attracted
notice, .nit that which most sti-ongly arrested the attention, both
«i the audier.ce, before which it was delivered, and of the public to
v.-n:ch_it was given from the press in 1760, was his sermon on'thc
i.«iy, infamy, aim misery of unlawful pleasure, preaclied before the
General .Wmbly of the Church of Scotland. The picture, ^rhich
^^j% exhibited in this sermon, of the wretched edtcts of unlawful
pleasure, was evidently drawn by the haivd of a master. The spirit
end exegnnce of the composition ; tlie solemnity, animation, and feel-
rng, with whjcn it ^ya3 delivered, produced, as I h:ive heard, a very
striking impression upon a numerous congregation both of minister*
an^^iaymen ox the first respectability, and raised the preacher to «,i
Dnnvahcd pre-eminence among his brethren in Scotland, as a pulpit

_
* It was about this time, perhaps on occasion of this sermon,, that

':•""
^-"^'Jl^^^^y

received the degree of doctor of divinity fnmi the univer-
^:vy (u Glasgow; and n tlrere is yet any thing hononrable in acnde-
in-\ical titles, prostituted as they have been by an undistinguishing dis-
tribution, the honour could have been contcrred on no man, m the
ehurch to wluch he then belonged, with greater propriety, than en
James Fory<lce. » i

.

_ ;
In 1760 he was unanimously invited, by the society of Prote.stant

IJwseiiter;; worshipp-ng in this place, tu be co-pastor with, and event-

uallv
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Vially successor to Dr. Lawrence, tlien aged and iiifinn ; upon uii^Oie
death, which Imppened soon after, he becanie sole pastor, and coiUt-
nucd to discharge the duties of that olHcc till Christmas 1782, when
his health, which had been long decliaing, rendered it nec-ssary ia his
ou'u opinion, and that of medical men, to discontinue his public ser-
nces. He had not preached long at Monk.well-street,"when his pulpit
talents attracted general attention, and procured liini general admira-
tion. Tiic number of the society was rapidly increased, aud he
preached tor several years, with the powers of eloquence, and the fer-
vour ot piety, to au audience always crowded, often overflowing.' —

' It 'vvould be unnecessary to enumerate, and in nie persumptuous
to criticise before this congregation, the writings of your late excel-
lent and mucli lamented pastor. They have l>ee« extensively read,
generally approved, and some of them translated into several Euro-
pean languages. In point of elegance and taste, thev are excelled
by few

;
m point of moral tendency, by none ; and when I have said

tliis, I need add Jiothing more, but that I wish a complete edition of
his works were printed, and that every person, especially every youiK<-
person in my hearing, were acquainted with them. With respect to
his theological sei^timents, they were in no extreme ;—libLjal, as I

account them
; but perhaps not such as would be deemed worthy of

tluit character by some in our day, who are outrageous for liWality.
* His mind, however, held on in that progress, which an inquisitive

mind generally does. His liberality increased with his age
; yet witk-

out any ol those very rajwd transitions in sentiment, which are the
indicn.tii)ns^ of rash decision, ra:her than of sober inquiry ; of a
ligllt imagination, rather than a solid judgment.'

' After resigning the pastoral care of this society in 1782, he
spent the greater part of his remaining years at a retirement in Hamp-
shire, in the neighbourhood of Lord Bute, with whom he lived iii

great mtimacy, and to whose valuable library he had irce access,
Soon after the death of his brother Dr. V7iliiam, he removed to Bath,
where, alter suffering mucli from an- af.thmatic complaint, to which
he had been subject many years, and enduring that,\nd other pains
and infnmaties incidaU to age, with a truly Christian soirit, he eiKied
his days October i*, iiUiis 76th year, as' I trust you all wish to eni!
yuurs,_ v/ith the peace of God in lik heart, and the triumphant ho^ji-
oi diTistranity, to illuminate his future prospects and dispel the terrors
of impending dissolution.'

Such characters as these afford an interesting aivi instructive lessoii
to young persons : we shall not, therefore, apologize for tnvlno- them
a place in our work,

" 00
Art. 5S. Preached, March 10, i 797, before the Corps of HampsKIre

I'awley Volunteers, at the Church of St. Thoinas, Vv'inchester-
By George Isaac Huntingfcrd, D. D. Warden of St. M«irr'*
College, ne-ar \yinchester. 8vo. la. Cadcll jun. and Davies.' .

1 his discourse is well adapted to the occasion on which it was dc-
hvered, and is with proptiety dedicated to the Volunteer Corps ai
whusc desire it was preached, and nt waiose request it is published^
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Art. CO- -^ Charge given at the Visitation cf the Archdeaconry ofSalop,

in the Diocese of Hereford, holden at Ludlow and Stratlon, 2 1st

and 22d June, 1796. By Joseph Plymley, M. A. Archdeacon*

4to. IS. Robinsons. '

While the spiritual concerns of the church fall more immediately

under the care of its constituted guardians, the bishops, and they

are exercising their utmost vigilance, in days of peril, that " it suf-

fers no detriment j" the charge of its substantial^wA 'oisille form,—the

edifices which are consecrated to its services,—devolves on its inferior

officers, the archdeacons. In the present decayed or decaying state

of these venerable buildings, their task is scarcely ler.s arduous ilian that

of the diocesans themselves. Archdeacon Plymley, in the diocese of

Hereford, appears to be taking most laudable pains to put, or keep,

the churches of that diocese in repair; and to this object, he directs

the whole attention of the clergy of his district, in the charge hcie

presented to the pubhc. He shews himself vrell read in the antient

histoiy of the chinches of England, and a great admirer of the an-

tient Gothic architecture. He appears very sensible of the great im-

portance of preserving ilie buildings in such a state, as to render them

comfortable and healthful to the worshippers. He reminds the church-

wardens and clergy of an important truth, to- which they might not

perhaps have paid sufficient attention without such a monition; That
* a church which is cold, or damp, or that admits wind through

cracks in its Avails, or the rain through crevices in its roof, cannot be

so safe or attractive, as a warm, dry, and well compacted building.'

If this should be thought very obvious, it may nevertheless be recol-

lected that obvious axioms are the basis of all science.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The article concerning which Rusticus inquires was written, and

sent to the press, before the receipt of his letter ; nor has any altera-

tion been made in it, in consequence of the opinion of our corre-

spondent,—with which we are sorry not to agree.

Philo Lihertas will see in this Number an account of the work which

he mentions. We wish ever to observe the old maximi quoted by this

correspondent,

—

audi alteram partem : but in the present case the advo-

cate is too Icud to be heard-

Other letters remain for consideration.

05=- In the last Review, p. 200. near the bottom, * But the stop-

page,' &c. dele But', and two lines farther, for • The conduct,' &c.

read By the conduct, Sic.

P. 218. Art. 33. 1. I. and 7. for * start naked,* lead stark naked.
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Art. I. The Worh of Alexander Pope, Esq. With Notes and Illustra-

tions by Joseph Warton, D. D. and others. 8vo. 9 Vols. 3I. 12s.
Boards. Law, Johnson, Cadelljun. and Davies, &c. &c. 1797.

A LTHOUGH it is desirable that the capital authors of all ages
-^*- and countries should appear before the public whh every
advantage, yet the degree in which they require the illustrative

labours of an editor is very different. The pure text alone of
some writers is sufficient for a full comprehension of their

meaning -, and annotations have then the effect of distracting

our attention, and mingling the ideas of other men with those
of the original author. There are also writers, who, treating
on local and temporary topics, or abounding in allusions to
particular persons, manners, and events, can with difEculty be
understood by all readers even in their own times, and necessa-
rily become more obscure as they grow more remote. A pro-
pensity, likewise, in an author of eminence, to copy thoughts
and images from other persons, will ever make it an object of
curiosity to trace the source of his ideas, and to point out ia
what degree they have undergone alteration and improvement
in passing through his mind.—Perhaps few writers have fur-
nished, in these several views, more scope for illustration and
comparison than Pope ; whose subjects are often peculiar and
personal, and who was a free borrower, and a skilful im-
prover of that which he borrowed.

The works of this great poet have already, indeed, been
published with a suite of notes, extensive enough to ansv/er
every purpose that might be wished : but the leading character
of Warburton's edition is that of a commentary on the opinions
of the author, so managed as to give him the appearance of
saying what the editor supposed he ought to have said, rather
than what he really designed to say. The over-refinement
and the disingenuity of this annotator,—for both these qualities
are assignable to him,—have given very general offence to men

Vol. xxiii. C c of
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of candour and good taste ; and this disgust has been dggra"

vated by the many instances in which he has made his notes the

vehicle of his own singularities of opinion, and of his illiberal

sarcasms on individuals.

It was, then, decidedly to be wished that the text of Pojpe

should be vindicated from such an association, and should be

allowed to speak its own sense, illustrated only by proper ap-

pendages, historical and literary ;—and we believe thnt the ac-

complished writer, who h.is now executed the task, Iras long

been destined to it by the hopes and expectations of almost all

in the nation who could be interested in such a work. In such

cases, however, hopes and expectations ever have a tendency

to mount too high ; though, for our part, we confess that we
relied on finding ** a glorious treat'* for ourselves and for our

readers, in the nine volumes of Warton's Pope; forgetful that

originality is always scarce, and that there is a period at which

all exertions are apt to flng. We had no pre-conception that this

edition could be characterized in a sentence ; and that, in or-

der to give our readers a tolerably accurate general idea of it,

we need say little more than that it is a selection of the most

unexceptionable of Warburton's notes, together with the greater

part of the matter of the celebrated Essn-^ on the Writings and

Genius of Pope digested, totidem verbis, under its corresponding

pages. There are likewise, it is true, various notes by other

hands, but t|iey are taken mostly from printed and well known

books ; and there is some original matter, of which we shall

proceed to give a more detailed account.

The Life of Pope, prefixed to the first volume, is a fair, can^

did, aiid natural representation of the man ; written in an un-

studied, indeed not always an accurate, style, and containing^

little information which has not been given by former biogra-

phers. The editor's intlmncy with the late Mr. Joseph Spencc

has been the chief source of additional anecdote. We shall

copy the summary of the literary character of Pope, which

may be regarded as the final judgment of one who has spent a

life jn similar investigations

:

* Whatercr might be the imperfections of our ^at Poet's J>er-

8on or temper, yet the vigour, force, and activity of his mind

were almost unparalleled. His whole life, and every hour of it, in

sickness and in liealth, was devoted solely, and with unremitting di-

ligence, to cultivate that one art in wliich he had determined to ex-

cel. . Many other poets have been unavoidably immersed in businees,

in wars, in politicG, and diverted from their favourite bi.as and pur-

suits. Of Pope' it might truH"- and solely be said, Versus amal, hoc

siudet ttnum. His whole thoughts, time, and talents were spent on

his Works alone : which Works,Hf'wc dispassionately and carefidK'
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iTvIew, we shall find that the largest portion of them, for he at-

tempted nothing of the epic or dramatic, is of the didactic, moral,

and satiric kind ; and, consequently, not of the most poetic species

of Poetry. There is nothing in so sublime a style as the Bard of

Gray. This is a matter o^ fact, not of reasoning ; and means to

point out, what Pope has actually done, not what, if he had put out

his full strength, he was capahle of doing. No man can possibly think,

or can hint, that the Author of the Rape of the Lock, and the Elnisaf

wanted imagination, or sensibility, or pathetic ; but he certainly did not

so often indulge and exert those talents, nor give so many proofs of

them, as he did of strong sense nnd judgment. This turn of mind
led him to admire French models ; he studied Boikau attentively

;

formed himself upon hi:::, as Milton formed himself upon the Giecian

and Italian Sons of Fancy. He stuck to describing modern manners;.

but these manners, because they are familiar, uniform, artificial, and
polished, are, for thubtfour reasons, in their \'txj nature t-njit for any

lofty effort of the Muse. He gradually became one of the most cor-

rect, even, and exact Poets tb.at ever wrote ; but yet with force and
spirit, finishing his pieces with a patience, a care, and assiduity, that

tio business nor avocation ever inteirupted ; so that if he does not

frequently ravish and transport his reader, like his Master Drydeup
yet he does not so often disgust him, like Dryden, with unexpected

inequalities and absurd improprieties. He is never above or below
his subject. ' Whatever poetical enthusiasni he actually possessed, he
with-held and suppressed. The perusal of him, in most of his pieces,

affects not our minds with sucli strong emotions as we feel from Ho-
mer and Milton ; so that no man, of a true poetical spirit, is master

of himself .while he reads them. Hence he is a writer fit for univer-

sal perusal, and of general utih'ty ; adapted to all ages and all sta-

tions ; for the old and for the young ; the man of business and the
scholar. He who would think, and there are many such, the Fairy
^/een, Palamon and Arcite, the Tempest, or Comus, childish and ro-

mantic, may relish Pope. Surely it is no narrow, nor invidious, nor
niggardly encomium to say, he is the great Poet of Reason ; the

First of Ethical Authors in Verse ; which he was by choice, not ne-

cessity. And this species of writing is, after all, the surest road to
an extensive and immediate reputation. It lies more level to the ge-
neral capacities of men, than the higher flights of more exalted and
genuine poetry. Waller was more applauded than the Paradise Lost

i

and we all remember when Churchill was more in vogue than Gray*

On this very just account, as we think it, we shall only re-

mark that perhaps the force and activity of a mind, employed
during 40 years in composing not a great number of poems. Is

estimated at too high a rate ; and that some abatements might
be matle as to the uniform correctness and finishing attributed

to his lines. The uncommon splendor of diction in some
parts, and the wonderful energy and compression in others,

are not seldom contf-isted by extraordinary flitness and negli-

gence ; and if Pope had no better title to his elevated rank
among poets than the mere evennfss of a polished strain, it

C c 2 would
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would be the voice of prejudice, and not the decision of judg-

ittent, if we assigned to him the superiority over many writers

of the present age. It is that truly poetical faculty of raising

and adorning a subject by splendid imagery, and by the exqui-

site charms of language,—in his best pieces operating on the

mind like enchantment,—which places Pope at an unmeasured

distance above mere correct and elegant versifiers. This dis-

criminating merit, we think, has never been so happily dis-

played as by Mr. Wakefield ; whose warmth of feeling we
should have been very glad to have seen united with the various

learning and mature taste of tlie present editor*'.

As we have already observed that the staple matter of the

notes, in this edition is taken from Warburton, and from the

editor's own previous observations in his Essny^ we shall not

enter on a regular review of the volumes, but shall content our-

selves with occasional notice of any thing that strikes us as new
and worthy of remark.

The following note concerning Dr. Johnson's Latin transla-

tion of the Messiah will be deemed curious by classical readers :

* Dr. Johnson, in his youth, gave a translation of this piece, which

has been praised and nnagniiied beyond its merits. It may justly be

said, (with all due respect to the great talents of this writer,) that

in this translation of the Messiah are many hard and unclassical ex-

pressions, a- great want of harmony, and many unequal and Un-Vir-

gjlian lines. I was once present at a dispute, on this subject, betwixt

a person of great political talents, and a scholar who had spent his

life among the Greek and Roman classics. Both were intimate friend*

•f Johnson. The former, after many objections had be-n made to

this translation by the latter, quoted a line which he thought equal

to any he ever had read.

juncique tremit variabilis umbra.

The green reed trembles

The scholar (Pedant if you will) said, there is no such word as vai-

riabilis in any classical writer. Surely, said the other, in Virgil ;,

eariabile semper focmina. You forget, said the opponent, it is

•^rium & mutabile.'

" In the notes to the Ode for Si. Cecilia s Day, are some valu-.

able Vemarks on English Pindaric odes, and on the lyric pro-

ductions of Italy and France. We observe an odd slip of

thepen in the editor's concluding sentence, where he speaks of

^.'Mi\upei?tuis*'s travels to the north, to measure the degrees of

tlie meridian toward the equator* It should be, a degree to-

wards the pole.

* In the Revirw for Stptember 1796, our readei-s will find some

account of Mr. Wak(^eld'8 " Observations on Pope," in one vol.

The
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The Essay on Criticism is Illustrated with an ample collection

of notes from various sources, but thrown together In tOQ

negligent a manner. A notice by the editor concerninjj En-
glish writers on critical subjects, prior to Pope, is a valuable

specimen of his appropriate knowlege :

' The first piece of criticism In our language, worthy oxir atten-

:ion, for little can be gathered from Webbe and Puttenham, was Sir

Philip Sydney's Defence of Poesie- Spenser is said to have written

a critical discourse, called The Poet ; the loss of which, considering

the exquisite taste and extensive learning of Spenser, is much to be
regretted. Next came Daniel's Apology ; then Ben Jonson's Dis-

coveries, the Preface to Gondibert, and Hobbes's Letter to D'Ave-
nant, the Preface and Notes of Cowley, (whose prose style, by the

way, is admirable,) Temple's Essayo, Dryden's Essay on Dramatic
Poetry, and his various Prefaces and Prologues, Rhymer's Preface to

RapIn, and Letter on Tragedy, and Dennis's Reformation of Poetry,

and the Essays of Roscommon and Buckingham. These were the

critical pieces that preceded our xAuthor's Essay, which was pubhshed
without his name. May 17 11, about the same time with Fenton's

Epistle to Souiherne ; and did not, as Lewis the bookseller told me,
sell at first, till our Author sent copies, as presents, to several eminent

persons.'

Towards the end of the second volume several pieces are In-

serted that were not contained in Warburtou's edition : but we
are much disappointed at not finding any evidence produced ^s

to their autlaenticity. Some of them, we think, we could almost

pronounce, from Internal tokens, not to have proceeded from
his pen; though we do not form this judgment merely on ac-

count of the ribaldry wliich they contain : since there is a

sufHcient mixture of that quality in some of his avowed works,

to stigmatize his grave denunciations against obscenity as hypo-
critical cant. Surely It would have been more decorous in the

reverend editor to have suffered these to have been still burled

in oblivion ! We see not, moreover, the propriety of printing

in this collection some indifi'ereiit verses by Gay, though Pope
is the subject: but we are still mere surprised at finding that

honor paid to a very paltry and illiberal Latin parody by Smith
on the Duke of Buckingham's epitaph, applied to the defama-
tion of Craggs.

The Essay on Man Is Introduced by some new anecdotjes

which strongly exhibit the author's fluctuations and perplexities

in his philosophical and theological opinions, and prove how
.
little he was qualified to lay down a system in these points ;

though no man could more happily adorn and enforce those

general raar.Ims In morality and religion, concerning which
all mankind speal^ an uniform language. Of the notes, the

greater part, and the most acute, are retaiaed ixorxi Warbur-
C c 3 ton.
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ton. Others are taken from various writers in different sys-

tems. One or two by the editor may call for remark. On the

latter of these lines,

.
' •. «* One thinks on Calvin Heav'n's own spirit fell,

** Another deems him instrument of Hell j"

Dr. W, observes that * the fate of Servetus must ever remain

a mark of the violence, cruelty, and intolerance of Calvin.'

This is just, but quite foreign from the purpoae » since those

to whom Pope alluded, as deeming this reformer an instrument

of hell, were certainly not led to that opinion by his rigour

aorainst heretics. It would be well if those who, in this coun-

try, are so fond on all occasions of introducing Calvin and

Servetus, would recollect Cranmer and Joan Bocher-, as well

as the two protectant heads of the church, Elizabeth and James.

Dr. Wavburton concluded his annotations on the Essay on

Man by an ercernpliiication of Longinub's five sources of the

Fublime, from iive passages in the noble apostrophe to Lord

Bolingbroke which terminates the Essay. Dr. Warton consi-

ders the commentator as peculiarly unfortunate in all his in-

stances, none of them being applicable to the rule v,hich they

were intended to exemplify. Yet Warburton was not a tyro in

Greek, and certainly was able to oucr into the beauties of En-

^lish poetry. Is it not the probable conclusion, in this case,

il^at Longifius is a very loose critic P

' ;/ ,In a note on the Universal Prayer^ we meet v.-ith the follow-

jng anecdote: •' The great Bishop Butler used to say, that if

Lord Shaftesbury had lived to see the candour, moiieration, and

gentleness of the [then] present times in discussing religious

subjects, he would have been a good Christian." We lament

to think that we have outlived the times thus characterized,

and that no unbeliever-is no-yv likely to be converted by such an

argument. ., -..'^z ^

In the note under the delineation of the character of Atossa

in the Epistle en the Characters of H'^cmefi, we observe the fol-

lowing addition to what is copied from the Essav on the Genius

and IVritings of Pope: * She (the Duchess of Marlborough)

ffavc Mr. Pope a thousand pounds to suppress this portrait,

which he accepted, it is said, by the persuasion of Mrs. M.
Blount i and, after the Duchess's death, it was printed in a

folio sheet, 1746, and afterwards here inserted with those of

Philoraede and Cloe. This is the greatest blemish in our poet's

moral character.' We cannot but be surprised zt the coolness

with which this infamous transaction is here censured. i?/f-

TnishJ'-r'Czn any thing more abominably flagitious be produced

from the memoirs of the vilest heroes of the Dunciad .•' So

very bad, indeed, is it, and of so much deeper a dye than any
of
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" of tHe known blemishes of Pope's cliaracter, that we are by no
means prepared to admit it as a fact, without better evidence

than unauthenticated assertion. Mr. Wakefield's correspond-

ent, the present Bishop of Cloyne, who also mentions the re-

port, is very properly desirous that application should be made
to the representative of the Marlborough family, in order to

ascertain it's truth. We cannot but wish that Dr. Warton had
used his influence for this purpose, before he gave an un-

-'chccked currency to a story that must impose an indelible stain

'on the subject of it.

We find nothing which demands particular observation in

the notes on the remainder of the poetical works. Even the

Dunc'uid acquires licrle new illustration from the present editor;

and Warburton is still the leading annotator. His ill-nature,

indeed, and the poet's petulaiice, are occasionally corrected ;

and Dr. Warton shews himself to be possessed of more libe-

Tality than either of them. He might have excused himself,

however, from inserting long notes from Warburton, for the

sole purpose of expressing his disapprobation of them. We
know not how far it was worth while to re-print the Dunciad
as it first appeared in three books alone, and with its original

hero Theobald, instead of Gibber. The mere omission of a

book, though it might make the plan more uniform, did not

require to "be perpetuated in a separate impression : but It may
ix; a just object of curiosity, to shew how much better the

poem was adapted to the character of its first hero than to that

of its second.

In the sixth volume is given an imitation of the second satire

of Horace, intitled SoberAdvicefrom Horace to the youngGetitlemen

about Toivtiy in the Manner of Mr. Pope. What could .possibly

have induced the editor thus to contaminate his publication, by
one of the grossest pieces that we ever read, is beyond our
power ro conceive. Are we to regard it as really the composi-
tion of Pope under a disguised title ? If it were so, should
Dr. Warton have been the reviver of it?—We cannot but
make the same observation on a chapter in Scriblemsy intitled

ihe Double ABsiress^ which was published in the 4ro edition of

1741, but omitted (on better consideration) in the last. We
by no means concur with the editor in thinking it such a speci-

men of exquisite humour ; and we are certain that it is not fit

to be perused by many of those who might wish to grace their

shelves with JVartons Pope. Surely, surely, consistency ought
to have been a little more regarded !

In the volumes of Letters, we find a considerable number
added : but the greater part of them are short, and of little

consequence. It was scarcely fair to expose old Mrs, Pope's
C c 4 and
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and Sir Godfrey Kneller's bad gi-ammar and spelling; and we
think the repetition, in the same words, of a deseription of an
old house, in a letter from Pope to the Duke of Buckingham,
and another to Lady Wortley Montague, might have been
spared. Some of the most interesting of the additional corres-

pondence is that between Pope and Aaron Hill v we shall tran-

scribe the spirited expostulation of the latter, on account of a

supposed allusion to him in the Dunciad.

* From Mr. Hill to Mr. Pope.

* Sir, January 28, 1730-1.
* Your answer regarding no part of mine but the conclusion, you

must pardon my compliment to the close of yours, in return ; if I

agree with you, that your letter is iveaker, than one would have ex-

pected.
* You assure me, that I did not know you so well, as I might,

had I happened to be known to others, who could have instructed

my igaorance ; and I begin to find, inc^eed, thai I was less acquainted

with you, «:han I imagined : but your last letter has enlightened me,

and I can never be in danger of mistaking you, for the future.

* Your enemies have often told me, that your jpleen was, at least,

as distinguishable, as yonr genius : and it will be kinder, I think, to

believe them, than impute to rudeness, or ill manners, the return you
were pleased to make, for the civility, with which I addressed you.

* I will, therefore, suppose you to have been peevish, or in pain^

while you were writing me this letter: and, upon that supposition,

shall endeavour to undeceive you. If I did not love you, as a good
mai7f while I esteem you, as a good writer, I should read you with-

out reflection : and it were doing too much honour to your friends,

and too little to my oiun discernment, to go to them for a character of

your mind, which I was able enough to extract from your writings.

* But, to Imitate your love of truth, with the frankness you have

taught me, I wish the great qualities of your heart were as strong in

you as the ^(30^/ ones: you would then have been above that emotion

and bitterness, wherewith you remember things which want weight

to deserve your anguish.
* Since you were not the writer of the notes to the Dunciad, it

would be impertinent to tn-iiblt you with the complaint I intended

:

I will only observe, that the author was in the right, to believe me
capable of a second repentance ; but, I hope, I v/as incapable of that

second sin, which should have been previous to his supposition. If

the initial letters A. H. were not meant to stand for my name, yet,

they VvCre, everywhere, read so, as you might have seen in Mist's

Jovirnal, and other public papers ; and I had shewn Mr. Pope an ex-

ample, how reasonable 1 thought it to clear a mistake, publicly,

.which had been publicly propagated. One note, among so many,

would have done me this justice : and the generosity of such a pro-

ceeding could have left no room, for that offensive sneakingly, which,

though, perhaps, too harsh a word, was the properest a man could

chuse, who was. satirizing an approbation, that he had never observed

warm
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"warm enough to declare itself to the world, but in defence of the
great, or the popular, }

* Again, if the author of the notes knew, that A. H. related not
to me, what reason had he to allude to that character, as mine, bv"
observing, that I had published pieces bordering upon bombast a
circumstance so independent on any other purpose of the note, that
I should forget to nvhom I am writing, if I thought it wanted ex-
planation.

* As to your oblique panegyric, I am not under so blind an attach-
ment to the goddess I was devoted to in the Dunciad, but that I
knew it was -x commendation', though a dirtier one than I wi.shed for-
who am, neither fond of some of the company, in which I was
listed—the noble reward, for which I was to become a diver ; the
allegoric muddiness, in which I was to try my skill ;—nor the insti-

tutor of the games, you were so kind to allow me a share in.

' Since, however, you could see, so clearly, tliat I ouo-ht to be
satisfied with the praise, and forgive the dirt it was mixed with, I am
sorry, it seemed not as reasonable, that you should pardon me for
returning yoir comphment, v.'ith more, and opener, praise, mixed
with less of that dirtiness, which we have, both, the good taste to
complain of.

* The Caveat, Sir, was mine. It would have been ridiculous to
suppose you ignorant of it : I cannot think, you need be told, that
it meant you no harm ;—and it had scorned to appear under the bor-
rov/ed name it carries, but that the whimsical turn of the preface,
would have m.ade my own a contradiction.— I prom.ise you, however
that for the future, I will publish nothing, without my name, that
concerns you, or your writings. I have now, almost finished, ^n
Essay on Propriety, and Impropriety, in Design, Thought, and Ex-
pression, illustrated, by Examples, in both Kinds, from the fVritina-s of
Mr. Pope; and, to convince you how much more pleasure it gives
me, to distinguish your lights, than your shades ;—and that I am as

willing as I ought to be, to see, and acknowledge my faults ; I am
ready, with all my heart, to let it run thus, if it would, otherwise
create the least pain in you:—y/« Essay on Propriety, and Impropriety,

etc. illustrated by Examples, of the first, from the JVritings of Mr. Pope,
and of the last, from those of the Author.

' i am sorry to hear you say, yon never thoiight any great mat-
ters oi yowr poetry.—It is, in my opinion, the characteristic you are

to hope your distinction from : to be honest is the duty of every plain

man J Nor, since the soid of poetry is centiment, can a great poet
Tv-ant morality. But your honesty you possess in common with a mil-

lion, who will never be remembered; Avhereas your ^cr/r)' is a peculiar
that will mt'.ke it impossible you should be forgotten.

* If you had not been in \k\s. spleen, when you wrote me this letter

I persuade myself, you would notj immediately after censuring the
^rzWi? of writers, have asserted, that you, certainly, kn&zv jonv moral
life, above that of most of the wits of these days ; at any other
time, you would have remembered^ that humility is a moral virtue,

it v/as a bold declaration ; and the certainty with which you know it.

Stands in need of a better acquaintance than you seem to have had with

the
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the trlh:', since you tell me, in the same letter, that many of -their

natiirs were unknown to you.

' Neither woiild it appear, to your own reason, at a cooler junc-

. ture, over-consistent with the morality you arc so sure of, to scatter
- the letters of the vriiolc alphabet, annexed, at random, to characters of
jih'ghtand ridiculouo cast, confusedly, with intent to provoke jealous

writers into resentment^ that you might take occasion, from tha^ re-

sentment, to expose and depreciate their characters.

< The services you tell mc, you would do Mr. Dennis, even though
he should abuse you, in return, will, I hope, give him some title to

expect ?ai exertion of your recommendatory influence in his behalf; a

iTian, so popular, a? you, might secure him a great subscription :

this would merit to i)e called a service ; and, the more the world
should find you abused in the works you had recommended, so much
the more glorious proof would 'they see, that your morals were, in

truth, as giipcrior, as you represent them, to those of your cotem-
poraries. Though you will pardon me tht pride of wondering, a lit-

tle, how this declaration came to be made to n/e, whose condition not
atanding in need of such services, it was not, I think, so necessarv,

you should have taken tlie trouble to talk of them,
* Upon the whole, Sir, 1 find, I am so sincerely yourfriend^ that

it is not in your own power, to make me your enemy : else, that un-
necessary air of neglect and superiority, which is so remarkable, in

the turn of your letter, would have nettled me to the quick ; and I

'mi^st triumph, in my turn, at the strength of my own heart, who
can, after it, still find, and profess myself, most affectionately and
uincerely Youi, etc'

This was one of those unpleasant difFiailties in which Pope
-was involve-d by his propensity to satirize, where he had riot

the courage to avow his meaning ; and from which he could

«ot extricate himself without some loss of honour.

We must now conclude the remarks which suggert them-
selves respecting this edition. It is certainly an improvement
on that of V/arburton ; tiegativel^ so, in correcting or omitting

his frequent perversions of tlie author's ^c\\st\- positively so.,

m the addition of a great many valuable facts and observations,

cither immediately connected with the text, or bearing a gene-
ral reference to it. At the same time, we must take the liberty

of expressing a decree of disappointment as to the care and at-

tention bestowed on the work. There is too much of mere
transcription in it from the editor's former hibours ; which,

though respectable, were yet for the most part the product of

a less matured taste and judgment, and are not always in har-

hiony with later opinions :—the transcription h?s even been so

careless, that facts long past are sometimes mentioned as havirj"

just occurred*, and the s;tmt: circumstances are not unfrequently

repeated. We might have expected, frorn an editor of such

-^various reading, something more in the tracing of imitations, and
"''

^
• ' \n
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1

in tlxe comparison of similar passages in otb.er poets; on which

points Mr. Wakefield has displayed so much taste and industry.

We are sorry, likewise, to add that sufficient attention has not

been paid by Dr. Warton to the correction of the press ; many

of the proper names, and particularly quotations fmm foreign

languages, being erroneously printed. On the whole, indeed,

ve are constrained to observe that marks of haste are too con-

spicuous throughout.

A full length sketch of Pope is prefixed, taken by stealth

by Mr. Hoare ; which the editor calls an invaluable relic, but

which, in truth, is an ill-drawn caricature. A frontispiece,

however, gives us a fine bust of Mr. Pope, from a painting by

Richardson.

Art. it. Travels through Germany, StvUzcrljrJ, lialy, and Sicily,

Translated from the German of Frederic Leopold Count Stolberg,

by Thomas Holcroft. 4to. 2 Vols. pp. 500 and 656, and 19

Plates. 3I. 3s. Boards. Robinsons. 1796.

V the original work of this distinguished traveller, a de-

tailed account occurs in the Appendix to our xviiith vol.

;

O
^nd we are happy in announcing a proper, elaborate, and elegant

translation of it : although we think that the poetic style at-

tempted by Count Stolbcrg is too much subdued, and that his

condensed significance is too much enfeebled, by the expansion

of the English version. It cannot be indifferent to the forma-

tion of a just taste in opinion among us, that the English pub-

lic should become acquainted with the point of view in which

the recent events, that have convulsed the Continent, were

seen by so polite a scholar and so accomplished a gentleman as

the author of «« The Island." A friend to liberty, to republic

canism^ and to the people, he is yet the patron of order, of reli-

gion, and of morals -, and he views with the conscious disdain

of superior rectituue those corrupt Gallican doctrines and prac-

tices, which, in 1 79 1, (the date of these letters,) were so exten-

sively patronized on the Continent by the populace of literature

;

which threatened to absorb all independence and nationality of

character, and to transform the fortunate citizens of the demo-

cracies of Switzerland into apes of the debaucheries and satel-

lites of the insolence of Paris.
_

•

The visit to the Colosseum at Rome introduces a disserta-

tion on gladiatorial exhibitions, and on their abolition by Saint

Telemachos, (one of the most meritorious men to whom the

catholics have erected altars,) which we deem wortl^y of our se-

lection on the present occasion

:

m //'

» Dramatic representations were not performed in stationary thea-

tres j button scaffolding, which was (juickly erected and removed.

The
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The law did not permit them to build durable theatres : but the law

seldom can repress the spirit of luxury, which here had the .unfortu-

nate property of combining the creations of genius with the madness

of folly. In the yeai of Rome 599, the Censors, Marcus Valerius

Messala, and Caius Cassius Longiuus, whose duty it was to restrain

the increase of luxur)', built a superb theatre ; which was pulled

down before it was finished, because P. Scipio Nasica, whom the

senate declared to be a man of just intentions, opposed it with his

^hole power.
< In the year of Rome 694, JEmilius Scaurus, the step-son of Sylla,

built a theatre which would contain eighty thousand spectators. The
scenes were of three partitions : the undermost of marble, the middle

of glass*, and the upper of gilded wood. It was adorned by three

hundred and sixty marble pilhu-s, and three thousand brazen statues ;

and, when the performance of the games was ended, the whole was

removed by Scaurus.
* The expence, in pictures, tapestry, dress, and other articles,

was so great that, when his country house was set on fire by his

mutinous slaves, the loss was estimated at three millions of rix-dol-

lars ; which unheard-of sum the theatre itself must have cost. These

sums were the fruit of the robberies which Metella, the wife of

SvUa, had shared with her blood-thirsty husband. Scaurus however

was so deeply in debt that the province of Sardinia, which, as Praetor,

he oppressed and plundered, was insuflicient for the reinstatement of

his affairs.

' In the year of P^ome 701, Curio, whose wealth, as Pliny tells

us, originated in the contests of the principal men of Rome, deter-

mined to excel Scaurus as much in novelty of invention as he was in-

ferior to him in enormity of expence. At the death cf his father, he

caused two theatres to be built. You know that the theatres of the

antients had always the figure of a semicircle ; and that their amphi-

theatres were either circular or oval. The theatre which was dedi-

cated to the exercise of genius was of Greek invention : the amphi-

.theatre of Roman ; that the citizens, in the latter, might be spectators

of racing, wrestling, leaping, the fighting of wild beasts, and the

combats of gladiators. The two theatres of Curio were built with

their backs toward each other ; but so that there was an empty space

between them. A dramatic piece was performed in each of them, in

the morning. In the afternoon, the theatres were both changed;

for, while the people were seated upon high gradations of benches,

the hinges were so artfully contrived that the tb.eatres met each other:

so that the whole suddenly formed an amiphitheatre, in which com-

batants presented a new spectacle f. In the year 488, after the

.building of the city, the sanguinary combats between gladiators were

first exhibited in the Circus, by M. and D. Brutus ; who intended by
this means to honour the funeral of their father. The people of

< * Pliny xxxvi. 15. hna pars scenae marmorefuU, mediae t'i/ro,

Inaudito ft postea genere liixur'ne.—Glass can mean nothing but ornfl-

wented with glass : however, we have but a very imperfect idea of the

.ornamental magnificence of the antients. ..

. « f Phny xxxvi. 15.'

Campania
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Campania indulged in the combats of the gladiators more early, and
even during their banquets. This frantic love of cruelty rapidly in-

creased. In the year of Rome 536, tlie sons of M. ^miliusLepidus,
intending to honour their father's memory, had games performed
which continued three days, and in which twenty-two pair of gladia-

tors combated. Thirty-ttiree years afterward, seventy gladiators

fought.
' It became customary for every general, before he undertook any

expedition, to pxerent this prelude of murder to the people. Cassar

maintained some thousands of gladiators, at his own sxpence ; and^
when >Edile, exhibited games in which three hundred and twenty"

pair entered the field of battle. Trajan, that pride of the Paoran

world ! Trajan, the greatest and most benevolent of the Emperors

!

Trajan, whose virtue, after he became Emperor, was proverbial^
*' As fortunate as Augustus, as virtuous as Trajan !" even Trajan
indulged this practice. He gave games during a hundred and twenty
days successively, in v^-hich there were ten thousand gladiators.

* Augustus made a law by which private individuals, who thouorht

proper to present the people with such spectacles, should be limited

not to expend above half their substance.

* The people expressed their joy, when a gladiator received his

death wound, .with wild shouts : crying, Habet ! Hoc habet ! Some
of the combatants engaged each other with similar weapons : such
were often called Samnites ; not because they really were Samnites,

but because the Romans, full of ignoble antipathy against a people
who had resisted their arms for a hundred years, deligiited m behold-
ing the murder of a iSamnite.

* Cruelty once indulged is not easily satiated. It requires variety

of murder, and its horrible necessities make it inventive. Gladiators^
who held an elastic net in their right hand, and a three pronged wea-
pon in the left, endeavoured to cast the net over the head of their op-r

ponent; and then to pierce him with their prongs. If the attempt
failed, the antagonist pursued the assailant to death. Hence the
latter was called the Sccutor, pursuer ; and the former Reliarius, the
net bearer.

* The net bearers combated also v.n'th armed Gauls, who were
called Mlrmillones. The latter bore the figure of a fish on a helmet.
These Mirmillones endeavoured to escape tlie net bearer, by ducking
the head, and at the same moment to give a blow in the foot, that
should disable his enemy ; that he might afterward destroy him. It-

was usual for the net bearer, as he followed the Mirmillon, to ex-
claim, Non te perof plscem peto : ^tid me fugis, Galle ? I do not aim
at thee, but at thy fish : Why dost thou fly me, Gaul* ?

* If a gladiator expressed a sense of pain, after being wounded, or
asked for his hfe, the people, enraged, would frequently exclaim,
Oceide ! ure ! verbera ! f Kill I burn ! whip liim ! I rem.ember some-

* * An allusion is no doubt made to the gladiators, and perhaps to
this kind of gladiator, by Terence; v/hen he makes histoid man,
Simo, storming at his son for being in love with a girl, exclaim^
Captiis est; habet. Ter. An. act. I. sc. I. .

'

* + Seneca..'

where
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where to have read that they had the cruelty to apply burning iron'ft

to the half expiring, that they might induce them to exert their small
remains of power.

* Sometimes the people pardoned such gladiators as had formerly-
excelled in agility, or courage. The raising of the hand, with the
thumb lowered, was a token that they should live. The hand shut,
with the thumb raised, was the sign of death. It was usual for the
people to ery, Recipeferniin ! Receive the sword !

* As soon as a combatant was dead, slaves, whose office it was,
entered, drove a hook into his body, and dragged him away through
the Porta Libiiinn, or gate of death, to bury him.

* The gladiators were, some of them prisoners of war * gome free
persons, who had studied the art ; and others foundlings, whose
education destined them to this trade.

' The instructor of these combatants was called Lanista. The
school i\\ which they were trained was a large building; in which
those w^ho \<txt set apart to murder, or to be murdered, were exa--
cised.

* They were not at liberty to <go where they pleased, when not ex-
ercising ; but were each shut up in a different cell, like dogs in their

kennel. In the latter times of the republic, these gladiators were
made subservient to the ambition of the powerful ; and were let loose,
among the people, like hounds among wild beasts.

* When the people granted a gladiator liis life, it was frequently
®nly for the day : he must again attend the games on the morrow ;

and, perhaps, during thet;- whole continuance, though they should
be but just begun. Whoever had vanquished several opponents one
after the other, received a sword of wood, rudis ; which was encir-

cled with palm ; and he was from that time released from the Arena
of the gladiators. He then hung up his sword, his shield, and his

helmet, in the temple of Hercules *.

* Free gladiators, who hired themselves, were paid a great price

;

and the ^ud'iani a much greater : for this was the epithet bestowed
on those who lu:d received the wooden sword.

* In tiie times of the Emperors, the Rom.an citizens, knights, and
senators, degraded themselves with combating with hired gladiator*

and slaves. The Emperor Commodus pres. nted himself as a gladia-

tor, and received for each day out of the gladiator's treasuiy, ix -ru-j

a.ovotJU4,yiKuv y^rttaTi'v •{-, about fifty thousand rix dollars. He was re-

markably powerful in combating; with wild beasts.

' * Horace has a beautiful allusion to this custom, when Mxcenas
wishes again to induce him to write.

Prima dicte mihi, summa diceride Camaria,

Spectaium satis, et donatumjam rude quarts

y

Macenas, iterurn antiquo me inchukre lude.

Non eadem est atas, non mens, Vejanius, armli

lierculis adpostcmjixisy laiet abdiius agro,

Ne pepuLtn extremd toties exorei arend. . .

y'^';- ^. .:i Lib. i. ep. i*:l&--tf»*;

* f vion Cassrus.*

* u
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* In the time of Domitian, female gladiators rose up ; and tlie Ro-
mans were at last so addicted to this sanguinary spectacle, that, like

their predecessors the people of Campania, they had them at their

feasts.
^

' Certain combatants fought in chariots, and were called Essediarti.'

Others fought on horseback, with deep helmets ; so that they could

not see each other ; and thus ran the course, with their soears, blind-

fold.

* When once a people are accustomed to the sight of blood, the

lust of indulging such horrible spectacles increases to the most out-

rageous phrensy. Political consideratioris should have taught the

free Romans that a savage nation is incapable of liberty. And how
savage must that nation be, whose very matrons, and vestals, were ac-

customed to such spectacles

!

' The subjected Greeks were late in adopting these practices.

When, in the time of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, it was proposed

to the Athenians to introduce them, in imitation of the Corinthiaa

gladiators, the philosopher Demonax exclaimed, with noble indigna-

tion. Oh, men of Athens, rise, before you indulge in battles like

these, rise, and demolish the altars which your fathers have erected

to Mercy

!

* Constantine, the first Christian Emperor, though not able en-

tirely to suppress this horrid practice, forbad it ; being excited so to

do by Lactantius. Under the Emperor Honorius, when Pruden-
tius, a Christian poet, had endeavoured to obtain the abolition of

these spectacles, Telemachos, a henr.it of the East, appeared in the

amphitheatre. As soon as the combat had begun, he descended,

with a dignified simplicity, inflamed by the spirit of benevolence and
holy zeal, into the Anna, and endeavoured to prevent the combatants
from murdering each other. The spectators, enraged, rose and stoned

him. Perhaps there may be some who will feel inclined to ridicule

the simplicity of this dignified man ; though, had it been the act of

a Heathen philosopher, they would have admired and cited it as ex-

emplary. Telemachos however was the last sacrifice to this accursed

custom. Honorius was moved, forbad the games of the gladiaton^

and from that period they were entirely abolished.'

The 55th letter deserves the attention of those \vho are

lovers of the arts : it serves to prove how ignorant, in gene-
ral, is the enthusiasm with which antique statues have been
contemplated. That which has been admired for ages as au
Antinous is now evinced to be n Perseus : so imagln'ary are the

voluptuous graces which traced its contour. Various other

misnomers have also been detected. Ought not this to inspire

a doubt of the inimitable excellence of those works of Greek or

Roman art,— for the age of most remaining masterpieces is very

uncertain ; and to favour the opinion that it v.-as rather the

great demand for statues, occasioned by the idolatry, the fa-

shions, and the wealth of Rome, and of the Grecian sea-

ports, than ai>y thing peculiar to the personal beauty or the

10 •loo?e
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loose manners of the antlents, that produced their skill 1n

sculpture ?

The followinjT passnge well describes the religious entliu-

siasm which image-worship is calculated to excite:

* The Tarantines, as Christians, take no less delight in their holi-

days than did their ancestors, as Pagans. They will ride miles, from

all'parts, to be present at the festivals of other towns : for which rea-

son many persons had arrived from the neighbouring jjlaces, on the

present occasion: the number of which visitors was estimated at ten-

thousand.
' The magistracy of the town intended me the honour of making

me bear a star, before the solemn procession of the Saint : from which

project they were with difficulty diverted, by the Archbishop. His

authority, and not my heresy, was my protection.

« The lower orders are extremely credulous. The principal object

of adoration among the men, and still more among many of the wo-

men, appears to be the silver image of the Saint. With no less zeal

than that recorded by St. Paul," they seemed to emulate the E^e-
sians ; while they exclaimed, " Great is Cataldo, the patron of Ta-

tanto!"
, . 1 J • » -J

* The statue had been taken from its shnne, and placed in the mid-

dle of the church, the preceding day ; on the 9th, in the afternoon.

You can form no conception of the clamour of the people ; or of the

loud mixture of riotous mirth, and fleeting devotion. The women

uttered their feelings with tears, bowlings, and hideous grimaces.

Men and women, all were desirous of touching the Saint: some with

their lips, others with tlie hand, and the most devout with their gar-

ments. One woman successfully opened herself a passage through

the crowd, placed herself fervently before the image, gazed at it, and

prayed to it, to excite its attention, as people are accust(.med to do

to those whom they would awaken from a reverie. Hist! Hist! San

Cataldo ! San Cataldo > A merchant conversed with me as zealously,

concerning the uncovering of the image, as if he had spoken of the

actual appearance of the Saint ; although he knew he was talking to

a heretic, for he hnd questioned me, the Sunday before, whether I

would not go to mass ? and I had told him I was not a CathoUc. His

• terror deprived him of all reply. In his panic, not knowing how to

conceal it, and forgetftil of \^'hat he was doing, he suddenly attempted

to kiss both my hands.'

A few slight errors of translation occur, as volume i. p. 407.

« Segestus and Hermanus-,' for Segestes and Arm'wiuSy or Her-

man ; but such slips are not frequent. In vol. ii. p. 13T} on

the plate, we have » winter-huts,' for huts of the vintagers:

here, however, (it is possible,) the engraver is in fault. In

general, an uncommon attention to the arduous duties of a

translator is observable. In the course of a preface, indeed, of

some length, and marked by some peculiarities, Mr.Holcroft has

informed the public that the labour and perseverance, which he

found it necessary to exert in the fulfilment of his task, have

- been
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lieen * greater than it is his intention ever sgain to encounter, in

a work where neither the thoughts, the manner, nor the ma*

terials, are his own.' He observes that

* The Writer of the follov>ing Letters has in this work proved

himself to be a man of taste, of learning, and of observations a

connoisseur, a critic, a poet, and, as sucli rare qualities imply, ;nti»

mately acquainted with men and manners. But no man ca^n be -deeply

^skilled in and equally well iiiforined upon all topics ; and a traveller,

:f a man of observation, will be induced to record facts on subjects

of which he is either wholly ignorant or in part. His range of re-

mark may lead him through every science, every art, and every age-

Of this class of travellers is Coiuit Stolberg ; and, in followir.g his

erratic and devious path, v,-hich he has sometimes rather ti accd with

slight touches than marked with a deep and daring stroke, the Trans-

lator has not unfrequently found himself in a labyrinth : from which

•to extricate himself, and never lose sight of his author, was a task

of difficulty and address. Technical terms not known to tVie diction-

aries, words coined with a kind of poetical licence by the Count,

himself a poet :and that way inclined, and scientific facts, of which

sometimes the Author and sometimes the Tran^-lator had but an im-

perfect knowledge, aided to form this labyrinth, and increase these

difficulties. Add the complex construction, indefinite grammar, li-

centious orthography, ajid pei-plexed idiom, of the Genr.an language ;

increased by that habit, to which all writers are addicted, of ima-

einin"- that no man can be ip-norant of sub'ects 'which arc exceed-

jngly familiar to themselves, and that therefore it is more masterly t-o

hint at than to describe them ; and the occasional dilemmas of the

Translator may be in good part conceived. He is much more anxious

to discover and to avow his own mistakes than to defend them ; and

rather willing to court criticism, for the instruction of others, than

to shrink froiii it, that he may indulge the self-love of cowardice, de-

ceit, and imbecility.'

—

' But of what import is it, to tlte reader, though he may have

turned over.a thousand volumes a thousand times; to detect, to elu-

cidate, or to escape error ? And, if ten thousand of these errors

have been thus escaped, should any remain, he is still accountable:

he is still interrogated on his Ignorance ; and asked why he did not

turn over more books, and take care to be better iofoiTncd ?'

Every translator, who undertakes ^ work of any magnitude

and importance, should read this preface. It displays good
sense and much candour ; and it will point out to him the dif-

ficulties and ducies of his ofhce, preparing his mind to meet
and overcome tliem, or inducing him ingenuously to relinquish

a task which he is not able honestly to accomplish.

Mr. Holcroft has farther added to his labour, and strength-

ened his chini to praise, by subjoining an index— the desidera-

tum of the original—recording ail the miscellaneous facts which
these Travels produce, and pointing them out, * individually

and collectively, to the farmer, the philosopher, the antiquary,

the artist, the connoisseur, and the botaniat.'

Rey= Aug. 1797. D 4 Aar-
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Art. Il*f. 'I'he History of the 'Campaign of l-;<^^. In Germany ftfid

Italy. 8v6. pp.400. 6s. Boards. Cadell jun. and Davies, <S{C.

1797.

\\f E had occasion to notice a French 'account of the campaigns
'y^ of Gen. Pichegruin 1794 and 1795, (Rev.N. S. vol. xxii.

p. 287,) and we very much wish that a reply to that narrative, so

libellous to Enghsh skill and valour, were drawn up by the tem-

perate and well informed author of the history now before us.

He is not,- indeed, very learned in the theory of tactics ; nor

does he, in our opinion, take sufficient p<iins to analyze the

causes of victory in every individual instance -, imposing on

himself a reserve on this point : but he reports with great ap-

parent fairness and fidelity, from authentic and original sources

of information. He never imitates the gasconading reports

.heretofore made by Barrere, but describes events more in the

natural style of Davila, and with a severe attention to reality.

In the preface, he thus speaks of his design and his materials

:

* I have neglected no enquiries, nor pains, to give to this historical

account exactness and perspicuity, the only merits of which a work

of this sort will admit. It seems to me, that he who writes, not on

Theories, but on Facts, is absolutely bound to be impartial, both

with respect to things, and to persons, whatever may be his own in-

terests and opinions.—I have endeavoured to prove myself such to my
readers.

* The materials from which I have composed this Work, have been

partly collected from the accounts officially published at London,

Vienna, and Paris ; and partly procured through means of a corres-

pondence which I have constantly kept up v/ith some distinguished

military characters on the Continent. Some of these have been and

still are actually engaged in this war ; and the others have watched

its prog-i-ess with the most attentive and intelligent observation. I

have spared no pains to put together and to compare these various ma-
'
terials. This Work is, in fact, an abstract and a combination of all

these accounts.—I have endeavoured to 3i-avv from the whole, a result

-

if not absolutely correct, at least, as nearly so, as it was in my power

to make it.

' The knowledge whith I myself have personally had of the greater

part of the theatre of the war, of some of the armies which are en-

gaged in it, and of several of the Generals who command theni,

joined to some degree of experience in the subject which I treat of,

cannot have failed to be of considerable use to me.'

There is no fact less decided and settled between the par-

tizans of the regal coalition and those of the republic, than

the relative strength of the opposed armies. If we listen to

the British officers who are returned from the continent, we

should think that the French had never won a victory without

a very great superiorly in point of numbers. If we trusty t;o

the olhcial vaunts of contractors, ministers, and commissaries,

the
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the numbers furnished for the field have ever, before the battle,

rivalled the enemy's squadrons. Untried forces over-rate

themselves in order to intimidate ; and conquering forces un-
dcr-rate themselves in order to enhance their glory : so that

various causes concur to mislead the most impartial and cau-
tious arithmetician. Our author thus estimates :

* With respect to the strength of the opposed armies, it is obvious,

that in order to be enabled to appretiate them with absolute precision

3nd certainty, it would be necessary that the author should have been
commander in chief, or at least an officer of the staff of both armies.

His enquiries however on this point, have been numerous and exten-
sive, and he has addressed himself for the purpose to those persons,

whom their local position, and their military situation equally placed
within reach of very good Information on the subject. The commu-
nication which he has received from them, enables him to form a
pear estimate of. the numbers of the French and Imperial armies, at

the opening of this campaign. He thinks himself authorised to state

that at this time, the two French armies, commanded by Generals
Jourdan and Moreau, amounted to more than 160,000 men ; and that
the Imperial forces commanded by his Royal Highness the Archduke
Charles, including the Saxons and other contingents of the empire,
were nearly 150,000 men,'

After having described the disorderly retreat of General
Jourdan, the following reflections occur,—which we believe to

be very just:

* Thus ended the retreat of General Jourdan, a retreat of more
than one hundred leagues, in which he lost near one half of his army,
and was driven in twenty-five days from the frontiers of Bohemia to

the walls of Dusseldorf.
* This retreat formed a strong contrast with that of General War-

tenfleben, who disputed every foot of ground with scarcely 25,000,
against 50,000 men, who never suffered any considerable part of his

army, to be either cut off or endangered ; and who employed near

two months, in retiring from the Sieg to the Naab.
* A comparison drawn between these two retreats, seems to con-

firm the opinion, that if the French are endowed with the qualities

which lead to victory, they are not, in the same degree, possessed of
those which are requisite to support a defeat *

; and that the latter

qualifications are eminently possessed by the Austrians. This cam-
paign of Jourdan's proved, that if the valour of the soldiers, and the
boldness of their Generals, are sufficient to render an army victori-

ous, the only hope of safety, in case of a defeat, must be placed in

the passive obedience of the troops, in the regular subordination of
the officers, in the ability of the Generals, and in the solid organiza-

tion of all its parts. It was to the want of all these circumstances
that Jourdan owed the rapid abandonment of his conquests, and the
destruction of his army. Two great defeats would not have oc-
casioned a loss equal to that which he sustained by the want of disci-

* The famous retreat of Moreau will challenge this assertion, Rev^

P d 9 plin«
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pline among his soldiers, by the spirit of independance among his Ge-
nerals, and of disobedience among his subaltern officers. The great

irregularity in the distribution of provisions, and the extreme disorder

which reigned in the interior government of his army, were more fatal

to him than rhe sword of the Austrians. They produced disobedience

and discouragement among the saldiery, caused a considerable deser-

tion, and obliged the different corps to follow their own discretion,

in directing their retreat to whatever places could provide them the

substance which they were then so much in want of. 'A total dis*

union in the motions and positions of tlie whole amiy, was the con-

sequence which rendered it impossible to oppose a victorious, ac-

tive, and well regulated force. The excessive contributions, extor-

tions, and outrages exercised upon the inhabitants of the conquered

countries, excited in them the most violent animosity, which shewed

itself evidently, from the very beginning of the French disasters. The
disorder of their retreat, the plunder and violence by which It was

marked, gave the Franconian Peasants, at the same tima, new causes

of resentment, and a favourable opportunity of revenging themselves.

The bad military and political conduct of the French, occasioned the

loss, not only of their conquests, but likewise of the Partizans they

had in Germany. When conquerors they were detested ; when con^.

quered, they were despised.'

We have already alluded to an important original document,

concerning the conduct of the French armies in the Palatinate,

(see Rev. N S. vol. xxi. p. 515,) which but too much corro-

borates the account here given of the outrages of the French

soldiery.—The military character of General Moreau is, we ap^

prebend, rather undervalued by our historian :

* Moreau having luciilj escaped all the d:ingers which attended his

retreat, having without any considerable loss conducted his whole army

over the mountains of Suabia, having by the possession of the whole

valley of the Rhine, as well as of the two bridges of Huningen and

Brisach, a safe and perfect comm.unication with France, might have

thought (as it should seem) t'lat he had done enough in saving his

army, and have been inclined to retire with it beyond the Rhine. But

whether this General had received contrar)' orders from the directory,

or that he was elalerl by his successful retreat, instead of retiring into

Alsace, he proposed to maintain himself in Brisgau, and to attack his

enemy instead of giving way to them. Accustomed from the beginning

of the campaign to successes w/'/V/^ /:e hachio ri^ht to expect, and which

he owed very often to the errors of the Generals who w ere opposed to

him, he trusted xXv^tforiuve would continue faithful to him, and hoped

to crown his retreat with a victory.'

In the concluding reflections on the first part, the writer ap-

prov<^s the n-w military system of the French, which avoids

sieg« s, and proposes to acquire the fortified places by conquer.-

ing the surrounding countries ; whereas, formerly, these

countries were secured by getting possession of the fortified

places. We suf^pei. t that this can only be advisable where the

multitude arc predisposed silently to favour the progress of the

invading
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invading army—A splendid panegyric on tlie young Arcliduke
Charles occurs at p. 178 : he is said to have profited much from
the experienced wisdom and counsels of Lieutenant General
Beilegarde, by birth a Savoyard. To Guibert's work on tac-

tics, the French have been indebted for several nevt' ideas. The
employment of balloons at Maubeuge and Fleurus, to recon-
noitre the adverse force, had at least the effect of giving confi-

dence to the soldiery. It is surprizing that the republicans

never tried Marshal Saxe's project of giving armour to the ca-

valry : as they seem often to have studied change, for the sake

of influencing the imagination of their troops.

The second part of this volume contains an account of the

campaign of Italy, and it frequently corrects very prevalent mis-
representations of the bold and brilliant actions of Buonaparte.
The famous battle of the bridge of Lodi is thus narrated :

* Buonaparte left the banks of the Po on the 9th of May, and
found himself on the loth with his advanced guard, in presence of
General Beaulieu's rear-guard, which v.as posced in front of Lodi
and the river Adda. A brisk cannonade was commenced on
both sides, in consequence of which the Austrians evacuated the
town of Lodi, and retired to the other side of the river. Major
Malcamp (son-in-law of General Beaulieu) who commanded this

Austrian corps, caused several pieces of cannon to be placed at the
end of the bridge which enfiladed it, whilst some other pieces
placed on the right and left took it by a cross fire. He would not
allow the bridge to be broken down, not imagining that the French
would under such circumstances venture to attack it. Buonaparte
had not attempted to force it, because the whole of his army was not
yet arrived ; but as soon as the major part of it had joined him, he
assembled his General Officers, and communicated to them the resolu-
tion he had formed of storming the bridge. The plan was unani-
mously disapproved of by his Generals. Buonaparte obstinately per-
sisting in this rash design, assembled a council of grenadiers, to whom
he made an animating speech which deternu'ncd them to undertake
the attack. 4,000 grenadiers and carabiniers formed themselves into
a sohd column, and marched towards the bridge. As soon as they
arrived at its extremity, they were received by a terrible dischai o-e of
grape shot, which it was impossible to withstand. They fell back
Avith great loss, returned twice to the charge, and were again forced
back by the fire of the Austrian cannon, which enfilading the bridge,
were discharged all at once close upon them as soon as they had set
foot on it. The French had already suffered enormously, and it might
have been expected that they would have abandoned this desperate
undertaking. But Buouaparte persevering in his resolution, ordered
fresh troops to re-inforce the column engaged in the attack. Six
Generals putting themselves at its head, animated them by their ex-
ample, inflamed them by their words, and led them back to 'the
charge. Taking advantage of a moment, when the thickness of the
smoke produced by the incessant fire, prevented the Austrians from
perceiving and making a general dischaige upoii the Frqych ; tiic lat-

Dd3 ter
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ter rushed upon the bridge, crossed it with rapidity, and faUirlg im-

petuouily upon the troops and cannon which defended its extremity,

overthrew the one and made themselves masters of the other. The-

bridge being forced, all the other columns instantly passed it to sup-

port the former. This action equally brilliant and unexpected, dis-

concerted the Austrians, who abandoned their ground, finding them-

selves too weak to defend it, and began their retreat. It was pro-

tected by the Neapolitan cavahy, which gained infinite honour on

this day. They charged the French infantry several times, always

with coura T;e, and sometimes with success. They shewed themselves,

by the good countenance which they preserved, and the judiciousnesi

of their moveraentSj equal to the best veteran troops.

< Buonaparte wrote to the directory that t4ie allies had lost in this

action 2,500 men, of which 1,000 were made prisoners, and that he

had taken 400 horses and 20 pieces of cannon. He had the effron-

tery to pretend that this battle cost him only 400 men ; and certainly

never did he give a more glaring proof of the falseness of his ac-

counts. Tlie loss suffered by his army on that occasion was universally

estimated at 4,000 men ; and by some even greater. The very nature

' of the engagement rendered it more bloody than any of the preceding

actions, and the French themselves considered it as the warmest con-

test during the campaign. It was absolutely impossible that they

should be otherwise than great sufferers on the bridge of Lodi, where

they were thundered upon without intermission by artillery and mus-

quetry ; and if they were three times compelled to fall back, it was

undoubtedly in consequence of the terrible fire to which they were

exposed, and of the great havock which it occasioned in their

ranks.
' One cannot however help acknowledging the intrepidity with

which the French accomplished this perilous undertaking. It was

a striking proof with how much indifference the French Generals

throw away their soldiers lives. By making other dispositions, and

by the delay of a few days, Buonaparte might have crossed the Adda
witli as little loss as he sustained at the passage of the Po. He would

not indeed have had such brilliant things to relate, but he would have

preserved some thousands of his soldiers. He would have acquired

less glory, but he would have shewed more real patriotism. He for-

got that the leading principle of the greatest Generals, was to spare

the blood of their soldiers ; and that they only considered those as

true .victories in which they had but a small loss to lament.*

This Was not, according to our author's severe criticism, the

only blemish in the military character of Buonaparte ; the time

lost in the sifge of Mantua is also made a topic of accusation :

* This town whi^'h boasts of having been founded by the Eti-urians

before the Trojan war, is situated tipon a lake formed by the Mincio,

twenty Italian miles in circumference, and two miles broad. It is

large, well built, and contains a great number of churches, of which

some are very ricldy decorated. At the time when it still belonged

to the Dukes of Mantua who resided there, it reckoned upwards of

50,000 inhabitants ; it does not now possess half that number. It

haa
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lias always been fortified, and Its situation has made it considered in all

Italian wars as the most important fortress in that country. It has

sustained several sieges, and whenever it has surrendered, it has

been more in consequence of a blockade and want of pnn-isions than

of open force, or the regular operations of art. Its chief means ot

defence consist less in its fortifications, than in the difficulties op-

posed to the approach and attacks of an enemy. The town being en-

firely surrounded by water and marshes, is only to be arrived at by

three brid<res or principal causeways, which are covered by works

raised at each of their extremities. It communicates by these cause-

xvays with the suburbs of St. George, St. Anthony, and la Favorite,

which being capable of defence, must be carried by an enemy before

he can approach the town. If once the besiegers make themselves

masters of these suburbs, they may easily form and maintain the

blockade of Mantua, but they are scarcely more advanced tovvards the

formation of a regular siege, as they can only open the trenches upon

tlie narrow front of the causeways which lead into the town, ihe

waters of the lake stagnating in summer, the place then becomes very

unwholesome, and those of the inhabitants who are in easy circum-

stances crenerally leave it af that time. This unwholeeomeness is not

the leas? of its means of defence : for it is impossible to besiege it

without risking the total destruction of an army by sickness, in al-

most every siege this place has substalned, pestilential fevers have made

great ravages, both amongst the assailants and defenders o. it.

< These considerations did not deter General Buonaparte, who had

been taught by past successes to be confident of future ones. After

having carried some out-posts of the town, he opened the trenches

before it on the i8Lh of July. But the difBculties attendmg the

siege, the fevers which broke out in his army, arid the successtui

sorties of the garrison, rendered the progress of the French er.-

tremely slow, and enabled the Count de Canto dTrlcs> who com-

manded in the town, to defend it until reheved.' /

The pillage of Loretto is stated (p. 346.) to have procUiced

but 40001.' sterling. The statue of the Madonna was not, like

that of Anaitls, golden,—but of wood. Buonaparte, ho\vever,

well knew how to come at the treasures of an enervated na-

tion. His treiisurer Flachat is said (p. 353,) to have stolen

from him 250,0001. The following character is given of this

celebrated General

:

' Pascal Buonaparte, a godson of General Paoli, v/as born at

Ajaccio in Corsica in the same year (1769) that that island became

subject to France. His father who died young had the rank of Major

in the service of that power. At the age of ten years Buonaparte was

placed at the royal school at Bricnne, from whence he was removed

to the miUtarv school at Paris. While there, he discovered appHca-

tion and an inclination for the sciences. In 1785, being then nomore

than fifteen, he v.-as appointed Lieutenant en second of the regiment

dc la Fa-c of artillery, which he joined at Valence. His
_

person is

middle sized, and his com.plexion Is dark and Swarthy ; his counte-

nance bespeaks nothing remarkable, except his black eyes which are

D d 4 lively.
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lively, and habitually fixed on the ground. He brought with him
from Corsica, and preserved both in the iroyal houses where he was

brought up, and tlie regiment into which he entered. Republican and

elevated Ideas, a spirit of independance, a great deal of pride, an ex-

travagant opinion of his own nation, and a great contempt for the

yest of the world. This character, as little adapted to military dis*

cipline as to society, pleased neither his commanders nor his compa-

nfons : th'C latter did not fail to bestow on him those little corrections

which when given by equals, generally prove useful lessons ; they

had however no good effect on the haughty and savage disposition of

this young man. Dissembling, silent, vain and misantlTrophic, he

read much,, seldom went abroad^ and ahuost always alone ; he studied

history and politics, disdaining the details of his profession, which,

he hardly attended to. Though, naturally silent, when the subject

under discussion was to his taste, whenever he deemed the auditory

worthy of him, and more especially when Corsica wa» the topic of

discourse, then he becam.e animated, and spoke with great energy

and warmth, though not with elegance. On these occasions he dis-

covered a good memory, a great degree of penei^ration and wit, a

knowledge very uncommon for hfs age, and above all an extreme

tenacity of opinion. Such u"as Buonaparte before the Revolution :

till that period he had shev/n neither the inclinations, the virtues, the

victs or the manners of his age. His opinions, the violence of hie

character, and his ambition, would naturally induce him to take part

in this revolution ; he was supposed to have had a considerable

share in the disturbances which agitated Corsica, in 1789. The
year following he rejoined his regiment,, which was at Auxonne, taking"

with him a brother of the age of twelve. One of his companions-

enquiring why he took so young a man as his brother with him, he

replied, / ictnh him to enjoy a great spectacle., that ofa nation 'which ivUl

speedily be either regenerated or destroyed.

* Buonaparte attached himself more and more to the Republicaa

party, and obtained a rapid advancement. He was for a short time-

employed in the ^var of la Vendee, and also at the siege of Toulon.

Beino- at Paris on the 13th of Vendemiairc, he shewed himself on

that occasion one of the warmest partisans of the Convention, and

very actively seconded Barras. This laft being made Director, of-

fered Buonaparte the command of the army in ItaKc, on condition

that he should marry the widow of the Vicomte de Beauharnois

who had Been gaillotined. The young Italian accepted the terms,

and departed for the Italian an^jy, which he found in the greatest

want of arms, elothts, and ammunition. He found the means to-

procure at Genoa, a part of what was wanting ; and the victories

which he obtained from the beginning of the campaign, very sooh

placed his army al)ove all want.'

—

.
* No person has so much contributed to the issue of the campaign

of IVO'^) ^"d by it to the peace which will follow this war, as

B'.'-onaparte. None of the Generals of the Republic have performed

services so important and so difficult. He is the only one amongst

them who has not owed all his success to the superiority of his forces,

or la political causes.. Active, tutei prising, abk, and abuve all for-

tunate,
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tunate, he has committed few military faults, has not suffered his ad-

versaries to commit any with impunity, and has not in person experi-

enced One defeat. The war of Italy, which till 1796, had been, if I

may use the expression, only an episode of the general war, he made
its principal and leading object ; and there where the Emperor seemed
to have the least to apprehend, he made him experience the most
sensible losses, and caused the most serious alarms.

* If Buonaparte has been so great as a General, he has been far

from shewing himself so as a conqueror or as a man. The cruel man-
ner in which he treated the towns of Milan, Pavia, Lugo, and Ar-
quata ; the burning of Binasco and several other villages ; the mas-
sacre of a great number of their inhabitants ; the outrages and pil-

lages which he sanctioned by impunity as well as by his own example,
have tarnished the splendour of his victories, and have left him no
other claims to the admiration of posterity. The despotism which
he exercised over the countries conquered by his arms, the excessive

contributions which he imposed on the inhabitants, and the extreme
Tigour with which he inforced the measures ordered by the French
Government, have fortunately weakened the great effect of opinion,

which his victories might have produced in Italy. Notwithstanding'

the foi-mation of the Cispadan and Transpadan Republics, and al-

thougli they furnished many thousands of auxiliaries to the army of
Buonaparte, one cannot doubt the aversion which the majority of the

inhabitants of this country has for the French, and for their political

principles. Tlie violent insurrections which broke out whenever the

latter had experienced any check, afford an unequivocal proof of the
sentiments of hatred and vengeance with which they had inspired them,
as well as of all the evils which they had occasioned. If Buonapaile
has by his political conduct placed himself below the height to which
his military triumph had raised him, neither has he kept up to it by
his personal qualities. The bombast, the boasting, and the marrei-

lous which mark all his letters to the Directory, the constant exao--

geration of the losses of the enemy, the ridiculously diminished es-

timate of his own, the perpetual representation of the destruction of
the Austrian armies when they had only been beaten, the capture of
Mantua so often announced as very near many months before it took
place, the circumstance of 4,000 men laying down their arm.s at

Lonado at his command, have given to his narrative the appearance
of a military romance ; and still leave just doubts, not of the reality

of his victories, but of the extent of their consequences.*

In most phces, the French soldiery seem to have excelled in

courage, in lewdness, and in cruelty. Are these qualities na-
turally connected ? Are they in any degree to be ascribed to

the infidelity so diffusive in France .'* Are meekness, conti-

nence, and humanity, christia?i virtues, which a nation that

a&pires to military glory must be contented to abandon ?

Art.
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Art. IV. Journal of a Tour through North Wales and Part of

Shropshire : With Observations in Mineralogy, and other Branches

of Natural History. By Arthur Aikin. 8vo. pp.231. 4s.

Boards. Johnson. 1797.

AcleaU prospectus of the nature and object of this tour may

be taken from the preliminary pages of the author him-

self :

* The tour, an account of which is now presented to the pubh'c,

'was made during the summer of the year 1796, partly for amuse-

ment, but principally as a supplement to the mineralogical studies of

the authoi". From the perusal of books, and the examination of ca-

binet specimens, I wished to proceed to the investigation not of mi-

nute detached fragments, but of masses of rock in their native beds ;

to observe with my own eyes the position and extent of the several

strata, the order observed by nature in their arrangement, and the

Piradual or more abrupt transitions of one species of rock into another.

To see.the whole process, also, of mining ; of extracting the ore, re.

ducing, refining, and n>anufacturing it, was one of my chief rt^f/z^^.

—

' The p-reater p?rt however of this little volume is taken up with a

description of the principal of those scenes of beauty and grandeiu-

which are scattered so profusely through North Wales. It would

have been easy, by increusing the selection of scenes, to have enlarged

the book ; I am not certaia however, that by So doing I should not

have rather wearied than gratified the reader. In the following pages

the charccferistic features of Welsh landscape arc described in a great

variety of combinations ; and in these, their intrinsic excellence will,

I doubt not, atone for the occasional errors ofthe pencil with which

they have been ti-ac.td. A mere outline of an interesting object is it-

self interesting ; but it requires t\\& creathn' hand of a professed artist,

by the skilful combination and contrast of light and shadow, to con-

vert a cottage or rude stoiie-quarry into a beautiful landscape.'

This little volume, in which taste is always conspicuous as

chastised by good sense and improved by science, is written in

so equal n style of esisy diction, that to select detached parts of

superior merit would be difFicult : we shall offer a complete

specimen in the sixth chapter :

' The dav being promising, we set off after breakfast to examine

Cader Idris.' A small lake, called Llyn-y-gadcr, lies about a mile

and a half on the high road to Towyn, which having arrived at, we

quitted the road and began our ascent up the first stept of this lofty

mountain. When we had surmounted the exterior ridge, we descend-

ed a'httle to a deep clear lake, which is kept constantly full by the

numerous tributavy torrents tliat fall down the surrounding rocks.

Hence we climbed a second and still higher chain up a steep but not

difficult track, over numerous fragments of rock detached from the

Lip-her parts : we now came to a second imd inore elevated lake, clear

as glass, and overlooked by steep cliffs in such a manner as to resemble

the cTutcr of a volcano, of which a most accurate representation is to

be
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W seen in Wilson's excellent view of Cader Idris. Some travellers

have mentioned the finding lava and other volcanic productions here

;

upon a strict examination hcA ever '.ve were unable to discover any

thing of the kind, nor did the watei- of the lake appear to differ ia

any respect from the pm-est rock water, though it was tried repeatedly

with the most delicate chemical tests. A clear, loud, and distinct

echo, repeats every shout that is made near the lake. We now be-

gan our last and most difficult ascent up the summit of Cader Idris

itself, which when we had surmounted, we came to a small plain

with two rocky heads of nearly equal heiglit, one looking to the

north, the other to the south : we made choice of that which ap-

peared to us the most ele\'ated, and seated ourselves on its higliest

pinnacle, to rest after a laborious ascent of three hours. We were

now high above all the eminences within this vast expanse, and as the

clouds gradually cleared away, caught some grand views of the sur-

rounding country. The huge rocks which we before looked up to

with astonishment, were now far below at our feet, and many a small

lake appeared iu the vallies between them. To the north, Snowdon

with its dependencies shut up the scene ; on the west we saw the whole

curve of tlie bav of Cardigan, bounded at a vast distance by the Caer-

narvon mountains, and nearer, dashing its white breakers againll the

rocky coast of Merioneth. The southern horizon \\'as bounded by

Plinlimmon, and on the east the eye glanced over the lake of Bala, rhc

two Arennig mountains, the two A.rrans, the long d-ain of the Ferwyn

mountains, to the Brcddin hilk on the confines of Shropshire ; and

dimlv, in the distant horizon, was beheld the ^'^''rcakin rising alone

from' the plain of Salop. Having at last satisfied our curiosity, and

being thoroughly chilled by the keen air of these elevated regions, we
began to descend down the side opposite ts that which we had come

up. The first stage led us to another beautiful mountain lake, whose

cold clear waters discharge their superabundance in a full stream down

the side of the mountain ; all these waters abound with trout, and in

«ome is found the Gwynlad, a fish pecuhar to rocky alpine lakes. Fol-

lowing the course of the stream, we came on the edge of the craggy

cliffs that overlook Talyllyn lake ; a long and difficult descent con-

ducted w^ at last on the borders of Talyllyn, where we entered the

Dolgelle road.

< The niountain of Cader Idris, in height the second in aU Waler,

rises on the sea shore, close upon the northern side of the estuary of

the small river Disynwy, about a mile above Ton-yn. It proceeds

with almost a constant ascent, first northwards for about three miles,

then for ten miles farther runs E. N. E. giving out for its summiit a

branch nearly three miles long, in a south westerly direction, parallel

to the main ridge. It is very steep and craggy on every side ; but

the southern descent, especially to the border of Talyllyn lake, is the

moft precipitous, being nearly perpendicular. Its breadth bears but

a small proportion to its length ; a line passing along its base and in-

tersecting the summit, would .carcely equal four miles and a half; and

in the other parts it is a mere ridge, whose base hardly ever exceeds one

mile in breadth. The peak is said to be 2850 feet above Dolgelle *-

Vide Fe!ii:ant's Sv.owdonia, p. 8'j.' ^, ^
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Cader Iris is the beginning of a chain of primitive mountains, extend-

ing in a N. N. Easterly direction, and including the Arrans and the

Arennigs. It is much loftier and more craggy than the slates and
secondary mountains which surroimd it, and consists of,

* I. Siliceous porphyry in mass ; intersected by veins of quartz.
* The quartz and felspar are inclosed in a greenish paste, composed

of iron, argil, and mica, which by exposure to a red heat becomes of

a dull red purple. This stone is very compact, has a moderately fine

grain, and exhales an earthy smell on being breathed upon : does not

effervesce with acids.

* II. Siliceous s<:histose porpbyry, intei-sected by veins of quartz.

* Of a purple flesh colour, with a remarkable fine grain, owing to

the large portion of quartz which it contains : the paste of this por-

phyry consists of argil and iron. The felspar is in small oblong
grains, stratifying almost in regular alternation with long slender

pieces of quartz. The mica is of a golden yellow, and is distributed

through the felspar, quartz, and paste, indiscriminately. Were it

not for the paste, which is in small quantity, this stone would nearly

answer to Kirwan's gneiss. It emits, when breathed upon, a faint

earthy smell ; by exposure to a red heat its colour is considerably

heightened. Does not efFervesce with acids.

' III. Argillaceous porphyiy, in mass.
* With a dark grey paste, fracture earthy, and emits a strong

earthy smell when moistened, the paste bears a greater proportfon to

the quartz, felspar, and mica, than in the preceding species. It oxi-

dates on the surface by exposure to the air, and when submitted to a

red heat becomes liver coloured. Does not effervesce with acids.

* IV. Granitell of (Kirwan) in mass.
* Composed of quartz and schorl.

' Besides the species already mentioned, are found several rocks

containing the component parts of granite and porphyry, but with so

great a proportion of white and smoak-coloured greasy-looking

quartz, as almost to conceal the other ingredients. In several speci-

mens the felspar, having been decomposed, has fallen out and given

the quartz a porous appearance ; which accounts for the porous lava

said by some travellers to have been found here.

* There are no mines in Cader Idris, or the neighbourhood.
* The plants that we found were Lobelia Doj-tnianna, in all the

lakes, especially in Llyn-y-gader ; Saxifraga hypnokdes ; 5. nivalis

;

Lycopodium selago ; L. clavatum ; Festuca viviparn j Vaccinium vifis-

idaa ; Gnaphalium dioiciim ; Pferis crispa ; Narthecium ossifragum ,•

Pinguicula vulgaris', Sedum rvpestre ; S. telephium; i^c'

Much solid and useful information is in this tract communi-
cated to the lover of the beauties of Nature picturesquely con-

sidered, and of the scientific investigation of her mineral and
vegetable kingdoms. Mr. Aikin has judiciously repressed that

perpetual ambition of minute description so much exhibited by
modern tourists, which often degenerates into mere verbiagef

and becomes feeble by expansion.

Art.
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Art. y. Memoirs of the Revolution ; or, an Apology for my Con»
duct, in the public Employments which I have helj. By D. J.
Garat, late Minister of Justice, &c. in tlie Service of the French
Republic. Translated from the French by R. Keren. Svo,

pp 2-80. 5s. Boards. Johnson. 1797.

/^ F the original of these memoirs, an attentive account was
V^ given in our xixth vol. N. S. p. 552 ; and it is singular

that so valuable, so authentic, and so well-written a narrative

of some of the most stormy scenes of the French Revolution

should so long have escaped translation. Another extract or

two, in addition to tliose which we formerly gave, will more
strongly evince its merit and its interest

:

* Both Robespierre and Salles were subject to the ascendency of
that atrabilarious temperament, whicli proves the torment of those

in v/hom it prevails, and from which have, in all ages, arisen those

storms which have tempested the moral world. Minds of this cast

can never leave mankind at peace, till they have fettered them in the
chains of some gloomy superstition, or under the restraints of a logic

rigorously accurate and severe. They always are either fools or
scoundrels, saints or eminent philosophers.

* In ages which derive their predominant character from the pre-
valence of religion, it often happens to such men, that after commit-
ting some crime, which they cannot recollect without horror, they
hide themselves, for the rest of life, in deserts, and in caverns, while
shrinking imagination continually pictures before theni, the fathom-
less abyss, and the lurid fires of hell. The cloisters, wliich have re-

ceived manv men of this character, have been highly beneficial to the
world.

* In ages of philosophy, they devote themselves to philosophy
with a superstitious zeal : they carry their abstraction and reasonings

to an extraordinary pitch. But, their reasonings are often sophisti-

cated in their sensations, the very sources of reason. When the bent
of their minds is directed towards objects in regard to which their sea-

sations cannot be depraved ; then they discover all the energy ani
perspicacity of genius. As to other matters, they rave by rule, and
without affording any prospect of their ever coming to think soberly
jibout them.

' I should not be surprised to learn, that Robespierre was not with-
out some religion. But, never man, who knew to write with such,

propriety and elegance, was so utterly a stranger to sound logic. His
best reasons at all times were his suspicions.

* When I, one day, begged to reflect upon some things which I
had stated to him, and which might have saved him from all those
crimes, which brought ao many others, and himself at last, to the
block ; he answered me in these very words ; / have no needfor reflec

tion ; I trust alivays ts my first impressions. With such a complexion
of mind, and amid that current of events in which he was involved,

his first impressions were always impressions of hatred, suspicion, ter-

ror.
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Tor, pride, and revenge. Heace the origin of those crimes whkh
deluged the repuhlic with the blood of its citizens ; for those crimes

were not the results of any settled plan of tyranny, which a man, who
descended, step by step, into the most execrable depth of wickedness,

could never have had sufficient greatness of mind even to conceive.

This character of his, and the fate to which it conducted him, pre-

sent that very example, and that very lesson, of which we stand the

most in need. No, RobespiciTe never had a wish to abolish the Re-

public 5 but he deformed it with crimes, and deluged it with blood,

and fancied that, in so doing, he was calhng forth and invigorating

its strength, and advancing its prosperity. He was not an ambitious

tyrant, but a ferocious monster. Athens, till it received the yoke of
Phihp, escaped the domination of tyrants, yet suffered almost with-

out intermission, all the worst evils of tyranny, from the savage or

giddy passions of its citizens, I repeat, that this is the lesson of
T^'hich, above all others, democracy stands peculiarly in need. By
converting, in imagination, those instances of extravagant folly and
guilt, which our fellow-repubh'cans have exhibited, into projects and
sytems of usurpation and tyranny ; we should deprive ourselves of the

only advantage that can be drawn frojn the disasters we have suf-

fered.*

Of the Girondists, Carat appears to have been most intimate

•with Gensonne ; whom, he avers, he thus warned of the

critical state of Paris :

" You think yourself certain, that all France will rise and hasfen

to your defence. But, consider, that, even upon this supposition,

your force is dispersed throughout all France, wliile that of your

enemies is assembled in Paris. In an instant, they may strike a blow

against you ; but months would be requisite to enable you to collect

your defenders. What ! the Jacobins are against you ; nay, the

Community of Paris is against you ; and yet would you, in Paris,

•engage in a combat with enemies who are all-powerful at the Jacobin-

club, gnd in the community? Have you forgotten, that all sorts of

force are in the Commiinity's hands ; and that, of its powers, it owes

several to yourselves. It was upon your motion, Gensonne, that the

Legislative Assembly granted to the Community of Paris t\\t power

of arrest ; and by the exercise of this terrible power, which it owes to

yourself, it may at any time throw into prison, or absolutely overawe

by terror, all v/ho shall be inclined to prefer the right side to the left,

•Gensonne to Marat. The armed force of Paris is at the disposal of
the Comm-unity ; and being so, cannot be at the disposal of the Con-
vention,—will be infalh'bly against you, if you shall have recourse to

force of arms, while you avoid referring to this last resource, AH
those powers were bestowed to arm the Community against the King
and royalty. Now, when the royalty exists no longer, with what
degree of prudence can you leave the Community in possession of au-

thority so enormous ? Either withdraw from it those powers with

which it has been imprudently invested ; or, at least, be not so much
•more impjudcnt^ and that with so much greater danger, as to give

tlic alarm for battle to your enemies with whom it is in alliance.

9 Wh-vt
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What ineant you, what was it you actually did," when you caiTied

,Marat before the Revolutionary Tribunal ? Your wish certainly was,
to gain a triumph to justice and to the Republic : instead of this the
event has been to both nothing but affliction and disgrace : Marat
has gained the triumph. Be assured that the Republic, when exalted

and established upon a firm basis, will not fail to efface, from the glo-

rious list of her founders, those men who have sought to set her found-
ations upon atrocious crimes. At present, she has not energy suffi-

cient to purify herself. Any attempts Vv'hich you sliould make to
precipitate this dangerous operation, would but tend to work her
overthrow. Phocion was not less friendly than Demosthenes, to the
glory and liberty of the Republic to which they belonged : He was
much better qualified to lead its armies to victory : Yet he checked
and restrained the ardour of tlie Athenians, when they were inces-

santly roused by Demosthenes, to declare war against Philip. Ex-
perience at last shewed which of the two, whether Phocion or Demos-
thenes, was in the right. The sages of Europe will no doubt discern

your reasons for the conduct you observe towards legislators who ai'e

unworthy of sharing with you this glorious title : and they would
assuredly blame you, if, by too great impatience to perform a few
acts of national justice, you should bring the nation, and even justice

itself, into danger. Cicero, whose name you often invoke, prosecuted
Catiline and his accomplices, without relaxation, and without pity,

till he had them put to death almost under his own eve. But, Cati-
line and his accomplices more than dishonoured the Republic : they
conspired against it : Cicero had the proofs of their conspiracy in his

hands. It became necessary either to put them to death, or to suffer

them to massacre the senate, and burn a part of the city. But, mark
with what prudence,—prudence which men of less sagacity would have
thought weakness or cowardice,—the same Cicsro acted in respect

to his colleague in the consulate, a colleague whom he had procured
for himself, although he.knew him to be immoral, unprincipled, and
in all respects more worthy of being the accomplice of Catiline, than
the colleague of Cicero. Mark how, in order to lay asleep the more
dangerous vices of that colleague, Cicero even flattered hu, ambition

;

—how this great man availed himself of the very vices of a beggar,
accidentally exalted to tlie highest dignities, in order to make him,
for a moment, a useful instrument in the service of the Republic.

<* My dear Gensonne, here is the model of a statesman, m a man of
genius and of virtue. We may talk in high-sounding phrases of the
more inflexible virtue of Cato. But, there is nothing liner in writing
than the periods of Cicero ; there was riothing more wise and benefi-

cent in policy than his conduct. I um well pleased with any skilful

attempts to imitate the glowing and pas;iIonate eloquence of Cicero :

but I should wish also to see his prudent and able conduct carefully

imitated. Consider, my friend, that the Republic of France has
been produced previous to the virtues wlilch are necessary to maintain
its duration. Reflect, that as yet we have rather good principles,

than actually good morals and manners, and that our principles are
rather promulgated only than thoroughly known : think that, if war
break out between the legislators who have levelled the throne, and

legislator*
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legislators wbo arc' more profoundly skilled in the theory of govern-

ment ; then, in the present state of the public mind, ninety-nine hun*

dredth parts of the nation will turn, not to the side of those w!io pos-

sess the most enlarged intelligence, but to the side of those whose arm
has accomplished the mightiest effects. They may, perhaps, give yoii

a day of tears and statues. But, if you enter voluntarily into contests,

which, I think, you may avoid : they may then probably begin with

bringing you to the scaffold. Consider that, in the Executive Coun-
cil, you have friends ; and that you yet leave the Executive Council

9S powerless as if it were the Council of a Monarch : that, on the

other hand, you have enemies in the Community, and yet leave the

Community in possession of a force superior to all restraint, just as if

there were still a king in Paris. When you manage matters so ill, it

is a sort of madness to think that they can turn out, eventually, fa-

vourable for you."

It scarcely becomes us to spenk of the character of the A-er-

sion, after having ourstlves inserted, in our Review o^ the ori-r

ginaly so many rival specimens : yet, to own the truth, we
think Mr. Heron's performance a good one.

Art. VI. Calmet's ^reat Dictionary cf the Holy Bilk : historical,

critical, geographical, and etymological : Wherein are explained,

all the proper Names in the Old and Nev/ Testament, of Men,
Women, Cities, Countries, Rivers^ Mountains, Sec. ; also most

of the significant and remarkable /Appellatives : With Accounts of

the natural Productions, Animals, Vegetables, Minerals, Stones,

Gems, 6cc. the Antiquities, Habits, Buildings, and other Curio-

sities of the Jews. With an ample Chronological Table of the

Histor)- of the Bible, Jewish Calendar, Tables of the Hebrew Coins,

Weights and Measures, reduced to our own, Src. &c. Revised,

corrected, and augmented, with an entirely new Set ot Plates, ex-

planatory, illustrative, and ornamental ; under the Direction of

C.Taylor. 410. In Monthly Nos. is. each, common Paper;

and in" Parts consisting of 3 Nos. on fine Paper*, at 5s,

Taylor, Hatton-Garden. 1797.

THE name of Calmet is very well known in the learned world.

He was of the or<ler of benedictines, and passed a long

life in incessant application to his studies. His mind was vi-

gorous, and animated by the love of religion and virtue. W^ith

a zeal tempered by moderation, and a benevolent regard for the

, happiness of mankind, he devoted himself with uncommon ar-

dour to the examination of the Holy Scriptures -, and, as the

fruits of his labours, he published, in the year 1707, a Com-
mentary on all the books of the Old and New Testament, in

23 vols. 4to. This work contains a vast fund of deep and cu

rious learning, but too multifarious, perhaps, to be always well

* The ist and 2d parts are at this time before us.

7 digested.
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digested.—Rcndet published an abridgment of this comment^
ary in 14 vols. 410, by which lie acquired a considerable de-

gree of reputation ; and the preface and dissertations of Caltnet

have been printed separately in 2 vols. 4to. Calmet also pub-
lished, in tlie year 1730, a Dictionary of the Hoiy Bible, cri-

tical, geographical, &c. in 4 vols, folio, in which the most in-

teresting and curious parts of the commentary are arranged in

alphabetical order : this work is much celebrated for the many
admirable elucidations which it contains of difficult passages

in the Holy Scriptures, for beautiful delineations of Oriental

manners, and for lively and entertaining histories extracted from
authors little known even among the learned.

From this short account, it is evident that the Christiaa

world is much obliged to the present editor ; whose object is

not only to give a translation of Calmet's Dictionarv, but to

make those additions which may be necessary, fro.m the

new lights thrown on Oriental lustory and manners, by our
late voynge writers, and above all by Sir William Jones, and
other gentlemen who have devted themselves to that kind of
learning; omitting at. the same time passages v/hich maybe
offensive to Protestants, and retrenching some superfluities.

The introduction to the work is, in our opinion, sensible

and judicious. We quote the following passage :

* The Bible has this remarkable character belonging to it, its doc-
trines and its precepts are clear as light ; open at once to the unpre-
judiced understanding ; aiid approved at once by the unbiassed mind:
even though delivered in distant ages of the world, by different per-

sons, and on various occasions, its principles are wonderfully uniform
and similar, wonderfully energetic and impressive. But thouo-ii the
character of its doctrines and precepts be ckarness and plainness, yet
we cannot be surprised if some of its historic relations, and accounts
of local matters, should appear, in some degree, confused :—it cer-

tainly would be inlinitely surprising if they were not so ; especially'

when we reflect that many of them date very early, and some of theni
from the birth of time itself : The very antiquity of these may render
them difficult to us of the present day, without any Imputation on the
original writer. Others refer to customs familiar to the people to
whom they wei-e addressed ; but these may be obscure to us in

England, though entirely free from obscurity to the lahabltants of
khe parts where their author wrote. Others refer to persons oj-

whom it Is necessary to know more than these volumes have re-

corded, in order to judge by the whole of such persons' character,

of the propriety of so much as they incidentally offer ; the sacred
accounts may be perfect for the purpose to which they vyere de-
signed, while imperfect in respect to what may be gathered from
other quarters. Others refer to cities, once great and populou",
now ruined and deserted ; of these we wish geographical and liis-

tovical information, moie, perhaps, than the Bible afTord?.. Iq
- R£V.^'\uG. 1797. Kc shurt,
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sKort, It Is notorious that Empires, Kingdoms, and States, that

Emperors, Kings, and Statesmen, have flourished, and have ceased'

to flourish ; they have risen to greatness, and have sunk to obhvion,

during the course of the Bibk history: by the further knowledge

of their story, as collected from ancient authors, who incidentally or

purposely mention the same subjects, we clear many particulars, which,,

in the Bible being only glanced at, appear intricate or perplexed.

* There are, in the prophetic parts of this book, many which re-

late to particular Persons and States. The completion of these pro-

phecies is not alwavs recorded in the Bible ; but we knovsr from other

histories that they' were fulfilled, snd a knowledge of when,_ or ho%v

these were fulfilled, directs us to the confidence to be placed m others

of the same kind, and justifies our regard to the sacred predictions m
general.

« Tilers are rr.any persons of whom we could v/ish to know more

than is related in the' Bible ; and of whom we may know more, by

dilio-ent study : for example—I suppose there never was a Christian

who read his Bible, who did not wi.sh to know the end of Caiaphas,

0f Pontius Pilate, of Herod, of the PHARisr.Es, the Saducees,.

&c. &c. all concerned in. the crucifymg of Jesus, oiir Lord :—or,

who did not wish to know the particulars of that punishment v.-hich

fell on the Jews, and on Jerusalem, for their rejection of the Mes-

siah :—or who would not feel a satisfaction in reading the history of

the accomplishment of our Lord'a predictions, respecting that holy

«lace which was to be trodden down by the Gentiles :—or, on an-

other subject, I suppose every Christian, without exception, mos'.

feci a pleasure in tracing the progress of the Gospel among all na-

tions, and its influence in reforming, humanizing, and blessing mai.-

tind. J • • f
< Now, if on these comparatively recent events, we desire mtorma-

tion, and exert our iadustry to acquire it ; if these, to be properi\

understood, must be studied, what shall we say of events whici.

date thousands of years before them ; which, in consequence, aie

liable to more considerable ambiguity, if not obscurity ;
and from

the manner in which they are related, are. difficult to us now, though

»f no diHiculty to their original readers ? If we find it necessary, by

perusing history, to transport ourselves eighteen hundred or two

thousand years back, into past ages of time, surely it cannot be less

necessary, that on articles of double that antiquity, we should use

every means of information, and embrace every possible method of

obtaining a competent acquaintance with them, of understanding

them, and of viewing them in then- true hght.
^

i -i r
< Add to these considerations, the diftcrenc languages in which the

sacred books are written, and the necessity of intimate knowledge

with the things thev describe, in order to comprehend coirectly the

description given of 'them, and we shall readily acquiesce In the con-

clusion, that however an attentive perusal o[ the Bible may make a

Christian reader spiritually wii^e, yet there will remain many things of

which he will desire to; be informed ; many things will appear un^

south, which he could wish were reguliucd ; many will seem dilfa-

.-uh, which he could wish wer^ exi^lained i and many on which hiu.

,

,

judgment
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judgment Is capable of receiving further satisfaction, even while his

^idmission of them is frank and ready.

* The inanners, and customs, and modes of h'fe, are so various-

in various countries, that with great difficulty they are explained to

each other ; and with still greater dilHcultv, their propriety is re-

spectively admitted. The Common and ordinarv occurrences of life

are, in their relation, extremely embarrassing to these accustomed to

a domefitic (Kconomy, entirely difForent, perha])s directly opposite;

in a cold country, tluU desire of r^hade which anin\ates the inhabitants

of a hot country appears perfectly ridicidous ; in a country almost
daily watered by showers, the mention of rain twice a year (the first

and the second rain, or the early and tlie latter rain) is quite unintel-.

ligible : in a country of houses, every allusion to the properties of
tents is lost, or even, perhaps, is misunderstood and m.isemployed.

* The same reasoning may be applied to the natural history of the
Bible: —the Leviathan and Behemoth may be very finely de-

scribed ; but who, in England, is the wiser for the description ? who*
ever saw either of these creatures, to judge of its propriety ? and for

want of information on this subject, what impertinent remarks have
been made ! what false opinions ha>.-e been vented ! Some liave calkd
Behemoth the ekphant ; some the Inbpopotanios (creatures equally

foreign to us) ; some have called hini the hujfalo ^ the ivUd-ox; the

; and some have called him the devil ! ! ! Amid such uncer-
tainty, it is desirable, if possible, to procure a just and determinate
idea of the natural history of the sacred Scriptures ; and to demon-
strate the proper application of the description to the creature or
subject described.'

To this remark we might add that the objections of Veltairei

and of other writers, to the Scripture history,—if fafrly exa-

mined,—prove nothing but their ignorance of antient manners.
We remember once to have read a French author, who express-

ed great contempt for Homer's heroes, because their soldiers

were not clad in uniforms, and because they had no ragouts

nor made-dishes at their tables.

The Editor speaks of the late Mr. Harmer in terms of high
commendation ;—and it must be allowed that, whether we
consider the intention with which he wrote his Observatlomy

&:c. or the manner in which they vvere executed, it is impos»
sible to praise him more than he deserves.

To exemplify the mode of composition adopted in this Die*
tionary, we shall quote the article Aaron

:

' i\aron, son of A:nram and jfochched, of the tribe of Levi
(Ex. vi. 20.) born A.M. 2430, c.?:te A. D. 1574. He was three

years older than his brother Moses (ch. vii. 7.) being born the year

before Pharaoh'% edict, which enjoined the destruction of the Hehre'w

finale infants (ch. i. 22.) God hv.ving revealed himself to Moses in

the burning bush, and directed him to deliver the Israelites from the
'Oppression of the Egyptians, Moses would have excused himself, by
representing the naturalimpedimeut of his speech: bwt God, in reply,

E e 2 told
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told him, that his brother Jaron should be his prophet and inter-

preter, and should deliver what they had to say. Of this God gave

Moses a sign, which he accomplished by inspiring Jarsn at the same

time with the design of meeting Moses on his return into Egypt,

ylaion advanced as far as the Mount of God (ch. iv. 27), where

Moses rddicA to him all that God had said ; after which both went

together into £^^7//. A.M. 2513, ante K.D. 149 1.

* Spon they assi-mbkd the ciders of Israel, and communicated to

them the will of God, to free them from their bondage. After-

wards, they presented themselves before Pharaoh, declared to him

the orders they had received, and wrought several miracles, accord-

ing to their commisson from God (ch. iv. 29, 30, 31.) But this prince

hardened himself ; expelled them from his presence, and commanded

his officers to withhold the straw used by the Hebrews m making

bricks for him. Overwhelmed with despair, the Hebrews bitterly com-

plained to Moses and ylaron ; who, in the name of God, encouraged

them ; assured them he would overcome the opposition of the Egyp"

iians, and the obstinacy of Pharaoh, by so many plagues and prodi-

gies as should eventually compel them to dismiss the Hebrews ; which

in effect he accomplished. See Moses.
, , ,

* After the Exodus of Israel, and during their stay in the wilder-

ness, u4aron and his sons were appointed by God to excercise in

perpetuity the office of priests, in the tabernacle (ch. xxix. 9. t5 'v'u/.

c\\. xlx.. 22, 24.) ^aroji was respected in Israel as next in dignity after

Moses. ,1.

< Whea tlie j4niakkites attacked Israel, Moses went up a hill, with

Jaron and Hur, and while Joshua was engaging the enemy below,

Moses on the hill was lifting up his hands, which Aaron and Hur sup-

ported, to prevent his being tired.

* Moses being gone up the mountain to receive the law of God,

after the ratification of the covenant made with Israel, Aaron, liis

sons and seventy elders, followed him, not indeed to the top, and

|iere saw where tlie Lord was present, without receiving any preju-

dice. But durin<T the forty days of Moscs\ continuance in the mount,

llie people, become impatient', tumultuously addressed themselves to

^fl/-<3H," saying. Make us Gods which shall go before us : for asfor this

Mosesj who brought us up out of the land of Egypt, we wot not wh<':

IS become of him (ch. xxxii. i, ^ scq.) Aaron bid them bring thcr

pendants, and the car-rings of their wives and children ; these melted

down, were made into a golden calf, which being placed on a pedestal

the people daiu:ed, and diverted themselves, about this idol, saying,

7'hese be ihy Qods, Israel, which brought thee up out of the land of

Egypt. „ , ,

< The Xiord' informed Mcses of the sin of the Israelites (ch.

xxixii. 7.) Moses immediately descended, having in his hands tlu

tablets of the law, which, as he came near the camp, and observeu

wliat passed there, he threw on the ground, and broke, reproaching

the people with their transgression, and Aaron with his weakncr.s.

'Aaron excused himself, humbled himself, was pardoned, and continued

in U^e priesthood.
'•"

After
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* After the tabernacle was built, Moses consecrated Aaron with

the holy oil, and invested him with the sacred ornaments.
« Aaroji and his sister Mlnam liaving murmured against their bro-

ther iJ/o^e'j, on account of his wife, who was (an Ethiopian, in our
translation, rather) a Midianite, a Cushii^ (Numb. xii. i. b" seq.) ;Minam was immediately struck witli a leprosy ; which punishment
havmg convmced Aaron, he acknowledged his fault, and asked for-
giveness of Moses both for himself and his sister.

' Some time after, Korah, Dathan, and Abiram revolted against
Moses Y^di Aaron (ch. xvi. A.M. 2015. ante K.~D. 1489). Korah
pretended that the priesthood belonged to him as much as to Aaron,
both bemg of the tribe of Le-vi ; and Balkan and Ahham being of
the tribe of Reuben, aspired to share with Moses m the sovereign au-
thority and government. God discovered his indfonation against
these rebels in a remarkable manner; for the earth ooening, swallow-

'

ed up them and their faction.
''

'•

< The next ^ay, the people accusinc^ Moses and Aaron of this
slaughter, the Lord caused a plague to break out among them, which
seized on the camp, and consumed many of them (Numb. xvi. m.)

;but Aaron running with his censer, placed himst-lf between the living
and the dead, and tlie plague was stayed. Another miracle God
wrought to secure the priesthood to him : Moses having tal-en twelve
rods, or small twigs, of an Almond-tree from the princes of tlie twelve
tribes, and one from Aaron, he placed them in the tabernacle, having;
written upon each the name of that Tribe whereunto it belonged,
and upon Aaron'^ the name of this high priest. The next day
when the rods were taken out and inspected, Aaron' ^ rod appeared
bearing leaves, blossoms, and fruit at the same t^ime, but the rest
were barren. This rod therefore was placed within the most holv
place, to perpetuate the remembrance of this prodigy.

f'-Z^f'w??^'"'"'-'^
^^''^'^'^ the daughter o^ Amminadab, of the tribe

oijudah (Ex. yi. 23.) by whom he had four sons, iV^./,,^ and AMhu,
hlea^ar and Ithamar (Lev. x. r, 2.) The two first were killed by
hre from heaven, as a punishment for presuming to offer incense with
strange hre in their censers. From the two others the race of the
high priests was continued in Israel.

'^^ron with Moses not sufficiently expressing their Confidence mGod, when he commanded them to strike the rock at Kadesh he
declared they should not enter the promised land ; and soon after
the Lord ordered Aaron to ascend Mount Hor, at the foot whereof
the Hebre'u.^s were encamped, there to be gathered to his fathersMere he stripped himself of his pontifical ornainents in the view of all
the people and put them on E!ca'z,ar his eldest son, and successor
in the high priesthood

; this done, he died, aged a hundred and
twenty-three years, and was buried, by Moses, and his son, in a cave
ot this mountain. Israel mourned thirty days for him

' For further particulars of the hfe oi A.rron, the reader may con-
sult ±.xodus, Levitkus, and the book of Numbers, as far as th^ twen
tieth chapter, and twenty-fourth verse of this last book, wherein weh-avea relation of his death. The author of Ecclesiasticus enlarees
greatly on his character, gh. xiv. v. 7. Th? .^^^r^W fix the dav of

^ *-^ 3 '

hi»
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his death, and the feast which they observe upon it, to the first day

of their fifth month. Ah, which answers pretty nearly to our July ;

O.S. supposing the year to begin at Easter.

* Aa-run\ sepulchre has hitherto continued unknown. The scrip,

ture tells us (Deut. x. 6.) that Aaron died at Moscra ; and elsewhere

(Numb, xxxiii. 38.) that he died upon Mount Hor; Mount Hor

being near the encampment at Mostra. He died in the arms of

Mo.^cs his broll-.er, and o^ E'kuzar his son, and succccsor in the high

priesthood. They buried him in Konie ca\c belonging to this moun-

taiiT, and concealed the place of his interment from the knowledge

of the Israelites ;
perhap;; feaiing lest in aftcr-a-es they might pay su-

perstitious worship to hifu.

REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF AARON
* I. In reviewing the life of Aaron, the first subject worthy of no.

tice is, the manDCr of hi;- introduction into the history- : he at once

appears as a kind of assL-Aant, and so far an inferiof to his brother

Mosesy yet Aaron had sor^se advantages, Avhich seem' to entitle him

to prior con^iidt ration. Tit' was the elder brother, was an eloquent

speaker, and was f^our^d by divine inspiration. Why he \vas not

preferred to Moses in respect to authority we have no cause assigned ;

vi::d it k not now for us to assign any other than the divine good

pleasure.
, • r^ ^ -nr

* XT. Aiaoncr the most confirming signs given by God to Mcses,

Ao doubt, \ve°iiuit reckon the interviev.- wkh his brother Aaron i

which being p.-cdicted by God, and directly happening, was very con-

viiicin"' to M'ises. See something similar in the case of Jeremiah,

-.:h. xx*xii. V. 8, It should seem also, that Anron would not have un-

dertaken a iourney of two montlis, from Egypt to Motml Sinai {Shaw's.

iVaveib) at great 'inzard, and at much expence, unless he had been

well a83jred1)f the authority vvl-ich sent him ; neither could he have

expected to find jll^oses where lie did find him, unless by divine direc-

tion ; since the place, afterward . called the Mount of God, was then

private, and unfrequented. In as much, therefore, as Aaron was a

Mira to Moses, bv meeting him there, so Jl'Ioses was a sign to Aaron,

!/ferffK seems to have joined Moses after the affair of Zipporah
-,
no

4!)ubv, he narrated to Msses, the events in Egypty the death of thtj

tVjnner, Phcrat^h, &c.
, _ . .

' III. It should seem that Aiuon was m E^pt, m circumstances

suuirior to those of the lower class of people ;—one from among such

as%vere kept to their daily bondage, could ill have spared time and

money for a journey to Ihreh ; his fiunily and his task would have

missed him too mucli. I think we may suppose, that thougli tac a-

iniiv of these brothers had no pretension to sovereign authority by

descent, they were probably of consideration by their property, or

their office, or bv some other way.

« It seems every way probable, that Aaron was a governor over

the Israelites, while building the pyramids (see Pyramid). Wnether

he was the rhicf rukr, or whether subordinate, cannot be determm,

cd • perhaL>s the former : he was certainly under the authority ot

naranh\ officers, yet :night be the head of his own people ;
or it

J8
customary In the east, for aU societies, trades, ^c to have a head,
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r,ho is responsible to government : and T rather think some\%hat of

' this kind was the case, because we do not read of any inlrusion of
yiaron into office, or an\- election by tlie people, or any cliai-ge of such
assumhi^hiought against hin) by Pharaoh ; bst, both Mcses and Aaron
seem to be acknowledged by Pharaoh himself, and evidently by n^-any

of his servants, to be of pjreat consideration, and, apparently, to be
the proper persons who should lemonstrate, &c. on behalf of the

Ziraelitcs to the king.

' Aaron performed the miracles before Pharaoh, such as changing
his rod into a serpent, &c. without any (recorded) wonder expressed

'by Pharaoh how a person kept to his daily labour, should acquire

such skill, such elooaience, &:c. Had Aloses and Aaron been merelv
private persons in the estimation of Pharaoh, a jail had punished their

impertinence.

' IV. A-aron was left in charge of Israel, in coivjunction with /A'/',

while Moses was in the mor.nt receiving the law ; and in this character

we find him guilty of a crime, which certainly his authority should have
been exerted to prevent. His violation of his duty is not to be pal-

liated
; yet, that it was not so gross as is usually represented, see,

under Calf. But it may be asked, as to Aaran''^ personal concern
in this matter, was his ov/n faith or patience exhausted ? If so, and
he also supposed Moses to be dead, then there could be no collusioa

between them. Would Aaron have dared to have done as he did,

Jiad he expected the return of Moses ?—his near return ? It is true,

he lays the fault on the people ; but, if he had any late information
respecting Moses (by foshua, or otherwise) would lie have ventured
on what he knew \\-oukl certainly be pia.ished ? The activity of
Aaron, in building the altar, &c. to the calf, and liis after subm.is-

sion to Msses, are utterly inexplicable, had not a 'divine conviction

been employed on this occasion: a whole revolting nation obedier.t

to a single returning ruler 1 Nevertheless, though he was blameably
active, Aaron seems more to have sufiered and tolerated the evil, than
to have promoted it ; the expression is remarkable, ch. xxxii. ^j.
" The Lord plagued the people because /Z\'j tnade tlie calf, wliicii

Aaron made."
' N. B. Nothing is saidcf Hitr, the coadjutor ci Acron in the go-

vernment of tlie people, respecting his interference in this affair

;

perhaps, he thought it not his business : but Aaron should have en-

gaged Hur's (and the elders') authority, also, had he been hearty
:x\ his refusal of the people's request. He seems to have flinched

from his duty of resistance to the proceedings of the people, fearing

their disposition aS '* set on mischief," which he pleads in his ex-
cuse, v. 22.

* V. The quarrel and sedition of Aaron and Miriam, against Moses
(Numb. xii. I.) affords another argument against the supposition ot

ruiy collusion between Moses and liis brother, /laron, it is true, as-

sumes at lirst, a high tone, and makes high pretensions, to no less

gifts than his brother ; but afterwards, he owns his folly, and, with
Miriam, submits. Aaron was not visited with the leprosy, but he
could well judge of its reality on his sister ; it was his office to exclude
iici from the camp for seven days : and by his expression of " flish

E e 4 Iralf
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half consumed," it should seem, this was a very jnveterrJie kiwd

;

and, therefore, the more signal. ylaron's affection, interest, and
passion, all concurred to harden him against any thing less than full

conviction that this case was an interposition from above : as he must
have well knov/n it could not be in the personal power of Moses to

produce this disease.

' For the priesthood of j^aron, see Priest. See alsOj Mos£S,
Bible, Calf, Pyramids, Egypt.

i. ... < VI. The departure of jtiaron for death, has something in it

very impressive, and altogether singular. In the sight of all the con-

gregation, he quits the camp for the mountain, where he is to die

;

on tiie way thither, Moses, his brother, and Eleazar, his son, divest

hira of his pontifical habits ; thiLner they attend him to the last, there

they bury him., and that so privately, that his sepulchre continues un-

knov/n. We view, in imagination, this feeble old man aocending the

mount, t9 a convenient height, there transfen-ing the insignia of his

office lo his son ; then proceeding beyond the sight of the people,

"and giving up the ghost, with that faith, that resignation, that meek-

'ness, which became one who had been honoured with the Holy Spirit,
*"' and with' the typical representation of the great High Phi est him-

-' -* Vjli' Xl^Cgeneral character oiAaron has in It much of the meek-
'

iress'ciFhis bi-dther Moses; he seems an easy, good-natured man, will-

• ing to serve his brethren, lob easily persuaded against his own judg-
' mient,- as' appears vi'hefi the people excited him to m.ake the golden

^'alF, and when Miriam urged him to rival his brother; for it should

seem to hive been principally i'I'/iW^/7/'s intermeddling, as well from,

lio ufe'omtn'on characteritic of her sex, dislike to a foreign woman, as

' "ftTDnl her being named before Aaron— '•' Miriam and Aarai spake
' ^\g-^\tit^%'^scs^^'—"StvA from the disease which afflicted her, xA\\\t Aaron
- -vvas'ksapuaished

;
probably, because he was less guilty, and because

he was punished by sympathy with his sister, as well as oa the com-

monly suggested reason—the importance of his priestly office.

' V^I. Tjpon the whole, I think, we may add to the express

"hfotoi'y: of. :<'f<7;r£(>2, these ideas: i. That he vv'-as in authority before tlie

'ftiuth:'6i Moses X-o Egypt., 2. That part, at leaet, of Iiis authority

Was over-3eeing the building's carried on by the Israel^ites ; though it

does not appear that he was among the officers beaten (ch. v. 14.)

but Eee thjy accounted for under Pyramid {i.e. it was not his turn

to be at work). '

3. That he greatly assisted in ordering the people,

at the Exodus, and perhaps was appointed general inspector, or per-

haps h'easufer to the v/hole cai-avan. 4. That he was a good'Writer,

as well as' 'in' 'elo'cfuenf speaker." 5. Th;it he had his particular de-

partment 'in the camp j and, that his authority extended, little or no-

thing beyond this departm.ent. (See Caravan No. i,, Pracments)
6. Tha'L -although he received the ear-rmgs from the people, vet, whe-

ther the calf was m.ade by his own liands, or under his express direc-

tion, may be doubted, fii..m the order of the relation (ch. v.) which

stands thus :— he took the car-ringF, &c. bou:,d them in a bag or

bags (or valued or placed them, as purses, according to the present

Turkish phrase) ; then, he m?.dc that a calf by fusion (compare v. 35.

8 TUIY
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THEY made the caff) ; then, they said, these be thy gods,—" and
when Aaron saw it"— (i. e. as I understand, the calt ; for it was that

to tvhoseface (Heb.) ne built an altar ; which appears to be the

same "object which he saw)—now had Aaroji made it himself, per-

sonally, he could not have seen it after the people had saluted it as

their God ; but he must have seen it before the people. It should

seem, therefore, that Aaron had given the gold of which he had the

custody, to a workman, appointed by the people, and that hpfoUoiucd

the people throughout the whole of this transaction ; and, that he en-

deavoured to guide (perhaps, even contradicted) their opinion, in

varying and appointing to the honour of Jehovah, what many, at

least (the mixed multitude) woiUd refer to the honour of the gods
they had seen in Egypt. In this view his expression deserves notice

—

*' to-morrow is a solemnity to Jehovah :" not to Apis, or to any
other god, but to Jehovah. Such was the sentiment of Aaron

y

whatever might be that of some of the people ; and in this view his

confession to Moses (v. 24.) may be taken : " I cast it," ;'. e. I gave

it to be cast. Certainly, this making of the calf was a" work pf time,

it was not cast in a moment, ^nor in the midst of the ciimp, but in a

proper workshop, or other convenient place ; and even perhaps was
forwarded more briskly than Aaron knew, or wished. I conceive,

he used all means of delay, though he sinfully yielded at last to a
prevarication, or to a worship of JrHOVAH, by an image ; an impure
medium of worship ; but Aaron could not be said to sin against a

positive law, because, while Aaron was thus occupied in the camp,
Moses v/as receiving the prohibition ; consequentl)' Aaron was unin-

formed of this injunction, and though not innocent, was ignorant.

What means of resistance to the people he might have, we cannot
tell ; nor whether the people was so excessively guilty as some have
supposed, since they also, so far as we know, had yet had no
public prohibition of worshipping God by such mediatorial repre-

sentations : or symbols of his presence.

* IX. When we consider the talents of Aaron, his natural elo-

quence, and what were his probable acquirements in knowledge
(for certainly he knev,- much, if not so muc1i as Moses) that God
often spake to him in conjunction with Moses; and that Egyptian
priests were scribes, as part of their profession ; is it a very unlikely

suggestion, that he assisted his brother in writing some parts of tjic

books which novv' go under the name of Moses ; or, at. least, that he
also kept journals of transactions ; that he transcribed, perhaps, the
orders of ilfoj-fj, especially, those relating to the priest's office? If
this be not improbable, then we account at once for any difference

of style visible in these books ; and for such smaller variations in

different places as would naturally arise from two persons recordin^'-

the same facts, I say, we account for this at once, without, in anv
d"grec, lessening the authority, the antiquity, or the real value .of

these books. It accounts also for the third person being used when
speaking of Moses ;

(perhaps top, for some of the praise and com-
mendation of Musts, which is most remarkable where Aaron is most
in fault). In Deuteronomy, Moses .\xi<idk the pronoim.s, I, and me,
*' I said," ** the Lord said to me," \yhich arc littlt*, or never used

in
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in the former books. The remarks on the Caravan, its orders, ofiicerb,

&C. illustrate much of the history oi -daron.'

The additions made by the editor are placed at the end of

the numbers under the title of Fragments \ in which are many
curious descriptions, remarks, observations, extracts from the

books of tbe most approved travellers, Sec. &c. calculated for

the entertainment as well as the instruction of the reader.

We must not omit to observe that this work is illustrated

•with proper, useful, and ornamental engravings ; nor should

we discharge our duty to the public, if we did not recommend
it to the perusal of every person who wishes to understand a

book which contains the dispensations of God to mankind, at

various times, and in divers manners ; tiie knowlege of which
opens to us the most glorious vicrvvs ; and which comprehends,

at once our comforts iri this lile and onr liopes of happiness in.

the next.

Art. VII. Mcd'ical Facts and Ohervation;. Fvo. VoL V. 3s. 6d.

, Vol. VL 4s. Vol. VII. 6s. Boards. Johnson. 1794, 1795*

T>Y some accident, we have neglected to notice thccontinua-
-^ tiou of this medical miscellany as the new .volumes have ap-

peared : but we now proceed to atone for our deficiency **
;

emitting in our examination a few of the least considerable

articles.

The fir$t paper of the cth vol, contains an Account of iwa

Cases of Fcp^iteal Jr.arrlsT!'.,, by Mr. Tiiompson Forster, Surgeon

to Guy's ?iospital. In both of them, he practised the opera-

tiotn recon^mende-d by I^.^r. J. Hunter, viz. the ligature of the

femoral -artery in the thigh ; and it w/as attended with complete

b'uccess. We perceive nothing «.^xtraprdiuary in t!ie narration,

fNcept the great care to deieiid the artery from the too speedy

erlccts of the ligature, which was (lone by the iHterposition of

a s.mall cylindrical piece of wood laid on a dossil of lint, and

included along with the Ijg.iture.

AQCotcnt of the good F.fects of Op'mm in the Case of a Person

foisoiied by Digitalis, by Dr. Beddoi s. Violent and continued

letching, occasioned by an overdose of tiie fox glove, and

wliich seemeil to indicate great danger, was removed by large

and repeated doses of opium ; and an entire recovery, not only

from the medicine, but fron> the original hydropic disease, was
the consequence.

* For the reviews of the former voliimes> sec M. Rev. N. S.

"cals. viii. ix. xii. xlv.

Ohservaticf'.:
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Observations en the Diseases that occurred on board the Etiropa

East India Shipy out and home^ by Mr. John Watson, chiefly

relate to a fever of the remitting kind, which was very ge-

neral, and in which the early exhibition of Peruvian bark was

very successful.

Cas-c ofa compound Dis.ocation of the Tibia and Fibula ^ with the

Fracture and Loss of a considerable Portion of the Astragalus^ and

a Fracture of the Thigh-bone^ by Mr. James Rumsey, of Agmon-

deshani, Bucks, is a good example of the cure of a very dan-

gerous injury without amputation, and does credit to the skill

and attention of iNlr. R.

Cases of the Urticaria or Nettle-rash, ivith ObservationSy by Dr.

Winterbottom, at Sierra Leone. The prhicipal case is of this

disease occasioned by eating an unknown fruit in the woods of

Africa. It gives rise to some remarks on aticctions of-the skin

consequent to the reception of something noxious in the sto-

mach ; and it suggests a distinction betv/een essera and urticaria^

founded on the presence of affection of the system with the

eruption, in the latter, and on its absence in the former.

Of the Effects of Vitriolic /Ether in a Case of Spasmodic Affec-

tion of the Stomach ; and in tiuo Cases of Intermittent Ftver j by-

Mr. W. David:iOn. The sether in these instances operated in

producing a sort of shock to the whole frame ; and that such

an effect should counteract a spasm, and interrupt the impend-

ing p.iroxysm of an intermittent, will not be thought extraor-

dinary by one who is acquainted with the patliology of the hu-

man system. The use of strong stimulants to prevent an ague

is a well-known part of empirical practice.

Of the poisonous Effects of the Seeds of the Datura Stramonium^

by Mr. James Jobuson, Lancaster. These were, sickness, pain

in the stomach, and some affection of the eyes, or sensorium.

Repeated emetics produced a cure.

Case of Apoplexy in a pregnant Woman , by Mr. Philip Wil-

liams. The only remarkable circumstance in this case is the

position of two children in the womb, as discovered on dissec-

tion. One presented with the breech, the other with the foot

:

but it is observed that, in parturition, the latter might pro-

bably have turned round, and come by the head.

Volume VL

Observations on the Use of Arsenic in the Intermittent Fevers of

a Trobical Climate ; to ivhich is prefixed an Account of the Weather

at Sierra Leone; by Dr. Winterbottom, Physician to the Settle-

ment. From a number of cases here given, it appears that the

arsenical solution of Dr. Fowler was successful in the cure of

inter-
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intermlttents an<i remittents, without any bad consequences
resulting from the medicine. Some valuable observations rela-
tive to the comparison of its eflccts with those of the bark are ,

subjoined ; with an historical narrative of the exhibition of-
arsenic in intermittents, in different countries.

Account of the good Effects of a Solution of Zal Ammoniac in Vi^
ftegar, as a topicrJ Application in lacerated Wounds, by Mr. Hcn'rv
Yates Carter, Wellington, Salop. This is a continuation of
the same writer's remarks on the subject, in the 2d vol. of this;
publication. The cases related are all successful: but the'
treatment in several of them being compound, it is not so clear
h*w much of the success is to be arributed to the topical appli-
cation. Indeed, we are inclined to think that the powers of
Nature were the chief agent, and that applications of still

greater simplicity would sometimes have answered quite as
well. ,>.ij.w...

Case of a diseased Kidney, by the same. ''A fatal suppuration
of the kidney in this case seems chiefly to have been occasioned
by blows on the loins.

Case of a Gunshot Wound, by the same. The remarkable
circumstance in this case was that a ball entered the skull
above the external canthus of the right eye, and came out be-
low the left ear, having caused little injury.

Account of some extraordinary Symptoms apparently connected
nvith certain morbid Alterations about the Veins and Nervesy by
Mr. Pearson, Surgeon of the Lock Hospital. The case ou
which this paper Is founded was that of an induration, about
half an inch in diameter, on the inside of the leg, beginning in
pregnancy, and continuing for many years, with exquisite sen-
sibility when touched, and fits of pain consequent on various
constitutional changes. It was at last extirpated by caustic,
and the disease was entirely cured. The tumour appeared to
include a part of the vena caphrena major, and a branch of the
crural nerve

; and to this combination Mr. P. attributes the
symptoms. Other cases somewhat similar are adduced, and
the whole suggests several ingenious observations to the writer.

Account of the Extraciicn of an extraneous Substance from the
Rectumy by Mr. W. Blair, Surgeon of the Lock liospiral. This
substance was a piece of bread burnt in toasting, which the pa-
tient had swallowed in soup two days before.

Case of Aneurism of the Crural Artery^ by INIr. Thompson
Forster. In this case, the artery was tied above the tumour,"
in the manner described in Mr. F.'s two former cases (vol. v.),

except that the position of the aneurismal tumour, in the
thigh, obliged hirn to tie the artery as liigh as just below tlie

branching c.T of the profunda. The success was complete, and

the
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the tumour was entirely absorbed in the course of sevea

weeks.

Account of a new Species of Swletenta (MahogafiyJ ; and of
Experiments and Qhservcit'ions on its Barhy made iv'ith a View to

ascertain its Powers^ and to compare them with those of Peruvian

Barky by William Roxburgh, M. D. This is the abstract of

a paper sent by Dr. R. to the East India Company. The ve-

getable in question is a large tree growing in the mountainous

part of the Rajamundry Circar, and called by the Hindoos
Soymida, Dr. Andrew Duncan jun. has made it the subject of

an inaugural dissertation. We must refer to the paper itself

for the description of the tree, and the detail of experiments

on its bark. The result is, that it appears to have more bitter-

ness and astringency than Peruvian bark, to be more soluble ia

watery menstrua, and to possess more antiseptic virtue. Dr.R,
used it successfully in intermittents. An enumeration of five

different species of Ciirshona is subjoined.

Of the Effects of Mahogany Wood in Cases of Diarrhoea, by-

Mr. Fr. Hughes, Surgeon of the Stafford Infirmary. These
effects appear, from the cases recited, to be those of a common
astringent.

Some Discoveries made hy Air. Ga/vani. This article is a

translation of the French letters on the same subject, inserted

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1793, Parti.

Volume VII.

Practical Observations on the Treatment of acitte Diseases^ par",

ticularly those of the West Indies , by Wm. Wright, ]\I. D.
These are little more than detached hints derived from the
author's ov/n practice, most of them on points respecting which
others have given more copious information. They may, how-*,

ever, be perused with advantage as the result of a large and at*-

tentive observation. They relate to the practice of washing,
the body with cold water and vinegar, in typhus ; the exhibi-
tion of calomel in fevers of various kinds, and in hepatitis ; and
the treatment of the pleurisy, peripneumony, and dysentery in
ti-opical climates. The liberal employment of calomel in acute
diseases is the most striking topic in this paper..

Facts relative to the Origin of Intermittent Fevers, by Tiiomas
Beddoes, M. D. These facts are adduced merely to prove that
Dr. Cullen was deceived when he referred the origin of; inter-
mittents merely to marsh efHuvia. ,.;., ^..^{^ f,i' ..,.j,f

Observations on the Nature cf Corns, afid the Means of curifft

themy by Mr. Anthony Carlisle. After an anatomical and phi-
siological account ef the articular covering of the body, this

writer proceeds to shew in what manner a long, continued and
partial
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partial pressure occasions a thickening of the cuticle below, and

an absorption of the subjacent cutis ; whence the diseased

cuticle sinks among the sensil^le parts in form of an inverted

cone, and becomes what is called a corn. He then briefly

mentions ^he modes of curing them, by cutting out, dissolving

by a caustic liquor, raising by means of perforated sticking

plaster, and blistering.

^ome Observations relative to the Atigustura Barh^ by T. ^I.

Wintcrbotiom, M. D. of Sierra Leone. From some detailed

cases, and the general result of extensive experience, Dr.W.
assigns to the Angustitra its place among the more powerful

tonics, and points out its particular advantages.

Account of a renwrkc.hle jiff'ection cf the Testes ^ by Mr. Win-
dows Golding, Wallingford. A swelling of the testicle, as a

symptom of the disease called the Mumps, has been remarked

by several writers : but, in the cases here related, an inflam-

matory swelling of this part, accompanied with general fever,

but without any affection of the face or jaws, took place as a

sort of epidemic in the summer and autumn of 1793. The in-

flammation, though considerable, subsided in all the instances

without suppuration, or sphacelus.

Case ofa lilan luho castrated himselj\ by tlie same. In this

instance, the haemorrhage that ensued from the division of the

spermatic arteries was very considerable : but the man reco-

vered

Coses end Remarks on the external AppUcntlon of Charcoal., by

Mr. W. Simmons, Surgeon at Manchester. These cases

limit the good effects of charcoal, externally applied, to the

correcting of foctor, which purpose it seems to answer very

effectually.

Case of Pins extraBedfrom the Breast of n Wot)]an, after re-

maining there 60 l^cars, by Mr. H. Fryer, Stamford. This is a

striking proof of the .length of time during which a foreign

substance may lie in the body without injury.

Some Account of the Effects of Vitrio/ic JEther in Cases of

phthisis Btdnwnalis, by Richard Pearson, M D. of Birming-

ham. This paper is little more than an announcement of cases

to be hereafter published, stating the good cftects of the appli-

cation in question.

Tnvo Instances of uncommon Formation in the Viscera of the

Human Body, by Mr. Abernethy, from Philoscphical TransaC'

iions for 1793.
On the Conversion ofAnimal Muscle into a Substance much re-

sanbling Spermaceti, by Mr. Gibbes—from Philosophical Transac-

tions for 1 794, Part II.

JExperimcfft:
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Experimeuts on the Nerves, particularly on their Re-production,

ntid on the Spinal Marroiv of living Animalsy by Mr. Cruikshank,

ivom Fhiloseph. Trans, for 1795, Part I.

Experimental Inquiry concerning the Re-prodtictionof Nerves^ hj
I>r. Knighton— from Philosoph. Trans, for 1795, Parti.

description of an Instrumentfor trepanning., by Mr. J. Croker

King—from Irish Transactions., Vol. IV.

Coics cf an enlarged Spleen^ by Dr. G. Burrovves—from Ir'isJi

Transactions, Vol. iV.

Estimate of the Excess of the Heat and Cold of the American At-
fnesphere beyond the European^ &c. by Ed. Aug. Holyokc, M. D.
—from Memoirs of tlk American Academy of Arts and Sciences^

Vol. II. Part I.

Account of an tinccnv.non Case of Emphysema \ and of an exttT"

nal Abscess., the Contevits of ivhich luere discharged by coughing, bj
the szmi:—from the same.

Account of a Case in ivhich a Stone, farmed in one of tht

Kidneys, luas extracted through an Abscess in the Back, by Her-
man Schiiizercrants, iM.D.—from Stockholm Memoirs.

Account of the poisonous !^mUt^ of the Juice of the Root offs*
irophn Alauihot^ or bitter Cassada ; and of the Use of Cayemts

Pepper in counteracting the Effects of this and some other poisonous

Subitiuices ; luith Remcrrks on the Efficacy cf the Spigelia Anihelinht

tn JVormCases, byJames Clark, M.D. of Dominica. The subject of

this paper is chiefly some experiments made on frogs, with the

Manihot and other narcotTC poisons in different states, and witli

Cayenne pepper ns an antidote. This last seems to act by its

stimulant quality on the nerves of the stomach, counteractiii;^

the sedative power of the poisons. The Spigelia Anthelmia i^

found to act most safely as a vermifuge in the form of a syrv;p>

made from tlie infusion of the whole plant, with the addition

of orange or lemon peel and juice.

Account of some Experiments made with a Vieiu to ascertain

the comparative ^lantity of amylaceous Matter^ yielded by the dif-

ferent Vegetables most co%m::only in Use in the Jf^est India Islands-..^

by the same. The object of these experiments seems rather

economical than medical, and the value of their results is locaL

it may, probably, be a piece of information to most of our
rt^ader^, that Tapioca is made of the starch of Jatropha Manihot,
or bitter Cassada, turned by a flat piece of wood on a plate of
iron Well heated.

Afatal Instance of the poisonous Effects of the Oenanthe Crocnta:,

Linn, or Hemlock Drop%vort, by Robert Graves, M. D. of Dor-
chester. In this case, about two table-spoons full of the juice of
tlie roots of this plant, taken by mistake for that of water-
parsnip, speedily destroyed a young woma% with all the symp-
toms of a nurcotic poiscn.

Art.
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Art. VIII. Dissertations and Miscellaneous Pieces relating to thf

History and ylntiquitiesj the ^rls. Sciences, and I/iteralure of Asia*

By Sir William Jones and others. 8vo. Vol. Ill *. 7s. 6d.

Boards. Vernor and Co. <S:c. 1796.

^T7e always contemplate with renewed satisfaction the inge-
^ * nious labours of our countrymen in the East. We con-

sider them, in the aggregate, as constituting the monument
more durable than brass, whicli will survive the existence and
illustrate the memory of our Eastern dominion. After the

contingent circumstances to which we owe our present pre-

ponderance in that country shall have ceased to operate, and
the channels of Indian knowlege and Indian wealth sliall have

again become impervious to the western world, the Asiatic

Researches will furnish a proof to our posterity, that the ac-'

quisitionof the latter did not absorb the attention of their coun-

trymen to the exclusion of the form»er', and that the English

laws and English government, in those distant regions, have

sometimes been administered by men of extensive capacity,

erudition, and application.

When we call to our recollection how far the boundaries

of knowlege have been extended, in Europe, by the establish-

ment of the various academies which instruct and adorn this

enlightened quarter of the globe ; we know not whether any

thing could have happened, more favourable to the general in-

terests of literature, than the establishment of a similar institu-

tion in the centre of Asia :—a learned society placed in the

midst of a people preserving, at the close of the eighteenth

century, the pristi)ie dogmata of the primeval ages: from whom
Pythagoras derived the tenets which he transmitted to the phi-

losophers of the Italic school ; and by whom the same tenets

are still taught, th:it v/ere taught to Pythagoras. The votary

of history, who has remarked that our knowlege of antiquity

extends little beyond the shores of the Mediterranean, must be

curious to pierce the veil which has hitiierto enveloped the an-,

tiquities of the Eafl, and the origin of nations. He will lament

that a love of poetical allegory, or of exclusive learning, should

have induced the Brahmins to disguise the history ol remote

events, in the same fabulous dress Mdiich adorns while it ob-

scures those of Greece and Rome :—but he will execrate the

intolerant bigotry, which actuated the brave but barbarous

Khaliph who devoted to destruction the antient records of the

Persian empire. Still, he will perceive that the genius, the

application, and the erudition of the late President of the Asi-

atic Society have thrown considerable light on a very obscure

* For Vols. I. and II. fee M. Rev. vol. xii. p. 330.
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^nd an highly interesting portion of history, in the preceding

volumes of this work. The natural historian must feel his at-

tention -arrested, by these researches prosecuted ia a country
* where many animals are found, and many hundreds of medi-
cinal plants, which have either not been described at all, or

what is worse, ill described by the naturalists of Europe.' The
philosopher will direct his view to the sineub-r moral pha;no-

mena exhibited by the Asiatic world ; and while he remarks the

shades of distinction which disciirninate individual nations, he
will contemplate the universal traits of character, opinion, and
manners, which still more strongly distinguish them from our-

selves •, and he will observe, not without surprise, some tribes

still sunken in the grossest barbarism, dwelling on the confines

and even in the midst of nations, v/hose exquisite refinement

has been transmitted from the earliest antiquity.

' Whenever we direct cur attention to Hindoo literature, (said Sir

William Jones,) the notion of infinity presents itself, and tlie longest

life would not be sufficient for the perusal of near live hundred thou-
twind Stan/as in the Puranas (sacred poems) with a miilion more per-

haps in other worlcs.'

We now proceed to the analysis of the third volume, only

remarking that the two concluding papers of the second are

erroneously ascribed to Sir William Chambers. They were
translations for •< the Oriental Miscellany" by the late Mr.
William Chambers, brother of Sir Robert Chambers, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of Calcutta. The third volume
still contains many papers which appeared in the Asiatic Re-
searches, and which we have therefore already noticed : but
ic also includes others of which we shall now give ?.n account.
An Eidoghnn en the Life and JVrithigs cf the late Six W^rj.

Jo>jEs we find prefixed to the volume, it is comprised in a dis-

course delivered at a meeting of the Asiatic Society on the

ilA May 1794, by the Hon'. Sir John Shore, Bart. Pres.

We should have been inclined to transgress our limits

by a copious extraft from this elegant panegyric ; but, havin<T

remarked its insertion at length, in some recent publications,

v/e conclude that it has already come under the observation of
the generality of our readers. We shall therefore content
ourselves with extracting from it a list of the works for which
the public is indebted to the pen of Sir William Jones.

Among the publications of this illustrious writer, in Europe,
exclusive of various compositions in prose and in verse, we
find his *' Commentaries on the Poetry of the Asiatics," which
were completed before the expiration of his twenty- second
year, and a " translation of the speeches of Isjcus," with a
learned comment. In law, " an Essay on the law of Beil-

Rev, Arc.
1 797. F f ments,"
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ments," and a translation of a tract containinjr a lively and ele-

gant epitome of the law of inheritance of Zaid. The vanify
and petulance of Anquetil du Perron extorted from him a letter,

in the French language, which has been admired for accurate
criticism, just s itire, atid elegant composition. " The life of
Nadir Shah" he translated into the same language, from the
I'ersic original ; and every adirrirer of Asiatic poetry must ac-

knowlege his obMgations to him for an English version of the

seven celebrated poems, so well known by the name of Moal-
lik.it, from the distinction to M'hich their excellence had en-
titled them, of being suspended in the temole of Mecca. In
Bengal, the desire which he ever profeffed of rendering his

knovvlege useful to this nation, and tcr the inhabitants of our
Indian provinces, induced him to suggest to government the

compilation of a copious digest of Hindu and Mohammedan
law, from Sanscrit and Arabic originals*, with an offer of his

services to superintend the compilation, and with a promise to

translate it. During the course of this compilation, and as

auxiliary to it, he was led to study the works of Menu ; and
finding that they might be considered as the institutes of Hindu
law, he presented a translation of them to the government of
Bengal. During the same period, he gave the public as Eng-
lish version of the Arabic text of the * Sernjiyihah,* or Mo-
hammedan lav/ of inheritance, with a commentary. His lighter

productions while in India, the elegant amusement of his

leisure hqu"r«, consist of hymns on the Hindu mythology,

poems, chicrfiy translations from the Aeiaticlanguages, and thjC

version of Sacontala, an antient Indian drama *
: but with thjs

latter class we may not rank his profound and elaborate dis-

courses and dissertations read to the Asratic Society, which oc-

cupied the whole of the first volume of the work before u«, and
which have already received the tribute of our applause.

We cannot take leave of the subject without expressing our

warm approbation of this classic offering of taste at the shrine

of friendship.

The eighth Afifu'venary Discourse on the Borderers^ Mcuaitaitieers,

and Islanders of Asia
-^

delivered 24th February 1791, by Sir

"William Jones, Pres.

We have already given an abstract of this paper in pp. 561,

562 of M. Rev. vol. xiih N. S. We may, however, here add

to our former extract the following passage, containing some
remarkable particulars relating to a wandering tribe well known
througliout Europe, and replete with curious information:

* We come now to the river Sindhu, (Indus) and the country

named from it. Noar its mouths we find a district, called by Ncarchus,

* See Rev. N, S. vol. iv. p. 121.
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in his journal, Sangada; which M. D'Anville justly supposes to be the
seat ot the Sanganians, a barbarous and piratical nation mentioned
by modern travellers, and well known at present to our countrymen
in the west of India. Mr. Malet, now resident at Puna on the part
of the British government, procured, at my request, the Sanganian
Ietters,_ which are a sort of Nagari, and a specimen of their language,
which is apparently derived, like other Indian dialects, from the San-
scrit : nor can I doubt, from the descriptions which I have received
of their persons and manners, that they aVe Pameras, as the Brahmans
call them,^ or outca.^t Hindus, immemorially separated from the rest
of the nation. It seems agreed, that the singular people, called Egyp-
tians, and, by corruption, Gypsies, passed the Mediten-anean im-
mediately from Egypt ; and their motley language, of which Mr.
Grelhnan exhibits a copious vocabulary, contains "so many Sanscrit
\vords, that their Indian origin can hardly be doubted : the authenti-
city of that vocabulary seems established by a multitude of Gypsy
words, as angar, charcoal

; cashth, wood ; bhu, earth ; and a hun-
dred more, fur ulu'ch tlie collector of them could find no paral-
lel, in the vulgar dialect of Flindustan, though we know them to
be pure Sanscrit, scarce changed in a single letter. A very inge-
nious friend, to whom this remarkable fact was imparted, suggested
to me, that those very words might have been taken from old Egyp-
tian, and that the Gypsies were Troglodytes from the rocks near
Thebes, where a race of banditti still resemble them, in their habits
and features

; but as we have no other evidence of so strong an affinity
between the popular dialects of old Egypt and India, it leems more
probable, that the Gypsies, whom the Italians call Zinganos, were
no other than Zingan'ians.*

_

Observations on the Lihahitants of the Garroiu Hillsy by John
Ehot, Esq. form the next paper. We gave an account of
them, from the Asiatic Researches, in our xiiith vol. p. 563.
^Oit Egypt and other C>untries, adj.icerit. to the Gtdi Rivery 'or

Nile ofEthiopiay fr<mi.the ancient Books of the Hindus^ by Lieuc •

Francis Wilford.'
,

' ',','"

^Of this curious paper, also, an account was given in Rew, ..

N. S. vol. xiv. p. 501.
An Account of the Method ofcatching ivild Elephants^, hy Joha

Corse, Esq. next occurs. See Rev. vol. xiv. p. 496.
^

On the Nicobar Isks, and the Fruit of the Mdlori, by Nicolas-/
Fontana, Esq. See Rev. vol. xiii. p. 568.

071 the Musical Modes of the Hindus, by Sir Wm. Jones.We select the President's account of the variety of modes

:

_
* Next to the phenomenon of seven sounds perpetually ciiculatin?

in a geometrical progression, according to the lenrrth of the strin<rc
or the number of their vibrations, every ear miist" be sensible, that
two of the seven intervals in the complete series or octave, whether
we-considtr it as placed in a circular form, or in a rigbt line with the
hrst sound repeated, are much shorter than the five' other intervals •

and 0.1 these two phenomena, the modes of the Hindus, (who seem'
Ef z io;norant
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ignorant of our complicated harmony) are principally constructed.

The longer Intervcils we shall call tones, and the shorter (in compliance

with custom) semitone?, without mentioning their exact ratios ;
and

it is evident, that, as the places of the semitones admit of seven varia-

tions relative to one fundamental sound, there are as many modes,
'

which may be caUed primary ; but we must not confound them wit.>

our modern modes, which result from the system of accords now

estabhshed in Europe. Now, since each of the tones may be divided,

we iind twelve semitones in the whole series ; and since each semitone

may in its turn become tlie leader of a series formed after the model

of every primary mode, wc have seven times twelve, or eighty-tour

modes in all; and we shall accordingly see that the Persians and

Hindus have exactly this number.'

The powerful and versatile talents of Sir Wm. Jones seeni

to have been calculated to surmount obstacles of every kind-

Antiquity and botany, philosophy and poetry, law and music,

appear by turns to have attracted his own attention, and the

admiration of others.
i a • •

Several papers now occur, that are taken from the Asiatic

Researches, vol. iii.—0« the Mystical Poe/ry of the Persians

and Hindus, and the Gita-govinda, or the Songs of Jaya-deva,

by Sir W. Jones. See Rev. vol. xiii. p. 57»> ^c. On the

Manufacture of Indigo, by Lieut. Col. Martin. Rev. vol. xiv.

p. 502, &c.

On the Origin and Families of Nations, by Sir W. Jones.

This difcourse concludes the series or. the subject delivered

to the Societv ; and we gave some account of it in our Review

-of the Asiatic Researches already quoted.—Before we take

leave of the subject, however, we will indulge ourselves in a

recapitulation of the inferences deduced by this eminent writer,

from his researches into the obscure regions of remote anti-

quity. They will be found comprised in the following ex-

tracts :

' That the frst race of Persians and Indians, to whom we may

add the Romans and Greeks, the Goths, and the old Egyptians or

Ethlops, originally spoke the same language and professed the sair

-popular faith, is capable, in my humble opinion, of incontestii

proof; that the Jews and Arabs, the Assyrians, or second Pemau

race, the people who spoke vSyriac, and a numerous tiibe ot Abys-

sinians, used one priinitivd dialect, wholly distinct from the idiom just

mentioned, is, I believe, undisputed, and I am sure indisputable ;

but that the settlers in Clilna and Japan had a common origin with

Hindus, and that all the Tartars were primarily of a third separate

branch is no more than highly probable.
_

< From the testimomes adduced in the last six annual discourses,

it seems to follow, that the only human family after the flood esta-

blished tlumsclves in the northern parts of Iran
;

(Persia; that, as

they multiplied, they were divided into three distinct branches, each
•' r ' ' retaining
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retaining little at first, and losing the whole by degrees of their com-

mon primary language, but agreeing severally on new expressions,

for new ideas ; that the branch of Yafet was enlarged in many scat-

tered si'.oots over the north of Europe and Asia, diffusing themselves

as far as the Eastern and Western Seas, and at length, in the infancy

of navigation, beyond them both; that they cultivated no liberal

arts, and had no use of letters, but formed a variety of dialects, as

their tribes were variously ramified ; that, secondly, the chi'dren of

Ham, who founded, in Iran itself, the monarchy of the firsl Chal-

deans, invented letters, observed and named the lum.inaries of the fir-

mament, calculated the known period of 432,000 years or 120 repe-

titions of the Saron, and contrived tlie old system of mythology,

partly allen-orical, and partly grounded on idolatrous vens^ration for

their sa"-es and lawgivers; that they were dispersed, at various in-

tervals, and in various colonies, over land ?.:vS ocean ; that the tribes

of Misr, Cush, and Rama settled in Afric and India ; while some of

thein having improved the art of sailing, passed from Egypt, Phenice,

and Phrygia, into Italy and Greece, which they found tlilnly peopled

by former emigrants, of whom they supplanted some tribes, and unite<t

themselves with others ; whilst a swarm from the same hive moved,

by a northerly course, into Scandinavia, and another, by the head of

the Oscuf, and through the passes of Imaiis, into Cashgar and Eighur,

Khata and Khaten, as far as the territories of Chin and lancut, where

arts have been used and letters immemorially cultivated ; nor is it im-

reasonable to believe that some of them found their way from the

eastern isles into Mexico and Peru, where traces were discovered of

rude literature and mythology analogous to those of Eg}-pt and India:

that, thirdly, the old Chaldean empire being overthrown by the Assy-

rians, under Cayumers, other migrations took place, especially into

India, while the rest of Sham's progeny, some of whom had before

settled on the Red Sea, peopled the whole Arabian peninsula, press-

ing close on the nations of Syria and l^henice ; that, lastly, from aU

the three families, were detached many bold adventurers, of an ardent

spirit, and roving disposition, who disdained sulordination and v/ander-

ed in separate clans, till they settled in distant isles, or in deserts and

mountainous regions ; that, on the whole, some colonies might have

mio-rated before the death of their venerable progenitor, but that

states and empires could scarce have assumed a regular form, till fif-

teen or sixteen hundred years before the Christian epoch ; and tliat

for the first thousand years of that period, we have no history, un-

m-ixed with fable, except that of the turbulent and variable, but emi-

nently distinguished nation descended from Abraham.'

The hypotheses of the learr.ed President are attended with

some obstacles of a very serious n?.ture : but, as our limits are

ill adapted for a discussion which must unavoidably prove pro-

lix, or dogmatical, or unintelligible, we shall only mention a

few of the difficulties that embarrass his system. It totally

overlooks the negroes ; and if, by implication, we suppose

them descended from the §ame stock as the Indians, Romans,

and Goths, the difficulty is enhanced by the Indian emigrants

F f 3
of
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of the snme country retaining their original con figuration, while

the necroes have lost it.— ihe malediction of the Patriarch

scenes to have operated in a m nner diametrically opposite to

his wishes, since the posterity of the itprobatc Ham have

usurped undisturbed possession of the fairest fields and richest

countries of the habitable globe, including within their en-

lightened circumference every thing illustrious in science, or

renowned in civilized warf.'.re : while the descendants of the

dutiful sons are condemned to the burning sands of Arabia, or

to the inhospitable regions of frozen 1 artary, and are only

itnown by the ferocious bravery of the early Khaliphs, or the

far spreading devastations of a Ghengiz or a Timur. The
system militates also agnirst the tradition of the Hindus, al-

ready submitted to cur readers, in which they trace their own
and the Egyptian descent from the line of Shem—^To conclude,

the supposition of the Mexicans and Peruvians having emi-

grated from the isles of Asia implies a knowlege of navi-

gation, which thry do not now possess, and which we have no

authority for attributing to these islanders at any period.— Such

are the doubts which we have formed of the reality of the facts

here supported ; but, though we cannot tliink them sufBcJently

proved, we discern in every page abundant reason to admire

the profound erudition, the classic diction, and the enlightened

piety of the excellent author; who, by his example, has

** taught us how to live ; and, Oh ! too high

the price of kr.owlegel taught us how to die."

Subjoined to the papers now noticed, we. find " a Preface

to the Institutes of Hindu Law ;" of which our teadcr;; have

an account in our last Appendix, p. 542, et seq.

Those who have perused the first and second volumes of

this compilation will deem the third not inferior in variety of

literary excellence. The essays of vhich it is composed claim

very different degrees of commendation : but, in all, something

will he found to instruct, or something to amuse.

Art. IX. Sir F. Eden on the State of the Poor,

[^Article concludedfrom p. 2()0'.'\

AviKG terminated our investigation of the first volume cS

this work, the second and third now call for our attention.

The former of thefe (as well as a considerable part of the

Jatterjis occupied with Parochial Reports, or succinct accounts

of various parishes in the kingdom, under the following hea<is \

extent and population ; number of houses that pay the house

and window tax j number exempted; occupations of pa-

rishioncrSa

H
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nshioners, whether in agriculture, commerce, or manufactures;

what manufactures
;

prue of provisions j wages of labour;

rent of land, ;ind land-tax on the net rental j v^hat sects of

religion ; tithes, how taken ; number of inns and ale-hou.-es ;

farms, large or small-, the most usual tenure; principal articles

of cultivation ; commons and waste iauds ; number of acres

inclosed within the last forty years •, in what manner the Poor
are maintained ; by farming them, in houses of industry, or

otherwise ; the state of houses of industry ; num.bers therein ;

annual mortality, diet, expences, and profit since th- ir esta-

blishment; tcblrs of briptisms, burials, and Poor's rates; num-
ber and state of frlei)dly s<»ci^.ries; diet of labourers; earnings

and expences of a labourf:r's family for a year, distiuguisliii'g

the number and ages of the family, and tlie price and quantity

of the articles of consumption, and misccilaneous observations.

As a fair specimen of the kind of information which the

reader may expect from these Parochial Reports, we shall

transcribe one of the shortest,— the account of Yarmouth.

Yarmouth, Norfolk.
* The extent of this pansh is about 24 furlongs by 4. The popu»

lation in 1784 was accurately taken, and found to be 12,608 souls;

but, at present, is supposed to amount to 13,000. There are 137
ale-houses in Yannouth. About 40 of the inhabitants are employee},

in making sail-cloth ; there is no other manufacture of importaiice in

the parish. The principal employments are those connected with a

sea-faring life. • ,

' There are 3 Presbyterian, i Methodist, I Quaker, and 2 Ana-
baptist congregations : the number of dissenters is estimated at 2000 :

750 houses pay the window-tax ; the number exempted could not bfi

ascertained-

* The prices of provisions are : beef, mutton, and lamb, from

5d. to 6d. the pound ; veal from 4d. to 5d.
; fhork, 6d. to 7d. ;

bacon lod. ; butter is. for 20oz. ; milk jd. ihe pint ; wheat 3I. 15s.

the quarter; barley, il. 13s. ; oats, jl. l|s. ; flour, from 2s. 6d. to

2S. lod. the stone.

* Common labourers have from is. to is. 6d. a day and victuals.

Men employed in fishing, in loading and unloading vessels, &c. work

by the piece, and somevim.es earn 3s. or 4s. a day : ship-carpenters,

&c. earn from 3s. to 4s. a day. It is thought that 20 friendly so-

cieties existed here, before the late act respecting them touk place •;

they were chiefly composed of the poorest classes. Unfortunately

they conceived that their several funds were intended tp be at the. dis-

posal of the magistrates ; they, therefore, mostly, agreed to break

up, and divide their stock. Of these clubs, only three are now re-

maining : and they have not taken the benefit of the act. The num-

ber of members in each club is about 30, or 40.

•r Little land is rented here, except in small parcels for gardens.

Xithes are thus taken ; horses and cows pay 6d. a head, a year ; and

F f 4. wind-
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windfnills, each los. a year. The land-tax amounts to 2820I. 3s. 10.

and is about 3s. 8d. in the pound. The principal part of this Parish

lies along the shore, and is conamon, or waste hind, and not very

fertile ; a gj-eat part of it being covered with saiid and fvu'ze.

' There is, here, one charity-school for the maintenance and edu-

cation of 30, and another for 50 poor children. The latter ad.join-^

to the work-house, and is supplied with victuals from thence, at the

rate of is. 9d. axA'eek for each child.

.
* There is an hospital at Yarmouth for 20 poor" fiihcrrr.cn, who

'have each two rooms, and coals allov/ed them, togetlicr with 2s. a

.week in summer, and 2s. 6d. a week in winter. Wheatcn bread is

universally used in Norfolk. The Poor, in Yarmouth, and ail along

this coast, live much upon fish, which is generally vtry cheap.
* The Poor are chiefly maintained in a pcor-house, where they arc

employed in m.aking nets for taking mackerel and other small sea-fith \

a few spin worsted. Tiiere are about 15 or 16 beds in each room \

they have, mostly, feather beds ; and are placed close together.

Boys, girls, men, and women, have all separate apartments. The
fAarried people have single rooms ; but there are not mant of that

description. There are tv,'o rooms for the reception of the sick

;

which are well aired, but not distinct from the main building. The
poor-house has a good dining-room, and suitable conveniencies for

cooking, Sec. ; but the lodging-rooms and stair-cases do not seem to

be well planned, or to be in the best order. From the great number

of people sleeping in a room, close toget]\er, many disagreeaWe cir-

cumstances must frequently happen, besides the general injury ansing

from thence on the score of health. At present there arc 6^ men,

148 women, 40 boys, and 42 girls (in the whole, 295) in the house.
».

* Table of Diet.

Ereakfiist. Dinner. Supper.

Sunday Bread and butter Suet pudding Bread and cheese

__ , -r> 1 J 1 Boiled meat,dump-

?

j-..
Monday Bread and treacle ,• „ ,„,fokKc. f

^'^^^
J hns, oc vegetables 3

Tuesday Bread and broth Pease soup and bread ditto

Wednesd-iy Same as Sunday Milk, or gruel, & bread ditto

Thursday Same as Monday Same as Monday ditto

Friday Same a^ Tuesday Same as Tuesday ditto

Saturday Same as Wednesday Same as Wednesday ditto

* At erery meal, except when there is milk, broth, or gruel, one

pint of beer is alloU'ed to every person wiio wishes to have it : rice,

milk, wine, kc. are allowed to the sick : mutton and veal aie also

provided for the sick every Sunday.

« Tublo
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We have not selected this account as the best drawn up of

the i8i parishes reported in this work: many others are

equally interesting, but much too long for the limits oi a Re-
view. The report of the state of the Poor in the populous city

of Norwich, for instance, comprehends 48 pages ; Birming-

ham 1 9 \ Kendal 2 1 ; Hull 20 •, Shrewsbury 2 1 ; Leeds 1 <5 \ and

the House of Industry in the Isle of Wight 33. The Reports

likewise contain much circumstantial and valuable information

respecting the Schools of Industry \vi Rutland and Lincoln-

shire j and the Houses of Industry in Norfolk and Suffolk.

We here present the reader with a short list of the number

of Parishes, in various pavts of the kingdom, reported in the

State of the Poor.

Bedfordshire -
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the questions put to him be faithful and accurate. Most of
those here printed are actual surveys, taken by a person of
competent abilities, expressly for the purpose of being reported

in this work : no doubt, therefore, can possibly be enter-

tained of their authenticity. The expence to which the -author

roust have subjected hims-lf, in the performance of this part

of his task, proves how much in earnest he was in his desire

of presenting to the public a work that should be perfect in its

kind. Without these reports, tedious and perhaps dull as they
poflibly may be deemed, the volumes would not have been
complete. After so minute an i:n-estip[ation of rheir condition

in former periods, we should still have wished for information

respecting the present state of the Poor. Nor, considering hovtr

very apt theory and hypothesis are to mix even in statements

which profess to contain only facts, could any thing short of
an actual survey have given us entire satisfaction. By these

reports, the public are now put in possession of nearly as per-

fect and complete a view of the present state of the laVouring

claffes, and the Poor, as if a survey of every parifh in the

kingdom had been made by an order of Parliament : for, the
parishes here reported are very judiciously composed of agri-

cultural arid manufacturing parislies ; of parishes in cities, and
in villages ; of those where there are, and where there are not,

workhouses and friendly societies ; where the Poor are farm-
ed, and where they are not, in almost every county in the
kingdom. Hence we nov/ at length possess a full view of

England in this important department of political oeco-

nomy.
The third volume continues and concludes tliese Reports.

We are also presented with a large Appendix, composed of
various miscellaneous articles, of which we here subjoin a

list. The first piece, consisting of 136 pages, is a table of
prices of many of the necessaries and comforts of life in

different periods of our history, collected and compiled from
almost every pofiible source of information. Among these wc
notice several household books, and other MSS. never before
explored : some of them having been preserved in private ca-

binets, and others in the British IJuseum. On these tables

we set an high value: since, if they do not, in fact, form a
new and improved edition of Bp. Fleetwood's Chronicon Pre-
ciosum, they are a more copious and much more accurate com-
pilation of the same nature, lo this succeed some curious
orders and regulations respecting rogues and vagabonds at

Bury in Suffolk, in 15 88. The next article consists of sundry
acts and extracts of acts of Parliament, all of them relating to

the Poor : a table of all the statutes that either remotely or im-
mediately
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mediately concern the Poor : an account of the state of the Poor

in Scotland : Mr. f-itt's speech, and the heads of his bill for

the relief of the Poor : various tables of the earnings and ex-

penditure of the labourirj; cbffes in several diiTcreut districts :

a very long catnlocrue of the publications iq our own language

which relate to these subjects : a plan for a county bank :

some supplementnvv tables ; and at the end of the volume and

the work, that very necessary and useful appendage to every pub-

licj^tlpn of any compass or extent, a ccpicus and. correct Index.

This is undo-ubtedly a performance of great labour,--but not

only of labcur. It contains many substantial proofs that the author

isa rnan of letters and reflection ; and though the nature of his

undertaking was not likely to afford him many opportunities of

displaying either his taste or his learning, and though indeed

he seems studionsly to have ?"nunned any liisplay of them, yet

each is occasionally visible. Both the antiquary and_ the phi-

iolo<nst will also find manv curious researches and investiga-

tion! The language is often forcible, Xn .general it is correct,

and it is always'perspicuous,—but very rarely ornamented \i

there be any faults either in this particular, or in the work n\

general, it is that marks of haste are occasionally exhibited
:
the

style is sometimes not sufficiently compressed and compact

;

and the materials are not always well arranged. We could

(but we avoid the unpleasant employment) point out several

parts, in which the particulars appear to have been confusedly

huddled together ; as though they had been hastily prepareci,

and inserted just v/hea they were immediately wanted. Tq

some, perhaps, it may appear to be a defect that, after so

iatisfactory a detail of the c:::'ases and consequences of all the

systems that have ever yet been adopted respecting the Poor,

fhe author brings forv/ards no specific plan of his own ; as it

it were sufficient to describe a disease, without pointing out

a remedy. This objection Sir Frederick has himself anticipated,

by avowing that * the professed object of his work was not. so

nvjch to draw conclusions, either from facts or arguments, as,

by putting the public in possession of such' facts as were attain-

able by one individual, to enable them to draw cheir own con-

clusions.' • r J T

With this explanation ive at least are perfectly satisliecl
:

in

Addition to the motives* which the author has i.s.^igned for

«;uch an omission, we think it no immaterial reason that, by

proposing no such plar.<, he has avoided all possibility of any

in.putations c: suspicions of having a preconceived purpose of

tiis own to promote, and that he thcrciore made his reasonings

mid even bis facts btnd to his hypothesis.

' ' ~' ^ * Ste Pnfacc/pJxxvui.*' '
<"'!'-'^"

A A 1 .
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Art. X. Jn Essdv on the Philosophy ofChrbtlmhy. ;Part tlie Fu-st.

'Containin?^ Preliminary Disquisilioiis oa Power, and Human Viy-

ference. 3y CiUeb Pitt. l2mo. pp. 31c. 3s. Boards. Gard-

ner. 1796.

THE Study of mttaphyslcs, as fur as the science respects the

historv of the human mind, and consists in the observa-

tion and arrangement of its various modes of action, niust be

acknowleged to be of great importance. The philosopher,

" who, having attentively contemplated wiiat passes in his own

mind, and diligently remarked the changes which take place m
the minds of others, records these evanescent facts,.and re-

duces them to some perspicuous order ; and \t'ho, by aqcurate

reasonin-T on intellectual phscncmena, thus collected ' ajid ar-

ranged, brings forth generai truths ; is an useful contributor to

the^'ommon stock of knowlege. Many attempts of this kind

have been- made, both by antient and modern philosophers:

'but one general eriorlias attended these researches, which has

very much retarded the progress of metaphysical scteiicc ; viz.

that, while philosophers have supposed themselves tpbVpnrsuing

abstract speculations on the powers and operations of the mind,

they have, often, only, been defining the terms by v.hich they

are expressed. Instead of ascertaining and comgnring facts,

they have been bccapied in settling the^meanin* of vvords.

This remark, if we do not greatly mistake,, is applicable iri

an uncommon degree to the publication now before us. The
author, v/ho professes to have made discoveries in metaphysics

which may be applied with great advantage to theology, and

who, indeed, appears to have bestowed much .Tttenticn or\ the

subject, has been rather employed in determining the significaT

tion of metaphysical terms, or in framing definiripnSjv than

in investigating the structure and operations? of the human
mind. His v.ork may serve to correct some inaccuracies of ex-

preCon, to mark the differences among terms almost syno-

nimous, or nearly related, and to suggest some new and per-

tinent applications of words : but we do not expect that it

will be found to cast new light on any of the great questions,

on which metaphysicians have been divided in opinion.

On the subject of power, Mr. Pitt, with very copious am-
plification, attempts to shew that the idea, or rather the term,

comprehend'? ability to produce change, capacity to receive it,

suitable circumstances, and \)oluahle operation j ;I,)at operation

is the immediate result of pov/er \ influence, of; operation
;

efficiency,, of influence ; and that by this process -causes pro-

duce effects. The author also explains, with laboured exact-

ness, tiis difference between power and liberty, possibility,

dumiaion.
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dominion, authority, strength, tendency, negative cause, con-
tinfjency, &c. but, in all this, he appears to us to be rather

performing the olHce of a grammarian, or a critic, than that

of a metaphysician. We remain, at the close, as much in the

<lark as we were in the outset, conctrning the nature of that

mode of mind which we call power, and concerning the proper

idea of cause and effect.

The second disquisition, on humnn preferenoe, is liable to

the same objection. The writer, throughout, is rather de-

fining the terms preference, wish, inclination, purpose, voli-

tion, endeavour, &c. than tracing the actual process of the

mind in these operations. His c'efiniticns are, indeed illus-

trated by a sufficient number of pertinent examples, which re-

lieve the dryness of the inquiry y but these illustrations arc

not brought together with that comprehension of thought, and
that clear tendency towards a conclusion, which we reason-

ably expect in metaphysical investigation. It appears pretty

evident thnt Mr- P.'s doctrine of preference is the same with

that which is called philosophical necessity : but we do not

perceive that the necessarian system is more clearly elucidated,

nor more ably defended, in this than in former treatises on the

subject.

We are surprised to find th.it, in treating subjects so fully

discussed by former metaphysicians, their writings are almcJSt

entirely overlooked. Mr. Locke is only cursorily mentioned ;

Mr. Hume is wholly unnoticed \ and Aristotle is unfortunately

Introduced, only to furnish ground for a suspicion that tlie

writer is not acquainted with his metaphysical works. Would
he, otherwise, have questioned, whether Aristotle was the

author of the division of causes into material^ fcr7nal, eficie7it^

and jinal : or have ascribed this confusion to his editors and

expositors; when, in his Physics, lib. ii. cap. 3 this arrange-

ment is expressly laid down, v/ith examples of e.^ch kind ?

The style of the work is simple, unaffected, and perspicuous
;

."

as the reader may perceive from a short passage, containing

some just observations on the customary mode of speaking con- .

cerning the operation of mind :

* I apprehend, the custom of calling the properties of mind or

thoughts under sundry modifications, faculties, and atlrihutlng per-

sonal expressions or language of agency to them, notwithstanding

originally used tropically, hath much clouded ar.d impeded the ra-

tional acquaintance of many-well meaning persons with these sub-

jects. Who but considers, that actions belong only to substances and

not to mo&s, will readily agree that there is impropriety in such '
^

phrases as these. The understanding governs, or dictateth to the

will. The will hath capacity to receive the action of the understand-

ing and to obey its mandates. Diclatiyn and obedience being properly

anJ
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and literally, attributed only to agents capable of voluntary action,

'are not properly and literally ascribable to understanding, which is

thinking under a particular mode, and to volition, which is a thought

under a certain mode, and both dependent for existence on thought

and thinking, which I think we rightly conceive msdes of the human
mind. Mr. Locke was sensible of the danger attending the use of

such language, and in some measure attemi>ted a reformation. Let
the authority of so great a man, or rather a conviction of its import-

ance apologize for my excluding such modes of expression from the

subjects of this Essay. Such personifications may certainly be dis-

pensed with by philosophy, hovrevcr indispensible from the pleasing

allegories of Mr. Bunyan and Mr. Keach, or the style of a poet.

Certainly the style of a poet, or declaimer, is im.proper for a philo-

sopher, or one who endeavours to exhibit the nature and reason of

things. Respecting action of mind, I think we can strictly go no
further than the discovery of laws of operation and influence.

* It seems generally agreed, that we are incapable of an id^a of the

human mind, considered as a substantial being : And that we cannot

attain to conception of any of its modes, but by reflection on what
we are conscious of. Thinking is a simple, and the most general,

mode of mind, which strikes us on reflection. We are constrained,

as it v.'cre, to observe that it runs through and is the subject, if I may
be allowed the expression, of all other modes of mind within our

cognizance. VvHiat is reflection itself, but thinking, as taking that

appellation when employed on the action of our minds, which we arc

conscious of? And w^hut is a reflection, but a thought on the action

of pur minds :'

From these preliminary disqulstlons, we confess, we are not

induced to entertain any very sanguine expectation concerning

the application of the metaphysical principles of this {ii*st part

of Mr. P.'s Essay to the elucidation of the philosopliy of Christ-

ianity ; but we do not mean to prejudge an unpublished work.

Art. XI. Private Memoirs relath'e to the last Tear of the Reign of
Levjis XVI. late King of France. By Ant. Yv. Bertrand de

Moleville.

^Article concludedfrom the Rev. for June, p. 137.3

7T Is easy to foresee that, among the many topics which will

-* employ the pens of the future historians of the French Re-
volution, none will be more frequently nor more warmly dis-

cussed, than the sincerity with which Lewis the i6th accept-

ed and adhered to the Constitution of 1790. His claim either

to the pity or the Coteem of posterity will depend, In some mea-
sure, on the opinion \yhich will be formed on this part p£. his

conduct. rnj'yi'j:;-: .' ; '-- P^v-o-;^ - bj/n 01 1,

At first sight, It may be thought inconceivable that an ai?--

solute monarch should accept, with any degree of sincerity, a

9
• Consti*.
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Constitution which apparently abridged so much of his powerj

and so greatly lessened the splendor of his crown :
but, on a

neirer vicW, we shall Uii-cover ground which might make him

hope that he would be a gainer by the change. The govern-

ir.ent of France was ccnaijily despotic; yet, in the exercise of

its despotism, it hiy under a corsiderab'e degree of testraint.

Many political, many religious, many private rights were be-

yond its rench. Public opinion had its weight ; and so neces-

sary to the success of any mc;isure of importance was the co-

operation of a considerable body of indiv duals, that the general

action of the French govert.nient M-as corriiption, not force.

This circumstance alone is an evidence of its weakness, and of

its dependence on a large portion of its subjects : for corrupr-.

tion ultimately seeks its own ends, and not the welfare nor the.

wishes of the corrupted. Whenever, therefore. Government

has recourse to corruption* It is a proof that the assistance (or

atkast the acquiescence) of the corrupted part of the gcvernecL

ie aecessary to its administration ; and the more extensive the

cortuption is, the greater must be the weakness of that go-

vernnient, and the"grer.tcr must be the number of those on

whose co-cperation it depends for support.

Plence, notwitlistanding the acknowkged despotism of the

crov/n of France, we maintain that, in the sense in which we

speak, It was, at the timeof tlie Revolution, one,of the weakest

of the governments of Euroi^e ; and that there were reasons

whicii might induce Lewis XVI. to wish for an alteration in its

form,and to accept the constitution of i 790 with much sincerity.

If the nation at large had been benefited by the restraints on

the power of the Crown, we should have thought it a most

fortimate circumstance:—but they produced the very reverse

effect.' Tiiey raised between the Crown and the People a body

of mtfn, whose intertsis, as individuals, were generally in oppo-

sition to the public welfare. Without their active or passive

acquiescence, however, the Crown could not carry its iiica-

Siires, • This acquiescence, therefore, was to be purchased

;

and thus was created a new and an enormous expc-nce ;
and a

new power was introduced into the state, which controlled

all its ODcraiions. The persons of whom we speak were those

among the nobility and the magistracy who engaged in politics,

and the leading fsnanciers.

Another class of persons (apparently, but not really, of a

more constitutional description) had long been found a heavy

weiglit on the Crown. These were the Parliaments of France.

So early as the reign of Henry the 4th, they occasionally ex-

pressed themselves with great boldness : " Sire," said the first

President du Harlay, addressing himself to that Monarch, " U
Q it
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it be disobedience to serve your Majesty well, your Parliament

is often gullcy of that crime. "When it finds that the absolute

power of the King 's in opposition to the welfare of his service,

your Parliament prefers the latter to the former ; not from dis-

obedience, but from a principle of duty, from the dictates of
conscience."—From this high flijjht of patriotism, they were
fetched to the ground by the Cardinal iVlinister of the succeed-

ing Monarch. They revived in the troubles of the Fronde ;

raised themselves into consequence during the religious dis-

putes in the reigns of Lewis XiV. and Lewis XV.; and, in the

latter end of the reign of the last of those Monarchs, acquired

an importance which braved royalty icself, and disposed the

nation to consider them as a branch of,the state. The means
by which they accomplished their views were of a negative

kind, but were of the most alarming nature. The administra-

tion of justice was in their hands ; the consequence was, that,

whenever by the King's order, or by their own act, these

functions were suspended, the judicature of the country, and,
in many instances, the proceedings of its magistracy, were at

an end. It is easy to conceive what a convulsion must be pro-
duced by an event of this nature in such a kingdom as France.
Yet, in all these contests, no resource was left to the King,
but to choose between submission to Parliament, and endan-
gering the peace of the kingdom. It must be acknowleged that

the Parliaments often availed themselves of their power to pro-
mote the national welfare:—but party had a share in their po-
litics ; and if, on some occasions, they formed a salutary barrier

against the King's abuse of his inordinate power ; in others,

they were a clog on the wheels of Government, even in its

most salutary operations. The misfortune was that their power
was confiued to resistance ; and that, while their resistance

tended to destruction, they had no direct power of doing
good.

Even the Corinthian columns of the state, the high nobility,

who had long been considered as the greatest ornaments and
suppoit-rs of royalty, were in some respects an heavy incum-
brance on it. The pensions wlsich they received amounted to-

aii incredible sum. It has been said that the family of Noailles
enjoyed, in pensions, an annual income little short of the re-

venues of the whole province of Brie; and though this may-
be an exaggeration, yet the accumulation of pensions must
have been immense, and in course must have been a copious
drain from the royal purse. The Monarch who granted might
have some satisfaction in seeing the favourite enjoy the bounty
of the grant : but the connexion was soon dissolved, and the
pension was felt by the succeeding Monarch as a charge which

Rsv. Aug, 1797,
"
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checked him in his own bounty or his own prodigality. Thus,bft

different grounds, former pensioners and their descendants

were considered in the same odioxis light, by the subject and
the sovereign. It was not, however, the pensions only of the

nobility that indisposed the Crown towards them : their terri-

torial possessions, with the long train of feudal dependancies,

procured for them a credit, an authority, an influence, which
in some respects rose into power ; and that power was not al-

ways exerted in support of the views of the Court. Besides,

the opinion of the public had given them almost an exclusive

right to the favours of royalty. On many occasions, therefore,

the Court found it necessary to sacrifice their wishes for their

own favourites, to the proud pretensions of the antient nobility.

From each of the quarters which we have mentioned, the

Crown experienced a strong counteraction ; and it frequently

happened that their efforts were united. Little then was left to

the Crown but to surrender at discretion. A curious though

not a well written account of the contest between the Crowa
and the Parliaments in the reign of Lewis XVL is given in the

journal Historique de la Revolution cpiree dans la Constitution de

In Monarchie Frnn^aise^ par Mons. de Meaupeou, Chancelier de

France, Londres, 1774. The general subject is ably, but shortly,

sketclied also by Mons. Mounier, in his Reckerches siir les Causes

qui o?it empechees les Fran^ais de devenir libres . The reader should

well recollect that the famous manifesto of the Parliament in

1789, by which they declared that " they bad no right to enre-

gister decrees to vi'hich the nation had not given her consent,

and demanded the assemblage of the States General," was the

signal for the tremendous revolution in our times ; and that,

when the Parliament presented this manifesto, (which was so

soon followed by the ainiihilation of the nobility and the murder
of the King,) they had the support of many of the nobles, and

of some even of the Princes of the blood.

The power of the nobility had been viewed even by
Lewis XIV. with a jealous eye. In the early part of his

reign, he seemed to have taken a pride in his nobles, and to

have studiously sought for every means of increasing their

splendor or consequence : but, in the latter period of his reign,

(in compliance, as it is said, with the advice of Louvois,) he vi'ha

less fond of employing them, and sought those to whom he

trusted his councils, his fleets, and his armies, rather from the

obscure gentlemen of the provinces and the families of the

robe, than from the lofty nobles of his Court. He betrayed

an equal jealousy of his Parliaments. In genenil, they were
submissive to his will : but on some occasions they were re-

fractory J and though their resistance was usually that of gentle

courte-sy.
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Courtesy, they sometimes murmured stern defiance. They
tegistered his decree for the legitimation of his natural children,

insuch amanner as convinced him that he could notdepend on it.

They were Ih direct opposition to him on the aftair of Janse-

nius, at the tinle of his death ; and he predicted that they

would set aside his M'ill.

Such were the powers of opposition under the old govern-

ment of France. They v/ere not wholly unobserved during th*

m'eridian brightness of Lewis XIV. : but they became more and
more visible as the shades of night descended on his second

successor.

The war between Lewis XV". and the English was no sooner

terminated by the peace of Paris, than another, and, in the

event, a much more calamitous contest took place between him
and his Parliaments. A close union is supposed to have existed

between them atid the Choiseuls ; and each is suspected of

liavinor fomented the pretensions of the other. The succeeding

administration v/as extremely hostile to them, and made vigor-

ous attempts to destroy them, and to introduce a new body of
men in their place. A similar attempt was renewed in the

reign of the late King. On each of these occasions, nearly all

those of the aristocracy* v.'ho had any reputation for talents, or

any pretensions to patriotism, took part with the Parliament.

This was severely felt by the King ; and his feelings were ex-
cited and roused by his Imperial brother-in-law, the wise

Joseph. With some talents, and with some good views, that

Emperor engaged in the arduous task of a total reform of his

governrnent : in which one of his leading designs was to de-

press the nobility, and to exalt the burghers and the peasantry.

It was mdeed natural for him to suppose that, by raising that

body of men, and cementing an union between himself and
them, he should add to the strength of his Crown, and enable

himself to bear down the privileged orders and the nobility.

This was the great object of his life. Even during the reign of
his immediate predecessor, the mild and religious Maria The-
resa, the Court of Vienna discovered some symptom of a wish
to lower the antient nobility :—the discontents of the Bohemian
peasantry, which in 1795 produced a general insurrection

against their feudal lords, are said to have been im.prudently,

though certainly not intentionally, countenanced by her, on
their first appearance ;—and a very blameable connivance with

the authors of the troubles in Transilvania in 1784 is im.-

puted to Joseph the lid. So strong was the persuasion that the

Court of Vienna had a settled design of depressing the nobility

and destroying the privileged orders, that the rapid conquest
of the Austrian Netherlands, by the Frencli General Dumouriez,
was attributed by many to a secret agreement between the

G g 2 Courts
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Courts of Vienna and France that the French should conque*

the Austrian Netherlands, to give the Emperor an opportunity

of reconquering them ; in order that, acquiring them by con-

questj he might be under no obligation of admitting the rights

and privileges which, as their hereditary Savereign, he was
bound to acknowlege, and to maintain. The suspicion was
ridiculous : but it shews the prevalence of the opinion which

gave rise to it. This general persuasion of the Emperor's sup-

posed hostility to the Nobles followed him into France ; and* it

is a whimsical circumstance that, before the French Revolution,

the existence of an Austrian Committee was fabricated, with a

view of making it generally believed that the Court of Versailles

liad adopted the designs of the House of Austria against the

Nobility •, in the same manner as, immediately after the Revo-
lution, the existence of such a Committee was asserted, iri

order to make it generally believed that the Court of Versailles

was hostile to the Constitution of 1 790, and secretly co-operated

with Austria and Prussia in their invasion of France. Even

the warmest partisans of the antient Regime admit that both

Lewis XVI. and his Consort were equally unfavourable to the

Nobility and the Parliaments ; and that they hoped, by raising

the third estate, and by placing the administration of justice

in other hands, to depress the former and destroy the latter of

these obnoxious bodies.—Without refining too much on the

subject, wc think that the reasons which wc have suggested

shew that they felt both the Nobility and the Parliaments an

heavy weight— a counteraction—on many of their most favourite

projects; and that they might therefore at first wish well to a

Constitution which delivered them from both ;—a Constitution

which, if it lessened their revenue, increased their receipt

;

which, if it raised the commonalty, threw back the Nobility to

an equal distance ; and which amply returned to the Crown in

influence that which it took from them of force

•-•We have been led .to these observations, for the length of

which we perhaps should offer some apology, by the succeed-

ing very curious and important account given by M. Bertrand

of a conversation between him and Lewis XVL on the subject

of the Constitution :

*'0n the 25 th of October the King again offered to me, through

M. de Montmorin, the office of Minister of the Marine ; and in terms

so pressing, that I \vas at first as much surprised as embarrassed. How-
ever, as the events which followed my first refusal fortified the motives

upon wln'ch it was founded, T persisted in entreating M. D. Monf-
iiiorin (as the greatest proof of friendship he could give me) that he

would do every thing in his power to influence the King to cast his

eyes on some ether person.

' The King wrote to me in two days after, and enforced what M.
de Montmorin had said. His Majesty ended his letter with the fol-

lowing
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lowing sentence :
** In a word, I am confident your services would

be useful to me and to the state. I know jour attachment to me,
and expect, in the present emergency, that you will give me this

pi oof of your zeal and obedience."

—

* In my answer to this letter, I persevered in my former opinion,

iounding my repeated refusal on the unjust but very universal preju'-

dice that existed against all the ancient intendants of provinces,

which would render me suspected of being an enemy to the new
order of things, with whatever prudence and moderation I might
act.

* The King, after having read my letter, said to M. de Mont-
mcrin, who had delivered it : " Ask M. Bertrand, then, how I am
to find Ministers, and what is to become of me, if persons such, as he,
vvlio profess themselves attached to me, refuse their services, and
abandon me :" I was greatly moved and overcome by v.-ords so touch-
ing ; and after the assurances given me by M. de Mon:inorin, that
^rcat changes were going to take place in the Council, and that I
sliould be satisfied witli the new Ministers, I no longer hesitated to an-
swer that I was at the King's command ; but I requested that his

Majesty would not make my nomination pubHc, until he granted me
an audience. The next day, which was the first of October, M. de
Lessart came to me from the King, and conducted me into his apart-
ment. As it was the first time that I had ever ftad the honour of speak-
ing to his Majesty, on finding myself tcte-a-tete with him, I was so

©verv.'helmed with timidity, that if it had been my part to speak first,

I should not have been able to pronounce a sentence. But I acquired
courage, on observing that tiie King was more embarrassed than my-
self. He stammered out a few words without connection, but at last

recovered himself, on seeing me more at my ease, and our conversa-
tion soon became interesting.

—

* After some general observations upon the present difficult and
perplexed state of public affairs, the King said to :nje : " Well,
have you any farther objections ?"

—

" No, Sire,"—answered I.—" The desire of obeying and pleasing
your Majesty is the ouly sentiment J feel. But that I may know
whether it will be in my power to sen-e you with utility—I hope your
Majesty will have the condescension to inform me of your sentiments
respecting the new constitution, and the conduct you expect from
your Ministers regarding it,"

—

" That is but just," said the King ;
" this then is what I think. I

am far from regarding this constitution as a chef d'ceuvre. I believe

there are great faults in it, and that if I had been allowed to state my
observations upon it, some advantageous alterations misrht have been
adopted. But of this there is no'question at present ; 1 have swora
to maintain it such as it is, and I am determined, as I ou 'ht, I0 be
strictly faithful to my bath ; for it is my opinion that an exact exe-
cution of the constitution is the best means of making it thoroughly
known to the nation, who will then perceive the changes proper to
be made. I have not and cannot have another plan than this. I cer-
tainly shall not recede from it j and I wish my Ministers to conform
to the same."

—
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* To this I answered, " Your plan appears to me extremely wis<rj,

Sire. I feci myself capable of fulfilling it, and I take the engage-

ment to do so. I have not so sufficiently examined the constitution,

either in general, or in its particular branches, to have a decided and
fixed opinion respecting its practicability, nor shall I form one, until

experience has more enlightened the nation and myself. My pre-

sent resolution is, never to deviate from what it prescribes. But
may I be permitted to ask, if the Queen's way of thinking on this

subject is conformable to that of your Majesty ?" added I.—" Yes,

perfectly ; she will tell you so herself."

,

* A moment after, I went to the Queen's apartment, who, after

assuring me with great goodness, that she was as sensible as the King
of the great obligations I had laid them under by accepting a part

of the administration in circumstances so difficult, she added these

words:, ^' The King has informed yqu of his intentions relative to

the constitution. Don't you think, that the only plan he has to fol,

low, is to adhere to his oath I"
** Yes certainly, Madam," answered I.—" Well, be assured," re-

JQiaed she, " that nothing shall make us alter our resolution. Al-
Ions J be of good courage, M. Bertrand. With a little patience,

fomness, and consistency of conduct, I hope you will find that all is

not yet lost."

* I was named Minister the ist of October, and next day took

my oath to the King. According to custom I announced my no-

mination by a letter to tlie assembly. Many remarks were made, but

without any apparent displeasure, on my not having imitated my pre-

decessors, by tiattering the assembly, and praising the constitution.

I simply expressed in m.y letter : " that having sworn to the King
to be faithful to the constitution, I engaged myself to the assembly

to adhere literally to my oatli, and promote the execution of the con?

tftitution by every njeans within m.y sphere."

The following is M. Bert^rand's *:count of the famous oath,

vhich drove so many of the Ecclesiastics and Rdigieitfi out of

the kingdom

:

* The assembly, whose credit ever seemed supported by acts of

violence, had passed a decree, enjoining the unconstitutipnal priests

to take ?. new oath, or to quit the kingdom,
* The Bishops, then at Paris, were convinced that the King, who

Ibad already maniksted the deepest regret for havi)!g sanctioned for-

mer degrees against the clergy, would be happy to have motives and

means for refusing that one. They therefore determined to draw up

a memorial against it, and applied to me to present it to his Ma-
jesty. I had a ])rivate correspondence with the Bishop of Uses on

this subject ; for at that time a Minister could have no public coni-

municatjoi^ with a Bishop without avvjikeuing suspicion agaiuit

himself. '
,,, .,. ... ,,,

,, * The King appeared much alTected at this memorial, and said to

me, witlithe energy he ever shewed in llie cnuse of religion, * They
jfixy be assured I, never will sanction It : but th^: dilScuky Is.to kuovv

vidjcthci" I ought simply to refuse my assent, and ^^ assign the- mo..

tivc^
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tives of my refusal, or to temporize on account of the present cir-

cumstances. Endeavour," continued he, " to discover the opi-

nion of your colleagues, before the subject is mentioned in the coun-

cil."—I remarked to the King, that he was not, by the constitution,

obliged to aseign the motives of his refusal; and that althotigh the

assembly ought to be pleased to see his Majesty give up that import-

ant prerogative, it was so ill disposed, that it might refuse to listen

to his motives, and might even reproach hnn with this breach of the

constitution, as if it were a violation of his oath ; that to temporize

was only a display of weakness, and would encourage the assembly

to become still more enterpriz.ing ; and besides that, a simple nega-

tive was at once more sure and more proper. The affair was diccussed

the day after, in a committee of the Ministers, and the indispensable

necessity of a negative was acknowledged by all.

' At the following Council, this measure was proposed to the

ICing, who adopted it, vvith extreme satisfaction. But this interval

of happiness was inteirupted by the proposal which the Minister of
the home departmerit made to him, of appointing constitutional

Priests to the Queen's Chapel and his own, as the surest means of
Silencing the malcontents, and convincing the people of his sincere

attachment to the Constitution. " Ivfo, Sir ; No," said the King, in

a firm voice ;
" let no one speak to me npon this subject ; since

liberty of worship is made general, certainly I ought to eujoy it as

well as others."

' The warmtli with which he pronounced these words astonished

us, ,and silenced M. Cahier de Gerville.'

In a subsequent part of this work, the author says

:

* In this same Council we were witnesses to a scene of a verj' dif-

ferent nature, much too interesting to be passed over in silence.

M. Cahier de Gerville read aloud tlie sketch or rough draught of a

proclamatiori he proposed relative to the assassinations, pillaging, and
other acts of violence, at that time very frequent ; particularly against

the Nobility, on the pretext of Aristocracy, &c. In the proposed pro-

clamation was the following sentence : " Those disorders interrupt

the happiness we at present enjoy." He had no sooner pronounced
it than the King said, " That sentence must be altered."

' M. de Gei-ville having read the expression agatn, replied, " I per-

ceive nothing that requires to be altered, Sire."
" Do not make me speak of my happiness," resumed his Majesty,

with emotion ;
" I cannot authorize such a falsehood. How caii I

be happy, M. de Gerville, at a time when nobody is happy in

France ? No, Sir, the French are not happy : I see it but too well.

They will be so, I hope ; and I wish it very ardently. When that
time arrives, I also shall be happy,_aud shall then be able, with truth,

to declare it."

• These words, which the King uttered with a faultering voice,

made a lively impression upon us, and was followed by a general

silence, which prevailed some minutes. His Majesty bi.ing apprelurn-

si-.e that those marks of sensibility, wliich he had not been able to .

rturess, would raise a suspicion against his attacUmeat to the const i-
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tution, seized an opportunity, which M. de Gerville afforded him, a

few minutes after, of shewing that he was detcrrnined to adhere very

scrupulously to his engagements in support of it ; for in an affair re-

ported by M. de Gerville, he pronounced an opinion more strictly

conformable to the letter of the Constitution than that of the Mini-

ster himself. The particulars of this I need not give at present, as

they must appear hereafter, in the account of my administration

which 1 laid before the Assembly upon my dismission.

* As M. de Gerville was more entluislastically fond of the Consti-

tution than any one of the Council, he was confounded and rather

abashed to find that the King was inclined to adhere to it more scru-

pulously than himself.

< It was a remarkable feature in the King's character, which par-

ticularly shewed the turn of his mind, tbat his natural timidity, and

the difficulty he found h\ expressing his ideas, never appeared when
religion, the relief of the people, or the happiness of France, were

in question. Upon these occasions he always delivered himself with

an energy arid facility which never failed to astonish the new Ministers,

•vvho were prepossessed with tlie prevailing opinion of the King's nar-

row capacity.'

It appears that the Councils of Lewis XVL, during the par-

ticipation of M. Bertrand in the Ministry, were distracted and
weak,—but fhat M. Bertrand himself, if we credit him, (and

we see no reason for refusing him credit,) was firm and

consistent. On retiring from the Ministry, he published ah

account of his administration, which hf gives at length in the

2d vol. The conclusion of it is as follows

:

* Lastly, there is another truth, which is important though little

known, that I ought to attest and publish. During the five months

and a half in which I hive been in the Ministiy, I have never seen the

King one moment vary frorh his fidelity to the principles of the Con-
stitution. I shall meotion, in rupport of this assertion, a fact which

recently occurred, and i\h!ch made so great an impression upon my
colleagues that they cannot have forgotten it.

< Towards the -end of laat month, a very delicate and important

affair was brought before the Council. There were two ways of act-

ing ; the one would occasiow a very coniiiderable increase of the power
of the Crown, without cxci'ing'ariy discoutent, becaube it was agree-

able to the general wish. The other was the way more exactly con-

formable to the letter and spirit bf the Constitution. The King,

without waiting for the advice of his Ministers, did not hesitate u

moment in deciding for the latter, and he signified hip opinion in these

remarkable words :
'* The Constitution i<s to be faithfiilly executed,

and we are never to attempt to increase the powers of the Crown.**

What an example to the constituted authorities ! and how much is it

to be I'/ishsd for the good of the public, that all of thcni should confiufc

jheir powers as scrupulously within the bounds th.at are prescribed !

''! submit these reflections to the wisdom of the National Assem-

\:\y, Ti'-ey are Euggestcd to me by the purest love of my country.

May
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,May my successor, happier than me, see true patriotism triumph

over the passions and false opinions which I had to combat *

!

(Signed) De Bertrand.*

The present volumes abound with curious anecdotes nnd traits

of character. Honorable mention is 7Jot made either of the ce-

lebrated Count d'Estaing or of the Baron de Breteuil, The
writer speaks of the efFectof thejournals of Condorcet and Brissot

on the mind of the public, and of the attempts of the Govern-
iTient to silence them. He accuses the latter of publishing the

most atrocious calumnies against the King. Danton, he says,

received more than too,coo crowns, under the Ministry of

M. de Montmorin, for using his interest in the Jacobin Club
to serve the Court ; and * he [Danton] faithfully fulfilled his

engagement, always reserving to himself the liberty of employ-

ing the means lie thought v/ould best succeed in making his

notions pass. His usual method was to season them with violent

declamations against the Court and Ministers, that he might
not be suspected of being sold to them.' The author speaks

in the highest terms of Mons. Malouet.

M. Bertrand says that the King looked forwards to the

war with very great inquietude ; that he apprehended that

the victories, which he did not doubt would be gained by the

Austrians and Prussians, would re-kindle the fury of the Ja-
cobins against those of the Priests and Nobles who remained
still in France ; and that the King sent the celeb^^ted Mallet

du Pan to the Emperor and the King of Prussia, to endeavour
to prevail on them not to allow their armies to act olfensively

against France, V^e know that a distinguished Member of
opposition in our Parliament ha§ declared that he has seen a
Jetter written by Lewis XVI. to our King, intreating him, in

the strongest and most nflecting terms, not-to engage in hosti-

lities against France ; and beseeching him most edrnestly, to

endeavour to dissuade the Emperor a«d tlie King of Prussia

from the war. If this letter really exists, it "should be pub-
Jished. — We have also been told that, when a pc.rsoii,. in

the presence of the Duke of Brunswick, expressed his surprise

that England could not be brought to engage in the war, the

bid General said, "Do not tear:— they will engage in it: but
it will be one year too late."—One year too late has, perhaps,

been the motto of England through the whole of the war.
Jlave we offered pe;ice one year too soon ?

The most interesting part of the vi'ork before us begins with
the 22d chapter of the 2d volume ; which contains an account
of M.Bertrand's connection and correspond.<ince with the King

* < Vide i\ppendi,x, No. 8.*

afte^
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after he resigned his place of P^Iinister. Here we find a strorr^

picture of the arts of the c6tc gauche of the Assembly, (as it way

called,) and of the Jacobins, to inflaniethe minds of the people

against the King and the Royal Family ; and a delineation of

the unavailing (and, in our opinion, ill judged) efforts of the

friends of the Court to counteract their designs by their own
arts. A curious account by the Marquis de Bouille of his own
conduct, in the King's attempt to escape to the Frontiers, is.

.given in the x'\ppendix to Vol. II.

The 3d volume contains other plans contrived for the un-

fortunate Monarch's escape. In answer to one proposed to

him by our author, the King wrote as follows :
' It is un-

doubtedly Hecessary to provide for our safety ; but even that

iv.ust be done with dignity. I find none in the new plan you

propose."

The author then gives the particularsof his own concealment

dining the massacres at the close of the year 1791;, and of his

escape to pjoulogne, whence he embarked for England. Very

soon aft^.r his departure from r)Oulogne, two Commissaries from

Paris arrived there, to arrest him.—His reflections on the cha-

racter and fate of Lewis XVI. and the circumstances related by

him of his trial and execution, are very Interesting:—we shall

close our extracts from the work with part of his account of a

convevsr-tion which took place, immediately after the King's

execution, between M. '^dgev/orth, his INlajesty's Confessor,

and M. Malesherbes, his Counsel at his. trial.

< The Abbe Edgeworth, -^vho was on his knees on the scaffold

durin-r the execution, and was still in the same posture, would have

boen covered with blood, had he not by an involuntary movement,

which he has since regetted, shrunk back, when a man approached

him, branclshing tlie head of the Kiiig in his hand. The repeated

cries of Vi-oe la r.rJion ! and this horrid spectacle, roueed him from the

stupor into which he hnd rank. He rose with precipitation, descend-

ed from the scaffold, pierced, without difficuky, through the National

Guards that surrounded it, who opened at the simple movement of

his h-ind to let him pass.—He mixed with the multitude, and went

directly to M. de Malesherbes.
* The Kin'>- had charged him with several commissions to that

Gentleman, particularly that he should be informed in whose hands

the duphcate of the' testament had been placed, in case that

which his Majesty had delivered to the commissaries of the commune

should not be published. At the sight of this courageous attendant

on the King, the faithful witness of his suiterings, in wh.ose »bi-fast

the last thoughts of the Royal Martyr had been deposited, the ve-

nerable old man burst into tears, and having embraced him, exclaimed,

" All, then, is over, my dear Abbe !—Receive my thanks and those

of all worthy Frenchmen, for the unshaken lidtlity and i^cal you have

manifested for our j^ood master !"

9.

'

* The
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* The Abbe communicated to him all that the King had given him
In cliarge, and then made a recital of what had passed at the temple,

"and at the Place cle Louis XV.
* He had scarce finished v/lien M. de Malesherbes, transported

with grief and indignation, poured forth a torrent of invective against

the Revolution, and the authors of the King's death, with astonishing

vehemence and in a sublime strain of eloquence *.

*' The villains have actually put him to death then!" cried he,
*' and it v\-as in the name of the nation tliey pen>etrated thio parricide !

In the name of the French, who, had they been worthy of so good
a Kin'g, would have acknov.-ledged him as tlie best they ever h:id.

Yes, the very best ; for he was as pious as Levv'is IX. as ji;st a^ Le^vis

XII. as humane as Hemy IV., and exempt from their faih'ngs. His
only fault was that of loving us too well ; cor.ducting hin:self .to!)

piuch as our father, and not enough as cur King ; and cor.tinually

endeavouring to procure us more happiness than we were capable of
enjoying. But his faults proceeded, iu some d-gree, from his vir-

tues ; whereas ours flow entirely from our vices. It is this false

philosophy (of which I must confess that I myself have been the

dupe) which has hurried us into an aln'ss of destruction. It is thai

ivhich has, by an inconceivable magic, fascinated the eyes of the na-

tion, and made us sacrifice the substance for a phar.toru.-;—For the

mere words liberte politique, France has sacrificed social I'berty, which
ehc possessed, in all respects, in a greater degree than any other na-

tion, because she had multiplied and embellished the sources of enjoy-

ment beyond any otlier natioix. "^Phe people, conscious of their bcintr

completely invested with the libeity of doing ever)' thing which the
law permits, conceived that political liberty must imply the right of
doing what the law forbids ; France was filled with crimes ! Intoxi-

cated Avith the idea of sovereignty, they imagined that the over-

throw of monarchy would place themselves on the throne, that con-
fiscations would put the property of the rich in their bands.

Wretches who were th.e most ardent in spreading such absurd notion;

unfortunately were elected as deputies to the National Assembly; and
their first exertions were directed against our unhappy King ! Mon-
sters ! With what unheard of barbarity have they treated him ! But
what calm and dignified courage did he not display ! Hovv^ great does
he seem in his last moments 1 All their efix^rts to debase him have
been vain. His steady virtue has triumphed over their wickedness.

It is then true, that religion alone can give sufficient force to enable
the mind of man to support the most dreadful trials with so much
dignity. Depart from this town, my dear Abbe. I conjure you not
to remain in Paris

; you are not safe here ; and I advise you to leave

the kingdom as soon as you possibly can. Fly from this accursed
land. In it you v.ill fuid no asylum from those tigers who thirst for
your blood. As for my own part, I own I have nothii)^- to fear.

They knoAv that the people love me. The muiderers dare not touch
a hair ofmy grey head. Nevertheless I shall go to the country to-

* " You might have thought," said the Abbe Edgeworth, when
^•e narrated this to me, " that you were hearing Mr. Burke /.'iwsi-K"

morrow.
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morrow, that I may not he obliged any longer to breathe an afr ixv

fected by those regicides. Adieu, then, my dear Abbe ; wherever

yoa go, be assin-ed, that I shall ahvays take a very warm interest m
whatever regards you."

* Thus separated two men, so worthy the confidence which

Lewis XVI. placed in each.'

The work is ornamented with portraits of Lewis XVI.,

his Queen, Lewis XVIL, Princess Elizabeth, and Madame
Rovale. By an Advertisement, prefixed to *the istvol. the

Publishers declare that they are engraved from original picturesj

received as presents from their late M-ijebtiesj and that they

are, in Mons. Bertraad's opinion, the most faithful likenesses

tliat have hitherto appeared.

In one respect we were greatly disappointed in our perusal

of this publication ;— there are several momentous events, in

the history ox the Revolution, on which the author is entirely

sclent, or says very little. This is owing, indeed, to his having

confined himself to an account of those scenes in which he was

personally engaged, or respecting which he had particular

meansof information. He has sometimes, and, in our opinion,

always injudiciously, introduced the ludicrouis. After the

highly wrought scenes of the King's trial and execulioii, and

M. Malesberbes's animated apostrophe, the dialogue between

M. Bertrand and the Surgeon, at who'Se house he was coixealed,

cotaesvexjmal-a-propos; and we do not see either the wit or tlie

importance of the conversation on board the vessel wliich brought

the author to Dover.—The translation is generally executed vv-ith

the freedom of an original. In some places, both the senti-

ment and the expression are so truly Englislj, as to make us

almost doubt whether they were ever Frencli —It is certainly,

altogether, a very interesting work; and v.e think that it wil^

be frequently quoted by posterity, and cited as authority.

Art. XIL The''Philanthrope : after the Mr-nner of a Periodical

Paper. 8vo. pp. 1 80. 4s. Boards. Cadfll juiu and Davies,

1797-

THIS volume, which is composed of thirty-five essays, pos-

sesses tv/o excellent qualities, which will stand as prominent

tecommendations of it :—The style is sprightly ; and a purity

6f sentiment is throughout inviolably preserved. The subjects

are for the most part interesting ; some of them wdr an air

of novelty ; and the third essay, in which one of the causes

of the difficulty of acquiring self-knov/lege is illustrated by an

anecdote 'of Apelles, is written with a considerable share of

animation. Essay XI. may boast still gi eater merit, as the an-

jhor informs us that the outline of the story is founded on

truth.
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y

truth, and as the lesson which it inculcates is of general uti-

lity : viz.—*The effects of beneficence more extensive than are

foreseen, or intended, illustrated in the story of Dr. Clement/
—Essay XXX. enforces a very important caution ;

—
* The dan-

ger of praising the vices and infirmities of famous men—a pas-

sage in Goldsmith's account of Lord Bolingbroke examined
and censured.'

In Essay XXXIII.— in vi-hich the coalition between poetry
and painting is described, Vvith the mutual incapacity of eacli,

in some cases, to catch their specific graces, — though the sub-
ject seems treated with some degree of dilfidence, we conceive

that the topics of criticism are judiciously selected ; and that

the Shakspeare Gallery would have supplied the writer with
many apposite examples of the theory which he has laboured
to explain. The follov/ing extract from this paper will afford

some idea of the writer's manner : but the specimen would
have been more complete, and more advantageous to the author,

could we have made room for the whole essay.

* PerGons of real candour, who are capable of discerning, and of
giving attention to the beauties of nature, will acknowledc^e the ej^ist-

ence of many line and striking landj^caoes which cannot be imitated

or displayed by the painter. Exquisite scenery, vrithout being pic-

turesque, may be distinguished both for beauty and grandeur. Or
shall we say, as I have heard asserted by come fashionable con-
noisseurs, that nothing in external nature, no combination whatever
of water, trees, and verdure, can be accounted a beau.tiful object,

unless it can be transferred to the canvass. Contrary to this, it may
St least be doubted, whether many delightful passages, if I may so

express myself, both at the Leasowes and among the lakes in Cum-
berland, though gazed at with tenderness, or contemplated ivith ad-
miration, would not bnffie all the power of the pencih Thouyh
poetr)' ought to be like paintiag. yet the maxim or rule, like many
other su«h rules arid maxim^, is not to be received without due limit-

ation.

' It is therefore the duty uf the painter, who by hh art vv-ould Il-

lustrate that of the poet, to consider in every particalar instance,

whether the description or image be really picturesque. I am loth
to blame where there is much to commend, and v.-here the ::rtlst pos-
sesses high and deserved rtputaticn. But will it not be admitted
that the picture by R.ernold3, which represents the death of Cardi-
nal Beaufort as Cm scribed by Shakespeare, is liable to the censure of
injudicious selection in the choice of a subject ? Or is it possible for

any colourir^ or ddincatiou to convey the horror of the situation so

impressively as in thj words of the Poet ?

* SaL Disturb him not, let him. p?.ss peaceably.
* King. Peace to his soul, if God's good pleasure be I—

-

Lord Cardinal, if thou think'st on Heaven's bliss.

Hold up thy hand, make signal of thy hope.

—

He dies, and makes no sign :—O God, forgive him

4
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* The subject is entitled to more particular consideration.— Cei*-

tain dispositions of mind produce great efTects on the body ; agitate

the whole frame ; impress or distort ihe features. Othei-s again,

more latent, or more reserved, suppress their external symptoms,

scorn or reject, or are not so capable of external display ; and oc-

casion no remarkable, or no immediate change in limb, colour, or

feature. Such peculiar feelings and affections, averse to render

themselves visible, are not lit subjects for. that art which affects the

mind, ly presenting to the eye the rcsemblant signs of its objects.

Despair is of this number : such utter despair as that of Cardinal

Beaufort. It will not complain, for it expects no redress ; it will

not lament, for it desires no sympathy ; brooding upon its hopeless

affliction, it neither weeps, nor speaks, " nor gives any sign." But,

in the picture under reviev>', the painter represents the chief character

in violent an^d extreme agitation. Nor is ^ven that agitation, if we

allow despair to display agitation, of a kind sufficiently appropriated.

Is it the sullen anguish, the suppressed agony, the horrid gloom, the

tortured soul of despair ? No : It is the agitation of bodily pain.

The poor abject sufferLT gnashes his teeth, and writhes his body, as_

under the torment of corporal suffering. The anguish is not that of

th? mind.—No doubt, at' a preceding moment, before his de-

SDondency was completely ratified, the poet represents him as ia

great perturbation ; but the affliction Is from the pangs of death.

« War. See how the pangs of death do make him grin.

But after his despair receives full confirmation from the heart-search-

ing speech of Henry, his feelings are seared with horror, and his

a*»-onv will " ""ive no sign." For the moment of the picture is not

when Beaufort is said to be grinning with mortal anguish ; but the

more awful moment, when "having heard the request of lienry, he

sink-^, of consequence, into the deepest despondency. Before that,

it would have been no other tlian the picture of a man, of any man

wlratever, expiring whh bodily pain. If indeed the picture is to

express any thing peculiar or characteristic, it must be despaii- for-

merly excited, but"^ now ratified and confirnied by the speech of

Henry.

' King. Lord Cardinal, if thou tliink'st on Heaven's bliss.

Hold up thv hand, make signal of thy hope.

—

He dies, and makes no sign :—O God, forgive him !

* In short, the passage, higlily sublime and affecting, as it must be

acknowledged, is more poetical than picturesque : and tlie artist has

wasted, on an ill-chosen subject, hi? powers, rather of execution in

this instance, than of invention. Surely we see no masterly inven-

tion in the preternatural being placed behind or beside the Cardinal

;

for though the poet has said, in the character of Henry, that a

« busy meddling fiend was laying sioge to his soul ;" yet as the

speaker did] not actually see the fiend, there was ng occasion for in-

trcducing llim, like tlie devil in a puppet- shov/, by the side of his

bed. Nor is there mucli invention in the stale artifice of conceahng

the eounteiKince of the king, because hi;-, feelings could not be paintcd-

lii fact, the afiectitjualf ayttniishment and pious horror of Henry
were
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vrcvc; fitt<^ for delineation, than the silent, suaJen, and uncommuni-
cative dcsptiir of Bean fort.

* The rage of delineating to the eye all that is reckoned fine in writ-

ing may be illustrated also, in the performances of other able and fa-

mous arti:it3. In Gray's Ode on the Spring, we have the following

allegorical description ;

* Lo ! where the rosy-bosorn'd hours,

j Fair Venus' train, appear.

Disclose the long expecting flowers.

And wake the purple year.

* The hours accordingly, adorned with roses di^osed as tlie Poet
describes them, are represented on canvass, as a company of jolly

damsels, twitching or pulling another very beautiful and buxom
female, who is represented as sleeping on a bank, and clothed with
a purple petticoat. Seeing such things, it is impossible not to think
of Quarles's or Hugo's emblems. The thought, " who shall deliver

we from this body of sin and death," is presented to the eve. In one
of them, by the figure of a man enclosed within the ribs of a mon-
strous and hideous skeleton. In truth, the inventor of the prints in

some editions of the Pilgrim's Progress (where, amono- others.
Christian is represented as trudging along like a pedlar, with a bur-
den on his back) is entitled to the merit of priority in the extrava-
g-ance of such inventions : for let it be remembered, that it Is only
against extravagancies and misapplications, and not against the in-
vention itself, that 1 have ventured to remonstrate.'

,In Essay XXXIV. the well-known Ode of Horr-ce to Deliius
H translated into English Elegiacs, and we apprehend that the
performance will please every reader of taste and sensibility:

I.

* Since death, rny Delllus, is the lot of all

;

And you must sink beneath his pov/erful hand ;

Attend to Wisdom's voice, to Reason's call

:

Your warring passions, and your heart command.

II.

When stonns of adverse fate your. soul oppress

;

When Fortune's sunshyie bids the tempest At—.
The plaintive m.urmiirs of your heart suppress

;

Suppress the folly of tumultous joy.

III.

For know, my Dclhus, 'tis of no avail.

Whether yon pass your fleeting days in grief j
Or, on the bosom of a silent vale,

From wine solicit and obtain relief.

IV.
l,\Tiicre, with the poplar's intertwisting boughs.
The lofty pine affords a grateful shade

;

AiJd in meanders, trembling as it flows,

The rin would run, but loiters in the glade.

Call
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V.

Call for Falernian wine, for soft perfume y

Call for the rose, sweet emblematic flower !

The short-liv'd rose ! and in your early bloom.

Enjoy, while Fate allows, the festive hour.

VI.

Erelong, from earth my Dellius must depart
;

Your crroves and palace shall be yours no more r.

When Death shall pierce you with unerring dart,

Your heir will riot in your treasur'd store.

VIL
If rich or poor, alike will be our fate

;

We all must tread th' inevitable road :

Uncertain when, but certain soon or late.

We all must quit this tiresome—drear abode.*

Impartial criticism, however, will disapprove the placing

/oy, in the fourth line of the 2d stanza, as a rhimc to

/7y, the last word of the id line. In the 4th stanza, the word

intertwisting^ sounds harsh in our ears ; and we see no reason

why the more melodious and elegant epithet intertxvhiing^ Oi*

interminolingi was not substituted for it.

Altogether, we have received, and may promise to our

readers, a considerable share of entertainment and satisfaction

from the perusal of this volume.

Art. Xin. General Fietu of the Agriculture of the County of Mii(-

Lothian: wJlh Observations on the Means of its Improvement*

Drawn up for the Consideration of the Board of Agriculture

and Internal Improvement, from the Communications of George

Robertson, Farmer, at Grant on, near Edinburgli ; with the addi-

tional Remarks of several respectable Gentlemen and Farmers in

the County. 8vo. 6;i. sewed. Nicol, &c.

THIS is the second of the improved agricultural surveys of the

different counties cf our island, by the Board of Agriculture,

that has fallen under cur notice :• but several others are now in

our hands. From what we hiive seen, these publications will

form, on the whole, a most voluminous collection !—a circum-

stance which we cannot but regret, as it must tend very much

to narrow the limits of tlie information that they may contain :

especially in regard to practical farmers, for whose improvement,

clnelly, wc imagined the work had been originally undertaken.

We note this circumstance, merely to hint the propriety of

endeavouring to compress those accounts of counties that are

still to follow. The volume before us might be with much

greater propriety called a statistical, than an agricultural ^Qcounx.

of Mid-Loihian ; for, if all that relates to agriculture in the

!-:> Strict
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Ifcict acceptation of the word, were se4>araLed from the miscel •

laneous matter, it would not make a volume of one-fourth of

its present bulkj and had that-aX'ao been compressed as much as

it might have been, without excluding any useful matter, it

would have been reduced, perhaps, to one-fourth part of that

diminished size.

Considered under the point of view in which we have now
placed this subject, we cannot much approve the plan that has

been prescribed to the writers of these surveys by the Board of

Agriculture. The numerous divisions and subilivisions so fritter

the subject into parts, as not only to occasion numerous breaks

and repetitions, which run into great prolixity, but also enfeeble

the narrative; so that what is thus gained in point of distinct-

ness, considered in the abstract, is lost in regard to force. The
undertaking* thus becomes an apparent excellence, but a real

grievance in the republic of letters.

The composer of the present volume discovers more diligence

5n research than depth of remark. He seems to narrate faithfully

every thing that he has observed : but those who have recourse
to it for deep and extensive views and decisions on agricultural

subjects will be disappointed. Like most writers on agriculture,

too, in modern times, the author discovers a strong propensity

to engage in abstract speculations on political economy ; and,
in conformity with the prevailing taste, he engages, with wliat

\vc would call a faulty engermss^ in calculations, on data that

are often purely hypothetical. This is an evil which ought to be
checked, as it not only leads in many cases directly to error, but
opens a door for endless wrangling and disputes, in which fal-

lacy is often so intimately blended with truth as not to be easily-

tliscriminated ; and whichj in time, must have a tendency to

introduce an universal literary scepticism.

As a just and not unfavorable specimen of the work, we
have selected the following passages from the author's account
of the farmers in Mid-Lothian :

* The most important class, however, of cultivators, are of the
original stock of farmers; those who have inherited the profession from
their fathers, and who have never been in any other line of life.

These, in all countries, form the great body of the husbandmen ;

and it is chiefly from their professional character that the state of
agriculture may be judged of. In this county, about 3-4ths of the
whole farmers are of this class ; and whatever truth there may be iu
general in what speculative and specious writers on agriculture fre-

quently allege about the ignorance or obstinacy of common farmers, as
regulating their conduct entirely from the practice of their forefathers,
it does not apply at this time to them, as they do not appear to have
omitted any requisite exertion to bring the knowledge of their business
39 fast fonvard, as to keep pace at least with the other arts and sci-^

.

cnces, which in this age ai)d nation have so rapidiv advanced.
Kcv. AvG. 1797. Hh

'

* Theif
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j-jj^^jjThcjf iitiyLtipn, in this county, is indeed favourable to Impro«||^

.went. -In the near nerglibourhood of a great town^ they may ha^re

_,t>pportunities of acquiring knowledge, which those at a distance cannot.

{The facility* with which they may in their younger days acquire a

-liberal education is obvious, and they are not negligent of that advan-

tage. TKey also mix, at an early period of life, in society, and

hence acquire sooner the habit of transacting business with case and

with accuracy. They have likewise the advantage from being Ja the

vicinity of the town, of reading the works of the most celebrated au-

thors, frora the many extensive ISbraries in circulation ; and, in par-

ticular, {principally from that circumstance) tlte writings on agricul-

ture are verv' generafly known ; r\'en newspapers are had here on more
tasy terms than at a greater distance, and when people have a turn

for such amusements,, the knowledge they Jtenec. acrive .isoconii-

(derable. .• • -
-

. * They do not, K^wrvcr, confine themselves merely to read'iug the

. thewies of writers on husbandry, which are often speculative and
visionarv';^ but very frequently make excursions in person to the

neigbbouriTvg counties, vdiere there is any proljability of seeing im-

provement, or of gafnfng mformation. Very few of them but iiavc

- explored, at various times, on«, or all of those various extensive

fields of spirited hnsbandry, East Lothian, the Merse, and North-

umberland \ Stirlingshire, the Carse of Gowrie, and Angus ; and
many of them have travefl'cd to the more distant counties in England,

in the yiew e>i obtaining more accurate intelligence of the various

systems of husbandry as there practised. The valuable county re-

^
ports, published by ths- Board of Agriculture, wfll greatly tend t<>

- promote such useful excursions.'

—

;.^ ; *; As an occasional otfwrence of amusement 8en'e3> hoivcver, t*
.,-fitaniniate the jpirits, and to stimulate strongly to further exertion,

so the Mid-Lothian farmers, though little conversant in the laws of

. flhe cock-pit or of the turf, enjoy hpwev«r a fruitful source of enter-

Minmcnts in the plezEsares of that social family intercourse which tiiey

, very generally keep up among themselves. It is. also from these fre-

quent communicatiDns with one another, that many of the best im-

- pro^'ementa, have been suggested, and thurs, in the very hours of their

's relaxation,, the interests of their profession are attended to ; for for-

mers here selcfccc meet together, but in the view to discuss,some 'fa'-

vourite plan of ©perations, or to make remarks on the various system*

T jtrjjctisedin then- n.eiglibonvhpodfc

,*-',.
. « With rcga.rd to the sn^ioner of life m the domestic situationiof

^ this body of men, ft is Bot ea-sy to be defined' by any precise general

- terms. Jt feems, iiieTecd, as if rt were dependent,, in som« degree,

on the stai;e of the cultiviition, ofthe soil, and" temperature of the

.climate: which are not more different in the low and fertile parts of
- the coulity, from those that arc high, cold, and unimproved, than

. art the j^amiers and habits of life of the respective husbandmen m

.-these different situations. The moorland farmtrs, as if in conforrotty

-.j/^o.thf -soil,, which has, undergone stry little melioration, ahd tp ilie

elirrirt.'£j->V^i<^-i5 naturally severe; seem still, to retain -a ptrong wist

•f the manners of their forefathers ; and to live and toil iMnJer- (he

^:y}\K same uncomfortable sircymstaiicesx Their houses are damp^
»moakj>
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^moaky, and dirnmuti\« : their fai-ff^{impl6~ and limited t their labours

hard, and even oppressive
;
yet they •'a^:^6 '-'have their days of relaxa-

tion j and times of entertainment,' ahd' in whiA they shew no little

V eagerness to indulge. Thus, theTr propensity to stroll the fairs and

markets is remarkable ; and in their marriages, there is a display of

festivity that is almost boundless^*. Even their funerals are cdn-

ducted systematically, on a pompous and ostentatious plan. But
these were the customs of ancient times, &nd whatever is of ancient

origin, is with them venerable. Even religion itself, which in other

^places has altered its exterior form, is still retained by them in all the

austerity of the days of Oliver Cromwell and the covenant.

' With all these peculiarities, they are a careful and industrious ^to^

.,ple. In the leas important branches of husbandr}-, they are outdone

iby none. In the making of butter and cheese, reaving of calves,

growing and dressing of lint, and such smaller matters, they are

t>;truly exemplary ; though it must be observed, that these things are

Ihinore properly in the female department ; and, in fact, it is to the

sfW^ wi-ufJ chiefly, that the character of industiy is applicable. It

IS wonderful to find such a profusion of webs of sheeting, blankets,

and all sorts of clothing, as they have hoarded by them; and of

wearing apparel, they have such a desire to lay in a sufficient stock

for their husbands, that there is hardly a man amongst theni that is

mot provided in six or seven stand (suits) of cloaths at least, all home
jLjnade ; and, as they have not yet entered much into the dissipation

«jjof feshion, arc commonly all of one cut and cast, acco.i'ding to the

-(patterns left them by their great grandfathers.

•S: *.In the practice of their agriculture, they ate much In the same
ancient stile. The division of their lands into hifield and outfield^ a

Mi,jdistinction unknown in modern husbandry," is with them the principal

;;iystem. Tlie large heavy ploughs drawn with 4-horses, with the

addition sometimes of 2 oxen, are still t5'be met with, together with

the still more uncouth high crooked ridges'," witk intervals of lia-

ploughed land between. ;o-. ;.":;.'.
5 t~ -*>-- v r

:^
i^: .r-i . :'

iiut local circumstances rdgwMfP^very thirigV -and -wheii-dne re-

flects that there is here a very general continuance of incleifteht weather,

2.a almost unconqxierahle wetness of soil, and what is "perliapVworsc^

a great want of good roads through the different farms ;"lt'is not so

much to be wondered at, that there is but a rude mode 6f tuttlvation,

. as that there- is any cultivation at all,
'" -"r.-'!5,-T" 7- -.o h q -,ti>.^v

' One should not expect to liad any degree' "of iDpvflcnbe V^i^ioog

husbandmen of this description, but the contrary is in many instances

the case. Thoutjh it is not often, that they are enabled to dispose
• of any considerable quantity of grain, yet as they all have a dealing

in cattle, of which they breed a constant supply for the neighbour^

-
;

* * A young farmer, although his whole fortune should not ex*

-ceed lool. in value, v.ill have 50 people on horseback at hfs \ved*

•. -ding, accompanying him from the bride's house to his owrt, per-

iiaps.io miles : distant, at full gallop. This they call ridtng U/>c

: ,ifm«.e, probably from the many bruises by falls* thereby occa*

-Xiioned*' = ...-:
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Jng markets, they. are hence receiving,-, from time to time, consi"d«'3
able sums on that account ; thjs, with the money arisinjr from' the
butter, cheese, &c, which their wives can spare from family ii?e, and
above all, tha£ habitual custom they have of providing themselves h\
all the necessan.es of life from their own farnrs alone, er^bU those
who are most industrious, to collect, in the course of years,, n^ In-
considerable sums. It happens, however, more frequently, e^pedallv
"

fV^'!''''
'^ disposed to be oppressive, that in the occurrence of

iintrluctul seasons, by which theK- corn crop Is not only defective^
but even the (other rendered useless, that many an industrious anc}
trugal family among them !$ reduced to great straits, and even over.
whelmed in bankruptcy altogether.

* These particulars,' in the state of the moorland farmers, are th<
more interesting, in that they serve, in a great measure, to describe
the situation and manners of the ancient husbandmen in general over
the whole country, who, before the introduction of the many ^reat
improvements that have in this age taken place In agriculture, or in
cn-cumstances connected with it, were, both in their condition and
pracCice, m a state nearly similar to these their un degenerate poste-
nty. .Siome few particulars. In the manners and habits of the present
race of farmers in the low parts of the country, as may be considered
to be innovations upon ancient customs, may now betaken notice of.

' One remarkable cirenmstancc, is the alteration which has taken
nlacc m personal labour. Fonntrly, (as still is the case in the moor-
lands,) the masters not only put theiV hand to every kind of work,
but were actually the hardest wrought, and worst used labourers mi
then- farms. • It is, however, long since, in the low country, that
they have emancipated themselves from this drudgerv- ; although, at
the same time, it must be acknowledged, that they have abated, no-
thing of^their former diligence and activity, but on the contrary have
advanced in both. A farmer, now, is constantly to he found at the
head of hrs woik

; either with the ploughs, in the barn, or thecattle--
vard

;
ahvays overseeing some of the varicjus operations carrpng on.

in this .ir.anner, his perso.-ud attention is employed to much better
purpose, than wlicn confined to a stationary employment, which,
besides plicing h.m on the same level with his servants, pjits it really
out ot his power to direct or superintend them.

/ jfiyheir dress aixl^ exterior appearance, a great alteration has
also ta^en place. Tlicir vicmity to the metropolis, and consequ^nt-
irequent intercourse with the citizens, has led them to adopt a re-
imement in dress, unKiiown to Uuir ancestors, and which thev folloiJr
up to all the variety of iusiiion. The same thing may be observed ih
regard to board, lodging, and furniture, in all of wliich, they have
been gradually advancing to the better t 1 .•:

In nothing, however, ii there a moie striking contrast, than in'
this, thn every article of family maintenance, which was formerly
obtained at honie, 13 now purchased in the market or In the shop'
Wot only the difFercut articles of doUiing, but bread, beer, and'
butchers meat,'is all liad from the town. This conduct, which has tlic
appearance ot^estravagiiifc,,originates io Uie very opposlte-princinle ;•

^orthefa£rm scrVants, "now being .eucrally marned, and boarding.
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I - '
. .

*
.

"^ j-

•ih tlie'r own houses,
.
thd; 'houscliold of the master Is commonly as li-

mited in number as that of any other private individual', so that. the
-quantity of bread, dfbeer,. or oi butchd^s meat, wanted i"rom t'inie'fjp

time, is so trifling, as to make it more economical to purchase 'it op-
casionally in town, where the bread is excellent,^ tfie m^ilt liquars "re-

markably cheap, and the" butcher ifilarket at all times well suppiled.".

* With all these circum.stan'ces, whicl^ seem indications of wcaltli,

they are n<)t in the way of much increasfAg their fortunes. 'TKqre Is

perhaps no profession whatever, which gives such a small return for

thestock employed in trade, and the kno\Wedg"e and appliciation neces-

?al-y,' as does Agriculture in the vicinity of a great town, where^ from
the grest competition foi- land, arising from the continual influx -of

noviciates from the city,- who are eager to hecome farmers, the prb-
ifits of the real husbandman are reduced to 'the lowest degree, of re-

compcttce. Thus, while it may be observed with what rapidity ^o't-

times have been lately here acqtiired, not only in tlie higher" prdfes-

sions,' but even in the lower mechanical a/t.^, there is hardly an ex-

ample of a farmer being able to raise himself above die "level of Ins

former station, although the husbandmen here consist o'f a body of
men three times more numerous, and possesbing a stock in trdde

six tim'es 'greater than that of any ether distinct profession whati-

e,er/ "

;
;"'

We have met with no practice in agriculture (In this voJume)
that will be so new to most readers, as the author's account of

the ruta-hagn^ or Swedish turnip ; which, as it is also short, we
shall insert entire

:

* This was Introduced lately, and thrives vrcll. It Is, perhaps, not

so beneficial in some respects as the common turnip, but a« it ^dputs

of being transplanted with advantage, it is s-jrely an object of attentioa

to the turnip farmers, as by means of it, they can fill up any va-

cancies la the drilh of the common kind, with very little Cj^pence,

which is hardly practicable by any other mieans- . Even where the

turnip fails altogetiier, as by the fly or slugs, the crop can be mere
readily renewed from a seed bed of ruta^baga, than from re-sbv/in^

the field, which seldom comes to much good.
* The following communication, procured by favour of the Hon.

Baron Cockbork, sets the Swedish turnip in a stili more favour-

able light :

—

. L .;'•: .;

-' This plant Is the best calculated of anVj for a Northern cjlmate ;

It stands frost well, keeps wonderfully when headed with straw built

instooks, which becomes in a great mieasure necessary, as. hares re-

sort to it from all quarters, and will touch no other root,^ while any
of it remains. It eats as well after it is shot and sheds its seed, as it

3oes before. I saw the remainder of a stack of it, the end of last

May, at the Duke of ]3uccleugh's farm, which, with several others,

had been lifted and stacked the first week of November at Dalkeith,
after the winterers had been turned to grass ; one root of tVhifH I

carrieil home, and found it, when boiled> C9t as well as ii wotild have
4ouc in the month of October. r / .a

' H h 3 « Cattle
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'" «i Cattl« arc mucH fonder of them than turnip, insomuch that

when put intd a stra\«'-yaid together, the timiips are never touched
until the other is entirely eaten up. Nay, after having been accus-

tomed for some time to the S%\eclish plant, they have been found to

refuse turnip for many hours ; and even when compelled by hunger,

to take to them with a seeming reluctance: the superior nutritious

quality of the plant is pretty well ascertained from this fact ; that,

upon a comparative trial of a number of square inches of a single

root, against the same of field turnip, the weight was a tliird more ;

and that cattle fed upon it, put up at the same time with others upon
turnips, advanced more in a month than the others did in six weeks.

Upon land prepared for turnips, tlie proper season for sowing it is

about the ipth of May, and not much later. It has been tried in

Tebruary, when early garden turnips are sown, but it always failed,

growing to the stalk only without any root ; when sown after May,
It seldom niped to any tolerable size. Hares don't much take to it

Vintil the end of October, when the frost commonly begins, but as

ft can then be stacked, this objection is removed; and likewise the

^trouble attending the supply of cattle, during a storm with turnips,

. "which will not suffer to be kept long after being tajcen out of thp

ground. The shaw's of this plant, \vlien carefully stript, are found tq

be an excellent kitchen green, and a good substitute for spinnage."
* In addition to the abo\^e, the following circumstances relating to

this turnip, communicated by ^ Qentleman, whose adCurscy may "be

depended on, are deserving of attention :— •
'''"\ ''

'
.-'"^^'''•''•v

" For five years I have found the Swedish hiriilyi ver'y nsi-r«^i' 'Al-

though less productive than the common Norwich kind; half the

quantity will go nearly as far, and nothing will destroy it in winter.

'*As a specimen of its hardinesV'I shall mention one fact:-—Last winr

^tcr, which was a severe one, my sheep got into a field, where both

Species were growing. The smallest bite on the ccmn^on turnip caused

"them t,o rot completely, and although many of the Swedish turnip

^'were half devoured, the remaining pieces continued perfectly fresh

"and sweet, till the sowing qf my bsi-ley obliged mc \ti carry them of?

'for my sheep." . • > - .:;•.••,, - .i.ti

''-'
'^'Gogdr; ilth Nov, i-jgs: '^ ^-'p'^'^'-- W; R.'

. in glancing over the miscellaneous mattei* in these pages, we
were much surprised at th« quantity of strawberries consumed

r) in Edinburgh ; which Is computed to be in value not less than

'iSoool.e^ch season. The price on an average is under 8d. per

Scotch pint, or a little more than is. per gallon English.

Tt'he writer's account of the West-kiik charity work-house,

p. 192, and of the economical practices of a Mr. Johnston,

Appendix, ^pg (5- deserve notice* but our.Iimi,ts forhidf^^rj^itlf

extracts, vvTT ::. ••:- .-

.

, t. .,-'
On the whole, this performance, with others of the same

sort, may furnish materials for a future work on agriculture,

that will be useful t6 lictiial farmers : but, in its present state,

it can otiJy be vie\ve4 as i warehouse filled with heterogeneous
'''•'

matterj
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»»atteri M'hich requires to be regularly divided into. -§^i»ate

parts, before it can be rendered very fit for theiueofthc

public in general. " ra .:;?:

MONT H L m G A T A L O a#>.E,

For AUGUST, i797'.'-i :!3.3mo:>^s noqir

EDUCATION, SCHOOL B O O K"^j "ftfil^iS*
^*'-^^''

Art. '14. BoQk-kee^tsing reformed : or the Method of BoubleXntry

so simplified, elucidated, and improved, as to render the Practice

. easy, expeditious, and accurate. By j. H. AVicks, ]^Ia.5ter of the

Boarding School, Englefield House, Eglram, Surrey, ',419^.;-^

Boards. Longman. ^797-
.

-

C vtRY meichant finds it ncceesary to keep an hoiiriy register of t^e

commodities which he buys or sells, and of the monty which he re-

v:eivcs or pays. The first is the business of the stock-btiol, and the

•second is 'that of the cash-booh. From these two registers, every

transaction is posted to the Jedger, iii pages headed by the. name of

each person with u-iiom the dealings have passed. The amoimt of

things bought or money received becomes zzralUy and that of thmgs

bold or money paid a dehii, In the ledger ; and thus tlie state of each

person's account, the parity or difference between purchases and

payments, is at one glance visible. The balance of the cash-book

(that is, the difference between incomiags and outgoings) consists

in bills and-money, and is ascertained weekly or daily. The balance

of the stock-book consists in commodities and profit, that of the

ledger m the difference between the outstanding debts and credits,

and is commonly ascertained yearly ; when the merchant is said to

cast up. These tJiree books are essential to c<jmplete accounts, and

are sufficient: persons confining themselves to these are said to fol-

low the Fltmisb method of booli-keeping ;
probably be<;a,us? the

practice was brought hitli«r from Ahtw-erp, or some Hanse-town,. It

appears to have been in u&e from time immemorial. The stQck-bopk

nearlv answers to the liber pati-imonioriim of the Roman law ; and the

cash-book to the codex accepti et expeml, Szc. ^Perhaps the Hanse towns

in the Baltic, which had gi-eat intercourse with- Conatantino^e before

it was taken by the Turks, thence derived at the .same, time book-

:.i:eeping and arithmetical figures, which were appareHtly used amoing

tbe anticnts before the time of Boethius (Villoisen,. ^dnecdota Gracay

vol. ii. p. 152^) I^udovico Guicciardini {Descrlpt. Qerr/tan infer.

.p. 109} describes Antwerp as more advanced in the knowlege of

.exchange-accounts than his own countrymen.

The Italian method of book-keeping is said to be of Venetian bri-

irin, and of more recent introduction: but it would gradiiaUy have

grown out of the other system in any very commercial' countrj'.

"Dealers, whose transactions multiply in different directions, find

it necessary. to keep subsidiary books, more detailed registers of their

ieading concerns. Bankers keep subsidiary cash books, separating

ifee pavHveftts made ia notes from those made in bills otp^jy transfer,

i3J!.':ii3

' H h 4 &c.
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Szc. Wholesale dealers, who subdiv^e j\-bat they,buy, rejr{3tfiritlie»
purchases m zjourn^, theJr sales In 'an Invclce^loo}^ (W Aw,') S.^
Iradesmen. whose attention to customers requires manual occupa-
tion, rnake their registers m a 'u^astaooi, and reduce them to a
reater iorm m hours of leisure. These are subsidiary stock-books. To
cierchants. vho speculate In a variety of commoditlee, it berpmes an
object to discnmmate between th^ profit yielded by each several ar-
ticle, m order to attach themselves to that which produces most

Pj"* r ^',-^ accomplished by subsidiary ledgers; bv keeping a

77/^f ^°'^^^'"S^ 3S }''<^^ as Persons
; by recording, under the head

^^po/, vhat was paid to Mr. Bakewell, to the carrier, Sec. andwhat was obtn.ned of the Leeds-manufacturer; under the head Wine,
what was pam at Oporto, and for freight and for duty, &c. and whatwas obtained pf " mine host at the Garter." In most trades, it
suffices to keep a ledger of Things for a few articles only : but there
IS certaujly a neatness in extending such double accounts to eveiy in-
dividual transaction. Where this is done, persons are said to follow
tacJ/a/tan method of book-keeping. The stock-book and cash-
boo.c must for this purpose be so constructed, that every entry shall
specity both the person and the thing which the amount concerns.

,,i;.ach double, entry is then posted twice ; once to the debit or credit
„
o; theperson,^nndonceto the debit or credit of the thing in which the
grader deals. The i^adical and characteristic difference between the Fie.
inish and Italian methods is, that, by the Flemish practice, every ar-
ticle is posted but once, and by the Italian twice. On the latter
plan, the accounts of a haberdasher may be made as voluminous as
those of the Bank

; it is therefore well adapted to gke an air of bu,
tiiness and consequence to men of commercial leisure, but it tends
little to resist esTor, and it surely Increases the inconvenience of mis-

%u i^^'^
^ transaction is omitted In either register, no form

pi book-keeping can supply the defect of r^coUection. Where an
amotmt is originally recorded wrong', it will not be set right by
posting It four times—There are no discoveries to be made In book,
keeping

: our several traders proportion the number and structure of
their subsidiary books to the nature of their occupations ; and the
best way is, to learn of him \\ho has most'apphed his reason to the
improvement of his peculiar routine.

After these remarks, it is time to notice the author of the worknow before us, whose Introductory Observations do not display clear
Ideas of his subject. Books which serve merely to,preserve copies of
documents, letters. Sec. are for the mo^t part omitted : yet the Bill-
^ooi, which IS of this kind, is discussed. The supposititious bills of
ioading, inventories, and the like, are grossly, Inelegant. Names of
ships, which are neither those of marine deities, nor distinguished
navigators, nor otherwise connected witli sca-affairs, occur. The
commodities mentioned are not those fpr which our country is moat
tamous

;_
nor are their prices always probable : yet they are not those

\vith which boys qiay be ^upp^osed conversant J an cbsuvance of which
:^s another method pf mjikuig instruction chug. From a 'classical
schcolrtiaster, Vho selects lu's motto fromBuike, and dedicates to th(f
^cfcoAlntant general of the Judiu^wutc, we expected attention to.^U

oy
" ^"

tJ\ii>
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tin's. The different classes of books are not intclligihiy conifectedj and
some slovenly forms are countenanced. In a word, we., see nothing;

in the work which should entitle the author to set up for a reforma-

of book-keeping.

Art. 15. Elenienta u^ngl'iccna ; or the Principles of English Gram-
mar displayed and exemplified, In a Methdd entirely new^ '\ Bj
Peter Walkdcn Fogg. i2mo. 2 Vols. 6s. Knott.

'"'

It Is the business of a philosophical grammar to teach the theorr

of language, and the principles of rational Innovation, A grammar
for the use of schools should confine it.self to that which is usual ':

for every one should learn to write like other people, before he vcn-

tiu-es to attempt the improvement of the. national dialect. These two
departmerits are not kept sufiicieutly distinct in the work before us.

The chapter on Etvraoiogy, vol. i. p. 73, inakes no distinction be-

tween those analogies which may be extended at pleasure to any

words in the language, and those which, however real, cannot be

applied to other words v/ithout the hazard of appearing quaintand
anomalous. In the dissertation on spelling, vol. ii. p. 169, It is

taken for granted that orthography ought to accommodate itself to

pronunciation : it ought rather to be governed by internal etymo-

logy ; the words inflected by the same rule of analogy spelling their

formative syllables alike ; and pronimciation should accommodate it-

self to the written form. Still, these vohunes may furnish to the

schoolmaster convenient examples, and to the philosophic gramma-
rian materials for reflection.

Art. 16. j1 neiu Pradical Grammar of the Spanish Language : in

five Parts : 1st, Of the Character, Sound, and Quantity of t'he

Spanish Letters. 2d, Of the variouf. Sorts and Classes of Words,
their Declension and Property. 3d, The Syntax, the Rules ri

which are explained In a copious and extensive manner. 4thj, Aa
enlarged ^'^ocabularj' ; containing the Terms of the Parts of the
Human Body, &c. of Commerce, Navigation, War, NaturdL
History, and the various Arts and Trades. 5th, Familiar Phrases
and Dialogues ; select Fables, and useful Examples of Mercantile

Correspondence, carefully compiled from tl:e best Authors. The
whole in Spanish and English, and calculated to render the Study
of the Spanish Language easy, comprehensive, and entcrtaimrg.

To which is prefixed (subjoined) an English Grammar for the Use
of Spaniards. By the Rev. Don Felipe Fernandez, A.M. a Na-
tive of Spain, and Founder of the Royal Oecoiwm.ical Society; of
Xeres de la Frontera. 8vo. pp- 383. 5s. Wingrave. Xlf-)']-

Those vv'hb may be disposed to study the la.nguage of Cervantes

will find its rules exhibited wiili sufficient clearness in the performance

before us, though we think that the epithets cipractical and entertaining

might have been judiciously omitted in the title page ; the first being

-applicable to every grammar, and the latter to none that has come under
our observation. In this work, however, we cannot discern any. ma-
terial iniprovemient on, nor considerable addition to, Delpino's gram-
mar ; from which the vocabulary and -dialogues have been extracted.

Neither do wc deem Don Felipe singvdavly happy in illustrating the

powers
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po-n-m of the Spanish vowels, when he tells us that < 4 rounds xs tif

hat, fat,' &c. and that ' c sounds as a.' Surely, in all languages derived

from the Latin, a sounds as in the English word " fall." Our verb

** to appall*' contains both sounds ; the first is that reconamended by

our author,—the latter has our voice. On the other liand, e is pr<H

nounced as the same letter in the proper name *• Benjamin." .-; ,

Is it necessary to swell our grammars of modern languages, by in-

serting, through all the conjugations, the tenses formed by annexing

a paruciple to the auxiliar)' verbs ? We should think that the rules

illustrated by a single example would be more elegant, and at the same

time abundantly perspicuous.

^>^;vj. ;t.'.;:sG> '.' '••::* *T R A »'E -L S^

Ait.'"?7. ''^^Coltect'ion of Welsh 'Tours; or a Display of t:hc 15cautfe»

'
!*of IVaics, selected principally from celebrated Histories and po-

"; pular Tours. With occasional Remarks. Second Edition en-

larged, izmo. pp.322. 5s. Boards. Sael. 179-7.

This collection is compiled from variouvtours, and majf b«i_very

useful to those who expect only an itinerary bccasionally dilated, "but

not to a great extent of information. We cannot, indeed, subscribe

to one of its pretensions, thalt of being ' embelli.>=hed with ///f en-

gravings*.'" It seems better suited to be a companion in a post-

chaise, than' in the closet.—As to the very natural question, " by

wbom were these tours made :" the editor is silent.
^

,

MILITARY and NAVAL AT FA I -K 5.'

Art. t8. yi Fair Statement of the real Grievances, cxperieneed ly the

Officers and Sailors in the Navy of Great Brilaiti ;
^^ith a Plan of

;:; Reform, &c. &c. By a Naval Officer. 8vo. is. 6d. Bell.

., Strand.
. ,.,,.. ^ . ^. .

/"The particular grievances chiefly discussed m this letter are .those

respecting the inequalities of pay and of the distribution of prize-

money. The author proposes a plan for the division of prize-money,

in which the shares of officers and men will be nearly in proportion to

their respective pay :—a distribution wblch appears to us to be on a

more equitable principle than that whi-.h is in practice in the navy.

His method of classing the officers is objectionable; and we tlunk that

too much difference is made between the able and the ordmaiy sea-

men. Some good hints and remarks, however, will he iound in the

pamphlet, particularly on the subject of masters of ships of war.

A-t 10 J Narrative of the Proceedings of the British Fleet, com-

manded bv Admiral Sir John Jcrvis, K. B in the late Action

with the Spanish Fleet, 14th Feb. 1797, off Cape St, Vi"ccnj?8,

Illustrated with eight Plans. 4to. 5s. Johnson.
_

This narrative, which is said in the title-page to be written _bv an

officer of his Majesty's land forces,, is the most circumstantial ac
'

count that has hitherto been published ot the memorable Victory

~
which It celebrates., lu almost every action of co nyeqi|ence, U hap-

# See 'iti^'-pao-e,—Tji« plates ate not iejirtik?bly 2;ood.v'''.'

I

»:>r:-:^
«'

ptni
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J»€ns that some particular circumstance, by being seen .^om different

stations, will, to persons whose attention is otherwise fully occu-

pied, assume very different appear^^nce3. In general, however, the

account before us agrees with the information that we had -already

received, and several particulars are related which had not before

come to oiir knowlege. i^qoiq -
. smsa a.".

N O V^EI- S.
' ^' V.....

Art. ?o. The Monl : a Romance. By M. G. Lewis, Esq. M. P.

i2mo.
, 3 Vols. IQS. 6d. Bell, Oxford-street.

This novel has a double plot. The outline of the monk Ambro-
sio's story was suggested by that of the Sauton Barsha, in the Guar«
dian : the form of temptation is borrowed from the De-oU in Love of
.Calotte V. and the catastrophe is taken from the Sorcerer. The ad-
ventures of Raymond and Agnes are less obviously imitations

; yet
the forest-scene near Strasburgh brings to mind an incident in Smol»
let's Ferdinand Count Fathom : the bleeding Nun is described by the
author as a popular tale of the Germans ; aad the convent-prison re-

sembles the inflictions of Mrs. Radtliife. This may be called plagia-

rism
;
yet it deserves some praise. The great art of writing consit*

in selecting what is most stimulant from the works of our predeces-

sors, and in uniting the gathered beauties In a new whole, more inte*

resting than the tributary models. This is the essential process of the
imagination, and excellence is no otherwise attained. AH invention

is but new combination. To invent well is to co;nbine the impressive.

Of the poetiy, we have been best pleased with the llMter- Ring, and
;vyith Alunzo the brave and thefair Imogene, the latter or which is writ-

Jten in a manner much resembling and little inferioi- 16 the Lenardo
' and Blandine of Burger. A vela of obscenity, however, pervades

and deforms the whole organization of this novel, which must ever
blast, in a nioral view, the fair fame that, in point of ability, It

would have gained for the author ; and which renders the work to-
tally unfit for general circulation. • ^•' gtiO-^xp?}

Art. 2 1 . AWs ivdl that ends 'tuell ; or Alvaro and Xiraenes, a Spanish
- Tale. Translated from the German. 12 mo. 2 vols. 6s. sewed.

Crosby. 1797.
This novel is the production of Dr. Charles Frederic Bahrdt, a

Prussian divine ; Avho, having deserted from Lutheranism to a sort

of Socinianism, was exposed to so mucii inconvenience as to have
been imprisoned at Magdeburg in the year 1 790. His theological

writings seem intended to thrii.s- a nr-u light on the origin of Chrl-sti-

anity ; and. they breathe a liberal and philanthropic spirit. His
^amor, his Ala Lam.a, and his Memoirs, have acquired more popu-
larity than character, but will not disappoint those who are pleased

with All is well that ends well. The author died in 1 793.
Alvaro and Ximenes are bosom-friends : but they love the same

woman, and become foes. They fight a duel, and Ximenes the suc-

cesful combatant is obliged to fly from his country, and to offer his

services to the infidels. Elvira also flies with her beloved, and settles

with him on the African coast. Meanwhile, the wounds of Alvard's

body and mind Ueal ; he forgets the woman who rejected him, and

1

1

marric*
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70 ari-fps .another, Hel^s ^-datighxer^raiid Xtmcnes a son. Corsairs

Vf 'i'unis capture tlie one, luid a Sp^nisli ileet the other, and thus

'tli^'two fr^cyds.ave.raade to exdir.ngQ. children, and to bring up each

"ottier's off^riijg. The young ptopls meet, and fall in love. Xi*

^cx\^ returns ;^ty Sfsaiu; all arc reconcil.cd ; and the lovers are made
liap^y.

, ; .

_ _
^ • ^

The' wtiole narrative, though improbable, is amusing ; and th?

translatiofi is i\^y worthy of the somewhat inelegant original.

'« *^';.fe"_''' "'"",' •

NATURAL HISTORY.

Art. 22. Chanico-Physiologtcal Olser'-vatiotis on Plants. By M. VoEl

Uslar. Translated from the German, with Additions, by G.
' • Schmeisser, F. R.S. &c. 8vn. pp. 171. 3s. 6d. sewed, lulin-

• bHrcrli, Creech ; tondon, Robinsons.

Though we have not seen M. Von Usiar's original v:ork, we cia

pFv:^Trounce tliat in this title t}ier£ must be considerable inaccuracy.

-The pan-ts that ha^e not Mr. Schmeisser for their author run in the

^tyl'tf'' of an abstract : ' M. Von Usiar believes :' * IM. Von Uslnr is

of ;opinron :' ' It appears to M., Von ITslar.' Sometimes abridgment

j3 iiyju-diciousTy employed, and the reader requires for his satisfaction

aft account of the particular pl'uenomena from which the author derived

the result, here gi\-en by itself. Many of the experiments of the

German author appear to be cufions. His great object, as far as we
can: perceiYe, is to extend to the vegetable kingdom the doctrine of

^rOwn, as it was promulgated and a little modified by Girtanner.
*" The following experiments which corroborate what has been just

mentioned, were made in support of Mr. Glrtanner^s principles by
JvIt. Uslar, and they ai-e confirmed by the observations of Mr. Von
Hv^mlwld in his Flora Friburgensi^; Subterranea ; Mr. Uslar took

different seeds and plants, and caused an accumulation of oxygen in

S€)iMe, AVhile no such accumulation took place in the rest : he iound,

tiiiit-under ^certain circumstances, the first germinated sooner and
j^rew quicker than the latter. In order to dispose plants for im-

bibing more oxygen, it is necessary to apply to them bodies, which

eontain the oxygen but weakly combined, or from which it is easily

separable, and whose basis has less atti action to oxygen than the vege-

table matter has ; such a body is the super-oxygenated muriatic acid;*'^

* Mr. Uslar sowed lepidum satimtm in two dift'erent pots, the eartH-

of tke one he moistened v.'ith pure river water, and that of the other-

with the same kind of waiter mixt<d with super-oxygenated muriatic acidir'

The seeds in the latter germinated much Hooner than in the former,"

which was only moistened with pure water, and whicli consequently

«ou!d not communicate to the plants so much oxygen as the other, and

ijicnct too, the plants in it were much retarded iu their growth. W
tTies'e experiments it is to be observed, " •'

* xsif That the quantity of super-oxygenated muriatic acid- which
i?, added to the water must not be too great; otherwise, it proves

riithcr ii(jxious than beneficial,, as the oxygen accumulates, the plaiiV

^ccp,rne? too irritable^, and bad consequences soon follow.

*. 2flly, That the germinating plants, especially those which are

i|iproijn<itcd with oxygep, are no.t to be immediately etpoScd to -.the
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Wn TayS'; for liglrt proves generally hurtful to the ertibfyo's a-nJ gcr-

minatijii:^ plants, or while in their earliest stage ; the cause of it is the

too great irritability at this period, v/hich however diminishes with th^^e

increasing age of the plant.

* .Those .seeds which were moistened with an equal quantity of
super-oxygenated muriatic acid and water ; and of which some were
exposed to the sun, others hept in the dark, exhibited very different:

phenomena ; the hrst did germinate, but their colour soon changed.;

they became gangrenous and faded,'

We shall be glad to receive the account which Mr. S. promises of

M. V. Humbold's new discoveries : but we much wish that he wouldf

give the facts at length ; and if he curtails any part, let that part be
the spcculalive.

H I S T O R Y.

Art. 27^, Tlie History of the Puritans, or Protestant Non-Ccrtfarmutr»

&c. By Daniel Neal, M. A, A new Edition, revised, correcfed^

and enlarged by Joshua Toulmin, A.M. 8vo. Vols,^^JL_^^n*i IIL
Each 7s. 6d. Boards. Dniy.

A short account of the first volume of this work has heea -akeady

presented to the public*. By the editor's preface to those two-

ivhich are now before us, wc arc informed of his mistake, in ascribintr

the :^iiVlo edition to the author himself, as that was given to
the world by his son, Mr. Natlianiel Neal of the I\liilion-Bank, about
twelve years after the death of his Father. The " Examination" tjf

these volumes, also, by Dr. Zachary Grey, had not appeared till

after Mr. Neal's dechning state of health disabled him from attending

to any publication in their defence. Of this work, therefore, by Dr.
Grey, which received considerable commendation from some dignrta-

ries of the English establishment, the editor deems himself obli'TCii

t*) take occasional notice ; ?.nd we think that he has * endeavoured tc»

acquit liimself with care and impartiality.' '; '

\
Of the present volumes, one extends the history from the deatli of

Quten Elizabeth to the beginning of the civil war in 1642 ; tlie"

cthevcoedLicts the reader from the battleof Edge-hill to the death ©f
"King Ch&rks the first. Vv^'e shall add no strictures on those unhaPDV
and tragical periods :

—

Misertihile dlctu
'—It may possibly be the opi-

uion of some, that it is desirable not to revive the memoi-v oi those
occun-ences : others wiii think, and, as it should seem, more fustlyy

that tilt: truth ought to be reiated, and that it is ever nVht to waru'
men of the encroachments of arbitrary power on the one hai>d, or
the evils of anarchy on the other,—the sad fruits of bigotry, super-
stitioii, or fanaticism ; and by such means render them sensible -to

the importance and value of ration?.! liberty, both civil and rcligiov-u

The very name ot Pm-kim has long been a subject of pleasantly,

or regarded as a term of reproach: yet tlie impartial observer ha«. re-"

Bi?.rk«d in this class men as respectable for learning and virtue' :ii

in any other. Their manners, indeed, were often stiff and procjsa"

to a fault, and they had jheir prejudices and follies; yet, v,-itk the
hx'gc&t allowance, not to a greater degree than tliose whp .vvef^e their

" __ ,
.—^

I

,

'
'

, .

1

. ii.t> i«»

* See M. Rev.' N, S. vol; 5JV. p, 1.57.
''"" "-^

detaniined
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determined opponents ; and their behaviour has been eventually at*

tended with important effects. Even Mr. Hume, inconsistent and
partial as he sometimes appears, though he treats th^ir principle*

as frivolous, and their conduct as ridiculous, has bestowed on
them, as is here obsen'cd, the highest eulogium that his pen could

well dictate : " So absolute (says he) was the authority of the

crown, that the precious spark of liberty had been kindled and
was preserved by the Puritans alone, and it was to thi? sect that

the English owe the v.-hole freedom of their constitution *."—It

might have been concluded that this oppressed people would have

experienced greater lenity, at least, on the accession of James I. than

they had obtained in the foregoing reign : but, observes Mr. Neal,
• If King James had any principles of rehgicn beside what he caUed

King-craft, or dissimulation, he changed them with the climate ; for

from a ngid Cahinist he becan^e a favourer oi j^nmnianism in the latter

part of his reign ; from a Vro^titdiVLt oi the purest hirk on earth, a doc-

trinal Papist; and from a disguised Puritan, the most implacable enemy
of that people, putting all the springs of the prerogative in motion

to drive them out of both kingdoms.'

We have only farther to add that, since the publication ofthe first

volume, the editor has met with Mr. Neal's letter to Dr. Hare, Dean
of Worcester ; which, he thinks, does the author credit, as ft is writ-

ten both with ability and temper : by an extract ivam ky he iinishes

kis Advertisement. - -

' -'' --''1

Two farther volumes of this work are published : -bfUt' iN^'-'lTiave not

yet seen them. - ' v.j;;-7 ?i'

POETRY and DRAM A T I^C? "'; '\t

Art. 24. 7he Country Parson, a Poem. By John JBidlake, A. B,

&c. izmo. IS. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1797.

Mr. Bidlake has pursued the track of the modern imitators of the

-incomparable author of " the Faiiy Queen," and, as we think, with

Ho inconsiderable success. Though, liowever, we cannotallow equal

merit to the ' Country Parson' ^vith the " Castle of Indolence," yet

Mr. B. is not deficient in the powers of description, nor in the en-

chanting faculty of cloalhing ithmhI sentiment in the rich and varie-

gated garb of poetic allegory. It will not be deemed in]urious to

the praise .due to Mr. Bidlakt|- if we speak of Spenser and Thomson
in a strain of mortt elevated panegyric. The genius of the author of
" tilt Season*-" -bears, in our ppinipn, a strong analogy to that of

the pensive, -de<!criptive, Mid mprTilizing Spenser. Both poets abound

in admirable sentlmjents ; botli w(;r< entliusiastic lovers of Katurc ; and

imagery. How far Mr. Bidlake has caught

frqip these . bards . a power to paint, and a philosophical spirit, tke

-fbllowiiig quotations may serre to evince.— In the description ol the

Pykar's Garden^: this stanza partiailarly pleased m» : '•
> :• , ^ic.:-; \ w'

There too the Currant hangs its, loaded H.(:ai3^;^t "'^
,t^

^• ''" Pomdha^s Pearls and Crrmsori Gems all brighfc; ^^^'•: '-^.^

^^,; .f j5U^^i?^5|..JcJist(>sy;of EnglaiB^ SAi',vy» p» iSg^o SxotcdJtiony 17^.

/ii'.u
'

' Plethoric
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Pletheric Gooseberries, amber, green, or red.

Whose Giant Size may Rivalship excite,

V/ith harmless Pride, nice Culture's Care requite.

Ami there the Strawberry, 'mid her Veil of Green,

Bashful with modest fiice shrinks back from Sight,
" True Virgin beauty blushing to be seen :

And what so sweet as Chastity in Beauty's Mien ?•

The author, making an eulogy on the honest Love of Pre-emi-

"a«nct exhibited in the character of the Vicar, contr^|t;s it with xht

Vicious pride knd servility of the Courtier : ',
,,j..,,^

Jb-s/^ . i'
* Nor wants he reverence due ; that dear delight

ballc-^ 3^f whatsoe'er degree, of high or low.

7 J 2 !jNo mind so humble but will claim this right

;

li;;;/! xThis dearest Commerce social Compacts know;

-jo'j *-, ,For with this jealous claim all Bosoms glow.

For this the Courtier, whom proud titles deck,

Now aims to rule, now servilely will bow

:

To higher rank can cringe, and stoop the neck,

jpifi an JFuII glad to catch tlie favour'd smile and watch each becfc.-

itttjCI ,? * Yet he mean tintc the proudest of the proud,

i'n-f/ til An haughty Tyrant, and an abject Slave, ; t^Jp-ji^

• < 'With fond Complacence eyes the menial Crowds' >'

That at his Levee wait, :.nd favour crave ;
•

- .

Wlierc golden Fools, and every fawning Knare-Jii. ...

The ready V\"ckome meet.—The little mind .moAi <i

Can ne'er with native Dignity behave ;

Tho' rais'd, still ever low ; tho' free, confin'd :

Ennobled Slaves are found the meanest of Mankind.''

In adopting the difficult stanza of " the Fair)- Queen," Mr. Bi4-

^kc has sometimes marr'd his English by occasionally ©mittin^- the

article:

• So Alderman tl»e feast of reason deems,'— . ^,, .

* The pride of Clarke who j-i//j-£7-'s scat ascends.*

Some of the final lines of the author's stanzas appear tousdeBcient

in melody, if not in metre : ,
- ; bsii w

And what s© sweet as Chastity in Beauty's Mien?->«i^''^ ^-^^

And fill with grateful Melody his blest retreat— ;
'--'c -~ -"li

But blcss'd bygolden Temperance equal joys maintaKis*^
'*

L..t.. i;- In little Minds tbat cannot raise supreme delight. - -'^ --*

' "^fn'the final Alexandrine line of the Spencerian stanza, tn^ eat^
iTjost pkastd when the CaesurrJ pause takes place at the 6th syilabfc,

and thus divides the verse. ',"

_

.Art. 2.5. Psrms : icdntaining the Goldfinch, a Rhapsody, in Three
Cantos ; a Translation of Ovid's first Heroic Epistle ofPenefope ip
Ulysses; Sennets, &c By a Student of Lincoln's Inn."'^,to.

IS. 6d. Johnson.

The poem of the GoIJfnch, which forms the principal part of Ms
collection, is so widely digressive that it is not easy to analyse !!;«•>•

Perhaps some of owr readers, ou perusing the following lines, Ih'ih

5 j-;gU :•..>- - w&k)k
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which It opens, may think any attemj)t oif that sort a waste df tind^

:uid labour :

* Whether it be, some t'uliiig star above

Gave at my birth my future hie to love.

Or, as in bounder casuists may be found,

Such matchless beauties in our isle abound.

As might in bi.shops wake rude lay desires,

And light in hermits' breasts unhallowM fires ;

Oft hath it griev'd me sore, in woman kind

Hearts so perverse, and foes to man to find,

That the warm kiss from virgin lips supply'd.

The touch, the soft embrace to us dcny'd.

And all the little favours of the fair.

The bird, the squirrel, or the lap-dog share.

This ill with Nature, worse with manners suits

;

As if these human were, and we the brutes.'

To gratify the curiosity of others, however, who may not bequittf

so fastidious, it inay suffice to say that the principal subject is a

Goldfinch 'j which engages so much of the attention of Laura as to

excite the jealousy of her lover, who gives vent to his complaints in

very violent language. The lady, liowever, contrives to assuage his fury,

by assuring hini that she has love and tenderness enough, in her nature,

to content both the Goldfinch and liimself. In many parts of the

poem, the author attempts to be satirical. The four following lines

icem to be aimed at the Reviewers :

' Pedants, scarce fit at college to preside.

Whom even heads of houses must deride,

RcWewers turn, and, oh their pow'rs of face !

por who-'s-that Godwin's creed dare Burke's displace.*

Open as we are to conviction, and thankful for,any just rebuke, it

is matter of concern to us. that this author should express himself so

uninteUigibly as to pre%-ent our proiiting from his kind admonitions.

This poem is followed by a translation of the Epistle of Penelope

to Ulysses from Ovid ; and the writer justly observes that tliere is no.

«-ood translation of Ovid's Epistles. We conceive, indeed, that the

execution of a work of that sort would be attended with some diffi-

culty, and would require talents of which the writer of the specimen

befosp.. us is not possessed. The other pieces,—an imitation of.

* Sappho's Ode to Venus;'

—

\Le baiser rendu,' from Fontaine ; and

a few others,;—may be passed over in silence, without auy very great

injury to tlte author.

Art; 'is. Bhgy to the Memory of the Rev. Wm. Mason. 4to. is.

l.'.'v • Cadelljun. and Davies. 1797*

The writer of this elegy having, in the usual form of classic invo~

cation, called on the nymphs of the woods and mountains tg, lament

the death of the respectable poet who is the subject, of it, thus ou »

sudden checks himself

;

'-
%>;f. j^^jjj.g p^^gaj^ dieams ! I mourn a Christian dead ;*—

afldKe then proceeds, in strains oft^v sublime and appropriate ];raisr.
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to celebrate the memory of his friend as a poet, as a man of virtue,

and as a Christian.

* His Breast, of lav/less Anarchy the Foe,

For Britain swelPd with Freedom's patriot Zeal*;

Nor thus confin'd, for ever^^ cHme could glow,

And in a slave's a Brother's wrongs could feel

:

* Could feel o*er Afric's race when Avarice spred

Her bloody wing, and shook in scorn the chain ;

While Justice, hand in hand by Mercy led,

To Christian Senates cried, and cried in vain !

* Now their new Guest the sacred Hosts include,

They who on Earth with kindred lustre shone ;

\Miom love of God to love of Man subdu'd.

Nor Pride, nor Avdrice sear'd the Heart to Stone.

* There shall he join the Bards, whose hallow'd Aim
Sought from the dross of Earth the Soul to raise

;

Disdain'd the Meed of perishable Fame,

And sunk the Poet's in the Christian's Praise.

* There 'mid Empyreal light shall hail his Gray ;

There Milton throu'd in peerless Glory see J

The Wreath that flames on Thomson's brow survey;

The brighter Crown that. Cow per, waits for thee.*

.

The whole of this elegy appears worthy of the poet to whose me-
mory it is consecrated : the lines are strong and correct : the topics

of eulog}' and lamentation are judiciously chosen and happily applied;

and the last stanza of those which we have cited above concludes the

elegy with equal propriety and dignity.

Art. 27. jfwoefuk Essays in Poetry. By J. Donoghue. l2mo.
IS. 6d. Seeley, Owen, &c. 1797.

* Placed by the hand of Providence at an humble distance from the

great, with no merit to plead, no patronage to ensure success, I have
taken up the pen, with a boldness which necessity atone could inspire,

to contribute to the better support of a precarious existence.' On
reading this passage at the commencement of the author's preface,

the brow of the critic must be relaxed by the feelings of the man.
Sorrow is sacred, and industrious poverty claims our compassion and
our aid. Though we cannot recommend tbese juvenile poems to those

who are much conversant with this enchanting province of literature,

yet we think it our duty to inform a numerous set of readers, to whom
all poetry is amusing, that such a publication is abroad ; and not to
with-hold the motives of the author in venturing this edition.

To shew the nature of the writer's com.plaints, and of his poetical

powers of announcing them, the following specimen may be thought
sufficient

;

* Where Taw majestic rolls his briny pride

Cerulean to his source, I punctual stray'd ;

* ' See the Secular Ode on the Anniversary of the Revolution.'

Ret. Aug. 1797. I i Along
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Along his bants I woo'd the whispering breeze j

Eve o'er the vale her darkliYig mantle spread

Of dusky tint ; the Welkin lower'd deep^

Save the faint glimmerings of the pale-ey'd West,
Or distant Taper trembling on the wave.

Grief dew'd my check, and all my bosom heav'd

With palpitating throb ; morose despair

Dash'd on the ground the salutary cup
Contentment ofter'd to the sickly life>

And tlius grief languish'd from my woe-tiwM tongue a

" Wliat t\miults oft await the soul refin'd

By education, but by wealth unblest,

When wortli forlorn hies to the squalid cot

And unbefriended dies—Ah me ! Condemn'd
The wintry chill of indigence to feel,

Whose blossom withers with the breath of love,.

And checks the embryo promfse of my youth ;

Whose bread is bitterness, whose drink is woe."

Some of the contents of this small collection are, The Consola^

lion of Genius.—The Morning Walk.—Epigram.—Peace.—The En-
vious Rose.—The Fair Penitent.—To Myra, a Sonnet In Imitation

©f Horace.—Sonnet.-—A Night Piece.—Every one has his Pursuit.

—On the Death of H. G. Tippets, Esq.—The Wife Revenged,

from the French.—The Wishes, ditto.—Address to the Frenchj

May 1795.
—

'^^^ Disconsolate Female.—The Scolding Wife, &c.

Art. 28. Fomj.,by7.F.DU;din. 8vo. pp. ii7;^"»'5S.6d. Boards.

Booker, &c. 1797.
The writer of these Poems acknowleges, in his preface, thn! the

greater part of them were written when he was under the age of

twenty ; we were not therefore surprized to find many marks of haste,

negligence^ amd immaturity. The truth of that common axiom,
* Pacta mucitur, nott fit,' we are induced by long experience to admit

only with much res.-rve and limitation.—The flight of unfledged

bards is precipitate ;;nd dangerous, and too often resembles the fate

of Icaru:. We think, however, that Mr. Dibdin has given, both in

his prose, a^id his verse, some promises of improvement, which a due
measure of industry and application may probably enable him to ful-

fill. As advice to youthful writers is in. general not very pleasant, and
in :he present case perliaps it will be deemed less so ff given in the

languag : of the person to whom it is addressed, we will permit

Mr. D. in the following citation to be hfs ©wfl instructor ; pre-

mising, moreover, that the lines convey the best specimen of the au-

thor's writing :.

* Whate'er advan^nge Genius may bestow,

'Tis hulustry that makes each power to grew z.

Whate'er kuid Nature to our parts may give,

'Tis Industry that makes those parts to live

:

As when a gem with native lustre lies,

And, buried in the mine, for ever dies *,

* The gem dym in the iiiine seems a new idea.
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tVhat worth attends it ? but if found perchance.

The Artist's hands the sparkling genri enhance.

So let our Genius ever be display'd,

When Application lends its firmer aid.'

Art. 29. Sonnets and other small Poems. By T. Park. 12mo. 6s,

Boards. Sael. 1797.
Mr. Park excited our attention and our expectations, by the fol-

lowing information in his Preface : ' By the counsel of Mr. Cowper,
these poems were first encouraged to solicit public notice. By the

comments of Miss Seward, they have been rendered less unworthy
to do so.* How far the hopes thus av/akened were gratified, the

following specimens will probably tfnable the reader to deter-*

mine

:

« SONNET i.

Muse of the Landscape ! that in sylvan shade*

With meek simplicity, thy handmaid, diuells i

Oft hast thou led me through sequester'd dells^

O'er airy heights, and down the sunny glade.

Where vei-nant wreaths for thee I sought to braid

Of wild-blown roses, or of azure bells

Cull'd by some limpid fount that softly wells *;

And hast thou no return of kindness made ?

Yes, thou hast sooth'd my heart in soitow's hourj

And many a wayward passion oft beguil'd ;

Thy charms have won me to Reflection's bowery
When Folly else^ with visions false and wild,

Had lur'd my footsteps, by her v/itching powerj
From thee, enchanting Nature's loveliest child.'

We must nevertheless remark that this elegant tribute to rural

pleasures is' liable to censure : that for tuho in the first line is Incor-

rect ; d-iueUs for dwellest, imgrammaticah Vernant Is a term with
which we are unacquainted.

The following Sonnet (xvi. ) is another of the best specimens of
Mr. Faik's collectioii

:

* Written in an Alcove, inhere Thomson composed his Seasonsi

* Aerial Spirits, who forsook your sky-

To whisper charmed souulIs in Thomson's ear.

Or shaded from the ken of grosser eye.

Did to the Bard in holy trance rippecfl"

;

Still guard the sacred grove which once was dear»

On every leaf env/eave a druid spell,

And say to the profane, should such come near,

Here did the ' Woodland Pilgrim' form his Cell

;

The Priest of Nature here his temple plac'd.

And rais'd the incense of his song on high
;

With sylvan honours was his allar grac'd,

His harp was tun'd to heavenly psalmistry

:

* Flows, an old word,

^ ' 2 Here
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Here did he pour to Nature's God the strain !

And should you scorn the worship, shun the fane.*

We were surpnsed to find the following words used by a writer

who is for the most part correct, and in many passages elegant and
poetical : ' Inspirative ; tfoublous ; ardency ; confess'tal ; academe ;

hyemal.'—Such attempts at rhyme as the following are preposterous

:

dry beards, five years ; vicarage, puckeridge ; doublet, couplet ;

pass, verse ; verbum, interdum ; Flora, Laura.— Correctness in

Poems of vi^hich the highest merit is elegant trifling must be
deemed indispensable, and we wish to press this caution on an author

who seems capable, with adequate exertion, of agreeably amusing the

public as a Poet.

Some pleasing engravings accompany this volume.

Art. 30. The College ; a Satire. Cantos I. and II. 8vo. 3s.

Cawthorn. 1797.
The contests of grave and learned bodies have always been thought

fair game for ridicule : but, in order to succeed with the public in a

topic of so confined a nature, no inconsiderable portion of wit and
humour is necessary, Joined with that easy playfulness which can

scarcely be expected from one who is seriously interested in the event

of the dispute. We cannot deem the writer before us qualified, either

by wit or indifference, to eritertain his readers on the topic which he
has chosen ; and if he intended to produce more serious effects, he
would probably have succeeded better in plain prose. Amid some
vigorous and even elegant lines, we observe an unaccountable mixture
©f incorrect versification and prosaic and vulgar expression; while the

personal satire is equally flat and illiberal.

Art. 31. Fugitive Pieces, By Frances Greensted. 8vo. 3s. Printed

at Maidstone. Wilkie, Loudon. 1796.
When our readers are told that this collection of verscb is the com-

position of a female in the humble station of a servant, whose pious

endeavours to assist an infirm parent at the age of eighty-two have
been approved by a most respectable list of subscribers, we presume
that they will not so much regard the intrinsic merit of the poetry,

as the intention of the writer j and will be satisfied with the senfi-

ments of a well-disposed and not uncultivated mind, displayed in cor-

rect language.

Art. 32. The IVill; a Comedy, in five Acts. By Frederick Rey-
nolds. 8vo. 2s. Robinsons. 1797.

The account of any one comedy of this author is so applicable to

the rest, that it might, with no injury to writer or readej-, be left as

a sort of standing character. In short, unless Messrs. King, Ban-
nister, and Suett, and Mrs. Jordan, consent to go about from house
to house reading his plays, he cannot expect a particle of that ap-

plause in the closet which he has obtained on the stage. His Realize

and his Vetitas do indeed make a most awkward figure in print ; and
all his striling situaiions a'.id droll incidents are turned into mere puppet-
dhow farce.

Art.
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Art. 33. The Poetical Works of Thomas Gray, translated into

French Prose. By Mr. D. B. i2mo: Dulaii, De BofFe, &c.

'797-.
This h'teral translation of the poems of Gray into French prose is

executed with considerable neatness ; it was undertaken as a school-

exercise by the author, and is now offered to the learners of either

language. It is honourable to the poetry of Gray that, deprived of

the charms of metre, and of its peculiar euphony, it should yet re-

tain so much power of pleasing.

Art. 34. A Trip to Portsmouth and the Lie of IV'ight, from London,
in Rambling Verses. By a Friend to Britain. " 8vo. pp. 52.
Edinburgh, printed for the Author, and sold at No. 12 in

Ave-Maria Lane, London. 1797.
If this ' Friend to Britain' travels to no betVer purpose in' other

respects than in his attempt to -write verses, his friends,—his real not

his complaisant friends,—should advise him to remain at home.

Art. 35. Lyric Poems. 4to. pp. 109. Com. Paper, 6s. Boards..

Fine Paper, los- 6d. Robinsons- 1797.
These compositions are not all possessed of equal merit, nor are

they equally interesting in respect of their subjects : but there is much
of ease and of nature in the versification ;—and a moral tendency,
with a pleasing air of pensiveness, generally prevails throughout the

whole. The piece entitled ' Tlie Evening Walk' will give an idea

of the author's talent at Poetic description :

* O thou ! to pity's kind affections true.

Of Varro thou hast heard, the good, the wise !

Onward, my Emma—and the spot we view

Where his foresaken seat in ruin lies.

* How dead the path ! across the bord'ring woods,
On brusliing wing, no active breezes play

;

O'er the dank soil the heavy vapour broods.

And nature's wild luxuriance choaks the way.

* By well known scenes that sooth'd my youthful mind,
Through fields that in the pride of culture shone,

Sorrowing, I pass ; and in my progress find

The fence demolish'd, and the vista flown.

* But lo ! the solitary castle nigh.

Whose halls nor inmate hold, nor guest invite

;

Save yon ill-omen'd birds that perch on high.

Or round the turrets wheel their clam'rous flight.

* The parting roof that loads these mouldering walls.

Scarce yields a shelter from the drizzling show'r
;

In at the shattered pane the ivy crawls.

And through the waste apartment weaves her bow'r.

* Where peace, where pleasure dwelt, destruction prowls ;

Where mirth was heard and music wont to chime

—

Jiark ! how with sudden gust the tempest howls.

And flaps the jarring doors, unlock'd by timp,

113 * Hov»
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* How chang'd th' abode where Varro lov'd to rest

!

When, by his happier stars, from courts remov'd,

He h'v'd, of fortune, kindred, friends, possest.

By men applauded, and by Heav'n approv'd.

* Blest in himself, his bounty's warm embrace

Diffus'd the blessing o'er his wide domain ;

For one was he of that primeval race

Whose splendour shone propitious on the plain,

* The hones that cherish age were all his own
;

The happy sire his gen'rous sons survey'd,

WT^Oj to the blooming verge of manhood grown,
His worth reflected, and his love repaid.

* Fall'n with the parent tree, in dust they lie

—

This mutilated mansion why explore ?

' Where Fancy rivets her distemper'd eye

On joys for *ver past, and friends no more !

- .'Vs through the storms of life our course we steer.

Still some lost comfort down the current goes

—

Turn, Emma, turn! suppress the fruitless tear.

And reap the present good that Heav'n bestows.'

There h in thh collection a poem entitled T'lie Pastime, containing

an Old Man'ij Apology for his continued and innocent Attentions tu

the Fair Sex ; with which being much pleased (for we, too, as Diydeii
'

t^aid, have not yet forgotten the power of beauty,) we were inclined to

enrich our miscellany,—but room is wanting for its insertion.

Art. 36. Wh£7 as thry "uere^ and Maids as they arc, a Comedy, i^

Five Acto, as performed at the Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden.

Second Edition, By Mrs. Inchbald. 8vo. 2s. Robinsons.

The general style and spirit of Mrs. Inchbald's dramatic writings,

and the tnorits of her own personal character, are so well known to

iho public, that we shall not very critically enlarge on the present

jomposition t but, as the Prologue * has glanced, with no violation of

r.rojiriety, at both the Authoress and her literaiy productions, parti-

iralarly this her present adventure on the stage, we ehall give a transcript

of soTne. of the lines ;—v.'ith which no gooU-naturcd reader can be dis-

pleased :

'I come not to announce a bashful maid

Who ne'er has try'd the drama's doubtful trade^

Who sees with flutt'ring hope the curtain rise,

And scans with timid glance your critic eyes ;

Mv. client is ^ more txpcricnc'd dame,

Tho' not a Veteran, not unknown to Fame,

Who thinks your favours arc an honest boast,

Yet fears to forfeit what she values most

:

Who has, she trusts, some character to lose.

E'en tho' the woman did not aid the Muse ;

Who courts with modest aim the public smile.

That r,tar>^.n of meiit, and that meed of toil.

* Written by a Friend.
At
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At Athens once (our author has been told)

The Comic Muse, irregularly bold,

With h'ving calumny profan'd her stage,

And forg'd the frailties of the faultless sage.

Such daring ribaldry you need not fear.

We have no Socrates to libel here.

Ours are the follies of an humbler flight,

Offspring of manners volatile and light
;

Our^en'ral satire keeps more knaves in awe,
•Our court of conscience comes in aid of law.

Plere scourg'd by wit, and pilloried by fun,

Te-n thousatid coxcombs blush instead of one.'
-
- ,,

The want of due att-ention to probability in the fa'ble and business

of the play is the general and most prominent defect of our modern
comic writers ; and it 'has been that of Mrs. I. in the present case, to

such a degree that even the spirit, ease, and sprightliness of the dia-

logue can scarcely make reparation for the writer's disregard of the

laws of the drama, in this respect.

RELIGIOUS afld POLEMICAL.
Art. 37. ClaudPs Essay on the Composition of a Sermon^ formerly

translated from the French by the Rev. Robert Rcbinson, with an
Appendix ; containing One Hundred Skeletons of Sermons ; several

being the Substance of Sermons preached before the University,

by the Rev. Charles Simeon, M. A. Fellow of King's College,

Cambridge. Large 8vo. pp. 374. los. Boards. Mathews,
Dilly, &c. 1796.

Mr. Robinson's translation of Claude's Essay, with a IJfe of
Claude, many ingenious and curious notes, and a Dissertation on
preaching, passed under our notice in Rev. vol. Ixi, p. 100. Witli
all --(.'he singularities of that pu'blication, we cannot persuade ourselves

that many readers will think, tlrat Mr. Simeon's edition, which omits
almost every thing that was properly Mr. Robinson's own, is pre-
ferable to the former. Mr. Robinson was often eccentric, and
sometimes coarse and rude : but he was a writer of too much native

genius, as well as too honest and worthy a man, to deserve to have
his works curtailed in the manner in which they are treated in this

publicatiaru It did not become this editor, while he was taking the
liberty of reprinting Mr. Robinson's translation entire, to depreciate

the merit of the translator as capable of writing notes replete v>'lth le-

vity, and teeming with acrimony, and to make a merit of publishing
the translation without the encumbrances with which the translator

had loaded it.

Our present chief concern, however, is with the hundred shlelons of
sermons annexed to the Essay. By a skeleton, the author under-
stands ' not merely a sketch or outhne, but a fuller draft, contain-

ing nil the component parts of a sermon, and all the ideas necessar}''

for the illustration of them.' He seems to. have borrowed the idea
from Bishop Beveridge's four volumes of skeletons undt r the title of
Thesaurus Theologkus., written solely for his ov/n use ; and he h^s
pursued the plas, with some varieties of method, but very much in

tht spirit of that celebrated divine. Two full pages are devoted to

I i 4 each
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each skeleton : the primary and more important parts are distin-

giiished from those which are secondary and subordinate ; the latter

being printed in a smaller type, and placed between brackets.

We judge it- wholly unnecessary to give any specimen of this pub-

lication ; for, though we think it ver)' important that great attention

should be paid to methodical arrangement in the composition of ser-

mons, we cannot say that we should think it any improvement on

the present mode of preaching, if the plans here proposed were ge-

nerally adopted ; nor do we conceive that the usual strain of moral

instruction, which has prevailed among our more intelligent and liberal

divines, both in the church of England and among dissenters, would

be advantageously superseded by discourses completely filled up

from the matter provided in these skeletons. Such an alteration

would rather tend to bring back the days of fanaticism, than to carry

forwards the great design of rendering public instruction more inform-

ing and useful. If any reader should find his curiosity so far excited,

with respect to this publication, as to wash for farther particulars, he

may be gratified at an easy expence by purchasing the specimen

which is the subject of the next aiticle.

Art. 38. The Gospel Message. A Sermon preached before the

-University, Nov. 13, l''ig6 ; to which are annexed four Skele-
' tons of Sermons upon the same Text, treated in four different

Ways, with a View to illustrate Mr. Claude's Rules of Composi-
tion and Topics of Discourse. By the Rev. Charles Simeon,

M. A. Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. The Fifth Edi-

tion. Large 8vo. pp. 24. One Shilling. Mathews. 1796.

This sermon, &c. is intended as an Appendix to the volume no-

ticed in the preceding article, and is well suited to explain and iUus-?

trate the author's plan. The text is Mark ::vi. 15, 16.

Art. 39. A Vindication of the Divine Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,

and of the Doctrines contained in them ; being an Answer to the two

^ Parts of Mr.T. Paine's Age of Reason. ByThomas Scott, Chaplain

'"to the Lock Hospital. Small 8vo. is. Mathews. 1796.

This is one of the most full and detailed rephes to the Age of Reason
that has yet come before us, and by its plainness it is suited for the

generahty of readers. We cannot but admire the good intention

with which it is written. Mr. Scott is not only a warm but an able

advocate for revelation : he has, in a variety of instances, detected

the mistakes into which Mr. Paine has fallen ; exposed the futility of

his objections to the scriptures ; and proved how very superficially

he must have read tl-iem. As a specimen of Mr. S.'s ability we shall

transcribe his observations pn Mr. Paine's strictures on the Books of
Kings and Chronicles

:

* The attention he has paid to his subject appears fropn his assert?

ing, that ' the genealogy from ^datn to Saul takes up the first nine

chapters of Chronicles :' when in fact the descendants of David to

four generations after ^erubbabel are found in the third chapter
;

and the succession of the high priests till the captivity in the sixth

chapter, besides other matters of the same kind ! This would be

unworthy of notice, did it not shew that the author is not so com-
petent

I
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petent to his undertaking, as many of his readers, who have not

.studied the subject, may suppose him. He considers the books of

Chronicles as a repetition of the books of Kings ; and others I find

speak of them in the same manner. But an attentive examination of

them will convince an^'' man, that this is erroneous : for the second

book of Chronicles contains the history of Judah only, and of the

kings that succeeded David till the captivity ; and it gives a more
popious and methodical account of them, than is found in the books

of Kings. These latter, from the division of the nation into two
kingdoms, resemble an history of France and England carried ou

together, with continual transitions from one to the other. The
former ii like the history of E\igland apart, in whicli the affairs of

France are only mentioned, when they are connected v.ith those of

England.
* What then shall we think of a man, who charges two historians

with being impostors and liars, because they do not exactly relate

the same events? Had they ^-ritten the history of the same king-

dom : they might surely have had the liberty to select, according^

to their different views, the peculiar facts which they would record;

for no historian can record every thing that happens. But their

histories relate to distinct subjects, and the writer of Chronicles had
nothing immediately to do with the afiairs of Israel. He, wha
undertakes to write the annals of England, is not bound to relate

the extraordinary meastires and edicts of the French convention;

and should some author in future times on this ground assert, that
* the historians of England and France did not belie '.'e one another,

they knew each other too well :' the observation would not, I sup-
pose, greatly recommend his candour and penetration.'

After having patiently attended Mr. P. through the several book*
of the Old and New Testament, Mr. Scott proceeds in the secon/3

part of his performance to discuss the subjects of—Revelation Mi^
jracles—Prophecy—the Canon of Scripture—Mystery-^Redemption
•—the Insufficiency of Deism—and the Nature and Tendency of
Christianity. - -

On the subject of Miracles, he reasons well, and has shewn that
Mr. P. has mistaken the meaning of the word : but we must con-
fess that Mr. Scott does not appear to us equally fortunate on eveif
topic. We think that he attempts too much wlien he contends for
the inspiration of the historical partt; of Scripture, and that his cor^.

-Ceit of tiie victories of Joshua being typical is unfounded. We ivcrt
surprised, also, to find him declaring his firm belief of the Sono- of
3olomon being a very useful part of the Word of God, and asserting
our Saviour to have made his quotations from the Septua'ant. The.
quotations in the Gospels from the O. T. do for the most part agr-ee
with the 70, and may induce a belief that in the time of Christ these
were the readings of the Hebrew text: but certahdy he did not quote
Greek to his Palestine hearers.

Mr. Scott is also in an error when he says that * there is no sober
student of the Bible who will find a single passage, in which the idea
of a divine super-natural impulse is not connected wilh the word
prophesying.' What Ts-ill he say as tp the meaning of this word

7 I Kinofs
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1 Khigs xviii. 29 ? Here it cannot mean either predicting, or speaklnnr

under a divine or supposed divine impulse.

Art. 40. The Manner po'mled out in ivhich the Common Prayer
^ufas read in Private by thf late Mr. Garrici, for the Instruction of

a young Clergyman : from whose MS. this Publication is com-
posed. By J.W.Anderson, A.M. 8vo. 2s. Rivingtons.

"797-
The incori'<^ct elocution and the unanimated delivery of many of our

divines are more efficient causes of the want of piety, in the greater

part of all congregations, than may appear on a slight consideration

of this important subject..—Though every clergyman cannot, through

defective powers of enunciation, or from other impediments, strongly

impress his audience with the sy-mpathy of devotional fervor, nor be

able to rouse a langu-id mind into devotional energy, yet the most im-

perfect orator should endeavour to avoid the more common faults of

CJjrcless utterance, or undignified attitudes and gestures ; and to this

end he may certainly be assisted in his endeavours by the attentive

perusal of some points of instruction contained in the pamphlet before

BS : yet we would not wish him to be too bervile in his observance of

tine directions here said to have been given by the accomplished DavicJ

Garrick, lest he should unfortunately be considered rather as a stag<:

pei-former, than a pulpit orator.

Art. 41. ^Defence cf the Mosaic, or Revealed Creation: proving

the Autlienticity of the Pentateuch ; the Consistency of Moses'vS

Description with the Principles of Natural Philosophy now
current ; and the Truth of Scripture Chronology. Humbly
offered to the Perusal of Philosophic Infidels. By John Jones,

8vo. pp.29, is. Griffiths. iy^/S.

This pamphlet is intended as an answer to, a Refutation of revealed

Chronology by John East, Esq. of Milt-End.T-7-»-It was read some time

ago before the Mathematical Society, «nd is now published verbatim ;

with the small addition of a page, which the printer required to com-

plete two sheets : but to the destruction of the author's pamphlet, by an

inuendo ou priesthood. I concluded (says he) my performance 'with a

cwse I *
^

Although we are decidedly of opinion that this tract wjJI not afford

great support to the system which it is designed to prop, we give the

author full credit for his zeal and orthodoxy. We only wish that lie

had reasoned a little more mathematicallyr

MEDICAL atnl CHEMICAL, d?V.

Art. 42. yi Treatise on the T'ellono Fever, as it appeared in the

Island of Dominica, in the Years 1793-4-5-6: to whlcli are

added. Observations on the .Bilious Remittent Ftvtr, on the In-

termlttents, Dysentery, and some other West India Diseases ; also,

the Chcnu'cal Analysis and Medical Properties of the Plot Mineral

Waters in the same Island. By James Clark, M. D. F.R.S.E.
8vG. pp. 168. 3s. 6d. Boards. Murray and Co. 1797-

* We learn this from his own letter, addressed to us.

A historj
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A history and description of the yellow fever form the introduc-

tion of this work ; after which Dr. Clark recommends the free use of
;nercury, both as a remedy and a preventive. ' The officers of his

Majesty's army and navy, who have leisure and can be prevailed upon^
on their arrival (in the West Indies) to undergo one or two gentle

courses of mercury, taking a few laxative medicines after, confining

themselves to the moderate use of wine, and living chiefly on vegcr
tables and fruits for the first two months, may rely almost to a cer-

tainty on escaping this fever.' To others, a few brisk calomel purges
are recommended, with bark, during the time of service. The author
speaks unfavourably of bleeding.—< There was not a single instance

of an emigrant recovering who had been bled :' but, in a few in-

stances of robust new-comers, bleeding was employed with advan-
tages.

Dr. Clark asserts tliat, according to Scheele's eudiometer, the at-

pnosphere appeared, during the prevalence of the disease, to contain

but one fifth of vital air ; whereas, by the same test, it contained one
fourth at other times. The reduced state of the atmosphere he be-
lieves to have first excited the disease. On this head, however, he
<xpresses himself like one who is confused, and in consequence con-
fuses his readers, with inaccurate ideas :

* This derangement of the component parts of the atmosphere,
was probably effected by the strong light and intense heat of the
sun having disengaged, or formed some combination with its vital

part, or a certain portion of it, which being so united and rarified

would rise far above that stratum of air, in which we, in lower si-

tuations, breathe, leaving the mepliitic or heavier part near to the
surface of the earth. The loss of a small portion of vital air would
render this lower stratum very unfit for respiration, and of course
very unwholesome to live in.'

The causes to which this reduction of the standard of the at-

mosphere is ascribed are, in our estimation, utterly inadequate to
the effect. The author talks as if the < still moving air' were as -sta-

tionary as thejands which it sweeps; and we imagine that it would
be quite as philosophical to ascribe the plague cf London to the
Lord Mayor's kitchen fire, as a depravation of the wliole Caribbeean
atmosphere to any />/'/iy^j^;>//V processes that may be going on in the
Islands. The remote causes of the yellow fever are matter of deeper
research, and must perhaps be deduced from principles not vet to be
found in our philosophy.

The principal points in the remainder of this volume are a recom-
mendation of bark, as early as possible in the remitrion of the bilious

remittent fever—of the cinchona brachycarpa in some intermittents

of a watery infusion of ipecacuanha in dysentery—a distinction of
tetanus into idiopathic and symptomatic, the first of which is said

to be cured and the latter prevented by mercurials— and a reference
of the jaw -fall of infants to wood smoke. Some observations and
fxperimr:vits in tiie hot mineral waters of Dominic? close the author's
part of the volume. Mr. Brande has contributed a small appendix of
lexperjiD'jnts on the Cinchona Brachycarpa.

Art.
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Ayt. 43. An Account of the Tellotu Fevery with a successful Method
of Cure. By James Bryce, Surgeon, late of the Busbridge East

Indiaman. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Robinsons.

This essay treats on a subject which has employed and deserves to

employ many pens, and it contains some curious particulars. The
disease broke out 40 days after the vessel had ceased to have commu-
nication either with ship or port. It is remarkable, though suffici-

ently conformable to analogy, that it should have immediately suc-

ceeded the ceremony of ducking those who had never before crossed

the line. The small proportion of deaths is absolutely unprecedented.

Out of 250 cases, (300, if we reckon relapses,) three only terminated

fatally. The author's success seems to have been owing to the free use

of calomel with gamboge, jalap, and other drastic substances. The
disease raged on board the Busbridge during the summer of 1792 ;

Mr. Bryce, therefore, could not avail himself of any of the recent pub-
lications on the similar treatment of this most formidable complaint.

Whether the contagion was carried out or generated on board ap-

pears altogetlier uncertain ; and the identity of the disorder with

those which have depopulated America' and the West Indies is a

question of some nicety. We, who can judge only from the reports

of medical men, are obh'ged to acknowlege a striking similarity in

many circumstances,— the mortality excepted.

From the year 1793 ^° ^^ present moment, books professing to

furnish " sxiccessful methods of treatment" have come to our hands :

yet during the whole of this period, accounts (we fear, too authentic)

of the unabated ravages of the yellow fever have been transmitted to us.

How is this difficulty to be explained ? Do not the books reach our

army surgeons? Do these gentlemen not follow the methods? or are

these methods less successful in the hands of others than in those of

the first proposers ?

Art. 44. A Treatise on the Disorders Incident to Horned Cattle, &c. &c,

By J. Downing. To which are added Receipts for curing the

Gripes, Staggers, and Worms in Horses, and an Appendix, con-

taining Instructions for the extracting of Calves. 8vo. pp» 131^

los. 6d. Printed at Stourbridge. London, Longman. I797»

From the extraordinary price set on this little volume, we imagine

that the author has gained reputation for his practical skill in his

neighbourhood, and has been supposed to be possessed of some valu-

able secrets in the treatment of diseased cattle. We do not wish to

lessen his crfdit in his profession : but we cannot say much in favour

of his book, which shews neither the knowlege of the animal economy,

Dor the acquaintance with medicine, that are necessary for reducing

practice to rational principles. Some of his receipts are an inconsist-

ent jumble, and appear to us very ill adapted to the case in which

they are prescribed. We fear, indeed, that several of them would be

very mischievous.

A-Vt. 45. Observ/ittons concerning the Diet of the Comnien People^ re-

commending a Method of living less expensive, and more con-

ducive to Health than the present. By William Buchan, M. D,
^c. tJvo. IS. 6d. Cadell jun. and Davies. 1797.

Few
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Few topics have been more vaguely and vmsatisfactorily discussed

than diet ; the reason of which evidently is, that persons have writtea

on it under the influence of their ovrn particular habits and likings,

without any solid foundation of general principles deduced from ex-

periment. We are sorrv that we cannot except the little work before

us from the number of those which have been composed in this man-
ner: but the truth seems to have been, that the author, desirous

of saying something on a subject v^-hich temporary causes had made
popular, put pen to paper with no other previous stock than a few
loose ideas gathered from cursory reading and common obsen-ation.

We do not mean to deny that his leading notions are right : but we
find nothing masterly nor precise— nothing to distinguish his remarks
from the ordinary unpremeditated conversation of a medical man on the

subject. Who could not presently fill a few pages with declamation

about animal food, bread, tea, and butter—about the preference of
stewing to roasting, and the economy of broth and hasty-pudding ?

After the elaborate experiments of Count Rumford, and other real

inquirers into these matters, the public can be little benefited by a set

of hasty observations, some of them hazarded on very dubious grounds,

and nearly all of them taken on trust. We find nothing so clearly

deducible from, the present performance, as that Dr. B. was bi-ought-

up on oatm.eal porridge and barley-broth, and that he is no great

lover of either tea or cheese !

POLITICAL, ^C.

Art. 46. Memoirs nf the ^Jmiriisfration of the Right Hon. JViUiam Pitt,

or an Inquiry into t]\e Causes and Consequences of his Conduct in

respect to different Departments, Bodies, and public Individuals

of the State. In a Letter to the Right Hon. the Earl of Suffolk,

in consequence of his Lordship's Motion in Parliament and Con-
ferences with his Majesty for the Removal. of Ministers. By
David Gam, Esq. 8vo. pp. 92. 2s. Reed. 1797-
The well known anecdote of David Gam and Lord Suffolk in the

Field of Agincourt has supplied the author of this pamphlet with

a name. As we were led to expect from the very ample title-pacre,

he pursues the Minister over a wide field, in which he exposes to

public view the alleged incapacity and bold coreuption of the Premier j,

exemplified in every act of the Legislature. Professing the soundest

loyalty to his Majesty and personal attachment to his august family^

he charges Mr. Pitt v/ith being the sole cause thit certain of them
have in any degree hazarded, by their misconduct, a diminution of
the popular esteem. This is a broad assertion ; and, as notorious

facts weigh more with the public than prejudiced opinions, we con-

sider it as the v.'eakest part of a very heavy crimination, which is di*-:

vided into several articles.

Mr. Pitt's lust of power and his prodigality are traced through their

effects in the army, na\'y, church, laws, letters, the arts, commerce, di-

plomatic departm.ent, and, lastly, in the conduct of the war. In all

and each of these, crimes of omission and commission originatinc- in

peculation or inefficiency' are denounced, sometimes in the deep tones

of despair, but more frequently in tho:-e of ubjurgatorv declamation.

As
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As our province- is chiefly confined to the author's literary mertfi

without deciding on the. justice of all lus allegations j we cannot over-

look such words as " unshakable" and " poisonously," nor a metaphor

straining on the tiptoe of nonsense Hke the following ; * nor would I

check the tear though it extinguish not the volcano ;* p. 8. We re-

member a ludicrous hue in the Entertainment of the Padlock, "Quench
^tna with a cup of teaJ"

Art. 47. jfi Letter to Georgi Augustus Pollen, Esq. M, Pi on the

late Parliamentary Association. By a Moderate man. 8vo. pp.35.
is. Cadelljun. and Davlfs.

This writer inveighs warmly and with some force against the

negli^'"ence, the apostacy, and the corruption of certain members of

our legislature. After some general statement and observations, he

says,
, ,

* Have not the people reason to be suspicious of every public cha-

racter, and eareful how far they trust him i Public virtue,- they find-

by experience, is become a plant of so rare a growth, that they can

with difficulty be brought to acquiesce in the real existence of it ;

and corruption has extended its baneful influence so wide, that the

iaundic-ed eye views every thing through the falsified medium.
' It is not less wonderful than painful, to see how far the pbisonoua

contagion has now spread. The question is not new. Whom to cor^

rupt / but. What bribe will be sujUcieni ? nor do we require,- Who
has been bribed; but, Who is proof against corruption ? Venality, in

short, is become so common, that public virtue is regarded as a
phenomenon, or as an alien In the land.'

With the following extracts we shall take leave of this sensible

writer

:

_
.

_ .

* A neglect of duty, which many Members are guilty of, is that

of treating the House of Commons in the same manner as men who
have nothing to do behave at the theatre, when they go to the play

before the last act is over, merely for a lounge, or (in their own lan-

guage) to kill time. Thus you will see Members come into the se-

nate-house at the end of a debate, and, without having heard any of

the aro-uments advanced on either side, or without even understand-

ing the nature of the question before them, hastily give a votei

which is to affect in its consequences the whole kingdom.'

—

* Indeed, a Member who gives his vote without hearing the argu-

ments adduced, and understanding the subject before him, is not les»

reprehensible than a juryman who sleeps during a trial, and then,

•without having attended to the evidence or the merits of the case

upon which he is to decide, returns a partial verdict to the parties.

If the situation of the latter, on whose verdict perhaps the fate of a

fellow-creature depends, is awful and important, how much more

awful and important Is that of a Member of the Senate, in whose

decree the lives, fortunes, and happiness of millions, as well as the

fate of an whole country, are involved ! If compassion, if humanity,

if a love of justice, and a conscientious desire of doing what is rights

.

be the guide to direct a man's conduct in the one instance,—how
much more forcibly ought it to operate vx the otlier i A jurymant
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by an improper verdict, may desti'oy an individual j but a Member,
by an unjust vote, may ruin a whole nation.'

Art. 48. The j^rt of govtrnhig a Kingdom to Advantage ; in five

Morninj:f Discourses, delivered to the King of Prussia before he
came to the Throne. By the late Frederick the Third. 8vo.

IS. Evans and Bone, 120, Holborn Hill.

This little work was privately printed, without a date, under the

title of Royal Mornings, during the administration of Lord North ;

one of whose agents obtained at Berlin a Copy of the French original,

which is ascribed to the late Frederic the Tliird, who also composed
aa exoteric book intitled Anti Machiavel. This is an esoteric work,
which reveals the most hidden mysteries of king-craft, and unveik
without a shudder the very Holy of Holies to the scornful ga2e of the
profane. The Second Morning thus opens ;

* Religion is absolutely necessary in a state; this is a maxim
which it would be madness to dispute ; and a king must know verv
little of politics, indeed, that should su'Ferhis subjects to make a bad
use of it : but then it would not be very v/ise in a king to have any re-

ligion himself. Mark well, my dear nephew, what I here say to you ;

there is nothing that tyrannizes more over the head and heart than re-

ligion, because it neither agrees with our passions, nor with those great

political viev/s which a monarch ought to have. The true religion of
a prince is his interest and his glory : he ought, by his royal station, to
be dispensed with having any other : he may, indeed, preserve out-
wardly a fair occasional appearance, for Che sake of amusing those that
are about him, or who watch his motions and character : if he fears

God, or (to speak as the priests and women do) if he fears Hell, like

Levies the XlVth, in his old age, he is apt to become timorous and
childish, and fit for notlving but to be a Capuchin ; if the point is to
avail h!ir.<^rlf of a fax'orable moment for seizing a province, an army of
devils, to defend it, present themselves to his imagination ; we are, on
that supposition, wtak enough to think it injustice ; and we propor-
tion, in our conscience, the punishment to the crime. Should it be
necessarj^to make a treaty with other power*, Ifwe remember that we
are Christians, we are undone, all would be over with us, we should be
constantly bubbles. As to war, it is a trade, in which any the least

scruple would spoil every thing ; and, indeed, what man of lx>nour
would ever make war, if he had not the right to make rules that
should authorise plunder, fire, and carnage ? I do not, however,
mean that we should make a proclamation of impiety and atheism, but
it is right to adopt ones thoughts to the rank one occupies. All the
Popes, who had common sense, have held no principles of relio-ion but
what favoured their aggrandisements. It would be the silliest thinff

imaginable if a prince was to confine himself to such paltr)' trifles as
were contri%-ed only for the common people : besides, the best way for
a prince to keep fanaticism out of his country, is, for him to have the
most cool indifference for religion. Beh'cve me, dear nephew, that
holy mother of ours has her little caprices, like any woman, and is com-
monly as inconstant : attach yourself, then, my dear nephew, to trae
philosophy, which is ever consolatory, luminous, courageous, dispas-
sionate, and inexhaustible as nature : you will then soon see tkat you

1* Witt
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will not liave in your kingdom any material dispute about religion J

for parties are never formed but on the weakness of princes, or on that

of their ministers. There is one important refleetion I would wish

you to make ; it is this : your ancestors have, in this matter, conduct-

ed their operations with the greatest political dexterity ; they have in-

troduced a reformation which gave them the air of apostles, at the

same time it was filling their purse. Such a revokition was, without

doubt, the most reasonable that could ever happen, on such a point as

this ; but since there is now Iiardly any thing left to be got in that

TTay ; and that, in the present position- of things, it would be danger-

ous to tread in their footsteps, it is therefore even best to stick to to-

leration. Retain well, dear nephew, the principle I am now to incul-

cate into you : let it be your rule of governm.ent, that men are to

worship the divinity in their own wslj ; for should you appear in the

least neglectful of this Indulgence, all would be lost and undone in

your dominions.
* Have you a mind to know why my kingdom is composed of so

many sects ? I will tell you : In certain provinces the Calvinists are

'

in possession of all the offices and posts ; in others, the Lutherans

have the same advantage: there are some where the Catholics are as'

predominant, that the king can only send there one or two Protest-

ant deputies ; and of all the ignorant and blind fanatics, I dare aver

to you, that the Papists are the most fiery and the most atrocious.

The priests, in this senseless religion, are untameable wild beasts, that

preach up a blind submission to their wills, and exeixise a complete'

despotism: they are assassins, robbers, violaters 'of faith, and inex-

pressibly ambitious. Mark but Rome ; observe with what a stupid

effrontery she dares arrogate to herself dominion over the princes of

the earth. As to the Jews, they are little vagrants, poor devils, that

at bottom are not so black as they are painted ; almost every where
rebuffed, hated, and persecuted, they pay \nth tolerable exactness

those who enslave them, and take their revenge by bubbling all the

simpletons they can meet with.'

This edition is very incorrectly printed: p. lo. \. ^. the comma
after Burgi-ave makes it seem a proper name; p. 14. 1. 19. poizing

for seizing; p. 18. Sales, Loyola, good expedient, are grossly ill

spelled. The preface does not atone for these and other defects.

Art. /JO. A Letter to the Seceders. 8vo. 6d. Rivingtons. 1797.-

It could not be known from the title of this pamphlet, whether

the subject of it were religion or politics ;—whether the author ad-

dressed himself to those sJctarics called Seceders, or to those of

our Legislators who have lately thought it proper to discontinue their

attendance in Parlianient. The latter however aie tlie persons to

whom he writes ; and he urges some arguments, which are by no

means contemptible, to shew that they have abandoned their duty.
• WTiat,' he asks, ' will foreigners think of those men, who, being

called to a high and important station in the Government of their

Country, in a time of imminent danger like the present, through

disgust, disappointment, cowardice, or something worse, desert their

post, and give up all pretensions to honour and conscience ? Those,

$acred ties should, on the contraiy, more closely oblige you to a con-

stant
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stant discharge of yoiir Parliamentary Duties. It is only by beii^gon

the spot, by regular attend.-ince in your places, and by mixino- in the

discussion, that you can hope to be serviceable to your Countr)'.

Then you will be able to detect the wilful en-or of a wicked Minister,

if. Mr. Pitt be such
; you may expose the folly of his proceedings,

and awaken to a sense ef political duty t>hose Members, who have,

pcrlvaps, too implicitly trusted, and too zealously supported him.'

The following acknowlegements, from a Ministerialist, shew eithei-

great candour or very little art.

' 'Tis true, we have been led into misfortune by the best Kings
who ever sat on the English Throne ; we have been plunged into

the most destructive. V'-ars by the most upright Ministers whom
Monarchs ever chose ; we have been gradually involved in civil wars
and scenes of infamy and disgrace by the wisest Parliaments.'

The succeeding observations are ingenious^
* Now it is not denied, that the present is a moment of peculiar

danger and difficulty. Indeed the notoriety of the fact would mock
a studied concealment. We are now so circumstanced, that on the one
haiid, if a weak Prince were on the Throne, a fev*^ artful Demagogues
might introduce French Liberty and French Miseiy into this once
envied Country ; and on the other, if our King aspired to an arbi-

trary Pov/er, an able Minister might so take advantage of political

incidents, as to arm the Monarch with the iron Sceptre of Despo-
tism, and lead his People into Slavery. At such a crisis then, how
unbecoming the sacred dignity of Legislators, to abandon their Seats,

and deprive their Country of their Counsel and Direction ! It is more
honourable. Gentlemen, with British Virtue, to stem the torrent of
Court Interest, if there be an Interest at Court incompatible with
that of the Country, and set up a patriotic standard in the House
against the Hirelings of Corruption. Nor nec<i you, dven if the
House were as corrupt as you represent it, fear the want of support.
If you shewed in your own conduct a sincere desire of serving your
Country, the virtuous few would immediately crov/d round you," and
the dupes of ministerial influence would, by degrees, waktn from the
lethargy of Venality. It is impossible, but that the feelings of Eng-
lishmen would revive, and that the R,epre3entatives of tlie People,
though they may have been seduced fur a time by the eloquence of
Mr. Pitt, or by other means, still cherish the love of their Countrj'.

.

They may have been mistaken, but still they would promote the wel-
fare of those whom they represent.

' Patriotism, like every other virtue, may, through the infirmity of lin-

manity, followawrong line, and deviate from the path ofpublic interest.

But that is no argument in favour of unnecessary and disproportionate

violence in the method of bringing it back. And, granting that the
majority of the House of Commons have failed in their duty, I can^^

not but think your secession a much too violent means to be used

for their .recovery. For what, in all probability, will be the conse-

quence, if you persist in dividing the affections of the people, and
setting up yourselves acainst the majority of theip^Representative3,"a3

the on/y Friends of tneir Plights ? The .unprincipled and disconr

tinted, they who have smarted under the severity ef i^we,. necessarily

Rev. Aug. 1797, ^^ m*de
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made for the preservation of internal peace, will seize the favturaW*
moment of disrespect towards the old Government, and erect some
new system, according to their own wishes, their own wants, their

own passions. The well-meaning but not quickly-discerning part of
the Community, who in every state constitute the majority, will then
easily be ensnared by the plausible representations of the ambitious,
and be made unwittingly the instrument of their country's ruin. Now
all this mischief might be prevented, or at least you would avoid be-

ing considered as accessary to its introduction, if you would ho-
nourably, and as becomes your character, remain at the post, how-
ever dangerous, to which the voice of your countiymen has called

you.

.
* Indeed I do not know which is the greatest enemy of his country,

the traitor who openly appears against her in the fieldy or the man
vv'ho, in her distress, deserts his seat in lier legislative assembly.
-Both appear to me equally offending against l^aw. But how mucli
more heinous will his guilt appear, who is thoroughly acquainted with
the Constitution of his Country, and who has actually assisted in

framing her laws, and who notwithstanding acts illegally ?

.* On the illegality, Gentlemen, of your seceding from the House,
you will pardon my reminding you, that by accepting your seats, you
became in trust for your Country. It is incumbent on you to act

accordmg to that trust, and to fulfil the duties which it imposes on
you. Our Constitution acknowleges no such principle as that a pub-
lic functionary may, whenever caprice incites him, renounce his obh'-

gation, refuse to act, and yet continue in his trrist. It ill becomes
any of the Guardians of our property, to abandon the resources of tlic

Empire to the disposal of any Minister, however skilled in the intri-

i?acies of finance. He may be prudent, or he may be prodigal ; but
the Nation ought net to suffer from his inclination to lavish expendi-
ture.'

.TMs writer deems the seoesr-ion of a Commoner more criminal than
that of a JPeer, because tiie Peer, he says, stands for himself only,

while the Member of the Lower House is the representative of

others.—We entertain a different opinion. If a Nobleman and a

Commoner abandon their duty, we think them equally criminal. Each
is a representative of the Nation, and holds his legislative function

but tor her interests. To elect the one she has appointed Burgesses,

Citizens, and Freeholders ; and she has given the right of choos-

ing the other to a Magistrate, in whos-e wisdom and integrity she

reposes the highest confidence. Those whom he calls to the Senate

may naturally be expected to be tlie purest of Patriots ; and in sucli

men any deviation from their pubhc duty will be highly criminal.

Their descendants, when called to the same offices, take them sub-

ject to J.he same conditions. .

MISCELLANEOUS.
Art. 50. ^ Letter to the Society of Protesiaut Diss^fi.'ers, at the Old

Mectingj Yarnrlfctli, from Thomas Martin, on his Resignation

of the Office of Minister among them. 8vo. xs. Johnson/

'797- - .
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We learn incidentally from tin's letter, that the author has been

some years a Dissenting Minister at Yarmouth ; that he values the

profession ; that he has been meritoriously attentive to the children of

the poor, ^nd in all private respects has given satisfaction to his flock:

but that—having altered his creed as to the miraculous origin of

Christianity, and having communicated this opinion to his colleague,

who saw in the change no reason for separation ; and to his con-

gregation, the majority of which was also willing to tolerate some

consequent variation of the public services ;—he has nevertheless been

finallv induced to resign his office, rather than occasion the secession

of a respected band of tender consciences.

The object of the writer is to convince this minority that their

comnion principles, as Dissenters, demanded from them a rr>ore tolerant

conduct than their peculiar zeal, as friends to miracles, has inspired .

that the general interests of truth, and of sincerity, require that no

temporal inconveniencies be inflicted on those who hon-estly make
known the progress of their convictions : that, morals being the end^

and schemes of faith only means, all persons who are agreed in their

notions of morality may htly attend the same instructor ; and that»

social worship and the clerical profession being favourable to the ame-

lioration of mankind, they should rather be offered to than withdrawn

from a sect not so insignificant in numbers as reluctant to religJDU?

observances. The address may also tend to calm the alarms of the

congregation, and induce them to solicit the writer to resume the

pastoral office among them.

Mr. Martin thus pleads his cause ;

' Of the spirit and object of Christianity, I entertain the same views

with those who believe in its miraculous origin. The character of the

founder of it, I venerate as the m.ost exalted of any I have ever knov/n,

or read of. The principle by which he was actuated, I consider as

that of the moral reformation of the world ; and I regard those as

his followers, whatever may be their opinions, who adopt this prin-

ciple and apply it.'

—

' Nq opinions entertained by me had interfered with the satis-

factory conducting of the services : and the real difFerence in opinion

between us, was, in weight and force, as already stated. Where,
tlien, was the ground for the termination of a connexion, whicli, if

I may judge no less from the friendly and attentive treatment I had
.0 uniformly experienced, than from their declarations when they-

signified their intention to secede, was on every consideration except

that of opinions, eligible and desirable, equally to them as to myself ?

Where, in these circumstances, was tiie inconsistency, or incongruity,

of.the connexion ? Our path tlirough life lies in precisely the same
direction. Qur object is the same, and the means by which it is to •

be obtained are the same, whether the knowledge of these means be
dprived iramediately from the Supreme Being, or from the reflections

of wisdom upon experience ; whether they be pursued on natural,

or on supernatural grounds ; as rational, or as re%"ealed. The man,
also, v.'ho would violate the dictates of his understanding, would vio-

late the commands of God himself.'T^

•. O for that great sra of wisdom, when every thing in tlie form or

sjiivit of a creed, shall be iwiiversally discarded ; when the ei^sna,ring

K k 2 and
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and corrupting influence of tests, shall be annihilated; when upoii'the
true and liberal ground of rectitude, services and conduct sliall be the
only considerations for which the, instructors of the public are re-

sponsible ; and no longer losing in the R-.inirter the man, liiere shall be
acl^nowledged and secured, equally and alike to all, the liberty of
forming and communicating their own opinions !'

V/e await, with curiosity, the remarks which some of the leading

Dissenttrs will undoubtedly choose to make on this bold plea for a
farther liberty of conscience.

Art. 51. the First Report of the Society for betterinv the Condition and
increasing the Comforts of the Poor. 8vo. pp. 68. is. Becket.

• 1797-
; None are better entitled to the approbation and applause of man-
kind, than those who employ themselves f&r such pui-poscs as those

that arc mentioned in the title-page of this work* Prefixed to it, we
find an address to the public containing many just observations in de-

fence, or extenuation, of the Poor, from the charges that are usuallv

made against them by tlie rich, the idle, and the unfeeling. One of

these charges is that of idleness:—but the writer of this tract maintains,

and he is supported by the authority of the illustriousAdam Smith, that

the poor labourer often injures himself by working too much, parti-

eularly when he works by the piece.—Another imputation on the Poor
is druakeness: but * before we give judgment however, upon the

crimes of the poor, it will be prudence, at least, to examine hovy far

we have, in any degree, been accessories.—If habitual drunkeness be

frequently the consequence of weakness of body, or of despond-

,,cncy of- mind ; and, among the Poor at least, most prevalent

where the coivstitution has beea im.paired by comfortless habits of

life, or by want of nutritive and regular food—and if, of every

speries of idlent-ss, that of hope/ess indigence be the most inveterate

was it not our duty—weie we not bound by every tie, moral and re-

ligicus—r-to have assisted and encouraged them in the use of a * bet-

ter system of diet—to have irxreascd the internal comfort of their

habitations—and to have converted listless indolence, which is ivi.'h'

out energy when it is ivilhout hope, into cheerful, active, and prosper-.

ous industry ?*

Th- first paper in this report presents an interesting detail respect-

ing 3 J'rieridly Society, at Castle-Eden, Durliam ; the second is an

.account of a village shop, established by some benevolent person at

Mongcv/eU in Oxfordshire, and so regulated as to prevent the poor

.from running in debt, and to save them upwards of 20 per cent, in

the purchase of the necessaries of life. For the encouragement of

. similar establishments, we are happy to liave it in our power to add

that this shop is attended v/ith very inconsiderable trouble and cx-

pence to its charitable founder.

There are other papers concerning a workhouse, a spinning-school,

.and an house of correction, from the perusal of which a benevolent

"jpVojector may .derive useful information.

« » ! ' .

* ' Ste Sir. Fr,ed. Eden's valuable work on the poor. 1.491—59<^-'
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Art. 52. The History y or yfnccaotes, of the Revolution In Russ'tc, m
the Tear 1762. Translated from the French of M. de Ruihicre.

i2mo. pp. 178. 33. 6d. sewed- Longman. 1797-
We had occasion, in our last Appendix, to take ample jnotice of

the original cf this work ; the principal features of which are, tbt;

great f.^cility with which revolutions are effected in despotic coun-
tries ; the low state of human cultivation in Russia ; and the licet-

tiousness of manners that commonly prevails where the rules of c/f-

conwi are substituted for these of morcMty, and superstition takes the
place of religion. Of the figures that are presented to us as phyin"-

their parts on the complicated scene, we find most of them in their

proper character. To what we have said before, we sliall onlv add,
that the little anecdotes of Sir Charles Kanbury Vv ilhams ai'e per-

fectly consistent with the kno'Am manners oi that votary pf wit and
gallantry. More might have been related, all in reference to the
professed subject of tlie work in hand : but, a? M. de Ruihiere cer-

tainly did not move much in the circle cf our ambassador, the}' cam*
not to his knowleg?. There was not, perhaps, a man in Pctersburs-,

that had mere influence in the counsels of eacli party than Sir Clx;rlc£.

While ht was the sworn friend of the Orlofs, he was at the same ti:?:^

the scuf of the snng parties at Oranienbaum. the confidant of tLc
Grand Duchess, and the political favourite of Eh'zabeth.

The work i^. said to be traiislated/?-^/?;//-';; French:—hUo whatlano-r.r^g.;,

we are not told. The eld title-pages of this nature were wont tt>

run : Den: into Eughsh. Tliis couldnever with any semblance of pro-
priety have been afSrmed of the present perfcrmar.ee ; since tiieje

scarcely occurs, even by some lucky accident, a single sentcr.ce, of
English phraseology, from, one end of it to the other. It must cer-

tainly be the first atten-:pt of some French emigrant to write our lan-

guage ; who has rendered the French so obstinately exact, that it mio-ht
serve to give the mere English reader a tolerably good notion of the
French idiom, before he adventures on the language itself. Whenever
booksellers design to employ a writer in making a translation from the
French, they shoiild not content themselves with asking the gen-
tleman whom they mean to em.ploy, whether he understands that lan-

guage, but should proceed to inquire whether he can also v.n'te ia
English. " There is more reason for this caution than good mea
would think :" as Dr. Hill used to say, at the foot of a quack -bill.

In p. 14 is a contresens which it may be right particularly to
notice : It should have been, " he accompanied Wiiliams, with the
design of seeing a court so interesting to the court of Warsav,- as that
of Petersburg." Instead of which, our translator brings Count Po-
niatofski from Poland to "Warsaw !

The last paragraph of the preface, also, is unintelligible \n the
French, and equally so in the translation : -the latter is therefore the
less blame-worthy.

We shall conclude this article with an account of the sequel
to the revolution of 1762, which happened in 1797. The new emperor
paid Petrovitch having caused the corpse of Peter III. after so many-
years had elapsed since its intenr.ent in the chapel of the monastery
of St. Alexander Nefski, to be taken up and brought to the palace
i'A order to pay to it honours similar to those that had been paid to

th^
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the defunct empress Catherine II., appointed Prince Baratinski ani
Count Akxei Orlof to stand one on each side of the body, in the

presence of tlie whole court, as chief mourners, during the ceremony
of its lying in state. The latter, being blessed with stro^ng nerves,

stood -out the doleful scene; while Prince Baratinski, with a heart

cf finer mould, fainted under the weight of grief ; and it was only

by the repeated application of volatile salts and other stimulants,

that he could be made to support his station during the appointed

time. Count Akxei Orlof has received, unasked, pcrmisfiion to visit

foreign parts ; and Prince Baratinski is spared the trouble cf ^paying

his attendance at court. See p. 566, of our last Appendix.

Art. 55. The Essentials of Logic, being a second Edition of Dral-

loc's Epitome, improved: comprising an universal System of

pi-actical Reasojiing, illustrated . by familiar Examples, from ap-

proved Aiithors. • By John Collard. izmo. pp. Z23. 5s.

Boards. Johnson. 1796.

This author at length presents his real name to the public. His
preface informs us that the approbation which his Epitome received

^aye him pleasure, ' but (lie adds) it was in consequence of some
rery severe, and not very candid strictures on that little comp2nd,

that I was induced to turn my thoughts a second time entirely to the:i

subiect.'—He farther says, with a moderation which, if he had real

cause of offence, appears to do lu'm honour ;
—

' so true is the adage,

"Nihil est litm grave quln ainicurnfeccris.'

The improvements in the present publication are said to be,—'an. ,

attempt to trace the principles of reasoning to their highest source,

in order to discover where r-easonlng begins, how far it serves us, and

where it ends : an examination of familiar reasoning, to shew that

the principles of reasoning are invariiibly the same, whether stated in, .*

a fainiliar, or a syllogisticai oi'der; and to ren-der the analysis obvi-,

ous, in whatever order of language the reasoning be expressedj^ the

abstract principles will appear in dij'crcnt types : the doctrine of

mood and figure proved useless, and another system substituted : .

complex and conjunctive syllogisms exploded: the ancient doctrine-

of sophisms proved futile, and more simple means of detecting fal-. .

lacy offered, &;c.'

Such is the account which Mr. Collard gives of this r<?-production.^

In our former article, we expressed some little surprise on finding an

almost total rejection of syllogisms, as useless, and at the same time- *

.su many pages empld^cd in couslderiag tlie subject ; this surprise has,'^

been somewhat increased on observing that more than one third, or.

nearly half, of the present volume is engrossed by this topic. Oiir^ (-

author allows the justice of those objections which have been made,
particularly by the great Mr. Locke, to the use of syllogism : but he, '
ask's with some warnith,—* is the yllogism to be discarded and ni^' .

ether systerii erected ?' and he farther hopes to shew ' that the syllo-

gism is to- reasx)ning what a gauge or a scale is to some branches of-

mechanism ; that is, a test by which the accuracy of every operation"

maybe proved.'—How far he effects his purpose must be left to_*thei":'

determination of the reader^' This part of logic may requiie somc.,'^,-

^ft'viitioa 'fioxii the ycung reasoner, and mav assist" him to marshal
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{us ideas : birt he may be a good logician without peipkxing himaeb

•greatly about it ; for we know that it has too often prov-ed a source of

affectation, and of deception, rather than the friend of truth. Mr.
Collard must, however, be allowed to have employed great attentioR

on the subject, and to have manifested ingenuity In the inquiiy. K**
work may be read with pleasure, and may contribute not merely ti>

amuse, but also to assist and improve the mind, though tlie syllo*

gistic form should not be regarded as of any considerable moment.

Art. 54. Anecdotes of the ,Hovs€ of Bedford^ from the Norman
Conquest to the present Period. 8vo. pp. 284. 5s. Borads.

Barr. 1797.
A mere genealogical detail, tinhohtered by anecdote, would T>ro-

bably find an interest vcith few readers ; for,, in ever so remote a de-

duction of family histor)', individuals so nearly resemble each other,

or participate in so limited a degree of national concerns, tiiat tj

compile a work professedly treating of a single house, as in the pre-

sent case, is, in fact, encroaching on general history. Not to call

such unavowed debts to popular historians a needless repetition, we
must observe that we expected at least accuracy in the pedigree, no-

velty in the anedotes, and impartiality in respect of the characterr.

The professed object of this work, however, is to vindicate thf

claims of the Russell's to a m.uch higher degree of ancestry than that

allowed to them by * a splenetic writer,' as the truly great Mr.
Burke * is here styled. A sketch of the character of William the

Conqueror, certainly neither new nor pertinent, introduces tlie name
of Hugh Russell, with four immediate descendants in a right line ;

concerning whom we have no plausible document ; for the most au»

thentic pedigree of that family, compiled by Philipott, and follo^ved

in the peerages both of Collins and Edmonson, dtduces them from a

progenitor of the 12th centuiy. Sir John Russell, Speaker of the

House of Commons in the reign of Henry the Sixth, was of the

Russells of Strensham in Worcestershire,— a family of higher anti-

quity than and totalfj' distinct from the House ofBedford. Oi ih'ts noble

line, most of the individuals are very cursorily mentioned ; while the

first Duke, his excellent Son, and the last bearer of these lionovu"ii»

engross, with v>ade digression, the bulk of the work.

We are surprised to see the author failing into so common an error,

both in the introduction and in pp. 123. 152, as that of styhng V7il-

Kam Lord Russell (by courtesy) * Lord William ;' which, as heir

apparent to the Earl of Bedford, he could not be ; the Earl was nut

advanced to the Dukedom till after the execution of his son.

As a specimen of the style, (not m unfavourable one,) we subjoiu

zprophitic character of his present Grace cf Bedford.
' Not sufficiently acquainted with the conduct or manners of his

Grace to -delineate v/hat he is, —we shall conclude with a sketch of

what a Duke of B:;dford may he:—" Born to the highest rank, a
Splendid fortune, and a glorious name—deriving from the first a con-

* We shall not now be cha^-gcd with adulation in using eo high an

eJ)itKet ; as tlie very uncommon personage here named is no longer

ci?ipable of enjoying the savour of incense, offered from any quarter.

stitucion;d
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Ititittiohal claim t© respect, from the second a natural extensK-e ad*

thority, and from the last raising an expectation of hereditary virtue;

—the use he maj'- make of such advantages may be honourable to

himself, and benelicial to mankind. Conscious of his own weight

und importance, hh conduct in Parliament will be directed by nothing

but the constitutional duty of a Peer. He will consider himself as

the natural guardian of the la-vvs. Willing to support the just measures

of Government, but determined to observe the conduct of Ministers

with suspicion, he will oppose the viol,:nce of faction with as much
firmness as the encroachments of prerogative. Ke will be as little

capable of trafficking witii a Minister, as of mixing in the intrigue*

of Opposition. Whenever an important question shall call for his

opinion in Parliament, he will be heard by tlie most profligate Mini-

ster with deference and respect. His authority will either sanctify

or disgrace the measures of Government.—The people will look up
to hini as their protector ; and a virtuous Prince will have one honest

ma.i in his domiiiioris in whose integrity and judgment he may safely

confide."

The unqualiiied obloquy thrown on the political characters of the

late Earls of Bute and Chatham appears to be the only extenuation

offered by this author, for the errors in adr/.inistratio'; A\'hich were so

uuiversally laid to the charge of the late Dake of Bedixjrd.

W^e cannot but observe such palpable inaccuracies as the following:

• On his arrival at Court, Mr. Russell was i aurally introduced to tlie

King ; who,, fciding his accomplishments both uaiural and acquired,*

&c. p- 14- ' enjoyed too indijifeiii a state of health,' p. 155. and.

•p. 18S * frivlo.usly ;* a word not to be found in our language.

In a work inten.ded for popular acceptation, though the public

may not justly expect all the beauties of style, they will scarcely dis-

pense with a want of common correctness.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Mnrcelitis observes that v.-e some time ago mentioned, in our Corre-

ppiSndence, that a new translation oi'tbe luorhs ofSailust was in prepara-

tion, and that he understands the name of the intended author to beDr;

Stuart : bv.t that, having heard nothing more of the design, he wishes

to be informed whether it is in forwardness, or has been abandoned :

as, in the latter case, he * knows v/here the work vrould readily and

ably be undertaken.' We cannot answer this inquiry, but probably

r,ome of our Correspondents, or Dr. Stuart himself, may be able and

willing to satisfy MarccUus.

Canlahrigicns'is reminds us of the editions of Tacitus and Livf,

which were publli^lud under the inspection of the late Mr. PlenrV

Homer. We have indeed accidentally overlooked tliem, but we s^ali

^horllv take that notice of them which is their due.

jrj" In the last Review, p. 335. 1. 4. for ^Jamutes^ xta^^fan^l;^i^
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Art. L Einleitting ins alte Testament, Sec. i. e. An Introduction to

the Old Testament. By John Godfrfd Eickhorn. 8vo.

4 Vols. pp. about 600 each. Leipzig. 1787—1795.

7HEN we inform our readers that the author of this work
succeeded to the celebrated AlichaeHs as divinity- pro-

fessor at Gottingen,—and that he may be said to rival his great

predecessor in erudition, and to surpass lilm in critical saga-

city and liberal investigation,—we shall probably excite in them
that attention to the present publication which its importance

seriously demands.

These four volumes were published at various times : the

first (and ours is not the original edition) bearing the date of

1787, the last that of 1795. ^'^^ P^^" ^^ ^^^^ author is novjr

completed •, and the work comprises an introduction to each o£
the writings comprehended in the Old Testament. The great

influence which these books have had on the culture of modera
nations, especially since the Reformation, must confer on them
an high impoitance in the eye of the magistrate -, and the very

early accounts which they contain of the progress of religion

and civilization, in countries which seem to have been the.

cradle of the human race, must for ever render a close study

of them essential to the philosophic character. The merely
theological use, which has hitherto been generally made o£

them, has not a little impeded a just appreciation of these in-

structive rellques of antiquity: for, by seeking in them reli-

gious ideas alone, the attention has been withdrawn from a
App. Rev. Vol. XXIII. LI most
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most valuable portion of their contents. One set of readers

was too easily persuaded, not only that the religious notions of
the Hfebrews were originally communicated to them by super-

natural means, but that they had been preserved and perpe-

tuated among them by an incessant chain of miracles : while

another set, startled at the improbable, incredible, and some-
times impossible character of these supposed interpositions

;

and taking it for granted that the histories really contained

every thing reported to be found there, have indulged tliem-

gejves in a licentious and contemptuous disparagement, whicjj

defrauded the Scriptures of their just rights to attention and to

reverence.

* Certainly (continues our author) such thinking men would have
reconciled themselves to these important monuments of human intel-

lect, if but one expounder of their contents, if but one defender of
their importance, had arisen to shew that the greater part of this

miraculous and of this supernatural is not to be found in the books
themselves, but has resulted from misunderstanding; from igno- ,

j-an.ce o( language ; from inattention to the mode of thought and of'

(expression, which characterizes these in common with the ether

-

earliest productions of literature ; from mis-apprehension of the spirit

of the East ; or from impotence of sympathy witfi the childhood of .:•

intellect, so as to view all things through a similaj- medium of iinct*i3q

gination.'- ^,fl)

This long-awaited rational commentator Germany has foundf/tl

in her Eichhorn, and Britain in her Geddes. xj ;(imC'C3)
The first chapter begins by comparing the infancy of thb^ ^

Jevi'ish nation with the barbaric age of other countries simi-

larly circumstanced : many resemblances are pointed out, and.

good observations made* on the character which may be ex-.

pected to prevail in the sagas and other records of a rude peo-.

pie. The mode in whichi these compositions have been pre??^i^i

served is next a topic of inquiry ; and a reniarkable passage is

merttio'nfed (Deuteronomy, c. xxxi. v. 9. to 26.), in which
the first account occurs of the foundation of a holy library

among the Jews, or of compositions nationally interesting,

being solemnly intrusted to the care of the priesthood. Some
historical document is said to Iiave been added by Joshua,

ic. xxiy. V. ^rt. to the books preserved in the ark. In i Samuel,

c. X. V.'^'^'^'a similar addition is mentioned ;—and it is highly

proha;ble that these public archives, at first carried about with :;*

tJi.e i'.fK, wrrc ultimately deposited in a temple-library, whent'^.I

tiic magnificence of Solomon had provided this national

edifrt-e.' At least, the second temple had a library, (Reland
4e Spc/iis Ttinpli, p. 5 1 and 76,) which was probably an imitation

cf b^ie formrr; and the tradition is universal among the fathers,
,

j^>-

^J^at oHjS existed in fhe.^fir^t temple. (Augustin r/^ Mirab.'iiA

'
'

,d;"io v^h .uoTHlob. ba
'

- '»^w a. -p. rM'^*
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P* 53 3> says: JEsdras, Dei sacerdos^ comhustam a Chaldais in
archivis templi restituit legem.) "Whethtr the autographs of
Moses, of Joshua, and of Samuel, were written on nnaterlals

sufficiently durable to be all extant in the time of Solomon :

whether simple or ornamented transcripts were then made of
them for the sacred repository ; and whether these consecrated
writings were saved by Jeremiah from the burning of the tem-
plet—it is now impossible to ascertain. Yet it is more likely,

in Profefisor Eichhorn's opinion, that the fragments which we
possess of Hebrew literature formed but a small part of jthe

original collection ; and that the copies, whence these few
remnants are derived, were separately preserved by private
individuals; who contributed such manuscripts as accident had
left in their possession, towards replacing the scattered na-
tional scriptures, when Nehemiah gathered together (2 Macca-
bees, c.ii. V. 13.) the acts of the prophets and the kings.
Ezra had no doubt a principal merit in collecting and tran-
scribing, for the use of the priesthood, these precious reliques:
but tradition names five other persons (2 Esdras, c.xiv. v. 24.)
as assisting in the task. The arrangement of these books ap-
pears from all times to have been in the main conformable to
the present; as also their subdivision into three parts, the
law (n-nn). the prophets (D'NO:)» and the hagiographa
(DOrn:); except that, the latter denomination being of more
modern invention, this portion of the Scriptures is frequently
designated by « the psalms" which open it. By prophets
{nabiy vates) the Hebrews meant nearly the same as the Cim-
bric nations by their bards.

The tenth and eleventh sections relate to the Hebrew
tongue, very justly (we doubt not) ranked by the learned au-
thor among the dialects of the Semite, which is said also to
comprehend the Aramic and the Arabic This langua^-e, he
next informs us, had attained in the time of Mosest it? most
polished form; and continued to be used during a period, ac-
cording to his estimate, of twelve hundred years, down to the
time of Malachi. So unprecedented a permanence of lan-
guage, and among a people peculiarly remarkablj; for chancin^r
t^ieir residence and for various internal revolutions, appears tS
us in the highest degree improbable, not to say' impossible.
Let us suppose the family of Abraham to have brought their
Semite language with them into Goshen ; they will there have
acquired so many Coptic words and ideas as to have quitted
that country with a mode of speech nearly approaching the
^Egyptian. This must have yet remained when Moses wrote
After the conquest of Canaan, the Hebrews must haye
>do^tedj »long with the wives and idolatrous rites of the con-

^ ^ * <iucrcd.
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quercdj a vast mass of phraseology which by degrees nmalga-

mated with their own, and may have betn refined by the time

of the kings into a polite language : but it must have differed

widely from the idiom of Moses. Let us suppose the separa-

tion of Israel from Judah not to have in any thing affected the

language of Jerusalem, and that t'.iis endured without any

material change as long as royalty : still a captivity of full se-

venty years at Babylon must have produced a third great inno-

vation, and (as in the case of the Protestants banighed by

Louis XIV.) have reduced the patrial language of the exiles

into a strange tongue only to be learned by study. The Baby-

lonian dialect, brought back from the captivity, will indeed

have reverted somewhat towards the Judaliiie language in

which Solomon and Isaiah had composed : particularly after 2,

certain residence in the original country, many of the inhabit-

ants of which remained ;—and this mixed speech will have pre-,

vailed, with little variation, from Nehemiah until Alexander'^

conquest : after which the inroads of Greek pliraseoiogy occa-

sioned a new revolution. To suppose that the Coptic- Hebrew
pf Moses, and the Judahite-Hebrew of Solomon, and the

Babylonish-Hebrew of Nehemiah, can be, the same language
\

or even so much alike as to be all at any one period intelligible

to the Jews-, is in our opinion a nearly untenable doctrine.

Now the Bible is written from beginning to end in one of these

three dialects. The law is not written iu one, the prophets 14

another, and the chronicles in a third dialect: but a,n unifor-

mity, an identity of idiotii, a contemporaneity of style, per-

vades the whole canon. Hear Leusdqn's P>6//5%;/j- Ht'braits^

17 djs^. Afiratus Sitpui'ime fui quod tania sit lingua Hebrate

convenientia in cmnihus Uhyis veieris tcstamen(i, cum sciamus, lib^as-

illos a diversis viris, diversis temporihus^ l^ diversis in locis essti^

consgripos. Scrit-atur liber a diversis viris in eadtin civitatc .habi •

iantibusy videbitmtsfere majorem diff'eretitia.m in ilh Hbro, vel re-

spectu styli vel copuldtiotus Uteraruwy vel, re.spectu aliarum circum-

stantiarum,qiiaininiotis biblils. Vcriim siJiheir sit scriptus^ verhl

chusa, a Teutonio ac- Frisiq, vel si ititercedtit .inter scriptores di^:-

fentia viille etntwiiin, quanta in iiiultis llbris veteris t-estnvieii <

respeciu scriptionit i/ifer^'t'ssiti eheii! quQiitn esset differentia lingua.-

^/i iinnni scripttiyam ifiteliigit, vi:$ altercim intclUgeret : imoerit

ianta differentia^ ut vix ullas ens lingiKjiSy 9b _ dffer^uiiainifpiporis

^ lociita dlscrepaniesj regulis grpn;maiic<e, ^, syntaxeos\CQmpre*.

hendcrepossit. Verum in veteri testammto t(V'tn est comtantia^

tnnta coiivenimtia in copulatione Uteranon., Is"- coHstntciione vocum.,

yt fere qnls piitare posset omnes illos libros eodem tempore^ iisdeni in

ioch-^- diversis' tahien (lUihoribus esse^ conscriptos. According to

Professor ExcHHOBN, tljie dialect of Mosesy ajid according txi^
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!Dr. Geddes *, the dialect of Solomon^ prevails in the Scriptures.

The following reasons might be adduced in behalf of the re-

maining hypothesis, that the most modern of these three

Hebrew dialects is at present really our sacred language.

That Ezra quoted various state-papers in the original Chaldaic

is an indirect proof tliat he was wTiting in a vernacular ton^jue :

had he been using a learned language, laboriously imbibed.

from writings treasured up by the priesthood, he would have

translated his fresh documents into the holy language :—but

Ezra's dialect is that of the whole Hebrew writ. In the next

place, it is still more improbable that Nchemiah, a man appa-

rently not very lettered, should have written the account of his

own actions in an obsolete langua-;e, accessible only to the

priesthood, such as that of Moses or of Solomon must in his

tim.e surely b.ave become. Now the book of Nehemiah, again^

does not differ from the rest of Scripture, and (even if we re-

ject the wh.ole 12th chapter, which contains a list of high-

priests down to the rime of Alexander, and the comiected first

six verses of the 13th chapter, as interpolations,) it supplies

evidence of a very late state of the language of Jerusalem; to

say nothing of compositions yet more modern. Lastly, the

boo!" of the law of Moses was understood by the mixed multi-

tude when publicly read by Ezra and others (Nehemiah^

c. viii. V. I. to 8. c. ix. v. 3. c. xiii. v. i.) j it existed^ there-

fore, in the living language of that rera -, and we have no rea-

son to suppose ourselves possessed of any other copy. It is

not, then, unlikely that our extant Hebrew Scriptures are a

translation, executed by Ezra and his coadjutors, of the more
antient writings of his nation :—whence, else, their Babylonian

alpiiaber, and the Chahiaisms scattered in them ?

The 1 6th and following sections are occupied in analyzing

the signification of caiim; in order to separate, on some fixed

principles, the car.ov.ical from the npocrypbal writings. The
author inclines to attribute cationkitj to all those Scriptures of

the Jews which Christ and the apostles considered as sacred.

Now, as they have not nominally discrimiiiated between the

pious romances of Esther and Jonah, and of Tobit and Judith,

nor between the moral apophthegms of Ecciesiastes and Eccle-

siasticus,—but appear to tall in with the public opinion, and
to leave uncontroverttd the national ideas of tiieir time as to

the relilive character of their holy books:— it is obvious that

thois books ai-e to be still regarded as canonical, which the

* " The Pentateuch, in its present form, could 'not be Avritten

before the reign of David, nor after that o£ Ilezckiah." Preface,

p. xvifi.

L 1 3 Jewish
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Jewish nation, in the time of Christ, regarded as such; an4
these, by the help of Josephus, can by probable induction be
very satisfactorily ascertained. He informs us at least (Jo-
Sephus cofifra Jpion. llb.\. $8.) that the holy booi<s were
twenty-two in number, and that the collection was finally closed

in the reign of Artaxerxes Longimanus. Whatever, there-

fore, was of posterior date (as the books of Maccabees) does not
properly belong to the canon of Scripture, however authentic

the information it may contain; or however analogous its mode
of origin to that of the book of Judges, or of any other merely
historical portion of the Old Testament. As it is probable

that the rninor prophets were once considered as a single book,
as well as some other writings now sep-arated from each other,

tve may in Various ways accouiit for the number twenty-two,
even with some additions to the present canon, such asBaruch,
a'nd the prayer of IManasscs.
"^ The second Chapter includes a very learned and elaborate

critical 'dissertation on the history of the texf of Scripture ;

which the author supposes to have been originally written in

-.•Egyptian letters on rolls of linen. Various probable sources

of corruption are pointed out, and severalty exemplified, 'with

great industry and great success.

I

^The third Chapter enumerates and analyzes the various re-

^ '.sources, of criticism for the purification and restoration of the

text*/' These are appreciated, in general, with much learning

and Judgment: but the Samaritan Pentateuch (§303.) is per-

haps somewhat hastily undervalued.—This general matter oc-

Ci^pies a volume and a half.

. ,
i/To these various and comprehensive preliminaries, succeeds

a" specific introduction to each individual book of Scripture.

The few remarks, to which we can allow space, will rather

respect those neologic opinions which appear to require farther

elucidation, than the more satisfactory mass of instruction.

If, occasionally, we interweave our own surmises, it is not be-

cause we attribute to them an undue weight, but because wc
think that every account of an important book ought to aspire,

at least, to coiurlbuie somewhat towards the elucidation of its

topics.

In discussing the antiquity of the Pentateuch, the author

takes high ground, and endeavours to prove that it is in the

main a work of Moses, occasionally interpolated by subsequent

transcribers. His method of proof is to set off from the ear-

liest date at which its existence is univer<-ally aUowed, and

thence to trace it backwards by probable induction unto its very

origin. No one denies that it was extant in the time of Ezra.

It was written before the capture of Jerusalem : else the seem-

ing
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ing prophecy, (Genesis, c. xllx. v. 10.), the fulfilment of which
the captivity rendered impossible, would never have been in-

serted. It was extant in the time of Josiah (2 Chronicles^

c. xxxiv. V. 14.), and was then of such a4;knowleged authority,

that the perusal of it occasioned immediate reformation of the

religious usages which swerved from its precepts. It was extant

in the time of Hoshea ; since a captive priest was sent back from
Babylon (2 Kings, c. xvii. v. 24.) to instruct the new colonists

of Samaria in the religion which it teaches. It was extant in

the time of Joshaphat (2 Chronicles, c. xviii. v. 10.), who
employed public instructors for its promulgation. It existed

In the time of David ; since his psalms (xl. v, 8. &c.) contain

allusions so manifold to its contents
, yet it was not drawn up

by him, since it differs in spirit from his writings, and forbids

many practices of which he was guilty. Samuel could not
have acquired the knowlege of ^gypt which the Pentateuch
implies ; and Joshua plainly describes j^c. viii. v. 3 i* and c. xxiii,

V. 6. ) some such book as already extant. It can, therefore, be
attributed to Moses alone ; and this indirect evidence from tra-

dition is stronger than a more positive and direct ascription,

which would have been the obvious resource of fraud. Nor
would any writer posterior to Moses, who was contriving a
sanction for actual laws, have noticed the progressive variation9

of those institutes, (compare Leviticus, c. xvii. with Deute-
ronomy, c. xii. v. 20.) as the composer of the Pentateuch has
done:—but Moses, (continues our author,) with respect to

prior periods of history, must have been himself a compiler.

He lays no claim to the character of an inspired historian.

Indeed the very idea is absurd. The narrator who sh'ould sub-

stitute the representations of his fancy for the evidence of his

senses, and for the result of his inquiry, would not be an his-

torian, but an epic poet. In order, then, to appreciate the

credibility of the primxval history of Moses, we must inquire

concerning the documents which he may be supposed to have
employed. These, in our author's opinion, were principali^»"

•written documents, distinct sagas^ preserved with little altera-

tion in the apparent order of their events. If those which
mention the god Elohim be supposed to be of origin distinct

from the origin of those which mention the god Jehovah, two
leading sources of information, he thinks, may be discrimi-

nated, as already particularized by Dr. Geddes; (Preface to

the Holy Bible, p. xix. and xx. j) besides some smaller in-

sertions.

Professor Eichhorn*s hypothesis may be questioned, but
his analysis must be admired. The future critic of the Penta-
teuch will find hia attention sharpened by it to the arts of in-

L 1 4 ve3tiga:tlon5
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vestigation, and will learn from it a multitude of delicate yet

not imaginary tokens, by which he may detect what is original^

what is transcribed, which train of idea is of one age and
which of another ; and thus separate an historical Mosaic

work into its elemental fragments. Some objections to the

doctrine, which ascribes the composition of the Pentateuch to

Moses himself, may be drawn from the consideration that so

many especially of the earlier portions appear more akin to

Oriental than to Egyptian tradition. The Zend-Avesta, when
first translated, was attacked as a modern forgery by Sir Wil-
liam Jones : but he has since discovered (Asiatic ResearcheSj

vol. ii. p. 1^2.) the documents oi Anquct'd dii Perron to have been

originally Sanskrit. They offer evidence, therefore, for a state

of popular opinion as remote as the age of Cyrus. Now the

Zend-Avesta contains (vol. iii. p. 3 78.) a religious fable or

ja!;0o?, entitled Boun-dehesch, closely resembling the account

of the Fall of Man in Genesis. Tl:e tradition of a deluge,

if Egyptian, was also Oriental. The geographical document
(Gen. c. X.) contains so many names still in use in the time

of Ezechiel, (see especially c. xxvii.) that we can hardly sup-

pose these writings to be of an antiquity so very widely distinct

as is imagined. The building of the Tower of Babylon,

which Herodotus has described (Clio 181.), was no doubt a

favourite saga in the city to the minster of which it related^

Concerning Abraham, indeed, and his descendants, it is quite

probable that Moses should have obtained all the pedigrees and

other family-documents which could contribute to an authen-

tic history :—yet the story of Joseph and his Brethren wants,

in our apprehension, some internal characteristics of reality.

—

A marvellous felicity of incident bordering on the romantic, — a

delicacy of moral sensibility scarcely to be expected among the

forefathers of the conquerors of Canaan,—every wliere mystical

numbers, seven years of plenty, seven years of famine, iict/vs-

children of Jacob,— miraculous dreams and inspired interpreta-

tions,—the story of Zulikha, so familiar to Oriental romance,

—

the intimation(c.x!ix. v. 98.) th.it there is allegory in the account,

and the marks of time in it,—all these things tend to cause

hesitation. Besides, was not the division of the Jewish nation

into twelve tribes a geographical division, probably subsequent

to their settlement in Palestine, of which decisive early traces

do not occur ? Could these tribes have remained so wholly

distinct in the Wilderness and in ^'ligypt .'' Was it not the prac-

tice of the East to borrow, from the actual name of a pro-

vince, that of the supposed progenitor of its inhabitants .''

Fcrishta begins his history by observing that Dekkan was a son

of Hind, meaning thereby that Dekkan is a subdivision of

iliudcstan

:
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Hlndostan : but this geographical metaphor In use among
Easterns is no proof of a real pedigree. Even the circum-
stances related of the birth and exposure of Moses minutely
resemble those related of an antient Persian king named Dara,
(Herbelot's BJbliothecnie Oricntak, article Homai). That Mo-
ses wrote down his laws (Exodus, c. xxiv. v. 4.) and principal

transactions (Numbers, c. xxxiii. v. 2.) is however evident •

and that these autographs were possessed by the compiler of
the Pentateuch is not improbable. Only the book of Deute-
roi'.omy, it should seem, being a recapitulation or epitome of
the foregoing books, is the work of another and a later person,
who had survived several (c. xxxiv. v. 10.) of those leaders o£
the people who had been educated in the schools of the prophets.

The author considers the book of Joshua, like those of
IMoses, as in the main written by its supposed author, but as
having undergone a subsequent revision ; which, from the
mention of the mcunt.nns of Israel and Judah (c. xi. v. 21.J
was apparently subsequent to the separation of those two king-
doms; and this is farther confirmed by the mention of Jerusa-
lem (c. XV. V. 63.) and of the house of God (c. ix. v. 22.). It

deserves notice, also, that an event me;itioned in i King*
(C. xvi. v. 34.) has an allusion to it in Josliua (c. vi. v. 26.

\

The book of Judges, or rather of Champions, (for such is

the meaning of thc^ Hebrew ,tD^Q2Ii?,) is a document of un-
equivocal antiquity, written before the time of David

; since
the description (c. i. v. 2:.) was no longer true of Jerusalem
after he had taken possession of it, raid had introduced a tliird

class of inhabitants of the tribe of Judah. Nor does this,

book be.irany marks of subsequent interpolation. The seven-
teenth and following chapters are indeed distinct fragments of
less certain date,—but posterior to David; (c. xviii. v. ?i.;)

under whom the house of God ceased to be in Shiloh. The
book of Ruth is also posterior to D.n'id, whose ancestors it

was written 1.0 illustrate; and it appears to h^ve been once an-
nexed, like these other fr igments, to the book of Judges, as it

is never -sepavatcly cinimerated in early lists of the canonical
Scriptures.

To the tvfofold books of Samuel, of Kings, and of Chroni-
cles, a very masterly and instructive introdunion is criven,

Tiie author begins with the construction of the second bo,>k of
Samuel, cont.uning a life «>f David ; whldi he compares with
another life of David occurring in the first book of Chronicles.
Long passages agree in both accounts, word for word ; and in

both, dissonant passages intervene : —yet the two historians are
not transcribing one another, but each making separate com-
ments. It is next proved that tiiey are not severally abridgin"-

anoals more extensive . but that they both use oae and the same

siiort
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short life of David for their radical document,which theyarr^plify

diversely from peculiar sources of intelligence.— A similar

train of investigation is then applied to the other books.

—

This acute dissection is accomplished w^ith a keener knife and

a more intrepid hand than the anatomy of the Pentateuch,

and adds to the praise of equal ingenuity the merit of superior

judgment. All these books seem to have been completed

after tjhe commencement of the captivity, and to keep iij view

the having Babylonian readern. '7

The first six chapters of Ezra being vi^ritten principally in

what our author strangely calls the West-Aramic* language,

whereas Ezra writes in Hebrew ; and relating to transactions at

which Ezra was not present, but which are nevertheless de-

scribed in the first person (c. v. verse 4.) ; should be ascribed

to some other hand : probably to that of Zerubbabel. The He-
brew insertions will in that case have been made when this

narrative was first united with that of Ezra, and probably by Ezra

himself: to whom our author also attributes the composition of

the books of Chronicles. Was Ezra the Abednego of Daniel ?

The book of Nehemiah, excepting the list of priests in the

12th. chapter, lias every mark of being genuine throughout.

That of Estlier is rather a legendary than an historical work

:

by the Ahasuerus of the story was probably meant the Xerxe*

of the Greeks; and by Esther, the Amestris. It was surely

not written till the dust of oblivion had covered the deeds o£

which it treats.

The Third Volume opens with a very philosophical disserta-

tion on the prophets and oracles of the Jews. Long experience

every where confers, on observing men, much foresight ; and

to these who perceive not the links of inference by means of

which they often foretel aright, these conjectures have the

appearance of miraculous intuition, of supernatural commu-
iiication ; and hence, among all barbarians, we hear of their

shamans and seers. Confidence is so essential to the well-exe-

cuting of public enterprises, that the rulers of the rude multi-

tude every where enter Into a secret conspiracy with these

oracular characters, whose influence they consolidate for the-

sake o£ their aid. To these general causes miy be ascribed

the first rise of wizards and prophets among the Jewg j and to

n positive constitution of Moses (Deuteronomy, c. xviii. v. 20.),

their exclusive appearance anriong that portion of the people

which was not addicted to idolatry and polytheism. A pro-

phet was at all times among the Jews a privileged character,,

v/hp might assail the public ear with unwelcome trutfi^ or coun-

* Wahl's Geschkhte dcr Morgctilandlschai S^radcny p. 5.75. rather

palats to.the designation East-Aramic.
liiiiiruii

sel.
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1

Sel, and carry before the monarch's throne the groans and
wishes of the people, without compromising his personal

safety, so long as he spake in the name of the Lord
; (see

Jeremiah, c. xxvi. •,) even if his prophecies, ns happened to

Micah, should go unfulfilled. In the conception and compo-
sition of oracles, it is natural that the poet should resolve weal
into woe, and sorrow into joy ; that, in seasons of corrupt

tranquillity, he should threaten invasion, war, desolation, and
captivity ; and, in days of tribulation, that he should an-

nounce the return of peace, of security, of triumpli, and of
empire. It is natural that he should avoid specification and
definite prediction of remote events, and rather employ gene-
ral expressions; using strong and dazzling, but vague and
equivocal figures. It is natural, too, that he should study to

interweave the turns of phrase and imagery which were most
conspicuous in the successful oracles of former times ; that he
should assume the highest stage of inspiration and enthusiasm,

compose with a dithyrambic wildness, and utter his measured
forevvarnings v/Ith the agitated gesticulation of an improvi-

sator;—and with these preconceptions the Hebrew oracles

correspond. Of these oracles, some, pi'obably, were never

publibhed at all, but intrusted in manuscript to tJie priesthood;

some were voluntarily promulgated by the prophet to the king

and to the people, in the palace, in the temple, and in the

street. The most remarkable form of publication was Jere-
miah's dictating an oracle to Baruch, and sending him to read

it before the monarch. As it is not clear that each prophet
collected his own oracles, there may be incorrectness in the
received distribution.

Isaiah flourished under Uzziah one year, under Jotham 16
years, under Ahaz 16 years, and under Hezekiah about 14
years ; to which if we add 25 years, before which age he
would scarcely have assumed the prophetic ofiice, we may sup-
pose him to have lived about seventy-two years. Of the many
oracles ascribed to him, the first nine chapters allude to per-

sons of his own sra, and to events within his observation

j

they have the common c'naracter of the poetty of his country
about that time; they are such as might be expected from the

son of the grazier of Tckoa, and may safely be considered as

written by him. The event indicated (c. vii. v. 8.) has not
corresponded with history ; nor that denounced bv him
2 Kings, c. XX. v. 18. With the ninth cliaptef of the work
bearing his name begins poetrv of a much higher order, the
production of a mind more refilled by cultuireV tiie? ideas take

a more comprehensive range: in geography, liT^lilstory,' the
poet is more learned; with Babylon and its vicinity he seems
familiar; with Cyrus and every minute particular of the memo-

rable
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rable siege he is correctly acquainted : in the 'arts of composi-

tion he is an adept; his style paces with the measured step of

taste ; his wide-wing'd genius is eqifal to the boldt'st soar, and

seems to forefeel the immortality to which it was born. Now
it is certain that the 15th and i6th chapters of tliese oracles

are not the work of Isaiah. They allude to the fall * of Moab,
and were written (c. xvi. v. 14.) within three years of its de-

struction:— but Moab was overthrown (Joscphus, b. x. c. p.)

about five years after the takiijg of Jerusilem by Nebucliad-

nezzar, or his servants, and a long century after the dearh of

Isaiah. It remains, then, either (with Eichhorn) to consider

these and all the subsequent chapters as an anthology by va-

rious uncertain hands -, or, from the identity of character, (and

that of no common nor imitable kind,) which pervades them,

to ascribe them to S'mne one later author. If this resource be

preferred, as in reason it ought, it might be contended that the

work ascribed to Uanicl cannot be his (Collins's Scheme ofLi-

teral Prophecy^ p. 149, &c.), but is a posterior writing, proba-

bly as late as Antiochus Epiphanes : that the existence of this

legend, not less than the testimony of Ezechiel, is a proof of

the high traditional reputation of Daniel, which must have had

some cause : that the composition of these poems is a probable

cause; and that the trains of idea prevailing in them are such

as his tim.e, his place, his circumstances, would peculiarly

tend to suggest; and consequently that the name of Daniel

should once again be prefixed to them. The hibtorical inter-

polation (c. xxxvi. to xxxix.) seems derived from 2 Kings,

(c. xviii. to XX.) a work completed after the captivity.

The oracles of Jeremiah correspond throughout with his cir-

cumstances, and with history, and are considered as wholly

genuine. A doubt is insinuated whether Jcremifih could write

or not, on account of his using an amanuensis (c. xxxvi. v. 4.

and 32.). There is m.uch disorder in the arrangement of his

compositions ; and an historical fragment of the book of Kings

has been annexed tothem.
' The oracles of Ezechiel are not always chronoiogically ar-

ranged ; but they have every mark of being uninterruptedly

gcnuitie. To the geographer, to the historian, they are very

valuable: but they are not yet sutFiciently elucidated by com-
mentators. The xxxviiith and xxxixth chapters have especially

been censured as obscure. The x!th and follov.ing chapters

describe the future temple from the plan of the architect; not

from the work of Zeru'ob.ibel. Neither was the geographical

distribution realized, which is no doubt inserted in the xlvilith

chapter, conformably to the intentions of the Assyrian court.

* ^W\^ should be rendered doom rather Uiaii hurdcn,

13 Hosea,
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Hosea, from the tenour of his historical allusions, appears

to have written during the inter-regnum which succeeded the

reien of the second Jeroboam in Israel.
_ -tt- r j

The time at which Joel wrote is uncertam. His fine de-

scription of the plague of locusts is by our author .nterprcted

lite-allv We rather conceive it to be an aliegoncal descrip-

tion of the armies' of Nebuchadnezzar. The third chapter

very evidently describes Jerusalem as conquered, and many of

the' captive inhabitants of the country as sent to the slave

-

markets of Tyre and Zidon, and sold to the Grecians. In

the emotion of fresh anger, the prophet threatens retahation.

Toel, then, flourislied under Jehoi.dam and Zedekiah.
^

Obadiah is probably the Levite mentioiied in 2 Chronicles

(c xvxiv V 12.), and m:iy well have survivexl the same cata-

strophe tis Joel, to which he apparently alludes. Jeremiah

(c.xlix.) has borrowed from him.
, - i rr

Jonah, the son of Amittai, fl-ninshed under jeroboam IL

(2 Kings, c. xiv. V. 25.), ^n^l ^'^'-^^ ^' Gatn-hepher This

poem concerning him may have been a popular legend, but

should not be deemed historical truth : its author appears to

quote Isaiah ^c. xx.Kviii. v.-l i.', and psalms ot late date

Micah lived under Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah: but he

must hPVe ceased to write before the latter oi these kings

undertook a reformation of the public ritual ^ as he through-

out complains of the toleration of holy groves and image-

worship. . . .

The time at which Nahum wrote is uncertain. Here again,

as we think, our author overlooks some internal evidence.

The kingdom of Hoshca was already overthrown (c. 11. v. 2.),

and the captive inhabitants of Israel were recently sold for

slaves in Nineveh (v. 7.). In the emotions of anger, the pro^

phet threatens retribution. Nahum was to .^amaria wnat Joei

was to Tenisalcm. He flourished, thcrelore, under Hoshea.

Many elegies wricten on the capture of Jerusalem have de-

scended to us : Samaria was neither less populous nor less

literate, yet its catastrophe is celebrated, by Nahum alone.

Ou-ht we not to ascribe the solitary preservation of his poem

to some peculiarity of his fortunes, which drew him b^ick fronj

Nlnev-h to his country, or to Jerusalem, and to consider hini

as that priest of the captivity {2 Kings, c. xvii. v. 27.) who

elofie returned to instruct the new inhabitants in the manner of

the God of the land ? Would not this lead to the farther con-

iecture that Nahum, on that occasion, drew^ up the epitome of

the Thora which is preserved to us under the n^me of Deute-

ronomy ?
, Tl 1 1 /

The author of Bel and the Dragon makes Habbacuc (v. 34,

&C.1 a cotemporary of Daniel: so does his theme. Our author
' endeavour^
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emleaveuifstti^ assign a higher anti?[uity fo tliis poem j and t<3>.

place it before the captivity.

Zephaniiih was a cotemporary of Jeremiah and Ezechiel,

and has becpieathed to us another of those many elegies to

which the taking of Jerusalem gave rise, and all of vi'hich tnd

by directing the attention to prospects of better times.

Haggai and Ztchariah v^'ere companions of Zerubbabel, •wheti

he superintended the infant colony of returning jevt's. The ,

ixth and follov/ing chapters of Zechariah are by some thought

to be a fragment of greater antiquity. Malachi was the com-
panion of Kehemiah ; and, as he attacks the abuses lemeditd

in the second journey (c. xiii. v, 6.) of his patron, he may be

confidently placed in the 32d year of ArtnxcrxesLongimanus.

In Daniel, a new world opens to our view^ with other no-

tions, imagery, and trains of thought. A wholly novel my-
thology decorates the visions : in the spirit of Chaklaic fiction,

which attributed to every star a watching seraph, God is now
" prince of the host ;" (c. viii. v. ii.;) and every nation has

its separate angelic guardian (ex. v. 13.). The prophet cal-

cuintes his predictions by a new measure of time (c. vii. v. 25.

c xii. V. 7.). The images of his dreams are huge, and promir

rjently embodied. His natural events have a wildly romantic

turn. His prodigies expatiate into the very fairyism of the

marvellous. A strange alternation of Hebrew and Chaldaic

marks the style of the work, which contains as many Greek
"words as chapters; and for some of which, as sytnpbony, we
cannot in atiy way account, in the early language of the Kast,

Peculiarly embarrassing is the Chaldaic passage extending from

the iiid to the vith chapter, with its golden colossus so strangely

disproportioned, its fiery furnace that burns not, its prophetic

dream, its metamorphosed monarch, its shadowy hand writing

oracles, and its lion's den for those who pray in private :—-what
3 host of difRcukies ! Frasertimy observes even Hieronymus,

cum histHria Chuldaoriim nihil talc contimant. The first project

for getting rid of this superfluity of miracle is to consider the

four Chaldaic chapters as interpolated, and to print them with

Bel and the Dragon among the Apocrypha. Unluckily, they

are connected with the narrative of the second chapter. A
second project is to reject as spurious the six opening chapters

totally ; and to receive the seventh and following chapters as

genuine, where in fact the prophet first begins to sptak in his

own person. A third project is to be convinced by the argu-

ments of Porphyry that this book is a forgery, and to seek the

real Daniel in Isaiah. Centra prophiiarii Daniclcm duodeciiimin

iibrii?n scripsit Porphyrins^ nolens cum ab ipso., cnjiis insaiptus est

noviine^ esse coviposittmi; sed a quodtiin^ qui tiwpcrihtis Antiochi

Epiphanisfuerit in Judda , ^ non tarn Danielem ventura dixiss^,

qnam
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quant ilium varrasse pratcrita. Hieronymus in Danielem. If

there he a scriptural book which, in all ages of the church, has

afforded nourishment to a groveling superstition, and weapons
to a turbulent faniiticirim, it is this-,— a work of no moral me-
rit, and useful only to those who practise divination by the in-

terpretation of scripture.

None of the Psahns are very antient. The xcth Is indeed

ascribed to Moses : but an argument might be drawn from the

ioth verse against this supposition. David ami his choristers^

Assaph, Heman, and Jeduthun, brought the firot flowers for

this anthology. The last are ascribed to Hnggai and Zechariah.

Some psalms are attributed to David, which are certainly of
later date. They are often separated in the wrong place ; Ixxi,

and Ixxii should be joined; cxvi. should be divided.

The Proverbs are no doubt the composition of different and
unequal hands.

Professor Eichhorn is a strenuous advocate for the anti-

quity of Job: — but we think that the studious polish of lan-

guage and laborious parallelism of style, the refined elevation

of idea, and the advanced state of art, whicli it implies, for-

bid us to consider it as a work of early society. Nor can it

i:iave been composed at all amid the Jewish nation, at any pe-
riod ; totally free as It is from even the faintest allusion to their-jj^i}

peculiar institutions, or to the Mosaic religion. It is then a- -

translation, and, from the locality of the scenery, of some
idumean work found no doubt at Babylon by Ezechiel (c xiv,

V. 14.), or by some other poet who could appreciate and trans-

fuse its beauties. Had it been a literary curiosity brought by
the queen of Sheba to Solomon, some traces of tiie perusal of

it would occur in the earlier prophets.
\,')niy/

The Song of Solomon is pronounced, from criteria of
language, to be a production long posterior to that monarch:
rieither wa$ Tirzah (c. vi. v. 4.) a royal residence probably be-

fore the time of Jeroboam (see i Kings, c. xiv., xv., and xvi.).

The Ecclesiastes is also a still later production, which the poet
was ambitious of ascribing to Solomon.
The Fourth Volume is devoted to the conslderat'^on of those

Jewish writings which the Protestants Iiave separated from
their canon of Scripture as apocryphal. The Wisdom, the
Ecclesiasticus, and the first book of Maccabees, have, however,
A high value :—the rest is not very important.

Jesus, the son of Sirach, is supposed, from the tenour of
his xxxviiith chapter, to hive been a physician dwelling at Je-
rusalem. From the fiftieth chapter, he appears to have been
eye-witness to some public ceremony of the high- priest Simonj
and consequently to have flourished about i'\i vears before the

Christian sera. ' The incident to which we find allusion ii\

J5 c, ij.
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c. li. V. 6. is unknown. The work was translated into Greek
by a grandson of the author under Evergetes 11.; and itis^ by
the author's own. statemc::c (c. xxxiii. v. i6.), a collection of

apophthegms by several hiiuds. The Hebrew original is lost,

but the Greek itself is sufficient proof of its having existed ;

see c. xliii. V. 8. for instance, mofiih in Greek not having irs

name from the r,iocfi. This book had a very popular circula-

tion in the early periods of Christianity.

The Wiidom consists of two distinct pieces, cne terminating

with the first verse of the xith chapter, and the other extend-

ing to the end. As Plato puts into the. mouth of Timceus his,

ideas concerning the soul of the world, so the unknown Jew-
ish philosopher here attributes to Solomon his own panegyric

of wisdom. The religious notions are less national, and more
enlarged, than in the elder books of the Jews : but the asceti-

cism of the uiEgyptian school begins to appear (c. iii. v. 14.),

and the Platonic tint of an Alexandrian student. Is the

5rai5 HU'^iov (c. ii. v. 1 3.) a translation of the same Syriac phrase

as the 'i/icj Toy ^lov of the Gospel ? The second part is a decla-

mation against idolatry, which the writer introduces by enu-

Hierating those benefits which ought to have attached the Jewish

nation to monotheism. It is apparently a work by some other

hand
;
perhaps, says Houbigant, by the Greek translator of

the first part j and, according to Hieronymus, by one Philc,

Jitec duo volumina ( Ecclcsiastkuin ^ Sapieiitlam J Icgat nd adijt'

catiotiem plebis^ tion ad auctoritatem ccclesmsticaruin djjgmatum con^

firmatidam. Hieronymus in Prol.

The first book of Maccabees wms extant in the original He-
brew in the time of Hieronymus ; and this testimony is corro-

borated by internal evidence of phrase. It treats of Jewish

history between the time of Alexander and that of Aniiochus

Epiphanes : it is not the work of one who was cotemporary

with his personages : it reckons time by the arra of Sdeucus 5

and the Syriac version of it is from the Greek text. The se-

cond book of Maccabees consists of two pastoral letters from

the church at Jerusalem to the Jews of Alexandria; and of a

history, abridged by an uidinovv-n person from Jason of Cyrene,

which is very legendary and defective. Tslaccabee signifies

strivt'ff and was probably the general name of a deniTicratic

party in Jerus;dtm. Th& third book, which never formed a

part of the Vulgate and consequently not of the Catholic canon,

is also discussed ; as well as a fourth book, supposed to have

been found by Sixtus Senensis. The Professor's excellent com-
inentary on these books will be very valuable to the future

historian.

The book of Judith is shewn to be a rpmance, tlie author of

which kiiew Utile of cither history or chronology.

The

;}
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The books of Esdras are considered as translations, some-
what amplified, of large portions of the canonical scriptures,

made in very early periods, and highly serviceable in the critir

cal correction of the text.
•

:^

Baruch, the son of Neriah, the son of Maaseiah, is rev "^

peatedly mentioned by Jeremiah (c. xxxvi.) as his amanuensis

and companion, and appears to have gorie both into ^gypt
and to Babylon, as agent for the Jew emigrants who had been

driven from their country, and were seeking a settlement.

He is no doubt the person meant in Jeremiah, c. li. v. 59.,
although our text reads Seraiah, and is on every account likely

to have left behind him an epistle similar to that of the Apo-
crypha. This epistle appears to be quoted by Nehemiah (c. ix.

V. 10. and 32. )> 3"^^ ^y t^^^ pseudo Daniel (c, ix.), and is

placed by Origen among the canonical books. Still, some
chronological difficulties seem to oppose the genuineness of
this document.

Tobit, like Judith, is a Samaritan romance, and of as little

value as those farther fragments cf a pretended Daniel, the

Childrens' Song, Susanna, and Bel and theDragon/sn/i-^c j -t

After all this severe criticism, it may seem consolatory tij

observe that it would, at most, be justifiable to expel from the

present canon only Esther, Jonah, and the legend concerning -

Daniel. The other works retain their claims unimpeached, 't

Of these, the historical should be arranged in the chronological A
order of the events to which they relate ; and the poetical in

the chronological order of their composition. There is no-
thing in the point of view which h^s here been taken of the

Hebrew writings, that ought at all to alarm the jealousy of the "i

most faithful Christian. These Scriptures still reveal to us all >^

that can be known of the early history and religion of the '

Jews. They still preserve to us every passage, and every inci-

dent, which the founders of the pure religion of the Gospel
considered as applicable to their persons or fortunes, and every

thing which they have urged as a rule for faith, or as a pattern

for conduct.

Art. II. A Memoir concerning the fascinating Faculty ivhich has

been ascribed to the Rattlc-Snake, and other American Serpents.

By Benjamin Smith Barton, M. D. Professor of Natural -^

History and Botany in the University of Pennsylvania, &c. &c. X
8vQ, pp. 70. Philadelphia. 1796.

'TPhis memoir was read before the American Philosophical
"* Society, and will appear in the next volume of the Tran-
sactions of that learned body. In the interim, the author has
caused a few copies to be printed for distribution, but not for

App. Rev. Vol. xxiu. M m sale.
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sale. He did not, however, content himself with merely com-
mitting his original paper to the press, but considerably altered

and somewhat enlarged it.

The subject is undoubtedly highly worthy of the attention

of the Trans.itlantic naturalist. The power in question has

been admitted by some very distinguished writers :—but, if the

accounts be traced up to the oriuinal sources, the authority of

impartial and enlightened observers will appear to be wanting.

Let us see how far the investigation before us goes to the con-

-firmation or confutation of the fascinating faculty.

The manner, in which it is supposed to be exerted, is tlius

collected from, different statements by Dr. Barton.

* The snake, whatever its species may be, lying at the bottom of

the tree or bush upon which the bird or squirrel sits, fixes its ey^s

upon the animal it designs to fascinate, or enchant.- No sooner is

this done than the unhappy animal (I use, for the present, the lan-

guage of those who differ from me in opinion, on this subject) is

unable to make Its escape. It now begins to utter a moat piteous

or)'', which is well known by those who hear it, and understand the

whole machinery of the business, to be the cry of a creature en-

chanted. If it is a squirrel, it runs up the tree for a short distance,

eomes down again, then I'tuis up, and, lastly, comes lower down.
*' On that occasion," says an honest but rather credulous writer*,
*< it has been observed, that the squirrel always goes down more than

it goes up. The snake still continues at the root of the tree, with

its eyes fixed on the squirrel, with which its attention is so entirely

taken up, that a person accidentally approaching, may make a con-

siderable noise, without the snake's so much as turiiing about. The
.squirrel as before mentioned comes always lower, and at last leaps down
to the snake, whose mouth is already wide open for its reception.

The poor little animal then with a piteous cry runs into the snake'^s

jaws, and is swallowed at once, if It be not too big ', but if its size

will not allow it to be swallowed at once, the snake licks it several

times with Its tongue, and smootlienr- It, and by that means makes it

fit for swallowing f."
* It would be easy to cite, from different authors, other accounts

of the manner in which the enchantment is performed ; or, more
properly speaking, of the conduct, or behaviour, of the enchanting

and enchanted animals. But between these accounts, there Is bardly

a specific difference. There is considerable unity in all the relations

that I have heard, or read. However, those who wish to examine

this part of the subject more fully, will, at least, receive some degree

of entertainment from the perusal of the many authors who have

believed and asserted, that • serpents possess a power of fascinating

other animals.'

* * Professor Peter Kalm.*
* -j- Travels Into North-America ; contahu'ng its natural history,

and a circumstantial account of Its plantations and agriculture in ge-

neral, &c. &G. vol. i. p. 317, oc 318. Also vol. li. p. 207, 208, 209,

& 210. English Translatibri. London; 1770 & 3771.*

The
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The inquirer leaves it undecided whether any vestiges of the
opinion are to be discovered in the Greek and Roman\vriters.

* It is probable that in the mythology of Asia and of Africa, we
shaU aiscover some traces of this notion, so intimately connected with
the superstitious credulity of a people, and even so naturally arising
out ot an imperfect view of the manners of serpents."

« If we may beheve the Reverend Dr. Cotton Mather *, Mr Dud-
ley f, and other persons, who had resided in North-America, we are
to look for the beginnuig of this ridiculous notion among our Indians.Mow far, however, this is really the case may, I think, be doubted.
It IS certain that, at present the opinion is by no ipeans universal
among the Indians. Several intelligent gentlemen, who are well ac-
quainted with the manners, with the religious opinions, and with the
innumerable superstitious prejudices of the Indians, have informed
me, tkat they do not think these people believe in the notion in
question. My friend Mr. John Heckewelder, of Bethlehem, writes
to me, that he does not recollect to have heard the Indians say that
.snakes cnarm birds

; though he has frequently heard them speak of the
ingenuity ot these reptiles in catching birds, squirrels, S:c. Mr. William
iiartram says, that he never understood that the nations of Indiansamong wnom he travelled had any idea of the fascinatincr power of
snakesi. On the otner hand, however, a Mohegan- Indian told me that
the Indians are of opinion that the rattlesnake can charm, or bewitch,
squirrels and birds, and that it does this with its rattle, which it
shades, thereby inviting the animals to descend from the trees, after
vvhich they are easily caught. According to this Indian, his country-men do not think that the snake, in any manner, accomplishes the
business with its eyes. A Choktah-Indian assured me that the rattle-
snake does cliarm birds, &c. bat he was honest enough to confess
that he did not know in wnat manner it does it. The mterpreter
through whom I conversed with this Indian, said that the snake
charms by means of its rattle.

' The veneration, or regard, which has been paid to the rattle-
snake by certain North-American tribes seetns, at first sirht to fa-
vour the opinion, that these tribes attributed to this hideous' reptile
some hidden power ^, perhaps that of fascinating animals. Mr.Wilham Bartram informs me, that the southern Indians, with whom
he is acquamted, seem to hold the rattlesnake in a degree of venera-
tion

||. Mr. Heckewelder says that, to his certain knowledge, this
i-eptile was once held in particular esteem by the Delawares. He was
several times prevented, by these Indians, from killing the rattle-
snake, being told that it was their grand- father, and, therefore, must

No
* ^^^ ^^"losophical Transactions, abridged, vol. v. part ii.

* t Ibid. vol. vi. part iii. No. 376. p. 45.'

ge'ntim^f '
"""''' ^«^-™""^c^ted to the aJthor by this ingenious

' § Vis abdita. Lucretius.'
*

II
MS. note communicated to the author.'
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not be hurt^ At other times, he was toW, he must not kill thf*

snake, because the whole race of rattle-snakes would grow angrj-,

and give orders to bite every Indian that might come in their way*.

But of late, especially among those Indians who have had connec-

tion' with the whites, these ridiculous notions have mouldered away,

and our Indians, at present, kill their rattling " grand-father" with

as little ceremony as the liskemaux are said to kill their parents in

old-age.*

After some desultory mention of eminent men who were be-

lievers in serpent-fascination, and of others who were sceptics,

Br. B. quotes a passage from M. de la Cepede^—whose work we

reviewed a few years ago,—who thought that the dekterious

power of snakes (and particularly of the rattle-snake) was

exerted in two different ways, neither of which can properly

be considered as fascination. Sometimes, he conceived, the

victim-animal might be disabled by the mephitic breath of the

snake from effecting its escape; and at others it might fly into

the month of its devourer during the agonies produced by the

bite. Agaitist the former explanation, Dr. Barton alleges the

following arguments

:

« I know, indeed, that in some of the larger species of serpe»t_9,

inhabiting South-America, and other countries, there is evolved in

the stomach, during the long and tedious process of digestion m these

animals, a vapour, or a gas, whose odour is intensely fetid. I have

not, hovN'ever, found that this is the case with the rattle-snake, and

other North-American serpents, that I have examined. But my own

observations on this head have not been very minute. I have made

inquiry of some persons (whose prejudices against the serpent-tribe

are not so powerful as my own), who are not afraid to put the heads

and necks of the black-snake, and other serpents that are destitute

of venomous fangs, into their mouths, and have been informed, that

they never perceived any disagreeable smell to proceed from the breath

of these animals. I have been present at the opening of a box which

contained a number of living serpents ; and although the box had

* * In my Historical and Fhilosnphkal Inquiry (not yet published),

I have collected many facts which seem incontestably to prove, that

the mythology, or superstitious religion, of the Americans is a frag-

ment of that mythology whose range isi Asia, and in Africa, has

been so extensive. Possibly, the veneration, or regard, which wa>

paid to different kinds of serpents in America did not originate i-.

this continent, but had its source in Asia, from which portion (

the globe (after a long and laborious attention to the subject) I ca:

not "doubt, that almost all the nations of America arc derived,

is unnecessary, in this Jwace, to cite instances of tbe religious vene-

ration which was, and still is, paid to some species of serpents, in va-

rious parts of the old-vyorld. Tliese iustanccs must be familiar to

every person, who ii acquainted with thehistoiians or with the poet-,

of antiquity, and with the history of the Gentoo-Indians/
^ * been
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been so close as to admit but a very small quantity of fresh air, aU
tliough the observation was made in a small warm room, I did not

perceive any peculiarly disagreeable effluvium to arise from the bodies

of these animals. I am, moreover, informed by a member of this

society *, who has, for a considerable time, ^ad ^ rattle-snake under
his immediate care, that lie has not observed that any disagreeable

vapour proceeds from this reptile. On the other hand, however, it

Is asserted by some creditable persons of my acquaintance, that a
most offensive odour, similar to that of flesh, in the last stage of pu-

trefaction, is continually emanating from every part of the rattle-

snake, and some other species of serpents. This odour extends,,

under certain circumstances, to a considerable distance from the body
of the animal. Mr. William Bartram assures me, that he has ol^-

served " horses to be sensible of, and greatly agitated by, it, at thp

distance of forty or fifty yards from the snake. They showed," he
says, " their abhor/ence, by snorting, winnowing, and starting

from the road, endeavouring to throw their riders, in order to

make their escape f." This fact, related by a man of rigid ve-

racity, is extremely curious ; and, in an especial manner, deserves

the attention of those writers, who, like iVL dc la Cepedc, imagine

that this fetid emanation from serpents is capable of affecting birds,

at small distances, with a kind of asphyxy:}:. It even gives some co-

lour of probability to the story related by Metrodorus, and preserved

in the Natural History of Pliny ^^.'

—

* Some experiments, which have been made in this city, do not ac-

cord with those of Mr. Vosmaer. The birds, which were put intp

the cage that contained the rattle-snake, flew or ran from the reptile,

as though they wa-e sensible of the -danger to which they v»ere ex-

posed. The snake made many attempts to catch the birds, but could
seldom succeed. When a dead bird was thrown into the cage, the

snake devoured it immediately. Ke soon caught and devoured a
living mole, an animal much more sluggish than the bird. A few days
«ncc, I had an opportunity of observing the follo\^^ng circumstance.

A small bird, our snow-bird
||

, had been put into a cage contain-

i-ng a large rattle-snake. The littk animal had been thus imprisoned

for several hours, when I first saw it. It exhibited no signs of fear,

but hopped about from the floor of the cage to its roost, and fre-

quently flew and sat upon the snake's back. Its chirp was no ways
tremulous; but perfectly natural: it ate the seed which were put
into the cage, and by its whole actions, I think, most evidently de?

monstrated, that its situation was not uneasy.'

To demonstrate that the phsenomena of fascination canngit

arise from the sudden virulence of an animal poison, Dr. B.
observes that ' upon inquiry, it is found that the power of be-

* Mr. Charles Wilson Peale.'

f MS. note communicated to the author.'

\ Histoire Naturelle des Serpens, p. 355.'

(J
Lib. xxviii, cap. 14.'

|1 The Emberiza hyemalis of Linnxus.'

M m 3 w-itchiug
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wUchlng different animals is not an exclusive gift of those ser-
pents which nature has provided with envenomed fangs : it i&
a gift which as extensively belongs to that more numerous tribe
of our serpents, whose bite is innocentj, and whose creeping
motion is their only poison *.'

^^ Tit.Bhtmeitbacb has supposed that the noise of the rattles
gauses animals (whether impelled by a kind of curiosity, raisi
understanding, or dreadful fear) to follow it, as it were of
their own accord. This puerile notion is, however, easily set
aside.

.'Having thus disposed of the doctrines of some of his prede-
ce-ssors, Dr. Barton proceeds to say : « The result of not a
little attention to the subject has taught me, that there is but
one wonder in the business; the wonder that the story
sllould ever have been believed by a man of understanding, and
of observation.'—Fascination, we are informed, is almost en-,

tjrely limited to birds that build low, and ' in almost every in-
stance, I found that the supposed fascinating faculty of the
serpent was exerted upon the birds at the particular season of
their laying their eggs, of their hatching, or of their rearing
their young, still tender, and defenceless. I now began to
suspect, that the cries and fears of birds supposed to be fas-
cinated originated in an endeavour to protect their nest or

* * If there is any impropriety in this mode of expression, the im-
propriety has its source in my feelings, with respect to the serpents.

Perhaps, no man experiences the force and the miseries of this preju-
dice in a greater degree than I do. It is the only prejudice which, I
think, I have, not strength to subdue. As the natural history of the
serpents is a very curious and interesting part of the science of zoo-
logy

j
as the United-States afford an ample opportunity for the far-

ther improvement of the history of these animals, and as I have, for
a long tlme,^ been anxious to devote a portion of my leisure time to
an investigation of their physiology, in particular, I cannot but ex-
ceedingly regret' my weakness and timidity, in this respect. I hpd
meditiated a series of experiments upon the respiration, the digestion,
and the generation of the serpents of Pennsylvania. But, I want the
fortitude which It Is necessary to possess In entering on the task. In-
stead of slowly and cautiously dissecting and examining their structure
and their functions, with that attention which the subject merits, \
am' more disposed, at present, to obey the injunction of the Mantuan
poet, in the following beautiful lines :

i Cape saxa manu : cape robora, pastor,
Tollentemque mlnas et siblla colla tumentem
Dljlce: jamque fuga tumidum caput abdldlt altc.

Cum medli nexus, extremxque agmlna caudas
.• Splvuptijr, tardosque trahit sinus uklmusorbesj .. ,.

GiORG. Lib. iii. 420-^424^?:

young.



fouh<T. My Inquiries' have convinced me that this is the

Ciise.'

Dr. B. thus comments on the latter ch'cumstance

:

*•

I liavc already obsen-'ed, that the rattle-snake does not climb up

trees. But the black-snake and some other species of the genus co--

iTib'er do. V7hen impelled by hunger, and incapable of satisfying it:

by the capture of animals on the ground, they begin to glide up trees-

or- bushes, upon which a bird has its nest. The bird is not ignorant

<Si the ' serpent's obiect. She leaves her nest, whether it contains eggs

or young ones, and endeavours to oppose the reptile's progress. In

doinrr this, she is actuated by the strength of her instinctive attach-

menfto her eggs, or of affection to her young. Her cry is melan-

choly, her molTons are tremulous. She exposes herself to the most

in^ninent danger. Sometimes, she approaches so near the reptile that

he seizes her as his prey. But this is fai from being universally the

(^ase. Often, she compels the serpent to leave the tree, and then re-

turns to her nest *.
• c x.' a -^

* It is' a well known fact, that amcmg some species ot birds, tne

female, at a certain period, is accustomed to compel the young ones

tb leave the nest; that is, when the young have acquired so much

streno^th that they are no longer entitled to all her care. But they

still claim some of her care. Their flights are awkward, and sooa

broken by fatigue. They fall to the ground, where they arc fre-

quently exposed to the attacks of the serpent, which attempts to de,

Vour them. In this situation of affairs, the mother Will place herseli

upon a branch of a tree, ot bush, in the vicinity of the serpent. She

will dnrt uponthe serpent, in order to prevent the destruction of her

young : but fear, the instinct of self-preservation, will compel her

a retire. She leaves the serpent, however, but for a short time, and

then returns again. Oftentimes, she prevents the destruction of her

young, attacking the snake, with her wing, her beak, or her claws,

ShouTd the reptile succeed In captur'tig the young, the mother is ex-

posed to less danger. For,- whilst c:,gsged in swallowing them, he

has neither inclination norr power to seize upon the old one. But the

appetite of the serpent-tribe is great : the capacity of their stomachs

is not less so. The danger of the mother is at hand, when the young

^re devoured. The snake seizes upon her : and u.is is the catastrophe,

which crowns the tale of fascination !'

''

!

*' * iiorace, though he has not, hke his contemporary, Virgil, g'ven

any great proofs of nis knowledge in natural h'stciy, appears to hSvb

known, full v^ell, the anxiety of birds for the preserva:icn of their

young:
<' Ut assidens implumibus puUis avis

" Serpentium allapsus timet." Epod. t. j' •

* The author of these two fine lines, had he lived in Amcricai^e

•land of- fascination, would, I am inclined to think, have disbelieved

the whole story. They would have been aclue-tb light and^truth on

^i\is subject.'

M m 4 ' This
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This memoir still contains two facts deserving the notice of

our readers

:

* Some years since, the ingenious Mr. Rittenhouse was induced to

suppose, from the peculiar melanchoiy cry of a red-winged-maize-thief*,

that a snake was at no great distance from it, and that the bird was

in distress. He threw a stone at the place from which the cry pro-

ceeded, which had the effect of driving the bird away. The poor ani-

mal, however, immediately returned to the same spot. Mr. Ritten-

house now went to the place where the bird alighted, and, to his

great astonishment, he found it perched upon the back of a large

black-snake, which it was pecking with its beak. At this very time,

the serpent was in the act of swallowing a young bird, and from the

enlarged size of the reptile's belly it was evident that it had already

swallowed two or three other young birds. After the snake was

killed, the old bird fiew av/ay.

< Mr. Rittenhouse says that the cry and actions of this bird had

been precisely similar to those of a bird which is said to be under the

fascinating influence of a serpent ; and I doubt not that this very in-

stance would, by many credulous persons, have been adduced as a

proof of the existence of such a faculty. But what can be more
evideTt than the general explanation of this case ? The maize-thief

builds its nest in low bushes, the bottoms of which are the usual haunts

of the black-snake. The reptile found no difficulty in gliding up
to the nest, from which, most probably in the absence of the mother,

it had taken the young ones. Or it had seized the young ones, after

they had been forced from the nest, by the mother. In either case,

the mother had come to prevent them from being devoured.*

—

* A black -snake sometimes finds great difficulty in obtaining his

prey upon a tree. In support of this assertion, I could adduce many
facts. But my memoir has already exceeded the limits which I ori-

ginally prescribed to it. I shall content myself, therefore, with re-

lating a solitary fact, which strikingly illustrates my position.

* A black-snake v/as seen climbing up a tree, evidently with the

view of procuring the young birds in the nest of a baltimore-bird.

This bird, it has been already observed, suspends its nest at the ex-

tremity of the branch of a tree. The branch to which the bird, of

which I am speaking, had fiiTixed its nest, being very slender, the

serpent found it impossible to come at the nest by crawling along it

:

he, therefore, took the advantage of another branch, which hung
above the nest, and twisting a small portion of his tail around it, he

AV?^ enabled by stretching the remainder of his body, to reach th$

.nest, into which he insinuated his head, and thus glutted his appetite

with the young birds.*

Such is the substance of a paper that contains a variety of

interesting information. We have been copious in our extracts,

* * Commonly called, In Pennsylvania, the Swamp-Black-bjrcl,

It is the Oriolus phceniceus of Linnaeus.'

7 t'n
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on account of the difEculty which our inquisitive readers would
probably experience, in attempting to procure the improved
edition of the memoir.

Art, III. Die Kwut das Menschliche Lelen ; \. e. The Art of prolong,

ing Human Life. By C. W.Hufeland, M. D. 8vo. pp.696.
Jena. 1797-

'npHis work, we understand, has made a considerable impres-
- sion in the country in which it was published ; and al-

though we cannot rank it as the German Journalists do, among
the first literary productions, we are ready to acknowlege that

Dr, HuFEi.AND has managed some parts of his subject with
considerable address. The reader is not here to expect new-

projects for the prolongation of life : but he will find overlook-

ed and neglected truths forcibly stated. Many rules of diet,

formerly proposed, but coldly received, and scarcely ever fol-

lowed, are laid down a-s the foundation of a new science, which
our author thinks may properly be called Macro-biot'tce.

Man i3 greatly subject to moral influences. These tend ma-
nifestly to lengthen or to abridge the term of his duration, and
they are accordingly very studiously examined in the treatise

before us.—It is divided into two parts; Theoretical and Practical.

The Theoretical part is distributed into nine lectures, in which
the following subjects are discussed, i. The fortums of the

science of prolonging life are deduced from the earliest times to

Mesmer, CagliostrO, and Dr. Graham. Impostors of very
different talents have ever made attempts to turn the general

desire of longevity to their advantage. In this historical intro-

duction, the author endeavours to correct the ideas of the pub-
lic concerning the duration of life, and thus to guard them
against the arts of the fraudulent. Lect. II. Inquiry concern'

ing the principle and duration of life. The representation here
given of the vital principle, its laws and actions, inclines much
to chemical physiology. The living process, it is said, may be

considered as a continual process of consumption. It essen-

tially consists in a perpetual destruction and renovation of the
'living Being. The process has its limits ; and every possible

extension of existence depends on strengthening the vital prin-

ciple and organs ; retarding consumption •, and promoting re-

novation. Lect, III. -Length of life in plants. An interesting

investigation, from which the following deductions flow. The
great age of a plant depends, 1. on slow growth ; 2. on late and
infrequent propagation ; 3. a plant destined to last must be
provided with organs that have a certain degree of firmness ;

4. it must be large and spreading j 5. it must be lofty. The
contrary
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contrary circumstaricesfj 'c&fcrls pdrihus, ab'ridge alikev%ieta!)icf

and ainmal life. Lect. IV. Duration of ' anmal life. Dt. H/
goes through all the classes, to confirm his deductions frc til'

ptants. In' Leer. V. the most remarkable examples of human
longevity with regard to nations, climates, and callings, nre

reported. Lect. VI. B-esulti of experience. Determination of the

period of human life. Of the results, the most importiinc is

that longevity depends on conformity of c-onduct to the laws

of nature. The author sets down the possible duration erf" life

at 200 years. Lect. ViL More particular inquiry concerning

ivari's life; and the infuence of high ifitellectual cultivation on

longevity. Lect. VllL Disposition of indiwduals for longevity^

Its characteristics. Lect. IX. Exaviination of varizus new pro'

posals for the extetision of Ifs^ and account of thi> only method

applicable to man. The principles of the second lecture are

here repeated. Longevity is, only attainable by increasing the

vital power itself— by hardening or scasqning the organs—re--

tardiiig the consumption ol life, and by iaciiitating its renovation.

This discussion leads to th-e Practical part, in which the au-

thor treats of the several means by which life may be abridged

or lengthened. The means of abridgment are, an educ ation tend-

ing to weakness 5 excess in venery ; over exertion of the intel-

lectual powers; diseases, and the improper treatment of them;
means of violent death j inclination to suicide ; foul air; resi-

dence in large cities ;
gluttony and sottishness ; certain dispo-

sitions and passions ; moroseness ; too much business; fear of

death;, idleness and listlessness ; an overstrained imagination;

physical and contagious poisons. On all these the author treats

distinctly ; and he then enumerates and examines their oppo-
sites, as the m.tans of longevity.

The work does not appear to us to be of that merit which
renders a translation very desirable:— but to an English

writer, who should undertake to treat the same impcrrtant sub-

\cctj it would doubtless, afford considerable aid.

Art. IV. Oeuvres compltttcs du General Dumvuriez ; i. e. The com-,

pkte Works of General Dumcuriex. Vol. I. coRtaining the Pre-

sent State of the Kingdom of Portugal. 4to. pp. 306. Ham.*
fcurgh, 1797. Imported by Dc Bcffe, London.

'TF'HE fortunes of General Dumouriez have naturally pro-
.* cured for his writings a celebrity which they would pro-

bably never have attained, had his opinions been delivered

only on topics of less pressing inte.resti—bad his energies been
expended on a qause of less universal concern. We have sepa-

rately examined many of these writings already, and shall
•"'

10 therefore
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theTef6te content' ourselves; witH'Uttle more than announcing

liiis collective edition of thjsm : of" \v'.'ich the first volume com-

prises only the statistical accounp of Portugnly ivrttten in i'j66y

But first published in 1775, Jt has,, however, undergone art

eUborate revision, and has been enlarged by copious insertions

of information. '-

To this first volume, which contains a map of' Portugal, an

extensive preface is given :

* The period of its publication' (says the author) * adds to the

liberty of my opinions, which have been extended and strengthefied

by the experience of thirty years, equivalent to three- .centuries,

when I first wrote, many truths were unknown and others dangerous

to avow. I neither compoGe for children, nor for an age that haa

gone by : but for a period of informa,tion, and for men of know-

* Without affecting to be an enlightener of nations or an instructor

of sovereigns, I have still aspired to infuse useful ideas v/orthy of a
reflecting man, and consonant wibh the principles which have directed

my political and military career. I shall alarm only fools ; I shall

incur the ill-will only of the dishonest, and the abuse of unprincipled

partisans of despotism or of anarchy. What matters tbe'ir opinion I

Their force, exhausted by their excessive efforts, is now paralytic,

* In 1789, I said to those of my friends whose comfortable exist-

ence was supported by privileges and prejudices, " Read Plutarch

and change your skin."

—

-
* Every nation must expect a- period at which a revolution will be

inevitable. When its mass of information gives It an impatience of
t*he ancient Institutions, the sovereign, who should ever outstrip the
spirit of the times, ought to call around him a small number of sages,

and ought himself to abollsli without pity the abuses that are contrary

to liberty, were they even the ground-work of his power. If he rt-

malhs behind either in vrit or will, he soon passes for a public enemy,
and becomes the expiatory victim. "^

* The revolution of America was not a sufScient' lesson for soveC

reigns; because distance lessened the prospect: but let theift sfu^X?

that of France, so compktely successful in the very'taidfet of them,
and in spite of their united efforts at preventioni Let them take liio-t

tice that ali the nations of Europe gave an unprepared but pointed
approbation, even to the more irregular movements of this astonish*

ing revolution : that they still seek to palliate its crimes, and to at-

tribute them to aukward circumstances % and let them infer that there
still exists- a silent irresistable concord among the souls that vibrate to
the cry of Liberty.'— ., , .

* They will find that their numerous hosts have mqstrehigtantlv
marched against the regenerate people that has braved all 'dan-rcrs in
the- first great cause' of humanity; that there same warriors,' electric

fie<l by the contact of freemen^ have always forgotten the shiune. of
their defeat In admiration of the extraordinary enefgy of their coti^

querors,. wrapping them^elvei up in the general dignity ^of 'rtian'-tt?

cloak their own reproach.*

—

« They
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* They will find that the unprecedented successesof one people against

nine powers,—of a people without bread, money, arms, or govern-

ment,—which forged all its means 'of defence in the aident furnace

of liberty—of a people lorn by an inveterate civil war, by internal

and external conspiracies, still stifled and still springing up afresh,

given up to anarchy, to the most consuming tyranny, to the most
bloody barbarism ;—they will find, I say, that these successes are the

<;onsequence of the fatality of revolutions, the course of which no

human effort can stop.'

—

* Those bushes which hide from sovereigns the pit-falls that sur-

round them, those cotirtiers and ministers who stand between them
and truth, will blacken the object of these reflections ; which are

dictated by philanthropy, by a pure desire of seeing governments

supported by the peo]jle, and the people made wise and happy by
their governments. Foolish men ! to place sovereignty in a title and
power in mere force ! their error wall one dzy be punished. Force is

the attribute of the people ; and if the agents of the sovereignty abuse

it to the prejudice of the people, it will at length be turned against

them, and their fell will involve that of the sovereign, who has perhaps

only the vices of feebleness and indolence : a famous example is in

preparation '

The Gener;il snys much more to the same purport, and in n

still more apocalyptic style. His authorities for believinjr in fa-

talism are curiously grouped. * Nearly all the great philosophers

have been fatalists ; so. are the Turks and Russians.' He
predicts that France will wrest the empire of the seas from
England, with as much ease as she has subdued the nations

that attacked her by land. He also foretels the success of an
invasion, and adds that peace alone can divert this stroke

which v.'ill crush England.

He then proceeds to speak of Prussia, and other European
States ; which are all condemned without mercy to be leavened

by the revolutionary ferment. Siiperstition, he thinks, is the

most formidable impediment to t!ie realization of these terres-

trial paradises.

This political survey of Portugal is agreeably written. It con-

tains many curious notices, and is probably altogether the best

account extant of the country of which it treats. The present

is the only volume of this collection that we have yet received.

Art. V. Defense des Emigres Frangais, Sec. i. e. A Defence of the

French Emigrants ; addressed to- the People of France. By T.G.
DE Lally ToLiiNDAL. 8vo. pp.400., 6s. Dc Boffc, Lou-
don. 1797.

^F the former writings of Count de Lally Tolendal we
spoke in due course:—see Rev. vol. xvi. p. 515, &<?.

With greater satisfaction we now announce from his pen a

Defence of the Emigrants, distinguished both for argument and

eloquence.

O'
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eloquence, and wortliy, of promoting a repeal of those intole-

rant laws of the French Republic, which have treated their

conscientious heresy as a blasphemy inexpiable. If the wreath
of triumphant Uberty be worn with as exalted a generosity, as

her dangers have been incurred with an unyielding courage, the

stain of cruelty may yet be obliterated, and the despotic inter-

regnum of a Robespierre may yet be separated from the probable

concomitants of a revolutionary period.

The father of Count Lally was of Irish extraction, and,

for alleged misconduct in the East Indies, was condemned by
severe judges. The pen of Voltaire gave currency to the ar-

guments of his defenders ; and the industrious piety of his son
obtained a reverse of sentence. This care for a parent's me-
mory procured for the young barrister (as he then was) much
attention and much interest, and elevated him, in i/^p,

to a seat in the States-General of France. Attached by senti-

ment to liberty and by gratitude to the king, it was natural

that his conduct should tend to an oblique diagonal course.

He every where seemed fond of the speculative doctrines of
liberty, and every where reluctant to the practical application

of them. With him, a sense of decorum appeared stronger

than a sense of duty ; and from a coarse proceeding of the mob,
he grew disgusted with the cause of the people. Although de-

sirous of equality, he wished not to hurt the privileged orders;

although tolerant of republicanism, he cared not to offend his

king. This ge/itlemauly nature cannot but secure to him the

ultimate approbation, if not of the philosopher, yet of the po-
lished and the sentimental : while the praise of Mr. Burke has
illustrated and consecrated the desertion of his country.

With this somewhat chivalrous but interesting cast of opi-

nion, it is natural to speak of the several constitutions of France
in the following terms ;

* How superior this constitution of 1795 to that of 1 791 ! a
monstrous production, formed of heterogeneous parts, which did
not comprehend one article that another had not contradicted ; did
not promise one good that it had not rendered impracticable ; did not
establish one authority that it had not rendered imnotent ; which ab-
surdly pursued a balance instead of an union of powers, organizing
anarchy and contriving dissolution !

' How superior to that of 1793 ; a code which it is impossible to
describe in human dialect ! a code which, in the name of socieiy and
of the law, domesticated every curse, to avoid which men confederate
into societies, and shelter themselves under laws !

' How immense the advantage of. a legislature divided into two
branches, over those three single-bodied legislatures which contended
against each other for the detestable superiority in tyrannizing over,
desolating, ensanguining, and dishonouring France, during six year^ I

* Huw
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How superior your present executfvc power to that phantom ofa king apparentlyprescned in 1791 only that there! m&it yet VKmain in 1^ ranee a crime to commit! •
^' '^^ :ivi\

* Plow strong a curb is ah-eady imposed on that force whicfi owt-leapt every barrier with impunitjy and which, with inconceivable in>
justice, was called a committee of j^i-Zjr/^

^
The author farther characterises, somewhat unfavourably*

the Girondists

:

rt*

* You perhaps suppose, rcpubh'cans ! that I recoHect with satls^

ZTfnP ^"' ^"%7 f^'^^'l'
party-men. No. I would be just,even to Bnssot. The Girondists gave me horror during the last

stages of the monarchy: but, the republic once proclaimed, they
excite my interest. One would imagine that, in deliberating togetheron the means of obtainmg and the mode of using power, their chiefsbad repeated the fa^:ou^te axiom of C-^sar, Na.fsf .iolaldurn est Jus,•vtolandum est regnar.di gratia ; hi ceteris virtutem colas .—but thcv inorder to reign, had a republic to found, not to destroy

; and, as theyknew that a repubhc must not be founded on immorality, they en^-deavoured to cast a veil over past and to resist present crimes.
' They boasted of the roth of August; they execrated the 2dof September. 1 hey Imd hlled Paris with pikc-men, but they en-

deavoured to wrest rroni their satellites the inauspicious weapon.They had sent to Marseilles for troops, but these they dispatch«i

tw\lT"Tr'"i, '?/'""''',?
.

'^^''^ '''''' vehemeily cksirous
that the Republic should not sully its infancy with those crimes whichyou must disavow, if you mean that it should endure. They had
overturned the throne of Louis the i6th, but they strove to save his
person. Even ,n pronouncing him guilty, they endeavoured to mo-
derate his punishment to exile

; and, after having heard the' fatal
sentence, they sought to evade it by an appeal to the people. Of
these men, there were many wliose natural sensibility triumphed over
every temptation of political expediency; and who, when they be-
held the execution of the sentence in which they had to concur, spent
whole days and nights m torrents of tears and convulsions of despair.
In two words, the existence of the Girondists was divided betvveen
the commission of cnmes and plans of beneficence

; between ebulli-
tions of fury and overflowings of sensibility. Unpunished when
-criminal, they were sacrificed on ceasing to be so. Their misfortune
-was merited

: but their condemnation was unjust. Their be;rinnin^
•^as in.amous, their end heroic. Their death, likelheir birtl wat
a public ciuamity.

In a note (p. 1 67) the author asserts that, for385 livres toumoU,
^about^

.
lo.sterl.) once paid- a national estate has been purchas-

ed which produces 4000 Hvres yearly (about /•. 170 sterl.):
afld having thus established the fact of the extremely low
price o.^ landed property in France, he proceeds to bewail
the misiortune of a country in' which all estates sell so dls-
advantngeously. Let us for a moment suppose an extreme de-
preciation of all lixed propei-ty,-^is tliis an evil ? Is not the "

annual
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fitinual mass of produce, and the annual mass of labour, the

'true cause of prosperity ? Does not their combination dreatc

every thing which can be distributed among the citizens—^be

consumed, enjoyed, or hoai'ded by them ? I5 not land a mere
capital, the cheapness of which favours productive industry ?

Is it not advantsgc;ous to North America that estates sell there

,foj less than a year's crop ; and that rent forms there no com-
ponent part of the price of food, or at least a very inconsider-

able one ? A hardship, no doubt, it is to a proprietor of soil,

that he must turn yeoman for a maintenance : but is it, in a

national point of view, a grievance ?

. The Count undertakes, at p, 32G, a vv'ell composed disserta-

tion on the utility of religion j which is rapidly becoming,
.with others of his countrymen, " the order of the day" (see

©ur xxist vol. p. 496). He quotes Plutarch and Cicero among
the antients,— Mably, Rousseau, and Washington, among the

moderns,—in order to prove the expediency of nutional belief.

How is all this to superinduce it ? Can his countrymen un-read

Freret, Boulanger, and Voltaire, or un-learn the sophisms
which they have impressed? Must not the magistrate, then,

if he interfere at all with religion, look abroad for some nevv

sect to patronize, against which the argumentsof those writers

have not been pointed? Must he not consent to drop Catho-

licism, and let the venerable archbishop of Aries ha.ve been
martyi-ed in vain ?—The Count justly prefers the Christian to

every other religion, and obsei-ves that it has been found com-
patible in Florence, Switzerland, and elsewhere, with demo-
cratic republicanism.

The concluding recommendation of pence deserves every

praise for eloquence and sentiment. May it prove the h.ir-

binger of a complete reconciliation between the sufferers from
tyranny, within and without France ! May it obtain for the
unfortunate absentees at least a partial restoration to the lands

of their fathers ! May it prepare the oblivion of every rancor-
ous emotion, and induce the republican representatives at length
to unveil the statue of Mercy !

The style of Count J...4LLY Tolendal apparently imitates

that of Rousseau, and like it is too uniformly eloquent. Vv^ith

an habitual back-ground of simplicity, his laboured passages
might have appeared rapturous : but, by multiplying the artifices

of the declaimer, by inuring the reader to efl'ort, he every
where app-;ars to have done his utmost; and the want of variety

seems to imply that he has mi forces in reserve. On the whole,
however, it is impossible to read his writings withouit Gotjeeiv"

ing a respect for the Ma^*, . >
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Art. VL Voyages dans hi Alpes^ Sec. i. e. Travels in the Alps*
By Horace Benedict DE Saussure. Vols. IV.—VIII. 8vo.

\_Artic}e concludedfrom the last Append'ix.'\

TJAVING taken a general view of the preceding volumes of"

*^ these entertaining Travels, it is now our task to give some
account of the remainder of the work. Before we proceed,

however, it may not be unnecessary to inform our readers that

there is also^published a quarto impression of this valuable per-

formance, comprising the same matter in four volumes, each

containing two of the octavo edition.

On the road to FrejiiSy a little way beyond Esterel^ M. de3.
says there is a pass rather dangerous for travellers. The high

Toad there is bounded on each side by two eminences ; which,

commanding the interjacent track, are generally used by the

robbers who haunt those parts as stations for their scouts.

The banditti suffer travellers to proceed about midway between

the two eminences, when they suddenly rush on them from the

thickets and pillage them, while the centineis keep their look-

out, watching the officers of tlie Marechaussee. If, fortu-

nately for the unwary traveller, the latter appear at a distance,

a concerted signal apprizes the robbers of their danger, and

they retreat into the woods; whither it is found impracticable

to pursue them, as the trees not only form impervious fast-

nesses, but are interspersed with huge fragments of rock,

through which the banditti alone knov/ how to find an easy and

quick passage. When M. DE S., in company with M. Fictet,

travelled this road, they were shewn by the courier of Rome,
who had joined them, the scattered remnants of a mail which

had been taken from a courier a few days before. This wood,

commonly known by the name of Esterel Forest, and rendered

formidable by the frequency of these predatory accidents, con-

sists of fir and oak trees, with various shrubs growing beneath.

It extends as far as the sea-coast, and covers a plot of ground

of between three and four leagues in length by two in breadth.

The whole of this tract, lying totally uncultivated, serves as an

asylum to the slaves who make their escape from the gallies of

Toulon ; the nursery of all the vagrants who infest the sur-

rounding country.

We cite this anecdote, chiefly to shew that M- de S. can ,,

agreeably qualify the scientific information, which his volumes tijd

so amply afford, with remarks seemingly heterogeneous, but

always useful and interesting.

From several parts of this work, the author appears to have

taken every opportunity of observing what he calls />aj/f/, where

rocks of a different nature are supported by, or ranged on, one

another.
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ftnotlier. He justly *1eemed such spots best calculated for

srudylng the causes of those revolutions, by means of which
Nature, ceasing to produce mountains of a particular kind,

brought forth others of a different sort. Thus he had been led

to hope that, not far from Hyeres, he should meet with a

mountain calcareous on the western and vitrescible on the

eastern side :— but the authority on which he grounded his ex-

pectation being rather dubious, it is truly admirable to see in

this instance, as in many others, the spirit. and zeal with which
he pursued his object, where any possibility of attaining it ap-

peared. The mountain called des Oiseatix seemed to be that

which exhibited the above phaenomenon ;—we shall quote his

observations

:

* While ascending the summit, I perceived in the calcareous parts

of the mountain a hemisphere of from 15 to 18 inches in diameter,

composed entirely of calcareous spath, disposed in concentric strata :

which* were severally formed by an union of spiral particles, converg-

ing towards the centre of the mass. At first, I imagined that this

might be accident : but I observed, to my great surprise, as I pro-

ceeded to ascend, that the whole mountain, up to the top, was com-
posed of bowls of spath, as it were, shaped nearly alike. Their
circumference differs, the largest being about two or three feet in

diameter, and the smallest two or three inches. There are also some
of an oblong form, but they are always composed of concentric strata

formed of parts which converge towards the centre or axis of the

mass. Sometimes, these strata, though concentric, are undulating

er scolloped. The bowls, both great and small, are often mixed
and grouped in singular forms: yet altogether they are disposed in

tolerably regular strata, somewhat inclined, and rising to the north

or north-east.

* The substance of spath of which they are formed is yellow, like

honey, or of a transparent yellowish white colour, and its grain is

very brilliant. The interstices are filled up with a less solid sub-

stance, which is often porous and of a coarser texture: but which,

on the whole, does not essentially differ from the former.
* The effects of crystallisation cannot be mistaken in these forms.

Stalactites, indeed, are often of a similar formation: but a moun-
tain, entirely composed of an aggregate of such crj'stallisations, ia

a vtry extraordinary phenomenon.'

In visiting the Adofitagne de Catime, the author was surprised

as well as grieved to observe the barrenness of that and the

neighbouring mountains. It was a very striking spertacle to

behold, from the summit of Caume, all the sea-coast lying

under his view, encircled by a zone of the most beautiful ver-

dure, extending about two leagues inland ; and the b:^.ck-ground

composed of towering white rocks, which presented to the eye

an image of the most dreary sterility. Yet it is asserted that

these very mountains were once covered with foregts, and that

App. Rev. Vol. xxiii. N n antien?
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antier.t records explicitly mention the circumstance, but tliat t^icjf

have been destroyed by inconsiderate waste and rooting up. The
loss of these forests is a great injury to the country ; as, besides

*

a consequent scarcity of fuel and of pasture, there being now
no vegetation to retain and absorb the rain, it quickly forms
impetuous and irresistible torrents. Moreover, these barren

rocks supplying no exhalations, nor presenting to the passing

clouds such a surface as would attract their moisture, no springs

are nourished, and no rivulets produced, which would at once
Jertilize the mountains, and furnish the atmosphere with mat-
ter for refreshing rains and dews. There is now no alternative

in that part of Provence, but between burning drougiits and
destructive torrents. Our philosophic traveller observes, how-
ever, that this evil is not past all remedy. In Naples and Si-

cily, w^hich are situated in a climate much warmer than that of
the South of France, the lavas of Vesuvius and ^.tna gradually

assume a new vegetation :—but Nature must not be disturbed

in her operations. According to the quality of the soil and thg

temperature of the atmosphere, she produces plants which
require scarcely any earth for their growth, such as the Traga-
canth-a AlassUiensis^ Euphorbia lathyfis ^ Genista spifiosay andXfl-,"
vafnlula; which plants, left to themselves, would moulder into ^
earth, and by degrees accumulate vegetable mould sufficient '^^

for the production of pines and new forests :—but the Pro-^*
venial peasant, urged by the necessities of the moment, tears'

^
up all those plants as fast as they grow, employing the most '^

woody of them for fuel, and the others either for litter, or,

in a state of putrefaction, for manure. Thus he interrupts

the labour of Nature, and the mountains, on or near which he
dwells, increase in dreariness- To oppose the gathering of

those plants might be construed into cruelty : but it would be
the sole means of restoring to those mountains their verdure,

their v/oods, and all the benefits that could be derived froiE

them.
The author relates a trait in the character of the common

people In Provence, which has an air of inconsistency with
the general tenor of French manners. All those whom hfe \^
had an opportunity of i^eeing at some distance from towns *

and hijjh roads appeared to him, in general, very distrustful of

strangers,, and did not relinquish their suspicions till tho-

roughly convinced that they had nothing to fear; and thefi

they would behave with great courtesy. This cbservaticlfi'"^

M. D^.S. accompanies with the following anecdote :

:-.'7?

* V/e weco^dylng with Iiujiger and tliirst. My guide having as-

sured me rliat we should Hnd nothing in the village, our only resource

was in trying whether, in a house before us, Vr'hicji had the'appcarw

lO ance
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llRce of a good farm, the people would be induced, eitli^er by interest

or humanity, to supply us with some refreshment. We knocked at

tlte dyor: a yoimg and pretty woman came to the window, and re-

plied to our humble request, that she was very willing to give us what-

ever her cottage aiTorded, and v/hich consisted only in eggs, bread, and

wine, if we would pledge our word of honour not to set foot into her

house, but partake of what she would send to us by her maid-servant

under the shade of an adjacent mulberry tree.^ We gave our word
j

and she kept hers. She came even as far as the threshold to entertain

us widi much sprighthness and good-humour, while we were dnnk-

ing her health in the wine which she had sent to us. We separated

with every mark of mutual satisfaction, but w ithout offering on our

part to infringe the condition which she had imposed on us.'

LI, DE Saussure's description of some quarries, in whicK

are found petrified fish, is well desen'ing of the naturalist's

attention. He. thinks it extraordinary that the impressions,

and, in general, the remains of fossil fish, though not altogether

scarce, should silll be much more rare than those of shell fish
j

and that where the former exist, there should be such a quan-

tity t3f them, as to form whole layers in the midst of thick

stones. He is inclined to believe that the quarties containing

thera must have formerly been bottoms of great lakes, some

filled with fresh and others witli salt water, and liable alterr

natcly to be drained and filled. When these reservoirs were

exhausting, the fishes thajL had retired to the deepest parts re-

mained buried in the mud ; which, when hardened, preserved

their impressions. Afterward, the water returning into tht

reservoirs brought with it other fishes ; which, in their turn,

remained prisoners in the mud when the channels again became

dry. This hypothesis, according to M. de S., explains the

fact that, sometimes, in the same quarry, both fresh-water

fish and sea fish are found. It is not impossible that a lake of

fresh water, by some revolution, should become filled with

sea water -, nor will it be difficult to assign causes for the latter

disappearing and leaving its place to the former.

The author accounts satisfactorily, we think, for the non-

existence of skeletons of fish, in those places which are sup-

posed to have once been covered by the sea. All fish, says he,

that die naturally in the water, are swelled by putrefaction,

and float on the surface,. They are broken by the motion of

the waves, devoured or torn by other fish, or pierced by ani-

mal* that engender in their flesh. Then the cartilages unitmg

their vertebra dissolve, and their bones are dispersed, and can

scarcely be re:cognized :— but, when the lakes dry up, the mud
in which the fishes had taken shelter, keeps their parts united ;

so that it often exhibats very small fishes, and even very delicate

insects, perfect in all .their parts.
• N n 3 M. DE
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M. DE S. visited Grignan, where Madame de Sevlgfie,vrhos6

verypretty letters have certainly been perused with pleasure by the
majority of our readers, usually resided. He saw her portrait,

which represents her as of a fair complexion, with features tole-

rably regular, but not bespeaking that spirit which animates her
letters. When walking round the house, M. de S. observed
with surprise that the panes of the windows on the north side
were nearly all broken, while those on the other sides appeared
entire. On being told that it was the north-east wind which
had demolished them, he could not believe tl^ information
and consulted other persons about the probable cause : but they
having assigned the same reason, he was compelled to think it

the true one. He found, indeed, that from this quarter the
wind blows there with such violence, as to carry the gravel off

the terrace up as high as the second story of the house, and
with force sufficient to break the windows. This fact shews
tliat Madame de Sevigne might, without affectation, pity her
daughter for being exposed to the north-eastern blasts at
Grignan.

Most accounts of Provence mention the M7sfral'y a wmd
blowing from north-west or west-nortli-west. It is said to

contribute to the salubrity of the air, by disj)ersing the exha-
lations of the marshes and stagnant waters so common in the
south of Languedoc and Provence :—but, at times, it is also

very injurious, or at least very troublesome. Our author
thought it of importance to inquire into its causes, which he
found might be reduced to three : • ^^qorr;. ^ j».:>itr

• The first and most effectual cause (he says) is the situation of
the gulf of Lyons, the banks of which are the principal theatre of
its ravages. This gulf, in fact, is situated at the bottom of a fun-

nel, formed by the Alps and Pyrenees. All the winds blowinrr

from any point between west and north are forced by these moun-
tains to unite in the gulf. Thus, winds which would not have pre-'

vailed but at one extremity of the gulf, or even much beyond it, are

obliged to take this route, after having undergone the repercuasion of ;

these mountains; and the middle of the guff, instead of the cal^'^i}

which it might have enjoyed, is exposed to the united efforts of two. .

streams of wind, descending in different directions. Hence arjs^;

those whirlwinds, which seem to characterise the mistral, and anbear

to have induced the antients to call it Circ'tusy a turbine ejus ac vcrili-
'

glne: sctAuL Gellius, 1. ii. cap. 22. '' " *

* The second cause is the general slope of the grounds descending- '^

from all sides towards the gulf; which, becoming aU at once lower
*

and more southerly than the lands extending behind it, is from tliese-

joint circumstances rendered the hottest poiut of all the adjacent ;.

country;—and, as the air on the surface of the earth always tend?^-

from the colder to the wanner regions, the gulf of Lyons is actually, ,

tlic centre towards which the air from all colder points between east
'

and »
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p.nd west mtist press. This cause, then, alone would be productive
of winds directed to the gulf, even if the repercussion of the moun-
tains did not exert its Influence.

' Finally, it is well known that in all gulfs the land-winds blow
more forcibly than opposite to plains and promontories, whatever be
the situation of those gulfs. I apprehend, indeed, on strict exami-
nation, that this cause is blended with the preceding :—but, as the
fact is generally admitted, and, in some cases,, can be explained only
by reasons drawn from the effects of heat, it may not improperly,
perhaps, be distinctly mentioned. It is, at least, necessary to sup-
pose that several causes produce the rnistral, in order to understand
why, notwithstanding the variableness of the seasons and tempera-
tures, that wiind is so singularly constant in Lower Lanr/uedoc and
Lower Provence. A very remarkable instance of this constancy is

recorded by the Abbe Papon, in his Voyage de Provence, tom, li.

p. 81. He asserts that, during the years 1769 and 1770, the
mistral continvied for fourteen months successively :—but the three
]causes which I have stated, tskcn S'.^parately, will explain its fre-

quency, and, united, will account for its force.'

M. DE Saussure's third expetlition was from Geneva to the
LacAIpjcur-,ihxo\xgh thcGrifme/, the Griej; and laFurca delBosco.

As well-watered countries enjoy comforts and conveniencies
which they must otherwise either forego, or buy at a dear rate,

judicious travellers have ever made it a point to procure cor-
rect information concerning gre;it rivers ; and some have un-

j

dertuken long and dangerous voyages, in order to discover the
sources of them. The Rhone is allowed to be one of the
finest rivers in Europe, and M. de S. has certainly not mis-
spent his time in ascertaining its true sources. We shall
briefly state the result of his inquiries.

Not far from Oberwaldy two impetuous streams precipitate
themselves into what is called the source of the Rhone, and
are the first tribute which it receives. These torrents, thouoh
in fact descending from higher ground, and containing a body
of water twenty times more considerable than the spring just
inemioned, are not denominated the source of the Rhone.
The country people, with a sort of contempt, call these
streams snow-water, or water from the ice-mountain j* while
they pay a kind of veneration to, and honour as the source of
the river, a fountain gushing from the earth in a small mea-
dow. Many travellers, and even the learned Scheurkzer, be-
stow much censure on the Valla'uans for this seeming caprice.
iJurprised at the singularity of the circumstance, and endea-
vouring to divine the cause of it, M. de Saussure first tasted
the spring water, and then phmged his hand into it, when he
found that it possessed a considerable degree gf warmth : but,
suspecting illusion, he put in a thermometer, divided into 80
jparts, which he saw rise to i\\ ; while the temperature of all

II n 3 the
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tlie neighbouring rills appeared to be little above the degree d
dongelarion ; excepting a small rivulet, which, likewise, shares

the honour of being one of the fountains of the Rhone,

This observation, which our ingenious author first made in th«;

year 1775, ^^^ '^^^^ quite new, and appeared to him not un-

intevefting. He conjectured that this water must preserve its

temperature through the winter ; and the shepherds tending

their flocks in those meadows informed him that, while the

surrounding country lay covered with hoar frost, this spring

actually melted the snow, and remained surrounded v.iih ver-

dure during the coldest seasons. From this fact, and the wor-

ship formerly paid to the divinities of fountains, especially if

they resisted the cold of the winter ; as well as from the mar-

vellous account, which was industriously circulated amon^ the

vulgar, of the sources of great rivers ; it is very natural to

infer that this spring of the Rhone was famous in antiquity.

It is likewise obvious that its waters, at once warm, unchange-

able, and limpid, must, in the eyes of the peasant, seem pre-

ferable to the troubled and chilly streams which rush dov;n

from the ice-mountains *, and must enjoy among them a sort

of traditional pre-eminence, which not only is very consistent

with the opinion (now forgotten) that it was the abode of the

divinity who presided over the river, but also renders it highly

probable that this small spring originally bore the same name
with the noble Rhone itself. This conjecture is strengthened

by the present appellation of the fountain. The people call it

dcr Rothe, a name which, in the course of time, might easily

• be corrupted into that of Rhone,.

'"'-'- Thtfourth Volume of the 4to., and the 7th and 8th volume?!

' ' 6f the 8vo. edition, contain the latter part of the third journey,

and the four remaining expeditions. The contents of them

ate : the return from the Lac Majcur to Geneva by Aloutit St.

Gotharcl, the summit of Mont Blanc, the Col de Gionty
<
Mont

• Mose, and Mont Cervin.
^3 ?^ There are few readers who have not heard something of

M. DE^Saussurl's celebrated expedition to Mo?it B/anc in the

year 1787. No man of science had ever attempted to ascend

this formidable mountain before him, and many thought it

iihpracticable.—We have at diflerent times presented to our

readers some particulars of this undertaking : but we shall now
recall to their attention a few leading circumstances attending

if, and such as will enable them to judge both of its danger

and its utility.—15eing arrived at Chamouniy a village at th^ base

of the mountain, M. de S. was detained by continual -rains

for four weeks ; after v/hich he set out on the i st of August

1787, accompanied by a servant and 18 guides, who carried

th«
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the philosophical instruments and the tents, ami other app:vra-

^us nect'ssary for the intended experiments. "^I'hough the dis-

tance from the priory of Chamouni co the summit of Mont
Bianc is little more than two leagues in a strait iizie, yet to

ascend it has always required 1 8 liours at least, on accowm of

the difficulties of the road, as well as the necessary circuits.

To be perfectly at liberty with regard to the spotb on which lie

wished to pass the nights, he had a tent carried with him.

The first day's journey was exempt from all danger: but the

second required great caution, la the evening, they pitched .

their tent on an extensive plain of snow. The guides began

to scoop the place where they intended to pass the night, but

very soon experienced the effects of the rarefied air j the ba-

rometer having fallen to 17 inches, 10 lines ^, Seven or

eight hours' walk, which they had just performed, had not, ia

the least, affected those hardy men:— but tiiey had scarcely

raised up five or six shovels full of snow, before they found it

impossible to continue, being obliged to take breath at very

short intervals. M. de S., though accustomed to the atmo-

sphere of mountains, and finding himself, as he confesses,

much better in it than in the air of plains, now felt ex-

hausted with fatigue, only by observing his meteorological

instruments. Thie uncomfortable sensation was heightened by

an acute thirst, and water could not be procured, except by

melting snow ; for the water which they had seen during their

ascent would by this time be congealed ; and the small chafing-

dish which they had taken with them very slowly supplied

twenty people languishing with thirst.

From the middle of this snowy plain, not f^r below the

top of Mont Blanc, the eye meets nothing but snow. The
latter is pure, and of a dazzling brilliancy, forming on the

highest points a most singular contrast with the sky •, which,

in tliese exalted regions, appears almost black. No living crea-

ture is seen there, nor any trace of vegetation ; it is the abode

of frost and silence. On the last slope leading to the summit,

the air became so rarefied that M. de S. could not take 15 or

16 steps without stopping for breath; and between whiles he

even felt faintish ; so that he was compelled to sit down, until,

respiration returning, his strength was revived. On his arrival

at the top, a slight vapour, suspended in the inferior regions of

the air, prevented him from beholding the lower and more

distant objects, such as the plains of France and L.ombardy:

but that loss he did not mudi regret, being delightfully sur-

prised with a most distinct and comprehensive view of all those

elevated summits, with the organization of which he had so

N 11 4 long
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long desired to be acquainted.
. He could scarcely believe his

eyes, thinking it a dream, when he saw beneath his fett those
majestic summits, the formidable Aiginlles^ le Midi, FArgen-
tiere, and /e Gennt ; the very bases of which h;id been so diffi-

cult and dangerous for him to ascend. He seized in his mind
their local relation, connection, and structure. A single

glance removed doubts which whole years of labour had not
been able to clear up. During this time, his guides pitched
the tent, and prepared the small table on which he was to make
the experiment of the ebullition of water:— but, when he was
about to fix his instruments in order to take observations, he
found himself every instant necessitated to discontinue his

movements, and solely to occupy himself vcith preserving his

breath. Considering that the barometer stood only at i6 inches

I line, and the air, consequently, possessing little more than
half of its wonted density, it is manifest that the deficiency

was to be supplied by more frequent inspirations. This fre-

quency, in course, accelerated the circulation of the blood

;

especially as the arteries were no longer actuated from without
by a pressure equal to that which they usually experience.

The whole party, also, were feverish. When M. jde S.

kept perfectly quiet, he only felt rather uncomfortable, and
a slight disposition to be sick : but, on* ;my exertion, or
when he fixed his attention for a few successive monifnts,

and particularly when, by stooping, he compressed his chest,

the necessity recurred of resting himself, and respiring for

two or three minutes. His guides* experienced similar

sensations. They felt no appetite, and did not care even
for wine or brandy, having found that strong liquors increased

the above indisposition,— no doubt, by quickening the circu-

lation of the blood. Nothing but fresh water was coveted

and reHshed, yet both time and exertion were required to light

the fire, without which it was impossible to obtain any. He staid,

however, on the summit of Mont Blanc from 1 1 A. M to half

after 3 o'clock in the afternoon ; and though he lost not a moment,
it was found impracticable to make, during that time, all the

experiments which he had often completed in less than three

hours by the sea-side. He is satisfied that his indisposition,

and that of the whole party, arose from the rarefied air alone,

and not from weariness; as he felt no symptoms of illness

while descending the mountain, though it was attended with

considtrable fatigue. He is even of opinion that the relative

height, at which those symptoms began to appear, is perfectly

proportioned to the constitution of every individual. As to

himself, he continues well while only 1900 toises above the

surface
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outface of the sea, but begins to feel uncomfortable when

rising beyond that proportion. His descent was much easier

than he had expected.

Those who undertake similar expeditions are generally ad-

vised, when passing by the brink of some precipice, not to

notice it: but IV1.de Saussurk, from his long experience,

makes some exception to this advice Before the traveller en-

ters on any hazardous path, he should (in the author's opinion)

contemplate the precipice, and, as it were, satiate himself

with it, until all its effect on the imagination be spent, and the

eye is accustomed to look at it with indifference :— for, when

the path runs narrow, it is impossible for him to choose^ his

step, without perceiving, at the same time, the precipice

;

and, if the view of it should too suddenly rush on his eye, it

might strike and discompose him to such a degree as to become

^atal. This rule of conduct in dangers appears to M. DE S.

applicable to the moral .is well as the physical world.

Men of science will read with satisfaction the interestmg

mineralogical, meteorological, and botanical observations which

our author had aa opportunity of making on Mont Blanc ;—but

we lament that we cannot extract a few of them.

Notwithstanding the great elevation of the upper regions, he

met, not far from the summit, a gx&j phahena, and a myrtillus ;

and of plants the siletie ncaulis and several lichens; e. g. the sul-

phurens and the rupestris.

An opinion, which is very common, with respect to the

change of the senses of smelling and taste supposed to take

place*' on high mountains, is confuted by our author. He tried

the experiment on different mountains, and both the taste and

the smell of bread, wine, meat, and fruit, appeared to hiai

and to his attendants not at all different. As to sound becoming

weaker, this circumstance is not to be attributed to any im-

paired state of the organ of hearing, but to the rarefied air,

which both resists less and vibrates less. Besides, on an in-

sulated summit, there are no echoes, nor solid objects to re-

pel the sound. These concurring causes rendered the sounds

on the top of Mont Blanc remarkably feeble ; the report of a

discharged pistol being equal in strength only to that of a small

Chinese cracker let off in a room.— It was not till the first

ni^ht after having quitted the summit, that M. de S. could

enjoy the satisfaction of havuig accomplished a design which

he had formed 27 years ago, when he made his first journey

to Chamouni in 1760 j it had been a constant subject of care

' and inquietude to his family, which made him often relinquish

the scheme. The idea, however, of visiting this mountain still

haunted his mind, and was in some degree become a malady ;

15 li«
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he never turned his eyes towards Mqnt Blanc> wlvich is vi»bl<^

from so many places in the envircMk^ of his visual tesidence,,

without experiencing a painful scn;ation At the moment of

his arrival on the top of the mountain, h^j pTt;:.surc was not

complete i it was less so when he descen.ied ; he then revolved

in his mind only what he had not been able to perform.:—but,

when, after having tlioroughly recovered from his fatigiu:, he

recapitulated, in the stillness of the nighty the observations

which he had made; and especially when he had traced the

magnificent picture of the mountains which he carried away

engraven on his mind j when he recollected his well-grounded

hopes of accomplishing on Cgl de Giant what he had been un-

able, and what, perhaps, would ever be impossible for any

one, to perform on iN^ont Blanc •, he felt a tiue and unmid-

gated satisfaction.

—

Although we cannot be charged wkh haviag slightly passe4

ever this interesting work, our notice of it is, at best, but a

scanty selection from a vast quantity of extremely- curious and

interesting mattGr. It will, however, suffice to convince our

readers that the worthy de Saussure is of tlie old school of

travellers, who think it indeed incumbent on them to blend

utile dulciy but who appear to be of opinion tha; she former

should always bear a great proportion to the latter.

Art. VIL Brhje., &e. i.e. Letters by Frederick MATTHissoau
\:--'<o. ;.,. 8vo. 2 Vols. Zurich.

UKDr.R the short and unassuming title wliich we have above

copied, M. Matthisson h'ls published the relation of a

tour performed by him in 17&5, through part of Germany,
J'rance, aiid Sv/itzerland. He is considered as one of the

most Citeeraed poets of his country ; and though his poems^

contrary to the usual pcnevercince of the Germans, fill but a

small volume, they are said to entitle him to a rank not much
less elevated than that of Klopstcch and Wieland. Tht present

Tetters will not di.-grace his name. They manifest not only,

as would naturally be expected from a poet, a fertile imagina-

tion, but they shew him to be a man of science and of exten-

sive reading. He particularly seems to be well versed in bo-

tany ; and no lover of that science will regret the time spent in

the perusal of the present volumes : while those who are not

unacquainted with the names and writings oi Petrarcoy Fo/taire,

Rousseatif Botniet^ Tissoty Chandlery Gibbon^ Kkpstocky Gessner^

iVielandy Voss, Sec. will find here many biographical and lite-

rary anecdotes^ both new and interesting, relative to those ce-

lebrated
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teWated ornaments of the lepublic of letters. We sllall extract

a variety of incidental circumstances.

Klopsiock, whom' the Germans consider as their Hi.'r^r,— or,

rather, perhaps, their Milton,—is not less renowned for his

poetry than esteemed for his piety and probity. M. Matthis-

SON observes that the principal trajt in his moral as well as m
iiis pos :cal character is dignity.:—but this characteristic does

*^''iiot prevent him from being a mo^t agreeable companion.
^ _

When the author visited Kiel in Hcbfcin, the canal, wnicli

ioins the Eastern .o the North Sea, had just been completed.

The six slai ;cs of this canal are said to be well constructed.

By three or ihem, viz. those of Holtena, Knop, and Rathmans-

dorf\ any vr sti cominu from the Baltic m,iy be raised to the

level of the lake uf Fkvihude, which is 27 feet higher than the

surface of the Baltic. In the same manner, the ships are gra-

dually lowered by the sluices of Komgsforde, Kluvens'ieh, and

' Remlsbiirg ; at which last mentioned place they enter the river

Underelder, which communicates with the North Sea. This
'

canal will bear vessels of 90 Uuts, but their breadth must not

exceed 26. feet. At the entrance of the canal the following

inscription is placed . Chnstiam VII. Jussu ^ sumptib: s, mart

Balticiirn 0^-earic cotnniissiim, 1782.

At Marburgy tbe author saw the remarl-'uble monument of

St. Elizabeth. It" is supported by a wooden pedestal, and much

resc ables a Gothic house. On each of the four ttde-^ Is a pe-

diment, and under every pediment a figure two feet \v height;

and laese four figure-, are said to be of solid gold. The mo-

nument is also surrounded by the images of the twelve apostles-,

which are of m.is^y silver, gilt ; and the whole is ornamented

with a profusion of pearls and precious stori-s, which, if ge-

nuine, must be of immense value. Our traveller thinks that,

in point of expence, this monument has no equal -, since that

which was erected by the Russian Empress Elizabeth, in honour

oi Alexaiu'ur Nefsk^y hQ}}\loi sil^tx, without the addition o£

any jewels. XI ^.fte ^Mtr -,-.;-^-:-:.. - ,

At Cologne^ which, on account of the superstition, sloth,

and stupidity of its inhabitants, is the constant butt of all tra-

vellers,—M. Mattkisson had a narrow escape from the bi-

gotted rabble in a church, when they had discovered that he

was a Protestant.
. o .

t 3 •

The well-known bone-house at Marten in Sivitzerlnnd is so

.fnuch visited by travellers passing that way, that the bones vi-

sibly diminish. They are not only conveyed away entire, but

shaped into various pieces of turnery, handles of knives, &c.

The postillions of Geneva often carry off whole loads of

them, which they sell at great profit.

The
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The Inhabitants of Chamoum still retain a considerable share
of that peculiarity m their manners, for which they have lon^
been noted. The men are solely employed in hunting the
wild-goat, m searching for crystals, and in acting as guides 'to
strangers : whde all ocher work, domestic and agricultural, is
left to the women. Since the valley of Chamouni has attracted
so many travellers, the inhabitants oi Prieusi affect genteel ex-
pressions 111 conversation, which form a glaring contrast with
their natural rusticity. They load the stranger with civilities •

and It is surprising to hear those, rough mountaineers make use'
of the pontes^ language. About half a century has elapsed
since the famous Pocock first visited the valley of Chamouni —
the mhabitants were then wild and rough as the mountains
surroundmg them, but purity of manners and innocence graced
their unfrequented huts :—now, gold and vice have found theirway to them.

At Rolle our author met with the celebrated traveller Mr
Chandler^*; on whose information, good-nature, and polite!
ness, he bestows the highest encomiums. This gentleman it
seems, was somewhat surprised to find, in that place a per
son who liad heard of his tour llirough Greece :~for, *savs m'Matthisson, in the pays de Vaud, norte but Be-»-f—ds are
able to render themselves famous by squandering their money
in the most extravagant manner j while the immortal name of
Gibbon is seldom mentioned, except it be to remark that he
pronounced I'rench better than his countrvmen generally do •

and that he knew how to make his conversation agreeable tQ
the. ladies.—Not doubting that our readers will be curious toknow what. this sensible traveller thought of Mr. Gibbon we
shnll lay before them the passage concerning that justlv distin-
^uished historian :

'

^
* I yesterday (says the author) waited on Mr. Gibbon. His firnire

IS very striking. He is tall, of athletic make, and rather aukward
when he moves. His face forms one of the most singular phvsioeno-
mical phocnomena, owing l6 the irregular proportion of the parts to the
v.hole. i he eyes arc so little as peculiarly to contrast with his hio-h
and hncly arched forehead

; while the nose, inchning to flatness al
most vanishes between the cheeks, which project exceedinfrly. The
double chill hanging down very low renders the elliptic shape of his
long face stid more remarkable : yet, in spite of these irregularities.
Mr. Gibbon s countenance has an uncommon expression of dionity
ivhich, at lust sight, bespeaks the profound and acute reasoner.

""

No!
thing exceeds the glowing animation of his eyes. In his conversation
and manner, he is quite the polite gentleman ; civU, but cold. He

* For an account of Mr. Chaudltr's Travels, consult our General
Judex.

speaks
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Speaks French with elegance ; and, which is tnily surprising- in aij

Englishman, pronounces it nearly b'ke a Parisian man of letters.

He listens to Iiis own accents with great complacency, andtalks slowly-,

as if carefully examining each phrase before he gives it utterance. Witfi
the same composed countenance, he speaks on agreeable and on dis-

agreeable subjects, on joyful and on melancholy events. During tb«
whole of our conversation, the muscles of his face remained unalter-

ed ; though a very ludicrous incident, which he had occasion to relate,

miglit naturally have drav;n a smile from him. In his house, the strict-

est punctuality and order prevail ; and his domestics must expect to be
dismii^ed if they perform not their business almost at the stated mo-
ment. Of this exactness, lie sets them the example himself. His day
is divided like that of king Alfred. As the clock strikes, he o-oes

to business, to dinner, or sees company ; always taking the utmost
care not to spend one minute beyond the time set apart for the occa-
sion. A hair-dresser was discarded for coming a few minutes past
seven o'clock. His successor, thinking to m.ake sure of the punc-
tual customer, called a little iefore seven, and met the same fate.

The third, who stepped into the house as the clock was striking, was
retained.

* Mr. Gibbon is now engaged In taking a catalogue of his li-

brary, which abounds in valuable w-orks, especially in good editions
of the classics, and wdiich is generally considered as one of the most
excellent collections of books, that ever was in the possession of any
literary man. The first performance, by which he ushered himself
into the republic of letters, appeared in French, at a very early period
of his life. He told me that this little treatise, though consistino-

but of a few sheets, had lately, at a public sale, been knocked down
for the extravagant price of two guineas. It was in the ruins of the
Capitol that he conceived the first idea of writing on the decline and
fall of the Roman empire ; and he has, with manly perseverance, tra-

velled over one of the most rugged roads that ever author ventured
to explore.

' From antient English literature. In which he appears to be ex-
ceedingly well read, the conversation soon turned- to the state of let-

ters in Germany. Mr. Gibbon, although one of the best scholars of
the age, whom nothing has escaped that England, France, Italy,
and Spain, have produced, in almost every branch of learning, seemed
to be but superficially informed with respect to our language and li-

terature. That the Germans actually copy antient metres is a fact
that had never come to his ears. He cited Algarotti, who, In hi;?

treatise on rhime, takes notice of the Germans, but only enumerates
the unsuccessful attempts at pure hexameters made by tlie English,
French, and Italians. This induced me to give him a succinct his-
tor)' of the German language, and of its rapid improvement, which
I concluded with informing him of a German Odyssey, in which the
translator had preserved not only tlie same metre and number of line?,

but In many hexameters even the feet of the original. My memoiy
being faithful enough to furnish me with the two following lines on
Sisyphus roUing up the stone [from the xlthhook of the Odyssey],
i recited them, both in Greek and German

;
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: -Sineft khtvtrcn Marmor mit grosser Ge<walt fortheben<t,

Av]ii '-muTcc "zasS.^Ji xvT^'ivoilo \Zx^ oufiondiiq.

Huri'tg mit Donnergcpoher enlroUte dcr t'uciische Marmor,

*riiougli uiiacqnaisitcd with the German idiom, and judging merel/

"from the impression which these hexameters made on his ear, he ad-

mitted the masterly fabric of them.. He indeed made mc repeat them
several times, and X am unable sufficiently to express his ^Istonishment,

He immediati'ly conceived such an high opinion of the impro'*emen^

of our language, and of the " gigantic steps of our literature/* as he

expressed himself, that he resolved to learn German, as soon as he

ghould enjoy a greater portion of leisure than he then possessed*'

VestrJs, the celebrated dancer, whose profejjlonal excellence is

not unknown in this country, was at Lyons when M. Mat-
THissoN saw him. His unassuming manner (says our author)

is 6'ngularly contrasted with the arrogance and vanity of his

fathtr ; who, when Voltaire visited Paris for the last time,

said, in company, " There are but three great men now living

in the world, Fejtn's, Voltaire^ and Frederic of Prussia.^* Some-
time?, lie would oft'er his foot to his son, then a boy, with thgr

following apostrophe :
** Kiss this immortal foot, which en-

chants heaven and earth 1'*

On mount St. Gothard, the aiitlior observed a curiosity which

IS not generally known j«—»a rock, of considerable magnitude,

so perfectly even, smooth, and polished^ on one side, as to re-

flect the objects placed opposite to it, in the manner of a look-

ing glass ; whence, also, it is called in the language of the

country the mirror-rock. No inquirer, it should seem, has hi-

therto attempted to account for this extraordinary phacno-

menon.
Of that most unfortunate class of human beings, t/:c Cretl^irt

the writer mentions one whose circumstances made us sliudder.

At Alartltmchy lives a Cretin who is apparently destitute of

animal instinct, to such a degree as not even to be able to feed

alone. His wen is enormous, and his eyes are excessively

small. In fine weather, he is exposed to the sun, and lies

immoveable till carried back. Another Cretin, placed lower

still in the scale of human kind, had no other opening in his

whole body than his mouth.— It is a most remarkable circum-

stance that women from other parts, after having spent but a

few weeks of thei; pregnancy in WulUs, are likewise brought

to bed of Cre(ins.

We have already observed th.at M, Matthisson is an able

Botanist ^ and we suppose, therefore, tliat his testimony with

lespect to the following character is worthy of reliance.—Not
willing
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ttnUmg to miss any of the in^i^^enous Alpine plants that were
to bs found near the road which he had chosen, he took a

fjuide at Blonay, named Tkctr.as^ a farmer and village judge of

FeKtitlay, near Bex. This man has such a tenacious memory
that he licerallj knews by rote the whole Fkrv. Al-pinn. The
great Hailer himself, vrhose recoilective powers were very un-

comraou, wss often astonished at him when employed in

ccllecting the plants dt-scribed in his Historia Stirpium Helvetia

indigenarnm ,- and he gratefully mentions him in the preface to

that exceHent Vv'crL Thcpun has, indeed, never applied himself

to the Philosophy of BotaEv, and is therefore to be reckoned,

according to Rous.ieau's just distinction, among the Herbalists

rather than the Botanists: but his memory is so comprehensive

and faithful, and his eye is so exercised and penetrating, as

to recognize every Alpine plant, even at a considerable dis-

tance, and to state its class, order, genus, and species. Oti

any mountain pointed out to him, either in JVallis or the gO"

•oernment of Aigk, he will minutely describe the spot on which
any particular plant may be found, in what month it blows,

Vvhether in the shade, in tlie sun, in the woods, or in plains, &c.
M. Matthisson once made in his company a botanical ex-
cursion to the Azindas, and happened to ask him whether tlic

tampanula thpsaidea was growing thereabouts : on which,
*Thamas^ with his usual composure, by way of reply, pointed

^vlth his crab-stick to a ridge of rocks, about half an hour's

walk distant from the road. They went thither, Thomas stopt

before a perpendicular rock, saying, " up there it must be ;"

and, climbing on a projecting part of the rock, he put his hand
on a kind of cornice, formed by nature, and, as if taking some-
thing from a well-known shelf, he brought down the above
flower, having found it at the first attempt. Besides the Liri-

nsean names of the plants, he also perfectly recollects those that

were given to them by Hailer. He carries on a considerabk
trade with, flowers and shrubs to France and England. He pre-

tends to have discovered a new species of Gentia^i^ which he
wishes to denominate Gcntiana elcgatitiss'wia. It resembles
most the Gentlana punctata j of v/hich, after ail, it may be
only a variety. . , . .

Many of our readers may recollect that Fi>///j/r^Vas very par-
tial to the; ingenious Huber o£ Geneva, Respecting the latter,

the present writer relates a curious circumstance. Huber had
acquired an astonishing skill in cutting landscapes out of paper,.!' .^
{withscissars,) in which the correctiiess and sharpness of out-

•

line, the richness and propriety of arrangement, the dehcacy and . ;-

airiness of the trees, and especially the striking resemblance of \,
portraits which he contrived to introduce, excited the astonishv

''*"

ment

.v3i
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ment of every beholder. He learnt to model Voltatre*% head wltB^

such facility, that, at last, he was able not only to cut it out
uith his hands held behind him, but so adroitly to turn a piece

of bread between the teeth of a greyhound, as to give to it

the contour of this philosopher's profile. The peculiar method
of producing the same outlines on snow is well-known.

Not far from Magdeburg, the author saw a guillotine, erected

by a gentleman for the humane and convenient purpose of kill-

ing the poultry for his table.

These various little extracts will enable the reader to judg«

of the kind of entertainment and information which these

letters furnish j and we shall only add that they are well

written, and have not in any respect disappointed the expect-,

ation v;hich M. Matthisson's character had led us to form
concerning them.—A translation, we hear, is preparing.

Art. VIII. Memoires pour serv'tr a VH'tstolre du yacohimime
i i, ,e#

Memoirs illustrating the History of Jacobinism. By the Abbe
Barruel.

,
8vo. Parts I. and II.

.
London. Dc Boffe, &c«

1797-

'TpHE French Revolution, in extent and Importance of effect, •

-* is unquestionably the most momentous event that has hap-
pened since the religious revolutions in Europe, at the begin- .

ning of the i6th century. It is natural, therefore, to endea-

vour to trace its causes : but, though much has been written

on this subject, a cool and profound discussion of it has not

yet appeared.

-Most revolutions have been produced in consequence of the

views and exertions of a particular set of men : but the revo-

lution in- France was the result of the wish of every rank

and every description of persons in that kingdcarij that a material •

alteration should take place in its government and laws ; from
tl>€ firm persuasion of each individual, that the class of the

community to which he belonged did not hold, in the state,

the Tank and importance to which, in his estimation, it was
,

entitled. The peasantry considered themselves as the despised
.

portion of the nation, on whom all the burdens of the state

uhimately fell, and on whom the higher orders might trample.
,

witli impunity: the artisan thought himself in a situation of-

oppreesion and contempt still less justifiable ; the merchant ,

fck strongly that, in the opinion of the nobility, he was de^ •

graded by his commerce ; the country gentleman was enraged
:

at- the insolence of the nobles about the court ; while the latter -.

sawwith- indignation that all the splendor and influence, which i

they;-Hii£ht expect tp derive from their birth, jdieir o^icea.
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or tlieir possessions, vanished in the presence or under the

power of the crown. Thus, tvery peison thouj^iit that the p.'rti-

cul:-<r class of the cornn-iunitv, to wb.ich he belongcci, wad de-

pressed below its proper level ; and even the nionarchj though

apparently oxahed to the highest. pinnacle of human greatness,

felt some embarrassments from which he most anxiously wished

to be delivered. Thus, in France, till descriptions of meii

concurred in wishing for a material altervition in the form and
principles of the government ; and though none of them desired

the events which have actually taken phicej all. agreed in de-

siring, and all readily took part in any operation that was likely

to produce, a new order of things. To this discontent of each

class of men with its own rank in the state, the situation and
temper of the public mind in England forms a most striking

contrast. % There, however the irtdivldual may repine at his

particular lot, he is satisfied with the degree of consequence

and respect attached to the body to which he belongs. The
sovereign is contented with his throne ; the noble with the

splendid pre-eminence of the peerage 5 the country gentleman
with the deference always shewn to f;imily, and family posses-

siojis; the merchant witii the iijriportance and influence of com-
mercial men ; and even the poor of England feel a pleasure in

thinking that they arc the poor of Engiand, and not the poor o£

another country. This is one of the most comfortable conso-

lations that presentthemseives to us, wJien we hear o^the pro-

bability thiit a revolution, -like that in France, v^llj take place

in this country.
_
We see how greatly the French revolution

was owing to the circumstance v\'hich we have mentioned; and
when we reflect that notliing of the kind exists among us, we
have the satisfaction of knowing that a principal cause of the

lamentable transactions in France is not discoverable in Eng-
land.

When to the preceding consideration we add the general

alienation from royalty, produced in the public mind of the

.French, by the discubSioKS and conversations to which the

i\meric4ii war gave rise; the general disbelief in revealed reli-

gion, which had been disseminated by the infidel writers ; the

profligacy of the court 5 the corruption of the people; the vul-

gar debauchery of the military ', the spirit of resistance to go-

vernment infused into all ranks by the contests betv/een the so-

vereign and the parliaments ; the unreasonable inequality of
the different orders of the nation j and above all, the enormous
deficiency of the public treasury, and that there was no Itgal nor
constitutional form or mode of opposition to government ; we
have, perhaps a complete list of the causes of the levolution,—

A??. Rev- Voc. xxiii. O o *• These
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*'" These were the prodigies that told its fate,

A feeble government, eluded laws,

A factious populace, luxurious nobles,

,i

.

And all the maladies of sinking states." Johnson's Irens,

. If, however, we may credit the publication which now claims

our notice, the real causes of the French revolution are much
more recondite and terrible. * A aeet (aaya our author)

seemed on a sudden to rise from the bosom of the earth.—On
its first appearance, it mustered three hundred thousand adepts,

• tvith two millions of men armed with torches, pikesj hatchets,

and all the thunder-bolts of revolution. Whefice did this

sect draw-its-adepts, its systems, its rage against the throne and
the altar ? "Where drd it exist before its public appearance ? At
^what school' was it educated ? Who v/ere its masters? What
;are its farther projects r—When the French revolution is com-
plete, will tliis faction cease to torment the earth, to assassi-

nate kings, to fanaticise nations V'-—The autlior tells us that he
thought it his duty to study the sect, its projects, its systems, itS;

plots, and irs means ; and to make a public discovery of them is

the professed object of his present work. He says that, long

before the revolution, a three-fold conspiracy existed, sworn to

effect the ruin of the altar, the throne, and all civil society \

and he thus proceeds :

* s*t. Many years before the French Revolution, a set of men who
• oh^dined the name of Philosophers conspired agamst the God of the

Gospel, against Christianity, without any dTs^inction of Protestant,

Catholic, Church-of-England-man, or Presbyterian. The essential

^•object of this conspiracy was to destroy all the altars of Jesus

^ChriGt. It was the conspiracy of the sophists of incredulity and
impiety.

' 2d. The sophists of impiety were shortly afterward joined.,by
the sophists of rebellion ; and these, associating to the conspiracy of

impiety against the altars of Christ, the conspiracy against the

thronss of kings, affiliated an antient sect, the machinations of which
'formed the secrets of the arrere or occult lodges of free ma^bnry.

ijThcse played, with the honest simplicity of the first or primary lodges,

#jind repLTved to tiie elect among.the elect the secret of thei» profound
ijjjiatred towards tiie religion of Christ and towards kings.

^] .
* .$Ai {From .the sopliists of impiety and rebcUien,, arose the so-

.pliista of jmptety and anarchy. Here the conspiracy was no longer

vHrected against the Christian religion only. It was a conspiracy

against every religion, against even the religion of natiu'e ; not a con-

spiracy against kinga alone, but against all governmeat, against all civil

• jociety, and even' against every species of property. This third sect,

ilnndtfr the na.ue of //)e ///ww/'rwto/, united themselves to the sophists

,;r\v!m coiippired- against Christ, and to the sophists and free masons
-M,hp con.^pi'.c.d vigaiqst Christ and kings. This coalition of the adepts

<ji" un'pTcty, uf rht adept;- of nbelliuii, and of tl^ adepts of anarchy*
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formed the club of Jacobins *
; and under this name the threefold

sect still continues its threefold conspiracy against the altar, the

'throne, and society in general.

• Such were the origin, the progressj and the plot, of the sect

which has since unhappily become too famous under the denomination

of the Jacobins/

The reader will probably smile when he perceives what a

part in this tremendous m;ichination is ascribed, by our author,

to the free masons •—but he must observe that Abbe B.-irruel

supposes that the first or primary lodges were not let into the

secret ; and he asserts that the arrere or occult lodges were not

known in England ; so that, at all events, the English free

masons are not implicated in the charge—The Abbe proceeds

as follows

:

* About the middle of the present century, three persons met,
and all the three had the most profound hatred of Christianity. They
were Voltaire., d'Alembert, and Frederic the 2 J, King of Prussia.

Voltaire hated the Christian rehgion, because he was jealous of its

author, and of all those to whom it had been a cause of fame ; d'Alem-
bert, because his cold heart could love nothing : Frederic, because his

knowlege of the Christian religion was derived only from its enemies.

To these three we must add a fourth,

—

Diderot, who hated religion

from a love of nature that approached to madness ; and because, in

his enthusiasm for the chaos of his own ideas, he preferred building

chimaeras and fabricating his own mysteries, to submitting his faith

to the gospel.

' England has her Hohbeses, her Collinses, her WooUstons, and many
other inrtdels of the same cast : but each of these sophists acts from
himself—whatever may have been said by Voltaire or Condorcet to the
contrary, nothing has appeared that shews that these writers worked
in concert—each of them is impious in his own way : there is no
agreement among them : each of them attacks Christianity without
advisers and without accomplices : this does not amount to a con-
spiracy of antichristians.

* A real conspiracy against Christianity pre-supposes not only a
desire of its destruction, but a concert, a plan, in the mode of attack-

ing it, of fighting against it, and of destroying it. When, therefore,

I m.e'ition Voltaire ar.d Frederic, Diderot and d'Alembert, as the chiefs

of the antichrist iua conspiracy, I do not mean to confine myself to
prove that their v.-ritings are the writings of impious men against the
Christian religion ; I assert that each of them had vowed the destruc-

' tion of the religion of Jesus Christ ; that each, in secret, communi-
Vcated this resolution to the oth'er ; that they projected, in concert,

T'ihe means of carrying it into execution ; that they omitted nothing
** "which the poHtical resources of their impiety could suggest, to ac-

t complish their end ; that they were the support, the great movers, of
' the secondary'- agents who entered into their plot, and, in fine, that, in

- .
* * So denominated from holding their meetings in a convent of

/vihe order of Jacobins, which they had seized for that purpoae.*

o 2 the
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*th'c proseci:t!on of h', they acted with all the co-operation, all t?ic

* ai-dour, ail tlie perseverance of real conspirators.'

The means used by the conspirators to work the downfall

of the Christi.in religion were, according to our author's ac-

count, the celebrated publication of the Encyclopedia, their

. successful labors in effecting the ruin of the Jesuits, their at-

'•taclcs on the rePgious orders, their influence on the elections

'-'cf the roy?l academicians, their innumerable obscene and im-

pious publ'.cations, and their efforts to induce the sovereigns to

'seize the ecclesiastical benetices. He endeavours to make it

""

appear that, among their adepts and disciples, they counted

some crowned heads, several princes, a multitude of mini-

sters, a very large proportion of the nobility, magistrates, and

r'nien of letters ; and that, finally, they corrupted a considerable

part of the general body of the people.

Such are the contents of the first volunie of this curious

work. That, in the opinion of many, the author will be

thought, in some instances, to indulge his imagination too

-i.Tnuch, and to have been hasty in his conclusions, it is easy to

foresee :—but, after every deduction is made on this account,

move than jjuincient both of his fact and argument will remain,

.to establish his assertion of the existence of an antichristian

r conspiracy. If every other proof of this were wanting, the

• Correspondence of Voltaire, published since his decease, places

"^

it beyond controversy. That correspondence lias disclosed to

";the world the important secret, that an alliance between bi-

gotry and infidelity may exist, that the same bosom may con-

!?tain the seemingly repugnant and incompatible principles of

fanaticism and unbelief, that deism and atheism have their

zealots as well as superstition, and that, in the ardor of pro-

. p^gating opinions, the modern philosophers of France were not

-inferior either to the missionaries of the Vatican, or to the dis-

ciples of Calvin and Luther. The work before us contains a

selection of such parts of the letters of Voltaire^ as shew this

fact in the clearest light. The author also transcribes various

important passages from other writers, and mentions several re-

markable facts and anecdotes, that tend to establish the general

truth of his position.

As an exemplification of this volume, wc transcribe the fol-

lowing detached extracts : which we shall give in the language

of a translation that has just appeared :

* In the correspondence of the conspirators there Ts more than one

letter which deposes against the Emperor Joseph II. with all the

possible evidence of such testimony, that he was Initiated and had

been admitted ioto all the mysteries of the Anticliristiaa Conspiracy

by FredLiicJi.
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* In the first of these letters, Voltaire announced his victory in

these terms : " You have afforded me great pleasure by reducing the

infinite to its real value. But here is a thing far more interesting :

Grimm assures us, that the Emperor is one of ours. That is litcLy^ tor

the Duchess of Parma, his sister, is against us *."

* In another letter, Voltaire exukmg in so important a conquest,

writes to Frederick, ** A Bt h;mian of great wit, and philosopf)y,

called GiiiTim, has infcrn«a me that you had initiated the Emperor
jnto our holy mysteries f.'' In a third in fine, Vol'.aire, after enu-

merating the princes and princesses whom lie reckoned among the

adepts, adds these words : " You have also flattered tpe with the

Emperor's being in the way of perdition ; that loouldhe a ^ood harvest

for philosophy X." This alludes to a letter written by Frederick' to

Voltaire a few months before, in which he says, **^ I am setting off

for Silesia, and shall meet the Emperor, wlio has invited ir.e to his

camp in Moravia ; not to fight as formerly, but to live as good neigh-

bours. He is an amiable prince and full of merit. He Mes your

'works and reads them as much as he cnn. He is the very reverse of

being superstitious. Iii fine, he is an Emperor such as Germany has

net seen long since. We neither of us like the ig;;crant and bar-

barons, hut that is not a reason fur exterminating them §."—
* Many other sovereigns are mentioned in the correspondence of

the conspirators, as having imprudently engaged in these plots.

D'Alerabert complaining to Voltaire of the obstacles' he sometimes

encountered, and which he ttnris persecutions, from th'e public autho-

rities, at length consoles himself by adding, " But we have on our

side, the Empress Catherine, tlie King of Prussia, the King of Den-
mark, the Queen of Sweden and her son, many princes ot the em-

pire and all England ||." Much about the same time, Voltaire

writes to the King of Prussia, " I know not what Mustapha thinks

(on the immoitahty of the soul) ; my opinion is, that he does liot

think at all. As for the Empress of Russia, the ^teen of Sweden,

your sister, the King of Poland, and Prince Gustaviis son of the Queea
of Sweden, I imagine that I know what tht;y think 5[-"

—

* Immense was the distance between Frederick and this Empi'css,

in whom the conspirators placed so much confidence. Seduced by
the talents and homage of their premier chief, Catherine may have

Been indebted to Iiim for her first taste for literature ; she almogt de-

voured those works, which she had n^istaken for masterpieces, w;he-

ther in history or philosophy, totally ignorant of their being dis-

guised solely to forward the ends of impiety. On the fiUacious en-

comiums of the Sophistcrs, she boldly pronounced, That all the nr,-

racks in the ivorid could tie^ver efface the pretended blct ofhaving hindered

the printing of the Pincyclopedia **. But we never see her, like Frede-

rick, to obtain the fulsome flattery of the Sophisters, pay to impiety

* * 28th of Oct. 1769.' " t No. 162, Nov. 1769.'
* i Letter No. 181, 2ist of Nov, 1-770.'

» § i8th of August, 1770.' •
II

28th of Nov. 1,770.'

• • ^ 2ist of Nov. 1770.' ^ x.i.:;.;frr ;, .

'•

* ** Pier correspondence with Voltaire, letter.!, ;:^j .3 aiid.'S^*!

O o 3 thf^^
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that deluding court. Catherine would read their works, Frederick

would circulate them, compose himself, and wished to see them de-

voured by the people. Frederick would propose plans for the de-

struction of the Christian religion, Catherine rejected all those pro-

posed to her by Voltaire. She was tolerant by nature, Frederick

only from necessity. He would have been no longer so, had his po-

licy permitted him, in following the dictates of hi» hatred, to call in

a superiorforce to effect the overthrow of Christianity *.

* Nevertheless, Catherine is also a royal adept, she Ivas the secret

of Voltaire, she applauds the most famous of our infidels f. She
is even willing to entrust the heir of her crown into the hands of

D'Alembert ; her name constaiitly appears among the protecting

adepts in the writings of the Soplu'sters, nor can the historian hide it.

* The claims of Christiern VII. King of Denmark, to the title

of adept, are also founded on his correspondence with Voltaire.'—
* At the time of his journey into France, Christiern was but 17

years of age, and already, to use D'Alembert's expression, he had
the courage to say at Fontaiubleau, that Voltaire had taught him to

ihhd'X-'^
* Ulrica of Brandenbourg had been Initiated into the mysteries of

the Sophists by Voltaire himself. So far from rejecting his princi-

ples, slie did not even feel herself outraged at the declaration of a

passion, whicli lie was daring enough to express
(J.

When Queen of

Sweden, she more than once pressed the Sophist to come and end his

days near her person [U She knew no means of giving a stronger

proof of her staunchness in the principles she had received, than du-

ring Voltaire's first residence at Berlin, to make the Infant King im-

bibe them with his milk. She initiated Gustavus and wished to be

the mother of the Sophister as well as of the King ; and indeed we

* '* Those who, as men of literature, shall criticise the corre-

jrpondence of this Empress, v>-ill find amaizing difference between hers

and that of the King of Prussia. The former is that of a won^an of wit,

who often plays \ipon Voltaire in the most agreeable manner. With
Jier light style and full of taste, slie never forgets her dignity ; she

at least will not be seen to degrade herself to that gross dialect of

abuse and blasphemy ; while Frederick in his, truly the pedantic So-

phla^er, will be as void of shame in his impiety, as he is of dignity k\

itis encomiums. When Voltaire wrote to Catherine, " We are three,

Diderot, D'Alembert and myself, who raise altars to you," She
ansuers, " Pray leave me, if you please, on earth, there I shall be more
at hand to receive your letters and those of your friends." Nothing
so perfectly French can be found in Fi-ederlck's, v/e only have to re-

gret, that it was addressed to a set of infidels. Catherine wx'ote Vol-

taire's own lan.guage in perfect purity, while Frederick could have had
little pretensions to the hero, had he not handled his sword better

than his pea.'

' t 26th Dec. i77;5, '"^"^ ^*^- ^3+» ^'^"° ^774"'
* ± Letter of I2tl) Nov. T768.'
* ^ It was for this princess that Voltaire composed the Madrigal

Sowjent uji peu de Verite.^

^
I) fier letters to Voltaire, »iniiQ 1743 and 1751.'

coristi^r»;ly
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coBstantly see both the mother and the son ranking together aumong

the adepts, of whom the Sophists thought themselves the most securei-

iSuch then was the gradation of the unfortunate Gusta.\lis, . Voltaire

initiated Ulrica, and Ulrica initiates her son.

* On the other side, Voltaire initiated Condorcet, and Coadorcet,
seated in the club of the Jacobins, initiated Aukestrori. A pupil ot
Voltaire, Ulrica, teaches her son to ridicule the mysteries and ic.uiT at

the altars of -Christ. Condorcet also, a disciple of Volraire, teaches

Ankestron to scoff at the throne and sport with the lives of kings.
* When public report ann.)unced that Gustavus III, was to com-

mand in chief the confederate armies against the French revolution,

Condorcet and Ankestron were members of the great club, and the

great club resounded with the cry of, Deliver the earth from kint^i, 1

Gustavus was doomed to be the first victim, and Ankestron offers

himself for the first executioner. He leaves Paris, and Gustayiis falls

beneath his bloivs *.

' The Jacobins had just celebrated the apotheosis of Voltaire, they
also celebrate that of Ankestron.

* Voltaire had taught the Jacobins that the first of kinp-s was a suc-

cessful soldier; and they teach Ankestron that the first hero was the

assassin of kings ; and they placed his bust beside that of Brutus.
* Kings had subscribed to the erection of a statue to Voltaire, the

Jacobins erect one to iVnkestron.

' * L.astly, Voltaire's correspondence shows Poniatowski, King of
Poland, to have been of the number of the protecting adepts. That
king had known our philosophers in Paris, who was one dav to fall

a victim to philosonhism ! He had done homage to their chief, and
written .to him, " Mr. de Voltaire, every contemporary of a man like

V0U5 *hat knows how to read, who has travelled, and lias not bean
.acquainted with you, must feel himself unhappy

;
you might be al-

lowed to say, Nations shall pray that kings may read me f ." At this

day, when the king has seen men, who, like himself, had read and
cned up the works of Voltaire, attempting in Poland the revolution

they had wrought in France ; at this day, wlien victim of that revo-

lution, he has seen his sceptre vanish from his baud, how different

must be his prayer ? Does he not repent that nations have known
Voltaire, or that kings had ever read his works ? But those days that

D'Alembeil had foretold, and which he longed to sec, are at length
.come, and that without being foreseen by the royal adepts. When
the misfortunes of religion shall fall back upon them, let them read

the prayer which D'Alenibert CKpresses in his style, often low and
ignobk, to Voltaire, " Tour illustrious and former protector f the

King of Prussia) began the dance, the King of Sweden led it on,

Catherine imitates them, and bids fair to outdo them both. How
I should laugh to seethe string run off jn my time." And indeed
the string has begun to run >vith a vengeance. Gustavus, Kinc^

of Sweden, dies ,by the dagger: Lewis XVI. King of France, on thf

scaffold : Lewis XVH. by poison, Poniatowski is dethroned ; the

.£tadtholder is driven from his country, and the adepts, disciples of

D'Alembert and his school, laugh as he would have done himself at

* * Jonrnal of Fontcnai.' * f 21st of Feb. 1767.*

O o 4 thosf
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those sovereigns, wlio protecting the imiMcus in their cor-sp'racy against

the ahar, had net been able to foresee that the disciples of those same
conspirators would conspire against their thrones.'

—

' Without being wanting in the respect due- to that precious half

of mankind, we may observe in genera), I think, that wonien are

ilot born with a mind so congenial with philosophy, metaphysics', or

divinity, as men. Nature has compensated this want cf research

and meditation, by the gift of enibellishing virtue, by that sv.eetness

and vivacity of sentiment, 'which often proves a surer guide than all

our reasonings. They do the good peculiarly allotted to then-i, better

than we do. Their hemes, their children, are .their real empires,

that of their lessons lies in the chj^rm of example, more efficacious

than all our sylloerj^rns. But the philosophic •.voman, philosophizing

like a man, is either a prodigy or a monster, and the prodigies are

jiot common. The daughter of Necker, the v/iie of Roland, as well

as Mesdamcs du Defiant, D'E'-pinasse, Geofrin, and such like Pa-
risian adepts, in spite of all their pretensions to wit, can lay no claim

to the exception. If the reader is indignant v.-hen he hnds the name
of the Margravine of Barieth on the same line, let his indignation

"turn against the man who inspired her with such pretensions. Let
an opJnion be fcrraed of the masters, by the tone she assumed with

ihem to insure their approbation. Here is a specimen of the style qf

this illustrious adept, aping the principles and the jests of Voltaire,

in order to captivate his approbation, at the expence of St. Paul.

" Sister Guillcmetta to Brother Voltaire, greeting. I received

your consoling epistle. I can swear by my favorite oath, that it has

edited me inhnitcly more than that of St. Paul to Dame Elect. The
latter threv/ rae into a certain drowsiness that had the effect of opium,
and hindered me from perceivmg the beauties of it. Yours'had a

contrary effect : it drew me from my lethargy, and put all my vital

spirits in motion agRin *.'*

* We have no knowli-dge of any Epistle of St. Paul to Dame
Elect ; but Sister Guillenit^tta, like Voltaire, burle3quing what she

had as v^eil as what she had nou le^d, means no doubt to speak of

St. John's Epistle to Electa.'

—

* A doctor, knov/n In France by tlie name of Duqu^snai, had so well

insinuated himself into the favor of Eewis XV. that the king used to

call him hh .'/tinier. He rrally appeared to have deeply meditated on
the happlne'-.s of the subject and he may have sincerely wished It

;

nevertheless he was but a system-maker, and the founder of that sect

of Sophistcrs called QSconomlr.ts, because the ceconomy and order to

he Introduced Into the finances, and other means of alltviating the dis-

tresses of the people, were perpetually in their mouths. If some few

t>f theie ceconomists, sought nothing further In their speculations, It Is

at least certain, that tliclr writers little hid their hatred for the

Christian religion. Their works abound in passages which shew their

wish of substituting natural religion, at least to the Christian rell-

frlon and revelation f .'

—

* * a5th Dcci I?.??"' ''

* f See the analysis of those worksj'bv Mr. Le Gros, Prevost of"

St. LbuisduLoiiVre.'
'

-

* D'AIembert
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* D'Alerhbert:, r.nd the YGltanan atlepts, soon perceived, wliat "ad-

' "pantages they cculd reap from these establishments. In ur.ion v.-Jth

the (Economists, they presented various meinorials to Lewis XV.
irt which, not only the tenipnral but even the spiritual advantages of
such establishments) for the people, are strongly urged. The kiiig,

who r^-ally loved the people, enribraced the project with v.armth. He
opened his mi:id,*on the subject, to Mr. Eertin, v>-hom he honored Avith

his confidence, and had entrusted v.ith his privy purse. It was from
frequent conversations with tliis minister, that the memorial froju

which we e::tract the foUov.iiig account was drawn up. Ii is .Mr.
Bertin himself that speaks.

** Lewis XV., said that minister, having entrusted me %yith the
care of his privy purse, it was natural that he should m.ention to me
,an establisliment, of which his Majesty was to defray the expence.
I had long since closrly observed the dilfei-ent sects of our philoso-

phers.^

—

** I did not hesitate to declare to the king that the intentions of the

Philosophers were very different fi-om his. I know those conspirators,

I said, and beware. Sire, of seconding them. Your kingdom is not
deficient in fi-ee schools, or nearly free ; they are to be found in e^ery

little town, and nearly in every village, and perhaps they are already

but too numerous. It is not books that form mechanics and plowmen.
The books and masters, sent by these philosophers, will rather infuse

system than industry, into the country people. I tremble lest tliey

render them idle, vain, jealous, and &hoitly discontented, seditious,

and at length rebellious.'

—

* Dctcnnined to give the king prcof positive that they imposed
upon him, I sought to gain the confidence of those pedlars who travel

through the country-, and expose their goods to sale in the villages,

and at the gates of country seats. I suspected those in particular

who dealt in books, to be* nothing less than the agents of Philoso-

phisni with the good countiy folks. In my excursions into the

count!')'-, I above all fixed my attention on the latter. When they
offered me a book "to buy, I questioned them what might be the

books they had r Probably Catecliisms or Prayer-books ? Few others

are read in the villages i At these words I have seen many smile.

.'No, they ansv.-erec, those ai-e not our works ; we m.ake much more
money of Voltaire, Diderot, cr other philosophic writings. What 1

says r, tlie countiy people buy Voltaire and Diderot? Where do
they find the money for such dear works ? Their constant ansvrer

was, We have them at a much cheaper rate than Prayer-books ; we
may sell them at ten sols (^d. ) a volume, and have a pretty profit

into the bargain. Questioning some of them still farther, many of
them owned, that those books cost them nothi-.ig ; that they re-

ceived whole bales cf them, without knowing wlience they came,
^mply desired to sell them in their 'journeys at the lowert price."

—

* About the middle of the month of September 1789, that Is a

little more than a fortnight antecedent to the atrocious 5th and 6ch
of October, at a time v.hen the conduct of the National Assembly,
having thrown the people into aU the horrcn of a revolution, indi-

cated that t'fjey would set no boui.ds to their pretensions, Mr. Le
' Roy,
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Rov, Li'ent-enant of the King's Hunt, and an Academician, was at
dinner at Mr. D'Ancrcvillicrs, Intendant of the Building's of his MV-
,]e»tY> the conversation turned on the disasters of the revohition, an^'

on those that were too clearly to be foreseen.. Dinner over, the/
nobleman above mentioned, a friend of Le Roy,. but hurt at haviriir

seen him oo great an admirer of the Sophistcrs, leproached him with

it in the following expressive words, " WelU this hozL>ener is the 'work of
Philosophy!" Thunderstruck at these words; "Alas!" cried

the' Academician, " io whom do you say so ? I know it but too

ni'ell, and I shall die of griif and remorae /'* At the word reviorse^t

the same nobleman questioned him wlitthcr he had so greatly contri-

buted towards the revolution as to upbraid hi-mself with it in that

violent manner ? *' Yes, answered he, I have contributed to it, and
far more than I was aware of, I was secretary to tlie cf)mmittee to

which you are indebted for it, but I call Heaven to witness that h
never thought it would come to such lengths. You have seen me in

the king's service, and you know that I love his person. I little

thought of bringing his subjects to this pitcli, and I shsli di^ 'f^I'iff
and remorse .'"

* Pressed to explain Avnat be meant by this commrtfcee, this secret

society, entirely new to the whole company, t'ae i\K:a<kmician

resumed : " This society was a sort of chrb tb.at we had formed
among us philosophei-s, ar.<l only -admitted into it persons on whoni
we could perfectly rely. Our sittings were regularly held at the

Saron D'Holbach's. Lest oUr object should be surmised, we called

ourselves (Economists. We created Voltaire, though absent, our
liorrorary and perpetual president. Our principal members were

D'Alembert, Turgot, Condorcet, Diderot, La Harpe, and that

Lamoignon Keeper of the Seals who, on his ^li^mission, shot iiwuself

in his park."
* The whole of this declaration ^vas Accompanied wkh t'Cars and

sighs, when the adept, deeply penitent, continued : " The following

were our occupations : the most of those works which have appeared

ioT this long time.past against religion, morals, and gov<;rnmcnt, were

ours, or those of authors devoted to us. They were -all composed by
the members or by the orders of the societ}'. Before thtgy were sent

to the press they were delivered in at our office. There we revised

and corrected them ; added to or curtailed them according as cin-

cumatances required. When our plu'losophy was too glan'ng for the

times, or for the object of the work, we brought it to a lower tint,

and when we thought that we might be more daring thafl the author,

we spoke more openly. In a word, w-e made our writers say exactly

what we pleased. Then the work was published under the title or

name we had chosen, the better to hide the hand whence it came.

Many supposed to have been posthumous works, auch-as Christianity

Unnmskedy and divers others, attributed ta Freret and Boulanger»

after their deaths, were issued from our society.

** When we had approved of those works, we began by printing

them on fine or ordinary paper, in sufiicitnt number to pay our ex-

penccs, and then an immense number on the commonest paper.

These latter wc sent to hawkers and booksellers free pf costs, 63

nearly
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nearly so, who were to circulate them among the people at the lowesf

rate. These were the means used to pervert the people and bring-

them to the present state you see them in. I shall not see thai;,

long, for J shall die of grief and remorse !"

* This recital had made the company shudder, nevertheless they

could not bat be struck at the remorse and horrid situation in which,

they beheld the speaker. Their indignation for Philusophism was
carried still further, when Le Roy explained the meaning of ecr :

l'inf : (ecrasez l'm£arac,crush the cwy/<.-/»), with which.Voltaire con-

cludes so many of his letters.*

The Second Vohiwe couizins an account of fhe atiti-monarchical

conspiracy. Many reflections present themselves to us on the

coiitents of this volume, particularly on that part of it in which
the author undertakes to prove that the free masons had a great

share in producing the French revolution. He intimates that

the principles of liberty and e(;uality were among the secret

doctrines of the antient mysteries ; that they certainly made
a part, if they were not the essence, of the arcana of the

Manicheans ; that they survived the general destruction of the

eect, and -were found among its descendants in the East by the

Knights Templars when they made their eastern conquests; that

they were the real cause of the extinction of that order, but
that they were not generally communicated among the body of
Templars, a few only having the knowlege of them ; that

they were preserved by these few, but with determined and
increased hatred to royalty, on account of the persecution which
they had just suffered from the reigning sovereigns ; that to the

xemnant of the Knights Templars, the free masons owe their

origin ; that the free masons must be divided into the various

stages'^f apprentices, masters, elect, Scottish lodges, Rosicru-
«Ians, and Kadoschs ; that the first two Kadoschs are gene-
rally nothing more than clubs of good-humored persons, in-

dulging themselves in the pleasures of the table, and system-
atically performing acts of the greatest beneficence : but that,

among them, there are sometimes found designing members of
the higher lodges, who avail themselves of the opportunities

which occur, of propagating the occult doctrine, and are par-
ticularly attentive to familiarize members to the extreme no-
tions of liberty and equality, by frequent repetition of those
words, in their discourse and their songs : that the \'eil is just

drawn up to the elect : that it is drawn up somewhat higher in

the Scottish lodges,—but that even there, most of what is im-
portant is kept from sight : that much is revealed to the Rosi-
crusiang, and almost every thing discovered to the clubs of
the Kadoschs : that there the members vow eternal hatred
both to Christ and to royalty : that, horrible as tlie Kadoscli^

^Kf there H one lodge of masons still more horrible j and these

are
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are tlie illuminated ;T-'their liatred is not confined to.Christ.ant!

to royalty, they are leagued to extirpate from every form of

government all belief of a God.
Vol. II. concludes with the KadOschs : the author reserving

the history of the illuminated for a third volume.

It was our intention to include in tiie present Appendix a

review of the second volume, and to give our sentiments, at

some length, on the author's notions respecting tlie influence of

the free masons on the French revolution, and their supposed

descent, through the Templars, from the Manicheans;—but,

after some consideration, we find the subject of this second

volume so much connected with the materials of the third, that

we tliink it necessary to defer our review of the former till the

latter shall lie before us.

W
Art. IX. Ph'ilosophk de J}Iorrs. Nicolas, l. e. The Plu'Iosophy of

Mons. Nicolas. By the Author of 7^h' Human Heart unveiled.

i2mo. 3 Vols, about 300 Pages in each. Paris. 1796.

E at first suspected that irony was couched under the

title of these volumes: but we were speedily convinced

tliat every page had been penned in sober sadness ; and we are

concerned to say that the philosophy of Monsieur Nicokis is an
ideal chaos, in which dullness and madness contend for mas-
tery. AVe shall state the heads of a few of the sections and
chapters, and then translate a specimen, sufficient to exemplify

the spirit of the author's philosopliy. An extract may be en-

dured from a production, of which tlie whole is intolerable.

I. Idea of the. system of the univevGC; 2 of the planets;

3. of the earth, and its chrystallisation ; 4. of. the comets;

5. origin of the planets; 6. planetisation of the comets, and
their necessity in the solar system

; 7. whether the comets are

inhabited
i

3. life of the pbinets
; 9. death of the planets.

—

2^9. T!)c comets and the planets are. brothers and sisters.

"Effects of their contact. 240. Does the intelligence of man
improve, as the planet approaches the sun. 362. The terres-

' trial epidermis is calculable comparatively with ours. 363.
Confirmation of the opinion of the existence of giants. Lice

of the earth, when a comet : w'e are the nits. 430. That the

parasitical anlmalculrs of man and animals are necessarily pro-

duced on him, as he is himself on the epiderniis of the earth;

and that they are the effect of the superabundance of nourish-

inent.

.

" \Ve will now exhibit the developement of some of these

^curipsltiesri" _'

, ...yoUii. p.i2j2'6v * .it is ctrtaiy that we have ncvec peBetratcdir;to

jh<,\ intefidr of the substance of our mother. Vegetable *mould is

only
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only her foulness {^sa crasse) produced by her continual perspiration,

7'Ke mineral earth, v'herc lie tlie stones and metals, is but her insen-

sible epidermis, which we can calculate by comparison w-ith our own.
At the end of our fingers, the epidermis 'has a considerable thick-

ness. It is thinner on the covered parts, but it would be much
thicker if we^went naked.' P. 228. * I interrupt myself here

to recur to an observation which confirms what I have said of the

existence of giants in the human and other species. We know that

there are still found skeletons of these last of an extraordinaiy size,

and not belono-ing to any known species. My observation is this:

our bodies being the image of the earth our mother, that which has

happened to them l^as happened to it. Thus in infancy we had lice.

The gr^at animals that existed on the earth, when a coTnet, were
monsters, in comparison with us. They incommoded the earth,

and occasioned itching. She got rid of tliem, as we get rid of our
vermin. She united herself to a body similar to herself, as her moon
or some comet, which crushed or roasted or stifled or drowned them.
Now the earth is old ; and, by her proximity to the sun, she- has

only nits instead of lice; and they cannot act sensibly on her old

epidermis, which is more callous than the tender skiii of her youth;—
but she has still vep-ctable (jiants, viz. great trees.' -.

'

^.

The following calculation almost Ira mediately follows;

,

* O'ar largest lv:e, being two lines in diameter, are to a ir.an six

,.-,feet; iiigh as r to 432. Accordingly, the first giants, tht.se Briareu-

ses who are cel^^iraied in- antient story, could only be 432 times

smaller than the*lanct. The earth, in its comet state, v/as probably,

as at present, 9000 leagues in circum.ference, and jooo nearly in

diameter. Briarsus and his* equals were then little less than twenty-
one leagues in circumference. Such were the first great beings on
the comet, newly brouglit forth, whether it came ftotri 'the sun cr
was produced from a planet in child-birth.' ' - >"•

This Is all deduced from the following * certain pririapte/

Enfeyy thifig in haiicre has a general or individual life. Every
thing is a type and image. The great beings, God, the suns, t'he

cometoplanets, are types. God is a typefor the suns \ the suns for
the conutoplcinets ; the cometoplanetsfor the anhncits ivhich diusflm
their surface.

The author assures us that he writes under \h.e immediate
dictation of Nature. He does not introduce more consistency

and connection, because the reader ought to perceive his man-
ner, his march, or rather his inspiration : see vol. ii. p. 235.

After these examples, we need not stop to delineate the cha-
racter of the present extravagant performance. One o£ tl^c

chapters, however, tempts us to add a few words. 't^Jie

learned reader viill see nt once why we have not given thern

in English. /;/ capife 82, cui titulusy anecdotes sur les expe-
riences physiques da Rui de Prusse, Freddie II., aiifiimat

• nctter, Jut^u regis Boruaorum, Fredirici II, mfartdc erperimentci
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Super hom'wibus cum hrut'is nnimalihus coeuntibus capta esse^ idque

Jelici quoad prolttn succcssu : pr£serthn in sue. £ff aliis carnivotis.

Coiigressus quidem cum herbivoris non esse infecundos ; sed prolan

periisse^ propterea quodmultum cibi genus rite appeteret.-—Hac vana

etfalsa esse qnis non videt? Crederefas est quendam e famiUarihus

auctori hujtts libriy homini insulso ac ridiculo^ haccefahuld illusisse.

The work entitled the Human Heart unvciledy by which the

author characterises himself, is unpublished. It will make
12 volumes; and these who may desire to possess themselves-

oi it need only subscribe their 24, livres at the printing-house

of the Cercle Social at Paris.

Art. X. Memoi7-es de Physique iS' d'Nisfoire Naturelle, &c. /. e.

Memoirs of Natural History and Natural Philosophy, established

on Bases of Reasoning, independent of all Theory ; with an Ex-
position of new Consider«t!onson the general Cause of Solutions ;

on the Matter of Fire ; the Colour of Bodies ; the Formation of
Compounds ; the Origin of Minerals ; and the Organisation of
living Bodies ; read to the first Class of the National Institute at

the ordinary Sittings. By J. B. Lamarck, Member of the In-

stitute. 8yo. pp.412. Paris. 1797. Imported by Dc Boffe,

London. Price 7s. sewed.

IT appears that this essay of transcendental chemistry is but
- the continuation of a series of labours, Ujadertaken by M.
Lamarck to rectify the logic of this important science. We
are,, however, only acquainted with his refutation of the pneu'

matic chemistry^ and his researches^ by the frequent mention of

th^m in these memoirs ; and we need not regret the privation,

as it is- sufiieiently manifest that he who has read one has

read all. I/:;m'.

As the pneumatic or Lavoisierian theory is, we imagine, the

only one now received in France, we suppose it to be on this

account that-M. Lamarck levels his arguments against it in

particular. His general principles are equally adverse to every

mode of explaining phxnomena, that has been adopted by the

chemists.

. The author did not find himself under the necessity of mak-
ing a single experiment. No established fact, he thinks, op-

poses his principles and their consequences ; and, in his pre-

liminary discourse, he begs to be stopped by any auditor,

versed in the processes of chemistry, when any acknowleged

experiment is in contradiction with what he advances.

The foundation of the philosophy of this writer is tliat all

compounds exist by virtue of their essential (or integral) parti-

cles. Of such particles consist their visible masses, if they be

either liquids or ^olids •, and their invisible masseS| if they l?e

II
'

elastic
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elastic fluids. The essential particl<t is composed by a certain

numbei" of simple principles, united In certain proportions.

As long as the particle preserves its nature, the number, pro-

portions, and arrangement of its principles remain the same.

Thus in iime-stone a particle of lime is not attached by affinity

to a particle of carbonic acid, so' that the nature of each is

preserved. Every compound, therefore, is of a simple or

identical nature ; and no compound can arise from the com-
bination of other compounds, still existing as such. This is

illustrated by fictitious diagrams, in the case of the calcination

of lime- stone.

The essential particles of compounds are formed of a num-
ber of elementary principles ; and in chemical operations,

what is added or withdrawn is in no case the essential particle

of a compound, but simple or primitive elements. Thus, m
die calcination of lime- stone, it is not water nor carbonic acid,

as such, that is separated,—but one set of elementary particles

unite to form the essential particles of the quicic-lime, another

diose of the water, and a third those of the carbonic acid,

in general, the author maintains that no product of analysis is

contained in the matter subjected to chemical operation. When,
therefore, he objects to the pneumatic chemists that they hold

prcxlucts srryd residues to be already present in compounds, on
which either nature or art efTects a change, it is obvious, as

we before observed, that he combats a doctrine long anterior to

the new French theory. It has, for instance, been supposed,

since the time of Glauber, that such and such neutral salts

consist of certain, acid and certain alkaline particles: whereas
M. Lamarck insists that the elements of the given acid and
alkali are fused (if we may so speak) into an essential molecule

or particle of the neutral compound. Affinity, according to

him, is not a particular force or tendency , it is merely an
aptitude to union—the result of a suitableness [convenance) in

the nature of certain substances, or in the shape of their par-

ticles, which allows of the aggregation of these particles, so

that they may cohere in masses. Electric attraction k a pure
cliimera.

This, we believe, will suffice to give the attentive reader an
idea of the author's fundarnentum chemicum ; and an inattentive

reader would not be able to collect it from the whole original

work. The manner in which the author directs his attacks

against the proper tenets of the pneumatic chemists cfinnot be
sufficiently explained within the compass of one of our articles 5

and it may be sufficient to say that he rejects the radicals of the

gasses, as imaginary existences, and oxygene among the rest,

rixe alontj^ in its different states, constitutes at once the car-

bo-ne.
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hont^ tht hydrogene, cftygene, and azote of M. Lcvoisi&'s

"schon?.

"^^The"'- carious inquirer will wish to be told ort what prln-

ctple M. L.AMARCK supposes compounds to he formed, since

?ie denies the existence of elective .ittracriou amon^ primary

particles. On this head, we shall translate part of his own
aumnriary :

* No ex^stizi--; conxpound contains its- constituent or dcmcntar)-

prrnciplcs in their natural ctate. They are deprived of tlieir freedom,

andof all or -mo!>t of their proper faculties. Some are extremery

iRcdincd. No' principle or elcmtut cau have a tendency^ to lay itself

under rcstriirnt,'" nor to' enter jnto a state of combination. This is

repa^marif to reason, and therefore impossible. If any elements have

been forced to qnit tiieir nnniral gtate, and to combine for the form-

ation of a compounded body, thty have not done it of themselves

—

they have not imprisoned aiid modified themselves by virtue of any

tendency to that effeet :—but they have been constrained by a pecu-

liar external aj^ent. The elements that have been forced into a state

of combiuatioti have necessarily a ifra^r/rfy to disengage themsel'^es.

Thrr. tendency has an energy depending on the nature of the elements

exittfn'r !-i combination, or^the state of combination in the compound

which holds tljcm.

* Every essentia]- particle has a natural tendency to self-destnjp

,tIon, since its constituent elements really tend to extricate themselves

from their state of combination':—out this tendency, sometimes re-

pressed and, sometimes on the concrary ready to act on the^slightest

provocation, presents many degrees' of intensity, accoidii^g to tlie

nature of giveii compounds. Chemical actions, known under the

TiZmc o^ 'solutknri first produce the destruction of compounds, and,

afterward give rise to a ijew compound, rcsvdting from the^raiion' bf

such of their principles as have not flown off, or separated themsolves

in som.e way.
. . . -

' Solutions take place from the tendency to decomposition ni Xi\^

essential particles of compounds—a:.te;^dtn9y which mnst be very

powerful in'one atleast of'the ccmpourids ; and _ which, being par-

tially carried into effect, on u;e whole produces in the state of the

elements offTie compouiids some diminution of 'cd'nccDtration or ac-

cumulation.'

Now hjt him who h-js rend thus, far r.^^ad on and wonder:

« All the compounds, observed on cur globe, are o^-ing, diicctTy

or indirectly, to the organic factfitics of 'being's endowed %V!th life.

These being-;, in fact, ' form aH the materials cf the- compounds, Tte

they have the powvrr of forming their own substni^c To form it,

one, division, viz. vegetables, has the power of effecting the fifftt

combinations, which they assimilate to their x>wn substance.^ Xh*

wsidvcs, and the spoils of bodies that have been endowed with life,

ferve for the uninterrupted production of all th€ mineral and inor-

ganic matters that are any where to be discovered.
_

This prpduction

is aa evident result of the akgations and decompositions .which tb««€

residues and spoils successively undergo. In a woi'd, this produc-

14 tioa
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tionis a continual analysi?, performed by Nature, of these spoils of
living bodies, and miaeraU and inorganic substances are but the results

of it.'—
* The complete (or native) metals differ but in one respect from

the ether products of that analysis which Nature is perpetually carry-

ing on. They are owing to circumstances that occasion theaddition

of carhor.kjlre to appropriate earthy compounds, which this operation,

metallises.*
"

- For the modui operandi^ according to which the organic tribes

subdue and yoke together the reluctant elementary principles

of creation, we must be permitted to refer to the Memoirs;

—

and we cannot promise the severe reader great satisfaction

there. The quotation which we have given contains the out-

line of a philosophical romance, which in some hands might
have turned out, at least, amusing :—but M. Lamarck is not
a Buffon.

We cannot, however, but sympathise with him when we
read how he was treated by his brethren of the Institute :

* It was (he observes) for the interest of science, and advantageous
to myself, that my philosophical principles should be there discussed in

detail and severely scrutinized. I hoped to derive much information

from the debates, to which the reading of my memoirs would naturally

give rise ; and I promised myself to turn it to good account :—^but I

was deceived in my expectations. The effect of my readings in the

first class of the Institute was quite different from any thing that I.

could have conceived.

* Without doubt, what I underwent on that occasion signifies

little to the reader. He has nothing to do with the contempt and
odium with which I was received by the overbearing and interested

members of the class ; nor with the constant refusal of the chemistii

to discuss any of the questions proposed in my memoirs, though
most of them were altogether new.

* All that I will say is, that, perceiving that my readings (whicli

they interrupted under different pretexts) were disagreeable to several

of my colleagues ; and having ceitainly no intention cf disobliging,

them, nor of mortifying any one ; I ceased to solicit the contiauatioa ^

of the readings. I did not even finish the ffjvuth memoir, though"'
I had begun it.'

*

This modesty is commendable; more especially in a French-
man, and in the case of his own -system. We hope that in

proportion as M. Lamarck was the less obtrusive on this oc-
casion, the more indulgence he will hereafter experience.

The volume contains a variety of elaborate tables, composed
for the elucidation of the author's opinions on ail the subjects.

enumerated in the title.

App. Ret. Vol,, txin. ' Pp A-ar.'
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ARt. XI. 7'heorie de la Tcrre, &c. i. e. The Theory bf the
Earth. B)-^ J, C. DELAMETHEkiE. The Second Editfon, cor-

rected and enlarged. 8vQ. 5 Vols. Paris. 1797. Imported
by De Boffe, London. ll. 5s. sewed.

Tn the Introduction to this extensive and multifarious work,
* M. DelameTherie has thus stated his design :

* Although our knowlege is not sufficiently advanced for a com^'

plete theory of the globe, yet the mass of facts collected by ob-
servers is so considerable that we can pronounce with certainty on
various points. We have satisfactory probabilities on others :—but
there are some which still require new observations and experiments.

By composing a history of the earth, in which the points that are

ascertained, those that are ^ro/^aWf, and those that are (foubtfu/, shall

be carefully distinguished, the philosopher may advance this branch
of sciencet Observers will confirm the first, and rectify the last.

Their steps will be the surer* Such is the end which I have pro-

posed to myself.'

Of these five volumes, the first and second contain the mi-
neralogy J the third, speculations on the powers and properties

of matter; the fourth and fifth alone are dedicated to the

theory of the earth. It appears, therefore, that we have two
or three distinct works under one title. We shall make ob-
servations on each in their order.

M. Delametherie appears to have taken real pains with
the first of his subjects. He devotes nearly 60 pages to pre-

liminary considerations on the colour, transparency, lustre,

hardness, and similar sensible or physical qualities of minerals.

After the example of M. Werner and others, he has endea-
voured to render these qualities more characteristic by a sort

of scale. It is to be regretted that we have no means of fixing

any of the points of these scales. Such, however, may bfi^"

discovered : but, on account of the endless variety of compo-
sition, they will always be attended with uncertainty when
applied to the discrimination of minerals. As an example of.

the manner in which M. Delametherie proposes to designate'

gradaVions irt sensible qualities, we may takej)art of liis article

liatre. >

* I have expressed by ro,ooo the most intense degree of this^ijia;-

lity. The colourless and spotless diamond has of all known mine- ''

rals the brightest lustre.- 10,000 then will be the maximum of thii^'^

* The sapphire, the most Splendid body after the diamond, is very

far from having the same brightness. Hence the lustre of the disM-i

mond being 10,000, I have estimated that of the sapphire at,Spo&i-;,

and that of the ruby at 7500.'
-iIk' I' '>as

'••

The author gives, a distinct and agreeable view of the pro-

gress and present state of" ,f:hrystallography. Having traced

this
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tliis curiaus branch of science from Anaxagoras to B^Qnie de

L'IsU, he observes that

* Tlie most valuable result of DePtsle*% labours, consists in his

having determined the primiti\e form of every chrystalli/.ed substance,

and having proved tl^at all the other forties are only modifications of

this : a truth wlvich is the foundation of chrystallography.

' Gahn went farther. Having broken a dog-tooth (calcareous)

spar, he found that the chr»-stal was entirely composed of small

rhombs, like those of the primitive calcareous spar called Iceland,

spar.
_
.'

* Bergman seized this idea of his pupil; and, as he combiried.-.

geometry with physical science, he demonstrated that every ehrystal

!:! composed of Other sm.aller chr)'stals, variously piled, but in each

case according to certain laus of decrement. These little elementary

chrystals are called the constituent particles of a ehrystal. In this

manner, ^^/j/wjh developed the mechanical structure of various chry*-

stals.

' Hauy pursued the idea, and applied it to various chrystallized

minerals. He determined the laws according to which the decrements

take place, after certain data which he assumed.
* Several other -philosophers have attended to the subject. We

may now consider it as certain that every chrystallized substance is

composed of particles that have a determinate figure; that these

particles are piled or super-imposed on one another, according to

laws of decrement or retreat, which are constant in every variety of
ehrystal ; and that the dift'erent laws of decrement give all the varie-

ties of form of the same substance.*

A speculation concerning the figure of the particles, o£

ti'hich chrystals are composed, is afterward pursued through
nearly 20 entertaining pages.

Airs, waters, sulphur, and a few analogous bodies, metals,

acids, alkalis, eartlis, neutral salts with stones (pierresj^ and
stony (pierreiiK) neutral salts, volcanic stones, and fossils, con-

stitute ^I. Delametherie's ten classes. To this arrangement,

as to others, many objections might be made by a minute cri-

tic. It may be condemned as a mongrel classification, for the

most part chemical, but in other respects without any clear

principle. The class of airs, for example, brings together

substances altogether dissimilar in their properties ; and when
we have a class of acids, it is manifestly absurd to place the

carbonic acid in another class. Class III., containing sulphur,

phosphorus, carbone, coal, and plumbago, has no general

title-, the want of which is an impropriety:—but the truth is

that the author could find no chemical denomination which
would not be equally applicable to metallic substances. The
one and the other are said to consist (pp-93j 94) of an unknown
base, combined with //^^/ir/V/n^/f of combustmi. Both combine
with pure air and the cauitlcon to form acids or oxyds. The

P p 2 junction
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liirictiori of'tl^c netitrat salts fas carbonate of pot-asli, nitrate

of ammoniac) in one cla», with breccias, pudding-stone3,

and flint, seems to be taking greats liberties with analogy.

Why separate volcanic earthy compounds from other earthy

«ompouxds ? eapecinlly when volcanic sulphur is rjot classed

vipart from sulphur of other origin ^

• The substdnces of the last ciass should be distributed among
the others. Stone-coal, jtt, &c. should rank with anthracite ;

I
^'liiich,' ai is remarked, p. 78, will * answer the same purpose

"asordTnary^cdal.' The author places the diamond in the cen-

tre of the earths. After having mentioned the expefimenta

q[ JUrvqlsier anr.l 'Tennatit, he stranijely observes that * these

experiments afFor^ a confirmation of ?he opinion that the dia-

mond is a stone of a peculiar nature.'
, ^ ,

•'' \ ,"

^. As. editor of the journal de Physiquey M. SioMETHERiB
."^as in "the way of philosophical news; and he has availed

iiimself of the advantage. The latest analyses of compound
fossils, ^s tbose o^ Kluproth, are accordingly to be found an-

nexed ta his species. The accurate mineralogist will find no

smiill pains bestowed on the arrangement of this difficult de-

partment- j -and, in many instances, very successfully. We
fear, however, th,it the example of M. Werner in changing

'names will lead to much uncertainty in this science. • Our
^.autlior. h-'S- also imposed, sno jure^ a great number of new
"jt^ii^nies, If-this practice were for a while perplexing in sht-

^?/ptijtr^ir^niini'r(ilogyy the stwdent of which c.ariiiQl at pleasure

bJisubmit to tlie examination of his senses the subject of so many
s-'synonyms, may be reduced by the ciipricc of denomina^^ioii, to

-oi^ state of inextricable confusion. ,;

^- Vol. 15L. belongs to the high ipcculatrve pfeifosophy—r/<j

, haute plTilcsophie—and has a very remote eonr/ection with the

""^heory bf the earth. The wattrre of the subjects treated in-

4 this part- of ihe work will be s-ufEciently exeinplihed by the

titles of tbe first and layt five sections. Of the first particles

of matter— of the figure of the first parts, of iKatter—of the

proper fors^ of the first parts of matter-r.of^ eonimunicated

force—of Impulse—of the caloric in the eele^tial s-pac(?^r-oF

fche luminous fluid—of colours—of the gravific fluid or scther

— of the spaces between the celestial bodies.—The reader will

be curious to know how these abstruse que^^tions are discussed.

We shall satisfy him as far as is practicable on our part; and

for this purpose v.e select the author's principal observationo

on the gravific fluiu-

:

• Most philosophers no^v admit that universal gravitation is, the

effect of a particular fluid :—but what is the nature of this fluid ?

it cannwt be any sort of air, since gravitation takes place in the va-

cuum

-Of:

3
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4;mjm of the nir-purap. . T\\t magne.tic fluid acts only on-{ro,n. The
dectric fluid does no i exert aa .uniToriia action on all bodies. Conse-
quently, ne{ther<:ar.l>e the gravific fluid.

* Fire, or caloric, is one of the causes cf the force of repiilsibis

and of that of cxpa.ifiion, --.vhic!! are opposed to those of gravitation.

* There could te none, then, but the luminous fluid which could

J)e suspected cf perfonviing the functions of tlie gravific fluid- Yet
It does not appear to nie to possess its properties ; for light takes

.eight minutes in coming from the sun to the earth. Nc>»' this move-
ment, whatever be its nature, is too slow to correspond to the phse-

nomena that are to be referred to the fluid which produces universal

gravitation;—for this gravitation appears to act instanttnieoasly, or

ijearly instantaneously. Hence the gravilic fluid must be perfectly

elastic, because, in bodies perfectly elastic, the communication of
motion appjears instantaneous.'

^j^^ftejT,? shart calculation, the, author thus proceeds:

j... *. Whatever hypothesis be admitted concerning the rarity and elas-

ticity of the gravific flaid, it is plain that these qualities are incom.-

parably more mtense than in the luminous or any other known fluid.

We must conclude that the gravific fluid i« a peculiar fluid, different

from air, the electnc, the magnetic, the caloric, or luminous

fluids :—but it will be mixed with them. It has been termed jether.

* The resistance which tjiich a fluid will oppose to bodies that tra-

verse it must be, if I may so speak, nothing. Besides, the mcvement

.afjluidity of this fluid, which gives to all its parts a movement of
gyration, will diminish this resistance more and more.

, ^ ' In speaking of the hardness of bodies, I observed that the gra-

,>'iiic fluid is one oi its principal causes, and that it makes a part of
their particular atmospheres. In the chrystallisation of each terrcs-

trial body, ont portion of the gravific etherial fluid remains interposed

between their parts, and the other is repelled to their surface. I have
demonstrated that all the fluids, which enter into the particular atmo-
spheres of bodies,, are thus distributed- In the chrystallisation of
the loadstone, for csample, or of the artificial magnet, a portion of
the magnetic fluid remains interposed between their particles, and
the rest is repelled to the surface, to constitute the magnetic atmo-
sphere. In the chrystallisation of the terrestrial globe, part of the

^magnetic fluid of the diff'erent magnetic bodies, of which it is com-

I
posed, equally remained contiguous to those bodies ; and the other

was repelled to the surface cf the globe, to constitute its magnetic
atmosphere. The same took place with regard to the electric fluid.'—

* It is proved tliat the gravific fluid makes part of the atmosphere
of every molecule of terrestrial bodies. At the re-union of all these

• 'molecules, part of this fluid was therefore driven to the surface of
''; each of the bodies, and entered into its atmosphere. The same

must have taken place at the sera of the general chr^-stallisation of
the globe. The atmosphere of each of these bodies equally divided.

Part remained interposed round each of them, and part was repelled

to the surface of the globe, making for it an atmosphecejif gravific
• ; ^uid. .\b ^o ryj^.r- '
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' We fn^^'^ej^fi^i'tl the ^sanie' supposition to ihe other gloTies or
celestial bodf^sV "EvetygVobe then will have such an atmosphere:

—

hut how will the fluid act?' [The author assumes that its action will

be directly as the mass of the globe which it surrounds, and inversely

as the square of the distance.] ' Consequently, the portion of this

fluid surrounding the sun \vill have great power :—the action of tlic

portion of this fluid that surrounds each planet and comet will be
likewise proportional to the mass of each.

* I have shewn that each of these great bodies has a rotatory

"movement rttund its axis, and another in a right line. " These two
motions are like those of a cannon-ball, moving on its axis and im-

"prelled forwards. ' '• ••-*'''*
' -^ •';'

* The gravific fluid; eri-^elttping each globe, acts on all the tiodles

that compose that globe, or that are found at its surface, which oc-

casions their tendency towards its centre :—^but its action extends to

distances more or less remote, and influences the other globes that

.lie within the sphere of its activity. . ,.
'

,,,, , -,,. , ,,,

* As the sun's mass exceeds that of all, the planet;? ^pd cQinets of

^is syptem, his gravific fluid acts with great force on aU these bodies,

which are'atti-acted to him by a centripetal force. This force, com-
bined with that df ^p'rojectiorty niakeS them desferibfi'^ellip^ic curves

. round the-suii. •'
~

''i':: '•A'>-y^ , --^ ' • •'• -'-^ .i':;iu ;^n ;f .-j

* Every planet, every comet, has equally a gravific fluid that acts

•lOn the sun>: ,Jie is,therefore attracted by eacli of tliese bodies.'

. xVfter' having- remarked that the movements of all the bo-

. tllcs, composing the solar system, will be disturbed by tlie

.•gravific iiuid of the earth, supposing it to reach to them, M.
-DELAMKTHtRiE Concludes: < This explanation of universal

•'^gravitation appears to me the most conformable to the princi-

^es of sound philosophy.j.r moii i'r-nM.s

. We have placed this long- -passage before our readers, that

each-may determine for himself how far this and similar spe-

rculations are worthy of his regards To us, it seems an in-

; .structive example of the diiTerence between tbeor;^^ which
marshals facts, and hypothesis, which introduces fanciful agents

'into nature, and merely substitutes a new description in the

-^]ace' of that which coniiiies itself strictly to information,

• fisjmply feuch as the senses convey. Fictitious representations of

;, this kin<l, when they lead to nothing farther in the way of ob-

..gervation and experiment, in our opinion as little belong to

yjQund philosophy, as the imagination, current among Barba-

te rians, that the glittering weapons of armies in the air produce

the phcenomena of the Aurora Borealis.

To the idea here given of the slight texture of oilr author's

speculations, it is but just to add that the third vohmie contains

also several interesting passages, extracted or abridged from
works little known in this country, particularly those of the

great astronomers Lagrange and Loplace,

Wc
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We shall reserve our account of the two concluding vo-

lumes, which alone properly correspond to the title of the

whole, for a future occasion.

[^To be continued.
'\

Art. XII. j4n Inaugural Dissertation on the Operation of Pestilential

Fluids upon the large Intestines, termed by Nosologists Dysentery.

Submitted to the public Examination of the Faculty of Physic,

under the Authority of the Trustees of Columbia College in the

State of New-York, WilHam Samuel Johnson, LL.D. President,

for the Degree of Doctor of Physic, on the 3d of May 1 797.
By W. Bay, Citizen of the State of New-York. 8vo. pp. loy.

Printed by Messrs. Swords, New-York. 1797.

"In our Appendix to vol. xx. N. S. we took notice of a dis-
* sertation by Mr. Saltonstnll^ in which Dr. MitchilPs new

. hypothesis respecting contagion was unfolded. Tlie present

dissertation is designed as a prosecution of that inquiry. In
our account of it, we hope that we shall not be forsaken by
that spirit of liberality, by which the author in his address to

us at the close of this Essay compliments us with having been
guided on similar occasions.

The introduction consists chiefly of a long quotation from

J)r, MitchiUy in which that Professor endeavours ingenlcus4y

,%o explain the origin of the Greek names oi Jire and corrnpiiott

,
(iryp and 7rvoi»). This he supposes to have been common to

both, because there is a considerable resemblance in the man-
ner in which these two agents destroy dead bodies. He then

shews how the derivatives from ^y^, fire^ came to signify com-
plaints In which much heat was accumulated. * As diseases

accompanied with great heat were called by a name synoni-

mous with fire i so, where the heat was small, they were ex-

pressed by a word signifying smoke; and such is the typhus

I^w'Poi,) of the present day.

.-: In the first part of his Dissertation, Mr. Bay treats of di-

gestion and chylification, after SpalLttizani, Hunter, and others.

Speaking of the bile, he proposes an hypothesis which we must
iiot pass over. According to him, the principal use of the bile is

to prevent diseases arisingfrom the putrefaction of animal and vege-

table matter. These diseases, by the hypothesis, arise from
d^eptic (or nitrous) combinations generated hi the bowels, or
'externally; and the bile, which contains fixed and volatile

alkali, united to carbonic acid, by neutralising them, prevents

J;Jieir bad cft'ects.

:i»eThis theory easily applies to dysentery. Animal substances

[containing the basis of the pestilential fluids, when eaten in a
tainted state and under certain other circumstances, generate

^\^S--* P P 4 deleterious
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deleterious? xombinations beyond what the bile can saturate;'

They then create inflammation in the bowels; whence-
gastritis, but chiefly dysentery.

The manner in which the author treats his' subject will be
seen from the two following quotations :

* This chemical union of fcptou (azote) with the principle of

acidity (oxygene) forms a vciy active <1 aid, which, coming in con-

tact with the Intestinal tubes, produces inflammation and excoriation.

This corroding fluid is the <:?.use of the vast quantities of blood

which is voided by some dvfienteric patients, from its destructive

qu:|lity acting upon the blood vessels : it is so very active, that,

during the time of evacuation, the anus will become excoriated. If

the action of this deleterious fluid be suff^cred to remain, gangrene

and all its coiicomitant evil will follow. This matter of contagion

\vill enter the mass of blood, and produce that constant attendant on
this disease, called the dysenteric fever. TIow this pestilential flui4

should get into the blood will be easily underf^tood : its miscibilityT

with wateryjluidg enables it.to Jse'taken up by the absorbent vessels^

and pass with the chylt; into the circulating mass. But this disease

doea very frequently originate, from a pestilential state pf the atmo-

sphere, and from the poison taken in with the drink, and mixing
with the saliva, and by the absorbing vessels on the surface of the

body: if tb these external causes be added those produced or gene«'

rated in the intestines, the violence of the' disease' will be increased*

The appesrances of the blood are' also very remarkable: there is k'

large proportion of serum, of a yi>llowish green colour; the blood is

of a dark colour ; the right ventricle of the heart is generally filled

with blood of a more fluid consistence than the Icit, the left ventricU,i

is found nearly empty with polypi. The pestilential matter clrculat*!

ing with the blood operating upon the heart, by its stimulating

power wears out the excitability, and produces death, by indirect

debility. This Is evident frbrr\ the state of the pulse ; in the beginr"

ning of the disease the pulse is hard and full, as it ought' to be frorii"

the opefation of stimuli upon the heart ; but, as the disease proceeds','^

the pulse grows smaller and Aveaker, and begins to intermit, until"

death is usiicrcd in to close the scene : this will take place in propor»P

tion to the vhulency of the infectious matter, and also in proportioa;

to tiie degree of excitability in the heart.'—
* That the decomposition whereby this combination is formed doei

take place in the alimentary canal, has been shewn in sect. 6 } and
that the acid is formed during the decomposition of animal substances,,

wll appear from the use to which substances, when undergoing the

putrefactive process, are put by the manufacturers of the septite of
pot-ash (nitre). Hence, then, it is evident why this disease is of
so frequent occurrence in armies and on board of ships of war, wher^i

the chief diet of the soldiery Is meat, and that not of the best kintfj-"'

for it Is a well established fact, that meat cured with salt to keep 3k>

from becoming putrid, is more or less tainted in that season of tlwi

year when this disease is most frequent among the common soldier^)

The concocting process of these lijen becomes debilitated, from tl^f-

fatigue
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fatigue and hardships to which they are exposed, together with the

too free use of spirituous liquors: from this debilitated state of the

organ of digestion, the food remains in the stomacli \inconcocted»

putrefaction takes place, and in this state it is sent forth into the

intestinal tubes; but, from the quick motions of the small intestines,

it is prevented from producing any had effects there, and it is with

rapidity sent to the large intestines ; there, by means of the slow

motion which these parts are endowed with, the putrid mass lenlains

stagnant for a time, and the putrid fem\entation takes place v/itH

great rapidity ; and during the process, this 'pestilential fluid Is

formed, and continues to receive additions as long as there remains

matter to undergo this ferment. Further, that animal diet is capa-

ble of imparting this deleterious quality to the fscces, is proved fronz

what happens to persons in different grades in the artny ; for, during

the time this disease is found among the soldiers, tliC officers are

rarely attacked with it. This, then, is just as it ought to be,

agreeably to the doctrine I have been endeavouring to establish ; that

persons, from their peculiar situations, should be more subject to a

visitation of this disease than others, according to their ability of
procuring the necessaries oi life.* £

If our opinion were desired concerning the success with
which the general doctrine, delivered in this Dissertation, has

been supported by its several advocates, we must acknowlege
that we can hardly discover more than the faintest glinimcring

of probability In its favour. Mr. Bay thinks that the experi-

ment of Homberg leaves no doubt that * this (the septous) acid

is more or less constantly formed in the intestinal tube.' This
is a capital point, and ought not to have been left unascertained

by our theorist:

—

h\xt.,\i Homberg were not In a mistake, (and
heonly judged of the nature of the substance by a single pro-

perty,) stlli it would not follow that dysentery is owing to any^^

nitrous 'combination present in the bowels. . The- medical-
pneumatic speculations in this country have lately led to the

most copious, use of the nitrous. acid ; and without any such
eifect. The cajies of dysentery here given, and in wiiich alkali

13 represented as useful, are altogether inconclusive: for opium
was also freely administered; aild' tj'e aTe disposed to be^-

Ikve- that the anodyne clysters alone would ha\'-e relieved the
tenesmus. That nitrous acid renders the bile turbid brovt'iii;^

and that bile, resembling coffee grounds, Is vom.ited In some
fevers, Is an Ingenious combination of facts :-r-but, wlthout-

saeptic (nitrous) acid in the bowels, this colour might have bee^^
produced by other causes. An altered state of the^ secretory

organ occasions an alteration In both the colour a n-d consistence"

orf th<j-bile. : In short, the evidence Is in no respect- pointed.'

From any thing that appears, tiie gaseous oxycl df septoif^

(a20te) may be inhaled, diiute, or taken in water, vC'ithout esdX

citing fever or dysentery, as freely as nitrous :ici<]". "^The same
'^'"''''

5* niay
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maybe said of tke whole septic tritje. The matter of conw
gton we imvst still suppose to be something much more evanes-

cent, unJ capable ot peiformiug its business in muvh smaller

<iuaritity. .... .' -'r.^ -i fK- K^i-^^q.i

An Appendix to this Dissertation con&istSjof -letters by Dr.

Mitchill.
;
Xhey exhibit marlys jOf much ingenuity, as, the

reader will perceive from the following ^paail ^mple, with

which we must conclude: - ..!,-,...-.

V ' Among the tokens of putrescent fever, as it occurs in the Island

•<>f Jamaica, especially when putrescent tendency is communicated

from the prima; v'lx. to the rest of the body, there frequently comes

©i>, towards the end of the distemper, an uncom»moidy fine and deli^

cate blfiom of the complexion, while the edges of the tongue are

clear and-of a beautiful red in their Colour, and the lips smooth and

of a cherry-like appearance: when "this beautiful bloorriittg colour

prevaffe, which is" not natural' to t^he jiatiept, there is always reasbri

to suspect dailger. • It is presuTnable^, that,' in sVich case^, a highly

<«tvr«renatcd septte aicidis formed in- the alimentary canal, irhich is

absorbed by the lacteals with the chyle, and carried into the blood-

,Tf"8Kdsr where,, instead of attracting oxygene from the vital fluids as

geptic gas does, it wiJL give out a portion pf its own oxygene to ;the

bloody and miapart to it a remarkable and unusual degree of redness.

This property, Avhich it possesses in, common with vegetable and

other acids, may thus heighten the colour of the blood, which, "at

the same tiine, from its tendency to lessen the liviiig energy of the

heart, by CKO-s^n-e stimulation, maybe very operative in uudermlrtlhg

the animal fabric, which it thus destroys, while it beautifies.* *
'

' If thes6 inquiries should be puris'ued| "iJPt/ shall be happy 'in

tlttfending to their progress.
" '

^ .

'

jh^

w
T^^^I.i, .,^i/^,y« -^^o^-f :-^«iyV-6/.Gr^ij e J^aiinit Sec. i./,.,1'h«
"

i,ve^,. of aj^tient Greek and.Rom,aj|Pa!;ittraj compiled ,by ,!p..M.

GfuGLiBL.iti... DiLL4 Vallx, Minor Canon. 4to. p_p. 34.0,

Siena. i'jgS'
'

,
',

, .

^jail.E the talents of Cipriani, B^rtolozzl, Angelica KaufT-

|nan,> and our countryman Flaxman, by their ingenious

.imitations of Grecian and Roman models in sculpture and paint-

ings keep. alive the love of the antic^ue, whatever tends to, illus-

trate the arts of antiquity, or to preserve notices of antient artists,

must be acceptable to the man of taste. The learned wprks

of Grreviusand Gronovius, of Montfaucon, F. Junius, J. Spense,

,'Winckdna,an, a^id Count Caylus, are inexhaustible treasiire.s,

.,^oa\ wj[ijcb. the modern painter and sculptor may he j^roud, to

borrow Lis most brilliant designs, and his most successful exe-

£ution,s.. With sincere ardor, ,>ve exhort- our youthful artist^

,to,ge;'S,eyere in the study of antient models;
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The present compilation dii5p!dys' Teading, diKgente, and
Real •, we expected, indeed, from the pen of an Italian, much
discussion of various branches of Virtii ; and ve are not disap-

pointed in respect to the quantity of exertion which he emplovs,

and of the enthusiasm M'hich he displays. Much of whatevtT

was to be found in the classic authors of Greece and Rome, re-

specting the lives or the works of antient painters, is here

brought forwards with laborious research; and tlie compiler

has added explanations and comments on various difiicuit pas-

sages, with much sagacity and with frequent success/ To the

authorities of Isocrates, PJato, Lucian, Strabo, Philostratus,

Athenceus, Suidas, ^lian, Cicero, Horace, Pliny, Ovid,

Quintilian, and Aulus Gellius, he has judiciously subjoined the

observations of modern writers of learning and taste, on the

obscure passages and hints which those antient writers have
left to posterity, respecting the valuable remains of art. We
unwillingly observe, however, that the passages quoted in the

Greek language are almost uniformly mis-spelt; and that many
Greek authors are quoted in translations : which circumstances

'created iiv^us a suspicion that Sig. Dei.la Valle is not suffi-

ciently conversant with the original writings of Plato and Iso-

crates. The passages adduced from Pliny the elder appear ju-

diciously chosen, and in some eases happily explained. In his

notes subjoined to the life of Parrhasius, the observation on
the terms of Pliny, B. 35. c. lo. ' Frimiis arfrufias vulttis de-

d'lt^ is clear and convincing ; and in the supplementary pages

to the Life of Zeuxis, the dissertation on the MoiHromatic
paintings of the antients is written with knowlege and pei'-

spicuity, in opposition to some unscientific remarks of other

commentators on Pliny, on the encaustic method of painting

used in the fresco paintings of the antients. Signior Dell a

Valle, in his preface to this compilation, has also well ex-

plained tlie passages of Pliny relative to this art, and has judi-

ciously seconded his remarks by parallel citations of Vitruvius.

Our English readers will find a very satifacfory account of

this antient mode ot hurn'vig-in qo\o\\x% with fire and wax, with
modern improvements, in a learned article on that subject in

the Scotcli Encyclopedia ; and if the aat};ior of this compila-

tion had seen that paper, he would probably either have omit-

ted the passage at the end of his preface, or would have cn-
larged it by a fuller detail of the renewal and improvements
made in the practice of iniistion in painting, laid before our
Royal Society a few years since.

^'*'^' Besides the compiler's preface, which contains much his-

tory and anecdote of the arts of antiquity, and the supple-

faejQtary notes added to the life cf each painter, which pursue
^** '

the
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thie same tra6t of lexplafnataon, a:vocabu)ary of amient technical

teriTis is added for the farther information of the reader. Those,

however, who have perused Pliny, the volumiuous works of

Grsevius and Grofiovius, or F. Junius de Picture Vcterum., will

find little information or am"usement in this compilation j and,

knowing the scarcity of .notices of anticnt ajtisis -contained in

the prose writings of the Greeks and Romans, they will not

expect much biographical entertainment. W'c recommend

the lives of Apelles and Zeuxis in prcfereijce to the others, as

being most full and satisfactory. To the style of Signor Del-
L-A Valle we can givq very little praise : it bear^ strong marlcs

of obscurity of. diction and affe^^tation of sentiment ; the intro-

ductory paragraphs, by which each painter's life is preceded,

are obscured by the tenfokl darkness of metaphysic;il rhapso-

dies,— while the reader is amazed, confounded, and disgusted

with these vehement eiforrs of the writer to elevate his language

;

T^nA^ in many passages, the phras^eq^gy seems to be the authoi:*«

own fabrication. ,:',"
-" On tlie wliole, therefore, though v/e commend the industry

dTid Learnijig of the compiler, we cannot think that the work

is conJurtcd with either spirit or taste. It is pot, from the

prose writings of Greece and Rome, that we are' to look for

satisfactory accjounts of the-antie;it arts. The few shining

fragments in Herodotus, Plato, Thucydides, Xenophon, &c.

are too thinly scattered, to throw apy strqng mass of light

on the antique; and we have oiten to praise the ,diligence and

ardor of Pliny, more than his taste, his perspicuity, or his acr

c^iracv*-'—We were surpri&cd to see so few passages cp the sube

jettot the arts of antiquity borrowed in this volume from Pau-

Sa'nias •, and we were little inclined to think that the rhapsodical

Philostratus could supply, in any degree, the absence of thatin-p

telligent traveller. The poets are the best interpreters and the

most faithful treasurers of the merits of antient art. F. Juuius,

de PicUtrd Veteriim^ already mentioned, has made his treatise

very pleasing as well as instructive, by having recourse to these

sources of information. Horace, Virgil, Ovid, Catullus, Mar-

tial, and the Greek Anthoiogia, supplied that elegant author

with various and beautiful illustrations of his subjects j and

English writers of taste have lollowed his exan^pie in their ju-

dicious and delightful method of treating the subjects of antient

art. The scholar will scarcely consume much ol his time in

perusing the present work ; and the English readi.r may
find more instruction and an>usement on this subject in the ele-

gant .tteatities of. Addison, Spexice^ Webb, >>,tuart, Reynolds,

• - An iCiigraved bust is pretisea Xo each memojr.
Art.
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i 'e. A Philosophical History of the French Revolution. :Py

ANfONY Fan'tin-DesodoaRCs, a French Citizen. 4 Vols.

8vo. About 350 Pages in each. Pans. 17^^, -Imported b|.^]^e

Boffe, Londoii. Price 1 6s. sewed.
, , _^^ ..^^^_ . . .^

4teeiiteface to this extensfve work, the author attributes

^^" permanent value to Rabcwd's history of the revolution, to

':^c^/Ws conspiracy of Fhiiip D'Orleans, and to ^onvielbs

^essay on the nresent'state of France. Of the two former hooka

we have given an account in vol. viii. N. S. p. 565, and aoI. xx.

p C16, the latter has not reached U5, and still awaits the hand

of a translator. M . Desodoards follows these guides, .but ,ii©t

with equal steps.
^, .. ,.

.

'^/"'T"^.
The first book treats of those peculiarities, political and per-

sonal, in the situation of the French Court, which led the way

to the revolution. At p.28, this anecdote occurs :-Louis XVI.

had found among the papers of his father a memorandum,

desc-'birc 7. B. iMackault, who had been minister of the ma-

rine\n 1754, as adapted by the energy of his intellect and the

firmness of his character to restore some elasticity to the re-

'tixed sprmgs of the state. The new king resolved to make

"this centlenlan his minister, and w-ote to him a long and

""laborious Tetter of invitation, with great privacy, but not with-

out the knowlege of his valet-de-chambre, who divulged the

secret. The wife of Nafbotwe, the late war-minister, was

Jnc^n to have much influence over Madame Adelaide, the

'Tine's aunt.
' A hundred thoiisand crovnis were offered to her,

"'if she obtained, by the intervention of this princess, a change

of the king's intention in behalf of the more accommodating

Maurcpas. Madame Adtlaldt; undertook the negotiation, wem

to the monarch, and talked about the necessity of entrusting

^'the reins of government to a principal minister. The king

*''sicknowieged this to be the occupation of his thoughts, and

*'i:ommunicattd his letter; in which she objected to nothing but

^the nddrr^s, and obtained frohi his ridiculousr facdity an im-

mediate change of the nameV-'Thus M/wr^/w/ became prime

9

n

10 \. . iiiUOlO
. minister..UlSlCl. I'll- I

At p 53, it is stated that M. Necher also obtained his place

'by purchase I and that the Marquis de P^-zai, a friend to ihe

"Vwife of old Maurepns, was instrumental to the bargain, hechr,

^"a minister of the crown, has been accused ot a breach ot ho-

nour in favouring encroachments on the royal prerogative :

bnt, if he owed his promotion to purchase, and not to the

pergonal bounty of th.e sovereign, hi3 obligation to respect the

power of the monarch was nox bindmg on the principle of
• '

; •, gratitude.
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gradtude. The regulation of the r4th January 1789, which
convoked the Slates GeneraJ, was drawn up by him, and cm'^''
not be scarce

; yet neither the present, nor any history that h^tii \

passed through our hands, specifies either the qualification of
the voters or the mode of election adopted in the original nomi-
nation of the representatives of the third estate.

P. 100. The taking of the Bastille is not here described con-
formably to the account adopted by Dr. Girtatmer, (see M.
Rev. vol. xvi. p. 524,) after much local investigation; and
corroborated by the testimony of /,rt/o(7/fl;.f. and others : but it

agrees, in the mainj with the original epic statement,' which
has been ascribed to the imagination of Carra. Duriu'r the
demolition of the Bastille, it was said to be discovered who was
ihe^ man imth the iron mash^ concerning wb.om Voltaire could
offer only surmises. The archives of this state-prison were*'-^
seized by the multitude ; papers v>hich would have been vr»^"^
iuable to the historian were dispersed ; and some curious peri>^
sons endeavoured to secure by purcliase the rellques of this
mass of materials. It wss very common to meet with mere
cards signed by the ministers, and containing the address of
some prisoner -—one of these cards. No. 64,389,000, contained
tliese words : Foticquet arrivant des isks Sainte-Marguerite avk'i:^^
Ml masque dtfer: then three XXX, ?^\\A below them tlie si^rna^'-'^'^'

t\iX&Kersaiiion. < I saw this card (says our author) in pos-'"-
session of the person who found it, and I ofi^ered money for it,

-

but in vain. 1 then took an exact copy ; and I believe that
this document furnishes a complete solution of all difhcuMes.'
Every one knows that Colbert had sworn the ruin of the in-'
tendant i^W^z/rf, and procured his imprisonment in the cita^'^
del of Pignerol, then an appurtenance to France. He there
spent some years, escaped, and died—no one knew where.
This fact is nttcsred in the memoirs of G^.v/W//*', hisfriendl
Probab4y, i'W^w/ was retaken and confined in the isles of
Saint-Margutrite, and thence transferred in 1690 to the Bas-
tille. ro//rt/jv observes that no important personage disappear-
ed at that period in Europe ; and in fact FoucquL-t\ disappear-
ance dates from 1664. V-^lUiire willingly gave a marvellous
turn to his anecdotes. If the man in the iron mask lived until
1704, he died when 89 years of age: his mother, Marie dc"^^^
Mcnupeou, lived to be 91 years old.—We doubt this solution. '^

It appears that more attention and ceremony were observed to- '

wards the prisoner than Foucquet would have obtained.
The celebrated sitting of Aug. 4, 1789, in which all feudal

dues were aboUshed, was not a disinterested but a compulsory
measure. Our author describes the ubiquitarv insurrections,
assassinations, jbwrnipgs, and massacres, which preceded this

^® famous
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famous day, in terms as horrible as -tlios^ empjoyecj by IVL

Motitjoyc. (See INI. R. vol. xx. p. 536.) Ever since the 14th

Julv, complete insubordination and anarchy had prevailed, and,.

continued to prevail till the memorable loth of August trans-
j

ferred the authority to thp republicans, -whose strong measures',

restored government in France. Until the total destruction of

royalty, it vas the silent policy of all parties, which had not

sided wholly with the king, to let every species of power expire

:

they believed that any fragment of the former authority might

serve to reproduce the whole. 1 LJi\i-

The riots of the 5th October ,, at Versailles are [ <it}scrlbed

(p. 128) as a deliberate project of the Parisians, in order to

obtain for their town the advantages of royal residence. The
invasion of the queen's chamber in the night was wholly ac-

cidental, and no part of any plot of VOr/ia/is against the

lives of the royal family. This is.confirmed by the evidence

adduced on the trial at the Chatelef. v.^w *..',;.io.i ^jii •

At p. 153, the author allows much weight to tlie evidence

against FuvraSy whose execution commonly passes for an un-

just act.

It is stated, (p. 189,) in proof of the hostile designs of Great

Britain towards France, that the reflections of Mr. Burke, from

which an odious passage is quoted, were patronised by the

court,, while the reply of Thomas Paine was prosecuted as a

libel.

The efforts mad^ in England to obtain an abolition of the

Glave- trade are supposed (p. 201) to have been encouraged by

Messrs. Pitt and Wilberforce, merely to entrap the French

levellers, and to induce them, by a premature emancipation,

to ruin the French colonies.

It is well said oi Mirahcau (p. 2c6) that his dangerous talent

in literature rather consisted in choosing those objects which

attract a general and factious attention, than in the ability of

discussing them well. Not one of his productions has survived .r

him. . ;

•

During the king's flight to Varennes, (p. 239,) the society

of Jacobins, which already existed under the name of Friends

of the Constitution y drew up a petition, in which they solicited

the assembly to decree the forfeiture of the crown. This wjis

imitated by many provincial popular societies, and forms the

first public measure which tended avowedly to republicanise

France. From this time forwards, all the patriotic agitators .

continued unremittingly to pursue that end. ^:^., ,,,1;.

The constituting assembly (p. 241) comprehended ahiiost.JtJ

all the j)roperty of France j wl)ile the legislative assembly,- rr:

v'hich succeeded it on the ist October 1 791, comprehended •

.,, nearly
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nearly all the talent. No orators in the first legislature v^*

»ro.'chei! VergnintiJ !ir\A IsmtrJ : no writers emulated Brissgt

-.iiul Roland.— Syeyes and Rabaud were again deputed : Condorcei

•was introduced. The treaty of Pilnitz soon prepared for these

nev/ heroes an arduous contjict. Their predecessors, well cha*

racterised as *' architects of rsiin," had utterly demolished every

antient institution, except the ecclesiastical and the royal

;

and bcqueatUed a church in schism, and a king without zeal,

«r power, or popularity. They had increased the pay of the

troops, had constituted and hired functionaries innumerable,

and, by the immense indemnities voted to magistrates, pro-

nrietors, arid annuitants, whose possessions had been disturbefll,

*
they had more than doubled the national obligations. Yet they

left armies without subordination, magistrates without police,

and a. state without revenue. Add to thi?, a constitution not less

vicious in theory than impracticable in experiment, but in fa-

vour of which the nation was strongly prejudiced j and it will

anoear natural to have expected a long civil war between the

Keleditary nnd the elective authorities, in which the king must

have oflcrcd provinces to the Emperor, and the republicans

their colonies to Great Britain, for armed or pecuniary as-

sistance. That constellation of brilliant men, which co*

operated under the name of the Girondist party, met and

overcame these difBcuhies. The principles which they diifused

founded the commonwealth, gave cohesion and vigor to its in-

stitutions, triumphed over the anarchy at home and the coali-

tion abrond, and produced that rt-publican impulse in the Eu-

ropean mind, which srcures to the French nation an interior

kllv in ail their attempts at conquest, so long as no similar

republic sn-iU have & bct;er constitution to offer as the reward

of subjeclion. Thus their country is rivalling antient Rome
by its arras, and gaining the empire of modern Rome by its

opinions.

The Second Volume is less occupied with the internal than

with the external affairs of France. The author declare?

for the system of confining suiirage to land-owners. This

would no' doubt introduce an anti-commercial spirit of le-

gislation, subject the lower classes to a hopeless vassalage^-

and defraud the inhabitants of towns, who are commonly

the most informed, of tlieir natural influence in the com-

munity.

Some notices occur (p. 130) of the illuminated or thc-ophi-

lanthrophic sect, whose principles are esoteric, but who are

supposed to reject the Old and to socinianize the New Testa-

ment. The terms of initiation or communion will no doubt

ere long be revealed,

P. 144.
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t*. T44."* Claviere, the inventor of assignats, severely expi-

ated his errors. Pursued by the anarchists, he vi^as thrown
into those dungeons into which Robespierre crowded his victims.

Having received a copy of his indictment, and observing among
the witnesses the names of his deadHest foes, he put an end to

his life with a dagger.'

It is well observed (p. 182) that Louis XVI., a prisoner in

the Temple, and disgusted with his insecure throne, might easily

hav€ been induced to renounce it ; and that, with this abdica-

tion, the Convention ought to have been satisfied. Royalty

implies prepossession as to the individual invested with it:

the trial of a king, therefore, cannot be conducted with impar-

tiality j and it is mockery to pursue, with respect to him, the

forms of common law. Unmindful of the vulgar butexpres-

sive proverb that " fifty black rabbits cannot make a black heg,'*

the accusers of Louis endeavoured to conceal the insignificance

of their charges in their multitude ; and, with the usual in-

dustry of tyranny, they attempted a system of cumulative trea-

son. The only points which really concerned the violation of
the constitution as accepted by him, and which were at all re-

spectably supported, are these ; that he continued paying at

Coblentz his former body-guards, as appears from the register

of Septueil : that he remitted considerable sums to Bonille^ and
other emigrants : that his brothers were levying troops abroad
in his name and with his connivance : that, although the no-

torious incivism of his guards had occasioned their ostensible

dismissal, yet he had written to them a private letter of thanks

and continued their pay : that the Swiss guards were retained

in defiance both of the constitution and of an express inter-

ference of the legislature ; and that UAngre'tmnt Gillesy and
other suspicious persons, were employed by him in- Paris to

enrol many thousands of men for sinister purposes... All this*

which might justify the suapcnslon, incurred, by the constitu-

tional law, at most tlie deposition of the king, ,'i v^i-./xt 0.:
:'

The opinion- delivered by Guadct (p. 310) orithe king^s tfial

made the most irrtpression on the public mind : he considered

it rather as a case of general justice, or national expediency,

than as a case of particular justice, or equity to the individual

:

like the other Girondists, he was for bringing the cause before

the people; '• '

The l^hird Volume is chiefly occupied by the monocracy of
Rtsihespterte. The author rightly maiutuins the impotence of ta-

lent and eloquence, particular! v ii refined by culture, over the vo-

lition's of the populace. JLatir-nncis and Lasmirce were speaking

and writing- unheeded, while ikfar^/ and. J/e-i^fr/ were extolled

and obeyed by the mob.—The divisions between- the Giron-
App.^Rev. Vol. XXIII. Qjj dists
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dists and the Jacobins are well detailed : the writer censures
Garatj whose account he thinks too partial to the latter party.

. P. 225. ' Alary Charlotte Corday was bom at Saint Saturnin in

the department of Orne. Leading at home a retired life, she spent
m\ich time in reading antient history, whence she imbibed a zeal for li-

berty. Some family-affairs had drawn her to Caen at the tune when the
young nu-n of that town were enrolling under Whnpfen, in order to
release the maionty of the convention from the overruling Jacobins.
The idea struck her that a single victim might save many :—" I
considered (siiin trie heroine, in a letter which she wrote from her pri-

son) that so many bmve youths were going to Paris for the head of a
single man who did not merit such honor; and that the arm of a
woman might be sufficient."

.
' Charlotte Corday had a letter of introduction from Barbarbux to

the deputy Duperret : but this had no connection with the real moti\'e

of her journty, Avhich she had wholly concealed. She obtained ad-
mission to Marat under pretence of business i talked with him about
the insurrections in the department of Calvados ; and, on hearing hin:i

say that all the iniuvgents should be sent to the scaffold, she drew a
knife and buried it in his bosom : 13 July 1793. ?

* She was immediately arrested, and confined in the Abbaye.
On her interrogation, she attempted no defence nor denial, but spoke
of her action as of a duty which she v/as proud to have discharged*

and as oi a service done to her countr}'. During trial, she behaved,
with tirmnesa and decorum, and gave her answers with calmness and
elegance. She had a fine person. Perceiving that some one was at-

tempting to take her portrait, she changed her situation to accom-
modate him, and requested that a copy of the drawing might be
sent to her family. After condemnation, <h.c took out of her bosom
three letters, which she requested might be faithfully delivered. Two
were addressed to Barbarcux, and one to her father.

—

* On her way to the scaffold, she smiled with ineffable dignity

on those street-hags who pursued her with insults. Not aware of all

the formalities of punishn^iCat, she expressed vehement indignation

when the executioner stooped down to bind her legs, mistakmg his

action for some indecent outrage : but, on discovering his real inten-

tion, she smiled at her alarm, and assumed a suitable attitude. At
the moment of placing her head on the block, the executioner plucked
off the kerchief from her neck and shoidders : a sudden blush was then
©bserved to overspread her skin ; and this last impression of wounded
modesty was visible when her dismembered liead was exhibited to the

multitude.'

The Fourth Volume begins with the war of Vendee, and ex-

tends to the partial dissolution of the Convention, and to the

meeting of the constituent or primary assemblies for the choice

of the first third of their new representatives.

A narration occnrs (at p. 54) of the doom and execution of

the Ciironde-deputics. When the revolutionary tribunal de-

clared its fatal sentence, Fahze, in a transpct of indignation,

poignarded
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poignardcd himself in the hall. Brissct, Vergniaud, Gensonne,

JLascurce^ Fqnfrede, Duccr, and the others, were led to the

scaffold on the next day. Vergniaudf foreseeing the event, had
provided poibon for himself : but, observing his young com-
panions Fonfredc and Duces involved in his misfortune, he gave

away the poison, and said that he would die with them. Al-
though no one of the sufferers was deceived by a vain hope,

their minds were so much elevated by the splendor of their sa-

crifice, that it was impossible to approach them with the com-
mon-place expressions of vulgar consolation. Brissot, grave

and calm, behaved like the sage struggling with adversity. The
silent Gensorme disdained to sully his lips even with the names
of his accusers. Vergniaud, often cheerful, would repeat to

them from Corneille or others the fine verses with which his

memory was stored, or pour forth the last gushes of that

powerful eloquence of which the feeblest stream made tvrnnny

turn pale. The brothers-in-law, Ducss 7\.nd. Fonfredcy crc:ited if

possible a yet livt-ller interest. Their youth, their intimate

friendship, their personal beauty, their accomplishmei;ts of

mind, concurred to render odious the ruthlessness of their ene-

mies. Ducos had escaped, but chose to return to prison and
share his brother's fate. The tears would burst from ihcir eyes

jvhen they talked of the widows v/liom they shuuld leave be-

hind, and of the children about to suffer ruin f,r their father's

deeds. Each had a young family and a considerable fortune.

This was indeed the first time, as s lys Rioiiffe^ (see Rev.
vol. xvii. p. )04,) that so many extraordinary persons were
massacred together. Youth, beauty, genius, wisdom, virtue,

whatever is estimable among men, was cut down at a blow.

Yet who would not be content so to die, in order so to have
lived ?

At p. 73, another scene of horror is described—the execu-

tion of Madame Ro/atid :—the patience of the people on such

occasions is really disgraceful. Well exclaims a late poetic

writer, concerning Paris

:

" Ill-fated town
Thro' many a dark age drench'd with innocent blood.

And one day doom'd to know the dainning guilt

Of Brissot murder'd, ar.d the blameless wife

Of Roland ! Martyr'd patriots—spirits pure.

Wept by the good ye fell ! Yet still survives,

Sow'd by your toil and by your blood manur'd.

The imperiihable seed, soon to become
That Tree, beneath whose vast and mighty shade

• The sons of men shall pitch their tents in peace.

And in the unity of truth preserve

^.^q 2 Tke
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ITie bond of love. For by the eye of God
,^ ,, v-fiath Virtue sworn, that never one good act

,'... i^as .work'd ill vain," South^y's Joan of Arc, p. 94.-

The cruelties of Frefort, of Carrier, of Lebon^ and of all

chose exterminating messengers of the evil genius of Robespierre,

who compressed within a single year every variety of crime

which the annals of ages have recorded, occupy an extent in this

volume which is painfully harassing. At p. 150, a separate

chapter is allotted to the literary men of whom the tyrant de-

][3rived France : Cottdorcet^ Rayhial, Floriafi, Vicq'd*Azyr, Bailly,

'JLinguefy 'Lavohier, Tind many others, are enumerated. The
account of his downfall and death is- read with a vindictive joy.

This event was succeeded by a transient equivocal preponde-

tanciof internal parties, which terminated on the 5th Fructi-

ilor 1795, in proclaiming the present Constitution of France,

aiid^drdering the re-election of one-third of the members o|"

the Convention.
' At this period, the history of the present writer terminates.

His arrangement of events is by no ineans skilful, and rather

resembles the teazing discontinuity of the cantos of Ariosto,

than the ludid order of the chapters of Hume. The earlier

portion of his narrative is very defective, and can only be con-r

suited to fill up the chasms, not to supply the place, of other

historians. A want of unity in the point of view diminishes

the pleasure of his readers ; and an acknowlegement in the

preface (p. xvi),— that, when the committees of Robespierre in-i'

vited, by advertisement, the men of letters to employ their ta^

lents in giving to their historic monuments the gloomy tinge

which suited republicans', he applied to the committee of publiq

Jjafetyto patronise his intended publication,—ought somewhat
to diminish their confidence. Nevertheless, the work has Ih-

tereat', and, as our extracts have evinced, it contains various

amusing and informing particulars.

AKT.'K'y.'Les Amours de Chtcphon et de Lcurippe, Sec. i.e. The
Loves of Clitopbon and Lcucippa. By Achilles Tatius ; trans-

lated, from the Greek, with Notes. i2mo. pp. 262. Paris.

1796. imported by De KofFe^ London. Price 5s,

Come continental pliilosophcrs have lately made it a question,
*^ whether the general state of society under the Antonines,

•with the morals of Epicurus and the amusements of Paganism,

was not on the whole happier than that of modern Europe under

the more strict obligations and rites of Christianity:—but, if it

be considered that the religion of the antients has every where

been uniformly found unfavourable to female virtue 5 atid that

they
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tliey themselves were so well aware of its corrupting tent^ency,

as to seek among the Pythagorean women for chaste wives and

domestic accomplishments ; it will surely be conceded that a

Teligion, which is so peculiarly adapted as the Christian to pro-

duce the feminine excellencies, and which is in fact the chief

cause of that decided superiority in domestic comfort that diS'^

tinguishes the modern world, must greatly have improved the

mass of social felicity. There is not a pleasanter nor a fairer

way of arriving at a probable decision of this question, and of

acquiring a clear idea of the state of private life and manners
among these vaunted Pagan , than by the perusal of their

novels. The editor of the volume before us proposes to pub-

lish, in a like form, all the other works of the Greeks in this

department of literature ; and a perusal of them will assist in the

decision of many ethic problems, very interesting to pur rnjiioj"

pleasures. "•
,,•*

Achilles Tatius of Alexandria^ the author of the Loves of

Clitophon, flourished early in the fifth century. Plis novel;'

which had been printed in 1580, and trajislaled into Italian

by Angelo Coccio in 1598, was laboriously edited by Salmasius

in 1640, whose corrections of the Creek text have not ex-

tended to the very vicious Latin interpretation. The abridged

French version here offered to the public is attributed to tlie

Abbe Desfontaines ; and it was, if we mistake not, originally

printed under a fictitious name in 1733. The eight bocks of

the original are compressed into four ; while the, abounding

indelicate passages are veiled under a more decent drapery:,

and are thus rendered less unworthy of a writer who is vSaid to

have turned Christian and to have attained a bishopric. Many
elegant explanatory notes accompany this translation. The
type is clear, minute, and correct j and a neat engravi^ig

ornaments each chapter.

The reading world, while it peruses this tale of love, may
derive some pleasure from observing the great superiority of

our modern works of entertainment, compared with tho^e

which satisfied the public in the days of antiquity.

^RT. XVL Le Voyagcur a Paris, Sec. i. e. The Traveller a,t

Paris ; a picturesque and moral View of that Capital. 3 Vols,

i2mo. 180 Pages in each. Paris, 1797. Imported by De BofFe,

London. Price 5s. sev/ed.

ADESCRTPTiON of Paris in the form of a dictionarv may have

the merit of noveltv, but it has not altogether that of

convenience. The association of contiguity, either to the per-

son who visits or to the literary investigator who would ideally

Qjl 3 wander
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wander through the modern Athens, is more conducive to-'a'

Sp-edy, an orderly, and a distinct survey, than the capricious

skips of an acrostic itinerary. It is, however, to the lattet"

specieis of pilgrmiaj^e, that the royalist author of these topor\

graphical volumes has invited his readers. Saint-Foix fur-

nished the' basis of his selections : the usual Stranger's Guide
assisted to complete them ; and the recent revolutionary (dilapi-

dations afforded but too many occasions of variation and topics

of regret. We shall endeavour to extract some of the more
characteristic articles. ... v.

Vol. i. p. 8. * ^uteur. Occupied with the interests of Europe, an
author yet thinks himself fortunate when he can hoard a crown-piece.

He is more frequently satis,fied with bread and cheese, than .with a
dinner in the saloon of a restaurateur. It is in vain to Inquire for him
on the first floor : his neighbour in the garret can perhaps point out

to you his attic. His study is the picture of Chaos. Voltaire slum-

bers there beside the Bible ; and Buffon'\\t% buried beneath a heap of

pamphlets. Scr-;>ps of paper, nunierous as the autumnal leaves in

Vallonibrosa, cover every thing, until some printer sweeps them
away. His dress, worthy of the Medes and Persians, is a bed-gown of

flowered stuff, perfectly assimilating with an old flat- cushioned arm-

chair.'

—

p. 130. ^Fontaine Jes Innocens. This fountain once stood close to

the church of ir.t Innocents, at the corner of St. Denis' Street, and is

first mentioned in a patent of Philip-Augustus in 1273. -^"^ ^SS'^* ^^

was rebuilt with extraordinary splendor, aHd formed "a monument
highly honourable to the progress of the fine arts in France. Lescot

4c Clagn-j was the architect, and 'Jenn Gougeon the sculptor : it was

the merit of the latter which conferredon the building ail its celebrity.

* This edifice was repaired in 1708, and in 1786; and it was re-

moved into the middle of the Green-Market in May 1788. It was

now necessary to add two new fronts to those already, existing : but

as the more conspicuous of them was adorned with three marble

Haiad?, and "the other with two only, the addition of three new sta-

tues ^^'a3 sufficient to cqmpkte the present appearance.
* In order to obtain an unity of efiect, the stones of the antient

building vveri^ employed in equal proportions in each of the four

fronts of the new one, with alternate layers of fresh stone ; and a

coating of paint concealed the difference of color. In its new
^tuation, this building is more elevated than it was by the ijfraduated

pedestal, which measures about ten feet perpendicularly. Each front

represents an open portico, flanked on either side with two grooved

composite pilasters, between which are niches containing figures of

water-nymphs. A regular cornice supports an attic, interrupted by
triangular frontoons, which inclose basso-relievos. A hemisphere

roofed with copper forms the cieling. In the central arcade of each

front, are four cubes of stone supporting four vast leaden cisterns of

antique form, the corners of which terminate in lions', feet ;—^_d bc-

la'nd the cisterns, oh a loftier basis, lie four lions, in lead, monlded
according
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according to those of the fountain Termini at Rome, and pierced

with a tube through which water may pass into the cisterns- Tire

Naiads, and the sporting Tritons on the basso-relievos, are the mostj

interesting ornaments of this fountain ; and it may be doubted wue-^,

ther the new statues of Pajou do not equal the five antient figures.

On a tablet of bhick marble, the building is inscribed Font'mm Nymphisf,

aoij the poet Santueil wrote for it these two lines, engraved in 1689,

" ^os dtiro cerr.is simulates marmcreJluchis

Hiijits NjTT.pha loci credidit esse sues."

Vol. ii. p. 19. * Insl'itut des Sciences isf des ji4rts. This is now the

first of the learned societies of the metropolis. Its object is to im-

prove the sciences and the arts by the requisite inquiries, experiments,

and examination of scientific and literary productions. Its sittings

are held in the Louvre. Tw« inscitutors and four associates are at-

tached to each of the following departments

:

Mathematics. Social and legislative Architecture.

Chemistrj*. Science. Natural Piiiiosophy.

Medicine. Grammar. Anatomy 5c Physiology.,

Morals. Sculpture. Ideology. 7
Geography. Astronomy. Political Economy.
Painting. Eo:any. History., ^r' H
Arts and Trades. lyuial Economy. Antiquities-.

Mineralogy. Science. Muiic, and -
Veterinary art. Poetry. Declamation. _ - :.

• This long nomenclature brings to mind the former acfid^mieS.

Cardinal Richelieu founded the Jicudemie Frangaise, to guard the pil-

rity of the national lang'uage. Louis XIV. founded \.hc Acadeime

des Sciences, which pursued the progress of natural philosophy ..and

mathematical science. Ccllcrt founded the Ae'ademie des Inscriblioni

iff Belles Lettres, which was to devise inscriptions for public monu-
ments, and to occupy itselfwth historical investigation. Charles VI.
founded the y/a/^fOTzV de Peinture i5f de Sculpture; and that of archrr-

tecture was added by Cclhert.' . \
'..

P. 34. ' yardins aeriens. Thanks to the terras mortar invented

nearly thirty years ago by ui'e Chevalier i)'£^ji';V,'z?;f, several roofs

formerly useless now offer the prospect of aerial gardens and evenof
orchards. One especially, situated at the corner of Temple-street

next to the Bo:/lc-vart, produces a very picturesque effect : but the

•view from btlov/ is nothing to that which the terras itself commands}'

P. 88. * jfcicques Molai. An opinion recently published assigns

to this grand-master of the Templars the foundation of those clubs

of free-masons, whose hostility to royalty and sytematic pursuit of

the independence of the universe is no longer equivocal. Hence their

era of 13I-J-J the time of Mclai's death, and the assertion of Cagll-

ostro and other illuminated persons that the^' had existed for ages.

From them cair.e those unfortunate sacramental words Ketdosh, rege-

nerating, and Kekam, exterminating. From them, the sanguinaiy

rite of probation, to sacrifice, blinded, a ram, and to handle its yet

thrabbing he^vrt : a trial reserved for that higher ordsxof adepts> whidi

Q__q 4 managed
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managed the goed-natured benevolent associates of the preparatory

lodges.'

—

At p. 100, we find an account of the church of Neir^

Davte at Paris, which is too long for transcription : but we
learn from it that, during the fashion of atheism, all the bells

and precious ornaments of the altars., and every meritorious

work of art, were carefully removed from the church, and de-

posited in a store-house at the Pctits Augustins ; to be ^used,

whenever practicable, in the decoration of future public mo-
numents. Not only the statues of Saint Christopher and of

Bishop Gondy are in this predicament, but Figu/It's mausoleum
of Count Harcmrty ^nd Coi/Jtous holy groupe for Louis XIII.

—

two master pieces of sculpture. Thus Constantine decorated

his triumphal arch with stolen relievos, which public gratitude

had carved for Trajan.

At Chaillot (vol. iii. p. 28) is situated the steam-engine

erected by the brothers Perriery for supplying a vast district of

Paris with river- water. The Jesuit Boscovich offered to the ar-

chitect the folIowing''inscription :

•*' Irarum ohlttte jlamma h'lc consptrat et unda ,'

Cm'ibus optatas ipse dat ignis aqttas.^'

Four vast cisterns, amphitheatrically disposed, alternately

receive the water from the pump. While one is filling, and
one is supplying the conduit, the water is depositing its sediment

and filtrating in the other two. Each cistern is thirty fathoms

long, ten broad, and two deep.

Pornographe. This article contains a short analysis of the

work so entitled by Retif de In Bretonne^ printed at Paris

in 1776, and applauds his project of police relative to prosti-

tutes. This author also >vrotc the Paysan Pcrveriij and other

celebrated novels.

The inscription of the Anatomical Theatre n ingenious : p. 1 19,

Hie locus est tihi Alors gaudet succurrere Vit£.

The epitaph (p. 148) is curious for its quibbling \

** Passant, pevse-tu pas passer ce passage,

Ou pensanl fai passe ;

Si tu n'y penses pas, passant, tu 11'es pas sa^e ;

Car, en tCy pensani pas, tu te verras passe"

P. 2 1 8. * Trujes. It was about the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, that the idea of employing muzzled hogs to grub for trufRcs

first occurred. This delicately-flavoured subterraneous vegetable was

in favor with Charles VI., for it is on record that he made himself ill

^y eating them to excess.'

Many firsttrate works of art are omitted in this catalogue,

such as PcrrauW^ Front of the Old Louvre, and Reiibeni's Cielings

9(
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of the Luxembourg. A fourth volume is promised by the au-

thor, which may supply such defects, and render this alpha-

betical description an amusing whole.

Art. XVII. . Des Finances Piibliques de la France, &c. i.e. On the

Public Finances of France ; with a Word concerning the Fate of
the Directory. 8vo. pp.28, is. De Doffe, London. 1797.

'TpHE author of this rational pamphlet, wliom we understand
"* to be the celebrated M. df. Cai.onne, now that the paper-

money of France has disappeared without shock or convulsion,

ventures to proclaim his conviction of the truth of an opinion,

which the reader may find stated during the existence of the

3ssignats in our 19th vol. p. 517, and repeated with some elu-

cidations in our 2ist vol, p. 538, namely, that the bankruptcy
of the French was not likely to undermine their new constitu-

tions at home, nor to paralyze their vigor abroad ; and that

to gamble for another campaign on the speculation of affecting

their credit, so as to defeat their armies, was to reason against

experience, and to decide against evidence. The writer justly

exclaims ; p. 20 :

* Is it not time to abjure those doctrines of exhaustion, those sup-

positions of reverses, which have been refuted by a series of conquests
as prodigious as they are advantageous. Be it that much misery,

great desolation, a troubhng of the sources of prosperity, and an ex-

cessive restraint of the means of maintenance, afflict France—yet it

is certain that much coin has been reimported, and mach unhoarded;
that the taxes begin to be collected with regularity ; and that a por-
tion even of the interest of the unannihilated debt is now discharged

in specie. There is much more ready money in circulation now thaa
of late years. The owners of fixed property, the merchants, the an-

nuitants, are indeed ruined ; but the industrious cultivators are en-<

riched, agriculture flourishes, the productions of the soil abound, and
if the industry directed to the creation of luxuries has suffered, that

which is occupied with necessaries for the supply of home-consump-
tion has thriven, so as to improve the condition of the labourer.'

The writer devotes the five concluding pages of his pam-
phlet to the inquiry whether the Directory are in danger from
the present clamorous state of party in France. He decides

(rightly, we apprehend) in the negative. The present admi-
nistration of the French enjoys the confidence of the more de-
mocratic portion of the nation, which is still, even among the

voters, a majority. Were it hard pressed, it would employ
^ij^t-r^r and his fellow- thinkers to move for a farther extension
of suffrage. The opposition, on the contrary, consist of the

more aristocratic portion of the people, and adopt a language

well suited to win for them the support of the royalist fac-

tion.
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tion, but without the least intention of carrying their schemes

farther than the displacement of their adversaries ; who find it

convenient to raise a cry of roynlism from expressions merely

conciliatory and comprehensive.

Art. XVIII. Cyrus isf Milio, ou la Repuhlique ; i.e. Cyrus and

Milto, or the Republic. By H. D'Ussieres. 8vo. pp.320.
Geneva^ 1796. Imported by De BofFe, London. Price 5s.

Cr'ERRASSOlfs Sethos, 7^larmontel\ Belisarius, and other po-

-^ litical romances of this kind, continue to enjoy an exten-

sive reputation, and have contnliuted to diffuse, in an enter-

taining form, the legislative philosophy of the modern school.

It is the second Cyrus, the employer of Xenophon, not the hero

of the Cyropasdia, vi'hom IM. D'Ussieres has chosen for the

vehicle of his speculations, and whom he imagines likely to

have realiz-ed his ideal character of a perfect sovereign. Cyrus

is described as collecting at Sardis the forces with which he

means to attack Artaxerxes at Babylon, Plato, and other

Creek philosophers of the age, are attracted to the seat of pre-

paration, along with the army of Greek adventurers wlio arc

to share the dangers and profits of the entei-prise. They dis-

cuss the existing grievances of Persia, and project its future

constitution-, and, having determined on an elective aristocracy

for tlie form of its government, the armies march on to their

beneficent conquests, full of pbiianthropic enthusiasm, but are

defeated and annihilated. Milto is the mistress of Cyrus, :the

Aspasia of the story. 1

VVe select the xviith chapter

:

* Genius is like a comet, said Hermog'enes ; neither its periods

nor its effects ai-e known. As the collision of a comet, according

to the cosmogony of certain Chaldeans, gave being and order to the

planetary worlds, so the existence, the arrangement, of human so-

cieties, may result from the impulsion of genius. The idea of a re-

publican form of government will first have been brooded into life,

in the warm bosom of some single extraordinary intellect. Its

realization may take place in thiee distinct ways, by foundation, by

succession, or by revolution. A society, scarcely escaped from the

fivraddling-clothes of nature, mat from its very commencement govern

itself according to the innate principle of liberty. It may, after

bavin"- deviated during a fantastic infancy far from the path of inde-

pendence, resume step by step its native rights ; and reconquer, piece

by piece, its patrimony of freedom :—Or the excess of ill-being, to

which the indolence of servility often conducts a nation, may at

length goad it to throw off the yoke, to uproot the whole old rotten

trunk of tyranny, and to plant on its site and in its soil the be-

loved bough, the fragrant shade (if which is invoked by all. Thus

the precious metals are sometimes brouglit to us iu a state of virgin

purity,
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purity, by the natural flow of favoured rivers ; sometimes they -arc

slowly separated from mixt materials by a long and toilsome process;

sometimes, the vulcano bestows them amid convulsive earthquakes^

in masses large as they are pure.

* The first law of the human race is the appetite for enjoyment z

hence the activity for present good, and the indolence as to future

half-foreseen advantages or evils. This instinctive laziness, prevalent,

even in the most civilized communities, the industry of which might
be analyzed into compulsion,—this love of repose,—is the true cause

of the antiquity of monarchies. To escape the trouble of managing
their affairs, rude tribes suffer individuals and families to usurp au-

thority over them.
' Although, however, it be somewhat difficult to cite the example

of a nation popularly governed from its vivj origin, nothing forbids

the belief that the great lesson of experience will at length prevail

over ignorance and inertness, and that new societies will be founded
under different auspices. Our future colonies will transplant, undet*

a new sky, more sound information, fewer vices, and those more se-

vere morals, the household-gods of the f^ee. They will not be
wandering hordes, cIoLheless, roof-less, and ferocious ; unknown to

the soft attributes of domesticity : who have to wait for the Apollo
or Orpheus, for the Ceres or Bacchus, for the Hermes or Minerva,
who is to frame the firGt bonds of harmonious exertion between them,
to teach the rudiments of culture, and the elements of science and of
art. Unperishable are your gifts, benefactors of your species ! at

whose voice the primseval forests were changed into hamlets : who
metamorphosed the bow and tlie spear into the sickle, the companion
of joy, and into the all-feeding plough. Happy the lawgiver who
finds nature in the cradle ! he meets with pliant limbs to fashion, the
proportion and the vigor of which no artificial bandages' have in-

fringed. Simple materials will perhaps arrange themselves, at the
voice of his eloquence, in friendly cohesion around the asylum of
equality. So to the lyre of the son of Latona arose the infant Tyrei
so to the song of Amphion, the walled precincts of Thebes

!

* Slow and diiucult as must be the progress of liberty, when sh«
has to force her way through the entanglement of thorns,.—where
even the flowers hide serpents,.—with a new people it is speedy and
easy. There a deep awamp forbids cultivation ; hert;, a loamy heath
invites the golden harvest. In such circumstances, the statesman
has nothing to destroy in order to build up his republic : one half of
his toil is saved- He is not opposed by the legions of prejudice : opi-
nion is not the lot of ignorance, bat of error : he has only to teacli

truth, and it is received at once and thankfully adopted. He has to
deal with nature, not corruption. She has indeed her inherent pas-
sions, her defects, and even her vices,—but their tinge extends not
below the surface : the substance is pure and sound.

* If it be considered that a fresh settlement knows neither the re-

finements of voluptuousness nor the fascinations of luxury, but is se-

parated from both by a long interval, and consequently that ambition
and avarice, the main scourges of republics, must exist there,—but
in a luU'd and feeble state, being deprived of their appropriate

5 nourish.
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TJOutishmeA* :—it •will be felt that liberty miav germ there, prolong
its rc6ts, and come to timber better than elsewhere. Equality, the

sister of Nature, concurs to favour her empire. The slow devclopc-

meat of those real wants, which supersede tliose tliat are factitious,

—the simplicity of .-ill relations,—the absence of the more laborious

and disgusting arts,—the spare population, the incrca3e of which fs

€ven a source of ea&e and opulencej—the rural and innocent life,

—

what can more favo\ir that equipoise among men vrhich is the true

secret of tlieir freedorn ? Where can tlie coristcliation of the laws

cnlminate with a fairer prospect of lastinpf serenity
\

•

* While other constitutions must submit to- the modification of a

thousand variable causcb, that which is impressed on a primitive com-
TTiunity may safely be t}>e precise result of rigorous metaphysical prin-

ciples. The more regular the government, in this sense of the word,

ti>e n^orc it will combine prosperity with vigor, and with the ideal

beauty of the sage. Praxiteles strikes the block of marble, and a

Venus starts forth : but, had a coarser hand already sculptured a
Fury, who Avould be able to chizel her into a Grace ?

'

* It will, then, be sufficient tliat the consequences of fundamental

principles be rightly deduced, and applied without contamination to

the rising community, that the division of powers and civic equa-

lity should therein be secured. Such a state might forego many
preeautioKS, without which u riper society v,-ould soon perish. Ages
might flow by, ere it experienced the want of them. Had it fortune

as well as courage, it might spend an eternity in that robust ado-

lescence which a fastidious sivili/ation tends to wear out.

* It were desirable to know whether a nation, which has the vriv

taes of ignorance and poveity, can preserve them witlwut brutalf/a-

tion ; whethei- it can substitute the empire of ma.nners for that of
laws, and live becomiKgly without any shackle. Why should any_
opportunity for the experiment be missed i* It may soon be too late, t

When the morals have declined, what deity can revive' them .? It be-

comes a task even to preserve iheir feeblest inl^uence. Let us be vigt-

iaiat in detaining them. Luxury is their peculiar foe. A rising

people, then, ahould resist its adinr:«ion : should prescribe a narrow
orbit to its gratifications ; shoukl Ixmish every art of effeminacy

;

should contrive a successive or periodical reduction of overgrown for-

tunes ; should dedicate its clForts exclusively to agriculture ; should .

disdain the superfluities of which the value is but imaginary ; should^
prevent crowded assemblages and cities, those hot-beds of vice ; and
should place happiness in virtue, and virtue in patriotism. Thua
plight the colony which I suggest begin its career of excellence.

* Let us not eonsult the dreams of sophists, nor the fables of

poets. The word morals is, I know, in a great degree conventional.

It expresses a state of simplicity,—of i-udeness, if you will;—subse-

quent to the eflaccment of the vices of barbarism ; and prior to the

tiurable vices of civili/.ation. Among barbarians, igiiorance, idle-

ness, energy, make criminals : among the civihzed, povtrty, effe-

minacy, and luxury. It is easier to teach the child to stand still,

than to teach the old man to retrograde. It is only, then, in new
ceranmnitics, that we can hope, by a tempered and limited instruc-
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tioil, to soften down the harshness of savagcism, without 6uperi«-

ducing the seductions of extensive refinement. It is there onlv that
Saturn and Astrea may again extend the golden sceptre, while medio-
crity distributes her vermeil fruitage, and hangs around the palms of.

science those modest garlands, which tlve jealous laws must forbid. ^
profane hand from striving to out-tojj.'

On the whole, there is a want of dramatic vivacity in the
historical—and of philosophic precision in the argumentative

—

part of this romance : but it may be read without regretting

the time spent in turning over the pages.

Art. XIX. Montesquieu pe':nt d^apres ses Ouvrages^ !kc. i.e. Mon-
tesquieu painted from his Works. By Bertrand Barere, Ex-
Deputy from . the Department of the Hmiies-Pyren^es to the
Convention. 8vo. 190 Pages. . Printed in Switzerland, re-

printed in France, and sold in London by De Boffe, &c. I79;»
Price 4$.

' '*

^HE talents of Barere are not less notorious than his-versa-
'*' tility. His eloquent reports of the victories of the French
armies were as distinguished for their effect, as for their want
of adherence to fact. On a topic neither factious nor tempo-
rary, however, he may be heard without suspicion j and on any
topic he must be heard with interest. • '

-!

The reputation of Montesquieu is now migrating to that' t^2^

mote but stationary elevation, where he will be more frequently-

quoted than read, more often the subject of appeal than of at-

tention. His Persian Letters satirize prnctlces which are disap-

pearing. His Familiar Letters chiefly interest the biographer,-.

His Temple of Gnidus is a dainty only for a voluptuous imagiil

nation. His Declension of Rome teaches less than may be
more soundly learned from Gibbon. His Spirit of Laws,' like

Harrington's Oceana, is full of obsolete inquiry and fancifuJ9

theory. In it his imagination is too prominent for tlie states-

man to plead him as authority," or for the philosopher to study
him with confidence; and he is' obscure and oracular as often,
from indecision as from profundity. Like Fenelon^ he has m^^' 1

Tited a place in the Pantheon, and is ripe for the repose of the
Gods. /

This pamphlet Is Intended for an Inaugural difisertation, for

a patent of apotheosis, which Is to excite and to justify the erec-

tion of a monumental altar to Alontesqiiieu, as to the most
learned of their theoretical lawgivers, in the Temple of the
Heroes of France. The ecstasy of eulogy and the zealotry of
panegyric are, on such an occasion, to be expected and to be
approved: yet Barere is not wanting in corrective animad-
versions and modifying criticisms, which tend to shake the au-

thori-ty
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thority of those portions of the work, that militate against the

recent institutions of his re-generated country :—
« Mcntcsquieu (says the author, p. 43) paid his tribute to the pre-

judices and to the admiration of his age, in respect to England. Be-

holding on all sides poh'tical, religious, cr military slavery, conse-

cratuig the advantagrs of some exclusive family, or order, or cor-

poration, he could not but look up to a country which at least ex-

hibited some independence in the magistrate, and some concurrence

of the people in the formation of laws. Not having found in his

travels any great country, the government of which emanated from

the many, or permitted the deliberations of the people ; of which

the constitution had the general good for its object, the sovereignty

of all for its basis, or civil liberty and political equality for its result ;

he could not but view with complactnce a torrn of rule, which set

the useful example of deliberative chambers, of annual taxes and an

annual army, [annualite de Parmee <S* de I'mpSi,) depending on the

representatives of the people ; and finally of civic rights established

by social compact, and protected by the institution of juries. Eng-
land might well be proud e^'en of such a constitution and such laws ;

•while the rest of Europe was devoid of laws or constitution ;—and

thus this island became to MonUsqu'uu what Crete was to Lycurgus,

9n useful school.'

The Spirit of La-.us begins by dividing governments into re-

publican, (under which the author comprr.hends not only de-

ijiocracies, but very improperly those aristocracies which are

not elective,) monarchic, and despotic. He then assumes

that virtue is the motive of the citizen under a republic -, honor,

under a monarchy ; and fear, under a despotism. This frivo-

lous and fanciful distribution of actuating principles has been

sufficiently exposed by Helvetius. Montesquieu maintains the

equally improbable doctrine that frugality and plainness of

manners are natural, nay essential, to a republic : as if Athens,

Corinth, Syracuse, Palmyra, among the antients, and FIo-

xence among the modems, had not been remarkable for the

most exquisite refinements of luxury. Will not industry pro-

duce wealth, and wealth produce enjoyment; andean or should

liberty exclude these ? He is for ever re-producing the wild

doctrine of climates : as if the republican con«titutions of the

Italian towns were not common to the Anseatic towns ; as if the

monarchy of Denmark differed from that of Spain ; or the des-

potism of the Czar from that of the Great Mogul. In his zeal

against luxury, he describes China as depopulated by it. He
tells us that the spirit of a monarchy is war and aggrandize-

ment, but that of a republic peace and moderation: Spain!

Rome ! is it so? To a dtmocr.itic i-epublic, he ascribes pecu-

liar impotence of conquest; and he lays it down as favourable

to success not to alter the laws of the conquered :—France ! is

ic so ? He accredits not merely the nominal but tlie actual sc-
'^"'"

'
* paration
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paratlo'n of legislative and executive power ; whereas they ne-
ver were really separated nor rnutually independent iu anf
country, without producing a, civil war. As soon as our lon<T

parliament ceased to obey the impulse of the king, it began to
contrive an executive power of its own. As soon as Charles
had lost the control of tlie legislature, he began to contrive an
Oxford parliament of his own. This very separation overthrew
the' constitution of France of 1791.

—

Montesquiei^^ theory of
criminal law is to suit the punishment, with a sort of meta-
phoric wit, to the nature of the ofTence. Thus, sacrilege is to

be punished by excommunication, and theft by fine : as if ex-
communication could repre.ss sacrilege, or a fiae deter the poon
His theory of taxation, as the two most unexceptionable re-

sources, recommends duties on merchandize, and an excise o.a

beer. He tells us that in England wo punishment is inflicted

on the body of the suicide. His irony "about negro-slavery

does not contain one suggestion how to abolish it with most
convenience. He thinks that commerce cannot flourish under
a monarchy, and he approves, the English restrictions on the
exportation of wool, stallions, &c. He praises the law of Ge-
neva, whjch excludes from the magistracy the r/j/7r/>v^i of those
who. die insolvent; as if even the bankrupt himself ought to

l^e excluded. .
He thinks that naUons, which, like the Ame-

rican, import niore than they export, are made poorer by their

eonamerce. .
He recommends limitation of the interest of mp-

ri,Qy. -. He believes^ in the depopulation of the universe ;—and
b\§,'.tedious antiquarian inquiries about the feudal system, like

ipo many of his chapters, have so vague a drift,' that pns would
|hink he had written on legislation only to prove that. In it*

time and place, whatever isjs right. These are but a levv.pf His
ejrors.^ His best Veasoning concerns exchange! '* ''''"'•'

.^
Far be it from us, hoy/ever, to deny that curious' facts,

.';ublime expressions,, and fine tlioyghts, abound in the works
(fl Montesquieu :— \^*\X^ on a Cjuestion of canonizatidii, where
transcendent merit is undisputed, one may surely be allowed
J©, offer a few' hints to the devil's advocate.

^^ Another publication by Barere has come to our hands,
arid will appear in a futjare^RevIew.
' ^' ..,.-., . .i^i -.^

Art. XX.' C. M. WielandV Sammtluhs WeAe, \. e. The
Collective Works of C. M. Wieland. Vols. XXI.—XXHI.*

Cp this new edition of the works of this wonderful writer,
^V' the twenty-first volume opens with " Lovefar Love,'* a

* See our Rev, N. S. vols, "xviil. xix. xxi. xxlf.

-- ^ . .. mefrlcal
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metrical romance ; reciting, with exquisite ease, but in a
somewhat antiquated style, which imitates the minstrel-man-

ner, the adventures of Gandalin, a young knight ; who was
sent to travel, by his mistress, the fair Sonnemon, under the

promise of acceptance at the end of three years, if he appears,

on his own testimony, to have preserved during that pwiod an

inviolate fidelity to her. Towards the close of his probation,

a lady implores his protection, whom some oracle had forbid-

den to unveil herself until she should interest in her behalf the

affections of a gentle knight. She is returning home, discon-

Sola;e, with the thought of having taken the veil for life. The
curiosity of Gandalin is excited ; her conversation fascinates

him i her form, which a treacherous attendant betrays to his

view in a bath, entices him ; and he is on the point of catch-

ing at the veil,—but preserves his constancy ; when the fair

unknown throws olF her disguise, and reveals to him his own
dear Sonnemon.

** Clelia and SinibalJ^^ a Sicilian legend, in ten books, re-

lates the interwoven love adventures oi two Palermitan couple.

The machinery is new. Asmodeus, the diemon of sensual

love, known originally from the story of Tobit, and more fa-

miliarly as the limping devil of Le Sage—Saint Catharine, a

favourite in the Sicilian calendar, and represented by painters

as crowned with myrtle and armed with a sword—and Saint

Christopher, whose reputed history seems to have been a con-

sequence of his name— are the supernatural agents employed

in bringing Sinibald and Rosina, Guido and Clelia, and two
female attendants, together on the paradisaical island of Lampe-
dusa, then inhabited by only two liermits, who rewounce their

ascetic life, marry the two single won-.en, and contribute their

efforts to the farther increase of this pious colony of happy

lovers.

On the twenty- second and twenty-third volumes it will be

proper to cx^^atiate a little : they contain the master-piece of

WiELAND—the child of his genius in moments of its purest

converse with the all-beauteous forms of ideal excellence ;—
the darling of his fancy, born in the sweetest of her excursions

amid the ambrosial bowers of fairy-land;— the Oberon—an

epic poem, popular beyond example, yet as dear to the phi-

losopher as to the multitude ; which, during the author's

life-time, has attained in its native country all the honors of a

sacred book ; and to the evolution of the beauties of which, a

Professor in a distinguished university has repeatedly conse-

crated an entire course of patronized lectures.

To an English ear, the mere name of Oberon attracts cu-

tlosity \ and fictions grafted on ths tales of Chaucer, and con-

nected
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ricctcd with they^/M//_^j- of our Shakspeare, would naturally be

secure of some partiality of attention:—but it is not from

English^sources alone that the outline of this poem is derived.

Ics fable is triune. The first main action, consisting in the

adv'enture undertaken by the hero ac the command of Charle-

magne, is almost wholly derived fro?n an old story-book of

chivalry, entitled Hhtolre de Hiion de Bordeaux \ one of the ro-

mances which the fair of Troyes in Champagne distributed

among the reading world, in the first century of printing.

In the reign of our Henry VIII. it was translated into English'

by Lord Berners, and is well known to our antiquaries for hav-

ing furnished toShakspeare the name, but not the character, of

Oberon. The Elves, over whom he is made to preside, are

mythological personages of Gothic origin ; v/ho, according to

the Edda, numbered iduna in their choir.-—The second main
action, consisting in the adventures (,>£.Huon and Rezia after

their union, is more scantily borrowed from the French ro-

mancer, and more freely new-modelled by pruning away re-

dundant adventures, and inserting new incidents,—The third

main action passes wholly in tlie machinery of the poem,
among its mythological personages, and consists in the recon-

ciliation of Oberon and Titania •, whom a rash oath, sworn on
the occasion of their quarrel in the garden of January and
May, unwillingly separates,— until some mortal pair should

set such an example of insuperable irdelity as Fluon and Rezia
at length realize. By means of this over plot, (for we may not

call the adventures of the gods an imderplot,) these three distinct

actions are completely braided into one main knot ; so that

neither could subsist nor succeed without each of the other;—
and so that all are happily unwound together by a cotemporary

solution. Huon could not have executed Charlemagne's order

to fetch the beard of t!ie Caliph, of B igdad^ witiiout Obcron*s

assistance ; witiiout this order, Huon's passion for Rezia

would not have arisen ; and without the? hope Vv'hich Oberon
builds on their constancy, the Elfen king and queen would
have had no moti:«e for interfering v/ith their fortunes. From
this reciprocal importance, this mutual dependence of the he-

roes and of the gods, a peculiar species of unity arises, which
has not merely the merit of novelty, but forms the peculiar

and characteristic source of the perpetual interest of this poem.

In other epopceas, the siipernatural characters seem introduce
merely ** to elevate and surprise •," as if they belonged, like

turgid phrases and long-tailed similes, to the arts of style:

they interfere, only that the action may acquire sti"angenes3

and importance; they split into factions without a reasonable

ground of discord •, and, with the mischievous fidelity of sul>-

App.Rf.v. Vol. XXIII. Rr ordinate
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ordinate partisans, are made to adhere to their champions*

through perfidy and guilt. In the * Ohcrou^ it is 'for interest

of their own that they iiTtervene ; and the mechanism of theii

iprovidence, while it guides by an irresistible necessity thfi'icfo^-

duct of the human agents, has still a motive for every ~imetp'6-

sition, and never stoops from heaven either to inflict or i^
i-cward from capricious tyranny or vague curiosity. The go1ls

t)f Homer have no obvious and intelligible interest' in eithW
the demolition or the preservation of Troy ; and Virgil pre-

serves with almost as slight a pretext the traditional distvifeui

tion of their factions. Tasso has scrupled to make use of
those personnges of the Chrifetiam mythology, to whom a na-
ttiral interest might have been ascribed in the liberation of Jcr
rusalcra ; and thus his machinery is nearly as capricious as ih^

wizardry of Ariosto. Milton, indeed, has planted hostility

"between his angels on the sutHcient provocation of the apo-
thebsis of Jesus : but tliere is a bathos in passing from the waf
of Heaven to a contest about an apple. Wieland alone has
annexed hi3 machinery by an adequate linkj while he preserves

to his Elves that " diminutive agency, powerful but ludicrous,

that humorous and frolic controlment of nature," and that

tare of chastity, which their received character among the 'fa-

thers of song required them, to sustain. ' —

The Oberon is divided into twelve books. In the' first, ^\t

Huon, journeying through the forest of Libanon, being" be-
nighted, is hospitably received by a forester, once the sguirfe

or companion of the duke of Guienne, who had been killed iri

the holy land,—and who is in fact Siegwin, the very father of
Sir Huon. To this countryman and friend, 'the knight relates

his setting off for Paris, to obtain the investiture of his duke^
dom,—the treacherous insult offered to him on the road by
Chariot, son of the emperor, whom he kills in the coriflict-~

the consequent anger* of Charlemagne— and the commanti
never again to appear in France until he should bring the bearS
and the d<iughter of the Cnliph of Bagdad, liaving slain hil

left-hand neighbour nt the table. The description of the deserf

by uiglit (stanx.h 15), the meeting with Jerom, and their reci-

procal discovery (st. 18 to 27), the funeral of Chariot, and th^
ensuh)g scene in the palace (st. 39 to 52), -in^y-raiik with thi
iinest specimens extant in narrative poetry. ^ --.s

Jn the second hook, Sir Huon and his new friend, procee^^
ing towards Bagdad, are attacked by Arabs, whom they rout

^

and Jerom is provided with a horse from among the booty/

The wEv now passes through the park of the Elfcn king. Je^
rom Jias heard of fairy-pranks, and wishes to avoid the dan-
gerous precincts ; but Huon chooses the strait-road; Wherf— - thirr
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they approach the palace, Oberoir, in.a car d[ravjfp,ijy leQpai;as,

the lily-sceptre in his hand, advances to meet them. , Jerooi,,

terrified, seizes his master's horse by the ^bridle, and urges

their flight at full speed, until they reach the holy ground .of 2.

convent within view, where Jerorn thinks it 5a£e to .$tQp.

Meanwhile, lightnings, thunder, .and rain, pursue them, and

drive back into the court-yard a procession of monks, and. ntins^

who were performing in concert their pjo.us orgies. Ooeron

appears In the midst of them ; — the sky is again serene;—hp
applies a bugle-horn to his lips, and an irresistible dispositiou

to dancing seizes the motley crowd : Friar or sister, Jeroai.or

lady-abbess, none are spared from this comic ballet,, except

Huon, who alone remains standing.
, At length, wear'^ness

strows them all on the ground: Sir Huon intercedes for hjs

companion, and Oberon offers to him an en^ipty cup, .wliicJb

fills itself with wine on being applied to the. lip, and presently

recruits the exhausted squire: the horn and the cup are thca

presented to Sir Huon by the king of Elves.—The versifipatlop

of this canto is not every where solicitously polished: st, v6

and 17, the idea of disappearing h: einem Huy occurs twice, too

contiguously: St. 18, the allusion implied in the words als jcy

der grosse Pan gesiorben is too learned for the mouth of Jerooi:

St. 21, 1.5, the cacophonous repetition of i^j/rw^ displeases;

why not read Oft rennt sogar der Leib i?i vsllem Lauf? 81.38

and 42, the dance of monks is twice called a dance ,of Fauns-j

the simile adds too little to bear repetition. The repose among
the shepherds, st. 7, 3, and 9, is an exquisitely finished picture.

The third book opens with the episodical adventure of An-
gela, whom Huon delivers from the giant AngulafFer; and it

closes with a dream, in which Oberon first vouchsafes to the

hero a sight of Rezia. The hint of this vision is borrowed

from the Persian Tales, where a couple are similarly ena-

moured* The delineation of Angela's person, st. 43 and 44,
and the falling asleep of Huon, st. 56 and 57, are peculiarly

fortunate.

In the fourth book, Sir Huon delivers from a formidable lion

a treacherous Mohammedan, who rides off with his horse,

and obliges him to purchase a shabby mule, on which Jerom
arrives in the suburbs of Bagdad. An old woman oft'ers ac-

commodation for the night, which they accept (Prince Calaf

!s thus harboured In the Persian Tales). This woman is mo-
ther to the nurse of Rezia, and tells them that the princess

w.as to be married on the morrow to Babckan, prince of the

Pauses J although she abhorred him, having fallen vehemently

in Love with a strange knight, whom a beautiful dwarf, with a

lily-sceptre in his hand, had presented to her in a dream. The
-

'" R r a emotion
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emotion of Sir Huon, his appearance, his yellow hair, coTV-

vince the old woman that he is the desired stranger; and shit

runs at day-break to the seraglio with news of his arrival.

Jerom's description of the night-mare, st. 14, 15, and 16, the

invocation to liis birrh-place, st. 22, and the whole dialogue

with the tattling curious old woman, are excellent. W*
should -h;ive preferred the appearance of Oberon, st. 46, 1. 7,
In einein Faeiou den Leoparden zogciiy because a change of cos-

tume tends to diminish the confidence in his identity. '.
.

Book V. Rezia, informed by her nurse Fatima of the ai|-

rival of the yellow-hsired knijjht, decks herself for the feast, and
takes place at the table, on her father's right-hand: Babekan
being on his left. Sir Huon finds beside his couch the gala-dress

of an 'Emir; and at his door, a horse richly caparisoned, anS
pages who conduct him to the palace. He passes for a wedding-
guest of the first rank, and is admitted to the hall of banquet,

tie discovers, on the left-hand of the caliph, the treacherous iNIo-

harnmedan whom he had rescued in the foi-est, and he strikes

off his head with a scymetar. On perceiving Rezia, he throw's

aside his sword and his turban, and is recognized by her as his

yellow locks descend. The lovers lly into each other's arms.—

-

Meanwhile, the caliph orders an armed guard to seize the in-

truder. The intreaties of Rezla and tlie courage of Huon
are unable to resist them ; but the mystic bugle-horn is now
founded, and every inmate of the palace, Caliph, Imam, Cir-

cassian, eunuch, negroe, is attracted to mingle in antic motley

dance. Sir Huon applies to the caliph for his heard, whilejeroni'

and Fatima make the necessary preparations for flight. Oberoii

intervenes; and the two couple are safely transported through

the air to Askalon. This whole canto is a master-piece of

narrative and interest: the meeting of the lovers communicafes

to the reader an electric transport, and is one of the finesj:

moments in the whole compass of the epopcea. Huon's beha-

.viour to Rezia is exquisitely proper; and the appearance, of

Oberon (st. 67 and 68) is truly sublime. Perhaps the dream
at the beginning was needless : there had been much dreaming

already. Vr^^i ir-

In the sixth book, before the lovers embark' for Europe,

Oberon warns them to consider each other as brother and

sister, until Pope Sylvester should pronounce the marriage-

.^lessing on their union. " Should you (says he) pluck the

sweet forbidden fruit before the time, Oberon must withdraw

his protection." The four companions set sail for Lepanto;

and Jerom, to amuse their leisure, recounts a history which he

}ind learnt from some calender. This story is no other than

Chaucer's January and May, here called Gangolf and Rosetta;

9 at
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at J{fi6 -close of which, Oberon is made in anger to quit Titania,

"with an oath " never again to meet her in water, air, or earth,

until a faithful couple, united in mutual love, shall by their

purity atone for the guilt of the unfaithful pair; and, remain-
ing true to their first affection, shall prefer death by fire to a

breach of fidelity even for the sake of a throne." Rezi'a's

first view of the sea affords a fine stanza; but, in general, th's

canto is trailing and tedious, worthier of Chaucer than of

Wieland: the 70th, 71st, 72d, 73d, and 74th stanzas might
with advantage be wholly omitted ; and maiiy others require to"-

be compressed. • ^i;*"

Book VII. Our amiable hero and heroine arrive at Lepanto.

The presence of Jerom begins to prow inconvenient to Sir

Huon, who sends him forwards to Marseilles, with the casketf'

containing the caliph's beard; and he himself takes shipping

for Salerno. His passion for Rezia grows hourly more sen-

sual and more impatient ; and at length ' In Hymen's steadr"

-^;«<5r crowns their union.' * ' At once the sky grows blackj'

and all the stars are extinguished. Dissolved in joy, they- are
not aware of it. With storm- laden' wings, bluster frohi afar*

the rude band of the unfettered wmds. They hear 'it notj
Mantled In dark anger, Oberon rushes beside them. Theyi
hear him not. Already the thunder rolls a third timey?

and they hear It not.' Roused, at last, from Intoxication,--'

they find the captain collecting the crew to draw, lots for-

a victim ; all ascribe the danger to the anger of Heaven against

some individual criminal on board. Sir Huon draws the lot of
death. As he is about to cast himself overboard, Rezia, wild'
wdth despair, claspls him about the neck, and hurls herself-

with him into the flood. Inimediately., the storm is allayed : the-

lovers with difficulty reach some desert island-: but the horn
and the cup, the pledges of Oberon's favor, are withdrawn :'

th^r .distress becomes extreme ; and, with much labour^ thejri

scarcely collect subsistence.—The whole canto is composed in*

a pure and lofty strain of poetry: the 29th stanza, in whicli--

Rezia flings herself with Huon into the sea, and all the scenes-

of suffering tenderness after their landing, go to the heart.

. i__ -
, .

'^^ ^"-^
' " ' '-'

* The French translator' thus renders this stiu\za

;

'* Des c'leux soudaiu la votite s^obscurctt^^

Dcs Aqutlons, la redoutable hale'ine

,
De)ci de loin dans les airs retcnilf.

JDe Vocean se soidcve la pla'ine

;

I.afoudre gronde, fcT la vague nfug'il:

Oberon tonne, iff sa colere est vaine;

JLe couple heureitx en cefatal moment^

*^ I'vre d'ammr.) n'l nevodn't tCentcnd,^^

* R r 3 Superior



JiSuperlor still, ifposslble, is the eighth canto; in which th^

lovers (Jiscover, in a distant corner of the island, an old her-

mit j who receives them inio, his dwelling. The pregnancy of

Rczia advances. Her parturition is at once the newest, the

most delicately- managed,^gnd the most affecting incident of
the poem. Titania, the Elfen queen, who had chosen this

islnml -fer/her jresidence^ since her lamented separation from
Oberon, :performs for Reztr the mysterious services during

the hour of her throes. We should despair, in any attempt

z\ 'Xxzmhm^9, of .4pi5^fi. j^sf/pj: X^, th^.y^^y
, fif^^ concluding

• ^oeklX,- The ship which Huon had qiutted is compelled

to make- the port of Tunis, instead of Salerno; and the cap-

tain. scUs his remaining- passenger, Fatima, for a slave, to

ibrahtmi :chjef g-^rdener of the Sultan. Jerom, thinking that

his c^aket^;of white hair would not convince Charlemagne in

&r Hu.gn'^^s absence that his commands had been fulfilled, de-

.tectTii^ies to rejoin his master at Rome ; and not finding him
there: htf.adopts the costume of a pilgrim to go in search of

3:jira,:and traces his ship to Tunis ; where Fatima gets him em-
•ployftmiit i-n the royal gardens, under old Ibrahim. Titania

^steals- away the. young Huonnet. Rezia, searching for him
«IiDi}g the shore, is.surprised by pirates, and hurried onboard

:a ship-, Hijion, rushing to her assistance, is overpowered by
numbers, and left behind, bound to a tree.

7icBocjk :Xi The action new hastens to soliuion. Oberon

-wrecks.the ship of the pirates in the bay of Tunis, near to a

.terrace, w-lience the sultan Almanzor sees Rezia brought to

shore.: he also sends a spirit to unbind Huon, who is borne to

the door of the gardener Ibrahim, and employed under him.

In tlie French romance, the name of the spirit who carries

•Huvjn through the air is Malebvon : it has here been swp-

.
pressed: but it was ptrliaps worth while to have connected

/-the mythological personages still farther witli the fictions of

-Shakspeare, by ntroducing the spirit of the Tempest, and read-

.>ipg.St..i -iv I, 8, S'lch Ariel ihm der sein Vertrnuter luar,

r BoQk XI. Almanzor is now an avowed suitor to Rezia.

Huon, apprised of her arrival, attempts to see her by llnger-

;ing in the garden, but meets the Sultaness Almanz^rig, who
determines to avenge the altered sentiments of her- husband,

by courtesy to the handsome gardener. She tempts him,

vainly, in her chambers, surrounded with every luxury and

cverv enticement. She then -.ippoints him deceptious'y in the

bath house, and asisails his constancy by her naked embraces.

./The Sultan intervenes ; she denounces Huon as a ravisher
j
gnd

;^.ihe-iA condemned to die by fire. She visits (liiflc^^^.thircl time in

••>1 ,u<n. ,,. ,,, ,, |,
:,",.','prison

i
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{^tyso^i ; ^nd she offers to arm numerous slaves in liis behalf,

ancl to give him the throne and bed of her husband.' He re-

frains inflexible.—The voluptuous scenes of this c^nto are no
ivhere surpassed even by the author himself : it will bear com-
{)arison with Acrasia's bower of bliss in Spenset, and with

Tasso's garden of Armida.
^ Book XII. Almanzor is also unsuccessful with Retin ; who,
l^avin,^ discovered the doom of Huon, goes to solicit his life.

'The Sultan oifers it on condition of her compliance:— she dis--

dains him. He threatens her with a like fate, and orders her

execution. The two lovers are now bound to the stake on a

pyre, like Ollndo and Sofronia. The torch is just applied,

when Almanzor, at the head of one troop, rushes forwards to

"save Rezia ; Almanzaris, at the head of another, to rescue

^uon ; and Jerom, in a solitary suit of black armour, also

appears, scarcely hoping more than to fall beside his master.

Their zeal, however, is needless:— the condition of Oberon's

'Oath is accomplished: — their bonds are broken : the bugle-horn

hangs again on the neck of Huon, and a tune involves in one

vast dance the executioners and the assailants. The car of
'Oberon descends, and removes Huon, Rezia, Jerom, and Fa-
tima, first to the palace of Oberon to witness the feast of his

reconciliation with Titania, where Huonnet is restored to his^

p'arents ; and next to the banks of the Seine, where they are

^^nally settled with a rich provision of furniture and magnifi-

cence. A tournament at Paris impends: the prize is Sir

''Huon's land ; which, from his long absence, is supposed es-

''cheated to the crown. Sir Huon enters the lists unknown, and
'^wl'ns the stake : he then presents the casket, Rezia, and his son,

'to Charlemagne, m whose bosom all animosity expires.

^^'Such is tlie well-rounded fable "of this metrical romance of

''iihivalry. It were difficult to suggest a blemish in it. Yet, as

-,
nie author has thought fit to convert the heroine to a religion

* which peculiarly enfoixes the duty'of Chastity •, and as the turn

bf fhe whole story, not less than the law of France, sets a con-

siderable value on the marriage- ceremony;—we have sometimes
b6en tempted to think that this conversion should have been re-

\ferve'd until the sojournment on the island ; and that the nuptial

|benedictiott should there have been pronounced by the hermit,
' p'revibusly t'o the interposition 'of Titania.
' ' In the \vhble poem We discover but few similes : they be-

^IdiVg,' no doubt, to the exhausted class of ornaments. The
'sWl6 IS less difTus'e and trailing, less exuberant of circum-

^ stances and particulars, than in most productior.s of VV island.

'Xt abounds, as in all his works, with sensible imagery and pic-
' turesqtie dccbrati©n : it studiously avoids the English fault of

^ substituting general terms, and allegoric personification, for

R r 4 specific
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specific description and individual, example. It does not habi-

tually aspire at elevation, at grandiloquence, at pomposity";

and, by this apparent easy negligence, it obtains a icider arc of
osdllatiou^ and can v.'ith less discrepancy descend to tlie comic
or ascend to the sublime. Milton and Klopstock habitually as-

sume the highest tone of diction which language admits : they

have seldom resources in reserve when thty vi^ish to soar above

their usual level of diction, bj.'.t become affected, bloated, un-
intelligible. Milton's war of heaven is tame, and Klopstock's

ascension is tedious : they have continually been on the stretch ;

and on great occasions they sink, as if unequal to their subject.

Virgil and Tasso excel in the next degree of exaltation, and
prcbably maintain the highest tone of style vrhich is really pru-

dent in tlie solemn epopcea*. Homer, Ariosto, and Camoens,
liave chosen a luimbler but more flexile manner, which can

adapt itself without effort or disparagement to a greater diver-

sity of emotion and incident ; winch is more capacious of va-»

riety, and more accommodating to.eirciwiistanqe. In this re-

spect they have served as models to the author oi Oberon, who
cescribes with equal felicity a palace in uproar, or a ridiculous

dance; the hostilities of a. tournament, or the conflicts of con-

cupiscence. To the delineation of great passions, or tli,e con-

trast of>compiex character, his subject did not invite : he is

Xiaturally equal to the tender and the beautiful ; and no wKere
disappoints the tiptoe expectation which he rouzes. His cha-

racters, if few, are consistent and distinct. His learned atten-

tion to the minutia; of costume, whetiier Gothic or Oriental,

Biay encounter without shrinking the armed eye of even micro-

scopic criticism. The adventures of heroes are by him brought

liome to the affairs of ordinary life, to the bosoms of common
iT;en, and are thus secure of a sympathy coeternal with human
nature. The busy life of his narrative, and the felicitous struc-«

ture o( his story, farther contribute to his unrelenting power of

ifascination. The reader clings to his book by a magnetism

which a more sublime genius is often unable to emanate'; an4

he returns to it v/ith increased attraction. If there be an liuro-

pean poem likely to obtain, on perusal, the applause of eastern

nations by its voluptuous beauties of imagery and magic mag-r

nifice.')cc of fancy, it is this.—In a good Persian translation, it

would less surprise by its singularity than enrapture by its per-r

fection. The late Mr, Sixt, of Canterbury, is said ^o have left

an English version of this poeni; ; if it.be ,not better than the

French translation printed at Berlin in 1784, there is no roonr;

to regret iis having been withholden from the public.

*' .Pope's Iliad and Micklc*s Lusiad adopt a higher pitch of tension

tiian the style of the originals.

Art.
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Art XXI. Memoh-cs H'tsiarlqves, Geneah^ques, tiCi:"ite^!^l\)Ao-

'
•

''Vical, Genealogical, Political, af.d M'litary Memoirs of the House

of Grant, divided into several Brauckes, not only in Scotland,

but in Normandy, Germany, Sweden, and Denmark. By Charles

^ Gvik^r, Vicomte dc\Avx', ^c. 8\'o. pp.455- London.
, 1796.

THE author of this work is descended from a family of Scot-

tish extraction. The revolution, which placed the crown

of Scotland on the head of the valiant Bruce, occadoned the

migration of his ancestors into France: but a revolution infi-

nitely more terrible, says tl;e Vicomte, has driven the present

representative of the Norraand Grants to seek a refuge in his

primitive country. He was born in the island of Mauritius,

where his father served in a military capacity, and has left me-

moirs relative to that important colony, which (we understand)

v}\\\ speedily be published by his' son. Bred, like the rest of

the French nobility, to the profession of arms, the present Vi-

comte appears to have acquired, previously to the revolution,

considerable reputation as an officer of merit, and attained the

rank of brigadier and marechal de camp. His political princi-

ples are not fundamentally different from the high aristocratical

prejudices, which have actuated and overwhelmed the majority

of his order: yet he had suflicient discernment to foresee the

fatal consequences which followed the unseasonable assertion of

their unpopular privileges, and recommended concession, at a

period when concession'might have postponed or prevented the

destruction of many noble and now unfortunate families.

-.'^ The Vicomte left France in 1790, though appointed com-

-^"^'mander of the National Guards of his canton ; and being pre-

^^'^Svented by sickness from joining the army of the Prince de

^'^'Gofide he was invited to London by Sir James Grant, the diicf

^^'Kii his' clan. The settlement of a colony of French emigrants

'^^in Canada first suggested itself to the Vicomte as an eligible

- retreat for himself and his countrymen, and lands were accord-

"j'ri^ly assigned to them by government: but, whether from a'

- "faflure of pecuniary resources, or from a prefereiice of military

-''
''enterprise, that plan has never been carried into effect. Romnin

-'
'Grant, his son, who still enjoys the family estates in Nor-

-' fnandy, has visited England since the expatriation of his father,

"' -with a view of tendering his services as a medium of intercourse

-'"siiritH the rulers of France': but the offers of both father and
"

' son, says the Vicomte, have not perhaps been considered with
''''

the attention which they merited.

:aoC. Since the arrival of the Vicomte de Vaux m England,^ he

has laudably employed his time in com.posiiig several puhlica-

.."""tions, in which he offers his opinions on political, philosophical,
"

»nd religious subjects j and on all thes: his notions are pecu-

. ,

*
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liar. Tlie information which he had collected Mfh a view t»
the Canadian settlement is, in our judgment, the mosfvaluabfe
part of his works, though interspersed with other matters of a
more persona! nature.

The publication to which we have now to call the attention
of our readers treats of the origin and history of a respectable
and very numerous clan, in the northern part of our island
from which (as we have already stated) our author is descended*
In the year S34, Alpin, king of Scotland, fell in an engagement
with the Ficts. His son Kennet succeeded him, with the sur-
name of Mac :son of) Alpin, and the epithet of Grant or great.
From this prince, therefore, and his brother Gregor, their de-
ascendants hwe retained the surnames of JVJacalpin and Mac-
gregor. To the latter, the epithet of Gra?it continued to be
-aiinexed for several generations ; till the posterity of Gregcr
Grant \n 1164 began to be distinguished by the latter name
only. From this statement, it must be inferred that not the
chiefs only of those clans, but every individual composing then?,
are lineal descendants of antient Scottish princes :

*' J^t cum tempora temporibus priesentia confert

Pr/fteritis ; laudat fariuiias stepe parentis. ^^
Lucret.

The filiation and marriages of the chief branches of the clan,
both in Scotland and Normandy, are recorded with a prolixity
of accuracy not very likely to interest beyond the circle of the
family to which it relates ; and the whole is accompanied with
copies of original documents in proof of the pedigree, as far
back as proof is possible, and much farther than is agreeable to
tlie reader. A well executed portrait of the Vicomte is pre-
fixed i—and we hope that he will receive that patronage from
the British public, which it-i^;the object of his labours to ac-
quire. .A.*.',i-::fi-.iiu.v.v..

'

. I
—

;

—

—

;
_

Art. XXII. Le Notte Romani-.al Sspokhra de' Scipiojii, .&c. /. e.
The Roman Nights at,tlj^,Tomb pf the ^clp^os. New Edition.'
12mo. Mohnf, Paris. J 757,' Jraporte^.jjy.Molini,, London.

^J^His elegant little work" wss composed by Count Verri of
Milan, now resident at Rome, where it first appeared.

The author, who is held in mUcIi^consideration for his acquire-
ments in general liter-afare,^ is "paftil-taariy' toavct^^ with
Greek and Roman. history. ---••.

'^V-'
•'''•' '">

-

A feVyfiirs since, the tombs of^thVScipios wer^'d?sicovered,
and this eircumstanc^hasgivenljrrth V^e'pres'e'nt per'Tormance.
Attracted by" curiosity, the author is supposed to liave de-
scended into this subterraneous abode, with a flambeau in his
h'aud to enable him to read the inscriptions. While investi-
A I a VI r
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Latocnaye «« the French Revolution. %%^

ratin|T thetn, the wind deprived him of his guide by extin-

guishing the flambeau; and during his meditations, certain

spectres arose, who conversed together on different su^ects of

Roman history, in the manner of Lucian, or rather of HuuD.

Such is the outline of his plan, which he has executed with

spirit and classical information ; th? sentiments are. novel and

just ; and the purity of the language is not the author's least

praise. ...
As we-Tinderstand that an English translation is in the

press, we shall defer particular observ.ations en this entertain-

in?r work till that version appears: having indeed reccivc^d

this Paris edition too late for a minute examination
--ij

Art. XXIII. Les Causes dsla Revolution de France, Sec. i.e. The

Caiises of the French Revolution, and the Efforts of the Nobility

to check its Progress. By df. Latocnaye. 8vc. pp.250.

7s. 6d. sewed. Printed at Edinburgh : De BofFe, London.

IN our xvlith volume, p. 251, we noticed a RaifiMe through

Great Britain, which contains a great part of the present

work. The political and historical intelligence and observa-

tions, therein scattered and misarranged, are here brought to-

gether in a more convenient form, amplified, and rounded j-

and they will now constitute an useful manual for the future

historian to consult. The author's Travels in England and in

Ireland are in like manner to be revised, expanded, and re-

published. The account of the taking of the Bastille, of La

Vendee, and of the conduct of the Prussians, may serve tjo

correct some prevailing misrepresentations. As a specimen of.

the author's poetry, we shall transcribe a rondeau :

* De Paris autrefois, ks Ugers hahitans,

jluplalsir, a ramour, comacraient tout leur terns: .

Eire aimahleet gallant, c'etait la seulejiffairey

On se moquaitpar fois de'7nfssit.'urs 'ks savdns.

El I'on connaissait tout des-lors qu'on savait plaire.

« Mais hilas aujourdhui quels cruels cijatrgemaits,

Disputer, Lanterner, l*aitirailde laguerre^

Porier sabre etfusils, sont Us amusemens

De Paris.

* ^i ne sait d'lllion I'histoire sanguinnire ;

pour iienger un affront, le Grec aprh dix ans

De ses vastes del ris enjinjoncha la terre.

Louis est dans I'osftrs ...... tremhkz., laches Brigands,

JaiSS Fran^ais outrage; air.si pcurraiep.t bienfatre

^

De Paris.
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K

KtlUrman, Genera), »necdo!es re4a(ive

JCefKCt. See Grnr.t,

KJo^stsck, the tt)le of his poetry, 584,

tfil'y. Count, hiographical snecdote$ rf-

Intive \.(!, 5C9 Hji bigh opinifn of
the French constitution of 1795, ,;i.

liis U'ifavourable np'nion of the Ci-<

8

roncjists, ;to. Contensfs for the e»«
pediency ot national relgious beJief,

511, Arparen ly imitatei the ttylc

of Rousseau, tb,

Leivei, in Susex, historical notiees r^a«
live to, 14.

Light. See Rrevgkam.

London, popuia'ioi) ot its cBv;Vc»r, T»6«
London'hridge, historical account of, 3/ I.

Louis XV \, remarkable instance (if true)

Ot his in<'o!ence and weakness, in a

matter of the highest conit^^ience,

557- - :r ::::::::;:

M
Mahogany, hark of, its meilicinil powtffJ«

Ser Roxburgh. See Hughes,
R'failborougby DucheJs ot, .jnecdota relat*.

ing to a monry trans^ctioa bjbtween
her and Mr. Pope, 366.

Muitln, Thomas, his Cise with- respect
t(» his late congregation at Yarmouth,

47S-
Matthisson, Fred, his letters, written in

a tour through Switeetland, &c. 522.
His circumstantial acc'unt of Mr,
Gibbon's person, maniiers, and mode
oflixinf, 525.

Melmcth, Counsellor, his amisble cha'*

rac er, 269.
Mercury. See Svjainson.

Mctafhys'ies, anuent, historical .'ketch
of, 155. ^

Methodism, great increase of, with>fl the
last 30 years, 139.

Mid Loihian, curious account of the
farmers there, 44I.

Motitesqvieu , his works appreciated, 575,
Hii Spirit of Ltnvt depiecir.iedi J74.

Motatiabbi, an eastern poet, accouiH «ff

205. .,'..•!.
Music philosophically considered, l6o¥

lift connexioti with poeirv, 361.
Mutiny of the sailors, pamphlets relative

to, 346, 1^-'.

Mysterious Mciher, a tragedy, by Hor.
vValpoic, specimen of, 249.

H

Ntthr, M, h's administration fatal to
the monarchy of Ftance, 115. 150.
His character, 131. Said to tiave ob-
tained h.s hi(.h post, as ptime mini*
St-r, hy pu'chasf, 557,

l^itu Tesiament, ed.tion of, printed at

CJxIord tor the use of the -Frenctk..

emigrant clerry, 3^0
l^otia Stnhorada /^rral-idai convent.!^.

vcifcsJn praj««li#:304» ,j .?,. ; c
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iin^ar, in Essex, progre$i of the focJety

there, for the promotion (vf industry,

a'nd the comfort of the poor, 353.

Pjif'S, Thoma?, his thooghfs on Agra-

riin justi e, opposed t;o monofeij^ and

fxis'tDg /aw, 176.

Paramaiko, described, 73.
Pa~!S. remarkable places ®in, described,

565.

Peace, pubrcations relative to, ^3, 225,

229. 253.
Pearson, Dr. R(l. on the cft'tfct" of vitri-

olic fcther in cases of Phthisis Pul-

momli?, 406,
Phicadelphia, improvement of the penal

code ard of the pri«ODs there, 356,
Physics, (antienT,' historical sketch of,

152. See. ibo Mctafbysics.

Pift, VViJIiam, his administration se-

verely attarksd, ^.'^g.

Po'try, affinity of wirh Pa'ntinp, 437.
Pvor, national, of Great Britain, a com-

petent maintainance for, how tS be

provided, 255. Their obligation to

continual iaboJr quesdon'd, 257. Mr.
Pitt's plan relative to, cnnsi.-'ered, 259.
The c 'n-iiiion of lbs fetnale p >or re-

commended 10 pamcular attention,

265. Female c\\ibi, among the poor,

considered, 167. Ourl'nes of an al-

trmpt for a plan for the advantage of

the p(Jor,' 541. Report of a society for

bettering the xonfeitrfon of the poor,

476. ;
_

Pope, Mr. comment on his Essay ^n
V Mio, asfi. Edition of jiis works by ^'

Dr W<irtnn characterised, 371. That
• c^kbrat'd ptet cna-gekJ With an infi- '•

rwi)U9 money transaction, 366."

pfidf, national, ideas re^*.vvi'^to,' JIJ.O'

Rattle-trJttiey held in high- veneration 'by'-

*ome ir'bes of tt'. American J-ndians,

459 H s p wcr of fafcioating ani-

mals doubtct', joo. Asseited, jdt.

Curiousstories<;oncerning,503. Some
" account oft! e bl,:cfc Snake j' ^04,

Rtmbrer.dt , account of, and of his work?,

'42.

Riyn:Us, Sir Jo-htnn hij>aint5ng, from'
Shikspeare, of^ th#.death of Caroinai

--SifMit'urCj Clitic 3:d, 4.37,

Roiespierre, interfst'ng anecdotes relative

to ieveral victims ot his enormous cru-
elty, 222. His genius and talents ap-
orecjait-d, 3^5.

Pobln red hreas: , verses to, aia.
Rvme, antient, its detriocr^tic eovernment

ruinous to itself, 274. Dramatic le-

presentations in, 372.
- , modern, visaed by Count Stolberg,

ib.

R-jtbsay, Duke of, his chaiacter by Bu-
chanan, 3. Differently displayed by
others, lb.

Poxbvrgh, Dr. on a few species of
Sziietcrtia \ on its taik ; with a ccm»
par.'Si^n of its powers with th'^e of
Peruvian bark, 405. See also Mabt^
gany.

Pumford, Count, his u<eful account of
heat, and its operations, for domestic
pu.poses, 288.

RutKsey, Mr. his remarkable cure of a
compound dislocation of the TiUuaiid
Fibula, &c. 403.

Saussure, M. De, his Alpine fravefs,

512. His third exp-'dit'cn. 517. Ad-
oiiional ob'crvatictu on M >nl Bhnc,
518. Difficulties ex^eiienceJ by
hiiB and his guides from the rare-

faction of the air, at gieat heights.

Seaman, Bntiih, descriptive account of,

323. 450. See also CcTi/jTr/cn.

Secedert (u^m public duties, remonstrance
with, 472.

Senses and Sinsathns, philosophical oh-
seri-ations on, 165.

Sheridan, R. B. descriptive character of,

319
Sixt, Mr. said to have left an Eioli^h

translation of Wi^land's Oberon, jSf.
Sal^r, moral view of his occupation,

298.

Stage, account of the ^tate of under the
Roman republic, 371.

5r<i»7t';.r, General, afl(! his da'.ghter, re-

ma<k)ble case of their su.vivbiSbip,

54
.

Stedrren, Captain, adventures of, in his
expediiian agiinst the negroes of Suri- '

narri, 67. Kis death, 76.
Slraivhcrries, uncommon quantities of,

in Scotland, 446.
Swainson, Mr. his reprobation of wfr-

cury, and of the whole .Tiineral kiiie-'

dom, as ineffectual, or tui.rse, in the
cui« of ditcascs, 2::it.

^titius.
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Vatus, Achille?, account of, 56 s.

fhamety r'ver. encomiastic destriptton of

remaik ^l' places on the vfCitern bor-

ders ' 306.

7bcmf>son, Mr. his .'ccount of two cases

of puplheal aneurism, 402. Csse of

aneuii tn ot the rrnral artery, 404.
Trllunal, secret, of Wesip' 3iid, account

of, I .•4.

^arnif, Swedish, properties and utility

of, 445.

U and V

Vhion, theory of, 64. Inquiry concern-

ing the sjr.gk appearance of obj'Ct*

seen by both = yes, ib.

VLeii, olri, in the legs, new method of

treating, 109
Vch-avCy h 5 HenrisJe considered, with

retsrence to a new English transla ion

of that poem, 167. Specimens of,

1 68.—This eminent writer said to hare
been one of the principal promoter* of
the French revolution, 533—^jjg,

W
Water, l)ypothesis relative to its proper*

ties, &c, 140.

JVciLy, Rev. John, his character, &c.
,3s

Wiclar.d, M. his Oberon anaSyied,

576.
Winterbittom, Dr. his obEervations on

c-ises of ^he nettle-rash, at Sierra

Leyr.e, 40;. On the use of arsenic

in the ic.tcrrr.ittent fevers of a trcipicil

climatr-, lb. Observations relative to

the Angustura bark, 406.

Varmcuth. See Martin.

Yeliinv Fever of »he West Indies, its

nature, cause, and leonedy, 467, 468.
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